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PREFACE 

Now that the First Volume of the ‘Utkal University History of Orissa’ 

is ready for publication, it would be useful to give a historical resume of 

the conception of the idea of publishing a history of Orissa. 

The Academic Council of the Utkal University formed a Committee on 

19-8-1944 consisting of the following members to compile a history of Orissa. 

1. Rai Bahadur late Chintamani Acharya, 
2. Late Mr. S. Ray, 
3. ” Mr. G. S. Das, 
4. Mr. P. Mukherjee, 
5. Dr. H. N. Sinha. 

The Committee met on 27-10-44 and submitted its report to the Academic 

Council which was accepted by the Council on 22-3-45 and forwarded to 

the Syndicate for necessary action. The scheme, however, was not acted 

upon for some years. In 1954 the matter was again taken up (a research 

assistant was already appointed from 1948 to collect manuscripts from rural 

areas) and an Editorial Board was appointed consisting of the following 

members. 

1. Dr. H. Mahtab, 
2. Sri. G. S. Das, 

Prof, of History, Rav. College. 
3. Dr. D. C. Sircar, Govt. Epigraphist. Ootcamund, 
4. Dr. H. N. Sinha, Principal Agra College, Agra. 
5. Sri R. P. Das, Lecturer in History (Secy.). 

The first meeting of the Editorial Board was held in Bombay on 27-6-55 

and it was decided to write the following three comprehensive volumes, the 

estimated cost for which was Rs. 83,°00/-. 



(1) Vol. I From the earliest time up to the conquest of Chodaganga Dev. 

(2) Vol. II From Chodaganga Deva upto the end of Muslim Rule in Orissa. 

(3) Vol. Ill From the beginning of Marhatta Rule upto the end of the 

British Rule. 

For various reasons, however, the above decision did not materialise 

for sometime. But the collection of materials was in progress. It was 

decided later that the Political history of Orissa should be first compiled and 

the work of writing different chapters was allotted from time to time to 

different scholars in Orissa. Ultimately in 1961 it was decided to divide the 

work as detailed below: 

(a) From earliest time upto 1568 

(b) From 1568 to 1751 

(c) From 1751 to 1803 

(d) From 1803 to 1901 

(e) From 1901 to 1947 

Dr. N. K. Sahu 

Dr. H. N. Sinha. 

Dr. B. C. Ray 

Sri P. Mukherjee 

Dr. M. N. Das. 

There was slight modification later on and certain items were assigned as 

detailed below: 

(a) From 1568 to 1803 

(b) From 1901 to 1948 

Dr. B. C. Ray, 

Dr. M. N. Das. 

I do not feel competent to express any opinion on the quality of 

the work done which should be judged by the experts. But it is certainly 

the duty of the University to compile a history of Orissa which is likely to 

make a material contribution to the knowledge of history as a whole. We 

are grateful to the Board of Editors for their valuable work. 

four Cuttack. 

The 5th June 1964. (P. Parija) 



AUTHOR’S NOTE 

A comprehensive history of Orissa was a long felt need and the Utkal 

University attempted since 1944 to bring out such a work through an expert 

committee called “History Compilation Committee”. The Committee was 

reorganised in May, 1959 with Dr. H. Mahtab the then Chief Minister as its 

Chairman and Dr. P. Parija, the Vice-Chancellor, as Vice-Chairman. I was 

entrusted with the work of writing the history of Orissa from the earliest 

time upto 1568 and the work started in right earnest frorp June, 1959. 

The book is named “Utkal University History of Orissa” and is divid¬ 
ed into seven volumes which are compiled by scholars as stated below:— 

Dr. N. K. Sahu 

Vol. I From the earliest time upto 500 A.D. 

Vol. II From 500 A.D. to 1110 A.D. 

Vol. Ill From 1110 A.D. to 1435 A.D. 

Vol. IV From 1435 A.D. to 1568 A.D. 

Dr. B. C. Ray 

Vol. V From 1568 A.D. to 1803 A.D. 

Sri P. Mukherjee 

Vol. VI From 1803 A.D. to 1901 A.D. 

Dr. M. N. Das 

Vol. VII From 1901 A.D. to 1948 A.D. 

Chapter I ‘Prehistory’ of Vol. I is contributed by Dr. G. C. Moha- 

patra, Lecturer, Department of Ancient Indian History and Culture, Punjab 

University, Chandigarh. The map-Prehistoric sites of Orissa and photogra¬ 

phs and drawings for plates I to XI are also furnished by him. I am thank¬ 

ful to Dr. Mohapatra for his help and co-operation. I also acknowledge with 

thanks the help of the Director General of Archaeology, Government of India, 
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V10 Supplied the Air photograph of Sisupalgarh (PI XX) for publication in 

this volume. 

The followng Research Assistants appointed by Utkal University 

rendered help in the work of compilation:— 

Sri P. K. Misra from May, 1959 to February, 1960. 

Sri K. S. Behera from November, 1960 to November, 1961. 

Sri R. C. Mohapatra from March, 1962 to April, 1963. 

Sri T. P. Singh from April, 1963 to May, 1964. 

I convey my sincere thanks to all of them. 

The scheme for compilation of history of Orissa would not have 

materialised without sincere effort and encouragement of Dr. H. Mahtab and 

Dr. P. Parija, the Vice-Chancellor. Dr. Mahtab a reputed scholar-politician 

and a keen student of history, has patiently gone through the typed pages 

of this volume and approved for its publication. His learned ‘Introduction’ 

meant for all the seven volumes of the work is an illuminating analysis of 

history in general and history of Orissa in particular. The Preface has been 

written by Dr. Parija from his sick bed which indicates his sincere love for 

this work. I take this opportunity to convey my deep gratitude and respect 

for these two scholars and well-wishers. 

My thanks are also due to Dr. M. N. Das, Professor of History and 

Sri G. C. Rath, Registrar, Utkal University for their kind interest and valua¬ 

ble suggestions from time to time for making the work a success. 

Kharavela Nagar 

Bhubaneswar. 

N. K. SAHU. 

5th June 1964. 



INTRODUCTION 

Aristotle has suggested that there are three different ways of repre¬ 

senting the affairs of human life or of the world, for the matter of that, 

namely, History, Science and Fiction. History ascertains and records facts; 

science formulates laws out of the facts ascertained and recorded and 

fiction is the presentation of facts in an artistic manner. The science of 

anthropology grew out of the history of the Primitive Societies, while the 

form of history in the beginning was stories and legends or Puranas of 

India. Since those Aristotelian days, history has gradually developed to 

such an extent that its use is needed in many other spheres of human 

knowledge. At one time history confined itself to recording only political 

facts, and that too, not in all spheres but in the limited sphere of the 

kings and governments of the day. But the treatment which history 

receiving in the hands of interpreters has made it obligatory that history 

should not only deal with politics, but it should take kito full account 

economics and sociology also. As anthropology as a science is the out¬ 

come of the history of primitive societies, so also economics, political 

science and sociology look up to history for supply of facts relating to 

civilised societies for their development. History has thus become a 

subject of all absorbing interest, telling the stories not only of growth and 

decay of civilisations, rise and fall of kingdoms and empires but of social 

evolutions and changes and economic relations of human beings. 

Out of history, has grown historicism which assumes that recorded 

facts in history reveal the operation of a. law governing the sequence of 

stages of evolution and changes in human' society and that if the law is 

correctly understood the inevitable future can be predicted. 

Among the propounders of historicism the most important are 
Hegel, Marx, St. Simon, Comte, Spencer, Spengler and Arnold Toynbee of 

modern times. These scholars have their own theories differing from one 

another about the flow of events in history and the future outcome of it. 
Karl Marx based on his interpretation of history a philosophy, which is now 
challenging all other philosophies of the world. According to Karl 

Marx it is the relationship amongst different classes in the society in the 

system of production and distribution of wealth which has shaped history 
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in different periods. The inexorable logic of history, according to Marx, 

is that the class conflict which has been going on, one submerged class eli¬ 

minating the other in the past centuries, will end when the last submerged 

class, the wage earners, will be ascendant and mankind will then be free of 

classes. Amongst many other recorded facts of the world, the history of 

Orissa in 1866 in which year about a million people perished on account 

of famine has been taken into account by Marx to come to his conclusion. 

St. Simon (1760-1825) and Auguste Comte (1798-1857) came to the con¬ 

clusion that human progress must pass through three ages, the theologi¬ 

cal, the metaphysical and finally the positive age when social life would be 

organised on the basis of science. In his exhaustive study and analysis of 

history almost from the dawn of civilisation to the present day Arnold 

Toynbee has observed that man cannot alter the laws of non-human nature 

but he can harness them to his own purposes. So man’s dependence on 

these laws diminishes with the development of science and technology. 

But, according to Toynbee, so far as the laws of human nature are con¬ 

cerned, they will be controlled not only by man’s relations with his fellow 

men but above all with God, his Creator. Human nature has always resis¬ 

ted laws of Nature. Faced with a challenge, man had brought about 

changes in the situation. But Toynbee says that man does not live under 

the law of Nature only but also under the law of God which is “Perfect 

Freedom’’. 

The same set of facts leads to different conclusions as it happens in 

the case of all theories propounded by Philosophers. Although histori- 

cism is not a science to tell us in the same precision as A will be the result 

if B and C are there, all historians in their works try to draw some con¬ 

clusions from the recorded facts and these conclusions are proved to be Qf 

immense help to politicians, statesmen, scientists and philosophers. His¬ 

tory, therefore, provides a base for the development of human knowledge 
in various spheres. 

It is usual to construct the history of a geographical unit, covering 

different periods marked by mainly political changes. But Toynbee holds 

that for proper study of history, the unit should not be a country or a 
period but a “society”, of which people living in a geographical unit at a 

particular period are but a part. This opinion holds good particularly in 

the case of the history we are dealing with, namely, the history of Orissa. 

Two important questions arise while dealing with this history, first, 

whether the history of a region of India, the nation state, can be exclu¬ 
sively studied and if so, what its utility is and secondly whether the 

geographical unit which forms the distinct region has been so for centuries 

from the beginning of civilisation. 
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The reply to these two questions has been given in the negative by 
Toynbee after thorough examination of all aspects. Let us examine them 

closely here in the case of Orissa and take up the second question first. 

That the difficulty in writing out the history of a geographical unit like 

Orissa as it exists today is great, will be evident from the strenuous labour 

which the learned author of the 1st volume has put in to construct the 

ancient history out of the fragmentary accounts of various tribes and 
societies which existed then. The ancient Kalinga, the fame of which, at 

one time, spread over the entire South Asia lies now partly in Andhra and 

partly in Orissa. The headquarter of this great kingdom has moved from 

time to time towards north and ultimately settled itself in a place which is 

now in Orissa. The same is the case with regard to Odra, Utkal and Tri- 

kalinga, which were, at one time or the other, parts of the present Orissa. 

Even after the stage, when a distinct language developed in the process of 

the growth of civilization, different parts of present Orissa remained 

politically separated for centuries. The southern portion went under Gol- 

kunda in the 16th century and remained politically separated till 1936 

when Orissa was made a separate province. The western part went under 

the Marhattas long before the coastal districts came under them. The 

northern parts went under the Nawabs of Bengal in the 16th century and 

never came back again. Looking back through centuries to the process of 

history, one observes the amazing phenomenon that although only the tiny 

area of present districts of Balasore, Cuttack and Puri have all along 

remained together without any kind of separation, political or otherwise 

and most of the other parts passed through centuries of separation, still the 
sentiment of belonging to the same family persisted and grew, ultimately 

resulting in the formation of the State of Orissa. What was this sentiment 

due to? What was the basis of this amazing family-consciousness? It is 

evident that besides the political power, there is something or there are 

many things which go to constitute the family-sentiment of a society. Be¬ 
sides the political force, there are two other forces, economic and social, 

which play a decisive role in the development of cohesion in a group of 

human beings. So far as Orissa is concerned, the economic force does not 
appear to have worked to build up that cohesion, for even now Orissa con¬ 
sists of many distinctly different economic units and this has been the case 
for the past centuries. There is no doubt that the social force or forces 
have been the deciding factors in keeping the society known as Oriyas 

together in spite of political and economic force working against it for many 
centuries. What are the social forces which have worked this wonder? 
Language, religion, caste, organisation, customs based upon religion, all these 
were social forces which could not be successfully combated by the new 

political and economic forces in the case of Orissa as well as Andhra, Kar> 

natak and some other regions of India, 



Thus the Oriyas, as a distinct society has been able to exist in spite 

of all dangers to its existence. By and large the present Orissa is the home 

land of that society. There is a feeling that some border areas in the 

north, the south and the west should have been included in Orissa; but 
that is a separate subject altogether. 

Then we come to the first question. Although the long history of 

the past establishes the fact that there are distinct societies, such as Oriyas, 

Andhras etc., is it worthwhile to perpetuate them to the detriment of the 

growth of India as a nation? Has not history established that India 

went down because of internecine conflicts amongst different regional socie¬ 

ties? In the process of the growth of nationalism, has it not been the 

case in all countries to take effective steps beginning from abolishing the 

old geographical boundaries to destroying parties, sects and classes altoge¬ 

ther to discontinue the past dividing factors and forge unification? The 

notable examples are abolition of old feudal provinces of France after the 

French Revolution and liquidation of whole classes in Russia after the 

revolution of 1919. Are not different socially conscious units the potential 

factors of disintegration of India which has attained political unification 

after about two thousand years from the date of Asoka? These are very 

valid question demanding thoughtful replies from the viewpoint of India as 

a nation. 

In the course of history new social forces emerge, demanding institu¬ 

tions through which they must work. Either the old institu¬ 

tions serving other purposes previously are suitably modified peacefully or 

they are destroyed and new ones are created for the new purposes. The 

impact of industrialisation and democracy in course of the last two centu¬ 

ries, have resulted in elimination of parochial states and sublimation of the 

sentiment attached to them for generations to the higher level of nation¬ 

alism. This process has been achieved either by revolution or by evolu¬ 

tion. Arnold Toynbee has observed that if the adjustment of old institu¬ 

tions to the new forces is harmonious, growth will continue but if it is 

brought about by revolution, growth becomes hazardous. All the nations 

in the world as they exist today were at one time or the other consisted of 

several fragments, each having its own way of life, language, custom and 

civilisation. These fragments came together under new forces and adjusted 

themselves and became bigger units, the process taking some centuries to 

work out. Whenever physical force has been used to bring about this 

adjustment, break-down has taken pla:e under such stresses as war. The 

First and the Second World Wars have broken down many units which were 

made into nations under physical pressure and created new units. For sta¬ 

bility of growth, adjustment should be peaceful and evolutionary as it has 
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been in the cases of Great Britain, U.S.A., U.S.S.R. and many other countries. 
The example of U.S.S.R. may be quoted here because faith in compulsion 

is greater there than in persuation. The regional sentiments in the Russian 

empire which has now become the Soviet Union were as great as elsewhere. 

The Czars made systematic efforts to weaken the parochial loyalties by 

redistributing the geographical units to disturb the linguistic and other 

parochial affiliations. But they did not succeed to achieve this end, a fact 

which was proved when in 1919 after the First World War, a deputation of 

Georgians represented to the Peace Conference in Paris that they should be 

recognised as a separate non-Russian nationality. The same was the sen¬ 

timent in Ukraine and some other regions. Centuiies of Czarist rule could 

not kill the regional sentiment which burst out under the stress of war. 

Stalin recognised this fact and completely reversed the old policy. He, not 

only satisfied the parochial sentiment of regions as was expressed then but 

anticipated it elsewhere and recognised it. States were redistributed on 

the basis of parochial loyalties and due regard was shown to the local 

languages and traditions. In addition, planned effort was made to make the 

P.ussian language and the Russian sentiment accepted voluntarily by all the 

regions. This is a clear case in favour of persuasion and against compulsion. 

Statesmen of India were wise in framing a constitution which recog¬ 

nises the regional languages and grants provincial autonomy to the farthest 

extent. Each region, proud of its own history, is now called upon to develop 

its language and culture so that it may contribute whole-heartedly to the 
growth of India as a nation establishing unity harmoniously in diversity. 

That is why in the interest of development of India as a nation, it is essen¬ 

tial that the history of all distinct regions should be separately studied and 

written so that the full history of India may come out as a rainbow in 

which various colours are harmoniously blended not by man but by provi¬ 
dence. 

Coming to the History of Orissa, like any other history of thousands 
of years it is a tale of rise and fall, growth and decline which is dealt with 

in different volumes relating to different periods by distinguished scholars. 

Unfortunately no record of all the facts relating to even some major events 
which have changed the course of history is available. Thus the inquisitive 

mind is left only to guess and that too in an imperfect manner. 

The recorded history of Orissa begins practically from Ashoka who 
renounced war as a state policy on the battle field near about the present 

Bhubaneswar after he had won the battle. The history of these about two 
thousand and three hundred years from the 3rd century B.C. to the 20th 
century can be analysed for the purpose of studying the growth, decline and 



the arrest of the growth of the Oriyas. For the purpose of analysis, I am 

following more or less Toynbee’s line and trying to pin-point the 

strength and the weakness of different periods. 

The Aryan civilisation became a junior partner when it extended 

to Orissa about the 5th or the 6th century B. C. when the pre-Aryan 

civilisation was perhaps at a high level in the region. The excavation of the 

Sisupalgarh has brought to light the fact that Ashoka built his fort on the 

structure of some earlier forts which were built in a period when pre- 
Aryan civilisation was dominant. The plan and construction of these 

forts indicate that pre-Aryan civilisation had reached a high level when 
the Aryans moved southward. The Aryans could not make much head¬ 

way towards the South as they had their own limit of expansion. Al¬ 
though the Aryan civilisation was superior it had to become a junior 

partner in the inter-mingling process, because, as Toyanbee points out, when 

a frontier between a more highly and a less highly civilised society ceases 
to advance, the balance does not settle down to a stable equilibrium but 

inclines, with the passage of time, in the more backward society’s favour. 

This is why at one time the Aryans were forbidden this region by their 

law-makers. 

The period preceding that of Ashoka was evidently a virile one and 
the society was apparently marching forward enthusiastically on the path 
of growth. Otherwise stubborn resistance could not have been offered to 

the invading Mauryas. The description of this epoch making battle given 

in the rock-edicts of Ashoka shows that the region was highly populous and 
the people were extra-ordinarily brave, as they fought almost to the last 
man to preserve their freedom. According to Megasthenes the Kalinga Army 

was consisting of 60,000 infantry, 1,000 cavalry and 700 war elephants. 

Ashoka records that one hundred and fifty-five thousand were taken as 

captive, one hundred thousand were slain and many times that numbers 
perished from famine and pestilence which followed the war. Who was 

the King then and who were the people? The entire history of Greece of 
that period would have paled into insignificance if there had been some 
record of those brave and dauntless people. No monument has been erect¬ 
ed for those nameless heroes who laid down their lives for the freedom of 
their land. Ashoka made himself immortal not for his victory in the war 
but for the change his life underwent as a result of the sacrifice of his 
brave opponents, of whom there is no record. Nevertheless History 

must first pay homage to them who have lain deep down below the foun¬ 

dation on which the structure of the Society grew in the coming centuries. 
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The defeat inflicted by Ashoka must have brought about depression 

and retarded the growth for some centuries. But along with the defeat, 

Ashoka brought a new outlook in the society. A more refined civilisation 

grew. Kharavela was the symbol of the next growth. His personality must 

have supplied the necessary stimulus to the people to grow in the new direc¬ 

tion. Kharavela was not only a great king but a great man as well. His 

rule has been described in details in his inscription on the Khandagiri hill. 

He was perhaps the only king of Orissa who was, as a matter of rule, devot¬ 

ing each alternate year of his rule to the economic development of the peo¬ 

ple. But how did that period come to end? How long the push he gave to 

the growth of civilisation lasted? There is no record. In all probability, the 

growth went on unhampered for many centuries. Mere political change is 

not enough to affect the growth of a civilisation. There were political 

changes; but the peak which the civilisation of the Oriyas reached in bet¬ 

ween the 5th and the 7th centuries A.D. could not have been reached in 

only a few centuries. It is reasonable, therefore, to surmise that the evolu¬ 

tion, started during Kharavela’s period, went on till the 5th century A.D. 

when the brightest period of the history began and continued till the 10th 

century A.D. During this period many a dynasty came and went, of whom 

the Bhaumas and the Somas were the most prominent. Round about Viraja 

(Jajpur) rose a civilisation which, in course of time, became the base of the 

distinct society which Orissa represents today. Ratnagiri, the great seat of 

learning which has come to light now was the work of that period. That 

was the period when students from all over India and abroad used to come 
to learn something in Orissa. Subhakar Keshari, a king of that period sent 

a manuscript as a present to the Emperor of China. Lalitgiri, Udayagiri 

and Ratnagiri are still standing as mute witness of that glorious period, the 

detailed accounts of which are still to be collected by the archaeologists. 

Bhubaneswar was the creation of that period. Oversea trade of Orissa 
known then as Kalinga reached its zenith in those centuries. 

This was the period in which the virility of the society manifested it¬ 
self in all fields, such as, art, religion, trade, education etc. The fact that the 

Somas came and succeeded the Bhaumas did not make any significant differ¬ 
ence in the upward growth of the society, as apparently there was no violent 

change-over. Buddhism and Saivism embraced each other, one giving room 
to the other almost voluntarily. The later Bhaumas who were originally 

Buddhists became worshippers of Siva as is known from their inscriptions. 

The Somas who were pushed out of Kosala and who were ardent Saivites 
did not find much difficulty in propagating Saivism. It is true that there 

were instances of Buddhist temples and pillars being converted into Saivit 
institutions, such as the conversion ofa part of Ashoka pillar at Bhubaneswar 

into a Sivalinga in the Magheswar temple and relegation of the image of Ava- 
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iokitaswar to a corner in the temple of Kosaleswar in Keonjhar. But that 

was the period when Buddhism was dying a natural death in the whole of 

India because of various causes which grew in course of time. 

But, since religion was the major force which was building up the 

civilisation during that period of the history of the world, what do we find 

in Orissa? In spite of huge temples at Bhubaneswar, Puri and Konarka built 

at huge cost, the village deity of the Pre-Aryan orgin is still supreme. The 

deity is worshipped not by a Brahmin but by a priest whose caste is looked 

upon as low in the hierarchy of castes. The main belief is still in some form 

of Buddhism. Even the Pancha sakhas of the 15th century based their 

preachings on the remnants of Buddhism, which took various forms in 

coming in contact with other religious systems. Bhubaneswar provides a 

fair example of competition and assimilation of various religious systems 

during the period under discussion. Here, for many centuries Buddhism 

had irs day. Pilgrims from far and wide used to come to this centre which 

was then known as losali, as is known from one of the Nagarjuni Konda ins¬ 

criptions. Then it gave way to Jainism. Jain relics are found in abundance 

round about Bhubaneswar. Then came Saivism which was subsequently 

overwhelmed by Jagannath of Puri. The Saiva temple of Bhubaneswar stands 

between Dhauligiri of the Buddhists on one side and Khandagiri of the Jains 

on the other. The main priests in this temple are non-Brahmins. A study 

of Bhubaneswar will indicate that the base which was provided during the 

6th-7th centuries was not disturbed by what followed in the next centuries. 

Sobriety in art is the sign of the growth of a civilisation while promiscuity 

and exuberance are the signs of decline. The art of Ratnagiri, Udayagiri 

and Lalitgiri and Bhubaneswar gives evidence of growth while that of 

Konarka indicates decline. 

Another indication of the importance of this period is the prestige 

attached to the title of ‘Bhuyan’ derived from the Bhaumas, in the aristocra¬ 

tic society of northern Orissa. There are many aristocratic families in Jajpur 

and Bhadrak who took great pride in their Bhuyan title. Many others who 

aspire to be known as aristocrates try to acquire the title by making efforts. 

Before we proceed to the next period, we should have an idea about 

some characteristic features of the kingdom and the society then. The king¬ 

dom was apparently a small one covering a few sub-divisions of the present 

Orissa. Roughly it extended from Bhadrak to Bhubaneswar on the coastal 

side only. The Bhaumas were indigenous people, who produced their own 

kings. They had their kith and kin all round. With regard to culture, it was 

emerging then as the outcome of the inter-courses between the Aryan and 

the pre-Aryan civilisations, in which the former was the junior partner as 
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has been said above. The Bhauma regime can be compared with the Bhania 
regime in many respects, particularly in the respect that both grew out of 

the people as they were. When the Somas came, the boundaries of the king¬ 

dom extended and they became over-lords over many local indigenous 

chiefs. But since the Somas were themselves uprooted from their original 

home and since the pressure of local civilisation was great, the only compro¬ 

mise that seemed to have taken place was that the Brahminism of the 

Somas was accepted at a higher level of the society while they themselves 

came down to the people at levels other than religion. The indent of Brah¬ 

mins in large numbers from Kanyakubja and other places and performances 

of Vedic Yanjyas at Jajpur and Choudwar had no doubt their effect on the 

society. This was the time when Atharva Veda became very popular 

amongst the Brahmins of Orissa as has been found out by scholars. The 

reason, perhaps was this that the Atharva Veda is more akin to the Tantras 

of the population than the other Vedas of the Aryans and the influence of 

the society as a whole was too great to be resisted. It should be noted 

that Buddhism was a religion of the masses and Brahminism was of the 

classes. The influence of the mass mind worked on the religion as a result 

of which the high philosophy of Buddha gradually came down to law practi¬ 

ces which, in turn, became the cause of decline of the religion. During this 

period of decline of Buddhism, rose Sankaracharya to revive Brahminism 

of the classes and he met with complete success. Sankaracharya is said to 

have come to Puri at this time; and established a centre of his to propagate 

his philosophy. This must have helped Saivism to grow enormously as can 

be imagined from the number of the temples built in Bhubaneswar and in 

many other places. Although the change-over from Buddhism to Saivism 

appears to have been a smooth one, it can be imagined that the masses and 

the classes were separated in the matter of their thinking processes. This 

appears to be the major cause of decline which set in towards the end of the 
Soma period. 

The next period is of the Gangas which is famous in history for ex¬ 
pansion of territory. The Gangas expanded from the South and finally set¬ 
tled down in Orissa. They expanded to the north also. The temples of 

Jagannath and Konarka are the outstanding monuments of this period. The 

remarkable territorial expansion must have been a source of inspiration 
particularly to the classes if not to the masses. The military prowess of the 

kingdom increased considerably. But the society as a whole does not appear 
to have acquired sufficient cultural strength to get over the decline which 
was setting in. In numerous inscription of this period there is 

no evidence of any significant work of economic development 
undertaken as one finds in the history of the Cholas in the South. Orissa’s 
oversea trade had come to a close. Detailed research has not been made as 
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to how the flourishing trade of Orissa in the South-East Asian countries 

came to a dead-stop in about 12th or the 13th century A.D. Three factors 

might have brought about this sad situation. One is the gradual silting of 

the mouth of rivers because of the litoral drift of the sea. The names of a 

number of ports on the Orissa coast are found in old records but there is 

not the slightest trace of any of them now. Only the port of Balasore was 

alive during the Moghul period. That too was soon closed as the mouth 

of Burabalang was silted up. The second factor seems to be the competi¬ 

tion of the Cholas in the south of which we get some indication. The third 

seems to be the Arabian expeditions in the South-East Asian countries and 

regular piracy of some of the western sea-fairing countries. Whatever may 

have been the cause, the fact remained that the source of Orissa’s wealth 

dried up. Agriculture, depending on the vagaries of nature was left to be 

the only source of living for the vastly expanded territory. In the circums¬ 

tances, the society was bound to be stagnant. 

When conquest was the main feature of the period, it was bound to 

come to a halt at a certain stage, for it has its own natural limitations. In 

about a century, the conquest of territories stopped. Even then no syste¬ 

matic work of development was undertaken although the administration was 

stabilised. Military strength also declined gradually. Lack of interest in the 

affairs of the kingdom on the part of the general population is noticed from 

several instances. This was the period when Mohammedan invasion was 

raging all over North India. The Hindu society was crumbling to pieces in 

the face of the onslaught of the Muslims. India, at that time, was failing 

to meet the challenge. Orissa, too, was failing, as would be evident from 

the fact that Feroz Shah Tughlak could come, plunder and slaughter the 

Hindus in the capital of Orissa with practically no opposition. It was 

easy for the invaders to conquer the country; but they did not do it, per¬ 

haps because it was out of the way and the invaders did not turn to the 

south just at that time. It does not appear to be a fact that the Mohamme¬ 

dans could not conquer Orissa till the 16th century because of her internal 

strength, as is popularly believed. The degeneration which had started in 

all the Hindu kingdoms and in the Indian society was there also in Orissa 

and amongst the Oriyas. The trends of weakness of the kingdom could be 

discerned from a few outstanding facts. Swami Narahari Tirtha of the 

Madhva cult was for many years in Orissa in the court of the Ganga kings 

and at last he became de facto king for some years. He was the pro¬ 

pagator of the Bhakti cult of the Vaishnavas. Ramanuja is said to have 

visited Jagannath and established his centre during this period, fayadev 

flourished at this time. Bhakti cult has been the external manifestation of 

internal loss of self-confidence and reliance on one’s own exertion to meet 

the challenge of surroundings. It is significant that the Mohammedan 
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period in India produced a number of saints in Maharashtra, North India 
and Bengal who propagated Bhakti cult. Not only the Bhakti cult began to 

hold the ground in Orissa but prevalence of priestcraft also began during 

this period. 

Arnold Toynbee has observed that geographical expansion is a con¬ 

comitant of decline and disintegration and geographical expansion is a by¬ 

product of militarism. Both these factors worked during the Ganga period. 

In spite of vast expansion of the territory, there is no evidence of strong 

forts having been built on the frontiers for defence. Since it was the expan¬ 

sion of the South towards the North, naturally therefore, both in the Army 

and in the Government, the southern elements prevailed. These elements 

were virtually outside the indigenous society of the Oiiyas. The effect of 

this influence was visible as time went on. Toynbee has further observed 

that a sense of promiscuity and syncretism in religions are the outward 

signs of growing internal weakness. Promiscuity manifests itself mainly in 

art and literature. We find it in abundance in the art of that period p^.ticu- 

larly in Konarka. The tendency to reconcile various rites, cults and faiths 

is not the sign of strength but of weakness according to Toynbee. We find 
in Jagannath, the fairest example of syncretism of all rites and cults begin¬ 

ning from the pre-Aryan days to the days of Sri Chaitanya. The process started 

during the Ganga period. Although the worship of Jagannath had been 

xisting long before Chodaganga built the magnificient temple, it came into 

over-riding influence in those centuries. Competition for power and pelf is 

g 'ater in a stagnant society than in a growing one. This competition gra¬ 

dually becomes unhealthy and acrimonious internal dissensions become the 

order of the day. At this stage usually the Army over-powers the civil au¬ 
thority or the King. When the king disappears, rivalry starts amongst the 

Generals. Dissension amongst the generals ultimately ends in subjugation 

by some other superior power. This usual feature is noticed in the history 

of Orissa. After about a century of hectic activities of conquest the Ganga 

period came to a stagnant stage, which lasted for about a century more. The 

first sign of internal dissension was the approach of a feudal chief to Feroz 

Shah against the paramount king, Bhanu Deva. At the end, when the last 
Ganga king was lost in sexual pleasures, Kapilendra, a general of the south 

forcibly occupied the throne and started his career. 

Now begins the last stage of the decline of the society. The rise 
which was recorded on Ratnagiri gradually came down and in about seven 
centuries, the decline was recorded on Konarka, the last flicker of a great 

civilisation. Unless the entire process of history of thousands of years is 
kept in view, it will not be possible to explain how suddenly the archi¬ 

tectural art of Orissa disappeared on the beach of the sea at the mouth of 
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the river Prachi, the bank of which had seen the glorious rise of the Oriyas 

from the days of Kharavela. Konarka marked the end of a career. The 

period that followed and ended with Mukunda Deva was the epilogue as we 

will presently see. 

Kapilendra was a great general and militarist. He went on expanding 

towards the south, taking advantage of the internal dissensions in the 

Andhra society. At that time the army of Orissa appears to have been 

dominated by the fighting classes of the Andhra society, particularly the 

Raju class. In the course of centuries, in the political kingdom of Orissa two 

distinct societies came to exist, namely, the Oriyas and the Andhras. The 

Oriyas of the north met with the Andhras of the south on the field of 

competition. In the competition of civilisations, it is virility which 

ultimately wins. In the competition between the Oriyas and the Andhras, 

none won, as both the societies were overwhelmed by a third force, namely, 

the Mohammedans within a short time. Kapilendra, by sheer physical 

force not only kept the kingdom intact but expanded further to the south, 

depending mainly on the weakness of the Andhra society. Since he was a 

general, he tried to fortify his territory from Midnapur to Rajmahendry. 

But internal weakness of the society was indicated almost immediately after 

Kapilendra Deva came into power. Inscriptions began to refer to rebellions 

here and there. The Andhras under the rising kings of Vijaynagar began 

to push. Mohammedan power were making thrusts both in the south and 

in the north. That was not the situation which could be managed by a 

pious king like Prataprudra Deva and saintly governors like Rai Ramana- 

nda. The conflict in the army itself between the northern and southern 

sections was coming to a head. General Govind Vidyadhar was the leader 

of the northern faction. At last he occupied the throne by force. Soon 

after Govinda Vidyadhar’s death, Mukunda Deva, the Raju general of the 

Orissa army revolted and got possession of the kingdom. Orissa was invad¬ 

ed by the Afghans in the north, and the Golkunda Sultan in the south. 

Mukunda Deva fought bravely with his Raju army, a portion of which appa¬ 

rently was left on the northern border where he went to resist the Afghan in¬ 

vasion. But revolt broke out in other section of the army near Cuttack. 

Mukunda Deva came back and was killed by a feudal chief in a fratricidal 

battle on the bank of the Vaitarani. Orissa came under the invading foreig¬ 

ners who were bigots of the worst type. The land of temples came under 

the thumb of iconoclasts challenging the very existence of the society of the 

Oriyas. It was not a wayward fate which brought about this disaster but it 

was the natural ultimate outcome of a declining society in which a wide 

gulf is created between the administration and the people and internal dis¬ 

sensions rage in the ruling party or clique. But did the society die out as a 

result of this almost fatal challenge? 
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There are numerous instances in history which show the extinction 

of even advanced civilisations under the stress of political and religious 

challenges of a devastating nature. But the Oriyas, or for the matter of that, 

the Indians did not go the way of extinction. Sometimes it has so happen¬ 

ed in history that individuals of extraordinary drive come forward and save 

the society from the grip of complete disintegration by clinging on to one 

or more elements which keep the society together. The society then shrinks 

and lives in a shell provided by the leadership and waits till favourable 

opportunity comes. For the Indian society it was the caste system upheld by 

the influence of religions which saved it. For the Oriyas that too was not 

existing, for the temple of fagannath which had gradually become the cen¬ 

tre of religious belief of the Oriyas was desecrated and the deity destroyed 

by the Afghans. Not only the political power was gone but the citadel of the 

religious authority also was gone. Tnis was a situation which was the 

most congenial to the disappearance of society. But it was saved by Ramchan- 

dra Dev, son of Danai Vidyadhar who was a general under Suvarna Keshari 

Govinda Vidyadhar. Danai was put in prison by Mukunda Deva, and he 

died as a prisoner. Ramchandra, too, was imprisoned and deported to Raj- 

mahendry. When confusion prevailed after the death of Mukunda Deva, 

P,amchandra escaped from the prison and collected together some generals 

of the Orissa army and established a kingdom near Khurda. He built a 

strong fort on the Barunai hill. He reinstated a newly constructed image 

of Jagannath in the temple and reorganised its worship on a system which 

even now holds good. He settled a large number of priests round about 

Puri. In a few years he succeeded in making the Hindu worid believe that 

nothing had happened to Jagannath and His authority still prevailed. Ram¬ 

chandra organised the local militia, known as Paikas. In fact, he got full 

support from the northern section of the old army of Orissa. This is how 

he commanded the allegiance of about the whole of northern Orissa and that 

part of south Orissa where the Oriya influence was predominant, in spite 

of the ruthless rule of the Afghans and the Moghuls at the top. Ramchandra 

made a successful diplomatic deal with Mansingh who took over Orissa on 

behalf of the Moghuls from the Afghans through the medium of Jagannath. 

Mansingh granted recognition to Ramchandra and his Khurda kingdom and 

in return Ramchandra recognised the Moghul emperor as his overlord. 

Mukunda Deva’s son was given the Aul Zamindari by Mansingh in Cuttack, 

file fact that Ramchandra was recognised by people as the successor of the 

kings of Orissa indicates the support he got from the army chiefs of the 
north and the dvision in the army which had thrown the kingdom into the 

jaws of the invadors. The Anka or the regnal year of the king of Khurda was 
accepted by the society as a whole, indicating complete success which 
Ramchandra achieved. 
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Thus a shell was created by Ramchandra and in this shell the Oriyas 

lived for about three centuries. Syncretism in religion of which Jagannath 

became the epitome and which, as has already been said above, was the sign 

of weakness in the society, became the greatest unifying factor and thus a 

source of strength at the time of a grave crisis. As Kharavela was the morn¬ 

ing star when the forward march of the Oriyas began, Ramchandra Deva 

was the midnight star when complete darkness engulfed the people towards 

the end of the 16th century. 

The shell, however, began to crack under the pressure of the new 

forces which were let loose when the Mohammedan rule was firmly esta¬ 

blished. These forces were religious fanaticism, devilish rapacity for wealth and 

all sensual pleasures on the side of the authorities, utter demoralisation of 

the classes which used to rule and protect the people at one time and com¬ 

plete apathy of the general population towards what was happening to the 

society as a whole. At one time the classes exploited the masses either in 

the name of the kings or in the name of priesthood which was rigorously 

enforcing the caste-rules without any check from the kings. When the clas¬ 

ses, themselves, were exploited by a third force, they did not have the sym¬ 

pathy and support of the people. They lost faith in themselves and in God 

whom they worshipped. The Khurda house and the temple of Jagannath 

were plundered more than once even by the Hindu Governors of the Mo- 

ghals. Konarka was desecrated and finally forsaken for all time to come. 

When Purushottam Dev was forced to give away his daughter as present to 

the Emperor Jahangir, the shell cracked. The prestige which was built by 

Ramchandra Deva perished. Ultimately towards the end of the Mohamme¬ 

dan Rule, the then Raja of Khurda adopted Islam, marrying the sister of Mir 

Habib who invited the Marhattas to Orissa to avenge himself of the feud 

he had with his Mohammedan rivals. Human character in those days came 

to a very low level both amongst the Hindus and Muslims. Imagine for a 

moment, the effect of the king, who was the head of the Jagannath temple 

being converted to Islam, on the general populatirn. But again the society 

tried to protect itself by contracting further and forming a shell at a 

lower level. The Paik-Kheda, a manuscript of that time published by the 

Jagannath Research society contains the instructions to the Paiks as to how 

they should maintain their tradition in view of the humiliation which the 

king of Khurda had suffered and the treachery which was rampant. 

Fortunately for this lower shell, the Mohammedan rule came to an 

end and the Bhonslas of Nagpur came. The onslaught on the people on ac¬ 

count of religion ceased. The Mohammedan king of Khurda was quietly 

disposed of and the Hindu rule was restored. But exploitation went on as 

before. Ruthless exaction from the feudal chiefs was resulting in ruthless 
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exaction from the peasantry as it was during the Moghal rule. By the end 
of the eighteenth century prosperous Orissa had become a land of poverty. 
Peasantry was ruined. That was the time when there was large exodus of 
Oriya population to Calcutta and other parts of Bengal which were then 

coming up under the British. 

During the Moghal-Marhatta period, it was a curious phenomenon 
that though the political power was gone and oppression was weighing heavi¬ 
ly on the society, the Oriya literature was growing steadily. In a period of 
this kind, usually saints come out to maintain the natural resistance of the 
spirit of the Society to the forces of Devil. Tukaram, Nama Dev, Ramdas, 
Tulsidas, Sri Chaitanya, Nanak and a host of other saints were put forth by 
the societies as protective angels when they were attacked by enemical for¬ 
ces. In medical science, it is said that at all times the body strives to main¬ 
tain equilibrium. For instance, if there is infection, the protective glands 
create inflammation to localise the damage. Similarly in the social body, 
whenever evil forces attack it, some elements in the society come forward 
to create protective forces which are regarded as signs of weakness in nor¬ 
mal times. We have seen how syncretism in religion, a product of weakness 
has saved Orissa from complete disintegration. Orissa, however, did not 
produce any saints as protective angels during the Moghal-Marhatta period. 
But the works of the angels, the Pancha Sakhas who appeared on the scene 
at the time of internecine strife in the 15th century, and who were long 
dead and gone worked miraculously in this period. The Malikas of Achyu- 
tananda and others, the Bhagabat of Jagannath Das gave solace to the break¬ 
ing spirit. Literature was produced to maintain the cohesion of the society. 
What is now known as ancient Oriya literature, was the product of this 
dark period, although it does not give even the slightest indication of the 
conditions prevailing then, as if the writers were living in a different world 
altogether. In fact, they were living in the shell. 

The British period began almost exactly with the 19th century which 
produced the new force of nationalism in the world, in the wake of Industrial 
Revolution. The British are Protestant Christians, believing in indivdual 
freedom of which the Rule of Law is the keystone and democracy is the 
administrative form. The British period can be divided into three sub¬ 
periods, first, apprentice-ship, secondly, benevolent autocracy and thridiy, 
reluctant preparation for departure. The first sub-period lasted for about 
fifty years till the famous rebellion of 1857 A.D. The second sub-period 
went upto the end of the 1st World War for about sixty years and the third 
lasted for about thirty years till 1947. 
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During the 1st sub-period the British were entering the field of Im¬ 

perialism and learning through experience the technique of Imperial admini¬ 

stration. There were no organised services. Central guidance was defec¬ 

tive. The Directors of a private company, the East India Company, were 

allowed a free hand to expand as they liked and administer the territory 

as they pleased. The result was corruption and maladministration on the 

same scale as it was during the Moghal-Marhatta period. Since there was 

some inherent strength in the society of the Oriyas there were sharp reac¬ 

tions as the risings in Khurda and Ghumsar. During this period, the 

British were taking systematic steps to occupy the position of over-lordship 

not only at the highest level but at lower levels also. They were not satis¬ 

fied only with taking over the territory from the Marhattas. They did away 

with the Raja of Khurda also to whom a large number of feudal chiefs used 

to owe allegiance in the social and religious field. The Chhatrapati of Sa- 

tara and the Peshwa of Poona were dealt with in similar manner. The British 

found out that these kings were really social institutions apart from their 

political positions, and were like strong living roots under the earth to sprout 

someday under favourable conditions. The institutions, therefore, were up¬ 

rooted. The feudal chiefs were recognised but they were made powerless. 

Permanent zamindars were created not only to ensure regular collection of 

land revenue but also to work as agents of Government in the local areas. 

But at the same time regular land settlement was made and the tenants got 

security of their possession which was almost non-existent in the past. This 

gave satisfaction at the lower level of the society. But the local leadership 

of the people was destroyed. People worked up to officers and the courts 

of the British Raj for everything. The greatest damage of a permanent na¬ 

ture to the growth of the society which the British inflicted was that they 

made it unlawful to possess any kind of arms including even a long knife. 

Orders were issued not to recruit Oriyas into the Army as they were dist¬ 

rusted for their rebellion in 1816-17. This would have further weakened 

the society but for the change which came about in the 2nd sub-period. 

During this period, the British, following their native Protestant Chris¬ 

tian spirit tried to do as much good to the people as possible. Rule of law, 

liberal education, introduction of democratic ways and institutions were the 

gifts of the British Government in those days. These helped the regenera¬ 

tion of the society elsewhere but not to the same extent in Orissa. The 

Oriyas remained scattered in three administrative provinces, Bengal, Madras 

and Central Provinces and in as many as twenty-six separate administrative 

units known as princely states. In these small princely states individual 

rule of the rulers prevailed while in the other parts, rule of law was in 

force. The fragments of the society of Oriyas living und^r different condi¬ 

tions could not make much headway. 
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At this stage again, the element of language exercised its pressure on 

the society to agitate for the union of all Oriya speaking tracts. By the time 

Orissa was made a separate Province in 1936, the British had lost inte¬ 

rest in the development of India as the growing nationalism was gradually 

becoming hostile to the British. Although Orissa was made a separate pro¬ 

vince, the twenty-six princely states of the province remained separate. The 

British departed finally in 1947 only two years after the 2nd World War. 

Orissa, thus, could not take advantage of the long standing peceful rule of law 

to the same extent as the other more favourably placed provinces did. 
Opportunity came to the Oriyas only after independence in 1947 when free 

air began to blow in the country, providing scope for every section to grow 

according to its capacity. Excepting some border areas, all the Oriya 

speaking tracts came under the same condition of life in 1948. The future 

age would say how far the Oriyas avail themselves of the opportunities which 
independent Democratic Republic of India has provided in reviving their 

growth and what role they play in the revival of India as a great nation of 

the world. 

This is the short analysis of the long history of the Oriyas, show¬ 

ing strength and weakness, factors of unification and of disintegration and 

marked signs of growth and of decline. I have followed Toynbee in not ana¬ 

lysing the history of the kingdom of Orissa, the boundaries of which have 

changed from time to time. I have tried to analyse the history of the society 

which according to Toynbee is a certain grouping of humanity which is nei¬ 

ther a nation State nor mankind as a whole and about which historical 

study can be made because of its distinctive character. 

1 venture to draw some conclusions from the above analysis:— 

(a) Administration and the society should be so intimate with each 
other that there will be no tendency on the part of the society to form a shell. 

A society living in a shell to protect itself from the vagaries of administra¬ 
tion cannot grow. 

(b) Culture and lterature are the two great cohesive factors in a so¬ 
ciety. Culture includes religion which means faith in something higher and 

nobler according to the conception of the society. Each society has its own 

way of life which is its culture. Theway of life is determined not by a few 
but by the multitude. Even though the leadership comes from a few, but 
it has to be accepted by many. Culture cannot be imposed on a society. 
Any attempt to do so will create shells. 
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(c) More attention should be paid to the development of the terri¬ 
tory than its expansion. 

(d) Dissension in the army is disastrous to the State. 

(e) Contact with outside world is helpful to the growth of the so¬ 

ciety. Confinement to its own surrounding makes the society economically 

backward and stunt its cultural growth. 

Learned scholars have written these volumes according to periods 

giving as much materials as is available to this date. The same materials 

may lead to some other analysis in some other hands. But having the ho¬ 

nour of being the first in the field to write a consolidated history of Orissa, 

I thought I should present my analysis to the readers while introducing the 

volumes written by eminent scholars at the instance of the Utkal Univer¬ 

sity. I thank the authorities of the University for their doing me the ho¬ 

nour of associating me with this great work as Chairman of the History 

Compilation Committee. 

May the present and the future generations pay heed to the lessons 

of History. 

( HAREKRUSHNA MAHTAB) 
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CHAPTER—I 

PREHISTORY 

I 

The process of evolution of man from the stage of 

primate and advanced ape took shape long after the origin 

of life in this planet.1 At the outset he was as good as 

ordinary animal but in course of time he had to evolve a 

mode of living very different from that of other creatures. 

The early part of the story of mankind when man was 

gradually emerging, physically and mentally, from the 

status of animal existence is what is known as prehistory. 

Literally, prehistory means the period which preceded the 

history of a particular country and therefore is devoid of any 

sort of written record of events that took place in the remote 

past. At this stage man was chiefly subsisting on hunting 

and food gathering and being physically unprotectedoagainst 

the rugged climate and the contemporary monstrous 

creatures, he was thoroughly exposed to the vagaries of 

nature. In absence of a permanent home and protection 

he was then in the habit |of constant migration. By virtue 

of his ever evolving brain, which was superior to that of 

other animals, man at this early stage started inventing 

things from time to time in order to meet his most urgent 

needs^and to supplement his physical strength. One of the 

I. The first life on earth'was born over 5C0 million years B. P. during 

Pre-Cambrian period. It is called as worm-tubes by the palaeonto¬ 

logists. Man was born during Pleistocene period which is the ir.cst 

recent and last of thetmain geological periods end believed to have 

started in India about 500,000 years B. P# 
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first striking inventions of the Early Man was manufacture 

and use of tools. The capacity of making tools distinguished 

him from other animals and earned him the name “Man 

the Tool-Maker’*. Some other animals no dbout, could 

use tools but man alone was capable of the conceptual 

thought necessary for making them with intention. It was 

this ability which enabled man to control his environments 

and to advance to the stage he has reached today. Exercising 

his brain he could make a variety of tools which served many 

different purposes in his constantly changing mode of living. 

Since these were mainly made out of stone, this tool-making 

career of man is now known as the Stone Age which lasted 

for many thousands of years starting from the Middle 

Pleistocene period.1 Information regarding the Stone Age 

culture is generally obtained from the fossils, the 

implements and the geological formations in which they 

occur. 

Almost every country of the world has the relics of 

the Stone Age in some kind or other and the countries from 

which such finds have not been reported are either of 

very recently inhabited or those lacking in adequate 

exploration. The first evidence of the Stone Age culture 

comes from Europe. In 1838, the discoveries of 

Boucher de Perthes convinced the world of scholars 

regarding the great antiquity of the Stone Age by proving 

the association of the flint implements with a long extinct 

1. The beginning of the Pleistocene period is heralded by the appearance 

of the Villafranchian fauna i. e. the fossil ancestors of the present 

day domesticated animals. The whole of Pleistocene has been divided 

into Lower, Middle and Upper on the basis of fossil evidences 

and climatic factors like the spreading and receding of the ice-sheets 

in the colder regions and pluvial and inter-pluvial conditons in the 

tropics. The first undoubted evidence of Man in India comes from 

the deposits which belong to the Middle Pleistocene period. 
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fauna in the old terrace deposits of the Somme in France. 

The news of Perthes’ discovery spread all over the world 

and scholars in Africa and Asia were inspired to make search 

for such implements in their respective countries. As a result 

of this, in 1863 Robert Bruce Foote picked up the first Stone 

Age implement in India from the laterite pits of Pallavaram 

near Madras. Just eleven years after this discovery of Foote 

V. Ball found four stone implements in Orissa from places 

called KudabagS, Kaliakata, Harichandanpur and 

Dhenkanal.1 

When we look back to the history of the prehistoric 

research we find that its beginning was almost simultaneous 

throughout the world. Since the latter half of the last 

century, when its foundation was laid by ardent zeal and 

tenacity of a few pioneer scholars, this research has been 

making a steady progress. In Europe and Africa it has 

produced very exciting and valuable results which form 

practically the major part of our knowledge regarding the 

earlist culture of mankind. Asia, in which detailed 

investigations were started very late, has recently been 

found to be one of the most important continents for 

this research. 

In India, hardly a beginning has been made in this 

field as compared with the amazing progress done in Europe 

and Africa. However, regions like Gujarat, Karnatak, Madras 

and Orissa have been found to have contained rich relics of 

the Stone Age Culture. The line of research in prehistory 

of Orissa does not differ from that of other parts in India or 

the world outside and so certain amount of acquaintance 

with the development of prehistory in other lands is 

I. Ball, V. On Stone Implements found in the Tributary States of 

Orissa’, Proc, Asc. Soc. Beng. 1876, pp. 122—123. 
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considered essential prerequisite for a discussion about 
prehistoric Orissa. 

In Europe and Africa, during the past hundred years 

scholars have brought to light valuable evidences regarding 

the evolution of material culture of the Early Man 

along with various climatological and environmental 

backgrounds against which he had to live right from the 

beginning of the Pleistocene period. More particularly, in 

the southern and eastern Africa numerous excavations of 

various palaeolithic sites have revealed the story of the 

cultural evolution of man from crude stone flaking to the 

incipient agriculture and pottery making. Human fossil 

remains coming out of such excavations or from various other 

geological formations provide us with the precise idea 

regarding physical features of the authors of the Stone 

Age culture. With the help of the fossil skulls and skeletons 

thus found scholars are now able to trace man’s ancestry 

from the anthropoid apes. Leakey has very recently 

unearthed the remains of a fossil man whom he calls 

Zinjanthropus boisai (East African man), in association with 

the Oldowan culture in the Olduvai Gorge in Tanganyika.1 

This discovery is of great importance because it tells us about 

the man who manufactured almost the earliest type of stone 

tools in Africa barring those of the Kafuan culture. So far, 

nowhere the remains of the Kafuan man has been found and 

hence this fossil, at present, represents the race of the earliest 

human inhabitants of Africa who lived about 600,000 years 

B. P. In Europe old terraces of the Somme, the Rhine, the 

Thames, as well as, many glacial and periglacial deposits 

including those in the caves and rock shelters have yielded 

numerous fossilised remains of a type of extinct man called 

1. Leakey, L. S. B. ‘Finding the Worlds Earliest Man, National 

Geographic, Vol. 118* No* 3, Sept. 1960, pp. 420-433. 
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Homo neanderthalensis or the Neanderthal man, the first tool- 

maker in Europe, along with the relics of various quaternary 

fauna and flora now totally or partly extinct. The stone 

tools associated with the Neanderthal man are the earliest type 

found in Europe. After the Neanderthals there seems to have 

been a period in Europe when a different set of people 

practising altogether a new culture came to live in that 

continent. Their stone tools show a marked develop¬ 

ment on those of the Neanderthals and in physical 

traits these people were much different from their 

forerunners. They are called Cromagnons and anthro¬ 

pologists have put them into a separate race known 

as Homo sapiens—the immediate ancestors of the modern 

man. Thus, apart from the scandalous Piltdown hoax 

there is yet a hoard of very convincing evidences which 

help us to reconstruct the story of man’s evolution through 

ages in Europe and Africa. 

From the beginning of the present century 

archaeologists have been making strenuous efforts to 

throw light on the problem of the origin of Man in Asia. 

The results have been very encouraging at certain places, 

notable among which are North China, Java and Palestine. 

Piecing together the evidences discovered so far in North 

China, one can very well bring forward a tentative line of 

evolution of man in this part of the globe. Starting from 

the Pithecanthropus pekinensis it passes through various other 

stages until it reaches the Homo sapiens (modern man). 

Although somewhat fragmentary, the evidences arc derived 

from many reliable and datable contexts, like the excavation 

of the cave deposits of Choukoutien and old terrace deposits 

of the Fenho at Ting Ts’un, Sjaraosso-gol valley and the 

Sanmen Rapids area, and as such, they stand far beyond 

any reasonable doubt. The earliest man in North China 

who was capable of making tools in order to supplement his 

own physical strength and skill, was the Pithecanthropus 
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pekinensis or Sinanthropus whose remains have been dug out 

of the Ghoukoutien cave sites. The next one standing 

morphologically between the Pithecanthropus and the Homo 

sapiens, is the Ting Ts’un man whose remains were discovered 

at locality 54 : 100 near Ting Ts’un. Fossils of Homo 

sapiens were found at Tze-yang, Szechwan, Lung Tung, 

Gh’ang-yang and Hupei. These fossil remains of 

different types of man are associated with varying types 

of fossilised faunal and floral remains, as well as, with the 

various Stone Age industries. With changing of the 

climatic and environmental conditions from time to time 

not only the man but also his culture and sorroundings i. e. 

the animal and vegetable kingdom, underwent gradual 

changes slowly evolving and steadily climbing higher up 

on the ladder of development. 

In Java the Early Pleistocene Tjidjalang and Kali 

Glagah, as well as, the Middle Pleistocene Djetis and Trinil 

faunas give us a fairly detailed account of the evolution of 

various species of vertebrates in south-east Asia. The 

most interesting among them is the Pithecanthropus erectus of 

the Early Pleistocene times. Many scholars assign the 

earliest types of crude stone tools to these ape-like creatures 

where as there are many others who do not quite agree with 

it. Movius for instance, who has done a considerable 

amount of research on this problem, believes that 

no archaeological material can be associated with the 

Pithecanthropus erectus.1 However, apart from this there are 

other evidences regarding evolution of the Early Man and 

his Stone Age industries in Java the later phases of which 

can undoubtedly be assigned to the Neanderthals and 

Cromagnons. 

I. Movius, H. L. (Jr.), ‘The Lower Palaeolithic Cultures of Southern and 

Eastern Asia’, TAPS, VoL 38, pt. 4, pp. 329—420. 
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Palestine, due to its peculiar geographical position, 

had been a cradle of the world’s most ancient urban 

civilization. The recent archaeological work in this area 

has unearthed the remains of the first village where people 

practised agriculture, domestication of animals, weaving and 

pottery-making; things required for a permanent type of 

communal settlement. Even older than this first village, 

the remains of a palaeolithic (upper) culture with the 

skeletons of its authors, the Cromagnon men, have been dug 

out from the Late Pleistocene deposits in the caves of the 

Mt. Carmel. In fact, there are scholars who believe Palestine 

to be the place of origin of the Homo sapiens} 

In India so far we have not been able to find 

out any physical remain of the Early Man though his stone 

tools occur abundantly almost everywhere. In north¬ 

western part of India, in the Potwar region and the Soan 

Valley, we have a typical pebble-tool culture which typo- 

technologically corresponds to that of the Choukoutien of 

north China, Anyathian of Burma, Tampanian of Java 

and the Oldowan of east Africa. But in the peninsular 

India we have the handaxe-cleaver industry which is very 

similar to the Chelles-Acheul industries of Europe and 

Africa. It is still an unsolved riddle in the Indian pre¬ 

history as to what was the cause for such difference between 

the Stone Age industries of northern and southern 

India. We do not know whether this difference is due to 

the difference in terms of time or the races of Early Man. 

However, there are ample evidences in the Siwaliks of 

India to show that climate and environment were very 

favourable during the whole of Pleistocene period for the 

origin of man in that area. The entire Siwalik formation, 

1. Me Burney, C. B. M. The Stone Age of Northern Africa, 1960. p. 46. 
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specially the Tatrot and Pinjaur sandstones of the Upper 

Siwaliks abound in vertebrate remains which represent 

the fossil ancestors of the present day elephant, horse, 

cattle, reptiles and a few primates. The whole of Siwaliks is a 

fresh water deposit and the fauna there is that of a typical 

warmer climate. The stone tools in the form of big flakes 

(Pre-Soan type) occur in the top few feet of the boulder- 

conglomerate in the Potwar region, overlying the Pinjaur 

sandstones, which has been dated to the Middle Pleistocene 

period. Old terraces of the Soan, the Beas and the Sirsa, 

subsequent to the boulder-conglomerate in age, have yielded 

Soanian pebble-tools in close proximity to these fossil areas 

of the Siwaliks. In the valley of the Sirsa, the distance 

between the vertebrate fossil localities and Stone Age sites 

is a matter of few yards, as they lie on both the banks 

of the same river. Still, unfortunately, no trace of 

the skeletal remains of man who lived in this area 

during the Stone Age has been found so far although a 

few animal fossils have been reported from the 

implementiferous horizons of the boulder-conglomerate. In 

the peninsular India animal fossils have been found in 

association with the Stone Age industries at Hosangabsd and 

Narsinghpur on the Narmada, Nevasa on the Pravara and 

Kalegaon on the Godavari. Although these fossils belong to 

the same species as found in the Upper Siwaliks, the 

associated Stone Age industry presents us with a marked 

contrast. It has been said above that the peninsular lithic 

industry is typologically much different from that of 

north-western India. 

Geologically and geographically, Orissa comes under 

the division of peninsular India and its Early Stone Age 

industry has been found to be an extension of the great 

peninsular handaxe-cleaver complex which on the other 

hand closely corresponds to the Lower Palaeolithic Chelles- 
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Acheul industries of Europe and Africa. In the hill tracts of 

Orissa and in its laterite plains these stone implements 

occur in an incredibly large number, four of which were 

picked up by Ball as long ago as 1875. The progress of pre¬ 

historic research in Orissa presents a miserable picture 

when compared with that of other states in India. Foote’s 

pioneer work was immediately followed up by a number of 

young enthusiasts in Madras, Andhra, Karnatak, 

Maharashtra, Gujarat and Central India whereas in Orissa, 

after Ball, a period of more than half a century passed 

without any substantial addition to our knowledge regarding 

the prehistory of this region. Amateurs like P. Acharya, in 

the beginning of the present century, collected a number 

of polished stone celts from a few sites in Mayurbhanj out of 

which some specimens were presented to the Indian Museum, 

Calcutta and the rest kept as exhibits in the small museum 

at Baripada.1 Being attracted by these finds of Acharya the 

late Professor R. D. Banerji visited some of these neolithic 

sites in Mayurbhanj which are vividly described in his book 

History of Orissa,2 It is only in March 1939 that a really 

serious research on the prehistory of Orissa was inaugurated 

when Acharya and E. C. Worman (Jr.) unexpectedly hit upon 

the famous Early Stone Age sites of Kuliana in Mayurbhanj.3 

The department of Anthropology, Calcutta University, 

readily picked up this opportunity to start a detailed 

investigation around kuliana as early as the next month. By a 

number of excavations conducted during the years 1940-42 

and a thorough exploration of the surrounding area 

including the banks of the river Burhabalang from Kamarpal 

1. Annual Report of the A. S. /. 1923-24, pp, 100-101. 

2. Vol. 1, pp. 27-42. 

3. Bose, Nirmal Kumar and Dharani Sen Excavations in Mayurbhanj, 

Calcutta University, L948, p. 2. 

2 
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to Mahulia up to 1958, a hoard of very valuable information 

was obtained which now forms practically the major part 

of our knowledge regarding the Lower Palaeolithic culture 

of this part of Orissa. 

But apart from this, our knowledge about the 

prehistory of Orissa remained confined, until recently, to 

the feeble hints provided by the four implements of Ball. The 

vast areas beyond Mayurbhanj looked very promising for search 

about Early Man in Orissa not only because all the four sites of 

Ball were situated in it but also for the location of these sites 

in the valleys of the two very old peninsular rivers like the 

Mahanadi and the Brahmanl. Being thus motivated, we in 

1956 took up a systematic exploration of the northern half 

of Orissa comprising the districts of Dhenkanal, Keonjhar, 

Sundergarh, Sambalpur and the unexplored part of 

Mayurbhanj.1 Excepting Sambalpur the rest four districts 

yielded informations which were more than our average 

expectations. In the valleys of the Mahanadi, the 

Brahmanl, the Baitarani, the Burhabalang and the Khadkei 

very rich sites of the Early, Middle and the Late Stone Age 

cultures were found. By the discovery of the Middle and the 

Late Stone Age cultures, which were not known so far, the 

sequence of prehistoric cultures in Orissa became more or less 

complete and it brought the upper limit of the Stone Age in 

this region up to the beginning of early historic period. 

The results of the work of Nirmal Kumar Bose and 

Dharani Sen in Mayurbhanj and that of ours in other 

districts being supplemented by informations gathered by 

other scholars from time to time, at present forms 

the bulk of our knowledge regarding the prehistory of 

Orissa. 

1. Indian Archaeology, a Review, 1957*58, p. 41 and 1958-59, p. 36, 
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Geographical Factors. 

The physical geography and the environmental 

conditions greatly shape the cultural pattern of a region. 

Though Orissa at present is a linguistically homogenous state, 

its physical feature, excepting the alluvial coastal belt, has 

hardly any difference from the neighbouring hilly areas in 

Bihar and Madhya Pradesh. The people, mostly tribals, like 

the Santhals, Mundas, Savaras Juangs, Parojas, 

Bhumijs, etc., who live in the hill districts of Orissa 

have their kith and kin across the state boundaries. The 

temperature, fauna, flora and rainfall do not present any 

remarkable variation in these tracts. The food habits, mode 

of living, language and the socio-religious practices of these 

tribal people in the hills of Orissa are almost similar to those 

living in the same environmental conditions in the 

neighbouring regions outside its borders. There are evidences 

to show that the hills and the forest regions of western 

Orissa, Ghhatisgarh and south-east Bihar formed a single 

cultural unit during the early historic times being known as 

the Mahakantara. By the recent prehistoric research done in this 

area, it has been proved that this cultural inter-relationship 

was also prevalent during the Stone Ages. This fact is attested 

by the close similarity of Orissan Stone Age industries with 

those found at Ghakradharpur, Ghaibasa, Ranchi and Man- 

bhum. Since there is no evidence of a major earth movement 

or any such tectonic disturbance in this area any time during 

the Pleistocene which could have resulted in a considerable 

change in the topography of the region like the changing of 

the drainage pattern connected with the raising or submerging 

of the earth’s surface, it can be said that the geographic and 

environmental conditions during the Stone Ages would have 

also been almost the same althroughout. Thus, it can well be 

expected that the cultural succession and the corres¬ 

ponding environmental conditions during the prehistoric 
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times were more or less uniform in all parts of this 

area. Although we are handicapped by lack of systematic 

research, with the help of information gathered so far, it 

can safely be assumed that the Prehistoric Man once 

roamed throughout this hilly tract manufacturing 

and using at a particular time the very same types of stone 

implements, the remains of which are now found out from 

identical formations at several sites in this region. 

Coming to the coastal districts of Orissa, we find 

that they are practically barren from the prehistoric point 

of view. It is because the hill area in which the Stone Age 

sites are situated represents an old land surface, whereas the 

plain alluvial area lying near the coast line is a comparatively 

new formation. Geologists believe that the original shape of 

the core of coastal plains in Orissa was formed during the 

upper Jurassic times1 and the present shape is caused by 

advancement of the river deltas over the basic rocks during 

the period between Miocene to Pleistocene. The plain land 

thus formed by the river deltas is being gradually elevated 

from the sea level by constant aggradation which is still in 

progress. The human habitation over this alluvial plain 

perhaps started only during very recent times which 

geologically speaking can be called as Holocene. The wampy 

or marshy land with very little of vegetation was probably 

the characteristic feature of the coast line of Orissa 

during the Early and Middle Pleistocene period which 

had been highly unsuitable for the Early Man to live. 

Being purely formed out of alluvium it lacked the raw 

material for his stone implements and perhaps being very 

thinly covered with vegetation could not provide enough 

food as well. 

1. Krishnan, M. S. Geology of India and Burma, 1956. p. 72. 
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As a rule, man during the prehistoric period had 

to live by the side of big rivers and other similar perennial 
supply of water and used the valleys of the rivers as a sort 

thoroughfare for migration in search of fiesh field and 

pastures new. The broad and fertile valleys of big 

rivers like the Mahanadi and the BrahmanI could have 

provided ideal conditions for the pre-historic people to live 

and migrate as they wished. We know that contact between 

two groups of people leads to diffusion of culture 

through exchange of ideas, and similarly, due to favourable 

environmental conditions prehistoric folks roamed freely 

in the hilly region of Bihar, Orissa and Madhya Pradesh 

making contacts with one another and exchanging mutual 

ideas as a result of which we find the lithic industries in 

the upper reaches of the above rivers with their tributaries 

in the Madhya Pradesh or Bihar, in close resemblance with 

those in their lower reaches in Orissa. Very probably 

the centre from which the diffusion started situated 

somewhere at the middle of this hilly area near about 

Bihar and Orissa borders and in due course spread towards 

different directions. 

Time Scale 

Apart from Africa and certain areas in south¬ 

eastern England and western Europe, no human cultures 

are known from lower pleistocene deposits in any part 

of the world. However, as discussed above there are scholars 

who believe that advanced ape-like creatures (Pithecanthropus 

erectus) who lived in Java during the lower pleistocene times 

made use of stone tools. The fact has not yet been proved 

beyond doubt1 and at present the Middle Pleistocene period is 

1. See Supra, p. 6. 
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generally accepted to be'.the'.time when man definitely lived 

almost all over the world. From the Potwar region, as well as, 

from the valley of the Soan and the Narmada, Lower Palaeo¬ 

lithic or Early Stone Age industries have been discovered from 

a deposit datable to the Middle Pleistocene by the evidence of 

animal fossils and Pleistocene climatic cycles. During the past 

few years Lower Palaeolithic industries, resmbling those of 

the Narmada valley, have been found out almost everywhere 

in India excepting the Indo-Gangetic Doab, Assam and the 

extreme south. The date of this industry has been further 

confirmed by the discovery of a few more Middle Pleistocene 

animal fossils from the implementiferous gravel deposit at 

Nevasa and Kslegaon.1 A closer examination of the Early 

Stone Age industries of Orissa reveals that these are not only 

similar to those of the Narmada valley and other fossiliferous 

localities of the peninsular India in typology and technique 

but also are quite identical in their stratigraphic contexts. The 

tool-bearing horizon i. e. the coarse cemented gravel at the 

bottom of the cliff sections and the secondary laterite pits, 

present almost uniform characteristics everywhere in India. 

This close similarity between the Orissan Early Stone Age 

industries and the Lower Palaeolithic industries of the 

fossiliferous sites in other areas suggest Middle Pleistocene as 

the most probable date of the earliest human habitation in 

Orissa. This tentative and comparative dating of the Early 

Stone Age industries of Orissa would continue to hold good 

until and unless we find some very convincing data from inde¬ 

pendent sources to suggest a different dating. So far no fossil 

1. Sankalia, H. D. Animal Fossils and Palaeolithic Industries from the 

PravarS Basin, District Ahmadnagar, Ancient India, No. 12,1956. 

pp. 35-52 and Indian Archaeology, a Review 1955-56. p. 5.. 
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or any other type of evidence helpful for positive dating has 

been found out from-the horizons yielding the Stone Age tools 

in Orissa. However, mention may be made of the discovery 

of a bovid-tooth at Mukramatia in Mayurbhanj from a 

layer of clay under the implementiferous gravel layer on 

the bank of the Burhabalang.1 The appearance of bovid 

marks the beginning of the Pleistocene period all over the 

world. Hence, the layer in which the tooth occurs may 

be ascribed to the Early Pleistocene times whereas the 

implementiferous gravel layer above it may be considered 

as a later formation; presumably Middle Pleistocene. The 

peninsular handaxe-cleaver industry to which Orissa also 

belongs has a close similarity with the Middle Pleistocene 

Lower Palaeolithic Abbevillio-Acheulian industries of Europe 

and Africa. But unlike Africa and some parts of Europe 

there is no evidence in Orissa of a culture which flourished 

during the Lower Pleistocene times.'2 The Early Stone Age 

in Orissa perhaps ended with the end of the Middle 

Pleistocene period whereas the Middle Stone Age covered 

the whole period of the Upper Pleistocene. The Late Stone 

Age cultures comprising the microliths and neoliths are purely 

Holocene in age, the microliths being earlier to the neolithic 

polished stone celts. 

Stratigraphy and Climatic Conditions :— 

Climatic conditions have a direct bearing on the 

cultural pattern of man and his environments. Hence to 

understand the evolution of the Stone Age cultures it is very 

1. Sarma, K. C. On the Palaeontology of the Earipada Beds, Mayurhhanj, 

Orissa’ Quart. Journ. Geol. Min. Met. Soc of India, Vol. 28,1956. 

2. The Kafuan and Oldowan Cultures of Africa and the Ipsvictn, 

Norvician and Cromerian of Europe, 
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essential to understand the meteorological condition in 

which the authors of these cultures had to live. The 

Pleistocene period is marked by very severe climatic 

fluctuations. The retreat and advance of the ice-sheets 

in the colder regions and the wet and dry conditions in 

the tropics during this time have left enough of evidence on 

the surface of the earth from which we are now able to 

reconstruct the environmental set up during the Pleistocene 

period. Associated with the deposits resulting from these 

climatic changes are the relics of the Early Man. Orissa, being 

situated in a semi-tropical region, experienced alternately 

wet and dry climate during this time. Under such 

circumstances its rivers aggraded or eroded their banks 

and the surface of the land underwent considerable changes 

due to intense weathering. So the cultural relics of the Stone 

Age man who was living in Orissa by this time got imbeded 

in the deposits formed during the period. These deposits 

are now found in the shape of either the implementiferous 

terraces of the rivers or the secondary laterite pits. 

The succession of the Stone Age cultures in 

Orissa is known from the order in which they occur in 

a particular formation. For instance, in the river cliff- 

sections different layers of gravel, silt and clay are seen 

which contain the relics of the various lithic industries. 

According to the principle of stratigraphy, if such a section 

is a continuously aggradational terrace of the river, the 

lowest layer along with its cultural contents becomes the 

oldest in age and the successive layers above it are 

comparatively younger. From the evidence of the composition 

and the matrix of a particular layer containing a lithic 

industry, the climatic condition during the time of that 

industry can well be known. From about thirtytwo 

implementiferous river-cliff-sections and laterite pits, 

informations have been derived regarding the succession of the 
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cultures and climatic conditions during the Stone Age in 

Orissa.1 

At the bottom of the cliff-sections of many small 

and big rivers a deposit of coarse cemented gravel laying over 

a layer of clay or the bed-rock is seen which contains the tools 

of the Early Stone Age. The other context in which these 

tools also occur is the gravel pits of the detrital secondary 

laterite at Kuliana and Talcher areas. Loose Early Stone 

Age tools have also been found from the hill-slopes, fields 

and the gravel bed of the rivers. The tools belonging to 

the Middle Stone Age industries generally come from a 

layer of fine gravels occuring above a layer of red silt 

which in turn underlies the coarse gravels. At Bonai these 

tools have been dug out of the gravel pits which are mainly 

composed of lateritic ferruginous nodules known as 

murram. The tool bearing horizon in these pits ( top 

two feet ) occurs above a formation of the secondary laterite 

which is unimplementiferous unlike those at Kuliana and 

Talcher. These murrams are perhaps the highly weathered 

form of the underlying secondary laterite. The microliths 

and the polished stone celts (neoliths) of the Late Stone 

Age culture occur on the surface and in the dried up bed of 

the rivers and small streams. Up till now no microlith 

in Orissa has come out from any stratified context, neither 

from the excavations nor the river cliff-sections. 

In the following Table details regarding the 

different layers of five selected river cliff-sections along with 

the associated Stone Age industries have been given in order 

L Mohapatra, G. C.—The Stone Age Cultures of Orissa 

Poona, 1962 pp. 51*56. 

3 
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to facilitate a clear understanding of the succession of the 

cultures and the nature of different types of deposits 

in which they are found. These sections have been observed 

not only by us,1 2 but also by F. E. Zeuner3 and N. K. 

Bose and his colleagues3. Apart from these we have observed 

nearly thirty more small and big cliff sections of the 

MahanadI, the BrahmanI, the Baitarani, the Burhabalang 

and the Khadkei and their innumerable tributaries4. Excepting 

a few minor differences, which are due to extremely local 

phenomena, all these sections, when compared with each 

other, reveal almost uniform characteristics althroughout. 

Ofcourse, all the sections do not always give us a 

complete sequence. There are places where only the later 

or the earlier few deposits occur. But with the help of 

careful observation of a few complete sections we have been 

able to correlate these incomplete sections and bring out 

a full picture of the stratigraphic sequence. 

Again, with the help of the competent observations 

made by Zeuner and Bose in Mayurbhanj the task of 

correlating the Pleistocene deposits and the Stone Age 

industries of Mayurbhanj with those outside it has become 

considerably easier. At present the correlated general 

stratigraphy of the Pleistocene river|valley deposits of Orissa 

stands as follows: 

1. Mohapatra G. C. op. cit., 

2. Zeuner, F. E. ‘Das Problem der Pluvialzeiten, Geologitchen 

Rundschan, Bd. 41, 1953, p. 21, Fig. 5. 

3. Bose Nirmal Kumar, Dharani Sen & Gautam Sankar Ray. 

Geological and Cultural Evidences of the Stone Age in Mayurbhanj, 

Min in Tniii: Vol. 33. no. 1., 1953, pp. 49-55. 

4. Mohapatra G. C. op. cit., pp. 37-50 
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Five selected river cliff-sections of Orissa showing different types of 

Pleistocene deposits with associated Stone Age industries and probable 

climatic condition as deduced from the nature of the deposits. 
BrShmanI 
Bhlli- 
tun^l* 

| 

BaitaranI 
RamlS* 

Burhibalang 

Climate PratSppur* 
Kamarpil 
(Zeuner) 

Kamarpal 
(Bose & Seri) 

Red silt Red silt Red silt — — Dry 

Fine 
gravels 

Fine 
gravels 
Middle 
Stone Age 
Industry 

Fine 
travels — Wet 

Red silt 
Red slit 
& sand 

Red silt 
Brown-red silt 

Red-brown silt 
Alluvium Dry 

Cemented 
coarse 
travel 
Early 
Stone 
Age 
industry 

Cemented 
coarse 
gravel 

Cemented 
coarse 
gravel 
Early 
Stone 
Age 
Industry 

Cemented 
gravel 

Boulder- 
conslomerate 
Early 'Stone 
Age Industry 

Compact laterite 
not continuous (?) 

Wet 

Mottled- 
clay — 

Mottled- 
clay 

Mottled-clay 

Bluish* white 
clayey silt 

Greyish-blue 
clay 

Dry 

Water 
level 

Water 
level 

Water 
leval 

Lime-stone Hard calcareous bed pre- 
Pleist- 
ocene 

( The pre-Pleistocene bed-rock like the lime-stones 

and calcareous bed at Kamarpal is not visible due to water at 

Bhalitundi, Ramla and Pratappur. The fine gravels yielding 

the Middle Stone Age tools and the silt above it do not occur 

at Kamarpal. The primary laterite representing the first 

wet-phase so far has not been recorded in any of the river 

cliff-sections). 

* Recorded by Zeuner, F. E. 1953, op. cit. 

Nirmal Kumar Bose, Dharani Sen and Gautam Shankar Ray. 1958 op. cit. 

G. C. Mohapatra, op. cit. 

1. Form this layer at Mukram§ti5 a bovid tooth has been repoted which is 

dated at Lower Pleistocene by K. C. Sarma. See Supra p. 14. 
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Above the prc-Pleistocene bed rock, occur iil 

succession layers of (1) mottled clay, (2) cemented coarse 

gravels with Early Stone Age tools, (3) red silt, (4) fine 

gravels with Middle Stone Age tools and (5) red silt. Both 

the deposits of red silt are imimplementiferous. The five 

typical cliff-sections described in the above Table would give 

an idea about this correlation all at a glance. It has been 

already said that the secondary laterite of Orissa is at places, 

very rich in Stone Age relics. Its origin is due to the 

intense weathering of the surface of the primary laterite at a 

period when the climate was alternately and severely wet 

and dry. Since the primary laterite is taken to be an Upper 

Pliocene to Lower Pleistocene formation, the redepositon 

of its weathered portions in the form of secondary laterite 

could not have taken place earlier than the Middle Pleistocene 

time. It was probably during the wet period, which led to the 

weathering of the surface of the primary laterite subsequently 

to be flown down and laid over the shallow pits and low-lying 

areas as the secondary laterite, that the coarse gravels in the 

river cliff-sections were also doposited. Therefore, we now 

find identical types of stone tools in both these formations. 

In consideration of the climatic factors for their 

formation and the age of lithic industries contained in 

them, both secondary laterite and coarse gravels may be 

said to be contemporaneous to one another. 

It has been already mentioned that due to absence 

of fossil evidences in Orissa, the archaeologist has to 

depend solely on the composition of various formations 

connected with different Stone Age industreis for reconstruc¬ 

tion of its prehistoric environmental condition. While doing 

so, we have to cope with the current theory of alternately 

dry and wet periods which have been worked out in other 

well-worked tropical and sub-tropical regions inside India 

and abrord. At present we do not have equivalent number of 
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climatic phases and sub-phases duxing ihe Pleistocene in 

Orissa as it is in the case of East and South Africa, nor we 

have such evidences to call our wet-phases pluvial and tht 

following dry-phases interpluvial. In Orissa, it seems, during 

the whole of Pleistocene there had been three wet-phases 

which were separated by three dry-phases. The second and 

the third wet-phases are connected with the Early and the 

Middle Stone Age industries respectively. 

The beginning of the Pleistocene period, when 

man was absent in this region, had a very wet climate 

which led to the formation of the primary laterite (or 

atleast a part of it)1. This first wet-phase, to some extent, 

can be called as pluvial. Very likely the first man lived in 

Orissa towards the close of the following dry-phase 

(i. c. the 1st dry-phase) and the beginning of the second 

wet-phase represented by the mottled clay and cemented 

coarse gravel and the secondary laterite respectively, which 

is attested by the presence of his stone implements in the 

latter two formations. Like other places in the world, in 

Orissa also, this first man might have lived during the Middle 

Pleistocene times. Following the second wet-phase there had 

been another dry-phase (2nd) which is corroborated by the 

thick layer of red silt above the coarse gravels. This red silt 

is totally unimplementiferous which may indicate that the 

Early Stone Age man discontinued to live in this area; 

either became extinct or migrated to other suitable places 

by the time when the second wet-phase was dwindling down 

after attaining its climax. Therefore this silt deposit above 

the gravels does not contain any record of human habitation 

in this area. Following this dry-phase there had been 

1. A similar theory has been put forward by Cammiade and Burkitt 

regarding the south-eastern coast of India. See Cammiade, L. A. 

and M. C. Burkitt, ‘Fresh light on the Stone Ages in South-east India’ 

Antiquity vol. IV., 1930, pp. 327-39. 
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another wet-phase (3rd) in which a layer of graevl has been 

laid over the first silt. Tools of the Middle Stone Age culture 

have been found from this layer, which suggests the presence 

of the people of this culture in this region towards the close 

of the second dry-phase and the beginning of the third wet- 

phase. The last and the third dry-phase is represented by the 

huge deposit of red silt at the top and this phase in all 

probability, continues till today. The microliths and the 

polished stone celts found loose lynig over the surface 

and dry river beds might belong to this dry-phase. 

It may be concluded that the Pleistocene climate 

started with a highly wet-phase, the intensity of which has 

ever since been gradually dwindling down notwithstanding 

minor oscillation from time to time which is attested 

by the presence of the coarse material below and the finer 

one at the top in the river cliff sections. 

II 

Early Stone Age Culture. 

The extent and distribution pattern of this culture in 

Orissa is clearly seen from the location of its sites.1 From this 

it seems that man, during this time, lived on the open 

laterite plains and thinly forested areas which were situated 

in the upland regions bordering the alluvial plains. It has 

been said above that the coastal districts of Orissa were 

perhaps not suitable for habitation, a fact attested by the 

absence of sites of this culture in that area. 

The tools of this culture, occuring in the secondary 

laterite pits and cemented coarse gravels of the river sections, 

are generally made out of coarse grain quartzite. The 

1. See Appendix 1. 
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most popular raw material, which seems to have been 

available in plenty to the Eaily Stone Age man, was perhaps 

the river worn quartzite pebbles. However, a fairly large 

number of tools have also been made out of big chunks of 

rocks presumably quarried from local out-crops. Quartzite 

used as raw material, shows a variety of shades like red, 

purple, grey, white, greenish, blackish, brown etc. Other 

rocks which have also been used for the manufacture 

of these tools are the red ochre variety of jasper and the 

milky vein quartz. But their percentage, in comparison to 

those made out of quartzite, is very insignificant. 

Hand-axe, cleaver, scraper, point, discoid, irregularly 

flaked pebbles and irregularly flaked bifaces are the main 

tool-types. Gores and flakes also occur in suitable 

proportions. Majority of the tools are made bifacially. 

The percentage of flakes and flake-tools in our personal 

collection is 36. 75l all of which show an unprepared wide 

angle platform. Patination of any form is not seen on 

any of the tools. A type of red ferruginous staining and 

white calcareous incrustations are seen over the tools 

coming from the secondary laterite pits and the cemented 

gravel layers respectively. The physical condition of the 

tools found in situ, i. e. either from the laterite pits or river 

cliff sections, is generally more fresh and less weathered or 

rolled than those found loose. It is not possible to find out 

the relative ages of the tools by means of their condition of 

preservation or patination. 

There are tools in^our collection which superficially 

resemble the pre-Chellean pebble-tools of Africa (Oldowan). 

Since they occur in one gravel layer (sometimes not more 

than three feet in thickness) along with very developed 

tools comparable to the late-Acheulian of Europe we are 

1. Mohapatra, G, C. op. cit. p. 61. 
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not in a position to put them as the earliest tools of Orissa 

as it has been done in Africa. On the other hand we include 

these pebble-tools within the handaxe-cleaver industry of 

Orissa until and unless we find out a separate stratigraphic 

horizon for them antedating that of the handaxes and 

cleavers. There are scholars who believe that since these 

pebble-tools typologically resemble the Soanian pebble 

choppers and chopping-tools, Orissa may be regarded as one 

of the places where the pebble chopper-chopping tool 

tradition of north-western India met that of the handaxes 

and cleavers of the peninsula. This is a hypothesis which is 

neither based on the stratigraphic nor typo-technological 

evidences. As shown above the so-called Orissan Soanian 

pebble-tools have no separate stratigraphic existence of their 

own. Adding to this, technologically majority of them show 

very haphazard flaking the technique of which ranges from 

block-on-block to the soft-cylinder hammer which means that 

they had been made althroughout^the Early Stone Age period 

side by side with the handaxes and cleavers. Though a few 

of them are really choppers, the majority show no secondary 

trimming or marks of use which suggests that they were 

never intended to~serve as regular tools. The working-edge, 

as a result of the haphazard flaking, presents a very ill-defined 

outline and the tool as a whole presents the appearance of a 

core rather than that of a typical Soanian chopper. Excluding 

those which display the characteristics of a chopper, the rest 

of these flaked pebbles are non-descript as regards their 

probable use. They form 7.00 % °f our total collection of 

the Early Stone Age tools.1 Hence, taking into consideration 

the relative frequency, typology, technique and stratigraphy^ 

we are inclined to regard these pebble-tools as the part and 

parcel of the handaxe-cleaver industry of Orissa the 

technique of manufacture of which also underwent changes 

1. Mohapatra, G. C. op, cit., p. 91, 
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from time to time, so clearly manifested in the handaxes and 

cleavers ranging from the crude to the most developed ones. 

For the reasons stated above we have named these pebble- 

tools as irregularly flaked pebbles. Most probably some of 

these irregularly flaked-pebbles are the unfinished handaxes, 

cleavers or scrapers. We have a few unifacial handaxes one 

surface of which retains the full pebble cortex. If somehow 

or other, one of these specimens had to remain unfinished it 

would now be difficult to decide as to whether it would be 

called a Soanian pebble-chopper or an Abbevillian or 

Acheulian unfinished handaxe. So, before deciding to call a 

flaked pebble in a peninsular industry as Soanian, the 

technique and its relative frequency in the collection should 

first be taken into account. 

It has been already hinted that both the crude 

and the developed types of tools occur in one and the same 

layer and there are no means to bring out their gradual 

evolution in form, technique and typology in terms of 

stratigraphy. However, from the technological analysis of 

the tools it is seen that in Orissa all the stages of the 

technical development in the stone tool making have taken 

place as those that characterise the Abbevillian, Clactonian, 

Acheulian and Mousterian industries of Europe. Hence, it 

will not be totally premature to state that there had been 

a gradual development of tchnique in Orissa like that in 

Europe or anywhere else during the Early Stone Age, though 

at present we lack the details. 

In Orissa we do not have any such distinct f ake 

industry which can be compared either with the Clactonian 

or the-Levalloisian of Europe. Prepared flakes and cores 

are conspicuous by their absence. The Orissan Early 

Stone Age industry is essentially a bifacial one in 

which flakes occur in a suitable proportion. They do not 

represent a cultural trait distinct from that of the bifaccs. 

4 
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Handaxes which predominate the whole collection 

show both crude and developed techniques. But the cleavers 

which are relatively few show better flaking technique 

than the crudest of the handaxes. Hence we are inclined 

to ascribe an younger age to the cleavers than those 

handaxes which display the crudest technique. Excepting 

a few the majority of the scrapers arc made by the 

cylinder-hammer technique which on the other hand may 

suggest their very late origin, probably along with the 

handaxes which arc comparable to those of the middle 

to Late Acheulian of Europe. They are usually made 

out of flakes and comparatively smaller in dimensions. 

The points display such techniques which are only 

found in the manufacture of developed Acheulian ‘S’ twist 

handaxes and small discoids and scrapers. They may 

represent the last phase of development of the Early 

Stone Age industry. But on the whole this industry is 

predominated by the tools which show a mediocre skill of 

tool-making comparable to the late Abbevillian to Early 

Acheulian industries of Europe. 

The handaxes have the shapes of pear, almond, 

oval, pick-like, triangular, cordate, biconical, sub-triangular 

and the like. The majority of the cleavers are ‘U’ 

shaped but a few also display a shape which is very 

close to ‘V’. All the scrapers excepting one belong to 

the group of side-scrapers which are mostly made on 

flakes. The one is a hollow or concave-scraper. Points 

which are made on flakes are mostly unifacial with 

retouches confined to the tip region only. There are a few 

bifacial points which are extensively flaked from both the 

surfaces. The discoids are very few but generally show a 

developed workmanship. 

Experimetns have shown that an handaxe can be 

used for many purposes. With its help one can dig, cut 
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and chop, kill animal (either holding it in hand or throwing 

it as a missile) and scrap the skins. Hence, their is no 

doubt that it was very popular at a time when the skill of 

manufacturing different types of tools to suit various 

specialised purposes was not invented. As the technique 

developed semispeciaiised tools like the cleaver and the 

crude scraper and point were invented. But even then 

the handaxes did not loose their popularity or demand. 

Rather with the development of the technique they were 

made more skilfully and in a larger number. That is why 

we find them in such a large quantity in every Early Stone 

Age site ranging from the crudest to the most developed 

form. The names of the other tool-types have been coined 

according to their supposed use. A cleaver is a good 

implement to cut wood, whereas the points were intended to 

be used as missiles (or arrow-heads). Small discoids and 

scrapers wrere probaly used at home for preparing things for 

domestic use like making dresses out of hide, skin and bark. 

On the whole the Early Stone Age wTas a period of 

technical non-specialisation. Since the needs of the very 

earliest man were simple, his tools, which were nothing 

more than the outcome of his needs and designed to serve 

the most basic requirements, were very simple too. Man 

during this time was perhaps not awrare of a life other 

than that of the hard struggle for existence. The smaller 

tools of the Middle and the Late Stone Age periods which 

were much specialised and meant for more finer work 

speak of a type of life much different from that of the Early 

Stone Age. The delicately made handaxes towards the last 

phase of the Early Stone Age industries testify to the fact 

that man by that time* not only mastered the stone flaking 

technique but also had developed an eye for beauty, 

proportion and perfection. This aesthetic growrth in him is 

no way less significant than his technical developments. 
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It is seen in a better form in later cultures when very fine 

stone implements were made by the Upper Palaeolithic man 

in Europe not only to earn his food or protect his family 

from the enemies but also to satisfy his love for beauty and 

perfection. This spontaneous growth of artistic faculties 

urged him to devote a part of his leisure to drawing and 

engraving of pictures of the contemporary wild and domestic 

life on the walls of his rock-shelters, on his wooden or ivory 

tools and produce the sculptured replica of his own kind. 

These artistic creation of Early Man, though have not been so 

far found in Orissa, have been discovered from places in 

the neighbourhood like Morhana Pahar and Singhanpur in 

the form of paintings in red ochre on the walls of the caves. 

The classic examples of these art objects of Prehistoric Man 

come from various Upper Palaeolithic cave dwellings of 

Europe like Altamira in Spain and Laussel in France. 

We have no evidence to show when exactly the 

Prehistoric Man learnt use of fire in Orissa, neither we 

know anything about his food habits. His home was most 

probably situated in the open country. “In a permanent 

tropical climate there was no need to retire into dark and wet 

caves, inhabited by bats, snakes, evil spirits and scorpions”.1 

In Europe and other cold places it was the severe climate of 

the glaciations that forced the Early Man to take shelter in the 

caves defying these evils. In Orissa such cold climatic condi¬ 

tions had never occurred. The humid conditions which took 

place during this period was too mild to be called as pluvial in 

its strict sense. Therefore, it is quite but natural that we find 

the sites of this culture situated in open plains in an altitude 

ranging between 600 to 1200 feet above the mean sea level. 

1. Koenigswald G. H. R . von. The discovery of Early Man in Java and 

South China, Studies in Physical Anthropology 1 ( Edited by 

W. \V. Howells 1949. ). 
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It is also probably clue to the warm climatic condition that the 

use of fire bv the prehistoric folk in Orissa was more delayed 

than in north, northeastern Asia1 and Europe where cold nece¬ 

ssitated the harnessing of fire as a source of providing warmth. 

His food might have been mainly consisted of vegetables 

including the roots and the bulbs.. For digging such edible 

roots pointed handaxes, as well as, ordinary pointed 

wooden sticks were perhaps used. Meat diet was difficult to 

obtain at a time when man was not very skilled in hunting. 

At this time he was perhaps a scavanger consuming the flesh 

of the animals which had either died a natural death or were 

killed and left half eaten by other animals. Of course, he 

would also have eaten the fiogs, insects and worms as well. 

It is only during later times, when in a group he could drive 

the huge beasts to some treacherous water logged area or deep 

pits and kill them at his leisure, that he had his own 

independent supply of meat. This co-operative hunting 

might have given birth to a sort of language, limited to cries, 

gestures and signals and a fellow feeling between the 

individuals on which later on the foundations of a settled 

community life were laid ultimately leading to modern 

civilization. 

Middle Stone Age Culture. 

This culture is characterised by the tools generally 

made out of flakes which are smaller in dimension than those 

of the Early Stone Age. Though a large number of these 

tools were collected from many parts of India right from the 

time of Foote, it is only since past few years that they 

have been accepted as having a separate cultural entity 

1. there arc evidences that the Lower Palaeolithic Chcukcutien Man cf 

Nctli China us cl fire inside his caves. So also the Upper Palaeolithic 

Crcmagnon Man of Mt. Carm d in Palestine. 
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distinct from that of thehandaxes and cleavers. Previously 

they used to be regarded as the by-products of the Early Stone 

Age industries, a fact which has been fully refuted when this 

industry as a whole was found to have a different raw material, 

stratigraphy, typology and technique with a distribution 

pattern as wide as that of the handaxes and cleavers. 

Unfortunately a correct terminology for this culture 

could not be worked out so far. It has been named as Middle 

Palaeolithic, Series II, Nevasian and Blade and Burin Industry 

etc. The use of the term Middle Palaeolithic to designate this 

culture in Orissa has various limitations. The terms like the 

Lower, Middle and Upper Palaeolithic, whereever used, have 

a strict chronological bearing apart from their typological and 

technological distinctions.1 There is no industry in Orissa 

which can be called as Upper Palaeolithic. The industry 

which succeeds that of the smaller flake-tools in Orissa belongs 

to the Microlithic culture which has no characteristic of the 

Upper Palaeolithic cultures of Europe or Africa whatsoever. 

Lastly these smaller flake-tools have very little resemblance 

with those of the well known Middle palaeolithic cultures of 

Europe. Although the Early Stone Age industries of Orissa 

can, to some extent, be called Lower Palaeolithic, the three-fold 

division in its palaeolithic cultures in the European sense is not 

possible due to lack of a clear chronology, absence of the 

Upper Palaeolithic culture and the typo-technological dissi¬ 

milarity between the lithic industries of Europe and Orissa after 

the Lower Palaeolithic. Hence the use of the term Middle 

Palaeolithic for this culture seems highly inadec{uate and pre¬ 

mature at the present state of our knowledge. The term 

SeriesII was used by Sankalia2 in order to distinguish these 

L Garrocl A. D. E. ‘Uppei^PalaJolithic in the Light of Recent Discovery 

Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society, n. s. vol. IV, pt. 1, 1938 p, 2. 

2. Sankalia, H. D. op, cit. 
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tools from the handaxes and cleavers which he called as Series1 

in the Maharashtra-Karnatak region. This was done when the 

exact characteristics of this culture were not known. Now he 

uses the term Middle Palaeolithic and Nevasian in the same 

context1. The term Nevasian has been derived from its type-site 

at Nevasa on the river Pravara in the Ahmadnagar district of 

Maharashtra. To use this term for this industry in Orissa 

awaits closer comparison between the two industries. Blade 

and Burin Industry'2 is a typological term which has its own 

limitations. As for instance this term may be applied to any in¬ 

dustry having such tool-types without adhering to any particular 

culture or technique. Hence due to various drawbacks 

involved in the use of these terms and specially the absence of 

the three fold divisions in the Palaeolithic in Orissa which 

docs not permit us to use the term Middle Palaeolithic,we pro¬ 

pose to use a broad term like the Middle Stone Age for this cul¬ 

ture in Orissa which if needed, can be modelled to any extent in 

order to accommodate new industries or new data coming out 

in course of future research, like that in South Africa. It 

should be noted that this term has nothing to do with that of 

the Mesolithic which also means Middle Stone Age. 

It has been mentioned previously that tools of this 

industry occur in the layer of fine gravels in the river cliff- 

sections and the murram pits above the secondary laterite at 

Bonai. The clear cut stratigraphic horizon of this industry 

which is separated from that of the Early Stone Age by a gap 

of red silt in the river sections not only suggests a considerable 

lapse of time between the two cultures but also a climatic 

condition which was different from that of the earlier one. 

Although the fine gravels in which the tools of this culture 

1. Sankalia. H. D. & others From History to Prehistory at Nevasa T960. 
p. 105. 

2. Todd, K. R. U. Pal neolithic Industries of Bombay’ Journal of Royal 

Anthropological Institute, vol LXIX 1939, pp, 257-72. 
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aie found signify a humid climate, its intensity was perhaps 

lar less than that during the formation of the coarse gravels; a 

fact, attested by the comparative thinness of the layer and the 

smaller size of the gravels. 

eneralh rochs of fine grain were used for the 

manufacture of the Middle Stone Age tools. It sterns that the 

authors of this culture had a fair knowledge about the 

unsuitability of the coarse grain quartzite for manufacture 

of these finer and smaller flake-tools. Apparently they well 

understood the cleavage and the granular structure of the 

rocks. Chert, jasper, opal and f ne grain quartzite were the 

main raw materials of this industry.1 The coarse grain 

quartzite, which had been the most dominating raw material 

during the whole of the Early Stone Age period, has been 

avoided in this industry as far as possible. This clear 

distinction between the raw materials of both the industries 

stands on the way of those who think these smaller flake tools 

to be the by-products of the earlier culture. 

During the Early Stone Age handaxcs, cleavers, a 

few scrapers and crude points were all which man needed for 

his day to day activities. In fact none of them was a 

specialised tool and they could be used for any type of work. 

With a small population and plentiful supply of game these 

unspecialised tools would have sufficed during the Early Stone 

Age. But the tool types which we come across in the Middle 

Stone Age industries are generally meant for serving one 

purpose only which not only means that man had then 

developed his skill in tool-making but also had staited 

specialising under pressure of his diverse needs arising out of 

the scarcity and competition. Although the small flakes 

|. Mahepatra, G. C. 'Jasper as Raw Material for Stone Age Artifccts in 

Esstern India’, Man in India, vol. 41, no. 1, Jan-Merch Vt) , 

pp. 55-59. 
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detached in the process of an handaxe would have been used 

as a scraper during the Early Stone Age, in the Middle 

Stone Age period flakes were specially made and retouched 

to serve as a scraper. Similarly borers, burins, blades, points 

and various types of scrapers were specially made to serve 

particular purposes at home also in war or chase. There 

are evidences that handaxes and other bigger tools were still 

made, though not in large number, perhaps to serve heavy 

works like digging, cutting and chopping.1 

The end and side-scrapers were probably used for dressing 

leather for clothing, whereas the hollow or concave-scrapers 

were used as spoke-shaves. Burins, either of chisel or gouge 

type, were perhaps meant for engraving on wood, bone and 

ivory and borers or awls were used for perforating hides and 

skins. Blades might have been used as knives and side- 

scrapers, whereas the points were generally mounted either as 

arrow-heads or spear-heads and used as missiles. Mounting 

these points on a shaft of wood or bone was probably done 

with the help of gum or sinews. The gum could be obtained 

from plants and trees in the forest. John Smith’s report about 

manufacture of gums to mount the stone or glass points by 

the Indians of Virginia is very interesting. He points out that 

“with the sinews of deer and the tops of deer’s horns boiled to a 

jelly they make a glew which will not dissolve in water”.a In 

Orissa the primitive people would have taken resort to a 

similar device to mount their implements because mounting 

by the help of gum or resin is inevitable in the case of 

composite tools. During the Microlithic period we would see 

h At BijStalg in Mayurbhunj very fine handaxe along with a numb.r of 

big hand-points have come out cf the s?me layer yielding the Middle 

Stone Age tools. (The Stone Age Cultures of Orissa, p. 46\ 

2. Hewitt J. ‘Note on a Fire-Flint of Strandlocper Origin Transactions of 

Royal Society of South Africa, X, pt I, 1921. p, 52. 

5 
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that majority of the tools were made to be hafted in a 

composite fashion either on a bone or wood-handle. 

Quite a number of bone and wood implements 

might have been used by these people. Due to their compa¬ 

rative fragility these tools perhaps did not survive. Among 

other natural products which the Middle Stone Age Man in 

Orissa might have used mention may be made of skin, sinew, 

horn, ivory, bark, resin, gum, reeds and leaves. It is perhaps 

the increased use of other materials besides stones, as well 

as, the development of specialised tool-types that brought a 

deterioration in the standard of stone work during this 

period. The majority of the tools show a very poor standard 

of workmanship. It is not that advanced technique was not 

known to these people, rather there are a few specimens on 

which one finds the marks of pessure flaking and such other 

advanced tool-makmg techniques. But such tools are very few 

in comparison to those which are half or crudely finished. At 

first all the flakes were detached by the cylinder-hammer or 

soft cylinder-hammer technique and retouched afterwards. 

Majority of them show a plain wide angle platform 

detached directly from the core without removing the 

cortex. Prepared platfrom flakes are very few. They form 

3.43% of the total number of flakes and flake-toos.1 There 

is not a single prepared core ( tortoise core ) reported from 

Orissa so far. In the finished specimens retouches are always 

marginal. Where the flake provides a naturally sharp edge or 

tip, retouches are replaced by small and minute indentations. 

Flaking is mainly unifacial and generally the main flake surface 

is left unworked. Very few specimens show secondary flaking on 

both the surfaces. Retouches are confined to vitally important 

regions like the tip of the point, borer and burin, and the 

edges of the scrapers. At the first glance these tools present a 

1. Mofiapatra, G. C. 1962, op. cit., p. 196, 
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crude appearance. They are roughly finished just inorder to 

meet the bare necessities. Of course, a few specimens are 

beautifully worked but they never betray the overall 

standard of workmanship. On average it is somewhat 

mediocre. The authors of this culture took very little trouble 

to make all their tools perfect inspite of the fact that 

they did not lack in technical knowledge to do so. As 

pointed out before, it is perhaps due to the other raw 

materials besides stone used for tool-making that man during 

this period did not care much for those made out of stone and 

thus lost the lithic practice. Although this industry is 

predominated by the tools made out of flakes, those made out 

of suitable nodules and cores also occur in due proportion 

(about 13% each). 

Life during this period was somewhat different from 

that of the Early Stone Age, and the differance was due to 

advancement in skill and technique of hunting. Perhaps man 

during this time was using the bow and arrow and instead of 

going naked had skin and hide clothing and used various 

other materials besides stones for his implements. Although still 

a hunter and food-gatherer depending solely on nature, he 

could probably have more of meat diet due to his advanced 

technique in hunting. The new types of tools might have 

given him a considerable control over his surroundings as 

well. 

From the distribution of sites we find that this 

culture had somewhat a separate area of its own, slightly to 

the west of that of the Early Stone Age.1 The microlith’c 

industries are also found in this area often occuring together 

with the tools of this culture in the same site. The Middle 

Stone Age sites generally are not found in the area of the 

Early Stone Age industries mainly because of the scarcity of 

1. See Map end Appendix- 
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suitable raw material. They occur in western Orissa 

where raw materials like jasper, chert and opal occur in 

plenty along with many other secondary minerals. The fact 

that the mic.oliths are also made out of these raw materials 

explains their occurence together in the same site. The area 

of the Early Stone Age industry consists of the laterite plains 

with thin forest cover immediately bordering the coastal 

alluvium the elevation of which is not more than seven hund¬ 

red feet from the mean sea-level. In this are situated the 

Permo-carboniferous Gondwana coal seam of Talcher and the 

broad valleys in the middle reaches of the Mahanadi, 

Biahmani, Baitarani and Burhabaiang. 

Late Stone Age Culture 

It has been said before that the Middle Stone Age in 

Orissa coterminates with the Upper Pleistocene. Since the 

Late Stone Age cultures stratigraphically succeed the Middle 

Stone Age they may fall within the next geological period 

which is known as Holocene. The tools of this culture occur 

on the top of the last silt deposit in the river cliff-sections, on 

the surface, cultivated fields, in the dried up bed of the rivers 

and streams. Due to their loose occurrence they cannot be 

considered older than those which come from well stratified 

layers (Early and Middle Stone Age tools) and so are believed 

to belong to the sub-recent times (Early Holocene). 

In fact, under the term Late Stone Age we have put 

atleast two distinct cultures only because they happen to 

have flourished during one geological period which is Holocene 

and are the last or late phases of the Stone Age civilisationo. 

The two cultures are named as the Microlithic and the 

Polished Stone Celt. 

Of the two the former seems to have succeeded 

the Midle Stone Age culture after the end of the Pleistocene 
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and prccecded that of the Polished Stone Celts throughout 

India. In Maharashtra, specially in the Pravara and the 

Bhima basins microliths have been recorded as immediately 

succeeding the Middle Stone Age industries stratigraphically1 

and the excavations at Sanganakaliu 2 and Brahmagiri 3 have 

quite clearly revealed that the culture of the microliths in 

South India had definitely preceded that of the polished 

stone celts or the Neolithic. The microlithic industries at 

Birbhanpur4and Tinnevelly5 command a considerable antiquity 

because of their occurrence in old terraces of the Damodar and 

deposits of fossil aeolian sands of the Teris respectively. 

Due to the crude appearance and rolled physical condition 

of the microliths of Orissa coupled with their close typo- 

technological resemblance with the above two industries we 

believe that this industry also commands a good antiquity in 

Orissa. 

The Polished Stone Celt culture signifies great 

change in the life of Prehistoric Man. This period, which was 

of an advanced technological specialisation, marks in fact the 

beginning of a new age. Instead of depending on nature for 

food, man during this time became the food-producer by 

plant cultivation and stock-breeding. This epoch-making 

innovation puts this period, in socio-economic terms, as “the 

1. At Nevasa on the Provara, Koregaon cn the Bhima and also in the 

Narmada Valley at Hoshangabad. 

2. Subbarao, Bendapudi, Stone Age CulUircs of Bellary, 1948. 

3. Wheeler, R. E. M. 'Brahmagiri end Chandravalli 1947 : Megahthic and 

other Cultures in the Chitddrug District, Mysore State’ Ancient India, 

r.o. 4 1947-48, pp. 180-310. 

4. Lai, B. B. " Birbhanpur, a Microlithic Site in the Damodor Valley, Wtst 

Bengal’, Ancient India, no. 14, 1958, pp. 5'48. 

5. Zeuner, Frederick E. & Allchin, Bridget ' The Microlithic sites of 

‘Tinnevelly District Madras State”, Ancient India, no. 12 1956. pp. 

4-22. 
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boundary between Savagery and Barbarism”.1 The new 

culture (Barbarism), with which ended the Early and 

the Middle Stone Age Savagery may be taken as the link bet¬ 

ween the prehistory and history. We shall see later that duiing 

the shouldered celt period, the use of metal was known to 

these people. Moreover, the last phases of this culture are 

found associated with the protohistoric cultures like the 

Ghalcolithic in its earlier phases. The protohistoric cultures 

of Central and Western India like the Ghalcolithic and the 

Grey Ware never penetrated into Eastern India and perhaps 

their place was taken up by the polished stone celts and 

shouldered-celts the latter leading to a full-fledged metal 

using culture at the dawn of history. Hence the protohistoiic 

period in India which is so far very vague might well have 

included a part of the time covered by the Polished Stone Celt 

culture, specially its later part, at least in Eas.ern India. 

It may be pointed out that the polished stone celts 

continued through the protohistoiic up to the early-historic 

period becuase in many of the excavations of tlie Ghalcolithic 

and early-historic sites in India the lowest and the earliest habi¬ 

tation layers have yielded a number of celts, hammer-stones 

and fabricators which are the well-known tool-types of this 

industry.2 From this it is inferred that atleast a small 

number of these tools continued to be manufactured and used, 

though for some very restricted purposes, during the 

Ghalcolithic and the early-historic period, and in the latter 

case as late as the 3rd or 4th century B. C. An implement 

of this type has been recovered in the excavations at Jaugada 

in the Ganjam District. 

). Childe, V. Gordon The Prehistory of European Scc'efy, 1958. p. 34. 

2. Very recently at Nevasa, the lowest layer in an excavated trench dated 

to Chalcolithic period, has revealed a factory site of these celts. See 

Sankalia & others I960, op. cit. p. 150. 
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Microliths. 

The name microlith suggests the very dimunitive 

size of implements which were never used singly but in a 

composite fashion. Excepting a few scrapers all other types 

of microlithic tools were hafted on wood or bone handles. 

The raw materials for this industry were the same as those 

of the Middle Stone Age and therefore some of the .sites of 

both the cultures are closely linked together. 

Gordon believes that microlithic industries around 

Chaibasa and Chakradharpur (parts of old Kolhan State) are 

closely linked with the copper-seams in the neighbourhood.1 2 

On the basis of this he further remarks “in fact once away from 

the copper-seams no microliths are to be found.”- With the 

help of this hypothesis he explains the absence of microliths 

in Orissa, specially around Kuliana and the stretch between 

Bahalda and Khiching where no copper is to be found. Now 

in the light of recent discoveries this theory of Gordon needs 

revision. Microlithic industries have been found in Orissa 

after Gordon’s brief exploration in the Kolhan area. 

They were found not only in far away areas from the 

copper-seams of Ghatsila and Mosabani at places like the 

Udayagiri hills in the Puri district, Kanhia in the Dhenkanal 

district, and Danguapasi in the Keonjhar district but also 

within that area which was searched by Gordon (between 

Bahalda and Khiching). Hence there is no basis for 

connecting the microlithic industries of Orissa with the 

copper-seams as Gordon has suggested. 

1. Gordon, D. H. “The Stone Age Industries of the Holocene in India, 

Pakistan”, Ancient India no. 6, 1950, p. 67. 

2. Gordon, D. H. “Microlithic Industries of India”. Man, no. 19, 

Feb. 1938 P. 22. 
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Scraper, borer, burin, point, lunate and blades 

(both single and backed varieties) are the regular tool-types 

of this industry.. Fluted cores, ordinary cores and flakes occur 

in suitable porportions. No prepared platform technique 

in detaching the flakes is seen in this industry. Tiny 

thumb-scrapers, hollow or concave-scrapers, side-scrapers 

round-scrapers and end-scrapers are found in the category of 

scrapers. Borers are comparatively few, so also the burins 

all of which belong to the bec-de-Jlute variety and made on 

exhausted fluted-cores. Points are generally made on flakes 

with a comparatively thin base intentionally made for hafting. 

The blades predominate the industry. The baked variety is 

less in percentage than the simple ones. The small size and 

broken nature of the blades are a characteristic feature of the 

Orissan microliths. The coarse-grain jasper, chert, opal and 

vein quartz perhaps did not yield longer blades like those 

struck from chalcedony and other similar very fine grain 

igneous rocks available for this industry in Southern, 

Central and Western India. No trapeze or triangle which 

characterise the geometric microlithic industry (later in age 

than the non-geometric industries) has ben found in Orissa so 

far. The crude appearance of this industry in Orissa coupled 

with the occurrence of burins and absence of geometric forms 

very well conforms to the description of coastal microliths put 

forward by Gordon1 which according to the observations 

made by Todd2 is earlier in age than the inland microliths. 

So far no pottery has been found in association with 

this culture from any site in Orissa. Perhaps the economy 

during this period was not much different from that during 

the Middle Stone Age. Man was still dependent on nature 

for food, chiefly subsisting on wild vegetations and meat of 

?. Gordon, D. H. 1950 op. cit„ p, 69 

2. Ibid., p.67 and references thereof, 
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the killed animals. Though there had been no great change 

in the mode of living, this period had undoubtedly seen the 

improvement in the technical skill. The art of making 

composite tools led to the invention of agricultural implements 

in later period as well as facilitated the knowledge of wood 

and bone-w'Orking. 

Later forms of Microlithic cultures like the pottery- 

micioliths (Mesolithic of Gujarat) and the Chalcolithic- 

microliths (found in Central, Western and Southern India) so 

far have not been found in Orissa. Perhaps these cultures 

never penetrated into this part at all. Their place was taken 

up by the Polished Stone Celt culture w hich on the other 

hand is not so w^ell represented in the areas covered by the 

later Microlithic cultures. 

Scholars believe that the Polished Stone Celt culture 

of Eastern India is contemporaneous with the Chalcolithic 

culture of the Western and Central India, the south 

being the meeting place of both the traits. As the 

Chalcolithic, a mixed stone and metal industry, is a product 

of the pottery-microlithic culture (Mesolithic) so also the 

shouldred-celt culture which had the knowledge of metal1, is 

a product of the pure pottery making pointed butt Polished 

Stone Celt culture. Hence it is evident that the progress of 

man’s technical knowledge in this sub-continent had been 

almost uniform everywhere, only differing in small details 

which is so indispensable due to various'geographical factors 

and external cultural influences or intrusions. 

Polished Stone Celts 

These celts otherwise known as Neolithic celts have 

been found from numerous places in Orissa. But only one 

1. See infra pp. 42-43. 

6 
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place i. e. Baidipur in Mayurbhanj has yielded pottery along 

with these celts. Since much is yet to be done in the field 

01 Stone Age archaeology of Orissa we are obliged to take the 

help of certain logical presumptions which are permissible 

in the case of such a rich site like Baidipur. Perhaps at this 

place the four great Neolithic innovations were practised.1 

Man of this culture was no more a parasite on nature, like 

his ancestors but played the role of a good producer. He 

staiteci living in communities i. e. in the settled agricultural 

\ iliagcs and definitely had co-operation and exchanges from 

his neighbour. Clothing of skin and hide was known since 

the palaeolithic time but perhaps now he used the vegetation 

like cotton and similar other fibrous material for this 

purpose. By the growth of agriculture his meat diet, as 

well as, his skill in hunting gradually deteriorated. Hence, 

no wonder that the stone implements of this culture betray 

no sign of their being used for hunting and killing animals. 

The celts, chisels, hammer-stones, fabricators, ring-stones for 

weighing, the digging sticks and the mace-heads are nothing 

but the agricultural implements. In Europe vegetable 

remains sticking to the celts as a result of the neolithic 

harvesting have been discovered, so also the small flint blades 

made to sickles and knives of composite type have been 

found. Such changes might well have also taken place in 

Orissa because at Baidipur we find many of these tool-types 

with pottery.2 But the whole story lies beneath the earth 

waiting for the excavator’s spade. 

1. Agriculture, pettery making, domestication of animals and grinding and 

polishing of the stone tools are the four most important innovations of 

the Neolithic period. 

2, Chakladar, H. C. The Prehistoric Culture of Bengal ‘Man in India 

vol. XXI, ncs. 3 & 4 1951 pp. 124*164. 

Fragmerts of these Neolithic earthen pots are kept in the Bariprda 

Museum. 
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With agriculture and settled living, man is no mo e 

a nomad or a savage. This change Tom Savagery to 

Barbarism can be regarded as the beginning of the present 

day civilization. To be modern man lacked nothing 

except the knowledge of metal. But during the time of the 

shouldred-celts i. e. towards the end of the Polished Stone 

Celt culture, there are evidences that he knew the use of metal. 

Therefore, we may suggest that a part of the time covered by 

the Polished Stone Celt culture, atleast that period which 

was occupied by the shouldred-celts, should be regarded as 

protohistoric and not prehistoric. In this context attention 

may be drawn to the evidences from Hongkong, Somrong Sen 

and Malaya which indicate a date somewhere about the 

second half of the first millennium B.C. for the existence of the 

shouldered celt culture in those regions. Since it has come 

to India from secondary sources in Burma, Malaya and 

Yunan its date in India may even be later, well near the 

historical period. 

A typical shouldered celt displays astonishingly 

clearcut angles and pa -allel sides which is so characteristic 

of the metal types. Hence many scholars like Dani1 and 

Gordon2 believe that the forms of both metal and stone 

shouldered celts are intimately connected with each 

o.her, indicating that the authors of the stone shouldered- 

celts had the knowledge of the metal ones a id vice-versa. It 

is also believed that the use of the metal implements were 

made for preparing the stone celts. Experiments have shown 

that a metal wire is indispensable for cutting the shoulders 

into perfect squares which is so essential for a firm hafting. 

J. Dani, Ahmad Hasan ‘Prehistory and Protohistory of Eastern India.' 

Calcutta, 1950 p. 226. 

2. Goidon, D. H. The Early use of Metal in India and Pckistsn 

JRAI, LXXX, p. 58. 

3. Dani Ahmad Hc-san op. cit. 
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However, at present in India we have no evidence to show 

which one of the two forms ( metal or stone ) is earlier. But 

that they a^e intimately connected with each other may be 

taken for granted without any doubt by looking into the 

distribution pattern of their sites. The occurrence of both the 

forms is confined only to the North-eastern India which 

includes Uttar Pradesh, north-eastern Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, 

Bengal and Orissa. In Assam though the stone forms occur in 

abundance not a single metal type has been reported so far 

and in South India specially in the Krsna-Godavari basins 

only occasional stone forms are mec with. It is now accepted 

that the culture of stone shouldered-celts penetrated into India 

from secondary sources in Burma, Yunan and Malaya 

through Assam whereas the knowledge of metal came from 

Central Asian countries through North-western India. The 

meeting of two industries resulted in the birth of a 

shouldered-celt culture irrespective of its metal or stone 

form in this region (Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, 

Bengal, and Orissa). It is also easy to prove that metal 

came to India without the knowledge of a shouldered form 

because no such celt either of stone or metal is met with in 

the area north or north-west to Uttar Pradesh.1 So also, 

although the metal and stone forms were both existing side by 

side in Indo-China and Malaya2 only the stone forms 

migrated into India which is explained by the absence of any 

metal form in Assam. The association of metal with the 

stone shouldered-celt culture, the date of its probable origin 

in the South-east Asian countries and its later migration into 

India strengthens our arguments for putting this culture as 

protohistoric. 

1 One stone celt reported from Cliitorgarh may be a very stray occurrence. 

2. Dani, Ahm cl H< san. op, cit. 
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During the time of shouldered celts, the ordinary 

pointed butt variety of polished stone celts, ling-stones, 

fabricators and hammer-stones were also made. Shouldered 

celts like other polished stone tools wcie also meant fot 

agricultural purposes and were one of the tool-types of the 

Neolithic industry. It is only due to their advanced technique 

and late origin that they are considered to have so much 

importance. No doubt they constitute a very dominant tool- 

type symbolising a revolution in the technical advancement. 

In Orissa their occurence is not very prolific like the pointed- 

butt celts. 

Protoliistcric Metal Celts 

Indian prehistory e ids with the introduction of the 

shouldered-celts. In Orissa the hiatus between the prehistory 

and eaHy history is now being gradually filled up by the help 

of the discovery of more of s:one shouldered and metal celt 

sites. Pure metal celt sites, unassociated with any type of 

stone implements, have been reported from Dumia in 

the Pallahara sub-division of Dhenkanal district and 

Khiching, Kshetra, Baghada and Bhagrapir in Mayurbhanj 

district. In Baripada Museum some copper imple¬ 

ments are kept which ave alleged to have come from 

some places in the Bamanghati and Panchpir sub-divisions of 

Mayurbhanj district. The specimen from Dunria is of a 

shouldered variety measuring 7f inches long, 6f inches wide, 

and fth of an inch thick at the butt-end.1 Unfortunately 

no record of its associated archaeological context and exact 

location was available when it was transferred to the Lucknow 

Museum. Excepting the finds from Bhagrapir'2, the speci- 

1. Lai, B. B. 'Futher Copper Hoards from the Gangetic Basin and a 

Review of the Problem', Ancient India No. 7, 1951. p. 29. 

2. Campbell A. 'Futher Relics of the Copper Age*, JBORS, Yol. II, Pt. 

HI. 1916. pp. 286,87. 
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mens from other place; in Mayurbhani a e yet unpublished 

and kept in the Baripada Museum as exhibits. The specimens 

fiOin Khiching are two shoulde.ed-celts whereas the one found 

f om Kshetra1 (near Khiching) belongs to the bar-celt variety. 

The Baghada specimen is a massive double edged battle- 

axe measuring about one and half feet in length; one edge of 

it is slightly broken. Out of the o.her three shouldered-cffts 

kept in this mus um two come from the Bamanghati and one 

from the Panchpir sub-division. Like the Dunria specimen no 

record of the archaeological context of the specimens in the 

Baripada Museum is available. At Bhagrapir from one foot 

below the surface on the bank of the Gulpha river a hoa~d 

or ten copper implements have been found. Many of them are 

double edged battle-axe type and vary from an eighth to a 

twentieth of an inch in thickness. The largest among them 

is 18| inches long and 15| inches wide and the smallest is 10| 

inches long and 7 inches wide. The typology of the celts from 

Dunria, Khiching, Bamanghati, Panchpir, (shouldered variety) 

and Kshetra (bar-celt variety) and the stratigraphy of the 

Bhagrapir ones leave no doubt about their great antiquity. 

No effort has yet been made to study these celts from 

the metallurgical point of view in order to ascertain the 

technique of their manufacture. However, from the outwa d 

feature and crude finish of these implements it can be assumed 

that they were manufactured at a time when the knowledge 

of metal-working was much less developed than that of the 

early historic period. 

These handful of copper implements help us in no 

way except providing with a very faint outline of a metal¬ 

using culture which inherited the forms from the east 

1. The Museum records show thr.t this specimen was discovered on 5th 

August 1956. 
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(Neolithic) and the technique from the west.1 Further work 

may reveal the exact natuie ol this culture in Oiissa and its 

influence over the metal industiies of the early histoiic 

period. 

Megaliths 

Another off-shoot of the Neolithic civilization is the 

shouldered hoes-a form, either metal or stone, derived 

from the Neolithic shouldered celts. The practice of 

agriculture with the help of these shouldered hoes is very 

intimately connected with the people speaking Austro-Asiatic 

languages. A characteristic feature of this language-group 

is the erection of megalithic monuments which is even 

today. The Gadabas, Bonddos, Parengas and Ronas of 

Orissa, the Maria Gonds of Bastar and the Nagas and Khasis 

of Assam are the tribes among this Austro-Asiatic language- 

-group, who have retained this megalithic custom at present. 

Though these tribes live far apart from each other, from 

Orissa to Assam, the rituals involved in the erection of such 

funerary monuments are almost uniform everywhere. 

The erection of megaliths as a living custom is only 

confined to Koraput and Kalahandi districts of Orissa 

1. The bar*celts and the shouldered-celts in metal are the replica of the 

stone forms of the Neolithic times (at Sitabinjhi in Keonjhar district 

stone bar*celts hve been found). Though Piggott believes that copper 

bar-celts have developed from narrow elongated celts discovered ct 

Chanhu-daro and Nal (Stuart Piggott, Prehistoric India, i952, p. 237) 

Lai seems to have found out a difference between the Gangetic 

specimens and those found in Noith-western India and Baluchistan and 

hence, argues the Gangetic ones to be the stone prototypes. 

The technique of metal working originated in Egypt and Central 

Asian countries and later infiltrated into India through various media 

like trade and invasion. 
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and practised by the above named tribes only. There 

is a great deal of difference betweaa the living megalithic 

practice of these Austro-Asiatic people and that now extinct in 

Southern and Western India, Iraq, Iran, Syria, Palestine, 

Jordan, Northern and Weatern Europe, North Africa and other 

Mediterranean regions. The megalithic practice of Orissa is 

based on two principles viz., (1) preservation of the memory of 

the dead and (2) dedication to some deity. But the megalithic 

monuments of other areas mentioned above were meant for the 

graves or the burials of the dead sometimes with the charac 

teristic port-holes, which is unknown in Orissa. The antiquity 

of the South Indian megaliths goes back to the early historic or 

even to the p otohistoric period when iron was first used in this 

. region. Its antiquity in North-Western Europe goes back to 

the end of the Stone Age1 and in other places as far as c. 1500 

to 2000 B. G. But the Orissan megaliths can hardly go beyond 

the beginning of the Christian era. 

From evidences so far collected, it seems that the 

current and the extinct megalithic customs had their separate 

origins. Childe believes that the extinct one with its charac¬ 

teristic port-holes originated around the Eastern Mediterran¬ 

ean regions2, whereas, due to close parallels which link the 

megalithic rituals of the Austro-Asiatic people of Koraput 

with that of the Gond tribes of Bastar and Chotanagpur, of 

the Khasis and Nagas of Assam, and even with the highly 

developed megalithic cultures of Indonesia and the South-seas, 

which have the same fundamental idea and type of monu¬ 

ments, Haimendorf3 suggests the current megalithic practice to 

be a branch of the great Neolithic civilization once so predo- 

?. Childs V. Gordon; 'Megaliths’ Ancient India, no, 4, 1947-48, p. 11 

2. Ibid p. 12. 

3. Furer-Haimendorf, Christoph Von ‘Megalithic Ritual Amcng the 

Gadabas and Bondos of Orissa’ JPRASB, Vol. IX, 943, p» 177. 
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minant in south-east Asia. This practice penetrated into India 

through Assam with the folks of the Austro-Asiatic languages 

during the Late-Neolithic times.1 2 He also suggests that its 

centre of diffusion, though not necessarily its origin, lay some¬ 

where in Eastern Assam, Northern Burma or South-west 

China and a far stronger branch stretched southwards into 

Indonesia and Ocenia." 

A few passages from Haimendorf’s study of the 

megalithic monuments of the tribes of Koraput district 

are quoted here. They give the salient features of the types 

of monuments and the rituals involved in their erection. 

Gadaba 

“Entering a Gadaba village and passing down several 

streets lined by houses and the wattle-fence of kitchen 

gardens, one finds onself in a large open space, where a 

banyan or tamarind tree spreads its branches over an 

irregular collection, sometimes roughly circular in arrange¬ 

ment, of horizontal stone slabs and upright menhirs. The 

horizontal slabs and boulders, which are often piled 

one on top of the other, form a raised platform, with 

menhirs standing more or less haphazardly amidst these 

sitting stones. This array of stones which is called ‘Sodor’, 

varies in size and shape from village to village, but 

everywhere it serves as a general sitting place, where 

villagers assemble for rest and gossip, as well as, for the 

formal discussion of the village council, where travellers rest 

in the shades of the trees, children play and men do odd 

1. The late Neolithic is characterised by the shouldered celts and celts cf 

quadrangular cross section. 

2. Furer*Haimendorf, Christoph Von ‘The problem of Megalithic Cultures 

in Middle India’, Man in India vol, XXV. no. 2, 1945, p. 81. 

8 
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jobs. 1 £C.there are two occasions proper to the 

addition of stones to the ‘Sodor’ : the Memorial Feasts 

(Gota Mela) for departed members of the community and the 

so-called Crab Festivals (Ongon-Gota) of the village youth”.’1 2 

But the majority of the menhirs are added during the Gota 

Mela and those during the Ongon Gota are comparatively 

few. 

Apart from the menhirs erected at the Memorial 

Feasts, upright stones may sometimes be seen either single or 

in pairs outside Gadaba villages in the vicinity of rice fields. 

Parenga 

“At Ponosha, a few miles east of theMachkund river, 

in addition to the village Sodor several small sitting-places in 

front of individual houses are made by the Parengas. These 

private Sodor have been built in honour of departed relatives 

and at the death of a prominent member of the household a 

new stone is often added.”3 

“A Dom family in a Parenga village sometimes works 

as Barik or village messenger. When a Ba ik dies, a stone is 

added to the Ba nk’s private Sodor by a Parenga who is paid 

with one cow and 80 seers of rice by the Barik for his 

services.”4 

Rons 

“At some distance from a Rona village, one sometimes 

finds near the path groups of stone circles, 6 to 10 feet in 

1. Furer-Haimendorf, Christoph Von op., 1943, p. 151. 

2. Ibid p. 152. 

3. Ibid., p. 160, 

4. Ibid, 
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diameter, built up of rough stone which are covered with flat 

stone slabs. Each circle has an apperture about two feet 

wide, carefully flanked by vertical slabs, and on the other side 

of the path there are sometimes low stone seats together with 

small menhirs. These circles are not graves, but memorials 

which the Ronas erect for their dead nine days after the 

funeral, cither on the place where the body was burnt or on 

any other convenient site1.'5 

Rondo • • 

Bondos live in the block of hills that lie between the • • 
great plain of Malkangiri and the Machkund river. They 

speak a different language, though Austro-Asiatic, from that 

of the Gadabas, Parengas and Ronas. 

“A characteristic feature of all the Bondo villages is 

the built-up stone circles (Sindibor) used as sitting-platforms 

and general assembly places. A village may have only one 

or as many as five or six of the public stone circles and in 

rare cases an individual may build a small stone platform in 

front of his house. In shape these stone-circles differ 

considerably from the Gadaba Sodor. They are usually 

built up of rough rubble stones, the top covered with flat 

slabs; small slender slabs are sometimes set up on the 

outskirts of the circle at a slight angle so as to serve as back¬ 

rests; menhirs are only occasionally found in association with 

such circles and never in large numbers. While the Sodo' of 

the Gadabas are generally built up highest towards the centre, 

the Sindibor of the Bondos are frequently built in the form of 

a ho rse-shoe, with a depression in the middle and an aperture 

in the wall which is flanked by the upright stone slabs.”2 

1. Ibid. 

2. Ibid, p. 163 
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Though the building of a new Sindibor is today a 
laie occurrence, single stones are sometimes added even to 

stone-circles of great antiquity. The suitable occasions for 
the erection of new stones is the Gewursung ceremony in the 

month of Deali (October-November) and the Gia Feast in the 
month of Choit (March-April)”.1 

“Whereas most Bondo stone-circles a e lacking in 
stones of outstanding shape or size, some contain several 

menhirs, which either flank the entrance to the circle or stand 

on the outskirts behind the sitting-stones. The Sindibor of 

Tologuda, the main settlement of Kirsanipara, for instance, 

contains seven menhirs, and at the annual Gewursung 

ceremony an egg is otiered to the tallest stones, a slender 

slab about seven feet high; in the prayer accompanying this 

offering the Sisa requests Bursung to protect the villagers so 

that they may suffer no loss nor harm by tigers. Even such 

prominent stones do not seem to be associated with any 
individual person or family and though the Bondos know of 

the Gota Mela feasts of the Gadabas, they say that none of 

the Sindibor stones are connected with any similar rites. To 

them the Sindibor are seats of Bursung, the earth deity, and 
not of the spirits of human ancestors.”2 

“The stone-circles and menhirs of the villages are not 
the only megalithic monuments in the Bondo country. Here 

and there across the jungle paths linking the villages lie 

rubble stone walls, about four or five feet high, with gate¬ 

ways, which let the path through. These gateways are 

generally flanked by upright stone slabs, and menhirs are 

often posted on either side while others are built into the walls 

1. Ibid, p. 164. 

2. Ibid,'p, 165. 
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itself. Most of these walls are situated on saddles where the 
path traverses a ridge, and they never lie in the open 
country, but are without exception surrounded by forest. 
The Bondos call these stone walls ‘runungbor’ and 
declare that they are the seats of deities and have existed 

since the beginning of the world. Many of them seem to be 

sacred to a deity called Bunumpa, which literally means 
‘branch eating deity’ and when a Bondo passes such a wall 

on his way out from his village, he often places a small 

branch on the upright stone in the doorway.”1 

Menhirs and flat stone slabs are moreover associated 

with springs (main source of water) which is belived to be a 

living place of a goddess. 

“The megalithic structures of the Bondos described so 
far seem to be in no way linked with the cult of the dead, or 

indeed with any eschatological beliefs. Most of them are 
regarded as the seat of deities, who are propitiated with rites 
which reveal their peculiar association with the fertility of 
the fields, but which contain not so much as an allusion to 
the spirit of the departed”.2 

“Yet stone monuments for the dead are not lacking 
among the Bondos, and though the ceremonies connected 
with their erection cannot be compared with the grandeur 
of a Gota Mela feast, they necessitate a considerable 
expenditure of wealth and the sacrifice of atleast one bull. 
On the outskirts of the villages, generally not far 
from the path, one finds miniature dolmens consisting of a 
table-stone supported by two or three smaller stones, and 

1. Ibid p. 166. 

2. Ibid, 
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these are the memorials erected by wealthy men in honour 
of a deceased relative.”1 

The importance of this living megalithic practice of 
Orissa lies in the persistence of this primitive custom among 

its isolated aboriginal tribes who probably inherit it from 

their Neolithic ancestors as Haimcndorf has suggested. It 

is confined to the areas which are comparatively isolated 

geographically and is prevalent among the tribes of well- 

developed agricultural civilization characterised by the use 
of hoe. These people until very recent times were living in 

a Stone Age economy with very little or no contact with the 

modern world. 

1, Ibid. p. 167. 







APPENDIX 

List of Prehistoric Sites of Orissa. 

Mayurbhanj District 

Early stone Age Sites 

1. Amskira 

2. Banspal 

3. Barasol 

4. Baripada 

5. Bangiriposi 

6. Bijatala 

7. Bisoi 

8. Brahmangaon 

9. Buramars 

10. BhuSsum 
• 

11. Domuhani 

12. GhantaSila 
• • 

13. Kuliana 

14. Kuchai 

15. Kamarpal 

16. Koilisuta 

17. Kamta 

18. Kalabaria 

19. Kendudiha 

20. Mahulia 

21. Malicha 

22. Mundabonii 

23. Mendhakhai 
• ♦ 

24. Nuaberi 

25. Pratappur 

26. Patinja 

27. Pariakoli 

28. Sandim 

29. &irsa 

Middle Stone Age Sites 

1. Badra 

2. Bahalda 

3. Barasol 

4. Bijatala 

5. Bonaikala 

6. ;Barmanda 

7. Bisoi 

8. Kandalia 

9. Rairangpur 

Micfolithic Sites 

1. Badra 

2. Bisoi 

3. Bonaikala 
• 

4. Manda 

5. Rairangpur 
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Ordinary Polished Stone 

Celt Sites 

1. Amskira 
2. Basipitha 

3. Ambadalisasan 

4. Baidipur 

5. Bonaikala 
• 

6. Chitrada 

7. DahikuthiSasan 

8. Dukura 

9. Haripur 

10. Indipur 

11. Jadipal 

12. Jaipur 

13. Khama 

14. Kaptipada 

15. Kuchai 

16. Khichirig 

17. Manda 

18. Muruda 
• 

19. Madhupur 

20. Naraharipur 

21. Pratappur 

22. Radiabindha 

23. Urachandbila 

Shoiddered Celt Sites 

1. Amskira 

2. Baidipur 

Neolithic Pottery Sites 

1. Baidipur 

Copper Celt Sites 

1. Bhagrsplr 

2. Bamanghati 

3. Khicliing 

4. Ksetra 
• 

5. Panchplr 

Dhenkanal District 

Early Stone Age Sites 

1. Dhenkanal 

2. Bhalitundi 

3. Bhimkand 

4. Chakrasil 

5. Hindol Road 

6. Harichandanpur 

7. Kankili 

8. Kharagprasad 

9. Kulci 

10. Kaliakata 

11. Meramandali 

12. Muchurigaria 

13. Pallahara 

14. Parang 

15. Samal 

16. Tikarpara 

17. Talcher 

Middle Stone Age Sites 

1. Harichandanpur 

Microlithic Sites 

1. Kaniha 

Ordinary polished stone 

Celt sites 

1. Harichandanpur 
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2. Kan'ha 

3. Sardapur 

Neolithic Ring-Stone Sites 

1. Harichandanpur 

2. Kaniha 

Copper Celt Sites 

1. Dunria 

Sundargarh District 

Early Stone Age Sites 

1. Bishalbury 

2. Jaiigra 

3. Satkuta 

Middle Stone Age Sites 

1. Bishalbury 

2. Bhanjgarh 

3. Bhaludungri 

4. Bonaigarh 

5. Bisra 

6. Jagannathposh 

7. jhirpSni 
8. Khadiakudar 

9. Khuntagaon 

10. Tumkelaghat 

11. Kurhadi Minor 

Irrigation Projeet. 

Mic rolith ic Sites 

1. Bhaludufigri 

2. KhuntagSon 

Orindary Polished Store 
Celt Sites 

1. Jangra 
2. Unnamed sites in the 

Brahmni and lb Valleys. 

Keonjhar District 

Early Stone Age Sites 

1. Champua 

2. Jagannathpur 

3. Ramla 

Middle Sto^e Age Sites 

1. Champua 

2. Jagannathpur 

3. Patna 

4. Ramla 

Microlithic Sites 

1. Danguaposi 

2. Patna 

Ordinary Polished Stone 
Celt Sites 

1. Dailguaposi 

2. Ramla 
3. Thakurani 

4. Udaipur 

Puri District 

E^rly Stone Age Sites 

1. Bhubaneswar 

9 
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Middle Stone Aye Sites 

1. Bhubaneswar 

Microlithic Sites 

1. Udayagiri Hills 

Or din ry Polished Stone 

Celt Sites 

1. Bhubaneswar 

2. Ranpur 

3. Udayagiri Hills 

4. Daspalla 

Shouldered Celt Sites 

1. Ranpur 

2. SiSupalgarh 

Cuttack Diitrict 

Shoulder el Celt Sites 

1. Mathurapu: (Athgarh). 

Sambalpur District 

Parly Stone Age Sites 

1. Kudabaga 

Ord'nary Pol shed Stone 

Celt Sites 

1. LasS (Kuchinda) 

Ganjam District 

Ord nary Pol shed Stone 
C It Sites 

1. Jaugada 
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CHAPTER—II 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY 

ORIGIN OF DTK ALA, KALINGA ODRA AND KOSALA 

Utkala. 

According to puranic account the territory ol Utkala 

is older than that *.of Kalinga, Odra and Kosala. The 

tradition regarding the origin of Utkala is associated with 

Vaivaswata Manu, who has been represented as one of the 

earliest kings of India. It is said that Ila-Sudyumna, one of 

the ten sons of Manu was a Kirhpurusa1 as he was becoming 

woman and man alternately for sometimes. As Ha she became 

the mother of puru avas, and as Sudyumna he became the 

father of three sons named Utkala, VinltaSva'2 and Gaya. Wnen 

Manu divided India among his ten sons. Tla-Sudyumna 

received a portion, out of which Pratisthana was given to 

pururavas, Utkala had the Utkala country, Vinltasva the Wes¬ 

tern territory and Gaya had the city of Gaya as well as, the 

L Parglter, A. /. H. T. pp. 253-254. 

2. 'HaritSSva’ accorJing to Matsijn and Padma Pur Ay as. 
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Eastern regions.1 These three territories were collectively 

known as Saudyumnas in the Puranis. 

Kalinga 

The origin of Kalinga recorded in the Puranas is as 

mythical as that of Utkala. But the Puianic traditions 

connect Ila-Sudyumna, the progenitor of Utkala, Vinitasva 

and Gaya with the ancestors of Ball, the father of Anga, Vanga, 

Kalinga, Pundra, and Sumha. Pururavas, the son of Ua by 

Budha is kmwn to have founded a new kingdom at Prati- 

sthana, modern Allahabad.* His fourth descendant Anu was a 

famous king in the East, after whom the territoiy was known 

as the Anava.3 This Anava kingdom was divided in^o two parts 

between Usinara and Titiksu who were the sons of MahS- 

manas, the seventh king from Anu.4 According to this divis on 

Usinara obtained the North-western part of the Anava 

kingdom, while the Eastern part of it passed to the hands of 

Titiksu.5 King Ball flourished in the fifth generation of Titiksu 

1. gsj srw 5 mm *m%r: l 

aw tow 3 TOrjfl 11 
Harivamsa—x, 18—19 

See also 

VUyu Purana—xxcv 

Brahma Pur ana- vii 

Mdtsya Parana - xii 

2. Vayu — xxcv, 21 - 3. 

Brahma—vii, 21-23. 

Harivamsa— x, 635-636. 

3. See the Table o( Royal Genealogies given by Pargiter in A. I. ft. 7. 

p. 145. 

4. Ibid. 

5. A L H. T, p. 9. 
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and ruled over the Eastern Anava realm1. An interesting 

episode in connection with the birth of the five sons of 

Ball is found in the Puranas2 3 and the Mahabharata * According 

to it the blind-i^i Dlrghatamas, son of Utathya (Usathya) 

while living in the hermitage of his cousin Saradvanta 

indulged in gross immorality with the brides of the 

younger Autathyas. He was^ therefore- expelled from 

the hermitage and was made to float down the river 

Ganga. The flow of the river carried him up to the Eastern- 

Anava kingdom, where king Ball accidentally rescued him.4 

Dlrghatamas thereafter married a Sudra nurse of Sudesna, the 

queen of Ball and had some children. Subsequently being 

requested by Ball, who was childless, he begot on queen 

Sudesna, by the law of levirate, five sons named Anga, Vanga, 

Kalinga, Pundra and Sumha.5 These five sons were called 

Bsleya-Ksatriya or Baleya-Brahmana, 

After Ball, the Eastern Anava kingdom was divided 

among his five sons and these five divisions were respectively 

named after them. 

The division of Ball’s kingdom into Anga, Vanga, 

Kalinga, Pundra and Sumha; suggests that the Eastern 

1. Vide Pargiter ,op. cit., Genealogical Table, p. 147. 

2. Vayu Pur ana—ic, 26-34 & 47-97 

Afatsya Purdna—xlviii, 23-29 & 43-89. 

Brahm&nda III, Ixxi, 25-34 & 47-100 

Harivamsa—xxxi, Verse 1684-1690. 

Bhdgavata IX—-xxiii, 5. 

3. Mahabharata Adi Parva civ, 4193-4221. 

4. This also finds mention in the Rigveda If 158 Sakta, hymns 3-5. 

5. This episode is also narrated in the Mahabharata (Adi Parra 

civ) with slight variation. 
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Anava territory had extended from modern Bhagalpur 

Eastward upto the Ganges’ mouth and thence over the entire 

sea-coast upto Ganjarh. In the light of this, it may be 

pointed out that the Baleya-Ksatriyas occupied these fertile 

tracts from the Saudyumnas whose territories then remained 

confined to the hilly regions extending from Gaya to the 

Orissan uplands. This has led Pargiter to conjecture that 

the Baleya-Ksatriyas came from the sea as invaders and 

driving the Saudyumna stock into the hilly tracts^ themselves 

occupied the Eastern regions forming the five kingdoms. But 

as the learned scholar himself admits, no such tradition is 

recorded in the PurSnic literature. 

Odra. 

The Bhagavata Parana.1 states that besides Anga, 

Vanga, Kalinga, Pundra and Sumha, Dlrghatamas had a sixth 

son named Odra by queen Sudesna. If this tradition is to be 

U T: gu? ste I 

Bhagavata Pur ana- IX, xxiii, 5 

(Gaudiya matha edition) 

In the Bombay publication of this work the name 7 ndhra is 

mentioned in place of ‘Odra. It may be* said that.the PurSnic 

tradition has obvious intention of representing the early Eastern 

dynasties as of Aryan blood. But Andhras being regarded by 

Brahmanical literature as outside the pale of Aryan culture their 

progenitor could not have been * represented by PurSnic tradition as 

descendant of the Aryan Psi Dlrghatamas. Moreover, JagannSth 

D5s, the famous poet of the 15th century A. D., who made a 

translation of the Bhagavata Purana into Oriya verses, mentions the 

nam; ‘Odra’ and not ‘Andhra’, as stated below:— 
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accepted the Odra country named after this son may be 

regarded as the sixth division of the Anava realm. 

Kosata. 

Like Utkala, Kalinga and Odra, the territory of 

South Kosala has also been attributed to a mythical origin. 

Rama, the prince of Kosala being banished with his wife and 

brother travelled South from Ayodhya upto Prayaga, then 

South-west to the Narmada valley, after which he came 

towards the region which may be identified with the modern 

Chhatisgarh area.* 1 He dwelt there for a period of ten years 

and Pargiter believes2 that Rama’s long.* stay in that region 

gave rise to the name of ‘South Kosala’ after his original 

home-land Kosala. 

The Ramayana3 itself states that after Rama, the 

kingdom of Kosala was divided between his two sons, Lava 

and Kusa; the former obtained North Kosala and ruled from 

Sravasti, while the latter got South Kosala and founded the 

city of Kusavati or Kusasthallpura near the Vindhyas. 

3TJT 3W fclft 

Srfmad Bhagavata IX Ch. 23 

(Oriya version). 

This proves the authenticity of the Gaudiyamatha edition end 

not of the Bombay,publication. 

1. J. R. A. S. 1894, pp. 231 f. 

2. A.I.H.T.- p.278. 

3. Ram. VII, cxx. 7; cxxi, 5. 
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Exactly the same tradition has also been recorded in the 

Padma Parana.1 2 

The Mahdbharata1 speaks of a mass migration of the 

people of Eastern Kosala (Kosala) to the south owing to the 

terror caused by Jarasandha and Pargiter asserts that these 

immigrants dwelt in the Chhatisgarh region.3 4 Very probably 

this exodus formed the nucleus with which the territory of 

South Kosala developed. 

Land After People. 

The origin of Utkala, Kalinga, Odra, and Kosala as dis¬ 

cussed in the Puranas appear more mythical than historical. 

But the fact that South Kosala developed out of the settlement 

of the people migrating from Kosala provides a reasonable 

hypothesis for the origin of this territory. It appears plausible 

that Utkala, Kalinga and Odra like Kosala; were named after 

different stocks of people rather than after the names of some 

founder monarchs. Ancient Indian literature^ both Brahmanical 

and Buddhistic, while speaking of these territories, repeatedly 

refer to the people rather than the land, thus lending support 

to this view. Both Sutta and Vinaya Pitakas speak of the ‘Okkals’ 

or ‘Utkala5 tribe, while the epic and the Puranas mention the 

‘Utkalah5 people. In the Apadana* of the Khuddaka Nikaya of the 

Sutta Pitaka the Okkala are mentioned as a people along with 

the Mekala. The Mahdchattarisaka Sutta of the Majjhima Nikaya5 

1. Padma Parana, VI cclxxi, 54*55, Anand&srama Series. 

2. SabJiS Parva xiii,*. 591 & 592. Ibid xxx, 1117. 

3. A. T. H. T. p. 278 note i & J. R. A, S. 1908 p. 32. 

4. Apadana, part ii, p, 350 

5. Majjhima Nikaya iii, p, 78 

See also Anguttctra Nikaya ii, p, 31 and 

Samyutta Nxkciya — iii, p,73. 
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states that Vassa and Bhanna, two tribes of the Ukkala people 

were called Ahetuvadls, Akiriavadis and Nathikavadis, because 

they categorically denied Cause^ Consequence and Rea ity. The 

expression of this text is explained by Barua as unintelligible 

and uncouth jargon of the country of Ukkala. But Buddha 

Ghosa1 2, the famous commentator of the 5th century A. D., 
• * 

explains it as—I 

This goes to indicate that the Ukkala are the people 

forming the Ukkala Janapada. 

The Mahavagga3 of the Vinaya Pitaka refers to the 

‘Ukkala Janapada’,the home land of Tapassu and Bhallikaywho 

were the first lay disciples of the Buddha4. The jatakas5 also 

mention ‘Ukkala Janapada’ in connection with the episode of 

Tapassu and Bhallika. 

In the Drona Parva6 of the Mahabharata Kama is said to • • 
have conquered the Utkalas along with the Mekalas, Kalingas., 

Andhras and others_, while in the Rdmdyana7 Sugrlva is repre¬ 

sented as directing Susena to send his retinue among other 

countries of the South to Mekala^ Utkala and Dasarna. The 

Vayu8 9 and the MatsycP Pur anas mention the Utkalas as a people 

associated with Malavas, Karusas, Mekalas and others. Both 

1. I. C., I. pp. 126-2 7. 

I.H,Q, IV, pp. 518-19. 

Dr. Barua’s view is undoubtedly wrong in the light of Majjhima 

Commentary, II p. 824, and Anguttara Commentary, II, p 497. 

2. Manoratha Purani, Siamese edition, pt. ii, p. 377. 

3. Oldenburg, Vinaya Pitaka I. pp. 3 f. 

4. Mahavagga of the Vinaya Text, 1st Khandhaka, 4. 
(S. B. E. XIII, 81-84) 

5. Jat. I, p. 80. 

6. Drona Parva iv, 122 also Bhisma ix, 348. 

7. KighindhZt Kanda, Sarga 41. 

8. Vdyu, xlv 132-33. 

9. Matsya cxiii, 52-53. 
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Okkala (Ukkala) and Utkalah were undoubtedly the same 

people and the territory inhabited by them was known as 

Ukkala or Utkala. 

The same observation may also be made regarding 

the origin of Kalinga and Odra. Both in Pali and Sanskrit 

works1 we find repeated mention of Kalinga, Oddaka2 as well 

as, Kalingah and Odrah respectively, while the Greeks2 also 

speak of the Galingae and the Oretes. It may, therfore, be 

pointed out that like Utkala the territories of Kalinga and 

1. 

2. 

For Kalifiga people 

Pali 
Mahdgovinda Suttdnta of Digha Nikdya II, pp. 235 f. 

See also the Jdtakas like Kalingabodhi, Chullakalinga, 

Sarabhahga, Kurudhamma, Vessantara and Kumbhakara etc. 

SSnskrit : — 

Mahdbhdrata, Vana Parva cxiv, 4. 

Udyoga Parva xlvii, 70. 

Karna Parva xl, 29. 
Ibid xlv, 14*16. 

Matsya Pur ana cxiii-31- 

Padma Purna, AdikHnda-v\, 37. 

See also Byhat Samhitd, with the commentary of Bhaffotpala 

Vizianagaram Sanskrit Series, Vol. X, Pt, i, Benaras, 1895. 

p. 305. 
For Odra people : — 

P§li : — 

Apaddna, pt. ii, p. 358. 

SSnskrit : — 
Mdnava Dharmasdstra, x, 43-44. 

Mahdbhdrata, Vana Parva — li, 1988. 

Bhisma ix 365, Drona iv, 122. 

Padma Purdna, Ibid, v. 52. 

Brhat Samhitd, Ibid. 

diny’s Natural History, (Trans by Dr. Bostock and Riley) Vol. II 

P. 46. List of the Indian Races, quoted by Me Crindle in Ardent 

India pp. 129 f 

Most part of the list referred to above was borrowed 

from MegastieneS, Cf. Sch vvanbick pp. 16 f. and 57, 

by Pliny 
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Odra were also named after the tribes inhabiting these lands. 

Medhatithi, the commentator of Manu, while speaking about 

the Odras, has rightly remarked that the country might have 

derived its name from the tribe.1 

Extent of Kalinga. 

Among the four political units mentioned above, 

viz., Utkala, Kalinga, Odra and Kosala, Kalinga was by far 

the most important power which very often overpowered the 

other three territories by her force of arms and succeeded in 

building up a far flung empire which could endure long in 

ancient times. The rich and fertile coastal plain stretching 

from the Ganges’ mouth upto the mouth of the Godavari with 

a hinterland of wild mountains and uplands formed the 

traditional homeland of the ancient Kalingas. The 

Mahabharata indicates that the Northern border of Kalinga 

stretched upto the river Ganges. In the Vana Parva the sage 

Lomasa is represented as pointing out Yudhisthira from the 

Ganges’ mouth saying “this is the territory of the Kalingas 

where flows .he river VaitaranI.”3 This has led scholars 
• 

I. His comment on Manu x, 44. 

Rajendralal Mitra {Antiquities of Orissa, I. p. 4.) has drawn 

attention to a race of agriculturists known as Ods who inhabit many 

parts of Orissa, particularly the region round about Khurds, and 

according to him this race represents the remnants of the original 

inhabitants who have given their name to the Province. According 

to Sterling ‘the original seat of the Or’or Odra tribe was limited 

by the RishikulyS river on the south and the KansbSns on the north’. 

It is not known from what source he could get the boundary of the 

Od dominion and as R. L. /Mitra thinks it was his probable 
conjecture. 

2. cTci: sgscfftn 

sftat | 

Vana Parva, cxiv, 4. 
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like H. C. Raychaudhuri and B. C. Law to suppose that 

accor mg to the epic Kalinga comprised the Eastern coast 

torn the river VaitaranI to the borders of the Andhra territory 

at the mouth of the Godavari.1 But a close examination of the 

epic verses makes it clear that the VaitaranI is referred to 

only as a river flowing in the territory of Kalinga and not as 

the border of it. The sage Lomasa declared at the Ganges’ 

mouth that the territory of the Kalingas extended onwards 

from that spot, indicating that the river Ganges rather than 

the river ViataranI was the boundary of that territory. 

The account of the Mahabharata regarding the 

Northern extent of Kalinga finds corroboration in the works 

of the early Greek writers. Megasthenes2 refers to a territory 

called Gahgaridum Calingarum Regia and states that the river 

Ganges formed the Eastern boundary of it. Pliny3 gives a 

more comprehensive account of Kalinga by dividing that 

territory into three parts, viz. Gangarides Calingae, Macco- 

Calingae, and Calingae. Although he mentions the three 

divisions of the Calingae tribes, he presents a common territorial 

boundary and describes a single capital known as Parthalis. 

As regards the Southern boundary of Kalinga, Pliny suggests 

the Cape Calingae, identified by Yule with Point Godavari, at 

the mouth of the same river.4 

The Western extent of Kalinga is difficult to 

determine as it was often fluctuating with political circum¬ 

stances at different periods. The traditional Western boundary 

of this territory was, however, fixed at Amarakantak hills 

and this limit had recognition in the puranic literature. The 

1. P. H. A. I. - 5th Edition, p. 88. for B.C. Low see Geography of Early 

Buddhism - Kalifiga 

2. Me Crindle, Ancient India, p. 137. 

3. Pliny, op. cit. pp. 42-44 

List of Indian Races quoted by McCrindle in Ancient India 
pp. 129 f. 

4. Me Crindle, Ibid, p. 144. 
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Matsya Purina1, for instance, points out that the Narmada 

drains the Amarakantak situated in the Western part of 

Kalinga. Later Puranas like Kurma° and Bkanda3 corroboiate the 

account of Matsya so far as the Western frontier of Kalinga 

is concerned. 

Thus the territory of Kalinga may be said, according 

to tradition, to have extended as far as the Gangetic valley 

in the North, the Godavari in the South, the Amarakantak 

hills in the West and the sea in the East. Too much emphasis 

cannot, however, be placed on traditional accounts 

as political geography has frequently been disturbed in 

course of history leading to changes in territorial limits. 

In the 4th century B. C. Kalinga was under the 

rule of Mahapadmananda, who according to the 

Puranas not only conquered Kalinga but also occupied 

A£maka (Assaka) which lay to the South-west of Kalinga.4 

The rule of one Nanda king (who was to all probability 

Mahapadmananda) over Kalinga is known from the Hathi- 

gujhpha Inscription of Kharavela.5 We know from this 

Inscription that the Nanda king excavated a canal in the 

heart of Kalinga not far offNagari (Kalinganagarl) up to 

which it was extended later on by Kharavela, and this suggests 

that the whole of Kalinga was under Mahapadmananda.0 

But during the time of the last Nanda king we find only a part 

of Northern Kalinga i. e. Gangaridae, included in the Nanda 

empire. The accounts of the Greek writers like Dicdorus, 

Curtius and Plutarch reveal that Xandrammes or Agrammes, 

1. Matsya, cxxciv, 12. 

2. Karma II, xxxix, 9. 

3. Skanda v, 3, xxi, 7. 

4. D. K. A. pp. 23*24. 
3. See Appendix to Ch. VI. 

6. See Chapter IV. 
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the last Nanda king, who was the contemporary of Alexander, 

was ruling over Prasii and the Gangaridae.1 It appears that 

Kalinga and Assaka no longer belonged to the empire of 

Agrammes. The Gangaridae portion, however, may be taken 

to be the same as Gangaridae Calingarum Ragia mentioned 

by Megasthenes. 

By the time Chandragupta raised the standard of 

rebellion against the last Nanda king and occupied the 

throne of Magadha, the Gangaridae portion seems to have been 

slipped out of his authority. He is never mentioned by the 

classical writers as the king of Gangaridae although Prasii 

continued to be the heart of his empire.2 The description 

of Pliny about the Kalinga territory with its three divisions 

viz., Gangarides Calingae, Mac co-Calingae and Calingae, depicts 

a large and powerful Kalinga and to all probability the 

invasion of ASoka in 261 B. G. was directed against that 

territory comprising the three divisions of Pliny and extend¬ 

ing from the Ganges’ mouth to the mouth of the river 

Godavari. 

Under ASoka Kalinga formed a part of the Maury a 

empire, which extended from the Hindukush in the North¬ 

west to modern Mysore in the South. The political 

headquarters of Kalffiga under Asoka was located at Tosali 

and another township named SamSpa was made t e second 

administrative seat. The edicts of Asoka in Kalinga were 

engraved on the Surabha hill3 near Tosali and on the Kha- 

piriigala hill near Samapa, and the edicts are found even 

today at these places. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Me Crlndle, Invasion of India by Alexander, pp. 221. 281. 

^lhZl*L oft!"' h’n2isPunf4o';UnateIy broken in the inscrip. 

^. Wl have reled it with the light of the Gayda^ka written 

n the 3rd century A.D. 
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The Special Kalinga Edict II of A£oka refers to the 

people of the Atavika territory which was left unconquered by 

him.1 This territory probably comprised the forest clad 

hinterland of Kalinga lying to the West of the coastal region. 

Sometimes after the fall of the Mauryas, Kalinga 

resumed her independence and in the first century B. C., 

her king Kharavela is known to have extended the sphere of 

influence from Mathura in the North to the Pandya kingdom 

in the South and the territory of the Rathikas and Bhojakas 

(the Maharastra region) in the West.2 

In the Hathigumpha Inscription we find mention of the 

Vidyadhara territory (Vijadharadhivasam) which is described 

as an invincible land founded by the former kings of Kalinga. 

B. M. Barua3 4 draws attention to the Jaina Jambuddivapannatti 

where eighteen Vidyadhara settlements with their sixty 

towns have been mentioned being associated with the 

Vaitadhya or the Vindhya range. In this connection 

mention may also be made of the ‘Astadasatavirajya’ or 

eighteen forest kingdoms found in the Khoh Copper Plates 

(528 A. D.) of Samksyobha and the Kandsa Copper Plates 

(600 A. D.) of Lokavigraha,5 and according to D. R. 

Bhandarkar this territory comprised ‘the tiny kingdom that 

must have extended from Bhaghelkhand right up almost to 

the sea-coast of Orissa’6. This was probably also the land 

I. Sp. K. Edict II. Appendix to Ch. v. See also Hultzsch, C. I. I. 

Vol. I pp. 115 f. 

2. See Appendix to Ch. VI. 

3. Asoka & His Inscriptions. p. 85. 

tort 

Jambuddivapannatti, I. 12. 

4. Fleet, C. I. I. Vol. Ill pp. 114 f. 

5. E. /. XXVIII, pp. 328f. 

6. Asoka, p. 47. 
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referred to as •Sarvatavikarajya’ in the Allahabad Pillar 

Inscription of Samudragupta.1 We feel inclined to identify this 

eighteen forest kingdoms or Sarvatavika Rajya with the 

eighteen Vidyadhara settlements of the Jaina work, as well 

as, with the Vidyadhara territory of the Hathigumpha 

Inscription. 

KalldSsa3 in his Raghuvam^a speaks of a period when 

the river Kapisa, modern Kansai in Midnapore district 

for-med the Northern and Southern boundaries of Kalinga and 

Utkala respectively. The geographical configuration of this 

period underwent considerable changes from that of which 

the Graeco-Roman writers speak. A portion of Gaiigaridae 

or the Gangaridum Calingarum Regia then appears to have been 

included in Vanga and the Raghuvamsa indicates that 

Utkala intervened between Vanga and Kalinga. 

Although Kalidasa speaks of the geographical 

location of Utkala and Kalinga, the Allahabad Inscription does 

not mention even the names of these territories, while descri¬ 

bing the Southern compaign of Samudragupta. Very probably 

Kalinga at the time of the invasion of Samudragupta (cir- 

350 A D ) was divided into a number of petty states and 

Harisena, the author of the Allahabad Pillar Inscription, 

mentions’ some of these states viz., Kottura, Pistapura, 

Erandapalla, and Devar^stra. Kottura has been identue 
with modern Kothoor in GanjSm district and Pistapura 

with modern Pithapuram in God swan distnct, wie 

Erandapalla and Devarastra are identified with Erandap 1 

and' Yellamanchili respectively in Visakhapatnam distri . 

These states comprised the territory extending from the river 

in the North, to the river Godavari in the South 

1. Fleet, C.L L Vol. Ill pp. 

Raghuvamsa, iv, 
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along the Eastern coast, and this territory very probably 

passed by the name Kalinga during that time. 

After Samudragupta, Kalinga emerged as an united 

and powerful kingdom under the Mathara dynasty. The 

Matharas started as a feeble power at Srlpura (modern Vatia- 

^rlpurain Parlakimedi Taluq) in the time of Visakhavarman 

and then occupying the Mahendra region during Umavarman 

gradually established themselves at Pistapura under Sakti- 

varman. The Ningondi Copper Plate grant1 reveals that Kalinga 

during the rule of Saktivarman extended from the river 

MahanadI in the North to the Krsna in the South, and 

although the successors of Saktivarman could not maintain 

this far-flung empire, the territory under them was quite 

extensive comprising roughly modern Visakhapatnam, 

^rlkakulam, Ganjarh and Puri districts. The earlier Mathara 

rulers called their territory as Kalinga, but later on with the 

growth of their realm they called it ‘Sakala Kalinga'. Their 

capital Simhapura2 is sometimes called ‘Vijaya Simhapura’ as 

in the case of the Sakunaka grant3 of Ananta Saktivarman and 

sometimes as ‘Vijayapura’ as found in the Andhavaram grant4 

of the same king. 

Places like Vardhamanapura, Sunagara and Sarapalli 

from which some Mathara grants were issued have not been 

satisfactorily identified as yet. The identification of Vardha¬ 

manapura, with Vadama in Visakhapatnam district is open to 

1. fWITOn ^TTfiR: 

Ningondi Grant of Prabhafijanavarman, E% /. XXX, pp. 112 f. 

The Sakati Sangamatantra (III, VII, 4.) also refers to the extent of Kalifiga es 

?TTTJT[iT qRJ^; 11 

2. Hultzsch, E. I. IV,,p. 143. 

3. E. I. XXVIII, pp. 226 f. 

A. E.I. XXVIII, pp. 175-79 

11 
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doubt. Manda Narasimham1 is inclined to take Sunagara 

as the same as Kalinganagara of the records of the Eastern 

Gangas and identifies it with modern Mukhalingarh near 

Parlakimedi. The town of Sarapalli, the last political 

stronghold of the Mstharas remains unspecified. But the 

donated villages in the Mathara copper plate grants like 

Kuttara grama in Mahendrabhoga visaya, Andareppa, 

Rakulava grama in Kalinga visaya, and Baranga can be 

identified with modern Kothoor near the Mahendra hill in 

’ Ganjarh district, Andhavaram on the left bank of the river 

Vamsadhara in NarSsannapeta Taluq of Srikakulam district, 

and Baranga in the Chikati Taluq of GanjSm ditrict respec¬ 

tively. It may thus be suggested that the modern Ganjarh 

district of Orissa and ^rikakalam district of Andhra Pradesh 

formed the very heart of the Mathara kingdom. 

It appears that the Matharas were supplanted by the 

VaSisthas in the Devarastra region where the latter probably 

ruled in the first half of the 6th century A. D. The copper 

plate charters of the Vasistha family are issued fiom 

Devapura and Pistapura which can be identified with modern 

Yellamanchili in VisSkhapatnarh district and Pithapurarh in 

East Godavari district. 

About 500 A. D. the kingdom of the Eastern Gangas 

was established in the Mahendra region. Sometimes after the 

decline of the Matharas and Vasisthas, the Ganga kings 

assumed the title of KaliHgSdhipati and ruled over a kingdom 

comprising roughly the modern VisakhapStnam and 

Srikakulam districts while the Vigrahas became poweifuHn 

the area lying immediately to the North-east of the Ganga 

kingdom comprising the present districts of Ganjam and Puri 

and part of Cuttack district. Prthivivigraha (569-570 A. D ) 

has been described as the ruler of Kalinga rastra in the Sumandak 

I. J. A. H. R. S., X pp. 143-44. 
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Copper Plates of his feudatory Dharmaraja.1 Thus the ‘Sakala 

Kalinga’ of the Matharas was shared by the Eastern Gangas 

and the Vigrahas, while the Southern part was occupied by 

the Visnukundins of Vengl. It may be mentioned here that 

kings of the Eastern Ganga and the Vigraha dynasties were 

proclaimed as the ‘Lords of Kalinga’; where as the 

Visnukundin monarchs never claimed such title. It indicates • • • • 
that the territories enjoyed by the Eastern Gangas and the 

Vigrahas in the 6th century A. D. formed the main land 

of Kalinga. 

It may, however, be noted that king Lokavigraha 

(600 A. D.) who was apparently a successor of PrthivI- 

vigraha in the Kanasa Copper Plates2 calls himself the ‘Lord of 

Tosalis’. He is known to have donated lands inDaksinaTosali • • • • 

which apparently comprised the territory called eKalinga 

rastra in the Sumandala Copper Plates of Prthivivigraha. 

Thence forward ‘Kalinga’ represented only the territory of 

the Eastern Gangas which remained confined to the narrow 

coastal strip extending from the Northern part of Visakha- 

patanam district to the Southern part of Ganjam district 

and the inscriptions of the Eastern Gangas exclusively refer 

to this region.3 Thus; the name of Kalinga which in ancient 

times was applicable to a far-flung empire from the river 

Gangs in the North, to the Godavari in the South denoted 

from the 7th century A. D. onwards to the small kingdom of 

the Eastern Gangas. This territory continued as Kalinga till 

the end of the 11th century A. D. At the beginning of 

the 12th century the kingdom of the Eastern Gangas 

under Chodagangadeva rapidly expanded and comprised the 

1. E.I.XXVIII, p. 83. 
2. E. I. XXVIII p 328. 
3. Outline of the History of Kalinga, Dacca University Studies, Vol, II, 

no. 2, Jan, 1938. 
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area of ancient Kalinga stretching from tne Ganga. to the 

Godavari.1 * This empire of Chodaganga later on enlarged 

by Anangabhima III, continued more or less, as one political 

unit till the middle of the 16th century A. D. But the name 

‘Kalinga’ was seldom applied to this empire, probably 

because of its long continuation as the name of the small 

kingdom of the Eastern Gaiigas. 

During the rule of the Suryavamsi Gajapati kings, 

Kalinga was reduced to the position of a Dandapata—a fiscal 

division under the administration of a Pariksa. A larege number 

of inscriptions of the 15th cantury A.D., found at Simha- 

chalarh and Srlkurmarh refer to the Kalinga Dandapata and 

the names of its Pariksas who flourished at different times 

during that century. Kalinga Dandapata continued as a 

fiscal division even during the rule of the Moghuls, and it is 

mentioned as such in the Ain-i-Akbari of Abul FazE. 

Capital of Kalinga 

The earliest reference to Dantapura, as.the capital 

of Kalinga;is found in the Mahagovindasuttanta of Dtgha Nikaya 

in which it is stated that the city was founded by Maha- 

govinda during the time whenRenu was ruling over Mithila.3 

According to the Jatakas like Kurudhamma4, Chullakalinga5, 

] The Ganga records refer to Chodganga’s empire as :• 

Nctgciri Plates— LI. 36-37, E, /. XXVIII pp-235 f. 

2- Under the Moghuls, the term Dandapata gave place to ‘Sircar, but 

in case of Kalinga the word DandapSta was retained as a suffix and 

the fiscal division was called Sircar Calinga Dundpat’. (Stirling, 

An account of Orissa Proper, Appendix, p. ix.) 

3. Dtgha N. (P. T. S,) II, p. 235. 

4. J* II, p. 67. 
5. Ill, p. 3. 
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Kumbhakara1 2 3 4 andKalingavodhithe city of Dantapura flourished 

as the capital of Kalinga during the pre-Buddha period. 

The DathavaMla3 makes us believe that this city continued to be 

the capital at the time of Buddha. The Mahabharata* names 

the capital of Kalinga as ‘Dantakura’, which may be taken to 

be identical with ‘Dantapura’ of the Buddhist literature. 

Pliny5 6 refers to a fortified town named Dandagula which was 

situated at a distance of 6,25,000 paces Southward from the 

mouth of the Ganges and this Dandagula may be taken as 

identical with Dantapura. According to Jaina tradition also 

Dantapura was the capital of ancient Kalinga, where king 

Dantavaktra was ruling.0 

Prof. Sylvain Levi7 is inclined to identify Dantapura 

(Dandagula of Pliny) with Paloura of Ptolemy8 which was a 

starting point (apheterion) of the deep sea route to the Island 

1. J. II, p. 376. 

2. J. iV, p. 230. 

3. Dathavamsa, edited by Dr. B. C. Law 

(Punjab Sanskrit Series^ 

4. Udyaga Parva, xxiii, 708 also xlvii, 1883, 

Drona Parva, lxx, 7. 

5. Book VI, xx. 

6. Uttaradliyayana Sutra, xviii, 45-46. 

In Sutra Kf tanga 1, 6. 22, an interesting story is narrated in 

connection with Dantapura. It is said that the wife of king 

Dantavaktra while pregnant expressed desire for an Ivory Palace 

for the construction of which the king requisitioned all available 

ivory in his kingdom but at the same time the wife of the wealthy 

merchant Dhanarmtra being pregnant, also expressed an alike desire 

whereupon the merchant and his friend Drdhamitra violated the 

royal order but were subsequently pardoned when the king came to 

know of their plight. (See also AbhidhZna Rajendra, V. p. '86). 

The Jaina authorities mean Danta’ as ivory and Dantapura as the 

palace of ivory, after which the city is so named. 

7. I. A. LV, 1926, PP. 98-99. 

8. Gerini, Researches on Ptolemy's Geography, p. 743. 
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of Gold. Pliny states “From the mouth of the Ganges to the 

Promontory of the Kalihgas and the fortified town of 

Dandagula, 6,25,000 Paces”1 while according to Ptolemy2 the 

distance between the Ganges and Paloura was approximately 

6° 36'. When converted to miles,, Pliny’s distance is about 570 

miles whereas that of Ptolemy comes to about 380 miles3. This 

apparent dissimilarity occurs because of the fact that Pliny 

measures the distance through circuitous high-way, while 

Ptolemy takes to the direct over-sea route. The description of 
Dandagula as a promontory of Kalinga tallies with the geo¬ 

graphical configuration of modern Palura, in Ganjam district 

which also agrees with the distance given by Ptolemy. There 

can be little doubt in the fact that the modern Palura 

represents Paloura of Ptolemy and its identification with 

Pliny’s Dandagula (or Dantapura) appears plausible. 

Moreover, the Tamil word for tooth (Danta) is Pallu 

and that for city (Pura) is Ur. So the word Pallura or Palura, 

signifying the city of the tooth seems,like a Dravidian rendering 

of the Aryan word ‘Dantapura’4. On the standpoint o 

geography and philology Pallura and Dantapura may, 

f. “Ab Ostio Gcingio ad promontorum Calxngon et oppidum Dandagula 

DC-XX- VM passmim". 

2. /. A. LV, p 97. 
3 A pace among the Romans was the space between two successive 

positions of the same foot, about 58 inches. Stadium is a Greek 

measure of length which is equal 'to 606f English feet and according 

to Ptolemy himself 1° is 500 Stadia in length. 

4. Prof. Sylvain Levi concludes on this hypothesis that “the alternative 

use of the words Paloura-Dantapura shows also that in the age of 

Ptolemy the Dravidian language shared the territory of Kalinga with 

Ary an forms of speech. 

I. A. Ibid, p. 99. Cf. Linguistic Survey. IV, p. 577. 
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therefore, be taken to be the same, and the place may be 

identified1 with the modern village Pslura in GanjSm district. 

Besides Dantapura the city of Plthunda was also 

regarded as a capital of ancient Kalinga. The Hathigumpha 

Inscription mentions an old and deserted city named Pithunda 

which was the ancient metropolis of Kalinga2. This Plthunda 

is undoubtedly the same as ‘Pitundra metropolis’ of Ptolemy, 

who locates it in the country of the Maisoloi or Maisolia3, 

which was named after the delta of Maisolos signifying the 

whole extent of the mouths of the Godavari and Krsna.4 
• • • 

Ptolemy places Pitundra in between the mouths of the Mai¬ 

solos and the Manadas5 i. e., between the Godavari and the 

MahanadI and as equidistant from both. In that consi¬ 

deration Pitundra may be located near Chicacolc and 

Kalingapatnam to the South of Pslura-Dantapura.6 7 

The Jaina Uttar adhy ay ana Sutra' describes a port 

named Pihunda which was flourishing in Kalinga even as 

early as the time of Mahavlra. Sylvain Levi is inclined to 

identify Pihunda of the Jaina literature with Plthunda of the 

Hathigumpha Inscription and Pitundra of Ptolemy.8 B. M. 

1. Mr. Oldham has indentified Paloura ‘with the existing village of 

Paluru at the northern extremity of the Ganjam district.' 

J. B, 0. R. S. XXII, pp. I f, He thus agrees with our above identi* 

fication. 

Mr. G. Ramdas identifies Dantapura with the present site of the 

fort of Dantavaktra situated on the way from Chicacole to 

Sidhantam. E. I. XIV, 361. 

2. See Appendix to Chapter;VI. 

3. Ptolemy VII- 1,15 and 93. 

4. Ibid, The Periplus speaks of Masalia instead of Maisolia. 

5. Ptolemy, Ibid, 

6. 7. A. LV, 1926, pp. 146-147. 
7. Uttaradhyayana Sutra, XXI, 1-4. 

8. 7. A. Ibid. pp. 145 f. Cf. J. A. 1925, T. CCVI, pp, 57-58. 
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Barua1 opines that this city was also the same as Prthurastra 

described in the Gandavyuha, and it may further be suggested 

that it is the same as parthalis of Pliny.'2 

After conquest of Kalinga by Asoka ( 261 

B. C.) Dantapura and Pithunda ceased to be the capitals and 

new cities of Tosali and Somapa assumed political impor¬ 

tance. Tosall is identified with the modern village of Dhauli 

on the Daya river situated 6 miles to the South of Bhubane¬ 

swar and Somapa which developed as a second seat of adminis¬ 

tration may be located close to modern Jaugada on the bank 

of the river Vamsadhara in Ganjarh district. The city of 

Tosall was the main capital of Kalinga under the Mauryas 

and continued to be so till the end of the Alautya inie. 

Ptolemy3 probably refers to this city as Tosalei in his Geo¬ 

graphy (cir. 150 A. D.). 

In the 1st century B. C. when the Chetis assumed 

the political supremacy in Kalinga^ Tosali and Somapa 

appear to have lost their importance as centres of political 

life and a new capital named Kalinganagari developed as a 

heavily fortified city. The excavation of Sisupalgarh near 

Bhubaneswar brought to light the existence of a fortified 

township of the pre-Christian era and the rich archaeological 

1. 0. B. I. p.197. 

2. See Infra]p. 76 

3. Ptolemy, VII, 2. 73 f, 
Prof. Lassen is not inclined to indentify Asoka’s Tos§li with 

Ptolemy’s Tosalei (Indische Alterthumskunde, Vol. Ill p. 159) and he 

is supported by General Cunningham in this view (C. /. I. p. 16). 

About the location of the city of To$§lI Prof. Kern writes as 

follows , 
“About'the name of the city Tosali little is to be added to what 

has been already remarked by Lassen in Indische Alterthumskunde, 

Vol. iii. p. 159. He pointed out that the Tosalei mentioned by 

Ptolemy, vii, 2, 73 sq, cannot be identified with Asoka s 
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finds thereof suggest its identification with Kalinganagarl.1 

Khsravela is said to have reclaimed the deserted city of 

Plthunda but he did not make it his political or administra¬ 

tive headquarters. 

During the post-Kharavela period Dantapura revived 

for sometimes the glory of being a capital city. It is known 

from the Dathavariifa to be the capital of KaLnga when 

GuhaSiva was ruling at the beginning of the 4th century 

A.D.2 With the rise of the Matharas in the 2nd half of the 
• 

4th century A. D. Simhapura (modern Singupuram in 3rika- 

kulam district) and sometime Pistapura (modern Pithapuram 

in Godavari district) became the political headquarters of 

Kalinga. The city of Simhapura fast declined with the fall 

of the Matharas but its fame as the capital of some royal 

family continued as late as 1200 A. D. The Chulavamsa 

states that king Vijayavahu of Geylone (1054-1109 A. D.) 

married Trilokasundari a princess of Kalinga whose relatives, 

one of whom was named Madhukamarnava, came to Ceylone 

(From pre-page) 

Tosali, on account of the difference in site. General Counningham 

comes to the same conclusion (Cor. Inscr. p. i 6). Even if we are 

willing to accept Ptolemy’s statement as a correct one, it does not 

follow that Tosali in Katak should mean anything else but the 

"capital of the people called Tosalas”. There may have 

been two divisions of the same people inhabiting different 

tracts of country. This much is certain that the Tosals Toshalas 

as the name of a people are known from Sanskrit sources viz. 

Toshala in Harivamsa 4736; the form of Tosalaka 4734, <,741. 

Tosala occurs in a Parisistha of fhe Atharvaveda, extracts from 

which are given by Prof. Weber in his Catalogue of the Berlin 

Sanskrit Manuscripts. In the passage alluded to, the Tosalas are 

enumerated in connexion with the Vet>Stata, the people living on 

the banks of the VenS river, which goes far to prove that the people 

in Katak is meant” J. R. A. S. Vol. XII. 1880. p- 384-5. 

1. Ancient India No. 5, pp. 66 f. 

2. DHtMvamsa, op, cit. 

12 
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from Simhapura.1 Epigraphical evidences point out that 

Nissankamalla and Sahasamalla who ascended the throne of 

Ceylon sometimes before 1200 A. D. were the two sons of 

king GoparSja of Kalinga who was ruling from Simhapura.2 

It appears that a royal family continued to rule from Simha¬ 

pura as late as 1200 A. D. although that city was no longer 

the political headquarters of Kalinga after 500 A. D. 

When the Eastern Gangas came to power in cir. 

500 A. D., a new capital assuming the old name of 

Kalinganagara developed as a beautiful city with shrines and 

palaces. While Kalinganagara earned its fame as the capital 

of Kalinga, Dantapura continued for some times to be the 

headquarters of the Trikalinga country. Kalinganagara of the 

Gangas need not, however, be taken to be the same as Kalinga- 

nagari of the Chetis, who flourished in the 1st century B.C. Its 

proper identification has become a problem for historians 

and archaeologists. General Cunningham3 identified Kalinga- 

nagara with Rajshmundry and Fleet4 with Kalingapatnarh at 

the mouth of the ri^er VamsadharS, both of which have been 

considered unsatisfactory. G. V. Ramamurthi5 identifies 

Kalinganagara with the village Mukhalingam on the left bank 

of the Vam£adh5rS river about 20 miles from Parlakimedi. 

He points out that ruins of ancient temples and buildings 

abound this village and those are also found even beyond it 

upto Nagarakatakam two miles off this place. It may, however, 

be suggested that Nagankatakarh where stands the famous 

temple of MadhukeSvara with a number of inscriptions of the 

Ganga.Kings, was the political seat of the dynasty and this 

1. Chulavamfa, Ed. by Geiger, LIX 29-30. 
2. E. Muller, An&ent Inscriptions of Ceylon, nos. 148, 156» 
3. Ancient Geography of India p. 59 i. 

4. /. A. XVI, p. *32. 
5. E. I. IV, pp. 187-188, 
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may well be regarded as identical with Kalinganagara.1 

This city flourished as the capital of Kalinga till the 

time of Chodagangadeva, who after conquest of Utkala 

shifted his seat of Government to Abhinava YayStinagara, 

modern Jajpur in Cuttack district. 

Mahendra Giri. 

The Mahendra mountain range of the Eastern Ghats 

forms an important geographical feature of Kalinga and it is 

regarded by many royal dynasties in the past as their 

respective cradle land.2 It was thus important as a seat of 

political activities and became famous as a centre of religious 

and cultural life of Kalinga. 

The Mahendra region was originally inhabited by 

the aboriginal Savaras and Pulindas, but about the early 

Christian era civilised races began their settlement in that 

area. In the 2nd century A. D. Gautamiputra SatakarnI is 

known to have extended his empire in the East upto the 

Mahendra hill.3 

The Mahabharata declares this mountain as an 

important seat of Aryan culture, where ParaSurSma, the 

champion of Brahmanism is said to have performed penance.4 

In the Raghuvam§a of Kalidasa the Mahendra mountain finds 

1. For different views on the subject : 

see J. A, H. R. S. VI, pp. 57 f. 

also J. B. 0. R. S. XV, i929, Pts. Ill & IV. 

See the article of Prof. B. C. Bhattacharya and its rejoinder 

by Shri G. Ramdas in Calcutta Review, March, 1931, pp. 405-422. 

2. Mahendra as the cradle of the Eastern Gafigas vide the Korni 

Copper Ptates of Chodagafigadeva. J. A. H. R. S. I, p. 108, and as 

cradle of the Sailodbhavas vide the Cuttack Museum Charter of 

Msdhava varmS, E. I. XXIV, p. 148. 

3. E. T. VIII, pp. 60 f. 

4. Mhh. I. 64. 
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prominent mention and it is regarded there as the very heart 

of Kalinga. Raghu, in course of his Digvijaya is said to have 

conquered Kalinga and according to the poet the occupation 

of Mahendra by Raghu signifies his over-lordship over 

Kalinga.1 The poet calls the king of Kalinga as the ‘Lord of 

Mahendra’2 and suggests that the political headquarters of 

Kalinga was in the Mahendra region. The palace of 

Hemangada the king of Kalinga, as indicated by the poet in 

the same work; was located on the sea shore not far off the 

Mahendra hill.3 

The invasion of Raghu is echoed in the 

Southern expeditions of Samudragupta as described by 

Harisena in the Allahabad Pillar Inscription. We know from 

this inscription that the king of Kalinga; whose headquarters 

was at Pistapura; was named as ‘Mahendra-giri’ after this 

famous hill. ‘Kottura’ of the same inscription, finds mention 

in the Dhavalapeta grant4 of Umavarman of the M'athara 

dynasty, as situated in the Mahendrabhoga visaya. This 

suggests that during the post-Samudragupta period when 

Kalinga became a powerful state under the Matharas a 

district named Mahendrabhoga was formed centering round 

the Mahendra hill. 

The importance of the Mahendra hill as the religious 

and cultural centre of Kalinga was further enhanced with the 

advent of the Eastern Gangas, who installed their family 

1. Raghuvamsa, iv, 39. Even, in Medieval period the conquest 

of Kaliflga was considered complete only after the occupa¬ 

tion of the Mahendra. Cf. Rsjendra Chola’s conquests- Historical 

Inscriptions of South India by Sewell & Aiyangar, p. 61. and 

Ya$odharman’s conquests — C. I. I. Vol. HI. PP- 146 f, 

2. Raghuvamsa, iv, 40-43 and Ibid, vi, 54. 

3. Ibidt vi, 56. See in this connection The Calcutta Review, March 1931, 

pp. 217-^18- .. ... 

4. E. /.XXVI PP. 132-135. 
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deity Lord Gokarneswara on the crest of this mountain. The 

Ganga kings salute GokarneswaraswamI of Mahendra in the 

preamble of their charters.1 

Like the Eastern Gangas the Sailodbhavas of Kongoda 

had great reverence for this hill and they regarded it as 

a Kulagiri. The Cuttack Museum Charter2 declares : 

“The Mt. Mahendra, whose incomparable peak is 

obstructed by the Eastern Seas, whose surface is covered 

with various flower-bearing trees, whose caverns are 

resounded with the constant fall of spring water at the 

sound of which the panicky birds fly away producing 

melodious sound reverberating the caverns, stands like 

the glorious Mt. Meru and is celebrated in the world 

as Kulagiri ’. 

It may be pointed out that the Mahendra mountain 

is included in the traditional list of the Kulagiris in the 

Puranic literature as well3. An early group of temples 
hV 

1. 

Wf 

^ 3JI5T 3^1^ .I 

Taken from the Santabommali grant of Nandavarman 1 A.H.R.S. II, 
pp. 185-89. 

2. I 

CTTcT II 

5T: | 

Cuttack Museum Charter of MsdhavavarmS, E. I. XXIV, pp. 148 
and Baupur Charter of MadhyamarSja, E. I. XXIX. pp. 32 f. 

3. The Vamana Purina states. 

I 

qTfcrTO sap* ^ q^cii: 11 
Canto xiii,, Verse 14. 
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standing on the Mahendragiri indicates that this was an 

important seat of Saivite culture during medieval 

period. 

Extent of Trikalinga 

Along with Kalinga the geographical extent of 

Trikalinga deserves attention, as this territory being a 

distinct political entity had a chequered role in history. 

The name ‘Trikalinga’ does not occur in early BrShml 

inscriptions of Asoka and Kharavela, nor does it find 

mention in early Pali and Sanskrit literature. The earliest 

reference to this country may be seen in the writing of the 

Classical Greek scholars of the early Christian centuries. 

As pointed out above, Pliny presents three divisions of 

Kalinga known as Gangarides Calingae, Macco Calingae 

and Calingae, out of which the middle division is variantly 

mentioned as Modogalinga.1 McCrindle points out that 

“Modo or Modoga is equivalent to Muda of modern Telugu. 

It means three”.2 Thus Macco-Calingae or Modogalinga 

may be taken to be the hellenic form of Trikalinga, and it 

is probably the same as Triglypton or Trilingon mentioned by 

the Greek Geographer Ptolemy.3 (circa 150 A.D.) 

Gerini in his Researches on Ptolemy’s Geography 

gives the identification of Trikalinga as follows:— 

“The Andhras of Orissa and Telengana, in conjunc¬ 

tion with their near relatives, the Kalingas, founded, 

it appears, in that region, kingdom consisting of three 

districts or separate communities called Trikalinga or 

1 por Pliny’s Natural History - vide McCrindle’s Ancient India pp. 129 f. 

See*also Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India, p. 594. 

2. Ptolemy e Ancient I ndia by Me. Crindle, p. 234. 

3. Ibid. See also Caldwell, Comparative Grammar of Dravihan 

Languges, pp.28-29. 
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Trilinga, a name from which the town Telengana was 

derived and employed to designate the country Kalinga 

proper on the western side of the Gulf of Bengal, as 

well as, the country of Mons or Telenga (Talaing) 

on the opposite shore, which had been colonised by 

them.”1 

It appears that a territory named Trikalinga or 

Trilinga was existing in Southern Orissa and Northern Andhra 

coast by the middle of the 2nd century A. D., when Ptolemy 

wrote his Geograghy. No epigraphic records of this period 

have come to light to corroborate the writing of the Greek 

Geographer. But at a later time when we find epigraphical 

references to Trikalinga, this territory is then known to 

be situated not on the sea coast but at a little further to the 

West in the rocky hinterland of Kalinga. 

In the Allahabad Pillar Inscription (circa 350 A.D.) 

the names of Kalinga and Trikalihg are conspicuous by their 

absence in the list of territories of DaksinSpatha, 

presumably conquered by Samudragupta. In the 

post-Samudragupta period the Mstharas established their 

suzerainty over an extensive territory from the MahanadI to 

the Godavari and sometimes upto the KrsnS, which they 

called either Kalinga or Sakala-KaliSga but never 
Trikalinga.2 

The earliest epigraphic mention of Trikalinga is 

found in the copper plate charters of the Eastern Gangas. 

In the Jirjingi grant3 (537 A. D.) Indravarman I the earliest 

known ruler of this dynasty declares himself as the Lord of 

1. Gerini, Researches on Ptolemy s Geography of Pastern Asia, p 139. 

2. For the epigraphic records of the MSfharas, see S. N. Rajgaru, 

Inscriptions of Orissa, Vol. I, Pt. ii, pp. 1—80. 

3. J. A, H, R, S. III. pp. 49-53. 
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Trikalinga (Trikalingadhipati) and the same epithet was 

assumed by the next known king Ssmantavarman in his 

Ponnuturu grant1 (562 A. D.). But after that the Ganga kings 

called themselves as Lord of Kalinga or Sakala Kalinga and 

none of them assumed the title of Trikalingadhipati till the 

time of Vajrahasta V who came to the throne in 1038 A.D. 

and declared himself as the Lord of Trikalinga.1 2 It appears 

that the Ganga kings started their activities at Trikalinga 

about 498 A. D. the initial year of the Ganga era, and 

later on became master of the land of Kalinga. 

An interesting allusion to the origin of the Ganga 

supremacy over Trikalinga and Kalinga is found in the 

copper plates of Vajrahasta V, Rajaraja I and Chodaganga, 

The records of Vajrahasta V3 and Rajaraja I4 reveal that 

Gunamaharnnava (Gunarnnava) an early king of the Gangas 

of Kalinga came from the Ganga family of Trikalinga. But 

in the four copper plate grants of Chodaganga5 the pedigree 

of the Kalinga branch is pushed a little earlier in order to 

trace it from its progenitor Kamarnnava I. These records 

1. E. I. XXVII, pp. 216 f. 

2. R. D. Banerji, History of Orissa, I, p. 242 

3. So far 7 copper plate grants of Vajrahasta have come to light and all 

of these trace the genealogy from Gunarnnava. These records are 

i. Naras'.pattam Plates (E.I. XI, p. 149), ii. Chicacole Plates, 

(J.A.H.R.S. VIII. p. 163), iii. Nadagam Plates, {E. I. IV, p. 183f 

iv. Chikkalavalasa Plates (Bhirati II, pi38), v. Boddapadu plates 

(Ibid, III, p, 83), vi. Madrass Museum Ptates (E. I, IX, p. 96) and vii. 

Ganjam Plates {E.I. XXIII, p. 70). 

4. Chicacole Plates, J. A. H. B. S. VIII. p. 176 and Galavalli Plates 

Ibid, XX, p. 171. 

5. 7. A. XII, p. 9. Ibid, XVIII, p. 161 

J. A. H. B. S. I, p. 44. Ibid, VIII, p. 183 
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indicate that Kamarnnava was deprived of the throne of 

Gangavadi by his uncle and accompanied by his four brothers 

founded a new kingdom which was very likely the Trikalinga 

territory; from there he proceeded to the East to mount 

Mahendra where he worshipped the Lord Gokarnasvamin, 

and then he descended down the Eastern side of the hill and 

after defeating Savaraditya occupied the territory of Kalinga. 

It may, however, be said that in the copper plate 

records of Chodagariga, referred to above, the foundation of 

the kingdom of Trikalinga by Kamarnnava, has been passed 

over to place greter emphasis on his occupation of Kalinga. 

But read in the light of the records of Vajrahasta V and 

Rajaraja I, they reveal the fact that the original kingdom of 

Kamarnnava was located in the Trikalinga country to the 

West of Kalinga. In consideration of this, G. Ramadas is in¬ 

clined to derive the name Trikalinga from ‘Tiru’ (High) 

Kalinga1 and writes ‘Trikalinga means high or elevated or 

hilly Kalinga and signified in those days the region of the 

Eastern Ghats from the upper course of the MahanadI to 

about the source of the Languliya river in the south. It can¬ 

not be understood to signify the country occupied by 

Kalinga proper, Kongoda and Orissa; nor does the ‘Tri’ 
means Three.” 

The suggestion of Ramadas is illuminating and a 

number of medieval inscriptions of South-eastern India point 

out that ‘Trikalinga’ cannot be taken to be the same as Mudu- 

kalinga of Pliny, a fact which R. D. Banerji2 is tempted to 

accept and that it cannot also be the combination of Utkala 

or North Kalinga, Kalinga proper and Telkalinga or South 

h A' R' & I, pp. 16-23, and J. B. 0. R. S. XIV, pp. 539-47 

also Ibid, XV, pp. 635-42. 

2. History of Orissa, I, p. 2 

13 
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Kalinga, extending from the river Ganges in the North to the 

river Godavari in the South as supposed by R. Subba Rao.1 

The £rirangam Plates of Mummandi Nayaka dated 

in the Saka year 1280 presents the boundary ofTilingaor 

Trilinga (Trikalinga) as follows :— 

'‘The country named Tilinga is situated in that 

region to the West and East of which are two 

famous countries named Maharastra and Kalinga 

and to the South and the North are situated the 

land of Psndya and Kanyakuvja”.2 

The geographical allocation of Trikalinga appears 

somewhat vague and to arrive at a more comprehensive ground 

it is worth while to examine the records of different ruling 

dynasties associated with Trikalinga. The Masulipatam 

grant3 of the Eastern Chalukya king Amma I (916-925 A.D.), 

reveals that king Vijayaditya was ruling over Venglmandala 

adjoining the Trikalinga forest (Trikalingataviyuktam). The 

Somavarhsi kings of Kosala assume the proud title 

1. J.A.H.fi.S.V\,pp.20U203, 

It may be pointed out that the Peddadugam p\cites of ^ri Satru- 

damanadeva (</. A. H, R. S. XXI, pp. 159 Prefers to GirhKahfiga or 

Hill-Kalinga as a part of Kahflga and this Giri-Kalinga may be the 

same as Trikalinga. 

cT^Tf^cT ftfirnRWT 

Srlrarigam Plates. Verse 5 

E. /, XIII, P. 162. 

In the Akkalapundi grant of Sifigaya NSyaka Tdiflga is mentioned as 

Trilifiga. viz S- 

%^rf%rf%w^r^rr and 

(E.L XIV.. P. 90.^ 

3. E. /. XXIII, p. 69- 
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of Trikalingadhipati from the time of Janamejaya I 

(circa middle of the 9th century A.D.), while the 

Kalachuri rulers of Dahala took this title from the time of 

Gangeyadeva Vikramaditya (circa middle of the 10th 

century A.D.)1. The Brahmesvara temple Inscription2 reveals 

that Janamejaya, who was the king of Kosala and the Lord 

of Trilinga (Trikalinga) conquered Odra which was in the 

neighbourhood of Kosala, and as stated above the copper 

plate grants of Vajrahasta V and Chodagangadeva clearly 

point out that Trikalinga lie to the West of Kalinga. 

A palm-leaf manuscript of the Brahmanda Parana 

preserved in the Manuscript Library of the Orissa Museum 

Bhubaneswar, throws important light on the extent of 

Kalinga and Trikalinga. According to this work, the 

territory extending from the river Rsikulya to the Jhanjavati 

was called Kalinga, while Trikalinga extended from the river 

Jhanjavati upto the river Vedavati.1 The Jhanjavati flows 

through an Eastern portion of modern Koraput district as a 

tributary of the river Nagavali, and the Vedavati, identified 

with the river Indravati, drains the Western part of the same 

district and flowing through the district of Bastar forms the 

boundary of Madhya Pradesh and Maharastra for some 

distance until it meets the river Godavari. Territorial extent 

of Kalinga and Trikalinga described above, very probably 

refers to the period of rule of the early Eastern Gangas from 

1, 
2. 
3. 

0. H. R. J.\, pp. 82-83. 
J. A. S. B. VII, 1938, p. 558. 

^T*TT?I | 

jh .. || 

The last eight letters of the verse in the palm leaf Ms are lost. 
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the end of the 5th century A.D. to about the middle of 
the 11th century A.D. 

Extent of Utkala. 

The early Pali literature clearly shows that Ukkala 

Janapada or Utkala, as a political entity was existing during 

the time of Buddha. The Vinaya Pitaka1 2 3 4, as well as, the Jatakas- 

mention Tapassu and Bhallika, the two merchant-brothers^ as 

going from the Ukkala Janapada to the Majjhima desa on trade. 

This indicates that the Ukkala Janapada was out side the 

limits of the Buddhist Majjhima desa which extended upto 

Kajangala-nigama on the East, and the river Sallavati on the 

South-east. Kajangala is the same as Ka-chu-wen-ki-lo of 

Yuan Ghwang and it was located near Rajmahal on the 

South bank of the Ganges, while Sallavati is identified with 

the river Suvarnarekha. The Ukkala territory has further 

been mentioned in tie Majjhima JVikdya according to which it 

was inhabited by two tribes-—the Vassa and the Bhannas5. 

In the MahabharataJ Utkala is found associated with 

the territories of Odras, Mekalas, Kalingas and Andhras. 

The Ramayana5 further associates Utkala with Mekala and 

Dasarna, while the Puranic tradition declares the Utkalas 

along with the Karusas, Mekalas, Uttamarnas, and the 

Dasarnas as inhabiting the Vindhya regions.6 From this 

t. Mahavagga, S. B. E., XIII, pp. 81-84, 

2. afcR ^ HT+IT £ 
W I 

J. I. p. 80 
3. See infra, p, 73. 

4. Bhisma Parva, ix, 348. 

Prana Parva, iv, 122 

5. Kiskindha Kanda, Sarrja 41. 

6. Vayu, xlv. 132- 133; Matsya, cxii, 52-53 

Pargiter, MUrkand eya Pur ana. p. 327, foot note. 
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Pargiter1 suggests that Utkal comprised the Southern portion 

of modern Chotanagpur and he may be correct if the 

Chotanagpur hills are considered to be an extension of the 

Vindhya ranges. Moreover, the expression ‘Sumhottarah’ 

meaning a people of the Eastern countries in the Matsya 

Purdnaz2 is taken to be ‘Sumhotkalah’ by scholars3, in which 

case, Utkala would be at the neighbourhood of Sumha which 

roughly comprised the modern districts of Bankura, Midnapur 

and Manbhum.4 

The Vana Parva of the Mahabharatar> seems to indicate 

that Utkala formed a part of Kalinga which extended upto 

the mouth of the Ganges during the period of which it speaks. 

But Kalidasa in his Raghuvamsaf’ represents Utkala as a 

neighbouring State of Kalinga to the North with the 

river Kapisa (modern Kasai in Midnapur district) as the 

common boundary. 

The earliest epigraphic evidence of the extent of 

Utkala is found in the Midnapur Copper Plates issued by 

Somadatta in the 18th regnal year of Sasanka.7 It is known 

from this record that Dandabhukti comprising roughly the 

present Midnapur district of West Bengal formed a part 

of Utkaladesa in the early 7th century A. D. But the 

name ‘Utkala’ is not found in epigraphic records .for a long 

time thereafter. It appears that Utkala for a time came to be 

h Pargiter, Ibid, p. 327, f. n. 

2. Matsya, cxiii, 44. 

3. Pargiter, op. cit. 

and B. C. Law Tribes of Ancient India, p. 334. 

4. B. C. Law, Ibid p. 334. 

3. Vana Parva, 114. 

6. Raghuvamsa, iv, 38. 

7. J.R. A. S. B. XI p. I. 
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known as Uttara Tosall comprising the North-eastern part of 

Orissa. 

Tosall 

The territory named Tosala or Tasali is often met 

with in ancient Indian literature. It is mentioned in the 

Parisistha of Atharva Veda1 along with Kosala, while the 

PuranaV associate the people of Tosala with the Kotalas, 

Traipuras, Vaidisas, Tumuras, Tumbaras, and Nisadas. The 

Jaina Avasyaka sutra, although a late work, speaks of the 

country of Tosala existing as early as the time of Mahavlra as 

a contiguous territory of Tosala.3 Bharata in his Natya &astra\ 

a work of the early Christian centuries, mentions Tosala as a 

territory distinct from Kosala and Kalinga. In the 

Gandavyuha a Sanskrit Buddhist text of the 3rd century A. D., 

a country named ‘Amita Tosala5 with its capital city ‘Tosala’ 

has been mentioned as situated in the Deccan.5 In this 

Buddhist text Upasika Achalasthira has been represented as 

instructing Sudhanakumara an aspirant scholar as follows: 

“Now, youngman, go hence, in this Deccan 

where we are, there is a country Amita Tosala; there 

is a town there named Tosala; it is there that dwells 

a wandering Parivrajaka of the name Sarvagramin.” The 

text then continues—“He went from there to the country 

1. Atharva Parisisjha—Ch. 56. 

2. Vayu, xlv, 132-33. 

Matsya, cxiii, 52-53. 

Mar hand ey a, liv, 51. 

3. vtw atom .m 

. 
Avasyaka Sut a, pp. 219-20 

4. Natya Sastram, xiii, 40. 

5. Bagchi. Pre. Ary. Pre Drav, in India p. 70, also p. 176* 
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of Amita Tosala, in search of the town of Tosala. At the 

time of sunset, he reached by stage the town of Tosala. He 

stopped at the midst of the carrefourof the place, and from lane 

to lane, from place to place, from chariot-ways to chariot-ways 

he roamed and ended by seeing Sarvagramin. And when the 

night drew to a close, he perceived in the Northern region of 

the town of Tosala the mountain called Surabha, the top of 

which was covered with grass, groves, plants, forests and 

gardens.9,1 The city of Tosala is very likely the 

same as the ancient Tosali which was the political 

headquarters of Kalinga under Asoka in the 3rd century B. C. 

Asoka inscribed his Rock edicts at Tosali on a hill which was 

then known as (Su) rabha, and the Gandavyuha refers to this 

very Surabha hill locating it on the out-skirts of Tosala, the 

capital of Amita Tosala. ‘Amita Tosala’ literally means 

‘Great Tosala’ which later on seems to have been divided into 

two parts viz., Uttara Tosali (North Tosali) and Daksina 

Tosali (South Tosali). 

Uttara Tosali came into prominence in history under 

king Sambhuyasa of the Maudgalyakula whose feudatory 

Somadatta ruled in the Gupta year 260 i. e. 580 A. D.2 It is 

difficult to know as to when the name ‘Uttara Tosali’ 

1. t'? aitrai rt*? ^ jr era *ra??T*0 

qff^pra,: ufdqgfe ••• s irafasrara qra 

^ra q^Trf ara fqfeR q7Tj 

(This passage is •quoted by ^Sntideva in bis Sihsfi Scunucchaya 

Mss. 33, 36, 41, the Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris). 

2. E. 7. XXIII. pp. 201 f. 
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originated, but it can be said that in 570 A. D., the name 

Daksina Tosall was not in vogue, as that region was then 

known as cKalm£arastra\1 2 The name Daksina Tosali is met 

with for the first time in the Kanasa Copper Plates of Loka- 

vigraha dated in 280 Gupta era, i. e. 600 A. D.J From this 

it may be concluded that the name Uttara Tosali and 

Daksina Tosali began to be commonly used from the last 

quarter of the 6th century A. D. and both the territories 

were then under the rule of rival monarchs, Sambhuyasa and 

Lokavigraha respectively. 

The extent of the territories of both the Tosalis can 

be tentatively known from the Soro, Patiakela,3 * 5 Midnapur and 

Kanasa Copper Plates. The modern Midnapur, MayHr- 

bhanja and Balasore districts, as well as, the Northern part o 

Cuttack district may be said to have formed the kingdom of 
Uttara Tosall, while Daksina Tosall comprised roughly the 

modern Puri district and parts of Cuttack and Ganjam districts 

up to the river Rsikulya and the river Mahanadi appears 

to be the dividing line between the two territories. 

The Patiakela Copper Plates of 283 Gupta era 1. e. 603 

A D. indicate that Sambhuyasa, Lord of Uttara Tosali 

spread his suzerainty over Daksina Tosali and thus unified 

both the units under his Sceptre. This unified Tosali 

appears to have passed to the hands of Sasanka sometime 

before 620 A. D.J 

The death of SaSahka by 625 A. D. brought about 

striking change in the political history of this territory. King 

1. E. /. XXVIII,'pp* 83 f. 
2. Ib;d, pp* 328 f. 
3. E. /. IX, p. 283. 
^ j. A. S. B. >1 (1945), pp, 7-9. 
5. E. /. VI, pp. 144 f. 
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Harsavardhana of Kanauj who conquered major part of 

Orissa placed it under some prot<Sg<5 and the Orissa 

portion of Harsa’s empire was then known as Odravisaya. 

The Soro Plates of Somadatta1 reveal that Uttara Tosall 

was a part of Odravisaya in his 15th regnal year when 

gasSEnka was no longer his overlord. The territory was called 

Wu-cha (Odra) by Yuan Chwang who visited Orissa in 

636 A. D. 

Tosall revived with the coming of the Bhauma-Karas 

to power in 736 A. D. and the Bhauma empire extending 

from Dandabhukti in the North to Kongoda in the South was • • 
divided into Northern and Southern Tosalls in traditional 

lines. &ivakara I Unmatta Simha, who is regarded as the 

founder of the Bhauma era, is khown to have defeated the 

king of Radha (part of West Bengal),2 and also to have 

occupied the territory of Kongoda3. 

The Hindol Plate 4 of Subhakaradeva III dated in the 

year 103 ie. 839 A. D. registers the gift of the village Naddilo 

in Kankavira visaya in Uttara Tosali, while the Dharakote 

Plate5 of the same king dated in the same year records the gift 

of the village Gundaja in Jaya-Kataka visaya of Kongoda 

mandala in Daksina Tosali. • • • • • 

The territorial division of Uttara and Daksina Tosalls 
• • 

continued till the Bhauma-Karas were supplanted by the 

1. E. / XXIII, P. 202. 

2. E. I. XV, pp. 1*8 

3. /. H. Q. XII, pp. ’492-93. 

4. J. B. 0. R. S. XVI, pp. 69 f. 

5. Ibid, IV, pp. 189 f. 

14 
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SomavarhSis about the middle of the 10th century A. D. after 

which the entire Tosali assumed the old name Utkala. 

Utkala Again 

It may be pointed out that even during the palmy 

days of the Bhauma-Karas, Tosali ( comprising both Northern 

and Southern divisions ) was considered as synonymous with 

Utkala and the Bhaumas sometimes called themselves as 

Utkala-kula. The Chaurasi Copper Plate1 of &ivakara II gives 

Subliakara I the proud epithet of *Utkalendra’ and declares the 

Bhauma-Karas as ‘Utkala kula\ The Bhauma-Karas are also 

referred to as ‘Utkala kula’ in the Badal Pillar Inscription of 

Narayanapala 1 2 3. It may; however, be mentioned that no other 

Bhauma charters after the Chaurasi grant ( 809 A. D. ) name 

this empire as Utkala; but when the Bhaumas were supplanted 

by the SomavamSis their empire was referred to as ‘Utkala’ in 

the records of the SomavamsI kings. 

YaySti II MahSsivagupta, who was very probably 

responsible for unification of the empires of the Bhauma-Karas 

and the Somavamsls under his suzerainty, declares 

himself in the Maranjamura Charter3 to be the Lord of Kalinga, 

Kongoda, Utkala, and Kosala. It may be said that ‘Kongoda’ 

by that time had been reduced to a district of Daksina Tosali 

and so had not independent status although it is sepaiately 

mentioned owing probably to its political prestige. 

During the reign of Uddyota Mahabhavagupta, the 

son of Yayati II, the united SomavamSl empire was divided 

1. J.B, 0. R, S.:XIV/pp. 292-306. 

2. E. I. II pp. 160 f. 

3. J. B. O. R. S. II, pp. 52-55, 
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into two parts1 and the portion comprising the empire of the 

Bhaumas retained its name Utkala11, while the Western portion 

comprising the Sonepur-Sambalpur region continued as 

Kosala. 

It was this Utkala portion which passed to the hands 

of Chodagangadeva during the early years of the 12th century 

A. D. 3 But the Kosala kingdom then under the rule of the 

powerful Kalachuris successfully defied the aggression of the 

imperial Gangas,4 until it was finally occupied during the time 

of Anangabhlma III (1212-1238 A. D. )6 

Capital of Utkala 

Viraja which flourished as the capital of Utkala has 

a glorious antiquity dating as early as the time of which the 

Mahabharata speaks. The Vana Parva declares it a famous place 

of pilgrimage and considers the river Vaitarani which flows 

by it as capable of washing away all sins.6 The Gayasura 

1. J. A. S. B, 1838, VII. (old series), pp. 557-61. and J,R.A.S.B, XIII, 

(1947) pp. 63 f. 

2. The Skanda Purana, vi, 26, states that Utkala comprises the territory 

from the river R?ikuly8 to the river Suvarnarekhs. 

This very likely refers to the period under discussion. 

3. Vizag Plates, I. A. XVIII, pp 165 f, Korni Plates, A. H, P. J., I. 

pp. 118 f, 

4. E, I, I pp. 40, 47. 

5. Ji A. S, B, (old series) LXVII1, 1898, pt, i, pp. 322-26. 

6. am Icrcmf mm aaqrc qfiimar i 

am mm) ll 
lrcma Prava. xxcv. 6. 

According to epic tradition the Vaitarani was flowing 

through Kaliflga and so Viraja was then regarded as a place in 

Kalifiga. 

For Viraja as a place of pilgrimage, see 

Brahma Purana xiii. 1. 

Kapila Samhita vii. 2 
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episode of the Visnu Purana1 testifies to its sacredness by point¬ 

ing out that it is the famous Nabhigaya where lies the naval 

portion of the demon Gaya. Brahmanical Hinduism recom¬ 

mends oblation to be offered to the departed souls of fore¬ 

fathers at Nabhigaya on the banks of the Vaitarani and 

the latter is regarded as the river flowing at the gate of the 

abode of Yama. In this respect the Buddhist tradition 

corroborates the Brahmanical belief as in the Samyutta 

Nikayd\ an early Pali work, the Vaitarani is regarded as 

Yama’s river and the jatakaA declares that in this river the 

hellish creatures suffer. 

The earliest epigraphic evidence regarding Viraja 

as a political headquarters (of Utkala) is known from the 

Parlakimedi Copper Plates of Sri Prthvi Maharaja4 who probably 

flourished in the second half of the 6th century A.D. It is 

known from the Soro Copper Plates of BhanudattaJ that Viraja 

was the capital of an extensive territory by the middle of the 

7th century A.D. When the Bhama-Karas became powerful 

and ruled over both Uttara and Daksina Tosalis Viraja became 

the administrative centre of both the Tosalis. The Ganjam 

Copper Plate grant of Jayavarma of Svetaka6 reveals that Viraja 

was the capital city of Unmattakesari-^ivakaradeva I, the 

Bhauma-Kara monarch of both the Tosalis. 

In the year 93 i.e. 829 A.D., VirajS finds mention 

as a city in the DhauH Cave Inscription' of the time ofSantikaral. 

1. Vide Gayasura Mahatmya Section ot the Visnu Purina See a so 

R. L. Mitra, Buddha Gaya, Ch. I, pp. 10-20. 

2. • Samyutta Nilcaya, 1, p. 21 

3. J. V, p. 276. . . . 

4. Inscriptions of Orissa, Vol. I, Pt. n pp. ^ 

5. E. L XXIII, pp.203-04. 

6. L H. Q. XII, pp. 429 f. 
7. E.I. XIX, pp. 263-64. 
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But the copper plate charters of the Bhauma-Karas call 

the capital city not by the name ‘Viraja’, but by the desig¬ 

nation Guhadevapataka which in later charters dating about 

881 A.D. (145 Bhaumaera) changed into GuheSvarapataka,1 

probably with political prominence of the ruling family. 

When the Bhauma-Karas were supplanted by the 

Somavamsls during the time of Yayati II Mahasivagupta, 

the latter transferred his political headquarters from Yayati- 

nagara of Kosala to the capital of the Bhauma-Karas. From 

this time onwards the name Guhesvarapataka was probably 

renamed as Abhinava Yayatinagara after the old Yayati- 

nagara on the banks of the river Mahanadl2. In the 

‘Pavanadutam9 of the poet Dhoyi (about the end of 

the 12th century A.D.)3 we find that the wind messanger 

which came from the Malaya hill in South India passed 

through Kalinganagara (Mukhalingam) and Yayatinagara, 

after which it moved towards Sumhadesa and arrived at 

Vijayapura, the capital of Sumha. This Yayatinagara which 

1. Pt. B. Misra identifies Guhe gvarapS taka (Orissa under the Bhaumd 

Kings, p. 89) with Gcdhanegvara Pattana and Dr. K. C. Panigrahi 

(Chandrikl — Oriya Monthly Vol. I. Pt. vii, pp. 241*2.5) with 

GohirtikirS both located close to modern Jajpur. But these 

identifications appear untenable as no reliable antiquities can be 

found in these itwo sites. We are inclined to identify this place 

with VirajS modern Jajpur where two stone inscriptions of the 

Bhauma-Kara family have come to light. ( See E. /. Vol- XXVIII, 

pp. 179 f. ). 

2. Abhinava Yayatinagara mentioned in the Mddala Pdhji probably 

refers to this city. 

Vide, Madala Pdiiji, PrUchl edition—p* 28. 

3. J. 6c P. A. S. B. Vol. I (New series ) p. 45 
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lie in between Kalinganagara and Vijayapura may be 

indentified with Abhinava Yayatinagara.1 

The Muslim Chroniclers called Yayatinagara as 

Jajnagar and very often they named the territory after this 

capital city. It is evident that in course of time Yayatinagara 

came to be known as Jajnagar and subsequently the suffix 

‘nagar’ was replaced by ‘pur’ both conveying the same 

meaning. 

The Mandala States 
• • 

During medieval period a number of semi-indepen¬ 

dent States known as mandalas flourished in Orissa and played 

important loles in the history of the time. The word 

‘mandala’ appears somewhat confusing because even territories 

like Kalinga, Utkala, Kosala and Odra were sometimes being 

considered as ‘mandalas’2. According to tradition recorded 

in the Dharmasastra a State is called a mandala, when it is 

1. When Choclagafigadeva occupied Utkala early in the 12th century 

A. D., he shifted his capital from Kalifiganagara to this 

Abhinava YayStinagara. The Gaiiga capital was later on 

transferred to Abhinava VSrSnasi kataka (Cuttack) during the 

time of Anafigabhlmadeva III, (1212 —38 A. D.) 

2. Kalinga is mentioned as a ‘mandala’ in the Chicacole Plates cfMadhu- 

kSmSrnava (J'. B. 0. JR. S. XVIII pp. 272-75, also «/. A. H. JR. S. 

VIII pp. 168-80). 

Both Kosala and Utkala are referred to as ‘mandalas in the Adabhdra 

Plates of MahSnannaraia (Proceedings I. JH. C 19th Session, 

Agra, p. 138). 

In the Ratnapur Stone Inscription of Jajalladeva, Dak?ina Kosala is 

called a‘mandala’along with Andhra, Khimedi, Vairagara, LafiikS, 

Bhanara, TalahSri, Dandakapura, Nandavali and Kukkuta, E. I. I 

pp. 32; Hiralal, Dsc. of C. P. & Berar, p. 116, 

SSralfidSsa, the famous Oriya poet of the 15th century A. D., declares 

r5$tra as a mandala at several placas in his Mahibharata 
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roughly a square either of twenty yojanas or of forty yojanas. 

The mandala states mentioned below more or less conform to • • 
the tradition of the Dharmasaastra. These states were Kongoda 

mandala, Svetaka, Kodalaka mandala, Yamagartta mandala, 

Airavatta mandala, Khinjali mandala, Khijjinga mandala, 

Dandabhukti mandala- Khindirasrnga mandala, Chakrakotta 

mandala etc.1 The accounts of these mandalas are • • • • 
presented below. 

Kongoda Mandala 

This mandala flourished in the 6th-7th century 

A. D., under the rule of the ^ailodbhava dynasty. It was 

probably so named because it constituted parts of Kalinga 

and Oda (Odra) territories and the word Kalingoda, thus 

formed, came to be known as Kongoda in common use.'2 

The Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chwang who visited 

Kongoda about 638 A. D. states : 

“This country was above 1,000 li in circuit. The 

country contained some tens of towns to the edge of the 
sea”.3 

According to the description of the pilgrim Kongoda 

was about 200 miles in circumferance and it was a hilly 

country bordering on a bay of the sea.4 

1. It may be pointed out that Somunda mandala and Bhramara- 

kotya mandala were parts of Khindirasrnga and Chakrakotta 

respectively. There were some other mandalas which were treated 

as Vi9ayas or districts of a kingdom and., as such, these administra* 

tive divisions do not come under the present discussion. As exam¬ 

ples of this class of mandalas, mention may be made of AmvavSdi 

manclala and So<jlS mandala in Kalifiga. 

2. The name Koflgoda may also be explained as the ‘Land of honey*, as 

Koflgu in literary Tamil means honey, 

3. Watters, II, p. 195. 

4. Watters II, p. 196. 
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On the basis of this account B. Misra writes, “The hill 

ranges running from Kaluparaghat Westwards seem to have 

demarcated its Northern limit. There is no pass through 

these ranges of hills which reach a point in the South-west 

frontier of the (ex)-Nayagarh State. The Mahendra hill which 

runs West-wards from the coast of the Bay of Bengal in the 

East probably formed the Southern boundary line of 

Kongoda. Again the hills now demarcating the Eastern 

boundary of the (ex)-Kalahandi State may be supposed to be 

the natural Western limit of the same Kongoda”.1 

By the time of Yuan-Chwang’s visit Kongoda had 

just emerged as an independent kingdom and was bidding for 

a mighty political career. In the second half of the 7th century 

A. D. the territorial extent of this kingdom appears to be 

far-flung and by that time it comprised considerable portion of 

Daksina Tosali. Some of the important towns which were 

probably included in the expression ‘tens of towns’ of the 

Chinese pilgrim, are Gudda, Kondenda, Saumyapura, Matr- 

chandra-pataka, Jayakataka, Devagrama, Nivina, Phasika, etc. 

which may be identified with modern Buguda, Kodanda, 

Soonpur, Chandraputu, Jaugada, Degan, Nimina and Phasi 

respectively in the Ganjarh and Puri districts. The ‘Vijaya 

Kongodavaska appears to be the capital of Kongoda-mandala 

and this has been tentatively identified with modern Bankada, 

in the light of the antiquities found there on the 

banks of the river Salia.2 That the headquarters of Kongoda 

was located on the banks of Salima is known from many 

copper plate records, and this Salima can be no other than 

the present rivulet Salia which flows into the Chilka Lake. 

The territory of Kongoda as known from the 

account of Yuan^Chwang was hilly and forest-clad and the 

1. D. M. 0. p. 1. 
2. Vide Proceedings of I, H. C, 12th Session, 1949, pp. 101 f. 
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most important hill at the heart of this kingdom was 

Krsnagiri referred to in the Gan jam Copper Plates of 

MsdhavarSCja.1 2 This hill may be identified with the 

Kanhagiri of the Nasik Inscription of VasisthTputra 

Pulumavi.8 Krsnagiri is situated close to the village Phasi 

(PhSsika) and is surrounded by numerous temples and icons 

of the early mediaeval times. 

The fortune of Kongoda mandala, however, sank low 

after the decline and fall of the &ailodbhava dynasty in the 

* first half of the 8th century A. D. and subsequently it was 

reduced to a district (visaya) of Daksina Tosall,3 * * when the 

Bhauma-Karas became the suzerain power of both the 

Tosalls. 

Svetaka Mandala 

A branch of the Eastern Ganga is known to have 

established itself to the North-east of the Mahendra hill and 

named the territory as ^vetakadhirSjya which may be 

classed with the other mandala States of the period. The 

Svetaka Gangas were very likely the feudatories of the 

Bhauma-Karas and many of them used in their official records 

the era founded by the Bhaumas. The find spots of the 

copper plate grants of the rulers of Svetaka indicate that this 

territory was located in the South-eastern part of Ganjarh 

district comprising the ex-zamindaries of Sankhimedi, 

Badakhimedi and Chikiti. 

1. E.I. VI, PP. 143-146. 

2. Bhandarkar’s identification with' KSnhen is doubtful. /. A. 

XLVII, 1918, p. 151. 

3. See the copper plate grants of Dan^I MahSdevi 

E. I. VI, pp. 137 f. Ibid pp. 141 f and J. B. 0. R. S. V, pp, 

564 f. 

15 
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The capital of this territory was called Svetaka or 

Vijayasvetakapura, and the identification of it presents some 

difficulties. Subba Rao1 identifes Svetaka with modern 

&rikurmam and Somasekhara Sarma'2 identifies it with Chikati 

in the Ganjam district. R. C. Majumdar3 suggests that 

Svetaka is the same as the modern village of Sadaka near 

Chikati. According to some scholars the original name of 

the place was probably Schetaka which has been represented 

by the composers of the royal charters in the Sanskritised form 

Svetaka and the modern Chikati (Chikiti) may be considered 

as the variant form of the name Schetaka.4 Most of the 

copper plate grants of the rulers of Svetaka have come to 

light near Chikiti, which is situated close to the river 

Vahuda. This river finds mention in the Mahabliarata5, 

Harivamsa,6 and also in the £iva Parana7 and is declared to be 

highly sacred and celebrated in all these works. It appears 

plausible to identify Chikiti near the Vahuda with the 

Victorious Svetakapura of the Gangas. 

Kodalaka Mandala 

This mandal is known from the copper plate grants 

of the Sulki rulers of Orissa and in the light of those 

grants it may be said that this territory comprised 

roughly the modern Dhenkanal district of Orissa. 

1. J. A. H. R. S. Ill, p. 184. 

2. J. 0. R. XI, p. 58. 
3. E. I. XXVII p. 112. 

4. Dr. Chhabra observes that the term’‘Schetaka can be explained 

philologically to be the same as the modern Chikip, the intervening 

forms being Schetaka (through metathesis^ Chikafa, Chikati, and 

finally Chikiji in popular parlance. E. /. XXIV, p. 133. 

5. $&nti Parva, XXII. 
6. Harivamsa, XII. 
7. Siva Purana VI, 60. 
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Hara Prasad Sastri1 while editing the Jaragrama grant of the 

Sulki king Ranastambha, placed Kodalaka mandala in modern 

Midnapur district of West Bengal on erroneous suppositions. 

R. D. Banerji strongly supports the view of Sastri and 

argues about the location of KodSlaka mandala in the 

following words.2 

“As proved by my teacher Mahamahopadhyaya, 

Dr. Hara Prasad Sastri, this Charter of Ranastambha records 

the donation of some land in the village of Jara in the sub¬ 

district (Khanda) to a Brahmana named Pauchuka, son of 

Hari, grandson of Baghu of the Kanva £akha of the Yajur- 

Veda. After mentioning the boundaries of the land to be 

granted the scribe mentions that the Khanda was situated in 

the district (Mandala) of Radha. Radha has already been 

proved by me to belong to Western Bengal, consisting of the 

major part of the modern Burdwan division. The village and 

sub-district of Jara has been correctly identified by the learned 

editor of this plate with a village of that name in the 

modern district of Hooghly. Jara was until lately a very 

large village near the boundary of the districts of Hooghly and 

Midnapur. The learned editor also notes that there is a body 

of cultivators in the district of Midnapur who call themselves 

£ukli and trace their origin to a place called Kedaloka. 

The term Sukli has been produced without any doubt, 

by the modern Sanskritizing tendency from the old &ulki, and 

Kedaloka is without doubt the Kodalaka of the inscription. 

The Sulkis, therefore, belong to Northern Orissa. which 

once contained the modern district of Midnapur. With the 

exception of this information there is nothing of historical 

importance in the whole range of &ulki inscriptions.” 

1. J. B. 0. R. S. IV, pp. 169 f. 
2. History of Orissa, Vol. 1 pp., 195-96 
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Unfortunately Sastrl and Banerji failed to notice 

that in the grant under discussion Radha mandala has no 

territorial connection with Jara khanda. The record 

clearly mentions that the Brahmana named Pachuka (not 

Pauchuka) who was donated land in the village Jara in 

Jara-khanda originally came from Tellangala-bhattagrama 

in Radha mandala. Thus, the mandala of Radha was the 

home land of the Brahmana donee, who migrated to 

Kodalaka mandala and got the grant of land in the village 

Jara. This village may be identified with Jarapada in 

Dhenkanal district and not with Jara ( Jada ) in Hooghly 

district. It may also be pointed out that places like Konkula, 

Goyila, Kankavira, Chakalika, etc. may be identified with 

modern Kankulu, Goyilu, Konkarai, Chakalia respectively in 

Dhenkanal district and not a single place of the &ulki copper 

plate grants can be located in Hooghly and Midnapur 

districts of West Bengal. The capital of Kodalaka mandala 

was at Kodalaka, identified with modern Koalu in Dhenkanal 

district, and monumental relics of the early medi eval period 

are found in this village even at present. The river 

3ankhajoti mentioned in the Dhenkanal grant of Kulastambha 

can be no other than the present Brahman! river and in fact, 

this river in its upper course, is even today named as 

^ankha.1 

1. Pt. B. Misra describes the course of this river as follows "The 

^aflkha flows in a scuthernly direction, forming the boundary line 

between Jashpur State and Simdeg for some distance and joins with 

the Palamara, and from this confluence runs for some miles in south 

easternly direction joins with the Koel, coming from a northemly direc¬ 

tion, at PSnposh in the Gangpur State. Now the joint stream flows 

in a southemly direction under the name BrShma*! through Gangpur. 

Bonai and Bamra and enters the Dhenkanal State whence it runs 

eastward.** M, 0» p. 27 
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The £ukli cultivators in Midnapur and .the £ukli 

weavers in Singhbhum and some parts of Orissa, may be 

regarded as the present day descendants of the &ulkis of 

Kodalaka mandala. The fact that the Suklis of Midnapur 

trace their origin to a place named Kedalaks is significant 

as Kedalaka is very likely the same as Kodslaka—the 

Dhenkanal region of Orissa.1 

Yamagartta Mandala. 

The second half of the 9th century A. D. witnessed 

the fall of the £ulkis and the rise of two new mandalas— 

Yamagartta and Airavatta comprising parts of Kodalaka 

mandala. Yamagartta mandala came into prominence under 

the Tunga ruling family and it comprised the Northern part 

of modern Dhenkanal district and some portion of Keonjhar 

district. The place called Konjari in the Bonai grant of Vinlta 

Tunga2 has been identified with the present town af Keonjhar, 

the headquarters of Keonjhar district.3 Villages like Tunkeraa, 

Vendunga, Toro and Khambai are identified with the modern 

Tonkour, Balanga, Thorakota and Khambari respectively 

located in the Pallahara region.4 The capital town Yamagar¬ 

tta is, however, difficult to be properly identified. The 

Dhenkanal plates5 of Jayasimha the ruler of Yamagartta 

mandala was issued from a place which has been described 

as the Mandakinikula Vasaka. It thus indicates that the capital 

l» Dr. D. C. Sircar has advanced the same opinion in E, I. XXVIII, 
p. Ill 

2. J. B. 0. R. S., VI., pp. 238-40. 
3. B. Misra, D. M. 0. p. 40.—Keonjhar is locally called Kefljhara 

although it is commonly expressed as Kendujhar in other parts of 
Orissa. 

4. The identifications are of Pt. B. Misra. 

5. J. B, 0. R. S. II pp. 417-19* 
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Yamagartta was located on the bank of a river named 

Mandakini. Judging from the location of Yamagartta 

mandala we are inclined to identify this river with 

the present Mankara 1 which starts from the Western part 

of Keonjhar district and passing through the Pallahara 

subdivision of Dhenkanal district meets the river Brahmani 

near Banor. Two small villages named Jamra and 

Jamirdihi are situated in the valley of this river, not far off 

its course; and one of them may be said to have represented 

the mediaeval town of Yamagartta.'2 3 

The Tungas are known to have hailed from a place 

called Rohitasa which according to R. D. Banerji5 is the same 

as modern Rotasgarh in Bihar. 

Airavatta Mandala. • • • • 

The Nandodbhavas ruled over Airavatta mandala 

from its headquarters Jayapura which is tentatively 

identified with a village of that name in the South of 

Dhenkanal district.4 The headquarters seems to have been 

so named after Jayananda, the first known ruler of the 

Nandodbhava line. The copper plate records of the family 

indicate that Airavatta mandala was an extensive territory 

comprising Southern part of Dhenkanal district, Western part 

of Cuttack district and almost the whole of the Nayagarh 

subdivision of Puri district. It was bounded by Yamagartta 

mandala in the North and according to B. Misra “the hill 
• • 

>. Pt. B Misra’s identification of this river with the stream flowing 

under the name Mandakini near JSjpur in Cuttack district can not be 

accepted. . . , i 
2. B. Misra suggests identification either with JSmagSdiS m Angu su 

division or With Jomurcli near PsIlaharS. 

3. J. A. S. B. XII, (New series ) 1916, pp. 291-95. 

4. Pt. B. Misra is inclined to identify this place with Nandapur 

Afigul. 
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ranges running on the Southern border of the (ex) States of 

Ranpur and Nayagarh seem to have formed the natural 

Southern boundary of the Airavatta mandala. In the 

opinion of this scholar the modern Ratagarh near Banki in 

Cuttack district represents the old name Airavatta. Places like 

Taramura and Jilanda have been identified lespectively with 

modern Talamul in Ari'gul subdivision _ of DhenkanSl and 

Jilinda in Nayagarh subdivision of Puri district. Airavatta 

mandala also finds mention in the Narasingpur Charier2 of 

Uddyotakesari (cir. 11th cen. A. D.), wherefrom it is known 

that the villages Kantalanda and Lavakarada, identified with 

modern Kantilo and Karada respectively in the above 

subdivision of Puri district, were situated within this 

territory. 

The epithet ‘Lord of all Gondramas’ or ‘Lord of 

eighteen Gondramas5 is found to- have been borne by several 

kings of Sulki, Tunga and Nandodbhava families. This 

probably indicates the same as the traditional Oriya 

expression .of ‘-Athara Garjat” signifying the ex-princely 

states of Orissa. 

Khinjali Mandala. 

This mandala was under the rule of the Bhnjas, 

during the 8th - 9th century A. D. Hiralal3 4 identifies 

Khinjali with Keonjhar but this does not seem tenable as 

none of the places and rivers mentioned in the copper plate 

charters of the Bhanja rulers of Khinjali can be located in 

Keonjhar region. In this consideration, B. Misra’s identi¬ 

fication1 of Khinjali with Injili in Angu 1 may also be ruled 

1. B. Misra op.-cit. p. 34. 
2. «/. B, 0, R. 8. XVII, PP. 1-24. 
3. E.L XVIII, P. 3C0. 
4. Op. cii, p. 43. 
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out. From internal evidences of the Bhanja copper plate grants, 

Khinjali mandala may be said to have comprised the modern 

Sonepur and Baud region. Places like Royara, Jayantamura, 

Sivira, Kumurkela of the Bhanja plates can be identified with 

Rahila, Janmura, Subulia, and Kumarkeli respectively in the 

Sonepur region, while places like Gandhatapati (Gandhrvvadi) 

Urjakhanda, Valasrnga, Tulasinga etc., of the same charters 

are identified with present Gandharadi, Marjakud, Balsing, 

and Tulasingi respectively in the Baud region. Moreover 

the rivers like the Tel, Vyaghra and Salanki mentioned in 

the charters are even today known by the same names and 

are flowing in the Baud-Sonepur region. The capital of 

Khinjali mandala was at Dhrtipura, a place which is now 

difficult to be properly identified. But the rich antiquities of 

Baud town warrant a strong supposition that this place was 

the headquarters of the Bhanja kings of Khinjali mandala 

before it assumed its Buddhistic significance. 

Khinjali mandala was extensive in area and in the 

epigraphic records it has often been referred to as Ubhaya 

Khinjali, which indicates-that this mandala was divided into 

two parts. To all probability the river Mahanadi divided 

the Khinjali mandala into two administrative divisions, such 

as Uttara Khinjali and Daksina Khinjali. The visayas 

named Uttarapalli and Daksinapalli mentioned in the 

Taspaikera1 and Singhara* charters respectively of Ranabhanja 

were probably so named because of their location in Northern 

and Southern divisions of Khinjali mandala. XJttaiapalli 

is indentified with modern Utrapali situated to the North of 

the Mahanadi, and Daksinapalli with Dakpali situated to .the 

South of the same river on the bank of its tributary 

Solanki. 

J. B. 0• B. S. II, pp. 167-177 
2. Ibid, pp. 481-586. 
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The town of Gandhatapati apparently founded by 

the Bhanja king Satrubhanja Gandhata, was a very import 

tant place of Khinjali mandala. It contained the twin 

temples of Siddheswara and Nilamadhava and was famous for 

religious synthesis between Saivism and Vaisnavism. After 

the fall of the Bhanjas of Dhrtipura, Khinjali mandala 

appears to have been renamed as Gandhatapati mandala with 

Gandhatapati as headquarters. The Mbinna grant1 2 of the 

Somavamsi king Yayati I - Mahasivagupta, records the gift of % 

Nivina or Nibinna in Uttarapalli visaya of Gandhatapati 

mandala. Gandhatapati as pointed out above is the same as 

the modern village Gandharadi about eight miles to the West 

of Baudh, 

When the Bhanjas of Khinjali mandala were ousted 

by the Somavamsls in circa 9th century A. D., they migrated 

to the South-east and established themselves in the Ghumsur- 

Dasapalla region in modern Ganjam and Puri districts. The 

new territory was also named as Khinjali and the places like 

Machchhada, Tundurava and Ramalvava etc., mentioned in 

the royal charters of this branch may be identified with 

Machhua near Dasapalla, Tendra near Aska^ and Ravagada 

respectively in the above region. The capital town 

Vanjulvaka has not yet been properly identified and B. 

Misra suggests Banjania in Ghumsur as its modern represen¬ 

tative.3 About the middle of the 10th century the head¬ 

quarters of the Bhanjas again shifted from Vanjulvaka to 

Kumarapura identical with a village of the same name near 

Berhampur in Ganjam district. Besides the royal houses 

of Vanjulvaka and Kumarapura, another Bhanja 

ruling family is found to have granted charters from 

1. E. I. XI, pp. 96-97. 

The name GandhatapSti mandala has been wrongly read as 

GanutapSta mandala. 

2. D. M. 0. p. 48. 

16 
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Kolsda-Kataka which is probably no other than the modern 

Kulada in Ganjarh district, and this place continued 

to be the headquarters of a Bhanja ruling family as late as 

the British period. 

Khijjinga Mandala. 

This mandala was located in Northern Orissa 

comprising modern Mayurbhanj and part of Keonjhar 

district, and was under the rule of a branch of Bhanja family 

about the 10th century A. D. 

The headquarters was at Khijjingakotta identified 

with modern village Khiching in Mayurbhanj district. 

Extensive ruins of the old Khijjingakotta are seen here at the 

confluence of the two hill-streams named Khairabhandan on 

the North and Kantakhair on the South. The joint stream 

meets the river Vaitarani only three miles below.1 Thus 

Khijjingakotta occupied an important strategic position 

which was conducive to its growth and prosperity. 

The place named KottaSrama, which is regarded as 

the cradle of this family has been identified with Kuting only 

32 miles from Baripada, the headquarters of the district.2 

The royal charters mention a number of places like 

Jambupadraka, Timandira, Korandiya^ Devakunda, etc. 

which are without doubt the same as the modern Jamda, 

TendrS, Karanjia; and Devakunda respectively located in 

the same district. These places are known to be situated in 

the district of Uttara khanda of the Khijjinga territory. It 

is not known whether there was a Daksina khanda or not. 

The location of modern Khiching which was the 

capital of Khijjinga-realm*'indicates that a considerable 

portion of the present Singhbhum-Keonjhar districts 

formed a part of this territory and in that case the 

Keonjhar portion very likely comprised the Daksina khanda. 

1. J. B. O. R. 8. XIII, p. 131. 
2. R. D. Banerji, History\of Orissa, I, p. 180. 
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Dandabhukti Mandala 

Dandabhukti came to light as a separate political unit 

as early as the time of 3a£anka, the ruler of Karna-suvarna. 

In the 8th regnal year of this king Dandabhukti was under the 

charge of Mahapratihara Subhaklrtti,1 while in his 19th 

regnal year it was being ruled by a Samanta Maharaja named 

Somadatta2 3 who had jurisdiction over both Utkal and Danda¬ 

bhukti. During the rule of the Bhauma-Karas Dandabhukti 

flourished as a mandala probably under the rule of a 

branch of the Bhanja family. The two Baud Copper plates' 

of Tribhuvana Mahadevi, both dated in the Bhauma 

year 158 (i.e. A.D. 894), reveal that at the time of their issue 

Dandabhukti mandala was under the administration of Maha- • • • • 
mandaladhipati Sri Mangalakalasa and that the plates were 

issued at the request of SaSlkala the wife of Mangalakalasa. 

^aSlkala belonged to the Bragadi branch of the Virata family 

who were ruling over Kaptipada region of modern Mayur- 

bhanj district, with their headquarters at Koinsari which is 

known as Viratapura even at present.4 

Dandabhukti mandala roughly comprised the modern 

Midnapur district of West Bengal, and it was divided into a 

few Visayas or districts out of which only two-Tamala 

khanda and Daksina-khanda are known to us from the above ■ • • • • « 
records. These two visayas may be equated with the parganas 

of Tamluk and Dakinmal respectively found in the Moghul 

revenue accounts.5 

1. J. A. S. B. XI. pp. 1-9 

2. Ibid. 

3. E. I. XXIX. pp.'210-20. 

4. N. N. Vasu, Arch, Surv. Mayurbhanj, p. 72 

5. Fifth Report II, p. 457 
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Banai Mandala1 

This mandala came into light about the 10th century 

A.D0 when it was under the rule of the kings belonging to 

Mayura or Maurya family. The Bonai Copper plate grant* of 

Udaya Varaha reveals that this family hailed from Chitrakuta 

which has been identified with Chitor in Rajastan, where a 

Maurya family were actually ruling during the mediaeval 

period.3 Banai mandala comprised the Eastern portion of 

modern Sundargarh district and a part of Deogarh subdivision 

of Sambalpur district, the Bonai grant referred to above mentions 

one of its visayas named Rokela, which may be identified with 

the modern steel town of Rourkela. There was close relation¬ 

ship between the Mayuras of Banai mandala and the Bhanjas 

of Khijjinga mandala and B. Misra4 rightly believes that the 

name Mayurbhanja of the State which came into existence at 

a subsequent time, owes its origin to the names of Mayura and 

Bhanja families. The peacock emblem of the Mayura rulers 

was adopted by the Bhanja kings of Mayurbhanja and also 

by other Bhanja families in different parts of Orissa. Of 

all the Mandala states discussed here, the name of Banai con- 

tinues till the present time as the name of an administrative 

unit. 

Khindirasrnga Mandala 

The Pandiapathara Copper Plate Inscription5 reveals that 

during the first-half of the 10th century A.D. scions of the 

Nala family were ruling over Khindirasrnga mandala. S. N. 

Rajguru locates this mandala between Kalinga mandala of 

]. Wrongly read as Talsimandala by Mm. H. P. £astri. 

2. J. B. O. R. S. VI, pp. 236-45. Ibid. XXXI, prt, 3. 

3. Proceedings I. H, C. I960, pp. 86-88 

4. D. M. O. p. 62 

5. O. H. R. J> VI, pp. 97 f. 
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the Gangas and Khinjali mandala of the Bhanjas and accord¬ 

ing to him its headquarters Bhlmapura is the same as the 

present Bhlmanagara surrounded by hills and forest on all 

sides and found in the sheet no. 74 A/ll of the Survey 

of India map.1 Khindirasrnga also finds mention in the 

Madras Museum Plates2 3 of the time of Narendradahavala, 

which appear earlier than the Pandia Pathara plates 

and may be ascribed to the 9th century A. D. By that 

time Khindirasrnga had within its jurisdiction another 

mandala which was known as Somunda mandala The 

identification of places like Kurmatalagrama in Khindira¬ 

srnga mandala, and Tadesvaragrama in Somunda mandala of 

Khindira-srnga is not possible at present. The modern village 

Sumandala in Ganjam district probably represents the name 

of the old Somunda mandala. It may., however, be pointed out 

that the territory named Gidrisingi4 conquered by Vanapati 

the general of the Ganga king Rajarajadeva (1069-77 A.D.) 

was quite likely the same as Khindirasrnga. D. G. Sircar5 who 

is inclined to associate the Dhavalas of Somunda mandala • • • • 

with the present Dhalbhum or Dhavala bhumi in Singhbhum 

district of Bihar, expresses doubt about this identification. His 

suggestion for identification of Khindirasrnga with Kandar- 

singha in the S. I. sheet map 73 H/5 a2, about which he 

himself is not definite, does not seem tenable in view of its 

location far in the north beyond the river Brahmanl. The 

1. Ibd p. 99 

2. E. I. XXVIII, PP. 44 f. 

3. Dr. D, C, Sircar, reads it as ‘Gomunda mandala’ and suggests an 

alternative reading Mo mutida mandala’. Sri S. N. Rajguru, also has 
/ 

accepted the name Gomunda mandala, But the letter ‘So’ is quite 

distinct inpsite of the damage in the original plate. 

4. E.I% IV p.318 

5. E. I, Vol. XXVIII, P. 49. 
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Zamindaris (since abolished) of Dharakota, Badagada, 

Seragada, and Sorada in Ganjam district were collectively 

known as KhidisingP and it may be said that these 

estates comprised the heart of KhindiraSrnga mandala in 

the 10th century A.D. 

Chakrakotta Mandala • • • • 

This mandala, variantly known as Chakrakotta'1 2, 

Chakrakuta3, Chakrakotya4 Sakkara Kottam5 6 7, Chakragotta0 and 

Kukkuta% was under the rule of the Chindaka Nagas in the 

11 th-12th century A.D. It was located between Vengi and 

South Kosala over which the Chalukyas and the Somavarhsis 

respectively had their sway. It thus comprised the parts of 

the present districts of Bastar in Madhya Pradesh and Koraput 

in Orissa. The Eastern part of this territory was sometime 

1. V. Rangacharya, A Topographical List of the Inscriptions of the 

Madras Presidency, Vol. Ill, P. 671, note) gives the following account 

on Dhar§kota, “This is the seat of an ancient zamindari, adjoining 

Badagada on the north and Goomsur on the east. It was originally a 

part of Khindishingy zamindari, alleged to be founded by Sobab 

Chandra Singha, in A.D. 1168-1206. It became a separate zamindari 

in 1476, when Boliyar Singh divided the original estate into four 

divisions, (vide Madras Manual, III PP. 269*70) 

By courtesy of $ri S. N. Rajguru. 

It my be pointed out that the family of the Rsja of DharSkoja 

belongs to Nala dynasty, while that of the RsjS of DomparS in 

Cuttack district belongs to Dhala or Dhavala dynasty It is not 

precisely known when the Dhavalas shifted from GafljSm district to 

Dompara in Cuttack District. 

2. E. I. X, pp. 39*40. 

3. Ibid pp. 25 f. 

4. E. /. IX, pp. 174 f. 

5. S.I.I. Vol. II, Pt. i, pp, 108-09 

6. Hiralal, Insc. of CP. & Berar, p. 166 

7. E.L Vol, I, p. 32 f. 
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known as Bhramarakotya mandala. Hiralal1 is inclined 

to believe that Bhramarakotya mandala is apparently 

an alternative name of Chakrakotya mandala. But the 

Rajapura Plates2 3 of Madhurantakadeva mention both the 

mandalas side by side, thus ruling out the possibility of their 

identification. The inscription, however, indicates that the 

mandala of Bhramarakotya was under the jurisdiction of 

Chakrakotya mandala. Bhramarakotya is probably the same 

as Bhramaravadra mentioned in the Rajim Stone Inscription of 

Jagapaladeva and this place may be identified with the 

modern town of Amarkot in Koraput district. The capital of 

Chakrakotta mandala was located at Barasura identified with 

present Barsur (in Bastar) on the right bank of the river 

Indravatl, a tributary of the Godavari. The modern 

Chitrakuta very likely represents the name Chakrakotta 

(Chakrakuta)* 

Later Mandalas. 

The Mandala states discussed above belong to the 

period of the Bhauma-Somavamsi rule in Orissa and while 

some of them like Kodalaka, Svetaka- Khinjali ( capital- 

Dhrtipura) and Yamagartta ceased to continue after the 

BhaumaSj others like Airavatta, Khinjali (capital- 

Vanjulvaka), Khijingakotta, Dandabhukti, Khindirasrnga 

and Chakrakotta continued to play their role during the 

SomavamSl period. With the fall of the Somavamsls the 

Mandala states lost their importance and the term‘mandalika’ 

1. Hiralal, op. cit. p. 164. 

2. E.I. IX, pp. 174 f. 
3. LA, XVII, p. 135 f. Hiralal, op. cit. p. 108 
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under the imperial Gangas denoted to a governor rather 

than a feudatory. A few semi-independent territories, how¬ 

ever, continued even during the palmy days of the Gangas and 

in some of them can be seen the political tradition of the old 

Mandala states. We present below two such later mandalas 

which developed and flourished in the mountainous regions 

of South-west Orissa during the rule of the Gangas. These 

are Vaddadi and Kamala mandala located respectively in 

modern Koraput and Kalahandi districts. 

Vaddadi Mandala, 
i • • • * 

This territory was founded sometime in the 11th 

century A. D.1 2, and it came into prominence in the 12th - 13th 

century A. D. According to Francis, the word ‘Vaddadi’ 

is derived from Odda-adi meaning the beginning of the Odda 

(Odra) country. G. Ramdas, however, gives a different 

derivation and according to him the name Odduvadi 

changed as Oddadi or Voddadi in course of time. ‘Iddu’ is 

a Telugu word meaning ‘edge’ or‘brink’ and ‘vadi means a 

district and Ramdas believes that it is so named because of its 

situation ‘:on a high land that gradually descends fiom the 

hills on to the littoral.”3 

The territory of Vaddadi may therefore be located in 

the valley of the river Matsyeru (Machkund) lying to the 

West of the Eastern ghats. 

1. J.KtH.R.S. IIP. 95 

2. Vizagaputam District Gazetteer, pp. 27-28 

. J.K.HM.S. Ibid p. 91. 
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Kamala Mandala : 

This mandala is khown to us from an inscription* in 

the old Siva temple at Narla in Kalahandi district, which 

states that a king named Madana Mahadeva was ruling over 

Kamala mandala in the Saka year ‘Rama Vana Rudra' 

meaning 3511 i. e. 1153, equivalent to A. D. 1231. Madana 

Mahadeva was very probably a semi-independent feudatory 

under the Gangas. The origin of this mandala is, however, 

difficult to be determined, but there is reason to believe that 

this mandala was later on transformed as the feudatory State 

of Kalahandi under the Naga chiefs. The name Kalahandi is • • 
quite possibly a later variant of Kamala mandala and the 

territory is known by this name in the Dadhiv amana temple 

inscription* of Junagada dated in Yugabda 4819 i. e., A. D. 

1718. 

Extent of South Kosala 

‘Mahakosala’ or ‘Daksina Kosala* is no where mentioned 

in ancient Brahml inscriptions of India. But ‘Kosala’ meaning 

Daksina Kosala finds mention in the epic and the Puranic • • 
literature. The Vana,Parva1 describes the places of pilgrimage 

in Kosala, such as; Rsabhatlrtha, Kalatirtha, and Badariks 

tlrtha which are identified in the present Chhatisgarh region.9 

The Gunji Rock Inscription3 refers to the Rsabhatlrtha 

(Bhagavato Usabhaiithe.) although the name ‘Kosala’ is 

omitted in it. It is further known from the Vana Parva that the 

territory of Kosala was distinct from the kingdom of Vidarbha. 

The epic represents Nala, who was wandering with 

Damayanti in the Vindhyan forest, as pointing out the 

paths to Vidarbha and Kosala in the following words : 

* Thess inscriptions are yet unpublished. 

1. Vana Parva, lxxxiii 10-13. 

2. J.K,H.R,8. II, no. I, p. 2. 

3. E. I. XXVII, PP. 48 f, 

17 
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“This path leads to Vidarbha, and that one to Kosal? 

beyond that to the South lies DaksinSpatha”.1 

This reference indicates that Kosala was to the North 

cf DaksinSpatha and was probably adjacent to Vidarbha. 

The Puranic literature refers to theMegha dynasty of 

Kosala in association with the people of Mekala and the tribes 

like Pusyamitras and Patumitras.2 * It also mentions 

the people of Kosala associating them with the dwellers in 

the Vindhya regions. 

In the epic Kosala (South Kosala) is not included in 

the Daksinapathx. But the Allahabad Pillar.Ins crip lion enumerates 

Kosala along with the territories of the DaksinSpatha and 

associates it with Mahakantara and the kingdoms of the Kaling 

region.4 5 H. G. Ray Chaudhuri indentihes this Kosala 

of the {Allahabad Inscription) with the territory comprising 

the modern Bilaspur, Raipur and Sambalpur districts. 

The Balghat Plates of the Vakataka king Narendrasena 

reveals that Kosala during the post-Samudragupta period was 

for sometime included in the Vakataka empire along with 

Mekala and Malava.6 

During the 6th-7th century A. D., Kosala was under 

the rule of the Sarbhapuriya rulers who used the Gupta era 

J, q;n? cr^\ JT^fcT I 

Vana Parva, lviii. 22- 
2. Visnu turdna, IV, 24. 17; Wilson, IX, P 213. 
3* l. A. LX1I, p* 162 

4. CJJ.Vol. Ill, P. 13. 
5. Ray Chaudhuri, P.H.A.I,, 1950, p. 538 

6. E. I. IX p. 271. 
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and issued Gupta coin types. The Chinese pilgrim Yuan 

Chawng, who visited Kosala in 639 A.D., describes the kingdom 

as 6,000 li in circuit and about 1,800 li away from the 

capital of Kallnga to the North-west1. On the basis of 

description of the Chinese pilgrim Cunningham2 presents the 

boundaries of Kosala as comprising “the whole of the Upper 

valley of the MahSnadI and its tributaries from the source of 

the Narbada from Amarkantak in the North to the Mahanadi 

itself near Ranker on the South, and from the valley of the 

Wen Gangaon the West to the Hasdo and Joanc rivers in the 

East”. He, further points out that this territory has often 

been extended so as to embrace the hilly districts of Mandla 

and Balaghat on the West upto the banVs of the Wen Ganga 

and the middle valley of the Mahanadi on the East down to 

Sambalpur and Sonepur. 

Hiralal3 suggest modifications of the boundaries of 

Kosala as described by Cunningham and states that ^Cunnin¬ 

gham, in order to complete the area on Chinese pilgrim’s 

scale included a part of the Vakataka country which he placed 

in Berar; but it is not necessary to do this^ in as much as the 

deficiency can be covered by some States of Orissa bordering 

on Sambalpur in which SomavamisI inscriptions have been 

found, which prove that they formed parts of Kosaladesa 

mentioned in them.these are the States of Patna, Bamra. 

Sonepur and RairSkhol.” 

The territorial extent of Kosala continued to be more 

or less the same under the Panduvam£ls who ruled during the 

8th and 9th centuries A.D. About the middle of the 9th centurv 

1. Watters, 11, p. 200. 

2. A. S. B. XVli, (1881-82) PP. 68-69. 

3. L A. LX11, P. 162. 
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the Kalachuris of Dahala occupied Sripura region and first 

Tummana and later Ratnapur became their political head¬ 

quarters.1 It was by that time that the Panduvam£ls, then 

known as •Somavamsis,5 shifted themselves to the Eastern 

quarters and established their political power in the territory 

comprising the present Sambalpur and Bolangir districts and 

parts of KalShandi district. It was this territory which 

passed by the name Kosala in the copper plate charters of 

the SomavarhSi kings. Places like Kosiragrama, Satallama, 

Kasaloda, Tulanda, Vinitapur, Suvarnapura, Murisima, 

Kiserkella, Arkigrama, Vaidyapadraka, Khadirapadraka 

etc., found in the copper plate charters of the 

SomavamSl kings, can be identified respectively with 

modern Kosir in the Chandrapur tract of Raigharh district - 

close to the border of Sambalpur; Satlama, Kusarda, 

Tulandi in Sambalpur district; Binka, Sonepur, Mursima, 

Kesarkela, Arigan in Bolangir district and Vaijpadar and 

Khairpadar in Kalahandi district. The Somavamsls held 

sway over Trikalinga penetrating probably through the 

Kalahandi tract while they forcibly occupied the Khinjali 

mandala by driving out the Bhanjas of Dhrtipura to the 

South-east. Subsequently, by the middle of the 10th century 

A. D., the Bhauma-Kara empire comprising the Northern 

and Southern Tosalls passed into the hands of the 

Samvamsls, and as pointed out above this territory consisting 

of both the Tosalls became commonly known as Utkala. The 

unification of Kosala and Utkala was effected by Yayati II 

Mahasivagupta, but during the rule of his son Udyotakesan , 

the Kosala portion was recognised as a separate territory and 

was placed under the rule of a scion of the colateral branch 

1. H. C. Roy, 2). H. N. vol. I, pp. 330, 470, 578. 
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of the Somavamsis. The separation of Kosala and Utkala was 

made out of political and military necessity in order to 

encounter the formidable attack of the Gangas over Utkala 

and the repeated encroachments of the Kalachuris over Kosala. 

The Kelgaplates1 of the SomavamSl Kum^ra Somesvara reveal 

that after separation the Kosala portion was ealled the 

PaSchima Lanka, but the Utkala portion was never known as 

the Purva Lanka. 

The Somavamsis in Kosala were, however, eventually 

supplanted by the Telugu - Chodas, who occupied that 

territory as feudatories of the Chindaka-Nagas of Chakrakotta 

by the middle of the 11th century A. D. The Kalachuris of 

Dahala were thus kept in check for a period and inspite of 

their temporary success in irregular skirmishes they failed to 

oust the Telugu - Chodas from Kosala. The Ratnapur 

Inscription- of Jajalla I dated 1114 A. D. reveals that 

Somesvara II the last Telugu - Choda king was defeated by 

Jajalladeva as a result of which the Sambalpur-Sonepur 

region passed to the hands of the Kalachuris. Chodaganga- 

deva who had then annihilated the rule of the Somavamsis 

over Utkala made vigorous efforts to occupy the Kosala 

portion of the SomavamSl dominion but his attempts were 

foiled by the superior military strength of the Kalachuris. 

Subsequently, during the rule of Anangabhfma III 

(1212-1238), the Gangas could occupy the Sonepur- 

Sambalpur region3 and from that time onwards this region 

became an integral part of Orissa. 

I• E. I. vol. XII pp. 239 f. 
2. E. /. Vol I. pp. 32 f. 
3. J. A. S. B. (old geries), LXV1H, 1898. pt. i. pp. 322-26. 
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The capital of Kosala at the time of invasion of 

Samudragupta in the middle of the 4th century A.D., has not 

yet been clearly assigned and the Allahabad Pillar Inscription is 

silent about its location. Under the &arabhapuriya rulers 

(6th-7th century A. D.) the capital was at &arabhapura, the 

identification of which presents considerable difficulty. 

Sten Konow1 suggests that Sarabhavaram, a village about 

35 miles to the North-west of Rajahmundry may be the same 

as Sarabhapura, but this cannot be accepted on the simple 

reason that the village is located far off the limit of the 

territory over which the Sarabhapuriyas had their sway. 

Cunningham’s identification of the place either with modern 

Arwi in Wardha district or with Sambalpur the head¬ 

quarters of the district of that name is open to doubt.2 B. V. 

Krishnarao3 being unable to locate the place concludes that 

“the ancient city must have been destroyed and gone out of 

existence”. L. P. Pandeya4 suggests that 6arabhapura may be 

identified with modern Sarabhgarh, the chief town of the 

ex-zamindari of that name in the district of Sundargarh. 

The identification of Pandeya appears more acceptable, on 

consideration of similarity of names than that^ of other 

scholars who differently suggest Sambalpur, Saranggarh5, 

Saraphagarh and some other places. The capital however, 

was later on shifted to Srlpura in Raipur district of Madhya 

Pradesh as known from the Thakurdiya grant6 of king 

Pravararaja of this dynasty. 

1. E. L XIII, p. 108. 
2. Arch. Surv. Ind. XVII, pp. 57 f. 
3 Early Dynasties of Andhradesa, p. 647. 
4. " Proceedings of the Fifth Orient Conf. pp. 461 f. 
5. Vide opinion of Fleet, C. /. /. 111. PP» 191 f. 

6. E. L XXII, pp. 15 f. 
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The 3arabhapurlyas were superseded by the Pandu- 

vamsis towards the close of the 7th century A. D., and under 

the latter Tripura continued to be the headquarters of Kosala. 

It was from this city that the Baloda1 2 3 and Rajim* plates 

of MahSsivagupta Tivaradeva were issued. Sripura is 

identified with modern Sirpur on the MahSnadi 37 miles 

North-east of Raipur and about 30 miles off the border of 

Sambalpur district. The place is full of old relics and has 

some early medieval temples all of which excepting two are 

now in ruins. These two are the temples of Laksmana and 

Gandheswara and they contain a number of important 

inscriptions belonging to the time of the Panduvamsls. 

The Panduvamsls were driven out of Tripura 

probably by the Kalachuris in the 9th century A.D., when 

they shifted to the Eastern part of Kosala comprising modern 

Sambalpur-Bolangir districts and assumed the popular family 

name SomavamSl. Janamejaya Mahabhavagupta, the early 

SomavamSi king seems to have no fixed headquarters as he 

was staying at different places like Suvarnapura, Murasima, 

PSrSvatakula, Kataka etc., during his rule. His son Yayati 

I MahSsivagupta made Vinitapura his capital and resided 

there atleast upto his 15th regnal year after which he shifted 

to a new township named after him as Yayatinagara. Scholars 

like HiralaP and R.D. Banerji4 are of opinion that Vinitapura 

was renamed Yayatinagara by the king and as such, there was 

no occasion for shifting of the headquarters. The difficulty, 

however, arises when the modern village of Binka on the 

Mahanadi is taken to be the representative of the medieval 

township of Vinitapura—a fact rightly accepted by these two 

1. E. I. VII, pp. 106 f. 
2. C1.1. Ill, pp. 291 f. 
3. Hiralal, Insc. of C. P. & Berar, p. 104. 
4. Histoty of Orissa, I. p. 216. 
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scholars and others.1 It is not understood why the name 

Binka would be derived from the older name Vinitapura 

when that name had underwent important change in 

nomenclature. Hiralal argues “This name (Yayatinagara) 

apparently continued to be used as long as Vinitapura 

remained the capital, atleast in official circles, but, as is well 

known, the original name usually sticks so persistently in the 

popular mind that it is difficult to eradicate it. Many a 

monarch has endeavoured to change the names of big cities 

and call them after his own, but the old name has usually 

asserted the ground and apparently the same happened with 

Vinitapura, which name now can be traced in the corrupted 

form Binka”1 The argument is, however, not quite convincing 

as Yayatinagara continued to be the name of the political 

headquarters of the Somavarhsis for several generations and 

1. Hiralal writes :— 
‘ This is a small town in the Sonepur State, (Since merged with 

Orissa) 16 miles north of the present capital of that State. It fulfills 

all the conditions appertaining to Vinitapura and is central to all the 

camps from which the kings issued their charters. The villages granted, 

so far as they have been identified, are situated close to and round 

about Binka. The existence of a village named Rajapali (meaning royal 

hamlet) within a mile cf the present Binka town is significant. There 

are also remains of a fort close by and a ghat embankment on the 

Mahanadi. It is remarkable that there are amongst the donees BrShmana 

immigrants from Madhyadega and even distant SrSvasti in Oudh. Their 

advent to this remote .place may easily be explained by the fact that 

Binka lay, as it does now, on the high road to JagannSth Pun one of the 

four DhSms or the most sacred places of India, which Hindus, from 

all corners of the country visited as they still continue to do. Some of 

these learned Pandits of the celebrated district of SrSvasti might have 

been induced to settle there, either by the solicitation of the king or 

by necessity owing to the difficulty of crossing long distances for want 

of good communications accentuated by the dangers of the road, which 

was infested by robbers of all descriptions. In*. in C. P. & Berar, 

p. 105. 

1, Hiralal. Pnd, p. 104, 
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was referred to as such not only in their own records but also 

in those of their feudatories. During the rule of Yayati II 

MahaSivagupta when Kosala and Utkala were united under 

one sceptre resulting in the transfer of the capital from 

Yayatinagara to Guhesvara pataka (Viraja) the latter place 

was renamed as Abhinava Yayatinagara or simply as \ ayati- 

nagara and there is absolutely no reason to believe that it 

relapsed to its old name Vinitapur as soon as the capital was 

shifted to Guhesvarapataka and the latter renamed as 

Yayatinagara. The modern town of Jajpur on the VaitaranI 

has been rightly identified with the second Yayatinagara, but 

the modern Binka cannot possibly be taken to have 

represented the name of the first Yayatinagara. 

It may be pointed out that the extension of the 

SomavarhsI kingdom as far as Southern ToslI in the East 

under Yayati I, necessitated a more centralised headquarters 

than Vinitapura. Moreover, communication of this town 

with the Eastern region being suspended for several months 

(due to flooded rivers like Ang and Tel) in the year, it failed 

to cater for the need of the growing kingdom. The township 

of Gandhatapati built by the Bhanja kings of Kinjalimandala- 

the territory conquered by the SomavamSls during 

Janamejaya - seems to have attracted the interest of Yayati I 

not only because of its pomp and glory and natural beauty 

but also of its strategic and centralised location. It was very 

likely between this town and the right bank of the Mahanadi 

that the new headquarters was built and named as Yayati¬ 

nagara after the name of the king. The tiny village which 

now stands on that very site bears the name Jaktinagar1 a 

b Sri Narayan. Prasad Deo, the late Raja of Baud, established a village 

close tc{)Jektin£gar and nemed it as NSr§yan*nagar. This village is 

popularly^called NuSfi.jakti (new Jaktinagar), while the old village is 

called Puruna Jakti (old Jakti), 

18 
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variant form of the name Yayatinagar and it still retains the 

ruins of a large medieval fort noticed by R. D. Banerji as 

early as 1929.1 2 

It has been pointed out above that when the king¬ 

doms of Kosala and Utkala were amalgamated by Yayati II 

Mahasivagupta sometime in the middle of the 10th century 

A. D., the capital was shifted from Yayatinagara to Viraja, 

which was renamed Yayatinagara. But these two kingdoms 

were again separated during the rule of his son Udyota Maha- 

bhavagupta and the old Yayatinagara continued for some 

time as the headquarters of Kosala till it was destroyed by 

Rajendra Chola about 1023 A. D. Kosala, which was then 

known as Paschima Lanka, came under the possession of 

the Telugu-Chodas about the middle of the lltli 

century A. D., under whom Suvarnapura, the modern 

Sonepur, picturesquely situated at the coniluence of the 

Mahanadi and the Tel, was made the capital of the kingdom. 

The Mahada Copper plates3 of the Telugu-Choda 

king Somesvaradeva Varman reveals that the Lankeswarx 

hillock situated in the bed of the Mahanandi (Chitrotpala) 

near Suvarnapura and the perennial whirl-pool named 

1. Prof. R, D. Benerji describes the site as follows-' The Chiefs of Baudh 

have built a bungalow outside the village of Gandharadi and at a small 

distance to the North of the bungalow are a pair of ancient temp es. 

These temples were constructed on a stone platform on a high knoll 

over looking seme low ground which at one time was the bed of a 

branch of the Mahanadi. Standing on the knoll one gets a fine view 

of the old fort on the river bank as well as of the ruins to the east. 

It appears that a' one time a small river or a branch of the Mahanad. 

flowed between the village and the fort. ( J. B. 0. R. S, XV. p. 73 ) 

2. E. T. XXVIII, pp. 283 f. 
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Lankavartaka1 lying close to that hillock were considered 

very sacred during the period. The goddess Lanke£warl the 

presiding deity of Suvarnapura2 was being revered by the 

Tantric Buddists and has been referred to in some Tantric 

Sadhanas3 The Lankapurl of the Tibetan Buddhist literature 

can, therefore, be no other than Suvarnapura.4 

Extent of Odra 

The Mahabharata tradition ’ places the territory of 

the Odras along with those of the Paundras, Utkalas, 

Mekalas, Kalingas and Andhras, while according to the tradi¬ 

tion recorded by Manu6 the Odra people are associated with 

the Paundrakas, Dravidas, Kamboja, Yavanas, &akas, 

Paradas, Palhavas. Chinas, Kiratas, Daradas and Khasas. A 

1. In Buddhism in Orissa (Published by Utkal University, 1958) at p. 149 

we have taken Lankavartaka’ as the territory of LafikS ( the word 

vartaka denoting the territory). But as Dr. D. C. Sircar points out 

Lankavartaka may be the whirlpool in the Mahanadf near the present 

town of Sonepur. 

2. Lanke s war ns even today regarded as the presiding deity of Sonepur 

and she is being worshipped in the LankeSwar'i hillock. 

3. Sadhana Main,, Vol. II p. 427, Sadhana no. 218. 

4. Vide Sidhana Mall, II, Introduction. Lak$mikar3, the sister of 

Siddha Indrabhuti, king of Sa t bhala »(SambalpuP married prince 

Jalendra of LarikSpuri. 

We further know that Jayadratha who translated Sambara Tantra 

(Tantra of Sambhala) into Tibetan was an inhabitant of LafikSpurl. 

Dr. P. C. Bagchi (I. H. Q. VI, p. 583) wrongly identifies LafikS 

of Jayadratha with the territory of the tribal people called LaflggS, who 

at present live in the North of Beluchistan. He, however rightly argues 

that Ceylon was not known as LafikS during that period and that the 

Chakrasambara Tantra' had nothing to do with Ceylon the land of 

TheravSda Buddhism. 

See Buddhism in Orissa, p. 149. 

5. Vana Parva li, 1983 ; Bhfqma, ix 365; a??d Drona, iv, 122. 
6. Manu, x, 44. 
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more difinite account about the location of the territory of 

the Odras is met with in the Natural History of Pliny in 

which the Oretes as a people are mentioned as inhabiting the 

country where stood Mount Maleus.1 * The Greek Oretes has 

been equated with the Sanskrit Odras, and as such; the mount 

Meleus can be identifyed with the Malaya-giri or Mslya-giri 

near modern Pallahara. This identification seems all the 

more plausible because Pliny in another passage associates 

with Mount Meleus the people called Monedes and Sharis 

who are probably the same as the Mundas and the Savaras 

inhabiting even today the upland regions of Orissa.-2 

The earliest epigraphic reference to Odras is found in 

the Soro Copper Plates of Somadatta from which it is known that 

Uttara Tosali with its visaya of Sarephahara (identified with 

modern Soro in Balasore district) was included in Odra visaya3 

about the middle of the 7th century A.D. The reference is 

illuminating because Uttara Tosali which was then an 

extensive territory comprising parts of modern Midnapur 

and Balasore districts formed a part of Odra-visaya which 

must have been then a territory of considerable extent and 

power. 

The Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chwang who visited 

Orissa about 636 A. D. gives a vivid account of the territory 

named ‘Wu-cha’, which was to all probability the same as 

Odra visaya of the Soro Copper Plates mentioned above. The 

I. "In Indiae gentt Oretum mors est Maleus nomine’. Hist. Nat, II, 75. 

Cunningham, The Ancient Geography of India, p. 586. 

3. (E. I. XXIII p. 202\ 
The suffix * Vi»aya of the terms Odravisaya and SarephahSra visaya 

conveys two different meanings. In the case of SarephahSra, it denotes 

to a district of Uttara Tc*ali. but as Uttara To*ali with the district of 

SarcphshSra was considered to be a part of O^ra vi*aya the suffix 

v i^aya* in the case of Q<Jra clearly donotes tc a larger territory. 
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pilgrim states that the Wu-Cha (Wu-tu) country “was above 

7 000 li in circuit and its capital above twenty It in circuit. 

The soil was rich and fertile yielding fruits larger than those 

of other lands, and its rare plants and noted flowers could not 

be enumerated; the climate was hot; the people were of 

violent ways, tall and of dark complexion.’n 

The area of the territory which was 7,000 li or 1,400 

miles in circuit, was undoubtedly very extensive and General 

Cunningham while giving the political limits of Wu-Cha 

(Odra) country writes as follows : 

“The ancient province of Odra de£a, or Or-de£a was 

limited to the valley of MahanadI and to the lower course of 

the Suvarnarekha river. It comprised the whole of the 

present districts of Cuttack and Sambalpur and a portion of 

Midnapore. It was bounded on the west by Gondwana, on 

the north by the wild hill states of Jashpur and Singhbhurm 

on the east by the sea and on the south by Ganjam. These 

also must have been the limits in the time of Hiuen-Tsang as 

the measured circuit agrees with his estimate/’1 2 

But the above statement of Cunningham requires 

some modification regarding the Western extent of the Odra 

country at the time of Yuan-Chwang’s visit and as has been 

said earlier the present districts of Sambalpur Sundar- 

garh and part of Bolangir formed a part of the then South 

Kosala. 

Yuan Chwang locates a famous port named Che- 

li-ta-lo to the South-east of the Wu-Cha country and a famous 

Buddhist establishment called Peu-sie-po-ki-li on the South¬ 

west frontier of the same country, both of which are, however, 

not yet been properly identified. The word ‘Che+li-ta-lo’ has 

1. Watters, II, p. 193. 
2. Cunningham, op. cit. p. 58$. 
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been restored as ‘Charitrapura’ by Cunningham1 who 

identifies it with the present town of Puri, whereas 

Dr. Wad del2 3 suggests the restoration of the word as Chitratola 

(Chitrotpala) ’ which according to him is a branch of the 

Mahanadi at Nendra near which the site of an old fort 

indicates the place meant for. 

But the Chinese Che-li-ta-lo stands neither for 

Charitra nor for Chitrotpala. The first part of it Che-li-may 

stand for Siri and ta-lo may be ltra\ So the word can be 

rendered as c&ri-tra’ which indicates ^riksetra, the middle 

syllable ‘Kse being dropped. In this consideration Cunning¬ 

ham's identification of the place with the modern town of 

Purl is acceptable.4 

As regards the location of Pue-sie-po-ki-li the pilgrim 

states c*In a great mountain on the South-west frontiers 

of the country (Wu-cha) is a Samgharama called Pushpagiri 

(Peu-sie-po-ki-li)”5. St. Julien translates it as “Au milieu 

d’une grande montagne, qui est situ€e sur les frontieres 

sud-oust du royaume, s€leve un couvent appel6 pou- 

se-po-k’i-li-seng-kia-lan ( Pouchpagiri Sangharama )”6 Thus 

both the Engiish and the French renderings leave no 

room for doubt that Puspagiri was located in the South-west 

frontier of the Wu-Cha (Odra) country. 

1. Op. cit. p. 510. 

2. Proceedings of A. S. B. December 1692. 

3. The poet SSralS D§sa (1 5th century A. D.) applies this name to an 

extinct river which once extended from the village ChitreSwara to the 

shrine of Utpalegwara Siva on the sea shore net far off the holy 
Chandrabh5g5 where stands the famous temple of Konarak. 

(Scirnll Mahzbhlirata, SabhS Parva). 

4. R. D. Banerji writes In fact, with the exception of Puri there is no 

other city or pert in South Eastern Orissa with which it can be 

identified. Histo/y of Ortssci I, p. 138. 

5. Beal, Buddhist Records, p. 205. 

6. Julien, ‘Htoilen Thseng. I. p. 184. 
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Cunningham1, therefore, identifies Puspagiri with 

“the hills of Udayagiri and Khandagiri situated 20 miles to 

the south of Katak, and 5 miles to the west of the grand 

group of temples at Bhuvaneswara’. But these hills were 

known as Kumarl and Kumara hills respectively as testified 

by the inscriptions found in them. Rajendra Lai Mitra2 iden¬ 

tifies Puspagiri with Dhauli on the supposition that the term 

‘country’ or ‘royaume’ mentioned by the pilgrim, is a mistake 

for the capital city, which according to him was then located 

at Bhubaneswar to the South-west of which is located the 

Dhauli hill. The suggeation of Mitra is based on 

wrong supposition, but scholars like R. P. Chanda, and 

R. D. Banerji accept the view that Yuan chwang’s statement 

of -South-west frontier of the Wu-cha country’ should 

be modified as ‘South-west of the capital of the Wu-cha 

country.’ R. P. Chanda, thus taking Jajpur (Viraja) as the 

capital of Wu-cha, identifies Puspagiri with the Ratnagiri3 4 

and R. D. Banerji1 confirms the same identification 
•> 

Ratnagiri can not be identified with Puspagiri of 

Yuan Chwang for the simple reason that it can not be placed 

on the South-west frontier (les frontieres sud-ouest du- 

royaume) of the far-flung Odradesa (Wu-cha country). The 

recent excavation has also clearly revealed that the place 

was known as Ratnagiri and not as Puspagiri during the 
early medieval times.5 

It is interesting to note that in Ganga year 184 
(6o2 A. D.) less than half a century after the visit of 

1. Cunningham, Op. ext, p. 587. 

A Mitra. Antiquities of Orissa, II, p. 59. 

3. M. A. S. I. no, 44, Exploration of Orissa, p. 6. 

4. History of Orissa, I. p. 137. 

5. Some of the seals found from thj Ratnagiri bear the legend ‘RatnagH 
MaM-vthlra' 
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Yuan Chwang, a Ganga king of Kalinga named Devendra- 

varman registered a copper plate grant1 in the ‘Puspagiri 

Parlchali visaya’ probably so named because of its proximity 

to the famous Puspagiri. This indicates that Puspagiri which 

was on the South-western border of the Odra country was not 

far off the Northern boundary of Kalinga under Devendra- 

varman. Thus like the ‘Mahendragiri’, Puspagiri also 

occupied a very conspicuous place in the historical geography 

of early medieval Orissa, and its location may be suggested 

in the present Phulbani-Ghumsur region.2 

In the 8th century A. D., the Bhauma Karas ap¬ 

peared as a great political power ruling over the coastal 

territory from Midnapur to Ganjam which they called either 

Utkala or Tosali. In their copper plate charters, this 

territory was never called Odra visaya or Odra-desa3 and 

in fact, this name came to be applied to an extensive outlying 

region of the Bhauma Kara dominion. Many copper plate 

charters of the contemporary ruling dynasties refer to 

a territory named Odradesa or Odra visaya the location of 

which is not difficult to determine. The epigraphic records 

of the SomavamSls repeatedly mention Odradesa which 

apparently extended in between the borders of Kosala and 

Tosali. The Brahmefwara temple inscription4 reveals that 

Janamejaya I (9th century A. D.) killed in the battle 

the ruler of Odra; who has been identifid with Ranabhanja 

1. J. A. H. R. S. II, pp. 275-76. 

2. See N. K. Sahu, Buddhism jn Orissa, pp. 49-50. 

3. Dr. K. C. Panigrahi in his book, Chronology of the Bhauma Karas and 

the Somavarhtis of Orissa, has mistaken the territory under Bhauma 

Karas to be the same as Odradela. As pointed out here such 

suppesiton is not substantiated by contemporary records. 

4. J. R A. S. B. XIII pp. 63 f. 
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of Khinjali mandala.1 2 That the territory of Khinjali 

comprised a part of Odradesa is known from a 

copper plate charter,3 issued in the 9th regnal year of 

Yayati I, the son of Janamejaya I. This charter 

registered the grant of the village Chandragrama (modern 

ChSndgaon in Cuttack district ) in the Marada visaya 

of Daksina Tosall to a Brahmana named SamkhapanI 

who hailed from the village ^ilsbhanjapati in Odra desa. 

The village ^ilabhanjapsti was named after the Bhanja king 

^ilabhanja and it was obviously located in Khinjali mandala 

the territory of the Bhanjas. But since the above copper 

plates place it in Odradesa there is reason to point out that 

Khinjali mandala of the Bhanjas was a part of the Odra 

country. The inscriptions of the SomavamSls further 

indicate that AirSvatta mandala also formed part of Odradesa. 

The Narasinghpur Charter3 of Udyota Mahsbhavagupta states 

that the villages named Kantalonda and Lavakarada were 

situated in AirSvatta mandala comprising a part of 
Otjradesa. 

It may, however, be pointed out that Yama- 

gartta mandala and Khijjinga mandala were both 

outside the limits of the Odra country during the period. 

The two Talcher Copper plate Grants4 of Gayadatunga, the 

ruler of Yamagartta mandala indicate that this mancjala was 

1. See infra, also N. K. Sahu, A History of Orissa, II. p. 366. 

Dr. D. C. Sircar is of opinion that YaySti I MahaSivagupta, the 

son of Janamejaya 1 was responsible for defeating Ranabhafija 
(0. H. B. J, I. p. ^90.) 

2. E, I. Ill, p. 351-5 

3. J.B.O. R. S.jXVII.pp, 15 f. 

4. </. A, S. B. (New senes), i V, pp. 347—50 

Ibid, Xll pp. 291—95. 

19 
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not a part of Odra visaya (de$a). The donees of one of the 

grants were a group of Brahmanas who hailed from 

Ahichhatra and settled in the village Kuruva-bhata in Odra 

visaya where from they came to Yamagartta mandala to 

receive land grants in the village Toro in Vendunga district 

of that mandala. The second Talcher grant of Gayadatunga 

more clearly distinguishes Yamagartta mandala from 

Odra visaya. It speaks of two groups of Brahmana donees 

one of which originally emigrated from Varendra mandala 

and settled in Savira-bhata in Odra visaya, while the other 

group had come from Sravasti and settled in Yamagartta- 

mandala. These two groups of Brahmanas are said to have 

been donated land by the king in the vijlage named 

Vamaitalla fin Tunkera district of Yamagartta mandala. 

Likewise, The Adipur grant1 of Narendra bhanja, ruler of 

Khijjihga mandala, states that the Brahmana Bhatta 

Devadevadama who got land grant in that mandala hailed 

from Odra visaya (de$a), 

The Southern extent of Odradesa can be known from 

the Upalada Copper Plate Grant2 of Ranaka Ramadeva of the 

Tailapa dynasty, which speaks of the peak of Nasunda hill as 

the crest Jewel of Odradesa. The village Upalavada granted 

by Ramadeva (cir 11th century A.D.) may be identified with 

the modern Upalada, the find spot of the grant, situated in 

the Paralakimedi Taluk of Ganjam district. As to the 

Nasunda hill, S. N. Rajguru speaks as follows.3 

“The Nasunda Parvata of the verse may be taken to 

be the hill near Nandava forest in the modern Parlakimedi 

1. E. I. XXV, pp. 147 f. 
2. J. A. H. P. S, X, pp. 166 f. 
3. Ibid. 
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estate (ex-Parlakemidi zamindari) very near the boundary 

between it and Tekali. The Nandava forest is about 3 or 4 

miles from Tikalipatna. The Nandava hills are full of natural 

beauties and connected with Mahendra Parvata by a range of 

hills called Durga and L2vanyagada, so they are rightly 

called crest jewel of OdradeSa.” 

The Tirumalai Inscription (1025 A.D.)1 mentions 

Oddavisaya, which was difficult of approach on account of its 

dense forest defence, and depicts the campaign of Rajendra- 

Chola who conquered this Oddavisaya along with the neigh¬ 

bouring territories of Sakkara-kotta (Chakrakotta) and 

KosalainSdu (South Kosala). The Telugu version of the 

Dirghasi Inscription (1075 A.D.)2 reveals that Vanapati, a 

commander of the Ganga king Rajaraja I. defe2.ted the kings 

of Kimedi, Kosala, Odra, Utkala, Vengi and Gidrisingi; 

while it is known from one Draksarama Inscription3 that 

Pallavaraju, a general of Kulottunga (1070-1118 A.D.) burnt 

the kingdom of Kalinga, defeated the Khandapalas of Kosala 

and planted the pillar of victory on the borders of Odra. 

In the light of the'above discussion; it may be said 

that OdradeSa during the period cir. 700-1100 A.D. was more 

or less bounded by the river MahSnadl in the North, Tosall 

(Daksina Tosah) in the East, Kosala (Daksina Kosala) in the 

West, and its extent to the South went in irregular lines as 
far as the modern Paralakimedi region. 

1. E. /. Vol. IX, pp 223 f. 

2. E. /.jVol. IV, pp.-.3l6 f. 

3. E. I. Vol. XXII pp. 138 f. 
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Origin of the word ‘Ocji&i5 (Orissa) 

Muslim geographers during 9th to 11th centuries 

A. D. have mentioned a territory named Urshin or Ursfin 

which may be identified with OdradeSa. Ibn Khurdadhbih, 

who wrote his Geography in 846 A. :D.? has mentioned 

Kudafarid, Kaylkan, al Lava, Kanja^ Samundar and Ursfin. 

The Russian Scholar V. Minorsky identifies Kudafarid with 

the Godavari and Kaylkan with Calingam of the Portuguese. 

Although the territory named al Lava is difficult to be 

located the identifications of Kaylkan with Kalinga, Knja 

with Kongoda and Ursfin with OdradeSa appear fairly 

correct. We are; however^ not sure, whether ‘Samundar’ is to 

be taken in its literal sense meaning the sea or as the territory 

bordering the sea. The latter supposition seems to be 

correct in the light of the Hudud al Aland a Persian 

geography written by the end of the 10th century A. D. 

This work refers to the territories called N Myas, Harkand, 

Urshin, Smnder, and Andhras^ which were more or less 

contiguous. N Myas may be the same as Mahisa a territory 

on the Narmada with Mahismati as the capital.1 2 In that 

case the geographer here refers to the kingdom of the 

Haihayas who call themselves MahismatipuravareSwara.3 A 

copper plate grant4 of king Karaka Suvarn va ^ 

1. Hudud al Alam means Regions of the World. It was written towards 

the close of the 10th century A. D. for the Prince of Guzgan 

(North-west of modern Afghanistan) whose name was Abul- Harith- 

Muhmad, ibn Ahmad. The work is translared into Russian by V. 

Minorsky and is re-translated into English-Oxford University Press. 
1937. 

2. Harivamsa I. 14. 

3. E. /.XII, pp. 269 f. 

4. E. /. XXII p. 77. 
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gaka year 746 (824 A. D.) states that the Mahisaka visaya1 

contained 42 villages one of which was BrShmanapallika 

identified with the modern village Bamroli near Baroda. 

Panigrahi2 identifies Mahisa with the modern district 

of Midnapur in West Bengal, but this identification 

having no authentic basis, is to be regarded untenable. 

His identification of Harkand with Jharkhand is also 

very doubtful because the word Jharkhand is comparatively 

a recent one and it cannot be said to be in use before 

16th century A. D. Its application as the name of the 

Atavi territory as early as the 10th century A. D., 

sesms improbable. We suggest Akarakhanda or the 

Easten Malwa as the tentative identification of Persian 

Harkand.3 The territory called Urshin as pointed 

out above may be the same as Udrade^a^ and Smnder 

may be the territory bordering the sea. The Haraha Inscription4 

(554 A. D.) refers to kSamudra’ in the sense of a littoral 

region of Gauda and that region is considered to be the same 

as the Sumha country. It is, therefore, not unlikely that the 

Persian geographer also calls Sumha as Samunder. Andhras 

is without doubt the same as Andhrade£a. 

The famous Muslim writer Alberuni in his book on 

1 India’ (cir. 1025 A. D.) has referred to a territory called 

Urdabishau situated 50 farsakhs (about 200 miles) towards 

1. The Salotgi pillar Inscription (E. I. Ill, p 59) mentions Mshi$a 

visaya which is probably distinct from this Mahi$aka vi$aya. The 

Eebbata grant ( A. S. /. i925 p. 98 ) of the Kadamba king Visnu 

Varman also mentions Mfihisa visaya, which is without doubt the 

same territory as referred to by the Salotgi Inscription, and also the 

Ceylonese Chronicle ( MahUvamsa XII, p. 47) 

According to Ric«i MShifamandala comprised the Southern Mysore 

and its headquaters was at Maisur (Mysore). 

2. Chronology of the Bhauma Karas, etc. p. 66 

3. The geographer seems to have omitted South Kosala in his account* 
4. E> I, XIV, pp, 110-20. 
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the sea in the South, from the Tree of Prayaga1. UrdabishaU 

can be no other than Odda visaya mentioned in the Tirumalai 

Inscription (1025 A. D.) of Rajendra Chola, and A1 beruni is 

probably correct when he points out that the territory of 

cjaur’ (Chola), meaning Rajendra Chola, started from the end 

6f Urdabishau. 

When Chodagangadeva conquered Utkala and 

declared himself as ‘decorated with the rank of full sovereignty 

over the empire of Sakala Utkala’2 3 OdradeSa (or visaya) 

formed without doubt a part of that empire. The Sakalotkala 

S&mrajya of the Vizag Copper Plate Charter3 (1048 &aka year) of 

Chodaganga signifies political unification of Kalinga, Utkala 

and Odra under one imperial sceptre with a centralised 

capital at YayStinagara, identified with modern Jajpur. It 

was probably this extensive empire which passed by the name 

Jajnagar in the Muslim chronicles like Tabaquat-i-Nasiri, 

Tabaquat-i-Akbari, Riyadus-Salatin, Tarkh-i-Firujsahi etc.4 

Very probably the chroniclers named the country, as Jaj- 

nagar after its capital ‘Yayati-nagar’ even after the transfer of 

the Ganga capital from Abhinava Yayatinagar to Abhinava 

Varanasi Kataka5 (modern Cuttack) in 1212-1213 A. D. 

Blochmann6 is the first scholar to identify Jajnagar with 

Orissa and supporting his identification H. C. Raverty 

writes “Dr. Blochmann’s surmises are quite correct with 

respect to Jajnagar. It appears to have been named after a 

town or city of that name subsequently changed in more 

recent times to Jajpur, the meaning of ‘nagar’ and *pur’ 

being the same and in the days when our author (of Taba- 

1. Sachau Alberunis India, 19 S4 Vol, I p. 200. 

2. /. A. XVIII, PP. 165 f, 
3. Ibid, 

4. Eliot & Dowson Vol. Ill 

5* E. L XXVIII pp. 235, f. 
6. J* A, S. B. 1873, PP. 237 f. 
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quat-i-Nasiri) wrote and many years subsequently it conti 

nued to be a kingdom of considerable power.5,1 

Regarding the boundary of Jajnagar Raverty writes 

as follows : “Jajnagar, appears, therefore to have been 

bounded on the east by the range of hills forming the 

present western boundary of Udisah Jagannath Katasin 

on the Mahanadi, being the nearest frontier town or post 

towards the Lakhanor portion of the Lakhanawati territory. 

Further, it was bounded towards the east by the river called 

Braminy by some English writers, and Soank running to the 

west of Gangpur. Its northern boundary is not very clearly 

indicated but it evidently included Ratanpur and Sambalpur. 

On the west it does not seem to have extended beyond 

the Wan Ganga- and its feeder the Kahan, but its southern 

boundary was the Gudawari, and South west lay 

Telinganah”.1 2 3 

The description of the boundary of Jajnagar by 

Raverty appears confusing. His identification of Katasin 

with a town on the Mahanadi (Katasingh on the 

northern bank of the Mahanadi in the Tributary Mahal of 

Angul) towards the Lakhanor portion of the Lakhanawati 

territory is not at all clear and Blochmann5 also objects to 

such identification. After examining all available opinions 

about the location of Jajnagar, P. Acharya concludes as 

follows: “I fully agree with Blochmann and Raverty and 1 

am of opinion that the position of Jajnagar in the historical 

map of the Eastern India will include the whole of the modern 

Province of Orissa and Orissa States (since merged with Orissa) 

together with the ‘southern districts of Western ^Bengal such 

as Midnapore, Howrah and Hooghly’ and Bankura of Bengal- 

1. labaqat-i^Nasiri pp, 587 f. 

2. Ibid. 

3. J. A. S. B. 1875, pp.-.285-86 
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Singhbhum district of Bihar, Bilaspur and eastern part of 

Raipur districts of Central Provinces and Godavari and 

Vizagapatam districts of Madras (now in Andhra Pradesh)”.1 

The territory of Jajnagaris not known from available 
sources to be as extensive as supposed by Acharya. It very 

likely denotes to the Ganga empire during the period from 

Chodagangadeva (1112 A.D.) to Anangabhimadeva III 

(1212 A.D.), when YayStinagar was the capital of that empire. 

But when in 1212 A.D., Anangabhimadeva conquered the 

Sambalpur-Sonepur region2 and transferred the capital from 

Yayatinagar to Baranasi Kataka3 the enlarged empire with a 

new capital could not be called Jajnagar after the name of the 

old capital. If the Muslim chroniclers who flourished after 

1212 called this territory as Jajnagar they were certainly 
infleunced by older documents which they consulted to know 
about this territory. When Shams-i-Seraj-Afif describes8 

Jajnajar-Udis'a with its capital city Banares on the right bank 

of the Mahanadi, he, without doubt, refers to the Ganga 

empire as it stood after Anangabhimadeva III. Strangely 

enough, the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri mentions both Jajnagar and 

Udisa as separate territories.4 5 

Saraladasa in his Mahubharata refers to Jajanagara 

as a part of Odra rastra, while he locates Yaksarapura the 
abode of his tutelary goddess Sarala. The poet states, “The 

Goddess, the dweller of Yaksarapura resides at the place which 

lies to the North-east of Mahendra, ChandrabhSga and 

1. I,p. 136. 

Bracketed portions are ours. 

2. Chfyesvarci Inscription J. A. S. B. (o. s.) 

LXV1I. 1898, pp. 322-26. 

3. Nagari C. P. Inscription, E. I, XXVII, pp. 235 f. 

4. Raverty, Tabaquat-i,N(w'ri-Vo\. 1 p. 592. 

5. Ibid, notes. 
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Konarka, in between Seta-Barahl (Sata-Bhaia)1 and 
NUasundara hill (Purl) on the Eastern shore of Jajanagra 
Bhuvana in the Odra-rastra Mmdala in Bhrata (BhSrata) 
Khaijqla which is a part of JarftbudvIpa’V This clearly 
indicates that the tradition of a separate territory 
named Jajnagar as a part of Ocjra rSstra or Orissa was 
continuing as late as the 15th century A. D., when the poet 
Saraladasa wrote his Mahabharata. The mention of the 
country of fJajnagar-Udisa’ by Shams-i-Seraj-Afif towards the 
end of the 14th century A. D., is quite significant, and as 
pointed out above, it refers to the unified Orissan empire of 
the Gangas after Ananga Bhlma III with Varanasi Kataka- 
modern Cuttack as the capital. 

The word ‘Udisa’ of Afif is quite likely the developed 
variant of the word ‘Ursfin’ of Ibn Khurdadhbih (9th 

century A. D.) and ‘Urshin’ of the Hudud-al-Alam (10th 
century A. D.), the Chinese form of which is Wu-Cha (Wu- 
ta) of Yuan Chwang (7th century A. D.), the original being 
Odra or Odradesa in medieval epigraphs and ancient litera¬ 
ture. On the other hand, the word •Odra-visaya’ of the Soro 

Copper Plate Inscription (7th century A. D.) and subsequent 
medieval epigraphs, expressed as ‘Urdabishau’ in Alberuni’s 
account (1025 A. D.), and as ‘Odda visaya’ in Tirumalai 

Inscription (1025 A. D.) of Rajendra Chola, takes the form of 

h Sstabhsia, located on the northern coast of Cuttack district is till 

today a famous seat of BarShI worship. The name of the p’ace is 

very likely derived from Seta B§rShV. 

2. Wc?r ^TTf^rs" 
^ HfRfa cis 

3 3^ 3* I 
Virata Parva 

20 
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‘Odivisa’ or ‘Udivisa’ in the traditional records consulted by 

Lama Taranath and the author of Pag-Sam-J on-Zang, falling 

back on ‘Uddisa’ in the Tantric literature of late medieval 

time. The Tantrasara in its two Plthatattvanyasas refers to 

God Jagannatha as ‘Uddisa-natha’ while the Jnanarnava1 

declares ‘Uddisa’ as one of the Sakta-plthas. 

It is, thus, evident that the word ‘Uddi£a’ or ‘Udisa’ 

is already developed by the 15th century A. D., and the 

poet Saraladasa naturally makes ‘Udisa’ or ‘Odisa’ 

synonymous with Odrarastra.3 The ‘Odrarastra-Odisa’ of 

Saraladasa is represented as Odlsa-rajya, also as Odisa- 

rajya in the proclamations4 of Gajapati KapileSvaradeva 

(1435—1467 A. D.) during whose reign the poet flourished.' 

From this time onwards the word ‘Odisa’ denoting to the 

entire land of the Oriya people, came to be of common use. 

1. Tantrasara, VafigavSsi cd. pp. 419-20; 451-52. 

In these two cases the purnagiri p’ljha is called 

UddisanatMtmaka 
2. Vide, Dr. D. C. Sircar, SaktapT$ha, J. P. A. S. B. XIV. pp, 20-21. 

3. sTsnfa 2*41 

Adi Parva 

4. shwr ^ifi^rT 35W. ?^i^ 
Inscriptions in the temple of JagannSth : Left side No. 3 

J.A.S B. LXII, 1893, P. 93 

u 2f441 fcterre . 

Right side No. 4 Ibid, p. 100 

The poet refers to the rule of KapileSvaradeva as follows 

5. ^T^Tcrf 

Adi Parva 
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CHAPTER—III 

ARCHAIC HISTORY 

KaliHga Before the Mahabharata War, 

The political history of India before the Bharata war 

has not yet been properly studied. The Vedic literature 

and the Narasamsi Gathas of the Puranas have referred to some 

kings and royal dynasties who may be attributed to circa 2nd 

millennium B. C.1 The Puranic genealogies of the pre- 

Bharata period suffer from many lacunae and require caieful 

consideration for reconstructing the political history of the 

period.2 3 It may, however, be said that the Vedic and the 

Puranic literatures are concerned more with Northern India 

than with any other region while alluding to the political 

life of the country during the pre-Bharata war period. They 

had, therefore, little to speak about the condition of Kalinga 

during that period. That Kalinga existed as a political entity 

before the Bharata war is known from the testimony of the 

PuranasJ and the political account of the territory during 

that period can be gathered from the Mahabharata itself. 

1. The Vedic literature mentions kings and dynasties like Brhada$va, 

Drdha$va, JuvanSSva, Suhotra, Venuhotra, Vitihotra, Soma$ravas, 

SutapS, Divod§sa, Marutta, Somadatta and Devadatta, while kings like 

AlSrka. Jayamegha, Babhru, Bharata, Arjuna KSrtav'lrya and M5ndhat8 

and dynasties like Ik§v8kus, Purus, Yadus and Druhyus are mentioned 

in the Nirasamil Gtlthla of the PurXvas. 

2. Pargiter, A. I. H. T. pp. 144-49. 

3. Ibid, p, 110. Also see the Chart at p. 148 as regards Akrodhana. 
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To all probability Kalinga was not Aryanised during 

the pre-Bharata war period. The people of Kalinga are 

branded as Durdharmans1 * by the Mahabharata and their 

territory was outside the pale of the Aryan civilisation even 

as late as the time of which the Dharmasutra writers speak. 

But the Mahabharata informs us that the royal families of 

Kalinga had contracted matrimonial relations with the 

Aryan-royal families of Northern India long before the 

BhSrata war. The Adi Parva records the marriage of the 

Kalinga princess Karambha with the proud Paurava king 

Akrodhana-2, where asj, we know from the same source that 

Tamsu, the grand father of Dusyanta (father of the famous 

Puru king Bharata) married a princess from the Kalinga 

royal family.3 

The Sdnti Parva4 gives a vivid account of the Svayaih- 

vara ceremony of the Kalinga princess, the daughter of king 

Chitrangada, that was held in the capital city called 

Rajapura. Large number of famous kings of Northern, 

Southern and Western India are known to have attended the 

ceremony. Kings like £i£upala, Jarasandha; Bhlsmaka, 

Kapotaroma, Nila, Asoka; Satadhanv2 and Bhoja assembled 

there to court the princess, while the Kuru king Duryodhana 

also attended the ceremony along with Karna. The Kalinga 

1. Kama Parva, 2066, 

3 <3$ 5RT5M 

Adi Parva, 3775. 

3. «rg* I 
ofwptpj ii 

Adi Parva, 3780. 

4. Canto IV. 
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princess appeared in the arena with her female attendants 

and by-passed Duryodhana with indifference. Thereupon* 

the proud Kaurava king being mortified, forcibly caught hold 

of the bride and placed her on his chariot. The assembled 

kings took serious offence at the audacious conduct of 

Duryodhana and were determined not to let him off without 

a fight. But Karna came to rescue of the Kaurava 

prince and by his skill in archery held the kings at bay. 

Duryodhana, thus, safely escaped with the princess of 

Kalinga to his capital. 

It may further be pointed out that the Svayamvara 

ceremony of DraupadI, the princess of Panchala, was attended 

by the king of Kalinga in the company of Duryodhana.1 

This king was very likely the successor of Chitrangada and 

may be identified with ^rutayus or 3rutayudha, the famous 

hero of the Mahabharata war. 

The king of Kalinga is known to have been van¬ 

quished on different occasions by the great heroes of the 

Mahabharata. He was defeated by Karna2, by RamaySma- 

dagnya3 and also by the combined power of Sahadeva and 

Krsna who crushed the Kalingas at Dantakura4. Sahadeva, in 

course of his Digviajya defeated the king of Kalinga5 and the 

latter is known to have brought tributes to Yudhisthira.6 We 

further know that he attended the Rajasuya sacrifice of 

Yudhisthira, along with the kings of Pundra, Vanga, Akarsa, 

1. Adi Parva, 7020 and also Uddyoga Parva, 3403. 

2. Vana Parva, 15243, 

3 Drona Parva, 2436. 

4. ?r4 fasiqR i 

as: II 

(Udyoga Parva, xlvii 70) 
5. Sabhi Parva 1175. 

6. Sabhi Paava, i87*4. 
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Kimtala and VanavSsi.1 2 It may be suggested here that the 

Kalinga king who attended the Rajasuya sacrifice after being 

defeated by Sahadeva is very likely SrutSyudha, who has been 

referred to in the Sabha Pravaa as being present in the palace 
of Yudhisthira. 

• • 

The king of Kalinga was evidently antagonistic 

towards the Pandavas and was friendly to the Kauravas owing to 

his close relations with the latter. Whereas, the king of the 

Odras is said to have been an ally of the Pandavas. In the 

famous Kuruksetra war the Kalinga king with his mighty 

army consisting of 60,000 war chariots and 10,000 elephants 

joined with Duryodhana.3 It appears that he was eager to 

take revenge against the Pandavas who had treated him in 

an ignominious manner during the Rajasuya sacrifice of 

Yudhisthira. The Odra king on the other hand sided with 

the Pandavas with all his resources.4 In the war, king 

&rutayudha and his sons ^akradeva, Ketuman and 

BhSnuman who acted under him as commanders of different 

regiments, faught under Generalissimo Bhlsma in the van of 

the Kaurava forces.5 In the third day of Bhlsma’s command 

a terrible fight took place between Bhlma, assisted by the 

Chedis and the Kalingas led by ^rutayudha. The Pulindas 

and Savaras of Kalinga led by prince Ketuman distinguished 

themselves in the battle and out-witted Bhlmasena. King 

^rutayudha displayed his indomitable courage and heroism 

in his fight against Bhlma, who however, succeeded in 

slaying the protectors of the wheels of SrutSyudha’s 

war-chariot and put the Kalinga king in a procarious 

1. Sabha Parm, ! 270. 

2. SabM Parva, iv, 121. 
3. Bhiqma Parva, xvi, 623. 

4. Ibid xxx, 2084. 
5. Ibid, xYii, 6621; iii, 2203 
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position. Subsequently, 3rut5yudha was killed together 

with his three war-like sons, after wrecking terrible carnage 

in the armies of the Pandavas.1 

After the death of Srutayudha and his sons the 

Kalinga army found no other leaders of the royal blood, as 

the royal dynasty of Kalinga was completely annihilated in 

the battle. The army for sometimes followed Bhagadatta 

the king of Kamarupa,2 and by the time Drona organised the 

Garudavyuha it was found to have formed the neck of the array.3 

If any historical credence be placed on the accounts 

of the Mahdbharata, it may be said that Kalinga was a mighty 

power commanding great political prestige during the period 

preceding the Bharata war. Famous kings of Northern 

India were anxious to have matrimonial relations with the 

royal family of Kalinga and her army was highly reputed 

for its skill and valour. But the power of Kalinga was 

completely crushed and her royal dynasty wiped off along 

with many other dynasties of India, in the Kruksetra war. 

The Date of the Bharata War 

The Bharata war is a great land mark in the history 

of India and the determination of its date is very essential 

for the study of ancient chronology. The tradition recorded 

in the Mahabharata itself, reveals that the battle between the 

Kuru and the Pandava armies was faught at Syamantapanchaka 

when it was the junction of the Kali and the Dvapara ages.4 

1. For the account of fight of Srutiyadha and his sons with BhTma. see 

Ibid, liv. 

2. Bhiqrna Parva, xxcvii, 3854, 

3. Drona Parva xx, 793 and 802. 

4. dam" i 

Adi Prva, ii. 13. 
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According to this tradition the Kaliyuga started 

about the time of the Bharata war. On the basis of the 

Surya Siddanta1 and the Ardharatrika2 system of Aryabhata, the 

beginning of the Kaliyuga has been determined as the 

midnight at Ujjaini terminating the 17th February of 

3102 B. C. But Aryabhata who wrote his Suryasiddhanta about 

499 A. D., 3600 years after the beginning of the alleged Kali 

Tuga era, propounded for the first time the existence of 

such an era and this reckoning was unknown in India 

before him. So no reliance can be placed on this 

calculation which is generally regarded as an ‘astronomical 

fiction.’3 

Varahamihira, who flourished about the middle of 

the 6th century A. D., states in his ‘Vrhatsamhita’ that 2526 

years before the era of the Saka king, corresponding to 2449 

B. C., Yudhisthira was ruling the earth.4 It may be pointed 

out that Varahamihira’s calculation was based on that of 

Brddha Garga whose time is not yet properly known. This 

school of reckoning, however, differs considerably from 

that of the school of Aryabhata. The speculation of 

Varahamihira as to the presence of the Seven Rsis (Great 

Bear) in the Maghas when king Yudhisthira was reigning 

remains as yet an astronomical riddle and his ‘Sakakala’ is 

also open to controversy. 

1, Burgess’ translation of the Surya Sidhanta, Calcutta University, Reprint, 

p. 19. 

2, Explained in the KhandakMdyaka of Bramhagupta/ see its translation 

by P. C. Sengupta, p. 9, and also Introduction. 

3, The influence of Aryabhata was so great that in Saka 556 ( expired 

i. e. A. D. 634-35 ) Ravikfiti the panegyrist of Pulake$in II, dated his 

Aihole record in the Kali yuga era propounded by Aryabhata. For 

Aihole Inscription see, E. I. VI, pp. 11-12. 

4. l 

Brhat Sam., xiii, 3. 
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P. C. Scngupta strongly supports the view 

represented by the school of Varahamihira with the astrono mi¬ 

cal data gleaned by him from the Aldhdbhardtd itself. A. S. 

Altekar and M. N. Shah have rightly refuted the astronomi¬ 

cal data found in the epic as later interpolation or exaggera¬ 

tion.1 2 3 4 F. E. Pargiter aptly remarks that fthe astronomical 

statements, obviously cannot have scientific precision and 

can only have been formed by estimate at the close’.' 

A very interesting allusion to the date of the 

BhUrata war is found in the following verse of the Purmas} 

ii 

J! 
> V# 

According to this statement 1050 years intervened in 

between the birth of Parlksita and the consecration of 

Mahapadmananda, and 836 years between Mahapadma and 

1. Sengupta, Ancient Indian Chronology Chapter I. 

2. For Altekar see Appendix A of the Presiderttial address of I. H. 

Congress, 3rd session, 1939; and for M. N. Shah see Science & Culture 
March .939. pp. 482*488 

Mr. Sengupta, however, attempts to meet the caiticism of Dr. Shah, 
Science & Culture, July, pp. 26*29 

3. A. /. H. T. p. 180 note. 3. 

4. Pargiter, D. K. A. p. 58. 

In some Mss. of Matsya & Visnu the variant reading is 

while Bhavisya P. states, Majority of the scribes, however, 

accept the expression 

22 
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PulomSvi, the last Andhra king. The accession of 

Mahapadmananda which offers a pivotal date for this 

reckoning may be ascertained as 362 B. C. on the basis of 

chronology determined from the data furnished by the 

Puranas1 Thus the birth of Pariksita which almost synchro¬ 

nised with the Bharata war took place in 1412 B. C. 

according to the above Puranic calculation. But the other 

part of this calculation which places Pulomavi, the last 

Andhra king 83 ; years after Mahapadma is historically 

incorrect as Pulomavi cannot be assigned to 474 A. D. 

(362 B. G. - 836 years) when the Vakatakas and other 

dynasties were powerful in the territory which constituted the 

early Satavahana (so called Andhra) empire. On the basis 

of this Ray Chaudhuri rejects the Puranic tradition about 

the date of Mahabharata war.2 

A. S. Altekar, who earlier3 supported the Puranic 

tradition regarding the date of the Bharata war, later on 

changed his view4 and questioned the accuracy of the 

Puranic data. The Puranas give the list of Kaliyuga kings 

during the pre-Saisunaga period but do not care to give the 

reign periods of those kings. It appears that the authors of 

the Puranas had no clear knowledge about the duration of 

the period that intervened the Bharata war and the end of the 

1 322 B. C tH3 date of the accession of Chandragupta Maurya + 12 years 

for the eight successors of MahSpadma. Some purSnas like Matsya and 

RrahmSnda assign 100 years for the Nandas taking 88 years for the 

first Nanda king, but as suggested by Dr. Ray Chaudhuri the year 88 

(Astasiti) is probably a mistake for 28 ( Astavimiati ) as per the VSyu 

assigns only 28 years’. For the date of MahSpadmananda, see infra, 

Chapter IV. 

2. P. H. A. /. 5th ed. pp. 30*31. 

3. His Presidential address in the Archaic and Early Cultural History 

Section of the Indian History Congress 3rd Section, Calcutta, 1939. 

4. His Presidential address of I. H. C. 22nd Session, Gauhati, 19^9. 
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SaisunSga dynasty. The period of 1050 years, therefore, 

may not be considered to have represented a correct 

tradition, more so because, as pointed out earlier, the period 

of 836 years intervening the ascendancy of Mahapadma and 

the last Andhra king is historically inaccurate. Thus, the 

custodians of the Puranic tradition are not dependable for 

correct computation of the date of the Bharata war. 

For arriving at a more positive ground regarding 

the date of the Bharata war, it is worth while to examine 

the list of teachers furnished in the Satapatha Brahmana1 

and the Vrhadaranyaka Upanisad,2 and ascertain their 

chronological position. The succession of teachers as known 

from these lists is presented below : 

TurakSvaseya 

Jajnavachas Rajastambhayna 

Ku£ri Vajasravas 

Upavesi 

Aruna 

Uddalaka Aruni 
• 

From this list it becomes clear that Uddalaka Aruni the 

contemporary of the great Janaka of Mithila flourished in 

the 6th generation from Turakavaseya, the priest of 

Janamejaya. In the &ankhayana Aranyaka3 we find another 

list of three generations of teachers from Uddalaka Aruni 
onwards which is as follows : 

Uddalaka Aruni 

Kahola KausitakI 

Gunaksa ^ankhayana4 

1. Vide Vam$a list at the end of book x of the Satapatha Brahmana. 
2. Vrhadlranyaka Upanisad. Ch. vi. See also Appendix B' of Presi. 

°* ^r* Altekar in the Archaic & Cultural Hit. Sec, op. cit. 
3. S5fikhSyana Aranyaka, Ch. xv. 

4. S.B.E. xxix p. 4. 
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The teacher Gunaksa ^ankhayana, who was the author of 

the Aranyaka text was thus flourishing in the 3rd generation 

from Turakavaseya. 

It may be noted that Kahola, the preceptor of 

Gunaksa SSnkhayana was also the teacher of Asvalayana, 

the author of the Asvalayana Grhyasutra1, who as known 

from the Majjhima Nikayd\ was a contemporary of Buddha. 

This is carroborated by the PraSna Upanisad3 where 

Asvalayana is represented as a contemporary of Kabandhi 

KatySyana (or Kakuda Kacchayana) one of the opponents of 

Gotama Buddha. Thus, Gunaksa &ankhayana, the pupil 

of Kahola must also be regarded as a contemporary of 

Gotama Buddha and his time may tentatively be fixed at 

550 B. C. Gunaksa, as shown above> flourished in the 8th 

generation from Turakavaseya and as both Buddhist4 and 

Jain traditions5 take the average length of a patriarchate 

about 30 years, H. G. Ray Chaudhuri0 reasonably thinks 

that the same may also be estimated in case of the Brahmani- 

cal dignitaries. According to this consideration, therefore, 

Janamejaya the contemporary of Turakavaseya flourished 

about 790 B. C. (550 B. C. + 240 years). 

It may be pointed out that Janamejaya ruled for a 

considerably long period, as he is known to have conquered 

many territories to be a 4Sarvabhaumd7 and to have 

1. 
2, 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

savliyana Grhyasutra, in, 4, 4. 
fajjhima NikSya, ii, pp. 147 f. 
, both Majjhima Nikiyi and Prasna Upmvsad Alval.yana has been 

en-ioned as an inhabitant oi Kosala. See in th.s connect,on Dr. Ray 

haudhuri, P. H. A. I. pp. 33-34. For .dentification of Kavandh, w.th 

akuda, see I. H. Q. .932 pp. 603 f. 

ihys Davids,• Buddhist buttaz. Intro p. xlvu 

acobi, Parisisjaparvan ( 2nd ed ) xv,i> 

)r. Ray Chaudhuri, op. cit. p. 52. 

htartya BrUhmana viii 11 -21. 
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performed two horse-sacrifices1 and was also consecrated 

with ‘Punarabhiseka* and *Aindramahabhiseka 2 a fact which 

undoubtedly indicates his long rule. Assuming the above 

known date to be his 50th regnal year, which is very likely, it 

may be said that he ascended the throne in cir. 840 B. G. His 

father Parlksita, as known from the Mahabharata, died at the 

age of 60 after a rule of 24 years3 and as the birth of Parlksita 

almost synchronised with the Bharata war^ its date may be 

ascribed to circa 900 B. C.4 (840 BG-f 60 yrs.) 

The archaeological excavations at Hastinapura5 in 

1950-52 have revealed a culture represented by a ceramic 

industry named as ‘Painted Grey Ware5 covering a period 

from cir. 1100 B.C. to cir. 800 B.C,. This culture has probably 

been rightly attributed to the Indo Aryans as this was found 

at several other sites in Northern India associated with the 

Mahabharata story, e. g. Mathura, Ahichhatra, Kuruksetra, 

etc. The excavations further reveal that a considerable portion 

of the settlement at Hastinapura was inundated by the flood 

of the Ganges leading to the abandonment of the site, 

sometimes after 800 B. C.. The Mahabharata also speaks of the 

high flood of the Ganges that completely submerged 

Hastinapura three generations after Janameja} a, the son of 

1. Kieth, Rigveda Brahmanas, p. 336 and Eggeling, Sat. Bra.\. p.396. 

2. Dr. Ray Chaudhuri, op. cit. p. 38. 

3. Mbh. Adi Parva, fl, 17 26. 

4. A. I. H. T. pp. 179 f. 

F. E. Parglter by working on a logical hypothesis has come to 

conclusion that the date of the Bharata war may be fixed approxima- 

tely at 950 B. C., The result of this hypothesis almost corroborates 

what has been discussed above by us. The difference of about 

half a century occurs owing to the fact that Pargiter fixes 402 B. C. 

as the date of accession of Mahapadmananda, where a8> according to 

our reckoning, Mahapadma came to the throne in cir. 362 B. C. 
5. Ancient India, nos. 10 & 11. 1954-55, pp. 5 f. 
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Parlksita. According to the Puranas/ Janamejaya was 

succeeded by Satanika, the latter by his son Asvamedhadatta, 

who was followed by Adhisimbakrsrn, During the time of 

Nichaksu, the son and successor of Adhisimhakrsna, the 

city of Hastinapura was submerged by the Ganges, and the 

Kuru capital was transferred to Kau&ambI, It was probably 

this disaster which finds mention in the Chhandogya Upanisad1 2 

where, however, the devastation of the Kuru land has been 

attributed to Matachi (which may mean either locusts or 

hailstorms). It appears that the three rulers who came 

after Janamejaya had short rule and during the time of 

Nichaksu Hastinapura was deserted. It is evident that the 

Bharata war was fought more than a century before the 

final destruction of the Kuru kingdom, and the date 

fixed at cir. 900 B. C. is thus substantiated both by literary 

evidences and archaeological finds. 

Kalinga from the Mahabharata war to Mahapadmananda. 

The Puranic accounts referred to above regarding the 

dates of the Mahabharata war indicates a division of Ancient 

India into two well marked periods i. e., the first period from 

the birth of Parlksita to the coronation of Mahapadmananda, 

and the second period from Mahapadmananda to Puloma 

(Pulomavi) the last Andhra king. As pointed out above, 

the second period presents historical inaccuracy and our 

knowledge about the history of the post-Mahapadmananda 

period being Hch and full, it would not be in the fitness of 

things to treat this period as one of the divisions in the 

history of Ancient India, as well as, of Orissa. We may 

however, accept the first division, our knowledge of. that 

period being obscure and scanty. The present discussion is 

thus devoted to unravelling the history of ancient Kalmga 

1. Pargiter, D. K* A, p. 5. 

2. Chhand, Up. i. 10, 1. 
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during the period from the Mahabharata war which 

synchronised with the birth of Pariksita to the accession of 

MahSpadmananda. 

The Vedic and the early Brahmanical works seldom 

refer to Kalinga and her people, and hence, those are of little 

help to us in our discussion of the early history of Kalinga. 

The Vayu, Matsya and the Brahmanda Puranas1 2 speak of various 

ruling dynasties of India during the period following the 

Mahabharata war. The most important dynasties of the 

period were the Barhadrathas, Iksvakus, Panchalas, Kasls, 

Haihayas, Asmakas, Kurus, Maithilas, Surasenas, Vitihotras, 

etc. Contemporaneous with these dynasties thirtytwo 

Ksatriya kings ruled over Kailnga during the period under 

review." But nothing about the activities of these kings is 

known from the Puranas which do not even care to mention 

their names. 

Unlike the Brahmanical works the Buddhist and the 

Jaina literature throw considerable li ht on the early 

history of Kalinga. The Mahagovinda suttanta of the Digha 

Nikaya has preseved a vivid picture of the political condition 

of India of very early times when seven states enjoyed consi¬ 

derable power in the country. Those states are-Kalinga, 

Assaka, Avanti; Sovira, Videha, Anga and Kasi with their 

capitals at Dantapura, Potana, Mahissati, Roruka, Mithila, 

( hampa and Varanasi respectvely. 3 

1. Pargiter, D. K. A. pp. 23 and 69. 

2. Ibid. 

3. ^ qfcri I 

SISRfrT =* fosfi || 

^ WK' § RfacTI I 

^ JtrfqciT || 

Digha Nikaya (P.T.S ), ii p. 235 

Dialogue of the Buddha, 1, p. 270 
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We know from the same source that king Sattabhu 

was ruling over Kalinga contemporaneous with Brahmadatta, 

king of Assaka, Vessabhu of AvantI, Bharata of Sovira, Renu 

of Videha, Dhatarattha of Anga and Dhatarattha, king of 

Kasi.1 Most of these rulers have, however, remained as 

obscure figures in ancient Indian history, but king 

ttlldr ^)f l^ 3i S 1 comes to light being referred to in the 

BrShmanical works. The Satapatha Brahmana2 reveals that 

DhrtarSstra (Dhatarattha) of Kasi while performing the horse 

sacrifice was defeated by Satanika Satrajita3 who carried away 

the sacrificial horse by force. Satanika of the Satapatha 

Brahmana may be identified with the Bharata king Satanika 

who according to the Puranas1 was the grandson of Parlksita 

and the son and successor of Janamejaya. Hence, it becomes 

evident that king Sattabhu of Kalinga was a contemporary not 

only of Dhrtarastra of Kasi but also of Satanika, the Kuru 

king. It has been shown in the foregoing discussion that 

Janamejaya, the son of Pariksita was flourishing during the 

later half of the 9th century B. C. His son Satanika may, 

therefore be assigned to the first quarter of the 8th century 

B. C., and thus, his contemporary king Sattabhu of Kalinga 

may be placed in the same period. The Puranic traditions 

bear testimony to the fact that a neo-Ksatriya dynasty came 

to power in Kalinga during the post-Bharata war period as 
/ 

the earlier dynasty was completely annihilated when Srutayu 

perished with his three sons in that war. The founder of this 

neo-Ksatriya dynasty is, however, not definitely known, and 

it may be suggested that he was the predecessor of king 

f. Ibid. 

2. $at. Br. xiii, 5, 4, 22. This is also known from Aitar(ya Brahmana, 

see Vedic Index, I. p. 403 II, p. 352. 

3. If the epithet $8tr8jita is patronymic, Janamejaya may be regarded as 

^atrSjita. 

4. Pargiter, D. K. A., p. 5. 
> ' t’' * 
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Sattabhu of Dtgha Nikciya. The Buddhist work indicates 

that soon after the devastating Kuruksetra war, Kalinga 

regained her prestige and power under the rule of Sattabhu 

and became notable among the contemporary Indian States. 

The next ruler of Kalinga, so far known to us, is 

Naliklra who finds mention in the old Gatha portion of the 

Jatakas1 and has also been referred to in the Upalisutta of the 

Majjhima Nikaya.2 The episode regarding Naliklra was widely 

prevalent in India during the time of Buddha and probably 

long before that, which indicates that the king belonged 

to a very early date. The traditions recorded in tne Jatakas 

state that once a holy ascetic came with five hundred followers 

to Dantapura, the capital of Kalinga, and encamped in 

the royal park. When king Nalikira visited the ascetic 

the latter asked him as to whether he was ruling righteously 

or not. The king took the query with bitter feelings and 

in order to chastise the ascetics invited them all to his 

palace where he filled their bowls with filth, had them 

beaten and set dogs against them. The consequence of 

this ill-treatment towards innocent ascetics proved fatal 

to himself and his kingdom. He died an inglorious death 

and was consigned to the hell known as the Sunakha 

niraya, while his country, Kalinga, was desolated and 

reduced to wilderness (Kalingaranna). This episode under 

2 c wz i 

m it 

fof 3 ft §qTq^«T?TT | 

^-^qqsrr. falser li 
J, K. p. 143, 

{Gatha 68) 
2. Mnjjh. N. i. p. 378. 

also Mnjjh. Com. (Aluvihgra senes) Vol. 11. pp. 602 f. 
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its religious garb, seems to have contained some untraceable 

facts leading to the fall of Kalinga. The territory which 

flourished under Sattabhu suddenly perished during the 

rule of Nslikira and this apparently indicates the fall 

of the Ksatriya dynasty which came to power over Kalinga 

after the Bharata war. It is possible to suggest that the 

destruction of the Kuru kingdom, as well as, of Kalinga was 

not far apart in time. 

By the time the Kurus transferred their seat of 

Government to Kausambi, the Janaka family was ruling 

over Videha which was then a prominent kingdom in 

Northern India. The Brahmanas and the Upanisads give 

glorious accounts of Videha and speak of other contemporary 

states like Gandhara, Kekaya, Madra, Usinara, Matsya, 

Kuru (Kausambi branch) Panchala, Kasi and Kosala. 

Although these authorities are concerned more with the 

North Indian States, they do not fail to refer to the South 

Indian kingdoms and kings. The Aitareya Brahmana1 for 

instance, refers to king Bhima of Vidarbha in South India, 

in association with king Nagnajit ot Gandhaia in North¬ 

western India, while the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad gives 

account of a sage known as Vidarbhi Kaundinya. It may 

be pointed out that the above Upanisad without mentioning 

the proper name of the sage calls him after the kingdom of 

Vidarbha and its capital Kundina. The Aitareya Brahmana* 

further refers to some kings of South India called Bhojas - 

an ancient ruling family known also from the eiiots of 

Asoka and the Hathigumpha inscription of KhSravela. 

Although Kalinga is seldom referred to in the Brahmamcal 

and Upanisadic literature, its existence as a political power 

1- Ait. Br. vu, 34. 

2. Vedic Index, II. p. 297 

3, Ait, Br. vui, 14, 
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along with Assaka and Vidarbha during the Age of the 

Janaka family of Videha is known from copious references 

in Jaina and Buddhistic works. The most important king 

of Kalinga during this period was Karakandu (or Karandu) 

who flourished contemporaneous with Nimi the penultimate 

ruler of the Janaka family of Videha.1 The Jaina 

Karakandu Chariw reveals that Kaiakandu was the son of 

king Dadhivahana of Champa, who, however, should not be 

confounded with the Anga king Dahivahana whose daughter 

Chandana or Chandanavala was the first lady converted to 

Jainism by Mahavira.3 We identify Dadhivahana, the 

father of Karakandu with his name sake described in the 

Dadhivahana Jataka,4 where he has been represented as 

occupying the throne of Benares. It may be pointed out 

that Anga was a vassal state of KasI since the time of Manoja5, 

the powerful KasI monarch and hence, DadhivShana who 

came after Manoja, has been confounded by later Jaina 

writers as the king of Anga.6 It may, however, be said in 

support of the Jaina tradition that the episode regarding 

the birth of Karakandu and his installation on the throne of 
• • 

Kalinga took place at the time when his father Dadhivahana 

was probably a Governor of Anga with the headquarters at 

1. This Nimi is identified with Nimi of Makhadeva Jataka ( J. VI ) and of 

Nimi jataka ( J, 1 ), according to which he was born to round off the 

royal family cf Videha like the hoop of a chariot wheel and was 

succeeded by KalSra Janaka who brought the line to an end. 

2. Karakandu Chariu, Korafija series; also vide Abhidhlria Rijendra 

111, 'Karan<Ju\ 

3. J, A. S. B. 1914, pp. 320-21; also /. C. II, pp. 682 f. 

4. J. II, pp. 101 f. 

5. For conquests of king Manoja see Sonananda Jataka 

(J. V. pp. 315 f). 

6. DadhivShana has been represented as the son and successor of king 

Aftga in the Purdnas, Matsya. id, 91-108 V.iyu ic, 100-11 ? as well as, 

in the Harhamsa xxxii, 43. 
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Champ a. The Jaina tradition1 reveals that the queen of 

Dadhivahana, who was heavy with child, was once enjoying 

elephant drive in the forest when she lost her way and 

ultimately arrived at Kalinga. There she gave birth to a 

son who grew up in obscurity and was named Karakandu. 

While the king of Kalinga died without an heir the boy 

a a 1^ d u was miraculously chosen as king and with his 

accession to the throne, the prevailing anarchy in Kalinga 

came to an end. 

The Kumbhakara J at aka1 and the Jaina Uttar adhy ay ana 

sutra3 reveal that Karakandu flourished in Kalinga as 

contemporary of Dummukha (Durmukha or Dvimukha) 

king of Panchala, Naggaji (Nagnajit) king of Gandhara, as 

well as, Nimi, king of Videha. Further light on this 

synchronism is thrown by the later Vedic literature where 

Somaka, the son of Sahadeva, is represented in association 

with both Bhima, the king of Vidarbha and Nagnajit, the 

king of GandhSra4, while Brhaduktha5, the son of Vamadeva, 

a contemporary of Somaka6 is described as the priest of 

Durmukha the Panchala king. Thus, the combined evidences 

of the Buddhist, Jaina and Vedic texts testify to the 

1. See Karaknndu Chariu, also Abhidhana Rajendra, op. cit. 

2. J. Ill pp« 376 f. 

3. S. B. E. XLV, p. 87 Lecture xviii, 45*47, 

4. Ait. Br. vii 34. 

5. For Brhaduktha as priest of Durmukha, Ait Br. viii, *.3, Vedic In iex 

I p 370. 
6. VSmSdeva as contemporary of Somaka, see Rgveda IV, 15, 7, 10. In 

this connection the following may be cited from Adareya Brdhcunan, 

vii, 34 
uas t* am; to-swc w 
fai«ira vfhrrc Wn i 
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contemporaneity of the following kings—Nimi of Videha, 

Karakandu (or Karandu) of Kalinga, Nagnajit of Gandhara, 

Bhlma of Vidarbha, Durmukha of North Panchala and 

Somaka of South Panchala.1 2 It may be pointed out that, 

out of this group of kings Nimi and Karakandu find no 

mention in the Vedic literature although both of them are 

conspicuously featured in the Buddhist and Jaina texts. 

The Uttar adhy ay ana sutra2 declares Karakandu, Nimi, 

Dummukha and Naggati as “bulls among kings” and states 

that they adopted the faith of the Jinas and after abdicating 

thrones took to the life of Sramanas. This account 

indicates that Jainism was in a flourishing condition in India 

when these four ‘bulls of kings’ were ruling. The popularity 

of Jainism in its ‘Chaturyama’ form was widely prevailing 

in Northern and Eastern India since the time of Parsvanath, 

whom Jaina traditions regard as the 23rd TIrthanakara 

and historians consider as the first historical founder of 

Jainism.3 Parsva is said to have attained Moksa 250 years 

before Mahavira’s Nirvana, the date of which is unfortunately 

not above dispute. According to tradition Viranirvana took 

place 470 years before the Vikrama era i. e. in 527 B. C. 

But the traditional date of Viranirvana like that of 

Buddha-nirvana, is open to doubt. The Medieval Jaina 

scholar Hemachandra states that a period of 410 years 

intervened the decease of Mahavlra and the Vikrama era 

1. According to the Purfinas Somaka, the son of Sahadeva, was king cf 

North Pafichsla (Pargiter, A. L H. T. p. 143) So Durmukha who is 

called a Pafich§la king, may be taken to be ruling over South Panchala. 

2. S. B E. Ibid. 

3. I. A. II pp. 261. f. Ibid, IX, p. 162. Sir Aautosh Mukherjee Sihw 
Jublee, Vol. Ill, pt. 3, pp. 74 f. 
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and as this is corroborated by various other Jaina accounts1 

we take 467 B.C. as the date of MahSvIra’s Nirvana and 

as such, 717 B.C. as that of ParSva’s Moksa2 The four bulls 

of kings mentioned above flourished long before the 

compilation of Aitareya Brahmana in which at least one of 

them finds prominent mention. It is, therefore, not unlikely 

that they were the followers of Chaturyama Dharma pro¬ 

pounded by Parsvanath and were his spiritual disciples. 

The Jaina Ksetra Samasa represents Parsvanath as preaching 

at Tamralipta and Kopakataka identified respectively with 

modern Tamluk in West Bengal and Kopari in Orissa.3 

Tirthankara Parsvanath is prominently represented in the 

early figure sculptures of Khandagiri where the famous cave 

Ananta gurhpha is known from its Serpent symbol to have 

been dedicated to his honour. The influence of Parsvanath 

on the spiritual life of ancient Kalinga was very considerable 

and there. can be no reasonable doubt in the fact that 

Karakandu, the earliest known Jaina king of Kalinga was 

one of his royal disciples. 

1. The Jaina Charitra of the Kalpasutra mentions that its compilation was 

completed 993 years after Vhanirvana when it was publicly recited 

before king Dhruvasena I of Valabhi, probably at the time of his 

coronation. Dhruvasena ascended the throne in 326 A. D. and hence, 

MahSvlra’s decease may be ascribed to 467 B. C. (993-526). 

A strong Jaina tradition reveals that Bhadrabshu the preceptor of 

Chandragupta Maurya and the tenth Jaina pontiff died 1>0 years after 

MahSvira’s NMna. The death of Bhadrabshu is known to have 

taken place after the abdication of Chandragupta Maurya and as 

Chandragupta abdicated in 2<>9-98 B. C. the death of the Jaina ^ pontiff 

may be ascribed to 297 B. C. and that of Mah5vIra to 467 E.C. 

(297+170). 

2. Famous Jaina scholars like Jacobi and Charpentier have accepted 467 

B. C. as the date of Viranirvlna. 

3. N. N. Vasu, Archaeological Survey of Mayurbhanj p. xliii. 
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Karakandu patronised Jainism, not only in his own 

kingdom, but also in neighbouring territories where his 

royal friends were ruling. He dedicated shrines to the 

Jinas at Terapura in Maharastra1 2 which was then probably 

under the rule of king Bhlma referred to in the Aitareya 

Brahmana. The Karandaka monastery was very likely 

named after hi n and the stone elephant which stood in the 

monastery was the fore-runner of the Asokan elephant at 

Tosall (Dhaull). Owing to his munificence, religious 

contemplation and wisdom, Karakandu is hailed by the Jaina 

tradition as a ‘Rajars- —an ascetic king. His abdication 

of the throne for leading the life of a Sramana, was an 

important event in ancient India and it is preserved in the 

Jaina and Buddhist texts in different manners—the former3 

placing emphasis on his deep realisation of the transitory 

nature of the worldly property and the latter4 giving 

exposition to his reflection upon the worldly prosperity as 

the cause of sorrow. 

1. A. B. JR. /. XVI. pt. i ii. See Kcvakai ja Chariu (Kcr. nja series' 

Introduction, pp. 42*54. 

2. J. IV. P. 95. 

3. The Jaina tradition presents an interesting story about the conversion 

of Karakandu. It is said that the king was fond cf a ycung white bull 

which was healthy and well-bred. Being engrossed in his duties he 
failed to look after its welfare for sometime and subsequently found it 
old and reduced to skeletons. This was a great shcck to him and 
thinking that the world’s prosperity and happiness were of a transitory 

nature, he accepted the path of the'Jinas. (Abkidhana Rajendra, III, 
P. 359. ) 

4. The Kumbhaklra Jdtaka. narrates that once the king and his retinue 

ate mangoes from a fruit laden tree in the royal park and the tree was 
stripped bare of its fruits. The king thereafter compared the fate of the 

fruit laden tree with that of the barren ones which were spared such 
ravages owing to their barrenness. Reflecting upon the fact that worldly 

prosperity was the cause of all sorrows and unhappiness king Karandu 
(Karakandu) became a Paccheka-Buddha and went to the Nanda- 

mula-pabhSra with three others, Naggaii Nimi and Dummukha, (.7, 111 
p. 376 f.) 
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The post Karakandu period is marked by the fall of 

the Janaka family in the North and the rise of a new imperial 

power named Dandaka in the South of India. The Dandaka 

empire1 2 was about 60 yojanas in extent embracing the 

territory from the Narmada valley to the river Krsna. Its 

capital according to the Jatakas was at Kumbhavati, which 

has been named as Madhumanta in the Ramayana2 and as 

Govardhana (or Nasik) in the Mahavastu.3 4 5 The Sarabhanga 

rl&taka4 gives an account of its ruler Dandaki, and refers to 

his three subordinate kings who are called Kalinga, Atthaka 

and Bhimaratha. Neither the monarch Dandaki, nor the 

Dandaka empire finds mention in the Brahmanical and 

Upanisadic literature and it may be suggested that the empire 

flourished after the period of the kings like Nagnajit of 

Gandhara and Bhima of Vidarbha mentioned in the Aitareya 

Brahmana. According to this consideration, king Bhimaratha 

of the Sarabhanga Jataka is posterior to king Bhima of the 

Brahmanical text and king Kalinga of the same Jataka is later 

than king Karakandu, the contemporary of Bhima. The 

Puranas5 speak of two early kings of Vidarbha who were 

known as Krtabhima and Bhimaratha. Krtabhima of the • • 
Puranas may be identified with Bhima of Aitareya Brahmana 

and Bhimaratha of the same tradition may be regarded as the 

same as Bhimaratha of the Sarabhanga Jataka. As to king 

Kalinga, we get some light from the Kalingabodhi Jataka6 which 

presents the accounts of three generations of kings—Kalinga I, 

Mahakalinga and Kalinga II, ruling successively over 

Kalinga. Kalinga II, is represented in this Jataka as a 

». J. V. pp. 1 27 f. 

2. Ram, VII, 79, 18. 

5. Mahavastu Senart), p. 363. 

4. J. V. Ibid. 

5. P&rgiter, A. T. 77. T., pp. 146, 148. 

6f </• IV pp. 228 f. 
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powerful and independent monarch while Kalinga I has not 

been given such prominence. We may, therefore, identify 

Kalinga I with king Kalinga of the Sarabhanga Jataka where 

he has been described as an Antar athadhipati (vassal king). 

But the identification of king Atthaka (Sanskrit- 

Astaka) presents considerable difficulty. A king named 

Atthaka, the son of Vassamitta^ is found in the Alahdnarada 

Kassapa Jataka1 the account of which is corroborated by the 

Aaitareya Brahmana\ as well as, the Puranic tradition1 2 3 where 

Astaka the son of Visvamitra has been represented as the 
• • 

king of Kanyakubja. If, however, we identify Atthaka 

(Astaka) of Mahanarada Kassapa Jataka with his name sake in 

the Sarabhanga Jataka, DandakL, his over-lord, must be 

placed at much earlier a date and the Dandaka empire be 

regarded to have extended as far as Kanauj in the North. 

But, both these possibilities cannot be reconciled with our 

knowledge of history relating to DandakI and his empire. 

R. L. Mehta4 is of opinion that Atthak in the Sarabhanga Jataka 

is a corrupted form of Assaka while Barua5 is inclined to 

restore Atthaka as Rstaka, a territory in South India. The 

problem may, however, be solved if Atthaka (Astaka) 

be taken to be the king of Assaka6 (Asmaka) situated 

1. J. VI pp. 25i f. 

2. Ait. Br. vii, 17 

3. Pargiter, A. I. H. T. pp. 142-43, 266-67. 

4. Mehta, Pre-Buddhist India, p. 58. 

5. Barua, Asoka and his Inscriptions, p. 85. 

6. The king of Assaka is often represented in the Jiitakas by the name 

‘Assaka’. In the gdthd portion of the Nmii Jataka <J- VI p. 99. G. 420- 
21) the kings named Atthaka and Assaka are mentioned side by side 

in association with the ancient kings like Dudipa ( Dihpa Sagara 

(Sagara) Sela (Salya), Muchalinda, (Muchukunda) Bhagirasa ( Bhagi- 
ratha ), Usinara (Uginara) and Puthujjana (Prthu Vainya). Atthaka of 

the Nimi Jataka my be identical with his namesake in the Mahanirada 

Kassapa Jitaka. But A$$haka of the Sarabhanga Jataka belongs to a 
later period, and we have tentatively taken him as a king of the Assaka 
country. 

24 
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in the South as a neighbouring kingdom of Kalinga and 

Vidarbha. In that case Atthaka would be regarded as the 

piedecessor of king Aruna who was ruling over Assaka 

contemporaneous with king Kalinga II of Kalinga. 

It is evident from the above discusssion that the 

Dandaka empire comprised the feudatory kingdoms like 

Kalinga; Assaka, and Vidarbha and the ArthaSastra of 

Kautilya reveals that the Dandaka emperors belonged to 

the Bhoja family.1 The empire, however could not last long 

and collapsed during the rule of DandakI about the middle of 

the 7th century B. G. The cause of the fall of DandakI is 

wrapped with a socio-religious mystery^ unanimously attested 

by the Mahabharata? Kamajana,3 Arthasastra* of Kautilya and 

the Jaina Trisastisalakapurusa charita5 of Hemachandra. 

These authorities state that DandakI made lascivious attempt 

on a Brahmana girl and as a result of the sin perished 

along with his relations and the empire. The Sarabhanga 

Jataka, however, presents a different story according to which 

DandakI ill-treated a holy sage named Kisavaccha whose 

curse led to the destruction of his land by a shower of fine 

sands. These stories, as rightly remarked by Mehta6 

“cannot be viewed in any other light except as later day 

inventions of moralists and sectarian propagandists, who; to 

suit their own purposes, explained away a fact of natural 

phenomena as resulting from a human sin.”' 

?. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

A. S,, 1. 6. 
Anasasana Parva, cliii 11. Sabhl Parva, xxx 16-17. 

Ram, vii, 81, 7-19. 
A. S', Ibid. 

nsp ch. (G. O. S.) li, pp. 44-45. 
°re-Buddhist India, p. 59. 
'his remark is equally applicable to cases of the decline of kings like 

Jslikira, Ajjuna ( Arjuna KSrtav'irya ), halsbu, Kal5ra Janaka and 
thers who are represented by tie Jitalcas and other traditional 

CCOunt3, to have perished as a re ult of immoral activities, 
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The Jntaka makes us believe that after the fall of 

DandakI, the vassal kings-Kalinga, Atthaka and 

Bhlmaratha came to the hermitage of Saiabhanga, which 

was located on the bank of the Godavari, whcie they 

discussed about the ill-fated emperor, and subsequently being 

inspired by the teachings of the sage, all of them renounced 

the world and turned ascetics. 

It is further known from the Jatakas that with the 

fall of the Dandaka empire, Kalinga, Assaka, and Vidarbha 

became independent and the kings who occupied the thrones 

of these territories made earnest attempt to consolidate their 

respective strength. In Kalinga, after the abdication of 

Kalinga I, his elder son Mahakalinga ascended the throne 

and ruled the kingdom as a benevolent and judicious 

monarch.1 2 His younger brother Chullakalinga was very 

arrogant and created much trouble in the kingdom as a 

consequence of which Mahakalinga ordered for his arrest. 

To avoid humiliation ( hullakalinga escaped from Kalinga 

and lived in the guise of an ascetic in the Himalayan forest 

(Himava). There he had a romantic association with the 

princess of Madra whom he married and begot a child.- 

A few years after that, Mahakalinga of Kalinga 

died issueless. The son of Chullakalinga who was then 

sufficiently grown up came to Dantapura, the capital of Kalinga, 

to claim his ancestral throne. When the people and the 

1. J. IV, pp. 228 f. 

2. The Jutaka states that recording to prediction of the socth-saycr 

the Mddda (Madra) princess was to give birth to a son who would be a 

Chakkavattl and so many powerful kings cf Jambudvipa sought her 

hands. Her parents , in order to avoid enmity with these kings left the 

capital city SSgala and lived in a cottage in Himav§ where the 

princess came in contact with Chullakslfiga. 
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courtieis recognised the identity of the prince, they warmly 

welcomed him as their king. After ascending the throne he 

was known as Kalinga II. In the Buddhist literature he 

has been described as a ('hakkavatti monarch and his royal 

chaplain Kalinga Bharadvaja is said to have taught him the 

duties of a ( hakkavatti.1 2 

In the Chullakalinia Jataka' we come across a war¬ 

like and ambitious king of Kalinga named Kalinga, who 

cannot be identified with Kalinga I, the vassal of Dandaki, 

but with great amount of certainty be taken to be the same 

as Kalinga II of the Kalingabodhi Jataka. Both the Jatakas 

highly speak of his militant nature and royal dignity and 

depict him as a chivalrous and over-bearing monarch. 

It is further known from the Chullakalinga Jataka 

that Kalinga II who was conscious of his invincible power 

promised that he would give his four beautiful daughteis 

in marriage to the king who could be able to vanquish him 

in battle. It is said that he sent the princesses in a well¬ 

decorated chariot with military escorts to visit different 

kingdoms as a challenge of war. To the South-west of 

Kalinga lay the kingdom of Assaka which was equally 

powerful and militant under king Aruna, whose crafty 

minister Nandisena was jealous and intolerant of the 

glory of Kalinga. The princesses crossed the border, of 

the neighbouring state of Assaka and reached its capital 

Potana, thus offering a casus belli for the war between 

Assaka’ and Kalinga. King Aruna was, however, not 

willing for an immediate contest, but the minister Nandisena, 

who was looking for an opportunity of such a war, instigated 

the king to arrest the princesses. This being done, the-e 

1. J. IV, p. 232. 
2. J. HI. pp. 3 f* 
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started the war between Assaka and KaliHga which was 

fought mostly due to the chauvinistic spirit of king Kalinga 

of Kalinga and the minister Nandisena of Assaka. 

The Kalinga army, which was very powerful, 

fought with great valour, but in the long run Nandisena 

was able to turn the defeat into a victory by his dexterity. 

Consequently king Kalinga was forced to give in marriage 

his four daughters to Aruna with rich dowry.1 This war 

took place about the end of the 7th century B. C. and the 

defeat of Kalinga proved a set back on her waxing power 

and glory.2 

The 6th century B. C. is remarkable in the history of 

India for far-reaching political and cultural developments. 

It witnessed the appearance of several -new States and of 

vigorous intellectual movement leading to the growth of new 

political ideology and religious culture in India. The Anguttara 

Nikaya3 gives account of sixteen States (Solasa mahajanapada) 

flourishing during the time of Buddha, which were, KasI, 

Kosala, Anga, Magadha, Vajji, Malla, Chetiya, Varhsa, 

Kuruj Panchala, Maccha, Surasena, Assaka, AvantI, 

Gandhara and Kamboja. But the name of Kalinga is not 

h J. Ill, pp. 3-8. 

2. Dr. B.M. Barua is inclined to identify Kslmga II with Kharaveta and 

connect the account cf the Hathigumphi inscription regarding the 

invasion of Asikanagara with the Assaka-Kalifiga* war described in the 

Cullakllinga Jataka. (Barua, Old Brahmi Inscriptions, pp. 213-13). 

The, suggestions of Dr. Barua appear far fetched and the Hathignmpha 

inscription in no way indicates the defeat of KhSravela at Asika. 

3. Angu, N. (P. T. S.) I. p. 213 IV. pp, 252, 256. An account cf the 16 

States is also furnished by the Jama Bhagdlxiti Sutra a considerably 

late work in which some deviation is found in the enumeration of 

these States. (Saga XV, Uddessa I) See Ray Chaudhun, P. H. A. /. 

(5th Ed.) pp. 95-95. 
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given place in the list although her neighbour Assaka finds 

mention in it. This probably indicates the political decline 

of Kalinga during this period. It may, however, be said that 

the list of States in the Anguttara Nikaya need not be 

considered as exhaustive, and in fact, the account of Kalinga 

as a flourishing State m the 6th century B. C0 can be gathered 

from other literary sources. The Mahaprinibbana Sutta1 2 

enlists Kalinga among many other States of India, which 

obtained the relics of Buddha for worship. The Ddthavamta1 

in corroboration of this account presents an interesting tale of 

the Tooth relic of Buddha that was brought from the funeral 

pyre at Kusinara by Ksema Thera to the court of king 

Brahmadatta of Kalinga. It may be pointed out that the 

account of the popularity of Buddhism in Kalinga depicted in 

the Mahaparinibbana Sutta might be a later interpolation as 

pointed out by the comrentator and other modern scholars;3 

the account of the Dathavarhsa may also be regarded as ‘more 

wonderful than accurate;4 but the existence of the State of 

Kalinga at the time of Buddha’s Mahaparinibbana as 

suggested in these works cannot be ruled out. The Ceylonese 

chronicle Mahavamsa while giving the account of Vijaya’s 

advent to Ceylone, an event that took place in the year of 

Buddha’s death, refers to his grand mother Susima, who was 

the daughter of the king of Kalinga.5 

Although the Anguttara Nikaya ignores Kalinga, she 

finds a place among the early kingdoms of India enumerated 

1. Digha Nikaya ii, p. 167. 

2. B. C. Law. Dftthivamsa (Punjab Sanskrit Series). 

3. Dr. N. Dutt, Aspects of Mahay ina Buddhism etc. p, 14, and Early 

Monastic Buddhism I, p. 4. 

4. B. C. Law, op. cit. Introduction. 

5. Geiger, Mahavarhia, vi. p. 1. See also Oldenburg, V pavam-a, p. ix, 2 f. 
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in the Mahabharata. The Karna Parva states that the 

Kauravas, along with the Panchalas, the halvas, the Matsyas, 

the Naimisas, the Kosalas, the Kasis, the Angas, the Kalingas, 

the Magadhas and the Chedis are well acquainted with the 

law eternal. This account of the epic refers to the pre- 

Mahapadmananda period as some of the States mentioned 

here, particularly those of the Kurus, Naimisas, Salvas and 

Kasis ceased to continue after Mahapadma. These States 

may well be assigned to the Mahajanapada period in cir. 6th 

century B C. 

Our knowledge about the history of Kalinga in the 

6th century B. C. is extremely meagre as we seldom get 

anything more than a passing reference to this country 

in the literary sources referred to above. Our source for 

the 5th century B.G. is still more unpromising and no 

other work except the Dathavamsa seems to have contained 

any account of Kalinga during that century. The historical 

value of Dathavamsa connot, however, be set aside as like 

MahavamSa and Dipavamsa it claims to have based its accounts 

on the ancient Mahatthakatha. As pointed out above, 

this work reveals that king Brahmadatta was ruling over 

Kalinga at the time when Buddha attained Parinirvana 

(about 487 B.C.)q he was succeeded by Kaslraja and the 

latter by Sunanda. The chronicle abruptly brings the line 

1. 1WT: ^TT^T I 

wmai qmrscwr n 
mwiJTT w i 

Katna Parva xlv, 14-16 

2. The Ceylonese tradition which regards the year of Parinirvana to be 

454 BC. was due to a reform of the calendar of Ceylone in the 15th 

century A. D. According to the cantonese dotted record the date 

should be 486-87 B. C- 
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of succession to a stop after Sunanda and revives it with 

Guhasiva who came as late as the 4th century A.D. If the 

three kings Brahmadatta> Kaslraja and Sunanda be taken 

to be historical they must be assigned to the period imme¬ 

diately preceding the invasion of Kalinga by Mahapadma- 

nanda. According to the Puranas thirty two Ksatriya 

kings ruled over Kalinga from the time of Mahabharata 

war to that of Mahapadmananda, and the last of this 

series was defeated and killed by the Nanda king. King 

Sunanda of the Dathavamsa may presumably be taken to be 

the last ruler of Kalinga, who was violently extirpated by 

the Sarvak sat rant aka Nandaraja. More than this cannot, 

however, be Slid with the present state of our knowledge. 

State and Society before Mahapadmananda. 

The present discussion covers a long period from 

cir. 900 B.C. to cir. 350 B.C. and it is in fact a formidable 

task to depict a general picture of the state and society of 

Kalinga during this period. So far.as political condition 

was concerned, Kalinga was a monarchical State throughout 

the period and the ideal of monarchy was based on a 

paternal conception. The king was regarded as a leader 

and protector of the society and his virtues and vices were 

believed to be responsible for the prosperity and decline 

respectively of the State. Kalinga was devasted by the 

unrighteous conduct of king Nalikira and prospeied due to 

the righteous activities of king Karakandu. It was this 

belief which regulated popular opinion about the activities 

of the king who had thus little scope to disregard popular 

feelings and become a despot. 

The Kalingabodhi Jataka1 reveals that king Maha- 

kalinga had to order for arrest of his brother Chulakalinga 

1, J. IV, p.228, 
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who created much trouble among the people of the State. A 

typical example regarding the limitation of the prerogatives of 

the king is furnished by the Telapatta Jataka in which the wife 

of the king is said to have urged upon him to hand over to her 

absolute authority over all the subjects, to which the king 

replies1—“Gentle lady^ I have no power over all inhabitants 

of the State, nor am I their master; I have only jurisdiction 

over those who revolt against the ruler and indulge in harmful 

activities. It is because of this that I cannot give you the 

authority over the whole kingdom”. The high ideal of kingship 

was, however, not bereft of pomp and luxury. We hear of 

gorgeous courts with ministers, nobles and Brahmins and 

dancing girls resounding the chambers with loud music2. The 

king maintained big harem3 and had hunting and dice playing 

as his pastimes. The royal parks and groves were his favourite 

resorts and we sometime hear of the king seated in the park 

with singing girls4 or eating mangoes with his retinue in the 

grove5. But the worldly enjoyment was also considered to be 

the source of suffering and kings like Karakandu and 

Kalinga I renounced the world out of spiritual consideration. 

The king was helped by the Minister (Amaccha) the 

Purohita and sometimes by the Chief queen (AggamahesI) in 

the work of administration. The Minister had an important 

share in formulating and executing the policy of Govern- 

1. m' ttffa, loiter rrrfW, ^ 

fRjfW ^ 5T3* I 
(J. I. p. 398) 

2. J. I. p. 470. 

3. Sixteen thousand was a'conventional number of co-wives in the harem 

(J. IV. P. 320 G. 107-8) 

4. J. I, P. 384; II, PP. 2-7, 250; III, p. 40; IV. P. 343, 

5. See Kumbhakara Jataka (J. III, p, 376). 
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merit and there were occasions when the king inspite of his 

unwillingness had to submit to the decision of the Minister. 

Nandisena, the Minister of king Aruna wanted war with 

Kalinga and prevailed upon his master to arrest princesses of 

Kalihga who had entered Assaka as a challenge of war. King 

Aruna had to arrest the Kalihga princesses although he was 

eager to avoid a clash with Kalinga1 2. There were, no doubt, 

more than one Minister, but the real power seems to have been 

vested upon the chief. The Jatakas do not clearly define the 

functions of the ministers and the existence of a Mantriparisad 

(Parisa) is only a matter of reasonable supposition. 

The Purohita was the advisor of the king in matters 

spiritual and temporal, and he was his close companion both in 

private and public life. The Kalingabodhi JatakaJ states that 

Kalihga Bharadvaja, the Purohita of king Kalinga II, was a 

learned scholar and he taught the king with great care the 

duties of a Chakkavatti. When once riding through the air the 

royal elephant though prodded to death failed to fly over the 

Bodhi tree and Kalinga BhSradvaj a was asked to find out the 

cause and report the matter to the king. The loyal ' haplain 

after investigating the case explained that a Buddha3 had 

attained enlightenment under that tree and on his advice, the 

king paid great honour to the tree for seven days. 

The Purohita had an important role in the admini¬ 

stration of justice. The king was to pronounce judgment 

according to the Holy lore, the proper study of which was 

the duty of the Purohita.4 No doubt, the kingdom had a 

1. J. Ill, pp. 3 f. 

2. J. IV, pp. 228 f. 

3. He should not be confounded with Gotama Buddha. The Jataka here 

refers to the previous birth of Gotama Buddha identifying king 

K§lifiga with Ananda in the previous birth, and Kihfiga BhSradvSja 

with ihe Bodhisatta. 

4. J. II. p. 243; IV pp. 245-46, 
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number of judicial officers but the king was the highest 

judicial authority and serious sentences like death and 

mutilation could only be given by “the king himsell. 

The Chief queen was not associated with the harem 

of the king and she commanded great respect and influence 

in the realm. The Manchapuri cave Inscription1 at Udayagiri 

indicates that the Chief queen (AggamahesI) continued to 

enjoy the status of influence even in the 1st century B. C. 

when Kharavela was ruling over Kalinga. 
. ’ . •* . 

The other important officer was the Commander-in- 

chief (Senapati) who organised the army consisting of the 

Infantry, Cavalry^ Elephant, Chariot, and probably a Navy. 

The king was himself wellversed in military science and 

personally led the army to the battle. Sometimes the 

tutelary deities were believed to have appeared in the battle 

field as in the case of the Assaka-Kalinga war2 where the 

Black Bull and the White Bull the deities of Assaka and 

Kalinga respectively took part on either side. Victory in the 

battle depended more on skill and courage of the Commander- 

in-chief than on the vastness and strength of the army.3 

The administrative divisions of the State are not 

properly known and probably units like Janapada and Gama 

existed during the period under review. The Janapada was 

a bigger division than the Gama (village) and consisted of 

clusters of villages. The later Vedic literature and the 

Buddhist Jatakas throw interesting light on the village 

administiation of the period, from which it is known that the 

village- although the lowest unit of the realm, was almost a 

self-governing institution. The Headman of the village is 

1. E. I. XIII, p. 159. 

2. J. Ill, pp. 3 f. 

3. Ibid. 
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called Gramani in the Vedic literature and Gamabhojaka in 

the Jatakas and he was discharging the executive, judicial 

and police functions of the village. Although a servant of 

the king he was answerable to the village-council to which 

he would often address “Do as has been done by you on 

previous occasions”.1 Except in cases of emergency or serious 

criminal matters the king seldom disturbed the even tenor of 

the village life. The only regular interference of the central 

Government was the collection of land revenue from the 

villagers who used to pay probably one sixth of the produce 

which was conventional in ancient India. 

The economic condition during the period was of 

normal standard and majority of the people were dependent 

upon agriculture while many of them were carrying on trade 

and commerce and pursuing arts and crafts. The ownership 

of land was not vested in the king and the peasant was 

considered to be the proprietor of the land cultivated by him." 

The primitive method of cultivating the fragmentary land by 

a pair of bullocks and a plough was the usual practice3 and 

although there were innumerable perennial rivers, canal 

irrigation was unknown during the period. The first experi¬ 

ment of irrigation by canal was made in Kalinga when 

Mahapadmananda ruled over the territory in the 4th century 

B. C.4 and before that the facility of water supply was limited 

to tanks; wells and natural springs, which was not adequate 

for the purpose of cultivation. If the rain failed famine was 

almost inevitable and among the States known to the 

Jataks, Kalinga was the only unfortunate land where rainfall 

1. fawr ^ ri* i 
J. V. p. 115 

2. In later period the king was declared to be the master of all Ends, 

See Manu, viii, 39. 

3. J. I. p. 502; II, pp. 59, i65> 300; V. p. 66. 

4. See infra: Ch. IV. 
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was uncertain and famine was considered a national danger. 

The Vessantara1 and the Kurudhamma1 Jatakas narrate the 

pitiable condition of the people of Kalinga during the time of 

drougat when hungry crowds wailed at the gates of the king s 

palace and ministers and Brahmins looked for some miraculous 

power for producing rain. Other kingdoms were, howevei, 

ready to help Kalinga in times of such calamity. When rainfall 

was heavy and regular, rice grew in abundance and crops like 

sugarcane, barly, millet, and pulses, as well as, oil seeds 

were produced in plenty. 

Trade and commerce were in flourishing condition and 

evidences of both over-land a nd sea-borne trade are found in 

Buddhist and Jaina texts. The Mahdvagga of the Vinaya Pit aka? 

reveals that Tapussa and Bhallika, two merchants of Ukkala 

(Utkala), came travelling on the road and pasaed thiough 

the place where the Blessed One was enjoying the bliss of 

Enlightenment. The Jataka1 2 3 4 confirming the same episode 

further states that the two merchants of Ukkala were proceed¬ 

ing on trade to Majjhima desa (Mid-India) with five hundred 

cart-loads of merchandise. Later traditions make Tapussa 

and Bhallika the inhabitants of either Uttarapatha5 or 

Burma6, but the references in early Buddhist works like the 

1. J. VI. p. ‘,87. 

2. J. II, p. 367 

3. S.B. E. XIII, pp. 81-84 

4. J. I. p. 80. 

5. Lalitavistara (Ed. by Lefmann) 111 pp. 303, 310, 

Mahavas'u (Ed. by Senart) III p. 303 

Watters, I. pp. 111-112. 

6. For Burmese legend on Tapussa (or Tapassu and Bhallik (or 

Bhalluka) v.de Lt. Col. A.P. Phyre “On the History of Shwe 

Dagon Pagoda at Rangoon**. J.A.S.B, 1859, PP. 473-76. 

Ibid. (n.s.\ 1910, Vol. VI, pp. 602-3. 
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Yinaya pitaka and Jataka clearly indicate that they belonged 

to Ukkala or Utkala.1 

The Chulla Kalinga Jataka2 indicates that Dantapura 

the capital of Kalinga was linked with many other kingdoms 

by well paved roads. It narrates that the four princesses of 

Kalinga travelled in a well decorated chariot through 

neighbouring kingdoms and subsequently came to the capital 

city of Assaka. There was a good road connecting Dantapura 

with Potana (or Potanagara) the capital of Assaka, and 

caravan traffic used to pass through it in most part of the 

year. Dantapura was also connected with Champa, the 

capital of Anga3 and commercial inter-course between these 

two cities was going on both by inland and overseas routes. 

The Uttaradhyayana Sutra4 states that Pihunda a port of 

Kalinga was a famous emporium during the days of 

MahSvira and merchants from Champa were coming there 

by sea for purpose of trade. It narrates the episode of a 

Jaina merchant named Palita who came from Champa by 

boat to Pihunda where he married the daughter of another 

merchant and settled for a period. By the time he 

returned home, his wife was carrying child and she gave 

birth to a son in the midst of the sea, for which, the boy 

was named Samudrapala. 

Overseas trade was briskly going on between Chariipa 

and Suvannabhumi ’ (Lower Burma) while the former place 

was also connected by over land routes with Mithila’ and 

Kem, Manual of Buddhism, p. 22. 

2. J.:Ill p. 3. 

3. Vide Karakandu Chanu. 

4. Utt dya Sutra, h p. 61. 

5. Mahajanaka Jataka, J. IV. p. 34. 

6. Ibid, p. 32 
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BSrftaasP. Tamalitti (Tamralipti) was another important 

port on the Eastern coast of India but it does not find any 

prominent mention in the Jataka stories. The Ceylonese 

chronicles1 2 indicate that Tamalitti had regular contact with 

Ceylone by overseas route about the 3rd century B.C. 

Commercial enterprises between TambapannI (Ceylon) and 

the ports of India, during the period under review, have been 

depicted in several Jatakas and there can be no reasonable 

doubt that maritime relations then existed between Ivalinga 

and the island of TambapannI. The sea route to Tamba¬ 

pannI was rough and perilous and we heai of ship-wrecks 

off the shore of the island where sirens were found 

bewitching ship-wrecked traders.3 

Thus although the sources are meagre there are 

definite evidences of brisk trade through land and sea routes 

and commerce developed chiefly due to good communications 

and transport facilities. It is, however, difficult to have a 

clear idea about the nature of import and export and 

trade was probably based mainly on exchange of 

commodities. The important item of export was cotton cloth 

both coarse and fine, for which Kalinga was famous, while 

rice; hemp, cocoanuts, areca nuts; and molasses were also 

exported in considerable quantity. Silken robes, woolen rugs; 

perfumes and drugs were probably imported from outside. 

There appears to have developed some indigenous crafts 

mostly out of forest products and mention may be made of 

basket making, mat-weaving, making of palm-leaf fans and 

sunshades, preparation of lac juice (lSkkharasa) and probably 

also Vermillion. Carpentry and wood carving were a 

1. Samudda Vanija Jataka. J. IV. p. 159. 

2. Mahlvamia, Ch. xix. 

Ibid, translated by L.C. Wijisinha, p. 76. 

3. Valahassa Jataka, J. II. pp. 127 { 
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flourishing industry and besides furniture and other ordinary 

articles, the carpenters weie busy in manufacturing carts and 

chariots, as well as, boats and ships. Royal chariots were 

decorated with fine carvings and inlaid with ivory. 

Musical instruments like flute, drum and cymbals 

had good market and physicians and fortune tellers carried on 

profitable business. The Jatakas also refer to hawkers roving 

in the streets’to sell articles of ordinary use. The Serivanija 

Jataka1 speaks of two such dealers in pots and pans; who 

were inhabitants of the kingdom of Seri and who came across 

the river Telavaha to the city of Andapura where they set 

about hawking the wares round the streets. 

• Most of the small industries were run as family 

profession and hired labourers were employed in case of big 

industries. Slavery was a recognised institution and not only 

kings and ministers but also ordinary persons had slaves, both 

male and female, as household adjunct.1 2 

Kalinga was progressively Aryanised during the 

period and class distinction among Brahmanas, Ksatriyas, 

Vai£yas and Sudras sharply developed in the social structure. 

Brahmina villages began to raise their heads in different 

parts of the territory and the Vessantara Jataka3 speaks of an 

important Brahm na gama named Dunnivittha in the 

Kalinga rattha. The Brahmanas occupied a respectable 

position in the society and their help was sought for averting 

personal, as well as, national calamities. The Kurudhamma 

Jataka4 states that when a great drought occured in 

1. J. I. P. 111. 

2. J- I. pp 200 225, 350. 

3. J. VI. p.514. 

4. J. II. pp. 367 f. See also Dhammapadattha KatM,p Si a ir 

g^c xy is found in tHe V ssantara Jataka (</. VI. p. 487), 
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Dantapura, the king of Kslmga sent the Brahmanas to the 

king of Kuru to beg the loan of his State elephant Anjana 

Vasabha credited with the power of producing rain. The 

Jatakas give several examples where Brahmanas perform 

sacrifice to avert impending personal evil.1 2 They were 

reading dreams, fore-telling fortunes, worshipping demons 

and performing esoteric practices. The Jatakas do not always 

approve such professions which they declare as practice of 

fraud and deception.' The period of which the Jatakas speak 

was the time of decline for Brahmanas and of rise to 

prominence for Ksatriyas. Political power and material 

prosperity rested with the Ksatriyas while the Brahmanas 

were distinguished by spiritual practices which were some¬ 

times rediculed as superstitious. The Vaisyas who formed 

the bulk of the population consisted of the cultivators, traders 

and artisans, and it was with this mass of people that the 

assimilation of Aryan blood and culture rapidly took place 

giving rise to new castes and classes in the society. The 

Sudras probably constituted the hill tribes and other people 

reduced to servitude, while a degraded class called Chandala 

developed and was despised as untouchable. One Jntaka 

1. Mahlsupina Jataka, J. I. pp. 343 f. 

See also J. III. pp. 45 ff. 

2. Ibid. Also J. I. P, 272; J. IV, PP. 79.230, 335; J. V. P. 211. 

Fick remarks “To see in such things, as fortune-telling, 

interpretations of dreams etc., only lying and decepton, shows that 

these stories are a product of their age and their land. Originating in 

the circles of the common people in whose religious thought superstition 

occupied a large place, they retain traces of their origin not-withstar.ding 

the complete rejection and depreciation of superstitious ideas”. 

(The Social Organisation in North Fast India in Buddha's time 

pp. 229 - 30). 

26 
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declares— “the lowest born among men that trod upon the 

earth by two legs are the Chandalas.”1 

Looking at the society as a whole, we find a healthy 

development of family life with remarkable filial love and 

affection." There was joint family system dominated by 

patriarchal principle and as polygamy was not unusual, the 

position of the wife was subservient to that of the Master of 

the household. Child marriage was unknown in the society 

and normally the marriageable age of a girl was taken to be 

of sixteen years.3 The system of purdha was prevalent to a 

limited extent4 and the custom of Suttee did not exist at all. 

Widowhood was considered to be a terrible ordeal5 but 

instances of widow marriage were not rare.6 The general 

outlook of the society was that a wife is meant for progeny 

only and that a barren wife is of no use at all.7 

1. STifcl JRPf WW 

TO qt-ft fW I 

(J. IV. p. 397, G. 39) 

2. The Vessantara Jatcika presents a striking picture of filial love. 

3. ataffo 

J. I. p. 456 

TlflTfcfir . i 

J, III, P. 93 

See also DhammapadiVdhakathi, II, p. 217. 

4. Frobably only royal maidens and ladies of noble families were going 

veiled. See. V. p. 439, 

J. VI. pp. 15, 21, 31 33 167,328,493. 

5. J. VI. P 308, G. 2869-76. 

6. J. I P. 225; J. VI. p. 159. 

7. We have several instances of women praying and offering gifts to 

Qods longing for sons and daughters. See, J. VI, p, 150, <9. 694*97. 
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The Jdtakas loudly speak of the profligacy of women1 

and present unbeseeming picture of their moral depiavity. 

But instances of chaste wives and happy conjugal love are by 

no means rare.3 

Both men and women cultivated fine arts like music, 

dance and painting and gifted artists were usually 

receiving royal patronage, Vina (stringed instrument), Venu 

(flute), Bhers (wind instrument), Samkha (conch), Muraja 

(drum) and Sammatdla (cymbals) were the popular musical 

instruments and both singing and dancing were usually 

being accompanied and tuned by the instrumental music. 

Education mostly in Elementary stage was well 

looked after and villages and towns maintained Pathasalas 

(schools) for inculcation of reading, writing and arithmetic. 

Boys and girls attended such schools with slates (phalakam) 

and the children of rich people were sometimes accompanied 

by slaves who carried their slates and stylus. A slave named 

Katahaka who used to accompany his master’s son to the 

Pathasala himself came to learn writing.4 

Higher education was being imparted at some 

selected places and cities like Taksasila and Baranasi deve- 

loped as famous centres of learning. We, however, do not find 

any reference to such university centres in Kalinga and 

1. srarai m 
(Profligacy is the name of women) J. 1. p. 288 O, 60. 

(Impossible is-to know the ways of wcmen, they are cs unsteady as the 

course of fish in water), J, V. p. 94, G. 295. 

2. J. I. pp. 286*88; J. II. pp. 1 i 5-18 etc. 

3. JII, pp. 121*25. J. V. pp, £8-98. 

4. J. 1. p. 451. 
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aspirant scholars of this kingdom might be going as far as the 

University of TaksaSils to study under its world renowned 

teachers.1 2 There were a few sylvan retreats of famous sages 

like that of Sarabhanga on the GodavarF which were impart¬ 

ing religious and philosophical teachings. On the whole, 

institutions for the spread of education were existing at 

several places of the kingdom although it is now difficult to 

assess how far these were promoting the learning of the 

people by that time. 

The Jatakas reveal a trend of religious idealism 

which may be termed as ‘asceticism’ and it probably began as 

a reaction against Brahmanical ritualism. The period under 

discussion was marked by a gradual awakening of the 

questioning spirit of man and this spirit was reflected to a 

great extent in the court of the Great Janaka of M.ithila. 

Philosophers like Yajnavalkya,Uddalaka Aruni and £vetaketu, 

gave new interpretation to the ideals of life and developed a 

system of thought distinct from the conservative ideas of the 

priestly class. This gave rise to a new school of heterodoxy 

in the post Janaka period when we notice a sort of conflict 

between ideal and actual practice in the thoughtful indi¬ 

vidual, It was the time when a band of sophists or 

parivrajakas wandered about various kingdoms giving rise to a 

speculative ferment in India and they were commonly known 

as the Sramanas and Brahmanas in ancient literature. The • • 
Sramana-Brahmana period was succeeded by the period of 

Mahavlra and Buddha when India could attain a solidarity in 

thought and religion. 

1. There are innumerable refernces to the University of Tak^asilS in 
the Jfitakas. See Dines Andsrsen, Index to the JUtaka pp. 61-62. 

2. J. V. pp. 135 f. 
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The ParivrSjakas who preceded Buddha propounded 

various doctrines and had large number of followers. The 

Mahabodhi jataka1 refers to five schools of such doctrines 

viz., Ahetuvada, which denied the existence of cause; 

Issarakaranavada which ascribed the cause of every thing to a 

Supreme Being; Pubbekatavada which attributed joys and 

sorrows of life to previous actions; Ucchedavada, which 

upheld the view of complete annihilation with death, and 

Khattavijjavada which maintained the principle of self 

seeking at any cost and means. Both MahSvIra and Buddha 

had to face the protagonists of all these doctrines whom they 

strongly refuted. In Kalinga different Parivrajaka doctrines 

had strong foot-hold and Jainism and later on Buddhism 

had to clash with these ideas, some of which continue 

even today in the society. The Nikayas* reveal that 

the Vassa and the Bhanna tribes of Ukkala (Utkala) 

professed the doctrines of Ahetuvada, Akiriyavada and 

Natthikavada and denied cause action and existence. These 

doctrines are generally attributed to Purana Kassapa, 

one of the six Paribrajaka rivals of Buddha, and hence, it 

appears that Purana Kassapa1 2 3 had great influence over the 

1. J. V. pp. 278 f. 

2. Angu, N, ii p. 31; Safnyu. N. iii p. 73; Majj. N. in. p. 78. 

For commentary of Buddhaghosa see Manoratha-Purani, Siamese 

edilion, Pert ii, p. 377. 

3. PurSna Kassapa B(Purna Kssyapa).* was' a half caste, bcrn in a 

noblemans house of a girl that was a foreigner. His birth completed 

the number of 100'slaves in that*' house hold .When offered 

clothes he declined to accept thinking^that as Digambara he would be 

better respected. Clothes said he ‘are for the concealment of shame, 

shame is the result of sin, and sin, 1 have not—since I am a person of 

sanctity, who is free from evil desires”. In the then state of society 

distracted by religious difference, he gained followers and they soon 

exceeded eighty thousand - J. R. A. S. VI p. 266; 

also /. A. VIII p. 312. 
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people of Utkala during that time. It is further known 

that the above two tribes of Utkala were subsequently 

influenced by the teaching of the great Forty (Maha 

chattarisaka Sutta)1 preached at Jetavana by Buddha 

explaining the monks the meaning and importance of Right 

concentration. The two tribes then discarded the principles 

of Purana Kassapa and accepted the Buddhistic faith 

professing that the Khandhas might be divided into past, 

present, and future. The influence of Buddhism over 

Kalinga can be known from the coming of the Tooth relic 

of Buddha to the royal court of Kalinga where it was 

enshrined with great honour.2 

But Kalinga was outside the Buddhist Majjhima 

de£a—the cradle land of Buddha and Buddhism.3 Early 

Buddhist literature clearly indicates that the Buddhists 

in pre-Asokan period were concerned more with the Middle 

Country than with an outlying tract like Kalinga. Jainism, 

however, had a greater foot hold in Kalinga since it had 

penetrated into this territory in its Chaturyama form as 

early as the time of Parsvanath. King Karakandu, as 

pointed out above, was very likely a disciple of Parsva, 

and under his rule primitive Jainism must have thrived 

in Kalinga. Karakandu, as well as, Kalinga I are known 

to have abdicated the throne to lead the life of the Sravakas 

1. Majj, N. iii pp. 71-78. 

2. D'gha N. ii, p.' >67. See also Dathavamsa (Punjab Sanskrit Series). 

3. The Mahavagga of the Vinaya Pi'aka (MaMvagga i, p. 197) 

furnishes the boundaries of the Majjhima Janapada zs follows 

Kajafigalanigama on the East, the river SalUvatl (Suvarnarekhs) on the 

South-east, Satakanikamgama on the South, Thuna Bshmana gSma on 

the Wv si ar.d Usita Pabbata on the Ncrth. 
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long before the advent of Mahavlra. Unlike Buddha, 

Mahavlra visited the kingdom of Kalinga to. preach his 

reformed Panchayama doctrine and the tradition of his 

visit has been preserved in the late Jaina works like 

Harivamsa?, Ivasyakasutra and its commentary by Hari- 

bhadra1 2. The line 14 of the Hathsgumpha Inscription3 of 

Kharavela indicates that * Mahavlraswaml preached his 

sermon standing on the mount oi Kumari, (Udayagiri near 

Bhubaneswar) in Kalinga. It is also known from the 

Uttar adhy ay ana Sutra that the port of Pihunda in Kalinga 

was a place of pilgrimage for the Jainas as early as the time 

of the Venerable Mahavira and both traders and pilgrims 

were thronging there from far and wide.1 4 5 It may, therefore^ 

be said that Jainism had a considerable influence over the 

people of Kalinga by the 6th century B. G. 

But the Jatakas reveal that the mass of people during 

the period under review were following the primitive religion 

in which demi-gods like Yakkhas, Nagas, Supannas (Garudas) 

Gandhabbas, Vijjadharas, Rukkhadevatas (Tree goddess), 

Samudda devata (sea spirit) etc., were feared and 

worshipped. The Yakkhas were considered very dreadful 

with unwinking red eyes and having no shadows of theirs on 

the ground'. The Yakkhinis were believed to be ensnaring 

men by their beauty, betwitching music and magic spells and 

subsequently making them their prey6. The Naga king was 

1. Jaina Harivamsa iii, 4. 

2. Ava8yaka Sutra, pp. 2i9-20. 
3. gum fosn =3% 

(In the Kumari hill where the wheel of Victory had been well 

turned). See Appx. to Ch. VI. 

4. Uttdhya Siitra, ii. p. 6i. 

5. J. VI. p. 307. 
6. J. VI. pp, 369*70, G. 1164-71. 
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believed to be living in a luxurious palace underneath the 

water with mermen and mermaidspossessingrare beauty1 2. The 

Supannas were the enemies of the Nagas and were half birds 

and half men". Gandhabbas and Vijjadharas were believed to 

be hoverin i in the air without being visible and they were 

endowed with aesthetic and artistic virtues. The belief in the 

Tree goddess was very deep and wide spread and she was 

often worshipped by sacrificing goats, pigs, cocks, etc3. Tree 

worship was a very old religious practice and in the pre-Aryan 

Indus culture we find the Tree goddess propitiated by human 

sacrifices. 

The popular belief in the demi-gods, mentioned 

above, was so universal and deep rooted that Jainism, 

Buddhism and later Bhagavatism and Saivism had to devise 

some ways and means to honour and assimilate these popular 

gods in their respective faiths. 

Lastly, it may be pointed out that Kalinga in those 

days like other parts of India was breathing an atmosphere of 

peace and harmony. Life was gay and happy and people were 

enjoying various festivals, games and entertainments. Acrobats, 

snake-charmers, monkey-trainers, magicians^ dancers and 

musicians were wandering from village to village meting out 

plenty of mirth and amusement. Besides them, there were 

various other classes of wandering professional tramps and 

pedlars who roamed about the villages and catered for joy 

and fun of the village folk earning at the same time their own 

livelihood. 

1. J. II. p. 13, J. VI p. 191. 

2. J. I. p. 259. 

3. In Jatakcis also we find references to human sacrifices offered to the 

Tree spirit- See </. III p« 160; J, V pp, 472, 474, 433. 
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The following Gathas of the Tittira Jataka1 depict 

the experience of one such tramp in the countryside from 

which we get a true picture of the merry going people of 

Kalinga during those days :— 

As pedlar thro’ Kalinga land 

Rough roads he travelled, staff in hand; 

With acrobates he has been found, 

And harmless beast in toils has bound; 

With dicers too has often played, 

And snares for little birds he laid; 

In crowds with cudgel-sticks has fought 

And gain by measuring corn has sought; 

False to his vows in mid night fray 

Wounded, he washed the blood away, 

His hands he burned thro’ being bold, 

To snatch at food too hot to hold.3 

1. 
ft I 

ft i 

TO 

TOit | 

r^r fteqfamfci ii 

J. Ill, pp. 541-42 G. 112-13. 

2. Courtesy-Sri R. L. Mehta. 
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CHAPTER—IV 
✓ 

kalinga under the nanda rule 

Mahapadmananda 

The Janapadas of the 6th century B. C. rapidly 

declined owing to the forces of imperialism of Magadha under 

the Haryahka and Saisunaga dynasties. Great kings like 

BimbisSra and his son Ajatasatru belonging to the Haryanka- 

kula made Magadha a mighty power following the policy 

of military aggrandisement. States like Anga, Vaisali and . 

KasI were annexed to Magadha while Kosala was also 
. x ' < / 

reduced to submission. Sisunaga. who came after the end 

of the Haryahka rule, conquered Avants with Vamsa (Vatsa) 

and made Magadha a paramount power in Northern India. 

Magadha became more warlike and aggrassive when a Sudra 

popularly known as Mahapadmananda ascended the throne 

putting an end to $ai£unaga dynasty.1 He violently 

destroyed all the Ksatriya dynasties ruling by that time over 

1. MahSpadmananda also named Ugrasena was according to the 

FurSnes born of a SudrS woman and according to the Parisisaparvan 

of a courtesan by a barber. The Greek writer Q. Curtius also 

states that he was originally a poor man of the barber class and later 

on seducing the queen of Magadha'1 treacherously murdered the 

reigning monarch after which he pretended to be the guardian of the 

royal princes. He gradually put all'the .ten princes to death and 

begot through the queen eight sons who succeeded him one after the 

other. The king of Magadha who was murdered by the treachery of 

the barber and the queen was. no other than KaltSSoka (also called 

Kakavarna) the son of SisunSga, (for the account of Q. Curtius, vide 

Me Crindle. The Invasion of India by Alexander: p. 222) 
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different parts of India and the Puranas thus call him 

Sarvaksatrantaka ( the destroyer of all Ksatriyas ). The 

extirpation of the Ksatriya ruling families was not only a 

political necessity but was also the outcome of social 

vengeance of the Sudra monarch. It was by that time that 

an imperial system of a gigantic nature had been built by 

the Achaemenides over the then known world from the 

Black Sea to the Indus valley^ and the Magadhan empire 

under Mahapadmananda developed as an echo of it right 

from the Indus valley to the Eastern seas. 

It has been suggested in the previous chapter that 

king Sunanda who was probably the last of the series of 32 

Ksatriya kings of Kalinga since the Kuruksetra war was 

defeated and killed by the Sarvaksatrantka MahSpadmananda 

who occupied Kalinga.* 1 The Jaina Parisistaparvan describes 

the conquest of king Nanda’s minister the whole country down 

to the seas,2 and this seems to have referred to the occupa¬ 

tion of Kalinga which led to the extension of the Nanda 

empire upto the Eastern seas. 

R. K. Mookerji is of opinion that Mahapadmananda 

( whom he wrongly considered to be the last Nanda king ) 

occupied “the small northern part of Kalinga which formed 

part of the Nanda empire. A considerable part of Kalinga 

lay to the south and it was left to ASoka to complete the 

conquest of the whole of Kalinga from North to South.”1 

But the learned scholar who regards PurSnic tradition as his 

authority misses the fact that the PurSnas represent 

I. Pargiter, D. K. A. pp. 23*24. 

353:33^^ srrassufafSw I 
cTcT: ^SfcTC^ST^. II 

Partsi8taparvan vii, p, 81, 

1, 0. H. P. J. 1, No 2. P. 181. 
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Mah^padmananda as the first Nanda king and that they 

credit him not only as the conqueror of Kalinga but 

also of Asmaka which lay South-west of Kalinga.1 

The Hathsgumpha Inscription2 reveals that a Nanda king 

excavated an aqueduct in Kalinga not far off Tanasuli 

(Tosali ?) and Nagarl (Kalinganagari)3 which indicates 

that the heart of Kalinga was under the Nanda king who as 

shown below is no other than Mahapadmananda. There 

is no doubt, therefore, that the whole of Kalinga extending 

from the Ganges to the Godavari was occupied by the first 

Nanda king. Ray Chaudhuri4 points out that the existence 

of a town named Nau Nand Dehra ( Nander ) on the 

Godavari suggests the extension of the empire of the Nandas 

upto the Asmaka kingdom or atleast upto the Godavari. 

In the Hathsgumpha Inscription the Nanda king is 

mentioned twice in connection with his occupation of Kalinga. 

In line 6 of the Inscription it is stated that Nandaraja had 

excavated a canal which was enlarged in the 5th year of the 

reign of Kharavela who made it flow to the capital city 

(Kalinganagari) through Tanasuli (Tosall ?). And the line 

12 reveals that the Nanda king had taken away the 

Kalinga Jina from Kalinga which was brought back by 

Kharavela along with the treasure of Anga and Magadha. 

As to the identification of the ‘Nandaraja’ in the 

Hathsgumpha Inscription there is a difference of opinion among 

scholars. K. P. Jayaswal and R. D. Banerji identify13 

1. D. K. A. pp. 25*26. 

2. E. I, XX 1 i. f. See Appendix to Ch. VI. 

3. Identified with Sisupglgarh. 

4. P. H. A. I. p. 235. 

5. J. B. O. F, S. IV, 1918, P. 91 & Ibid. XIII, 1927 PP. 237 f. 

R. D. Banerji in his History of Orissa, Vol. I. p. 60 identifies him 

with MahSpadma Nanda, 

28 
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Nandaraja with Nandivardhana^ the ^aisunSga king 

mentioned in the Mahavodhivamsa, as well as, in the Puranas, 

while K.C. Panigrahi1 2 following B.M. Barua takes him as 

Asoka, the illustrious Maurya emperor. It may be said 

that Kharavela in both the places of his Inscription refers 

to the Nanda king (Nanda raja) who to all possible reasons 

belonged to the Nanda dynasty, and not to either the 

&aisunSga or the Maurya family as our learned scholars are 

inclined to believe. 

But Jayaswal and Banerji attempt identification of 

Purvananda, a legendary character in the Kathasarit 

Sagara of Somadeva and Vrhat kathamanjars of Ksemendra 

(both belonging to the 11th century A. D. ), with 

Nandi-vardhana, who in his turn is identified by them 

with the Nanda king of the Hdthsgumpha Inscription.“ But 

Purvananda in these stories is not represented as a ruler, 

although one Yogananda has been depicted as the 

re-animated corpse of a Nanda king.3 These two Nandas 

are not associated with one another and both have been 

given a fairy touch by the imagination of the story tellers. 

The attempt of identifying Purvananda with Nandivardhana 

is, therefore, far fetched and untenable. The ^aisunaga king 

Nandivardhana is a shadowy figure in Indian history and 

he is no where credited with any conquest what-so-ever. 

Thus his identification with Nandaraja, the conqueror of 

T alinga has no historical basis. 

K.C. Panigrahi identifies Nandaraja of the Haths¬ 

gumpha Inscription with Asoka, on the ground. that his 

(Asoka’s) grandfather Chandragupta Maurya is called 

‘Nandanvaya’ in the Mudraraksasa, a drama by ViSakhadatta 

1. J. A. A XIX, 1953,pP25f. 
2. J. B. 0. R. S. IV. p. 91 f. ‘ . 
3. Kcdhisarit Sagara, Edited by Durgaprasad and Parab; p. 10, 
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of the 6th century A.D., and ‘Purvanandasuta in the 

Kathasarit Sagar a of Somadeva. It may be said that 

ViSakhadatta knows Chandragupta as a scion of the Maurya 

family and he calls him as Mauryaputra1 2 (descendent of the 

Mauryas); Maurya Vrsala3 (bull among the Mauryas) and 

Mauryendu4 * (moon of the Maurya family) at several places 

in his drama.6 This cannot however; be reconciled with 

the expression ‘Nandanvaya’ which should be taken here to 

have conveyed the meaning of succession rather than of 

descendence. The fact that Chandragupta Maurya succeeded 

the last Nanda king seems to have confounded the playwright 

to refer to him as Nandanvaya.6 Further, it has been 

pointed out above that Purvananda of the Kathasarit Sagara of 

Somadeva or of Vrhat kathamanjan of Ksemendra is a character 

1. In none of the BrShmanical, Buddhistic and Jaina works, which give 

account of the ruling Nanda dynasty, Purvananda is mentioned as a 

member of the dynasty. 

2. Mudrarakgasa, Act II Verse 6. 

3. Ibid Act. Ill Verse 11. 

This verse states “NrprtimaJcaron Maurya Yrsalam' meaning that 

Chanakya made Maurya vrsala a king. The word ‘Vr?ala’has been 

explained in different ways by scholars and according to some it 

means ‘Sudra. M. Govind Pai derives the word from the Greek 

‘Basileus’ through following stages—Basila Basala-Br$ala (P. K. Oode 

commemoration volume pp. 141-50), Dr. R. K. Mookerji and Sri N. N, 

Ghose explain the word ‘Vr?ala as Vrsa (bull) among men. In the 

we find Chanakya addressing Chandragupta with 

endearing tone as Vr?ala‘ the meaning of which cannot be Sudra. 

4. Ibid Verse 12. 

we:-find a reference to the new 

sovereignty of the Mauryas in the expression — ‘ Maurya nave rajani' 

6. If the word ‘Nandfinvaya’ be taken to convey the meaning of 

descendence it may be pointed out that Vigakhadatta who belonged to 

the 6th century A. D. is the earliest writer to call Chandragupta as of 

Nanda descent. No work prior to him-BrShmamcal, Buddhist, 

Jain or Greek-represent Chandragupta as a descendent of the Nanda 

kings. 
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more legendary than historical and it would be contrary to 

sober history if Chandragupta Maurya be made identical 

with his name sake, the son of Purvananda. Ksemendra 

knows A£oka the grandson of Chandragupta as belonging 

to Maurya clan and in his Avadana Kalpalata he calls him 

a Lion of the great forest of the glorious Maurya family1 

(Saury a-Maurya-Mahavamfavanapanchanana Srsmad-Afokadevah). 

Thus, the attempt to identify the Nanda king of the 

Hath gumphd Inscription on the basis of medieval literature 

proves abortive and it is worthwhile to look to early literary 

sources for arriving at a proper conclusion. 

That Chandragupta Maurya had no family affinity 

with the Nanda king is known from the accounts of the early 

Greek writers. Plutarch, for instance, says, “Androkottas 

himself, who was then but a youth, saw Alexander himself, 

and afterwards used to declare that Alexander could easily 

have taken possession of the whole country (of the Gangaridai 

and Prasii) since the king was hated and despised by 

his subjects for the wickedness of his dispositions and the 

meanness of his origin.”2 Justine3 also speaks almost in the 

same terms representing Chandragupta as seeking the support 

of the people to oust the Nanda king who was of disreputable 

origin. It may be said that, Chandragupta, who was making 

political capital by pointing out the low birth of the Nanda 

king could not himself be a descendant of the Nanda family.4 

]. Avadana Kalpalata, story no 59. 

2. Life of Alexander, lxii, 

3. Justin, xv. 

4. In the Arthasastra Kautilya prefers an Abhijata (high born) king 

even though he is powerless, to a king of low birth but of great power 

on the ground that the people of their own accord welcome the 

former and are averse to the latter, (Kautilya s Arthasastra, VIII, 2). 

This reads like justification for preferring an humble prince like 

Chandragupta, a true born K?atriya, to the Sudra king Nanda with all 

his power and pelf. 
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On the otherhand, all our authorities, Brahmanical, 

Jaina and Buddhist, agree with the fact that Chandragupta 

was a scion of the Maurya family (Maurya putra.) The 

Vayu, Matsya and Brahmanda Puranas mention that the Maurya 

kings enjoyed the earth after the.Nandas and that Kautilya 

after ousting the Nanda family placed Chandragupta on the 

throne.1 This has been made more explicit in the MahavamSa7 

which states : 

“Afterwards the nine Nandas were king in succession; 

they too reigned for twenty two years. Then did the 

Brahmana Chanakya anoint a glorious youth, known 

by the name of Chandragupta, king as over all 

Jamvudvlpa, born of a noble clan the Moriyas; when 

filled with bitter hate he had slain the ninth (Nanda) 

Dhanananda,”2 

The Jaina Parifistaparvan makes Mahapadma the son 

of a courtesan by a barber3 but the same work declares 

Chandragupta as the son of the daughter of the Chief of 

the clan of peacock tamers (Mora posaga).* 

From these references it becomes obvious that the 

Maurya dynasty was distinct from the Nanda dynasty and 

1. Pargiter, DKA. pp. 26-27. 

2. Geiger, Mahavmsa, p. 27 

4. 

3. JTfw RTfqa 
Parisistaparvan, p.46. Text VI, PP. 231-232. 

Ibid p. 56. Text VIII, p. 229 (. The same fact is also found in 

ouknavodha of Devendraganin, a commentary on the 'UttarijjhayancC 
the first of the four Mula suttas of the Svetambara SiddhSnta. 

The Rdjatarangini (I, 102.) states that one S ah uni was the 

great grand father of A$oka-meaning the father cf Chandragupta, 
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that there was no blood relation between the two.1 It is. 

therefore, quite unhistorical to regard A£oka; the grandson of 

Chandragupta Maurya as a Nanda king. This conclusion is 

confirmed by the Junagarh Rock Inscription of the Brahamanical 

&aka ruler Mahaksatrapa Rudradaman (dated in the Saka era 

72; ie. 150 A.D.) where Chandragupta, as well as, his 

grandson ASoka are clearly mentioned as Maurya kings.2 

It becomes inexplicable as to why Kharavela would represent 

ASoka as Nandaraja when Rudradaman calls him a Maurya 

1. The fact that Chandragupta had blood relation with the Nandas, was 

first propounded by RatnagarbhS, the commentator of the Pur anas 

although none of the PurSnas hold such view. The commentator says 

that Chandragupta was the son of Nanda by a wife called Mur5, after 

whom he and his descendants were called Mauryas (Visnu Purina, 

iv, 24; Wilson IX, 187). DhundirSja, the commentator of the 

MudrarSSk$asa, who came after RatnagarbhS, made further addition to 

this tradition by saying that Chandragupta was the eldest son of 

Maurya who was the son of Nanda king SarvSrthasiddha by MurS 

daughter of Vr?ala. There is no doubt that MurS, who is conspicuous 

by her absence in the original Puranas, is a figment of imagination 

of RatnagarbhS who attempts to explain the term Maurya 

by bringing her to the picture. But the learned commentator was 

apparently lacking in grammatical knowledge. According to PSnini 

the metronymic form of MurS is Maureya and not Maurya, which is 

patronymic form of Mura (Pspini iv, I, 151). Unfortunately 

DhuPdiraja who adds further imaginative elements to the MurS 

tradition blindly accepts the derivation of RatnagarbhS. Further, 

according to Visnu Purana (iv, 10, 12), and Kauplyas Artkasastra 

(iii 7), the son takes the caste of the father, born of conjugal wedlock 

or not. Hence the tradition that Chandragupta was born of MurS by 

the Nanda king is a later fabrica ion and is completely untenable. 

2. TO: 
fit l 

LI. 8-9, Junagarh Rock Inscription, E. /., VIII, pp. 42 f. 
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king. That Kharavela knew of the Mauryas as distinct from 

the Nandas, is clearly revealed by his Hdthsgurhphd Inscription. 

The line 16 of the Inscription states that ‘Kharavela revived 

the Tauryatrika with its sixty four branches that had been 

suspended in the time of the Mauryas.’1 Evidently, 

Nandaraja of the Hathsgumpha Inscription is not a Maurya king 

and he cannot be taken as Asoka. 

History knows only of one Nanda ruling dynasty, in 

which nine kings including Mahapadmananda2 flourished. 

The Puranas3, Jaina works4, and the Ceylonese chronicle5 

1. See Appendix to Ch. VI Line 16. 

Dr. D, C. Sircar is inclined to read 'Muriyakala of the Inscription as 

‘Mukhiyaknld. In that case the word ‘ Vochhinam which follows 

Mukhiya kata bears no meaning. The reading Muriyakala is quite 

legible in the inscription and for further discussion on this see Infra 

Chapter VI. 

2. According to the PurSnic tradition Mahipadmananda was the father 

cf eight Nanda kings who succeeded him, where as, Buddhist 

tradition as recorded in the Mahavaihta makes Ugrasena (same as 

MahSpadma'' the eldest brother of the eight succeeding Nanda kings. 

3. garagt 

Kffawrfsa 11 
(Matsya, Vayu awd Brahminda) D. K. A, pp. 25 and 26. 

4. JPUfopWII 

— Jacobi’s Parisi^taparvan, App. p. 2. 

a I 
Kalpasuvodhiki viii, 58. Also see Abhidhina Eijtndra IV. 

Thulabhadra. 
5. MahZvamfa, Geiger, p. 27. Mah&vodhivarnsa, p. 98. 
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are unanimous in the fact that nine Nanda kings ruled in the 

dynasty of the Nandas, Nandaraja of the Hathsgurhpha 

Inscription must be taken to be one of the Nanda kings of this 

historical dynasty. According to the Pur anas Mahapadma, the 

destroyer of all the Ksatriyas, occupied Kalinga after 

annihilating the ruling Ksatriya dynasty and thus there 

cannot be any reasonable doubt in the identification of 

Mahapadmanananda. the conqueror of Kalinga, with 

Nandaraja mentioned in the inscription of Kharavela. 

According to Barua, the statement of Asoka in the 

R.E. XIII, implies that ‘Asoka was the first among Indian 

Kings reigning after Buddha’s demise to conquer the thereto¬ 

fore unconquered land of the Kalingas (Avijitahi Vijiyamane) 

and annexed the same to his own kingdom.”1 But, that 

Kalinga was conquered by Mahapadma before ASoka is 

clearly indicated by the Puranas. It has been pointed out in 

the previous chapter that Kalinga once formed a part of the 

Dandaka empire and later one had also to sustain a defeat 

at the hands of Aruna; the king of Assaka. Thus Kalinga, had 

been defeated on various occasions before Asoka, and the 

expression ‘Avijita’ in the Rock edict cannot therefore be 

taken to be meaning ‘theretofore unconquered’. The 

word ‘Avijita’ or ‘unconquered’ may be judged in the 

analogy of the claims of some later rulers. Samudra- 

gupta, for example^ declared that, he conquered several 

kings who were never conquered before. If, however, a literal 

meaning is to be sought for, the word ‘Avijita’ may be said 

to denote the fact that Kalinga was unconquered by the 

ancestors of Asoka—his father Bindusara and grand-father 

Chandragupta. 

1. Old Brahrni Inscriptions p. 279. 
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Date of Mahapadmananda. 

According to the puranas Mahapadmananda was fol¬ 

lowed by his eight sons, who ruled for a period of twelve years 

after which Chandragupta Maurya occupied the throne of 

Magadha by defeating and slaying the last Nanda king. The 

accession of Chandragupta Maurya may be ascribed to 322 

B. C. on the basis of the two partition treaties of the generals 

of Alexander the Great.1 2 Immediately after the death of 

Alexander in 323 B. C. his empire was divided among his 

generals, who signed the first partition treaty at Babylon, and 

in that treaty, ‘India to the East of the river Indus’ was men¬ 

tioned as part and parcel of the Macedonian empire. But 

the signatories of the treaty of Babylon could not remain 

satisfied with the new arrangements and so a second partition 

treaty was made at Triparidesus in 321 B. C. Significantly 

enough, in this second treaty ‘India to the East of the Indus’ 

was not mentioned as part of the empire^ and thus that terri¬ 

tory had been liberated in between 323 B. C. and 321 B. C. 

Chandragupta Maurya who happened to be the leader of the 

liberation movement3 succeeded in driving out the Greeks 

to the West of the Indus and in defeating the Nanda king dur¬ 

ing the period intervening the two partition treaties. The 

year 322 B. 0. may, therefore, be regarded as the date of his 

accession to the throne of Magadha. 

The eight sons of Mahapadmananda ruled for a 

period of twelve years only, in between the death of Maha- 

padma and the accession of Chandragupta. So Mahapadma- 

1. Traditional accounts of Chandragupts war against the last Nanda 

king are found in Milinda paiiho (S. B. E. XXxVI p. 147), the 

Puranas (D, K. A. p. 26), Mudraraksasa (II), Parisis'apanwi (VIII). 
2. C. H. I. (Indian Reprint, 1955), pp. 382-386. 

3. R. K. Mukherjee, Chandragupta Maurya & his times. 2nd Ed. 

1952, pp. 31 f. 

29 
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nanda may be taken to have breathed his last in 334 B. C. 

(B. C. 322-f-12 years). There is, however, a difference of 

opinion among the Puranas regarding the duration of the 

rule of Mahapadma. The Matsya and the Brahmanda Puranas 

state that he ruled for a period of 88 years;1 but according to 

the Vayu Puranas, his rule lasted only for 28 years2, 

Ray chaudhuri aptly argues that, the figure 88 (.Astasiti) is 

probably a mistake for 28 (Astavimsati).3 According to 

Taranath4, Nanda (Mahapadmananda) ruled for a period of 

29 years. The Vayu version of 28 years seems to be not far 

away from truth and it may be pointed out that although 

some of the later Puranas, like Bhavisya and Visnu attribute 100 

years to all the nine Nanda kings5, the earlier Puranas, like 

the Matsya, Vayu and Brahmanda, are silent about the total 

duration of their rule. 

The Greek and the Jaina writers maintain that' 

Mahapadmananda came to the throne when he was sufficiently 

matured in age, and that, before assuming royalty he acted 

as the guardian of the ten sons of Kakavarni Kalasoka, 

the last Saisunaga King.6 Having put the young princes to 

death, one after the other; he subsequently usurped 

the throne of Magadha, and as such, his rule for a long 

period of 88 years appears quite improbable. The only 

reasonable view, therefore, is to accept the Vayu version of the 

Puranic tradition and to allot a period of 28 years to his reign; 

in this consideration, Mahapadmananda reigned from 

362 B. 0.(28+12 + 322 BG) to 334 B.C. (12 years+-322 B.0.)o 

1. D. K, A. p. 25. 
2. Ibid. 

3. P. H. A. I. p. 236. 
4. /. A. 1875, p. 362. 
5. B. A. p. 26. 
6. Me. Crindle’s Invasion of India by Alexander, p. 232. 

also Parisisjcipanan, vi pp- 251-232. 
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Rule of MuhSpadmanaRda. 

MahSpadmananda, who is also known as Ugrasena 

in the Ceylonese Chronicles, conquered large number of 

kingdoms in North and South of India. According to the 

Puranic tradition, he occupied the kingdoms of the Iksva- 

kus (of Ayodhya) Panchalas, Kasis, Haihayas, Kalingas, 

Asmzkas (Assakas), Kurus, Maithilas, Surasenas, Vitihotras; 

etc.1 Some medieval inscriptions reveal that the Kuntala 

country ( Northern Mysore ) also formed a part of 

Mahapadma’s empire.2 Thus the all conquering Maha 

padma was successful in unifyiny the major portion of India 

under his Sceptre and his empire extended from the river Beas 

in the North-west upto Northern Mysore.3 The Nanda king 

after ascending the throne of Magadha must have devoted to 

the conquest and consolidation of the territories of Northern 

India before leading his campaign towards the South. 

Territories like Asska and Kalinga were very likely conquered 

by him towards the later pirt of his imperial career, 
about 350 B.C, 

After conquering Kalinga Mahapadmananda is 
known to have taken away to Magadha the image of Kalinga 

Jina as a trophy of his victory4. "K, P. Jayaswal and R. D. 

Baneiji^ identify the Jina of Kalinga with the 10th 

Tirthankara SitalanStha, who according to the Jaina 

tradition was born at Bhadalpura, identfied with Bhadra- 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

D. K. A.-pp. 23-24. 
Rice. Mysore & Coorg from the Inscriptions, p. 3. 

The R.ver Be.-s formed the North-western boundary of the Nanda 

empire and Alexander conquered upto that limit. 

Curtius ix, 2, See also 

Arrian v, 25 - Me Crindle’s 
Invasion of India by A lexader, pp. 121-122. 
E. I. XX, pp. li f. 
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chalam or Bhadrapuraih, a place at prcsnt situated in the 

Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh. But this identification 

is highly doubtful as the conception regarding the traditional 

twenty four Tirthankaras cannot be said to be as old as the 

time of Mahapadmananda. But Rsabhanatha, Neminatha, 

Parsvanatha, and Mahavira were certainly not unkown in 

India in ancient period and sculptural representation of 

these Jinas are found in the early caves of Udayagiri and 

Khandagiri. Images of these four Jinas belonging to the early 

Christian centuries have also been unearthed in the Mathura 

region. In the Kalpa-sutra, attributed to Bhadravahu, the 

Jaina pontiff of the 4th century B. C., the accounts of 

these four Jinas are given ceremoniously while those of 

the other twenty are less elaborate, a fact which suggests later 

interpolation. It thus becomes evident that the four Jinas 

mentioned above were the earliest known Tirthankaras in 

India and that the number swelled to twentyfour by addition 

of twenty more Jinas in subsequent time. It is, however, not 

possible to say as to who among these early four Jinas was 

known as Kalinga Jina, but in view of the great influence 

of Rsabhanatha in the religious tradition of Kalinga since 

Kharavela, it may reasonably be suggested that it was Jina 

Rsabha who was revered as Kalinga Jina in ancient time.- 

The people of Kalinga must have been wounded at 

heart by the defeat and death of their Ksatriya king at the 

1. LA. II, p. 136. 
2. It may be pointed out that in the Cliulla Kalinga Jdtaka the national 

god of Kalifiga is said to have been represented by a white bull the 

symbol of R§abha deva. 

In this connection it may be said that the first Jina K$abhan5tha is 

revered at Satrunjaya as Satrufijaya Jina; at Abu as Arbuda Jina and 

at Dhulew as Dhulew Jina. In view of this it would not be 

unreasonable to suggest that R?abhan8tha was regarded as Kaliftga 

Jina in Kalifiga in early time. For further suggestion, see infra- 

Chapter VI. 
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hands of the Sudra monarch of Magadha who forcibly 

carried away the Jina image—which was probably the symbol 

of their national glory —as a trophy of his triumph. The 

Nanda king, on the other hand, tried to pacify the people 

by under taking works of public welfare, and his greatest 

achievement in Kalinga was the excavation of an aqueduct 

in order to avert the natural calamities like drought and 

famine which were not infrequently occuring in that 

territory.1 This is the first recorded evidence of the attempt 

of canal irrigation in Kalinga and this bold project must 

have been undertaken by the Nanda king after full 

consolidation of his rule in that territory. The work may, 

however, be said to have completed before 334 B.G. the 

year of his death. 

K. C. Panigrahi^ who is inclined to identify the 

Nanda king with Asoka, observes that “There is no evidence 

to show that Nanda king of whom Mahapadmananda was 

the most prominent ever under took the construction of 

irrigation works for the benefit of their subjects; on the 

other hand we have it on the authority of the Puranas and 

the Greek sources that they were greedy^ opperssive and 

most unpopular among their subjects.”'2 It my be pointed 

out that the Greek writers and the Puranas have no where 

leferred to Mahapadmananda as greedy and oppressive. They, 

however, speak of the last Nanda king as unpopular among 

the subjects because of his low origin and wicked dispositions. 

On the other hand, Manjusrs Mulakalpa represents king Nanda 

1. Ths Kurudhamma Jdtaka ( J. II, 367 f), as well as the Vessctntara 

Jdtakci ( «7. VI. 387 f ) bear'testimony to the droughts and famines of 

Kalinga in the past. 

2. J, A. S. XIX, No. I, p. 26* 
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(Mahapadma)1 2 as a virtuous and wise ruler and states that he 

was indiscriminately patronising both the Brahmins and the 

Buddhists. Thus, there is no reason to suppose that Maha- 

padmanada was greedy and oppressive and that he did not 

undertake public works for the benefit of his subjects. 

After Mahapadma, his eight sons succeeded one 

after the other and ruled the empire for a period of twelve 

years." According to the Mahavodhi vamsa these eight rulers 

were Panduka, Pandugati, Bhutapala, Rastrapala, Govi- 

sanaka, Dasasiddhaka, Kaivarta and Dhana.3 The last king 

is known as Agrammes or Xandrames in the work of the 

classical Greek writers. Very little is, however, known 

about the activities of the Nanda kings who followed 

Mahapadma and their short lived reign indicates that 

serious trouble had already set in after the demise 

of the Great Nanda. The Greek sources reveal that 

Agrammes the last Nanda king was a man of worthless 

character and was “detested and held cheap by his subjects’.4 

He is described by them as the king of Prasii and Gangaridai, 

which indicates that his empire in the East extended atleast 

upto the Ganges’ mouth.5 It may be pointed out that 

Gangaridai did not mean the entire Kalinga stretching from 

the Ganges to the Godavari, and we know from the 

authority of Pliny that it comprised only the Northern 

1. King Nanda of Manjusri Middkdlpa is identified with Mahapadma on 

the ground that the Mfdakalpa corroborating the ceylonese chronicle 

and the Puranas states that Nanda acted as the minister of the 
successors of ViSoka (K§lasoka). 

2. Pargiter, D. K. A. p. 26. 

3. Ray Chaudhuri, P. II. A. /. p. 236. 

4. Me. Crindle. Invasion of India hij Alexander, p. 222 

5. Me. Crindle, Ancient India, p. 136. 
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part of Kalinga.1 Evidently, the heart of Kalinga had 

already seceded from the Nanda domination during the 

troublous period following the death of Mahapadmananda, 

and the Nanda kings remained contented with their 

suzerainty over the Gangaridai portion. By the time when 

Chandragupta and Kautilya raised the standard of rebellion 

against the infamous Nanda king, Gangaridai ( North 

Kalignga ) also slipped off the Magadhan empire and 

Kalinga became a compact and extensive territory. Thus 

synchroneous with the rising power of the Mauryas in 

Magadha, Kalinga resumed her national integrity and 

rapidly developed as a powerful state. 

The Nanda rule in Kalinga was very short and it 

lasted only about a quarter of a century (cir, 350-325 B C.). 

But during this period Kalinga could become materially pros¬ 

perous because of various development works undertaken by 

the Nanda kings. The excavation of canals for the purpose 

of irri ation during the rule of Mahapadmananda has already 

been referred to, and this must have resulted in , ood agricul¬ 

ture and we find this canal system renovated and extended 

during the rule of K'naravela obviously for the same purpose. 

The Nanda kings encouraged trade and commerce through¬ 

out the empire and their economic policy not only made the 

country prosperous but also greatly swelled the imperial 

exchequer. The grammarian Panini, who is ascribed to this 

peiiod, refeis to a particular kind of weight and measure1 

introduced by the Nanda kinjs to regulate trade. Panini also 

• See Supra N* Curtius clearly indicates that the people of 

Gangaridai were a distinct nation from the people of Prasii- 

Curtius ix, 2. Me. Crmdle, Invasion of India by Alexander pp. 221-222, 

2. SHIR 
Astzdhyayh ii, 4, 21. 
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refers to the flourishing trade of the Taitila Janapada1 which 

was very likely a part of Kalinga.2 V. S. Agrawala3 is inclined 

to believe that the Taitila territory was probably the 

modern TitilSgarh region of Orissa. The Astadhyays reveals 

that this territory was very famous for the trade of Kadru 

which was some tawny coloured material—probably a type of 

cotton fabric of that colour4. Panini’s reference to the flouri¬ 

shing trade of Kalinga has been corroborated by the finds of 

Punch marked silver coins, some of which are datable to the 

pre-Mauryan period. These coins testify to a great extent 

the economic prosperity of Kalinga under the Nanda rule and 

the fact that a hoard of these have been found at Sonepur5, 

in the present Bolangir district, indicates that the Western 

part of modern Orissa, where TitilSgarh is also located, was 

famous for trade during that period. The coins of the Sone¬ 

pur hoard bear on the obverse a group of four symbols re¬ 

sembling closely that of the Bijnor hoard described by 

Durgaprasad6 and also those of the Paila hoard examined by 

Walsh.7 The Sonepur coins, however, are of 12 rati standard 

while the Bijnor and Paila coins are respectively of 24 and 

25 rati standard So if the Bijnor and Paila specimens are to 

be taken as the Karsapana coins, the Sonepur varieties may 

!. Ibid. vi. 2. 42. 

2. According to later Lexicons - Nanarthirnava ii p. 891 and Vaijayanti, 

p. 37, Verse. 26.-the Taitila Janapada was synonymous with Kalinga. 

3. India as known to Panini, p. 61; Ibid p. 440. 

4. Dr. V. S. Agrawala thinks that Taitila Kadru was probably 

rhinoceros hides from Taitila, modern TitilSgarh. 

5. O.H.R.J.,I,pP. 123-26 

6- J. N. S. I. I, pp. 1-4. 

7. J. N, S. I. II. pp. 15-29. 
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be regarded as the Ardha Karsapana ones of the period1. The 

Sonepur-Titilagarh region* appears to have been connected 

with towns like Dantapura and Pithunda in the coastal region 

of Kalinga on the one hand; and Kaussmbi and KasI in 

ancient Kosala on the other hand. Thus, Kalinga in the 

4th century B. G. was associated with the economic and 

political life of Northern India and she was very likely 

materially benefitted by the imperial system organised by 

Mahapadmananda. 

4. There are eTso specimens of Arddhyardha Punch marked coins of the 

period. For illustrations vide. J. N> S. /. III. pp-5l*52. 
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CHAPTER—V 

KALINGA under the maurya rule 

A$oka 

The Maurya empiie founded by Chandragupta was 

mightier and more extensive than the empire of the Nandas. 

Chandragupta not only obtained the empire built by 

Mahapadma; but also the Indian portion of Alexander’s 

empire. Ray Chaudhuri rightly observes^ “if Ugrasena 

Mahapadma was the precursor of Chandragupta Maurya in 

the East, Alexander was the forerunner of that emperor in 

the North-west.”1 Further^ Chandragupta could also secure 

a portion of the Syrian emire of Seleucus and extended 

his dominion upto the foot of the Hindukush in the North¬ 
west.2 

But. although, Chandragupta could build such a 

mighty imperial structure, from Hindukush to Mysore, 

embracing roughly the Chakravarts Ksetra depicted in the 

Arthafastral Kalin including the Gangaridai portion 

remained out side this empire and thrived as an independent 

and powerful state. The rapid growth of Magadha in 

extent and power must have stimulated Kalinga to consolidate 

her newly earned political freedom and to prepare herself 

against any imperial aggression. Kalinga, then appears to 

have organised her trade economy on a sound footing by 

vigorous maritime activities. That, the people of Kalinga 

b P. H. A. p, 263. 

2. Strabo, Geographj. trans. by H. L. Jone*, (XV. 2* 9) p. M3. 
3. ArthaASilra ix, 1 
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had already established their colonics in Burma, is know from 

the Burmese tradition and Okkalaba at the Irrawaddy 

delta was one of these ancient colonies.1 Gerini in his 

Researches on Ptolemy’s Geogrophy, has also pointed out 

that “The mighty people of Kalinga had established an 

empire in Burma long before Asoka led his victorious 

soldiers into Kalinga.”2 The early over-seas trade of Kalinga 

is also pointed out in the Jaina Uttar adhy ay ana Sutra3 

which refers to Pihunda as a flourishing port where 

merchants from distant lands used to flock together for 

business. The Mahavamsa also speaks of the famous port 

of Tamralipti, wherefrom Therl Samghamitta sailed to 

Ceylon with the sappling of the Bo-tree accompanied by a 

large retinue.4 5 These references indicate that Kalinga had 

an intimate maritime relations with distant over-seas 

countries like Ceylon and Burma by the third century B. C.J 

The commercial prosperity of Kalinga known from 

the finds of early Punch marked coins, as well as, from 

her maritime relation, must have greatly strengthened her 

political power and stability. Her invincible elephant 

1. For the Burmese tradition vide Lt. Colonel A. P. Fhyre, J. A. S. B.} 

1859-pp. 473-76. 

2. Gerini, pp. 119-139. 

3. Uttar adhy ayana Sutra xxi, 1-4. 

4. Mahatiamsa xi, pp. 20-23; 

and x. pp. 38-39; 

also xix pp. 5-6. 

5. Prof. R. D. Bane disbelieves, on traditional evidences, that "Kahflga 

had built up a great cver-seas empire and spread her colonies as far 

as the Philippine Islands/in the East and far scuth into the islands of 

Indian Archipelago” (.History of Orissa I, pp. 62). It may be 

pointed out that the Kaliflga people who were the pioneer colonists, 

are regarded even today, by the natives of Indonesia and Oceania 

with awe and wonder as people from the Sky who civilised them and 

t: ught them the ru’imenti of culture (Ibid-p. 108); 
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corps which was dreaded by the neighbouring nations 

because of its over-whelming number has been referred to 

by the Greek writer Diodorus1 2, while Kautilya3 admires 

the elephants of Kalinga, as the best of their types in India. 

That Kalinga by that time had possessed a vast army to 

defend her independence against any impending aggression, 

is clearly known from the colossal nature of the Kalinga 

war of Asoka. 

Kalinga with her political, economic and military 

power, was naturally regarded as a potential danger for 

the growing Msgadhan empire^ but Chandragupta, who 

could subdue almost the whole of India did not go to risk 

a war with her. Even during the reign of Bindusara, who 

according to Lama Taranath suppressed the revolts 

organised by the nobles and kings of sixteen territories of 

India3 and assumed the epithet of ‘Slayer of Foes'4 

(Amitrachates or Amitraghata), Magadha did not entertain 

the idea of lighting with Kalinga. Evidently in the days 

of Chandragupta Maurya the newly founded empire 

demanded greater attention for internal consolidation and 

during the rule of Bindusara the internal revolts made the 

monarch busy in pacifying the troubles. The Mauryas 

1. Diodorus states “The Gangaridai possesses a vast force of the 

largest size elephants. Owing to this, their country has never been 

conquered by any .foreign king, for all other nations dread the 

over-whelming numbr and strength of these animals.” For the strength 

of Gangaridai See Me Ciindle’s Megasthenes, pp. 33 f. 

2. Arthasastra, II, 2. 

3* See J. B, 0. R. S. II pp. 79 f. 

Chfinakya says TSranSth, “one of his (BindusSra’s) great lords 

procured the destruction of the nobles and kings of sixteen towns and 

made the king master of all the territory between Eastern end 
Western Seas”. 

4. Dr. J. Charpentier, Le Monde Oriental quoted in Calcutta Review-May, 

June, 1926, p, 399. 
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had to wait upto the eighth year of the reign of ASoka to 

cross swords with Kalinga. 

THE KALINGA WAR 

Its causes 

As hinted above, a sort of cold war was going on 

between Kalinga and Magadha during the reigns of 

Chandragupta and Bindusara, as well as, in the early 

years of A£oka*s rule. The Kalinga-Magadha war was 

inevitable in the lone of history. The imperialism of 

Magadha, which had started with the conquest of Anga 

by BimbisSra about the middle of the sixth century B.G., 

became a gigantic force after Bindusara, and it could not 

stop before rounding up the empire by eng ulfing Kalinga. 

Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar1 observes, that Kalinga was “a, sort 

of wedge driven into the body-politic and might at any 

time conspire with the foreign Choda kingdoms which 

were to the south.” ASoka’s empire had surrounded 

Kalinga in North, West and South and from the stand point 

of strategy and military cansideration a poweiful Kalinga 

could not be a matter of indifference to the Magadhan 

monarch. The consolidated strength of Kalinga was 

thus threatening the very foundation of the Maurya imperial 

structure. 

Besides these political considerations impoitant 

economic and commercial factors were underlying the 

rivalry between Kalinga and Magadha. Kalin^a; practically 

monopolised the over-seas trade in the Indian ocean2 and 

trade in the Mediterranean World was then controlled by the 

enterprisers of Carthage,3 while the Red sea and the Persian 

1. Asoka, 1955, p. ^3. 

? R. D. Banerja Histroy of Orissa I, ch. VII, 
3* jh. Cambridge Ancient History, VII PP. 665-66, 
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Gulf regions were under the control of the then powerful Arab 

tribes.1 No doubt, the Mauryas had intimate relations with the 

contemporary Hellenistic powers in the West, but their 

foreign relations appear to be more of social3 and cultural 

than of commercial nature. It may also be pointed out that 

the Mauryas by that time had not built up a naval power 

and the Navadhyaksa or the Superintendent of Shipping 

mentioned by Kautilya was in charge of policing the rivers, 

lakes and the sea-shores, rather than organising the ships for 

maritime enterprises.3 The aversion of Kautilya4 for trade 

in the mid-ocean (Samyanapatha) and his preference for trade 

along the coast (Kulapatha) amply suggests that the Mauryas 

were lagging behind in over-seas trade. Moreover, important 

trade routes from the Gangetic valley to the Deccan and 

further South passed through Kalinga and the control of these 

routes was perhaps considered essential for the interest of 

Magadha. Thus the growing Magadha empire inspite of its 

foreign associations and internal resources was confronted 

with commercial crisis. It was probably rightly apprehended 

that the continued existence of a flourishing Kalinga with her 

thriving trade might adversely affect the economy of the 

Maurya empire. Under these circumstances war with 
Kalinga was a pressing necessity for Asoka. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic History of the Hellenistic 
ITorld, p. 457. 

On tKe auth°rity of Appian wh° refers to a matrimonial relationship 

UWoa) between Seleucus and Androcottus. Dr. Tam suggests that 

indusSra married a Seleucid princess and that ASoka was a Seleucid 

on the distaff srde. Matrimonial relations were an important factor' 

^rtAof*fra7liT28!,rSe bCtWeen ^ Mauryan anci Syian empires. 

1K-Mookeriee'3 
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The fact that some economic factors underlie the 

Kalinga war seems to have been suggested by Lama Taranath 

as well. The Tibetan author1 states that the Nagas 

(spirits of the sea) stole away the jewels from Asoka, at 

which the emperor became angry and conquered the territory 

of the Nagas. Eggermont2 is inclined to identify the Nagas 

with the seafaring people of Kalinga and the conquest of their 

territory is explained by this scholar as the conquest of 

Kalinga. Taranath further states that Asoka conquered the 

Nagas after gaining sufficient merit, which according to 

Eggermont, means his conversion to Buddhism. But the 

conversion of Asoka, as discussed below, did not ante-date 

the Kalinga war, nor did the war with the Nagas lead to 

the conquest of the entire Jambudvlpa as the Lama is 

inclined to believe. 

A strange anecdote regarding the cause of the 

Kalinga war of Asoka is prevalent in Orissa particularly 

among the fishermen class of the Eastern coast.3 According 

to this, Asoka invaded Kalinga being infatuated by the 

beauty of Karuvaki the fianede of the crown prince of 

Kalinga. After his victorry, Asoka was converted to 

Buddhism as Karuvaki desired that she should marry only 

to her coreligionist. That Kaluvaki, the mother of Tivara, 

was the second queen of Asoka, is known to us from the 

Queen’s Edict 4 in which the emperor orders the Mahamatras 

to give wide publicity to the religious endowments made 

by Kaluvaki. But nothing is known about the early life of 

this queen from the edicts of Asoka and the Buddhist 

1. TSrSnSth, Geschichte, VI. pp 31-33. 

2. Chronology of the Reign of Asoka Moriya, p. 88, 

3. Vide K. Ko Mahtrb, H.story of Orissa, Vcl. I, p. 20. 

4. Senart. /. A. VIII, pp 308-f. Hultzsch. C. I. /. Vol. I pp. 158 f. 
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literature is entirely silent about her. This episode may 

therefore, be regarded as legendary and not historical. 

ISse War. 

Asoka succeeded his father Bindusara in 273 B. C., 

but due to some internal troubles his coronation was 

delayed by four years.1 It was, therefore, from 269 B. C. 

that Asoka set himself to the task ef organising his military 

resources as a preparation for the impending war. The 

army of 6,00,000, men 9,000 elephants, 30,000 cavalry and 

8,000 war chariots with which Chandragupta ‘over-ran and 

subdued the whole of India51, was further augmented and 

better equipped, and it consisted not only of the recruits 

from the Prachya (Prasii), Uttarapatha, Avantlratha and 

Suvarnagiri (Daksinapatha) but also of the mercenaries from 
Syria and Bactria.3 

The long expected war against Kalinga took place 

in 261 B. eight years after the coronation of Asoka.4 

The Maurya monarch personally led the vast Magadhan 

army which appears to have invaded Kalinga from three 

?. 

3. 

4. 

According to Buddhist tradition recorded in the Livy Jvadlna and the 

Ceylonese Chronicle (Geigers MaMvamsa p.28) the consecration was 

delayed by four years due to fratricidal war. Dr. Jayswal suggests 
it seems that m those days tor obtaining royal abluseka the ege of 25 

was a condition precedent. This seems to explain why Ascka was 

net crowned for 3 or 4 years aft. r accession”. (J". B. 0. R. S. 9:7 
p. 4^8.) 

Plutarch’s Life of Alexander, lxii. 

According to TSrSnath Ajoica subdued the South of the Vindhv-S 

by the aid of an army of Yak*a mercenaries. Vassil.ev «t 

the name Yah?a with the Yuehchi and suggests th t ,1 
Bactrian Greeks. (/. A. IV p 102 note . X 
R. E. XIII. Kultsh, C. 1.1., 1. p. 66. See Appendix, A. 
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directions, North, West and South and Kalinga offered a 

gallant defence against this imperial aggression. 

The Buddhist literature which is so eloquent 

regarding Asoka, remains completely silent about his 

Kalinga war. Lama Taranath, only makes an indirect 

reference to it and remains satisfied by stating that Asoka 

subdued the South of the Vindhyas by the aid of an army of 

Yaksa mercenaries. Asoka, himself describes the colossal 

nature of the war in his R. E. XIII, and although in his 

account he gives a vivid picture of the consequence and after¬ 

effects of the war he speaks nothing about the plans of the 

campaigns, the courses of the fight, the number of engage¬ 

ments, as well as, the fate of the Royal house of Kalinga. 

The horrors and miseries of the war, particularly the 

casualities suffered by the army and people of Kalinga, have 

been presented as a painful reminiscence in the R. E. XIII. 

It reveals that in the war as many as 150,000 were taken 

captives, 100,000 were slain and as many as that number 

died of injuries and pestilence in the aftermath of the war.1 

This clearly indicates the formidable force of Kalinga which 

was in readiness to oppose the Magadhan invasion with all its 

prowess and with what ever sacrifices demanded by the war. 

The R. E. XIII indicates that the war brought misery and 

disaster not only to those who took arms in it, but also to a 

large number of civil population including the Brahmanas, 

Sramanas, other religious communities and the householders 

among whom were many Buddhist laities. Reflecting upon 

the bloody war and its after effects, Asoka expresses his mind 

in this edict in the following words; “In conquering, indeed, 

an unconquered country, the slaying, death and deporting 

that occur there, are considered extremely painful and serious 

1, Sae App nchx A. 
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by the Devanampriya• Even more serious than this is that, those 

who live there whether the Brahmans or the Sramanas or 

other sects or house holders etc.to them occurs injury or 

death or deportation of the beloved ones. And also to the 

people wh) are fortunate to have esc ped, and whose 

affection is undiminished ( by the brutalising effect of 

war ), occur the injury, as their friends, acquaintances 

companions and relatives also suffer from the same 

misfortune. This is shared by all men and is considered very 

deplorable by the Devanampriya"1. He further declares, “even 

the hundredth part or the thousandth part of all those people 

who were slain, who died and who were deported at that time 

in Kalinga, would now be considered very deplorable by 

Devanampriya"2 Obviously, Asoka was deeply moved not so 

much by the political discomfiture of Kalinga, but by her 

cultural disaster, and he was pained at heart not for the 

casualties of the fighting class, but for the suffering of the 

civil population. The account of this edict, being a literal 

record of history, presents an awful truth, which, appears like 

a tale of the epic. The havoc and bloodshed of the war 

brought about a great transformation in the mind of Asoka, 

the results of which were, far-reaching and significant. 

Its efects 

The Kalinga war, thus brought about intense 
feelings of remorse in the mind of Asoka and it was 

responsible in drawing his life towards Buddhism (Dhamma 

or Saddhamma).3 He explicitly declares, “after that (Kalinga 

war), with the: recent acquisition of Kalinga, there commenced 

in the mind of Devanampriya ardent desire for the practice of 

1. See Appenix A, R. E. XIII. 
2. Ibid. 

3. That A$oka calls Buddhism 

his Bhdbru Edict. Hultxch. 
as Dhamma cr Saddhamma, is knwon from 

C-1-1; I pp. 127 f. 
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Dhamma, intense love for Dhamma and longing for 

inculcation ol Dhamma.”1 2 This self-revealation clearly 

indicates that his conversion to Buddhism was the direct 

outcome of the Kalinga war, and this fact can also be 

corroborated by other internal evidences of his edicts. The 

R. E VIII records that the Fiyadasi emperor made a 

pilgrimage to Sarhbodhi,'3 (the place of Enlightenment of the 

Buddha) in the 10th year of his consecration. This indicates 

that Asoka was already a Buddhist by the 10th year of his 

reign (counted from the date of his coronation). The M. R. 

Edicts which are considered to be the earliest of all the 

proclamations of Asoka- and were published twelve years after 

his coronation,4 contain almost the exact year of his 

conversion. It is known from these edicts that they were 

issued ‘two and half years and somewhat more’ after he had 

been a Buddhist Upasaka and ‘a year and somewhat more’ 

1. See Appendix A, (R. E. Xlli) 

2. Hultzsch. C. I. I* I, p. 14, 

3. The Minor Rock Edicts have been discovered at Sahasr^m (SaK bad 

District, Bihar) Rupnath (Jubbulpore Dt. M. P.) Bairat (Jaipur Dist. 

Rajasthan), M§ski (Raichur Dt Andhra*, Yerraguddi (Karnul Dist. 

Andhra) and at Siddhapura, Yetinga Rsmegvara and Brahmagiri 

(Chitaldrug Dt. Mysore). 

The M, R Edicts, specially the Rupnath and the Sahasrarn 

Edicts are considered the earliest or all the Aiokan inscriptions for 

two reasons. 

(a ) They speak of inscripions on rocks and pillars as a task whicn 

it was intended to carry cut and not as a fait accompli (Senart t. A. 

XX, p. 236), 

(b) These two as well as, the three Mysore records contain tiie 

first elements of Anoka’s Dhamma, which we find more fully 

developed in his Rock and Pillar edicts (Hultzsch CII, I pp. xliv). 

P. E. VI (Rampurv > Ver^io .) 
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after he had approached the Sarhgka.1 This faithful calcul Aion 

reveals that he embraced Buddhism about four years 

before the promulgation of the Minot Rock Edicts i. e. in 

the eighth year (expired) of his reign and as such 

immediately after the Kalinga war. 

Thus the immediate effect of the war on the life of 

Asoka was his transformation from the life of Chandasoka 

to that of Dharmasoka.2 From historical perspective, this 

personal transformation was, however, of a far greater signi¬ 

ficance. The fact that an emperor like Asoka turned Buddhist 

after a colossal carnage involved in the Kalinga war was a 

highly sensational event in the then India, and it proved to be 

of immense popular appeal for Buddhism itself. The common 

people naturally were instinctively attracted towards this 

religion and following the foot-steps of the emperor avowed 

themselves as Upasakas and Upasikas. Thus, Buddhism, which 

was an obscure and lingering creed confined to the middle 

Gangetic valley during the pre-Asokan period, suddenly be- 

came; within about a decade of his conversion, a vigorous all- 

India religion. Not only that, it also over-flowed the borders 

of India and embraced the entire the-then known world from 

Greece to Burma and from the Himalayas to Ceylon. It may 

be pointed out that, behind this uncommon transformation of 

Buddhism from the status of an obscure creed to that of a 

world religion lies a historical force generated from the 

li, bf snu f i ] 

I | 

’TTfc^ =| i 

M. R. E. (Rupnath Version) 
2. k? q.qq qinpjj *| 

Mahvoain^a, w, 189, 
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sufferings and sacrifices of the people of Kalinga. The 

Kalinga war, thus greatly influenced the events in the history 

of India, as well as, of the world. In India, it ushered in an 

era of spiritual imperialism flavoured by love1, in place of the 

traditional policy of militarism ofMagadha that was saturated 

by blood, and the world shaken by terrible wars of Xerxes, 

Alexander, Mahapadmananda and Chandragupta, got a new 

message, the message of peace, fraternity and non-violence. 

A£oka seems to have incorporated in his empire the 

coastal plain of Kalinga with its long sea-board, but the wild 

uplands to the west, known as the Atavika territory was not 

annexed by him. That this territory was left unconquered 

and remained as an outlying region is known from the S. R. 

Edict II, where he speaks of the Atavikas as the‘unconquered 

frontagers5.2 After the annexation of Kalinga Asoka could 

have occupied the Atavika land which was then probably the 

asylum of many national heroes of Kalinga. But, the em¬ 

peror eschewed the idea of conquering the land by violence, 

and conceived in its place the sublime ideal of conquering 

the hearts of the Atavikas by love. He explicitly tells those 

people, that, ‘The king (Asoka himself) desires that they 

should not have any anxiety because of him, they should be 

consoled by him, and they should obtain happiness and not 

sorrow from him5 53. This is the beginning of his Dhammavijaya 

which was soon extended over other parts of the world with 

profound zeal and earnestness. The emperor, in fact, renoun- 

\, *r*r=? 33 1 

2. sr’art srfaftari.1 

3. ^ ^ 

r 1 ] 
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ced war for good after a great victory and as such, stands un¬ 

paralleled in the annals of history. 

Administration of Kalinga 

After annexation, Kalinga constituted the fifth pro¬ 

vince of the Maurya empire, the other four being Prachya, 

Uttarapatha, Avantiratha and Daksinapatha.1 Each of these 

provinces had almost uniform pattern of government and 

besides the political headquarters each had a second seat of 

administration for proper supervision of internal affairs. The 

province of Prachya, which was the home province, was being 

ruled from Pataliputra (R.E.V.) and its second administrative 

centre was located at Kausambi (Kausambs P. E). In Uttara¬ 

patha and Avantiratha there were secondary administrative 

seats like Puskaravatl in the former and Vidisa in the latter2 

in addition to the respective provincial capitals Taksasila 

(S. R. E. I) and UjjayinI ( S. R. E. I ). The main head¬ 

quarters of Daksinapatha was Suvarnagiri (M. R. E. 1.) while 

Isila (M. R. E. I.) served as the second administrative centre. 

1, PrSchya, the same as Prasii of the Greek writers (Me Crindle, Ancient 

India, pp. 65-67). For Uttar §patha, see Divyavaddna, p. 450. For 

Avantiratha, see -Mahdvamsa, xii, and Makdvcdhivamsa p. 98. 

Daksinapatha, as a Maurya province does not find mention in 

insenptions or literature. That the Maurya empire extended in the 

bouth upto the limits of the Tamil territories is, known from the R E 

XIlI. Dr. H. C. Ray Chaudhuri takes this Southern territory as 

Daksinapatha and regards itt as a province in the Maurya empire 

‘ ' ,P' 288 >• This assumption may be taken to be 

mT;3 °f Uttar5path" Which -s the name ol another 

2. Barua-^lsoifca & his Inscriptions, p. 147, 

32 
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The same system of administrative arrangement was put into 

operation in Kalinga as well, and besides the capital city of 

TosalT (S. R. E. /.) the township of Samapa (S. R. E. II) 

developed as a second seat of administration. But although 

the administrative organisation was more or less the same in 

all the five provinces, in Kalinga the system had to be consi¬ 

derably modified due to political expediency and local needs. 

Other provinces had been included in the empire since the 

time of Chandragupta Maurya, and an well-organised system 

of administration was maintained in them in course of three 

generations. But in case of Kalinga, which was newly con¬ 

quered and where resentment against foreign domination 

was tacitly expressed, the imperial system required consider¬ 

able change and the people demanded greater attention and 

more liberal treatment from the imperial court than other 

parts of the empire. Asoka, who was conscious of this situa¬ 

tion, seems to have placed at the beginning the administra¬ 

tion ol Kalinga under his direct supervision in order to orga¬ 

nise measures of healing and consolidation. But it was not 

considered expedient to run for a long time a personal 

administration in Kalinga^ side by side the home province 

of Prachya, and as soon as peace and tranquility were 

restored the emperor appointed a Viceroy of blood royal in 

that province. Royal princes had also been appointed 

as Viceroys in other provinces and we find atleast two such 

princes stationed at Taksasila and Ujjayini.1 evidently, the 

sons of Asoka had already grown up sufficiently to be 

entrusted with administrative responsibilities in different 

provinces of the empire. It may be suggested that the two 

Separate Rock Edicts were engraved by the sides of the 

Rock Edicts at Dhauli and Jaugada; by the time the personal 

1. S. R, Edict I. Appendix, B. 
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rule of the emperor gave place to Vice-regal administration 

in Kalinga. The long and el iborate instructions imparted 

to the officials in these two special edicts, seem to be 

appropriate for the occasion of handing over of the 

administrative responsibilities. But like Taksasila and 

UjjayinI, Asoka could not remain contented simply by 

appointing a Kumara Viceroy in Kalinga. He appointed 

a body of Ministers for the Viceroy of Kalinga, not only to 

advise and assist, but also to check and balance his 

administrative powers.1 Thus, the Kumara Viceroy of 

Kalinga was not allowed to wield unfettered power like those 

of Taksasila and Ujjaini. The Viceroys of the latter places 

had the authority to send the Mahamatras on triennial 

tours,1 whereas the Viceroy of Kalinga had no such power 

and the Mahamatras were deputed for such tours by the 

emperor himself.3 Evidently, the tradition of the personal 

rule of the emperor continued to some extent even after the 

Vice-regal administration in Kalinga. 

The instructions recorded by the emperor, for the 

officialdom of Kalinga clearly indicate that he was 

eager to maintain a benevolent and well-ordered system of 

administration in that province. The emperor is found 

imbued with the idea of paternalism which is revealed with a 

touch of personal feeling in the following words : 

“All men are my children. As I desire for my 

children that.they all should enjoy bliss and happiness 

1. S. R. Edict \\— Dhauli version. The KumSra Viceroy is addressed 

along with the body of Ministers. 

2. S. R, E. I. Appendix, B. 

3. Ibid. 
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in this world and in the other world, so also I desire for all 

my men.1 

With such paternal spirit Asoka imparts directive 

and advices for his officials in Kalinga as follows— “In 

affairs of administration there might be persons who would 

suffer imprisonment cr coercion, In that also might occur 

accidental death in prison and many might also heavily 

suffer for that. In that case, you must strive to deal 

with all of them impartially, the attributes which are not 

conducive to impartial dealings are malignity, irascibility, 

harshness, hastiness, lack of practice, indolence and weariness. 

You all must strive, so that these attributes may not be in 

you. At the root of all impartial dealings lie the absence 

of anger and avoidance of hurry... The judicial officer of 

the capital (Nagara i.e. Tosali) must strive at all times for 

this; and they should not inflict sudden imprisonment or 

sudden coercion on people. For this purpose I would be 

sending on quinquennial tours the Mahamatras who would 

not be harsh and irascible and would be soft and gentle in 

dealings.”2 

The instructions and the notes of caution betray the 

anxieties of the emperor for a better Government in Kalinga, 

where both provincial and imperial officers vigorously worked 

for consolidation of the Maurya rule. Besides the Kumara 

Viceroy and his ministers, judicial officers were stationed . at 

the headquarters of Tosali, and although no such city judici- 

ary was located at Samapa, the latter became also the seat of 

1. 33 33T I] 

cnt 33 fa [ U 

2. S. & E. I* Appendix, B. 

S. R. E. I 
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a few ministers and a Rajavachanika , who was an executive 

officer for implementing the verbal directive of the 

emperor. 

The Maurya administration was based on a well- 

organised bureaucracy and the officers who were appointed to 

help the emperor in the centre and the Viceroys in the pro¬ 

vinces were of various categories and each of them had well- 

defined duties and responsibilities. The important officials 

were the Mahamatras, the Rajukas, the Pulisas, the Prade- 

sikas, the Yutas, the Ayuktas, the Vachabhumikas, the Prati- 

vedakas, the Lipikaras and the Dutas. The Mahamatras were 

the high ministers and were of various types like Antamaha- 

matras (P. E. I) Ithijakamahamatras (R. E. XII), Dharma- 

mahamatras (R. E. V.) etc. Antamahamatras were the 

ministers in the border provinces and the Mahamatras 

of Tosali and Samapa probably belonged to this category. 

The Ithijhaka mahamatras were ministers in charge of wel¬ 

fare and upliftment of women and very likely this class of 

officers were reciuited from the enlightened ladies of the 

empire. The Dharma mahamatras created by Asoka in the 

13th year of his coronation were a very important class of 

ministers, who were widely employed to look after the spiri¬ 

tual and moral benefits of the people and to revise judicial 

punishments with clemency in suitable cases. The Rajukas 

{R. E. Ill) were in charge of welfare of the Janapadas and 

were endowed with absolute power in matters of reward and 

punishment to deserving people. In appointing this special 

class of officers Asoka expresses his paternal feelings by 

referring to their responsibility as follows :- “As parents are 

relieved by leaving their children in custody of experienced 
nurses, being confident that the nurses would be able 

1. Separate Rock Edict \ - Dhauli version. 
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to safeguard happiness of their children, in the like 

manner, I have appointed the Rajukas to take charge of 

the welfare and happiness of the Janapadas.”1 The 

Rajukas were working under the active vigilence of the 

Pulisas (P. E. I & IV) who were probably the same as 

Purusas or Gudha-purusas of the Arthafastra,~ and as such, 

were the imperial agents in the provinces. The Pradesikas 

(R.E. Ill) were probably the same as the Pradestris of the 

Arthasastra'’ and they were entrusted with the work of 

collecting revenue and maintaining peace by tracking the 

thieves and administering justice. Thus, the pradesika (Pra- 

destri) combined in himself revenue and judicial power to 

certain extent and in that case he was assisting the Samahartr 

(the Chief Revenue ( ollector) on the one hand and the 

Rajuka on the other. The Yutas {R, E. Ill) were subordinate 

officers functioning under the Pradesikas, and the Ayuktas 

(,S. R. E, II) appear to be the village officers attached to the 

same Department. The Vachabhumikas (R E. XII) were 

in charge of cattle farming and pasture lands. The Prati- 

vedakas (R. E. VI) were an important class of officers who 

had full access to the emperor in all time and places in order 

to report the affairs of the people. They were probably the 

same as the Samcharas, mentioned in the Artha§astra.4 The 

Lipikaras (M. R. E. II) or the Scribes were also regarded as a 

mw dfa 

*rcq^ fea i 
P. E, IV, C. I. /, I., p. 122. 

2. Arthasastra, II, 5. 

Ibid. II, 6. 

4. Ibid,l,]2. 
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class of officers who, obviously, were in charge of writing and 

maintaining records. The engraving of imperial edicts on 

rocks and pillars was one of their essential duties. 

The Dutas (R. E. XII) were the imperial envoys 

working in the neighbouring territories outside India and also 

in the lands of independent frontagers inside India. Asoka was 

eager to carry on his policy of Dharmavijaya, or conquest by 

Piety, in the territories outside his own, through these emissari¬ 

es. The R. E. XIII suggests that these officers were employ¬ 

ed for cultural and religious missions in the lands of the 

frontier people and very probably an imperial envoy was also 

stationed in the territory of the Atavikas, who were regard¬ 

ed as ‘Anta Avijita\ 

Propagation of Dhamma 

The Maurya system of administration, based on 

enlightened bureaucracy was systematically organised in 

Kalinga. The revolting and unruly elements which seem to 

have persisted in the post-war period were gradually pacified 

through administrative measures and the imperial authority 

was strongly stabilised and enrooted. When peace 

returned under the authoritative Government Kalinga 

witnessed the activities of the Buddhist missionaries who 

attempted to carry out the religious scheme of the Samgha. 

The Buddhist Samgha by that time was, however, not a 

unitary organisation and it was divided into not less than 

nineteen different schools. Oi these, the principal ones were 

the Theravada, Sarvastivada and Mahasamghika and these 

thiee played important role in making India pre-eminently a 

land of Buddhism during the rule of Asoka. Moggaliputta 

Tissa^the Icharya of the Theravadins, Upagupta that of the 

Sarvasttvadms and Mahadeva the leader of the Maha- 

sarhghtkas directed the missionaries to actively propagate 

their respective ideology through out India and it was mostly 
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due to the unremitting efforts of these people that Buddhism 

became popular from Kasmira and Gandhara in the North¬ 

west to Kamarupa and Suvarnabhumi (Burma) in the East 

and to the island of Tambapamni (Ceylon) in the South.1 

Well did Thera Mahinda, the son of Asoka, reported to 

Devanampiya Tissa, the king of Tambapamni^ that Jambu, 

dipa itself was then glittering with yellow robes. 

Kalinga was the meeting place of the doctrines 

propagated by the protagonists of the three schools mentioned 

above. Acharya Dhammarakkhita,2 who propagated Thera- 

vada in VanavasI, Aparanta, Maharattha and Yonaloka, came 

to Kalinga to spend his last days in preaching the doctrine of 

the Theras. Asoka’s brother Tissa also selected Kalinga to 

be his place of retirement and the empeior built there for him 

a great monastery known as the Bhojakagiri Vihara.3 Tissa 

was originally a disciple of Dhammarakkhita- but later on he 

supported the Mahasamghika school, more particularly the 

Ekavoharika sect of the Mahasamgikas.4 Acharya Mahadeva, 

the propounder of the five Mahasamghika doctrines, is also 

known to have visited Kalinga during his missionary tour to 

the Deccan. It is not known for certain whether Upagupta 

and Majjhantika; the two famous Acharyas of the Sarvasti- 

vadins, ever came to Kalinga or not; Upagupta had a strong 

foot-hold in the Mathura region" and Majjhantika populaiised 

the Sarvastivada doctrines in Kasmira.0 Dhitika kumara, the 

1 N. K. Sahu, Buddhism in Orissa, p 22. 
2. Mahwamsci, xii pp 1-8 Dhammarakhita, Mahsdhammarakhita, 

Rakhita and Mah§rakhita are taken to be the one and the same 

Acharya. 

3. Malalasekera, Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, Vol. I. p. 585. 

4. Ibid. 

5. Tarcinath p. 23. 
6. See N. Dutt, Aspects of Mahay ana Buddhism etc. pp. 16 f. 
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spiritual successor of both Upagupta and Majjhantika, 

vigorously propagated the Sarvastivada doctrine in Kasmira, 

Tukhara, Kamarupa, and Malava and in course of his 

whirl-wind missionary tours he came to Kalinga to popularise 

this school of Buddhism.1 Dhitika’s successor Kala (Krsna) 

carried on the missionary activities in the Deccan2 and his 

disciple Posadha, who flourished during the rule of 

Vigatasoka, made great effort to consolidate the hold of 

Sarvastivada in Kalinga3. Thus, in the post-ASokan period 

the Sarvastivada faith had upper-hand in Kalinga and the 

Mahasamghikas remained confined to South Kalinga where 

they lingered on owing inspiration to the Andhaka group of 
Buddhists at &risaila.4 

Emperor Asoka himself was not a sectarian follower 

and he looked upon Buddhism as Saddhamma and the 

Buddhist brotherhood as a single Samgha.5 It was to 

discourage schism in the Samgha that he summoned the 

third Buddhist Council at Pataliputra 236 years after 

Parinirvana of the Buddha and 18 years after his own 

coronation (i.e. in 250 B. C.).6 After the Council the 

famous Schism Edicts' were issued and Buddhist missionaries 

were sent to different parts of the sub-continent and to the 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Taramth, pp. 21-24. N, Dutt, Ibid, pi 24. 
Taranath, p. 47. 
Ibid, p. 50. 

See, Kimura, J. D. L.,\, pp. |6 f. 
N. Dutt Ibid pp. 16*19. 

SSeemthis connection the Bhabru Edict - Hul.zsch, C. I. I. Vol. I 
PP. 172 f and Senart I. A. Vol. XX. pp. 165 f. 
Dipavamsa vii pp. 36-38. 

itmiZ rr,Jrib:nd at Kaus8*bi «»!.»*. a /. /. Voi P. 159). SSflchi (Ibidp. 160) and SirnSth (Ibid p. 161). 
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neighbouring countries. The most famous mission was that of 

Mahinda, the son of Asoka, to the island of Ceylon and 

Mahinda arrived at the island a month after the second 

coronation of its king Tissa in 250 B. C1. Later on Samgha¬ 

mitta, the wife of prince Agnibrahma and the daughter of 

ASoka.2, sailed from Tamralipti to Ceylon to ordain Anula 

the chief queen of Tissa and to organise the order of nuns 

in that island. Emperor Asoka sent on this occasion a 

sappling of the Bodhi tree to Ceylon in the custody of his 

daughter3 and if the Samanta Pasadika is to be believed the 

emperor sent as the retinue of the Bodhi tree eight families of 

Kalinga4 who settled in that island and formed the nucleus 

round which Theravada Buddhism developed. 

It was probably after the departure of Samghamitta, 

to whom he offered a heart-touching send off at the port of 

Tamralipti, that Asoka went on pilgrimage to LumbinI, the 

birth place of the Buddha, in the 20th year of his consecra¬ 

tion. He caused a votive inscription5 to be engraved on a 

stone pillar in that village to commemorate his visit and a 

true copy of that inscription engraved on a slab of stone was 

1. Dipavamsa, xv.p. 171. 

2. Agnibrahm§ was the son of the sister of A$oka, and he married 

Samghamitt§ the daughter of A$oka; Samghamitta had a son named 

Sumana. who later on joined the Buddhist order. 

3. In the cave monastery at Tun-huafig in the Gobi desert is found a 

fresco painting (of the 7th century A. D.) depicting the episode of 

A§oka sending a-branch of the Bodhi tree to Ceylon. 

4. Sdmanta Pasidiki, /, p, 96. 

5. Hultzsch, C* /. i» Vol. I, p. 164. 
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despatched to Kalinga,1 proclaiming the royal pilgrimage 

to Lumbini, 

Success and failure of Asoka in Kalinga, 

The victory of Asoka over Kalinga, the powerful 

rival of Magadha; was no doubt a great military success. He 

could accomplish what his father and grandfather with all 

the resources and strength of the empire, failed to achieve. 

The policy of aggrandisement; which was the guiding political 

principle of Magadha since the days of Bimbisara and 

Ajatasatru, attained its climax with the conquest and 

annexation of Kalinga and the prestige of Magadha as an 

invincible imperial power became considerably heightened. 

Not only as a military conqueror, but also as a statesman 

and administrator, Asoka proved a great success in Kalinga. 

The fighting forces and the people of Kalinga, who were 

intensely conscious of their political integriety and fought 

tooth and nail in defence of freedom, were pacified in no time 

and the newly conquered land was successfully consolidated. 

His statesmanship was fully revealed in his attitude to¬ 

wards the conquered and the afflicted people of Kalinga and 

the bureaucratic organisation that was implemented in that 

territory testified to his political wisdom, It was by a careful 

admixture of human sympathy inspired by the ethics of 

Buddhism and administrative coercion required for political 

expediency that Asoka could build an imperial edifice in 

Kalinga which endured as long as the rule of the Mauryas 
could last. 

I. The copy of the Rummindel Pillar inscription incised on a stone slab 

was found at Kapilprasad, a suburb of Bhubanegvvar. It is considered by 

some scholars as spurious one (Pravasl, 1335* B. S. and Select 

Inscriptions p. 70 n. I), probably because of diversity of the fmd 

spots o t e same record. The Bhubaneswar version is inscribed in the 

genume Br§hmi letters of Anoka’s time and may be taken to be a 

duplicate of the Rummindei record, (See /. H. Q. Vol, V. PP 723f,). 
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This is no small achievement for Asoka, but his 

real greatness lies not in his military ability and states¬ 

manship but in his ideal of peace and zeal for promotion 

of the Law of Piety. His conversion to Buddhism as a result of 

the Kalinga war not only purified and beautified his life, 

but also introduced the spirit of Buddhism into his adminis¬ 

tration and contributed towards the pacific foreign policy for 

which he is remembered and admired. His policy of Dhamma 

and Dhammavijaya, although generated from the carnage of a 

great war, heralded a regime of peace and brotherhood of 

humanity and accelerated the progress ofreligion and culture. 

“If a man’s fame can be measured”, remarks Koppen, “by the 

number of hearts who revere his memory, by the number of 

lips who have mentioned and still mention him with honour^ 

Asoka is more famous than Charlemagne and Caesar”1. These 

two great personalities may be compared with Asoka in terms 

of valour and statesmanships but the Maurya monarch excells 

both of them in his spiritual and moral endeavour, and in 

this respect he stands unique in the history of the world. 

The success of Asoka was mostly due to Kalinga war 

and Kalinga. The war revealed his military genius and Kalinga 

proved his administrative sagacity. The Kalinga war, again, 

was responsible for his conversion and Kalinga inspired him 

in his policy of Dhammavijaya for which he is considered great. 

But it may also be said that it was Kalinga which testified to 

his failure to a considerable extent. No doubt, the idea of 

Dhammavijaya came out of his sincere reflection over the 

catastrophe ’and tragedy of the Kalinga war, but this war 

itself is a striking example of his Asuravijaya. Asoka was 

greatly pained at heart and shed a pool of tears over the 

discomfiture of Kalinga, but notwith standing his deep remorse 

1. Encyclopaedia Brittanica II, p. 546 
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he never thought of her rendition and violently robbed the 

royal dynasty of its territorial possess'on. Asoka, however, 

speaks of this victory as Sarasaka (Sarasaka or Sayaka) 

vijaya1- which, although signifies conquest by arms, presents a 

milder connotation than what is revealed by the term Asura 

vijaya. Whatever it might be, the conquest and annexation of 

Kalinga into the Maurya empire reveal that he was too much 

of an imperialist to think of restoration of freedom of the 

conquered territory. 

Inspite of his glorious policy of peace the emperor 

could not possibly become an unqualified pacifist. In his R. E. 

XIII he declares, “Should any one does harm that may 

be pardoned by the ‘Beloved of the gods’, as far as it can 

possibly be pardoned. To those Atavi people, who are residing 

in the empire of the ‘Beloved of the gods’, he appeals and 

warns, that the ‘Beloved of the gods’ has power even in his 

remorse, and he tells them to desist from doing harm, as 

otherwise they would be killed.”3 The same note of caution 

and warning is also expressed in the S. R.E. II. Thus, Asoka 

while endeavouring for peace and consolidation was not 

forgetful of chastising people for political expediency. In 

couise of his advice to his officials in Kalinga, he states that 

there might be people who would be arrested and coerced and 

might either die or suffer long in the prison. This reads like a 

justification of his warning to the people in the R E. XIII and 
the S. R. E. II. 

The Asokan system of administration in Kalinga was 
o vious y directed towards coercing the people to submission 

1. 
2. 

A E. XIII. 

Sirs’ * ** 4 ** * <r#i 

^ * m intis W <«r'.T3 I (See Appendix A) 
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on the one hand, and on the other towards reconciling 

them to the imperialism of Magadha through paternalism and 

administrative reforms. The S R. Edicts clearly indicate that 

a system of double Government, both by the Provincial 

viceroy and his ministers, as well as, by the emperor and the 

central Secretariat, was imposed on Kalinga, and while 

reformative and human measures were undertaken by the 

latter, the former were vigorously operating the work of 

consolidation. The effect of such an administration proved 

detrimental to the national character of Kalinga and she was 

calmed down to obscurity for a long time thereafter. The 

political set-back continued till the first century B.C. when 

the Ghedis appeared and infused a new sense of vigour and 

patriotism among people. 

It appears that Asoka advocated in his proclamations 

in Kalinga the principles of Rajadharma, rather than those of 

the Buddhist Upasaka dharma, because he was more eager for 

maintenance of political peace in that territory. The R. Es. 

XI and XII wherein he declares his principles of inculcation 

of Dhamma and those of religious toleration respectively, were 

not considered essential to be engraved either at Dhauli or at 

Jaugada, where as, the S. R. Ed cts I and II advocating the 

principles of Dandaniti and measures of administrative lefoims, 

found prominent place in these two places. Moreover, the 

R.E. XIII was not allowed to be engraved anywhere in 

Kalinga, obviously with the view that the account of the 

inhuman war should not be presented to her people to 

remind them of their suffering and loss sustained in it. It was 

clearly a matter of political expediency and not a result of his 

sense of shame and remorse as Bhandarkar wants to make us 

believe.1 

1. Bhandarkar, Asoka, (3rd edition), 1955 — p. 22. 
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ASoka was, no doubt, eager for religious toleration 

both in Kalinga, as well as, in other parts of his empire. His 

R. E. XII clearly reveals his tolerant attitude towards all 

religions. In Magadha, he dedicated cave dwellings in the 

Barabar hills to the honour of theAjivaka monks, and in R. E. 

VIII he glorifies Dharmayatra that leads to bestowing gifts 

' to Brahmanas, Sramanas and Theras ali e. In Kalinga, he 

expresses his deep sorrow for the disaster that befell the 

Brahmanas, the Sramanas and other religious denominations 

in course of the Kalinga war. But although Asoka was 

showing respect and taking care for all religious commu¬ 

nities he seems to have failed to fulfil the real religious need 

of the people of Kalinga. It remains inexplicable as to why 

he could not restore Kalinga Jina which had been taken 

away by Mahapadmananda to Magadha. Kalinga had to wait 

till the time of Kharavela, who subdued Magadha in the 1st 

century B. C. and brought back the Kalinga Jina as vindi¬ 

cation of religious sentiment and dignity of Kalinga. 

It will not be far from truth to point out that as 

the Kalinga war and the Magadhan imperialism proved 

ruinous to Kalinga, so also the War, which led to the trans¬ 

formation of Asoka and his policies, paved the way for the 

collapse of that imperialism. The reverberation of Dhamma 

in place of the reverberation of the war-drums proved fatal 

for the structure that was based on the foundation of mili¬ 

tarism. Not being content with his own pacific policy, he 

further left instructions for his successors to eschew wars 

and conquests. No wonder that the imperial edifice reared 

up by kings like Ajatasatru, Mahapadmananda, and 

Chandraguptamaurya, declined and collapsed within less 
than half a century after the demise of the Piyadasi 
emperor. 
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Successors of Asoka, 

The Buddhist tradition, recorded in the Divyavadana 

as well as, in the Sutralamakdra' attributed to the famous 

Asvaghosa, reveals that Asoka during the later part of his 

life was showing over-enthusiasm towards patronising 

Buddhism, which led to the depletion of the imperial treasury. 

Subsequently, the heir apparent Samprati, at the instance of 

the minister Radhagupta, restrained the emperor from 

extravagant donations to the Buddhist monks and Sarhgha. 

His allowance was increasingly cut down until at last he 

received half-an-amalaka. The tradition that the Lord of 

Jambudipa was reduced to the position of the Lord of half- 

an-fl/wfl/flkfl, must be taken as an utter exaggeration. But the 

fact that Asoka considerably lost his sovereign authority 

which gradually passed over to the heir-apparent Sampadi 

(Samprati) may not be wholly unhistorical.3 

1. 

3. 

Divyiivaddna, (Edited by Cowell & Neil), pp. 429-34. 

gee Jean Przyluski —La Legende del’ Empereur Asoka; and Edouard 

Hub^r, B. E. F. E. 0., IV. pp. 709-26. 

sgTfSRT5*r ^ W I {Divya- 

iana, P. 43 i). 
fAlors le roi prononca ces stances —Vous dites que 
pxerce la royaut£, et que mes ordres sont exdcutds. 
’est pour me flatter que vous parlez ainsi. Ce que 
>us dites n’est que mensonge. Mon autorite est mort, 
ne dispose plus de rien” (B. E. F. E. 0. IV. p. 723) 
“Le roi dit, “Vous etes dans l’erreur quand vous dues 

ire je suis le maitre. Je ne suis pas le maitre. 

5rzyluski, La Legende de 1’ Empereur Asoka, p. 298). 
You all are tellin; a lie to please me that I am the 
•tablished king. But I have no.hing which I can call 
dne own” ? Tripitaka, ii„ Saniyukta Agama - new 
okyoed. Ch. 25, p. 180 b). 

Courtesy, Dr. D. N. Ghoshal). 
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Piyadasi Asoka, breathed his last in 232 B. C. after 

a long reign of forty years. He was succeeded by his son 
Kunala, who being blind, his son Sampadi (Samprati) 

carried on the work of Government as regent.1 2 3 Kunala’s 
rule lasted only about eight years, after which Dasaratha, 
being probably his eldest son, ascended the throne. Da£a- 
ratha, is known to be the ruler of Magadha not only from 

the inscriptions in the Na^arjuni hill," but also from the 

accounts of the Matsya and Vayu Pur anas? 

According to the PurSnic tradition Dasaratha was 
succeeded by Samprati, who is regarded by the Jainas and 

the Buddhists as the immediate successor of Asoka.4 It is 

not definitely known why Kunala and Dasaratha have been 

passed over by the Jaina and Buddhist writers. Very 
probably Kunala being blind and Dasaratha being a saintly 
person, Samprati continued as a real administrator during 

their rule. 

After Dasaratha, Samprati became the paramount 
lord of the empire and carried out a benevolent system of 
administration. He had already earned administrative 
experience as regent during the last days of Asoka and pro¬ 
bably also during the rule of Kunala and Dasaratha. A Jaina 

by faith, he earnestly patronised Jainism through out his empire 
and as such, the Jaina texts have highly extolled him as the 
famous king of Jambudlpa. Jinaprabhasuri in Pataliputra 

1. Dr. Ray Chaudhuri, P. H. A» I. 1950, p. 351. 

2. I. A. XX, p. 364 

3. Pargiter, D. K. A., pp. 28-29, Dasaratha is known as VandhupHita in 

the Vayu Purana. 

4. PiValiputra Kalpa of Jinaprabhasuri, and Pariiisjaparvan, ix, 51-53*; 

Also DivyMadina, p. 433. 

34 
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Kalpa declares that Sarhprati, the son of KunSla, was a great 

king who ruled from Pataliputra, the whole of India with its 

three divisions (Trikhandam) and constructed various shrines 

for the Jinas1. It appears that the Maurya empire was intact 

under Sarhprati, both during his regency^ as well as, during 

the period of his sovereignty.2 

Sarhprati was succeeded by Vigatasoka, who was 

probably the third son of Kunala3 and Taranath testifies to 

the fact that Kalinga was in the Maurya empire during his 

rule. It was during the time of Vigatasoka that Acharya 

Posadha spent his life in preaching and consolidating the 

Sarvastivada school of Buddhism in Kalinga.4 The next king 

Salisuka is represented as a wicked and unrighteous monarch 

by the tradition preserved in the Tuga Purana. The text of 

this Purana reads: “In that delightful city of Puspapura 

teeming with hundreds of people, Rbhuksa (Indra) would be 

born as Jpalisuka, out of his Karma. The king who was the 

product of his past action was a wicked soul in a lovely 

body. An unrighteous man, though theorising on righteous¬ 

ly TTTTcI fcRT^TcTC ^fu^cf, P'ltaliputra Kalpa- 

See also Pari$i?$aparvan, x, pp. 65 ; 

and Bombay Gazetteer, I, Pt- i, pp. 6*15. 

2. V. Smith is of opinion that the empire of ASoka was divided 

between his two grand sons—Dagaratha and Sarhprati, the former 

being the Lord of Eastern and the latter of Western dominions 

(Asoka, 3rd, ed.-p 70). But the Jaina accounts about Samparti ruling 

over India both from PataLputra (Pataliputra Kalpa) and Ujjayni 

(Paries'aparvan, xi, 23) make the hypothesis of Dr. Smith 

untenable. 

3. LA. 1875, p. 362 
4. TsrSnSth, Geschichte, p. 50. * , 
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ness; he terribly oppressed his own territory”1 2 According 

to Vayu PuranaS alisuka ruled for 13 years and the Yuga Pur ana 

tradition holds that because of his oppressive rule he was 

compelled to abdicate the throne in favour of his elder 

brother Vijaya; who was a righteous monarch/ it was 

during the rule of Vijaya that the viciously valiant Yavanas 

(Greeks) invaded India and after reducing Saketa^ Panchala 

and Mathura reached as far as Pataliputra.3 The Maurya 

empire was thus plunged into disorder and its very foundation 

was shaken. 

The Sungas. 

Subsequently in 194 B.G. Brhadratha, the last 

Maurya monarch ascended the throne of Pataliputra and 

disintegrating forces which operated since the time of Saiisu-a 

and Vijaya became prominent during his rule. The court 

of Pataliputra, became a hot-bed of conspiracy by ambitious 

1. cipfR SR VZ | 

TOT (Kern -^^r) SRjfgcl: II 

z qrsrr qmgal picm ftqfqqf: | 

viz qk qffarc) II 

For Dr. B. M. Baruas amendment of the above reading, see Asoka 
and his Inscriptions pp. 350-51. 

See Kerns Introduction to his edition of Brhatsafnhiti p. 37 

The Yuga Purina was first brought to light in 1865 by H. Kern, who 

gave a translation of a portion of it in the introduction of the 

Brhatsamhita, edited by him. But the manuscript used by Kern has 

now been lost. Dr. Jayaswal discovered two other manuscripts of 

the Yuga Purina, one in the Asiatic Society of Bengal and the ether 

in the Govt. Sanskrit College of Benaras and he edited the work 

with a translation. A third manuscript was discovered in Paris by 

Sylvain Levi, and a discussion on the variation of this manuscript from 

X\T 1929C°Vei29 ^ JayaswaI has b3en Published m J. B. O. R. S. 

2. Kern, Ibid, 

3. Ibid. 
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officials and Pusyamitra Sunga, the Commander-in-Chief 

murdered the monarch in 185 B.C. in the open parade 

ground. Thus the line of Chandragupta had an inglorious 

end and the empire passed to the hands of Pusyamitra; who 

established a new dynasty named ‘Sunga’ in Magadha. 

At the time of transfer of sovereignty from the 

Mauryas to the Sungas the territory of Vidarbha declared 

independence under one Yajnasena.1 But soon after, it was 

reconquered by the Sunga monarch. It is not known whether 

any such movement for shaking off the yoke of Magadha 

started in Kalinga or not, and in view of complete 

absence of epigraphic and literary data for knowing the 

events of this period in Kalinga, nothing definite can be said 

about her status. To all probability this territory passed 

from the Maurya domination to that of the Sungas in course 

of the change of sovereign authority. 

Pusyamitra Sunga ruled for a period of thirty-six 

years and was succeeded by his son Agnimitra, who had a 

brief rule of only eight years.2 During the reign of these two 

monarchs the newly founded Sunga empire was consolidated on 

sound footing and not only that the internal revolts were 

quelled but also the invasions of the Yavanas was successfully 

hurled back. The performance of two horse sacrifices by 

Pusyamitra3 indicates the strength and solidarity of the 

empire which could sustain for about a century, even though 

the Sunga rulers, after Agnimitra, were not of out standing 

calibre. 

The Puranas represent the later Sun^a monarchs as 

rois faineants whose authority was usurped by the ministers, 

1. K§lid5s’s MZlavikignimitram. Sze also P. H. A. I. 1950. pp. 372-73. 

2. D. F. Age-p. 31. 

3. Ayodhya Inscription of Dhanadeva. E. /. XX, p. 57. 
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the KSnvayana BrShmanas. The Kanva rulers were, m fact the 

ministers of the later Sungas and they have been described by 

the Puranas as Sungabhrtyas. The chronology of the Kanvas 

presents a controversy, which arises owing to the confounding 

nature of the Puranic account. According to Puranas ~the 

Mauryas ruled fora period of 137 years, after which the Sungas 

enjoyed the earth for 112 years and the Kanvas for 45 years, 

and then came Simuka, who killed the last Ilanva king 

Susarman and put an end to the remnant of the Sunga power. 

This indicates that the Sungas and the Kanvas were continuing 

simultaneously and the period of 112 years assigned to the 

Sunga rule includes 45 years of the Kanvas. R. G. 

Bhandarkar1 after analysing the Puranic tradition remaiks, 

“The founder of the Andhrabhrtyas is said to have uprooted 

not only the Kanvas^ but whatever was left of the power of 

the Sungas and the Kanvas were pointedly spoken of as 

Sungabhrtyas or servants of the Sungas. It, therefore, 

appears likely, that when the princes of the Sunga family 

became weak, the Kanvas usurped the whole power and ruled 

like the Peshwas in modern times, not uprooting the dynasty 

of their masters, but reducing them to the characters of 

nominal sovereigns. Thus, then, these dynasties reimed 

contemporaneously and hence the U2 years that tradition 

assigns to the Sungas include the 45 assigned to the Kanvas.”2 

I. Early History of the Deccan, pp 24-2 i. 

7. Dr. Ray Chaudhuri is, however not prepared to accept this view and 

is inclined to take the rule of the Sufiga kings as distinct from the rule 

of the k5nvas. Uncritical reliance cannot however, be placed on the 

accounts of the Puranas, which give contradictory statements regarding 

the rule of these dynasties. If the K§nva rule would be regarded as 

distinct from the Sufiga rule, Simuka’s annihilation of the Sufiga and 

the Kanva powers simultaneously cannot satisfactorily be explained. It 

appears, ..'that, the murder of Sufiga Devcbhumi (Debabhuti) and 

of Kinva Sugarman were not isolated episodes but the results of the 

same intrigue which brought Simuka to power. 
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Accordingly Simuka rose to power in 73 B. G.1 

(185 B. G.—112 years) after subduing the Sunga and the 

Kanva supremacy. The year 73 B. G. need not, however, 

be taken as the beginning of the rule of Simuka; as he must 

have ruled for sometimes over the Nasik region as a feudatory 

of the Sunga-Kanva power before his caup de main. 

Almost synchroneous with this change another 

revolutionary movement appears to have taken place in 

Kalinga giving rise to the Chedi-Meghavahana dynasty 

which restored her independence and ushered her into a new 

political career. The rise of the Satavahanas in the West and 

of the Meghavahanas in the East were occasioned by the 

decline of the Sunga-Kanva power of Magadha and both 

these movements may be taken to be almost simultaneous events 

in history. 

Since the passing away of A£oka, Kalinga entered 

into a period of political chaos and obscurity and 

the Western and North-western India became more 

important in history than the Eastern and South-eastern 

parts. Places like Ujjayini and Vidisa in Western 

India and Taksasila, Kapisa and Sagala in North- western 

India assumed more political importance than Tosall and 

Samapa in the East. The Sunga rule was a period 

when a circle of regional states developed in different parts 

1. This view finds support from epigraphic evidences. ' Sitakarn t 

I the son of Simuka was contemporary of KhSravela, who flourished 

300 years after MahSpadmananda. If 45 years cf the Kanvas be 

distinctly treated, the date of Simuka comes to 28 B. C. and in that ease 

SStakarnl cannot become a contemporary of KhSravela. For further 

discussion, see infra, Chapter VI 
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of India giving rise to intensive cultural movement through 

art and religion. Brahmanism with its new ally Bhagavatism 

vigorously thrived in ^lagadha and ^^alava and Buddhism 

greatly developed in jVIathura^ Sagala and Taksasila regions 

while places like Bharhut, Sanchi, Bodhgaya and Amaravati 

became glorious centres of Buddhist art. Kalinga, however, 

did not lag behind in cultural activities and the Tosall region 

being important stronghold of Buddhism in the East witnessed 

great artistic and cultural development. We present below a 

short discussion on Art in Kalinga during the Maurya and 

Sunga rule as concluding part of the present chapter. 

Maurya and Sunga Art in Kalinga. 

Side by side with the religious activities of the 

Buddhists, there developed in Kalinga a new school of 

Buddhist art patronised by the Maurya court.1 2 The pre- 

ASokan art in India was usually being expressed through 

perishable medium and the artist was mostly handling a 

tradition in wood/* The excavation at Sisupalgarh brought to 

light wooden remains at Mauryan level,3 indicating that like 

other parts of India the wood tradition was dominating the 

art activities in pre-Asokan Kalinga. The sudden out-burst 

of a stone technique and the large scale production of plastic 

art in stone during Asoka, has led the art historians to believe 

that the ASokan art was mostly the product of the Persian 

1. For detailed discussion see N. K. Sahu. Buddhism in Orissa, 
pp. 28*34. 

2. In Artha Sdstra, II. 36, we find references to extensive use of wood 

for the buildings of cities. But in the Minor Rock Inscriptions A^oka 

declares that Edicts are to be inscribed on rocks and pillars and on 

stone pillars where ever found. This indicates that some stone pillars 

existed befor the reign of A^oka. 

3. A. /, no. 8 p. 28. 
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craftsmen of the Achaemenid tradition. It is undoubtedly 

correct so far as the Achaemenian forms and motifs, as well 

as, Hellenistic motifs and designs are traceable in the Maurya 

court art. But in Kalinga particularly such Perso-Hellenic 

influence is conspicuous by its absence and the nature and 

technique of art warrant the conclusion that the Maurya 

emperor only invigorated the indigenous school of art in 

that newly conquered territory. 

The most important specimen of the A£okan art in 

Kalinga is the elephant figure in the Dhauli hill which 

contains a set of the Rock Edicts. The elephant is found 

emerging out of the rock with dignified gait slighty tilting 

the right front leg and keeping the left hind leg straight 

in short angle. It is 4 ft. in height and its plasticity 

suggests warm flesh and forward movement. The figure 

indicates an indigenous spirit of art and lacks in lustrous 

polish which usually marks the Asokan sculptures and 

monuments* Even if one argues that the coarse variety of 

stone out of which it is carved, is not amenable to such 

polish, the evidence of indigenous art tradition is unmistakable 

in its* linear rythm and quiet composition. The figure 

reveals a superior artistic conception compared to ^ other 

Asokan elephants either at Kalsi or at Sankissa. The Sarnat 

lion figures symbolising imperial pomp and power aie a 

remarkable contrast to the calm dignity and sobnety o t e 

Dhauli elephant. 

The art tradition of the Dhauli elephant is revealed 

by the Rampurva bull and although some scholars1 extend this 

1. Coomarswamy, History 
of Ind. and Indonesian Arts, p. 17. 
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traditian to the Parkham Yaksa, Besnagar Yaksi, Didarganj 

Ghauri bearer and Lohanpur Jaina figures, the Dhauli and 

the Rampurva specimens remai 1 at a higher level of aesthetic 

attainment. 

Close to the Dhauli elephant there exists a flat 

terrace of the hill on the surface of which Baglar1 and 

R. L. Mitra2 could trace remains of some structural 

monuments. Nothing, however, is found at present excepting 

the holes in the rock indicating the foundations of supporting 

pillars. 

The presence of an Asokan pillar in modern 

Bhubaneswar has long since become a matter of delightful 

speculation. As early as 1880 R. L. Mitra3 declared that 

the unusually large lingam emhrined in the Bhaskareswara 

temple might have been the remnant of an Asokan pillar. 

In 1946 B. M. Barua4 confirmed the supposition of Mitra 

observing that “the stump of AsokaN monolith which is being 

worshipped as a phallic emblem in the Bhaskareswara temple 

may still bear a copy of M. P. E.” In 1951 K. C, Panigrahi5 

claimed to have proved on archaeological basis the fact which 
was only in assumption of scholars like Mitra and Barua. He 

associated the lingam with the bell capital then lying inside an 

old tank named Asoka-jhara, as well as, with a colossal lion 

figure traced by him close to the Bhaskareswara temple. 

Thus, with the column, bell capital and the crowning animal 

figure, the fullfledged Asokan lat was brought into picture 

1. A.S.I. XIII, P. 96. 

2. Antiquities of Osissa, II, p* 47. 

3. Ibid, P. 98. 

4. Asoka and his Inscriptions, part ii. p, 3. 

5. J. xvii, pp. 95 f. 

35 
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and to make it more conclusive he declared to have found on 

the lingam congnizable traces of Asokan Brah nI letters.1 

Among scholars who refute the idea of the lingam 

being the stump of an A&okan pillar, mention may be made of 

M, M. Gangulr and N. K. Bose.’ Ganguli is not prepared 

to accept the fact without cogent reasons and Bose finds 

no Asokan characteristic particularly the Mauryan polish on 

the lingam. 

The lingam in question is 9 ft. in height and 12 ft. 5 

ins. in circumference at the base. It bears heavy chisel-marks 

all over the body upto a height, above which the top has been 

hewn out in large fragments giving it a tapering shape. 

Because of heavy chiselling from top to bottom it is futile to 

search for the traces of Mauryan polish or of Asokan Brahmi 

letters over the lingam. The bell capital4, mentioned above, is 

4 ft. 5 ins. in height and 19 ft. in circumference at its widest 

part. It has a socket in the underside for insertion of the 

shaft and the diameter of the socket at the bottom is nearly 

3ft. .8 ins. The height of the shaft that accommodated this 

huge bell capital might have been between 44 ft. and 

52 ft. calculated on the analogy of the proportions found in 

the Asokan bell capital at Bakhira5 and in the Heliodors 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

Ibid. 
Orissa and Her Remains, p. 324. 

J. B. 0. R. S. Vol. XV, pp. 259 ff. 

[t is now lodged in the Orissa Museum, Bhubaneswar. 

The height of ,he bell capital of AS oka at BakhirS is 2 ft. 10 ins. 

while the base and shaft are together nearly 38 ft. high ( . 

Smith: Asoka pp. 117-18). The height of the column in question 

would accordingly be about 52ft. 
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bell capital at Vidisa1. It is because of this that N. K. Bose2 
rejects the possibility of structural association between the 
shaft of Bhaskareswara and the bell capital of Asoka jhara. 
He observes. f‘the present base of the column is 3 ft. 11 ins, 
in diameter. The taper is 2\ ins. in 5 ft;3 the column should, 
therefore, have been 15 ft. above the present base in order to 
fit into the hole in the bell capital with the diameter of 3 
ft. 3.8 ins. A bell capital of 4 ft. in height, and perhaps 

mounted with an animal figure of similar height resting 
upon a column only 15 ft. long would be absurd,”4 Bose 
further argues that this column is totally unconnected 
with the bell capital in consideration of the petrological 
character of the two specimens; “the column is made of 
fine sand stone,” he remarks, “while the capital seems 

to be made of sand stone of a coarser variety.”5 
Panigrahi, on the other hand, asserts that the lingam, 

the bell capital and the alleged Asokan lion discovered 
by him, are all made of the same type of stone.6 Our personal 
examination has, however, yielded a different result, and we 
are of opinion that the sand stone of the lingam and the lion 
is of fine variety belonging probably to the same stuff, while 
the bell capital is of a different type of sand stone-a coarse 
grained stuff. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

'• LThe height °f th3 bsl1 Capital o( Heli°d°ros is lft. 5 ins. while the 
base and shaft together are 15 ft. 7 ins. high if the present column 

was modelled in the same proportion the height of the base and shaft 
would be about 44 ft. 

J'B-O'R.S. XV p, 261. 

The taper is calculated as follows — 

The Imgarn is 3 ft 11ins. in diameter just above the Oauripalla and 

Uper oVtnhe'at, e‘gh;(°f.tUt 5 ^ “>at hence, the 

/M p 261. 15 • m 5 inS- IkUl P' 25C 
Ibid. 

J. A. 8. XVII, No. 2. p* 100. 
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In 1959 Mrs. D, Mitra,1 the Superintendent of 

Archaeology, Eastern Circle, made a trial excavition to 
expose the base of the Bhaskareswar lingam, and it was found 

that the lingam rested merely on the plinth of the temple. 
This at once dismissed the supposition that it is a free 

standing pillar existing on the spot much prior to the temple 

of Bhaskareswara. The following conclusion of Mrs. Mitra 

in her short report about trial digging of the floor of the 

temple, merits more than a passing reference. 

“From the foregoing observations; it is abundantly 

clear that the pillar has no foundation at all and directly 

rests on the laterite pedestal deliberately carved in the shape 

of an arghyapatta. This can only mean that whoever installed 

the pillar in its present position conceived it as a linga from 

the beginning. In other words, the temple was not erected 

to enshrine an already standing pillar or linga. Fuithei the 

pillar, with a broken top, was evidently brought from else¬ 

where, near or far. The present operation did not give any 

clue to the origin of the pillar, not to speak of the place oi its 

initial installation/’2 

Setting the question of the Asokan pillar at lest, it 

may be pointed out that the alleged Asokan lion3 is anything 

but Asokan in style and execution. The plastic tieatment of 

its form and volume imparts to it a static quality which 

together with its quaint expression make it a rather clumsy 
specimen. Its artistic conception is decidedly cruder than 
the Basarh-Bakhira lion of Asoka; which itself is consideied to 

1. J. A. S. B. Vol. I, 1959, pp. 1-2. 

2. Ibid p. 2 
3. Now lodged in the Orissa Museum, Bhubaneswar 
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be somewhat crude in execution. Such a figure cannot 
therefore, be regarded as a specimen of the school which 
produced the Dahuli elephant and the Rampurva buffi The 
time of the Bhubaneswar lion is, however, not difficult to 
determine as the figure bears on it a small inscription in the 

characters ascribable to the 4th century A. D. and there can be 

no reasonable doubt in assigning the figure to the same 

century. 
The bell capital is stylistically later than the Asokan 

bell. It bears neither the Mauryan polish nor the Asokan 
motifs like honey-suckle and palmette and unlike the Asokan 
bell capital it possesses a frieze of sculptures just below 

the socalled bell. The frieze, no doubt, contains some 
familiar Asokan figures like the goose and the full 
blown lotus, but other figures like winged elephant, winged 
tiger, and galloping winged horse are quite unknown to 
Asokan artists. Figures of some winged animals appear in the 
Ranlgumpha of the Udayagiri, while pillasters having invert¬ 
ed lotus as capital are found in the Anantagumpha of the 
Khandagiri. The artistic carvings of both Ranigumpha and 
the Anantagumpha may be placed about the first century 
before Christ when Kharavela and his successors were flouri¬ 
shing in Kalinga. The pillar in question exhibits some attri¬ 
butes of Asokan art, while its inspiration maybe traced in the 
art-motifs of the period of Kharavela in Kalin a. Tentati¬ 
vely, therefore, this bell capital may be assigned to the period 
of the Sun a rule when erection of pillars with such capitals 
was not uncommon in India. 

The post Asokan period is remarkable for architectu¬ 
ral activity in India and a number of stupas and chaityas were 

constructed duringjthat time at places like Bharhut, Sanchi, 
Bodh-gaya, Amaravatl, Jaggayyapeta etc. There is strong 
evidence of a stupa being erected during this period at Bhuba¬ 
neswar although like the stupas of Amaravatl and Jaggayya- 
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peta it has now vanished leaving behind a few traces of it. 

The remains of the stupa consist only of four pieces of railing 

posts, three of which are preserved in the Asutosh Museum, 

Calcutta1, and the fourth one in the Orissa Museum, 

Bhubaneswar.2 Like the railing posts of other stupas men¬ 

tioned above, these posts have four sides of which the broader 

two have lenticular sockets to receive the cross bars (suchi) 

from both side5, and the other two have each a decorative 

male or female figure. The female figures convey feelings 

of roundness and soft flesh, and bestowed with individua¬ 

lity of grace and veracity, they mark a decided advance on 

the art technique of Bharhut. About the male figures N. K. 

Bose observes3 “The heads of the human figures are turbanned, 

with occasionally a knot done some what in the fashion of 

Bharhut. The nature of the turbans, the gloved hands, 

the high boots and the short clothing suggest, however, that 

the figures should be equated with similar figures in the Rani- 

1. The following is the account of the discovery of these three railing 

pieces. 

Prof. R. K. Mcokerjee first discovered in 1926 the corner post of 

a railing, a few yards to the North of the BhSskaregwara temple. In 

June 1933, Prof. N.K. Bose explored that area under the auspices 

of the Orissa Historical Association and fortunately dug up what 

seems to be the rest of the first piece of railing post at a spot, which 

was about twenty yards away from the place where the first had 

been found.’ Mr. D. N. Basak could discover the same year the 

third piece of railing post that was buried under the soil m the same 

site. 

2. Dr. K. C. Psnigrahi discovered this piece in 1950 from the same 

site, about 375 ft. to the north of the northern door of the Bh§skare- 

gwara temple. 

3. J.B.O.R.S. XV p. 262. 
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gumpha at Udayagiri. The modelling is more in the round, 
the folded hands do not lie flat upon the breast, but are 
pointed forward. It is possible, therefore, that this sculpture 
is posterior to Bharhut. ’ The available evidences thus leaa 
us to suggest that the railing fence of the stupa belonged to 

the Sunga period. 

Other remains of the period are the four yaksa images 
at present lodged in the Orissa Museum, two of which were 
found at the village Bumduma near Khandagiri and the other 
two at the village Badagada near &isupalgarh. The Dum- 
dumayaksas are 5 ft. 7 ins. in height and the Badagada ones 
measure about 4 ft. and while the former have sockets on the 
head, the latter have below the arms indicating that they were 
originally the structural parts of some monuments. Speaking 
of these images Panigrahi remarks1 “their frontal pose, 
the bulged out bellies, b?nt knees, broad torques, heavy ear 
ornaments, bracelets numbering more than one in each hand, 
and the folds of their dhotis hanging down between their legs 
are so strikingly similar to those of the yaksas forming the 
capitals of the pillars that support the architraves in the 
gate-way of SSnchi, that it is perfectly reasonable to infer 
that they were close contemporaries and that there was also 
close cultural contact between Sanchi and Bhubaneswara.” 
Two other yaksa figures of Dumduma type are found near 
Badagada and another of the same type at Panchagaon to 
the west of Bhubaneswar, and all these have also sockets on 
their heads for insertion of structural parts. It is difficult to 
say whether these yaksas were connected with the stupa 
mentioned above or not; it has, however, been suggested that 
they were probably intended for carrying the architraves of 
the gateways.2 

1, J. A, S% XVII pp, 104-05, 
2, See ‘Buddhism in Orisaa p. 34. 
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Lastly, a few words may be said about pottery and 

coins of the period found in Kalinga. There is a great variety 

of pottery associated with the Mauryan time a id many of 

the wares indicate a highly developed technique. The most 

important pottery of the period is what is known as the 

Northern Black Polished (N. B. P.) ware, found at present in 

abundance from excavations in the Gangetic valley. That this 

type of ware was in use long before A£oka is known from 

the excavations at Taxila where N. B. P. sherds have been found 

at lower than the Greek level7 The KausSrhbi region is 

generally considered to be the original place of manufacture of 

this ware and it spread over different parts of India probably 

through trade. During excavation at &i£upalgarh1 2 fragments 

of this pottery were traced at Mauryan level (ascribed 

to 300-200 B. C. ) while a greater amount of such ware 

was found at a later level dated 200 B. G.-100 A. D. The 

excavation brought to light a new type of pottery which was 

plain in finish with shades of dull grey or red, popular during 

the Maurya period ia Kalinga3. This ware is found occasional¬ 

ly polished and it indicates a well developed method of firing. 

In course of excavation at Jaugada in 1957 a variety of 

Ahicchatra pottery of the Maurya period- a red ware in the 

form of a jar like vessel with thin waPs and light body 

was found indicating an advanced technique4 The 

pottery of the succeeding period, particularly in the SiSupal- 

garh; points out no basic difference. But a marked progress 

can be noticed in the imitation of applied and incised decora¬ 

tion patterns and in the comparative predominence of brightly 

polished red ware. Thus, the evidence of well fired pottery 

representing a developed industry undoubtedly points out a 

high level of civilisation in Kalinga during the Mauryan and 

Sung a poriod. 

1. A. I. no. 10 p. 23. 

2. Ibid no. 5, p. 7). 

3. Ibid• _ , , 
4. The full report of the excavation at Jaugada is yet to be published. 
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Punch marked silver coins, belonging to the Maurya 

and post Maurya period, have been discovered in large 

number at Bahalds in Mayurbhanja district; and at J5gmar2 

and Jh2rpada—the suburbs of BhuvaneSwar in Purl district. 

These coins are punched on both the sides, and while the 

obverse presents a cluster of symbols, the reverse contains only 

a few signs which are probably the checking marks. The 

symbols on the obverse represent different ideologies, which 

have not yet been properly explained. Some of the common 

symbols on these coins are those of the sun, crescent moon, 

crescent on hills, arches on hills, wheel having six bars 

(Sadara Chakra), tree within railings or without railings, 

auspicious jar (Purna ghata) and the like. Animal figures like 

those of the bull, lion, elephant, horse- rabbit jumping on 

hills, and also the figures of snake, fish, scorpion are found, 

while weapons like tridant, goad, noose, bow and arrow are 

also depicted on some of them. Scholars like Durgaprasad1 and 

Kosambi,2 who have worked on punch marked coins, are of 

opinion that many of the symbols, mentioned above, are very 

probably Mauryan ones. Some of the coins have religious 

symbols akin to Swastika, Nandipada and Baddha mangala, 

which are found in the caves of Khandigiri and Udayagiri. 

These coins were very probably being circulated in Kalinga 

during the rule of Kharavel i, whose Hathsgurhpha Inscription 

is also found to be decorated with such symbols. There is, 

however, no doubt that punch marked coins were in 

circulation in the Mauryan empire and the Arthalastra3 

refers to such coins as medium of exchange, as well as, the 

legel tender in the country. According to this text the coins 

of the empire were of various denominations known as Pana, 

masaka and Kakani. Pana was probably the silver coin, while 

1. A. S. B., xxx (Num. Sup.) pp. 40*45. 
2. J. B. B. R. A. S. xxiv - xxvjXNum. Sup.) 1943-49, 
3. Arthasdstra II- 12. 

36 
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the other two were copper coins. The copper punch marked 

coins are rarely found, and only a few such coins have been 

reported from Orissa. The Sisupalgarh excavation has 

brought to light at least five copper coins of punch marked 

variety1 belonging probably to Maurya and post-Maurya 
period. 

The find of the silver coins, in the suburbs of 

Bhuvaneswar, is very significant, and these coins are believed 

to have been minted at Tosall. Romila Thapar2 suggests that 

imperial mints were probably situated in five major cities of 

Maurya empire and the coins were issued by the central 

authority with symbols having some connection with local 

commerce or local administration. But, more likely, these 

coins were issued by guilds or some such commercial 

institutes as tokens of trade and these were approved as legal 

tender by the royal authorities. In one of the coins of 

Jharpada, we find three Brahml letters—‘Ya ge ra’ - represen¬ 

ting probably the insignia of the institute that issued and 

circulated such coins. 

Many of the coins are found to be debased or alloyed 

suggesting scarcity of silver. But the find of these punch 

marked coins in several hoards, undoubtedly indicates the 

thriving condition of trade in Kalinga The circulation of 

such coins, however, continued long after the Mauryas, and 

there are evidences to conclude that these were known in 

Kalinga as late as cir, 300 A. DrJ 

1- A- /. no. 5 p. 98. 

2 Asoka ani the Decline af the Mauryas, p. 2-18. 
f 

3. Punch marked coin moulds were found at SiSup§lgarh in layers attri¬ 

buted to cir 300 A. D 

(A. /., no 5, I> 99;, 



APPENDIX 

A series of fourteen Edicts constitute the Rock Edicts 

of Asoka. Full sets of Rock Edicts have been discovered at 

Girnar near Junagarh inGujrat, Kalasi in Derahdoon district 

of U. P., Yerragudi in Kurnool district of Andhra, Mansehra 

in Hazara district of West Pakistan and Shahbazgarhi in 

Peshwar district of West Pakistan. At Sopara in Thana district 

of Gujrat, fragments of R. E VIII and IX were discovered 

which are at present preserved in the Prince of Wales 

Museum, Bombay. In Orissa, two sets of Rock Edicts have 

been discovered, one at Dhauli on the bank of the Daya river 

in Puri district and the other at Jaugada on the bank of the 

river Rskulya in Ganjam district. The hill, on which the 

Rock Edicts were inscribed at Dhauli, was known as Surabha 

Parvata and that at Jaugada was called Khapirhgala Parbata. 

In both these places the Edicts XI, XII and XIII have not 

been inscribed and instead of these three, two special Edicts 

have been engraved in each place. These special Edicts are 

called Separate Rock Edict I and Separate Rock Edict II. 

Out of the sixteen Edicts mentioned above, the R. E. 

XIII, S. R. E. I and S. R. E. II are of great importance for 

history of Kalinga under Asoka. R. E. XIII contains detailed 

description of the Kalinga war, while the other two Separate 

Rock Edicts elucidate the administrative policy of Asoka in the 

newly conquered province of Kalinga, as well as, his policy 

towards the unconqured Atavika. people living beyond the 

borders of his empire to the West of Kalinga. The actual 

text and English translation of these three Edicts are given 
below. 
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A 

Rock Edict XIII, Shahbazgarhi (Pakistan) version, 

Inscribed on the West face of the Shahabazgarhi 
rock in KharosthI script. 

Edited by— 

Buhler, E. /, II, pp. 246 f. 

Hultzsch, C. L /., I, pp. 66 f, 
Sircar, Select Inscriptions, I, pp 35. f. 

Text 

L. 1, la] f^R] fa[q]stto ^[atj 
to] f [spa i j f< m a[*J aa af sT aat 
ssa aq ere [a] [#] [ij 

L. 2- aat[q,a^r[g asiRte pstos] [tov 
m =a ^qatoa [ij at [sr]f*a w^ato2 [to]a 

Rftora $to[fa] [I] 

L. 3. srfatotfi] [rVjtoto ?tt a[sr] w a mqf ^ ^rcait a 

ana a ^[%] tfa [3?] a [a] ?p aa[> toa [I] s* 
fq 3 [aat] paaa* [^rc]toa ^ era 

j_# 4# a smpjj]* 3T [*] # g qq? q[|]q q fafia 
irq sraafz sa fqg^ pa to d^cf aia 

O --5 k“' 

^ 5 3Tfa%g qaazqR am qfciq[fz]to toa aq aq 4tfa[sr]q 

[5T)4t qttoaa a toaqi [i] ^ a fa [fa]^ ft 
to toa a^q toq; aaa 

P Q her versions 'UWPT 

2. Other vciSiOns ?T3aq 
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L g gyur% [a]^r <i fq ^ qt toi [I] toto ^ fa]a 

agto g*rf ^ to[*] [i] ^ =* ^ fi *wfa * to 
SH^a [I] St *lto8 [3l]Rt CIT q>fc»5t [f]at * 3[$t]* SRftff] =* TOt 

L 7 frcto 5? n [sr] s grotf [qt] W to ^ [l] ^ ft 

=* ^qqtora ^totoaq q qqt [ft to q to ^tot [I q ft ^ 

*reft fto ftftra to aft toft ['] *33* ft 

=a sto 

£, g. ^a fto gto irq f%fa wqqqg a =q Mto§ [r] 

mfa f| [qqjafto aa gqq qrto s[*]to to^to 
^f%^4 [i] ot xf g*q ga toft to to[a] ft smitoft [I] at =q 

3a to to fto ff =q to =a ^r*ci3 l 

L. 9. [3tM fa qto *r [to ^ w’ftftqj to [ft]a to <rc =a 
ta ?r[*]tot[%]a =to v ito aa ^’fafafa as m a*r 
?rtog<ift a* fa=q qfiq q? ?rq a[*] qq [far] q [I] [q] to [ft] 
f to ftoffa to q» [*] qftg a*i$ atoa5 

L. 10. to ftfatos to qfto to fto sro^^rf^r 

grtofa [Ij qqfato ito a tofa t ft sp to fto 
sto fto sw^to to [qr]3ftftftfa ^Rfaftffttf [fa] a fi] 
ft [<] to qto ftt [fa] *to fatot aq [a] gfa] 

1. Oth r versions ^q^a I 

2. Girnar Kalsi, and M§nsehr§ versions have — 

am ^t q TO'ft qai am ft fasmf ^nar ftftg 

■q?<.a -n’ qto =aT aft =ar ^arfq siaqffq aai am 

a^qra v.wsfa fq qiafft at aia qqif i 
3. Other versions afqo.qi I 

4. Other versions have i|K^ in place of TOftt 

3. Other versions have aT^qiaj for aftfcia 

6. GimSr — qff<^9; Kalsi—qTritS 
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H* fotost qt [i] src fhtft] fofa m toqfcr [I] 

3 # h ftfq[i]qtfq [q>] qq qqft f'J’fnqt fl] ^ 
^ 33 5q 3lP-T qqfqfq fafq [tfl] f|] fofcl ^ q<fiq *T qq toq* q 

Pwa [fjqsr qfcg «[^f?q]x ql to [*}] [^] ra q 5ii s[*]*a q 
*t%3 q q qT to*f qq [gj 

12. qi smtoqt ft] st teofttot <rc#to> fi] qq % 
q [a][*]wfe [i] sf§ ftqsftfe q^to [n] 

Translation 

In the eighth year of his consecration the 

‘Beloved of the gods’, the king Piyadasi, conquered 

Kalihga. In that a hundred and fifty thousand 

people were deported, a hundred thousand were 

killed and as many as that number perished. 

After that, with the recent acquisition of 

Kalinga, there commenced in the mind of the 

‘Beloved of the gods’ ardent desire for practice of 

Dhamma, intense love for Dhamma and longing 

for inculcation of Dhamma. On conquering 

Kalihga the 'Beloved of the gods’ feels remorse. 

3-5 When an unconquered country is conquered 

the slaughter, death, and deportation that occur 

there, are considered extremely painful and 

serious by the 'Beloved of the gods’. What is even 

more deplorable to the ‘Beloved of the gods’ is 

that those who dwell there, whether Brahmanas^ 

Sramanas or other sects, or house-holders who 

practise obedience to elders, obedience to mother 

and father, obedience to teachers, and also seemly 

behaviour and stead-fast devotion towards friends, 

I. GianSr- Kfilsi—q^3>HqI 
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acquaintances, companions, relatives, slaves and 

servants, all of them suffer because of injury, 

slaughter or deportation of near and dear ones. 

LI. 5-7 Even those who are fortunate to have 

escaped, and whose affection is undiminished 

(by the brutalising effect of war), suffer from the 

misfortunes of their friends, acquaintances, compa¬ 

nions and relatives. This participation of all men 

in suffering, weighs heavily on the mind of the 

‘Beloved of the gods’. There is not a single 

religious order which does not advocate peace.1 

So if a hundredth or a thousandth part of those 

people who were killed, met death, or were 

deported at that time in Kalinga, would now 

similarly suffer, it would be considered very 

deplorable by the ‘Beloved of the gods’. 

LI. 7-8 If any one does harm that may be pardoned 

by the ‘Beloved of the gods’ as far as it can 

possibly be pardoned. To those Atavi people, 

who are residing in the empire of the ‘Beloved of 

the gods’, he appeals and warns that the 

‘Beloved of the gods’ has • power even in his 

remorse, and he tells them to desist from 

( doing harm ), as otherwise, they would be 

killed. The ‘Beloved of the gods’ desires that all 

beings should be unharmed, have self-control 
and equanimity. 

1. For GirnSr Kslsi and M&nshehra versions this sentence m y be 

rendered as below :* 

Except among the Greeks, there is no land where the orders of 

BrShmanas and Sramanas do not exist, and there is no country where 

even a single religious order of men does not advocate peace. 
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L! 8-9 

LI 9-10 

LI. 10-11 

LI. 11-12 

The ‘Beloved of the gods’ considers victory 

by Dhamma to be the best victory. Moreover, the 

‘Beloved of the gods’ has obtained such victory in 

all outlying states to a distance of six hundred 

Yoyanas where reigns the Greek king named 

Antiochus and beyond the realm of that Amiochus 

in the lands of the four kings named Ptolemy, 

Antigonus, Mages and Alexander; and in the South 

over the lands of the Cholas and Pandyas as far as 

Tamvapamni (Ceylon). 

Like wise, here in the .imperial territories 

among the Greeks, Kombojas, Nabhakas andNabha 

parhtis, among the Bhojas and Pitinikas, Andhras 

and Paradas, every where people follow the incul¬ 

cation of Dhamma of the ‘Beloved of the gods’. 

Even in those lands where the envoys of the 

‘Beloved of the gods’ have not paid visit people 

hearing of the account of Dhamma, the precepts 

and inculcation of Dhamma of the ‘Beloved of the 

gods’ act according to Dhamma and would 

continue to do that. 

It is by this that victory is obtained every¬ 

where and victory every where is based on the 

sentiment of love. One obtains love through 

victory by Dhamma, Yet that love is of interior 

type because the ‘Beloved of the gods’ regards that 
only to be of great merit which pertains to the other 

world. 

The purpose for which this edict of Dhamma 

has been inscribed is that my sons and grand-sons 

should not think of making new conquests and 

should be satisfied in abstaining from conquest by 

arms, as well as, in precribing light punishment. 
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They should consider conquest by Dhamma as the 

only conquest, as that is of value both in this 

world and in the other world. They all should take 

pleasure in that which is the pleasure of Dhamma 

because that is of value both in this world and the 

other world. 

B 

Separate Rock Edict I, Dhaull version. 

Edited by— 

Kern, J. R. A. S.. 1880, pp. 379 f. 

Senart. I. A., XIX, pp. 82 f. 

Blihler A. S. S. /., I5 pp. 114 f. 

Hultzsch, C. /. /., I, pp. 92 f. 

Sircar, Select Inscriptions, I, pp. 41 fe 

Text 

1. |%r]‘ [fa]*r t>] 3?[cr]*rci |>q]?r 
[f] W] 

2- Mafrq [i] [Vj [f$fa] 
4[m] [q]fe [qf^]f 

3* pMl =7 [I] Qifl ^ 3 ^Tf^r] [ire#] 
[**]% g[$g| 

fI] gs ft qfg qR qq[*f] [tt]^ 
§ fij 

r» i ^[t] qsrr^ $%['] f*r]% 
W fft]a 

. tfflTqiq in Jaugada version. 
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L’ ara*ftft%[a] [^Tf;] [fci] cT«rr [aa gfa]d§ ft[f]^fa 
[fM*] [l] ate qrgara am a 

L- 7(1 [3^J [fa ^] [l] [%$] [a] sftr[%] [arglarfa 
a[a1 % ft at aa [I] ^[oa] [fl] [g$] o:a 

L* 8. ifa[f|]aT ft[l] [fa]faa ^ gf?te [ft] [srfaj [%) aaa 
ar qft?r%%a m qr^arfa [l ] cici |tfa 

L. 9. zr&m aa aaa[*]fcft3 aPa =al [aaj [a]f *Fta[fa]a 
l<sftaf*t [l] aa fftjafta 

L. 10. gafi ftfa aa% qfzarsftar fa [1] [ft]^ [arftft] at 
tfqftq^fa ^aTa aag^rfta 

L. 11. fafs]ftRa gprarfaJaraTffaa arr?Tf*fta [f ]?^a [1] 

*t f%afr^ ftra aa 

L. 12, [arar] [at]f^g a[a][r]fa [1] traer a aa [a] # 
^rergsift ?r[g]5rar =a[l] fafa [a] * a f%*ra faaT 

L. 13. [ap sa[^] aaftra fa[a]g af[z]af[a^] aaftft 

aT [I] ^a aa n ^[ftia] [g]m ^a aafaa 

L. 14, arn $ a*aa%a =ala=a [^araftaa ?rgafa [l] § 

a^[r]-a [§r] [a:]aa [aq]ftqrc 

L, 15. a^T araa araqfeqfa fl] [fa] q[r ]zqtaaftte f| aa afa 

*aaa [?TM]fa at an^[r]^f[a] [ij 

L. 16. gan[f]it fl f[a]a *&a[a] PO# **P] ^ta%% [I] 
a[*]q£qa[atj[a] 3 aa *aa[‘] 

L. 17. an^ra[fa]a[a] [aa] [=a] [anjafaa afa [l] fa =a 
[ftifa] [fajaa[<a]te at [a] faa [r] [l] 

1. Jauga<Ja version has ?l^te a*t afa ^t^afa I 
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L. 18. 

L. 19. 

L. 20. 

L. 21, 

L, 22. 

L, 23. 

L. 24. 

L. 25. 

L. 26. 

LI. 1-4 

i p[qj^f [a][&r] fa 

[ i] \4 ^ g'k 

W tfrfft] RT [ f] ^ [I] wsr^ ^ [‘J 

[fafq] fafaci [ftj^ 

fa sfajcf ^*fa [ f ]a [^] [^J 

[r] *r1 2 3Tq*m [qjftrfaiq q 

mzm qfafr f&%] «r m f*RT fa [i] ssfa r 3T3?q 5* ['] 

[flfr] *fa <farg q^g (faj % 

g [r^tt] *ifaRfa o: ^r [r^] 
ofa ws ^Tftg [cf] [fq] [al*n 

q;?T f] fa ?t«t qrgsq) fa [l] ^fafad fq 3 fflfar tzafa 
q srem [fa]wr[fatf][fa] X x x 

Ifazmq qji fa r ^rfa*Fmfa*rfa fafa qsifa [l] tirg 
a<q [ferj «ffa fq [ 1 ] [sr] ^iwxxx 

a *rimaT fa*qfa4fa srgznrfa ci^r wqfag* 3t<fa q?4 or 

fq *ufatffa 

faq a [q] 1 q*4fa ?r [*r] snfafa ^rgzrfafa [11] 

Translation 

By order of the ‘Beloved of the gods’ the 

Minister and the City judiciaries of Tosali should 

speak to themselves thus - whatever I see to be 

right that I desire to achieve through action 

and by effective means. This is what I consider 

to be the best and instruct you all for this 
purpose. 

1. Jaugada version has ^HRcfT 

2. Hultzsch’s restoration. 
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LI. 4 

LI. 6 

14. 8 

LI. 1 

6 You are all appointed in charge of many 

thousands of persons, so you should cultivate love 

for all persons. All men are my children, and 

just as I desire for my own children that they 

should have bliss and happiness both in this world 

and the other world, so also I desire the same for 

all men. 

-8 But you do not realise this to the extent its 

meaning can reach. If possibly one among you 

can realise it, that even he does only in part and 

not in its entirety. You all being well placed should 

perceive this principle well, 

-12 In affairs of administration there may be 

persons who would suffer imprisonment or 

coercion. In that also may occur accidental death 

in the prison and many other people may also 

heavily suffer for that. So you all should desire 

this—you should strive to practise impartiality. 

But it cannot be practised by those who have 

jealousy; anger; harshness, rashness, irregularity; 

idleness or slackness. So you all should desire that 

these blemishes should not be in you. At the root 

of all these lie equanimity and serenity of mind. 

2-15 In affairs of administration if one is fatig¬ 

ued,one should not exert; so while acting you should 

have patience and proceed forward. Those among 

you who approve of this should say-do not see any 

thing else, such and such are the instructions of the 

‘Beloved of the gods’. Carrying out of these 

(instructions) in right manner would lead to great 

merit and impoper practice of these would 

result in great loss because by disregarding these 

you would gain neither heaven nor royal favour. 
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LI 16-17 Why do I devote my mind so extensively to 
the fact of discharging this duty in two different 

manners ? Because, by proper performance of it 

you will not only gain heaven but also will dis- 

charge your debt to me. 

LI. 17-19 This edict should be read out by you on 

‘Tisya Naksatra day’, and at intervals between the 

Tisya days you should read it out even to a single 

man. By doing this you will get inspiration for 

proper performance of duty. 

LI. 19-23 The edict is inscribed here with the purpose 

that the city judiciaries should always act upto it 

so that people should not suffer from sudden 

arrest and ill considered persecution. And for this 

purpose I shall send out on tour in every five years 

the Mahamatras (ministers) who realising the pur¬ 

pose of it would not be harsh in behaviour and 

pugnacious in temper and would strive with plea¬ 

sing manners to act according to my instruc¬ 

tions. 

LI. 23-24 The prince at Ujj ayini should also send out 

for this purpose similar officers at intervals not 

exeeding three years, so also will be in case of 

Taksasila. 

LI 24-26 Whenever the Mahamatras would go out on 

tour, they shall, without neglecting their own 

duties, realise this-they are doing that which con¬ 

forms to the instructions of the king. 
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c 

Reparate Rock Ediet II, Jaugada version. 

Edited by- 

Rem., J.R,A.S., 1880, pp. 379 f 

Senart /. A,, XIX, pp,82 f. 

Biihler, A.S,S.E, I, pp* 114 f. 

Hultzsch, C. I. I., I, pp. 115 f. 

Sircaiy Select Inscriptions, I, pp. 46 f. 

Text' 

L. 1. ^tr |q m M [l] [ija 

qafqqT [|] SF* T%f^ [l] fa cT f [^Jlfa ^ [fa] fa * 

qRq 

L. 2 qfeqRqf <|qT [^t] a ^ [l] a ^ 3 qtfajqqcf 

3*i«r ?r [q] * qr [*] [3$] s *rgs [ft] [i] aq sfa 

L 3* m q q^T [i] qrq q^T [q] f%fa atqir fta 1 

[%] q q^fq f^rfa f% [fa] [q] *faq fta § 

L. 4, [^r] r fa f|q qrereilft [%*n] Wfr q ^ 

qq snag [i] ftqr qjfaR M faft^T 

L 5. 4 fa § ^tt^t ?rf ^ra [i] [^t] q m f 
qT3^3 ^q ^fa qig [fafrj a f \] 

1. Dhaull version has qfRIcTT =3 

2. The portion from 3Tqq*lfa to 3%^ has been repeated in the edict. 
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L, 6. afaqft [sr] ^ 3 g<a =* sft faj i^J 5^ 

f] fi] la a arglg ^[faajfa a ^r 

L. 7. 

L. 8. 

L. 9. 

L 10. 

L. 11. 

L. 12. 

L. 13. 

L 14. 

L. 15. 

q: ar%a officii aa fafaa a aa [*J a% [*jJ*fa ftasfft ^ 

qaaft a sn^ra^ J [ij aaft 

asrsft ^ararftr vr ^[^'[fta]^ r fJ a; 

^ [3J afc j *] [a] 

[gj ^tt aa fafa aftar a ara?r 111 a la ft>]^ af *] $ 

]ftafal a*ararfa jar argl 

5 ^ [a] t fft [I] a [I] ^rr^r fa ara [arftft ar^a 

[ft] [I] a ar ft] fa [a] ft ^rar aar I 

3 [aa] ar [ft] I [i] a^ft %4 ar^arftra [^]\k [a] 

ftft] a [an] [a] a faft afftT ar araa [aa;] 

^r ftfaj 3 ttenft oafa [ar]a[ fft [i] [ar] *f 

[ft] 3$ ^mftrft ft [a] §<arl [a] [a] a [*] ft?? 

^rtft ft] a ro ^ M fa ftft] [i] la a a^fa *aa [*] 

M ftr] arafaa [a].aa a ana [IJ,a aaa fij tr 

aft a ar [a] t I * [a] m ft [fara] [ft] * * [a] 

ft]’ [r] afar arsft aa ft] 3%^ anarnara a 

aa aa [ar] a a afar [a]* [1] * a a faa> ar[a]a[r] 

a[a]ra aft faar ftaa [1] afaar ft aafafaar [1] 

^ aa oft [a] ft [aftfa] ar [1] la [*] ^ ft] <4 ft]* 
aaa?ftfftrafta ft] [u] 

L. 16. 
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Translation 

LI. 1-2 

LI. 2-4 

LI. 4-6 

LI. 6-7 

LI. 7-12 

The ‘Beloved of the gods’ orders thus. The 

Mahamatra (minister) and the Rajavachanika 

(officer in-charge of royal decrees) at SamapS 

should speak to themselves—whatever I approve 

of, I desire to achieve through action and 

by effective means, This is what I consider 

to be the best and I instruct you all for . 

this purpose. 

All men are my children, andjust as I desire 

for my own children that they should have bliss 

and happiness both in this world and the other 

world so also I desire the same for all men. 

The unconquered people on my borders 

may ask-what is the policy of the king towards us ? 

They should be made to understand that this is my 

desire with regard to them.—The king desires that 

they should not be worried because of him. They 

should derive consolation from him and get from 

him happiness and no sorrow. 

They should understand this that the king 

will forgive them as far as it is possible on his part 

to forgive and that they should practise Dhamma 

for his sake and gain this world and the other 

world. 

I instruct you for the purpose that by doing 

so I may discharge my debt towards you and also 

that I may make you know my policy that 

unflinching are my promise and determination. By 

honouring this you perform your duties and console 

yourself. You realise this, that‘the king is just like our 

father and as he feels for his own so also he feels 
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LI. 12- 

LI. 13- 

for ourselves as we are like the children of the king.’ 

I instruct you for this and make you know my 

policy that unflinching are my promise and 

determination and all pervading is my authority. 

13 You are all capable of giving them (frontier 

people) consolation, as well as, bliss and happiness 

in this world and the other world. By doing this 

you will attain heaven and also help me discharge 

my debt (to my people). 

16 This edict has been engraved here for 

the purpose that the Mahamatras shall all time 

attend to the work of conciliation of the frontier 

people and of promoting Dhamma among them. 

This edict is to be read out every four months on 

the day of Tisyaand also at interval between Tisya 

days. At times, it may be read out even to a single 

person. By doing this you will get inspiration to 

act according to my instructions. 

38 
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CHAPTER—VI 

KALINGA UNDR THE ARYA MAHAMEGHAVAHANAS. 

kharavela. 

I 

Date of Kharavela. 

The determination of the date of Kharavela is one of 

the perplexing problems in history. The Hathigumpha 

Inscription of Kharavela1; which is the only authentic source 

for the history of his time, is not properly preserved and 

contains many lacunae which have given rise to unnecessary 

speculations by scholars. This has led to distortion of facts in 

such away that Kharavela has been assigned to different periods 

ranging from the fourth century B. G. to the first centnry 

B. G. Rajendra Lai Mitra, who does not even know the name 

of Kharavela and regards the king of the inscription to be one 

Aira, places him as early as the fourth century B. C." Fleet3 

and Luders4 are inclined to assign king Kharavela to the third 

century B. C. Bhagwan. Lai Indraji5 is the first scholar to 

read the name of Kharavela in the Hathsgumpha Inscription and 

he is also a pioneer in giving a more correct version 

improving upon the reading of Prinsep6 and Rajendra Lai 

b See Appendix to this Chapter. 

2. Antiquities of Orissa, pp. II, 16 f. 

3. J. R. A. 8. 1910, pp. 242 f and 824 f. 

4. List 13 6 & E. I. X p. 161. 

5. Act38 du Sixierm Coigres International des 

pp. 152- 177. 

6- J. A. S. B. VI. pp. 1075- 1091. 

Orientia listes, pt. Ill, 
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Mitra. According to Indraji, Kharavela belongs to the 

second century B. G. and he is supported by Sten Konow1, 

K. P. Jayaswal", R. D. Banerji3 and many other scholars. 

But another group of scholars represented by R. P. Chanda4, 

H. C. Ray Chaudhury5, B. M, Baruac, N. N. Ghosh7 and 

D. C. Sircar8 place Kharavela in the first century B. C. Thus 

a wide difference of opinion is noticed amongst scholars in 

their attempt to determine the date of Kharavela and out of 

the tangle skein of opinions it seems very difficult to trace 

the correct string of time for placing Kharavela in proper 

sequence of history. 

The attempt to assign Kharavela either to the fourth 

or third century B. C. is based on wrong reading and 

interpretation of the inscription and the find of it is contrary 

to known facts of Indian history. Kharavela could not have 

flourished in the fourth century B. C. when Mahapadmananda 

ruled over Kalinga9 and also in the third century B. C., when 

Asoka and his successors10 held way over this territory. So 

the theory in connection with the fourth and the third 

century B. C. as the time of Kharavela is without doubt 

untenable. The HdthSgumphd Inscription itself provides a few 

suggestive evidences which may be examined for arriving at a 

more correct conclusion regarding the date of Kharavela, 

These are connected with an alleged Maurya era, one 

1. 1. ActaOrwtalia, 1, pp. 12 f. 
2. J. B. 0. R. S. Ill, pp. 425 f; IV, pp. 364 f; XIII. 

XIV, pp. 150 f. 
3. J. B. 0. R. 8„ IV pp. 486 f. 
4. M. A. S. /. No. I.p. 10. 
5. P. H. A. /. 1950,pp. 377 f. and pp. 418 f. 

6. 0. B. I. 1929,PP 268 f. 
7. Early History of India. 
8. Select Inscriptions, p. 206. 
9. See Supra, ch. IV. 

10. See Supra,'V, 

pp. 221 f; 
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Bahasatimita, the king of Anga and Magadha a Yavanaraja 

tentatively named Dimata, a Nandaraja, and king Satakarni 

of SatavShana dynasty. The problems associated with each of 

them are examined below. 

The Alleged Maurya Era. 

It was Bhagwan Lai Indraji1 who propounded 

for the first time a dubious theory on the basis of line 16 of 

the Hathsgumpha Inscription that the thirteenth regnal year of 

Kharavela corresponded to the 165th year of the Maurya era 

counted from 255 B. C. which he supposed to be the date 

of Asoka’s Kalinga Vija) a. According to this calculation. 

Kharavela’s accession took place in 103 B.Cc (255 B. C. - 

165+13). The reading of £Raja Muriya Kala5 by Indraji 

was later on accepted by Sten Konow2 and was also 

supported by JayaswaL and R. D. Banerji4. Jayaswal and 

Banerji, in 1917 took the expression ‘Muriyakale’ as Maurya 

era counted from the date of accession of Chandragupta 

Maurya. But Sten Konow in 1923 found no era in the 

expression ‘Raja-Muriya-Kala’5 and explained it as meaning the 

time of the Maurya king Chandragupta. R. P. Chanda re¬ 

garded the expression in Line 16 as af<a very unusual way of 

stating a date,” and further observed that “still more unusual 

is the statement of a date as an independent achievement in 

the PraSasti”6. Subsequently both Jayaswal and Banerji7 

gave up their previous idea of the ‘Maurya era’ and al¬ 

though the former continued to hold the reading ‘Muriyakala9 

he explicitly declared in 1930 that cthere is no date in a 

!• Indraji, *lbid. 

2. Sten Konow, Ibid 

3. K. P. Jayaswal, Ibid. 

4. R. D. Banerji, Ibid. 

5. Sten Konaw, Ibid. 

6. R. P. Chanda, Ibid. 

7. History of Orissa I, p. 82 and also E. I. XX p. 72. 

39 
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Maurya era in the 16 line’ oi the Hathsgumpha Inscription. 

D. G. Sircar1 reads cMukhiyakala3 in place of Muriyakala and 

explains the expression ‘Mukhiyakala Vochhinam3 as chief arts 

that consist of singing and dancing. This, however, seems 

erroneous because Vochhinam (Vyavachhinnarh) which means 

Ccut off’ or ‘interrupted’ cannot be taken to mean ‘Samanvitam’2, 

i. e. comprising or consisting of. Moreover, the word 

Muriyakala is a definite reading and the letter Ri of the ex¬ 

pression ‘Muriya3\ is recognised by all epigraphists invariably 

from the time of Prinsep to the time of Chanda and Barua. 

This portion of Line 16 means that Kharavela revived the 

‘Tauryatrika3 (performance of dance, song and concert) with 

its sixtyfour branches that had been suspended in Kalinga 

during the time of the Mauryas.4 

The Line 16, therefore, speaks of the ‘period of the 

Maurya rule’ and not of any ‘Maurya era’.5 So this cannot 

!. Select Inscriptions pp. 210 and 213. 

2. In his Sanskrit text of the Hathlgumpha Inscription Dr. Sircar renders 

Select Inscriptions, p. 213. 

3. The letter Ri of the ‘’Muriyakala maybe compared with Ri in 

‘Veduriya’ of the same Line 16; 'Siri Kharavelend in Line 1 ; ‘Siri’ 

in Line 2; ‘Kalinganagari’ in Line 3; 'Goradhagiri' in Line 7 ; 

‘Pariharairi in Line 9 and ' Kharavelasirt in Line 17. There is 

clear distinction between Ri and Khi of the Inscription and the 

letter ‘Khi' may be examined for the purpose in cases of 

‘Khiviram in Line 3 ; ‘Nikhita’ in Line 5 and ‘Pakhind in Line 14 

of the Inscription. 

4. See the translation of the passage in the Appendix. 

5. The edicts of A$oka are dated in his regnal year and counted from 

the date of his coronation, and no record of his succesors, so far 

available, carry any trace of an era. V. Smith draws our attention 

to an era of Samprati, grand son of A$oka, mentioned in an ancient 

jaina manuscript (Early History of India 4th Edition, p. 202 note). 

But such an era is not found in use else where and the account of 

that manuscript, *s well as, the theory based on it are highly 

doubtful. 
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help us determining the date of Kharavela as supposed by 

earliar scholars. 

Bahasatimita. 

In support of the theory that Kharavela belongs to 

the second century B. C. Jayaswal identifies the king 

Bahasatimita in Line 12 of the Hathsgumphd Inscription with 

‘Pusyamitra Sung a. the founder of the Sunga dynasty1 

(185 B. G.). He argues on the authority of the Sarhkhyayana 

Grhya Sutra (i, 26, 6) that Brhaspati ((Jha) is the regent 

(Naktatradhipa) of the Zodiacal asterism Pusya (Tisya) in the 

constellation Cancer, and so Kharavela calls him Brhaspati 

Mitra (Bahasatimita) instead of Pusyamitra. The identifi¬ 

cation of Bahasatimita i. e. Brhaspatimitra with Pusyamitra 

Sunga, as suggested by Jayaswal, has been accepted by 

Banerji2, Sten Konow3, V. Smith4 and jouveau DubreuiT. 

But this appears to be based more on conjecture than on any 

convincing evidence. Ray Phoudhuri points out that the 

name ‘Brhaspati’ is not to be equated with Pusyamitra simply 

because Brhaspati is the regent of the asterism Pusya_, because 

in literature Brhaspati, Pusyadharman and Pusyamitra occur 

as names of distinct individuals6 R. P. Chanda argues “Even 

if we admit that Brhaspati was also identified by the ancient 

Hindus with Pusya^ that does not justify the identification of 

Brhaspati Mitra with Pusyamitra any more than the denota¬ 

tion of the same God by the term Skanda and Kumara justi- 

h 0. R. S. Ill, pp. 236 —245. 

2. J. B. 0. R. HI, p. 504. 

3. Acta Orientalia I, p. 29. 

4. Oxford History of India. 

5. Early History of the Deccan. 

6. P. H. A. i. 1950, p. 374, n. 3. 
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fics the identification of Skandagupta with Kumaragupta”1. 

So Bahasatimita of the inscription should be treated as a dis¬ 

tinct individual and his identification with Pusyamitra Sunga 

is far-fetched and untenable. An identification between 

the two is not warranted by sobre history and astrological 

speculation that goes to distort facts should be rejected as 

unhistorica!. 

The name Brhaspatimitra occurs in different records 

of the post Sunga period, and coins bearing the legend 

‘Brhaspatimitra’ have also been traced in Kausarhbl 

and Ahichhatra re don.2 A king named Brhasvatimitra 

is known from Yasamita’s brick tablet3 found at Mora 

near Mathura, in which queen Yasamita has been 

described as the daughter of Brhasvatimitra. One of the 

two inscriptions of Asadhasena found at Pabhosa near 

Kausarhbl, inscribed in the 10th regnal year ofUdaka^also 

refers to king Bahastimitra, who is described there as the 

son of Gopalf, while Asadhasena is mentioned as his maternal 

uncle.4 In the 2nd Pabhosa inscription Asadhasena is 

described as a king of Ahichhatra.5 If Brhasvatimitra of queen 

Yasamita’s brick-tablet and Bahasatimitra of Pabhosa 

Inscription No. 1 be taken to be identical, which appears very 

probable, it may be said that the mother of Bahasatimitra 

(Gopali) was a daughter of the royal family of Ahichhatra 

and that the king of Mathura region was his son-in-law. 

Both Asadhasena and Yasamita are proud of their relation 

with king Brhaspatimitra, which indicates that he enjoyed 

considerable political prestige during that time. 

1. I. H. Q. V. P. 597. 
2. Smith, Catalogue of Coins, pp M6-155 ; 185 
3. J. R. A. S. 1912, p. 120. 
4. E. /. II, pp> 2421. 
5. Ibid. 
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Jayaswal identifies Udaka of the Pabhosa Inscription 

No. 1 with Odraka the 5th Suhga king mentioned in the 

Puranas} This king has been variously represented as 

Andhraka, Bhadraka, Ardraka, Antaka, Odruka, etc. The 

identification of Jayaswal cannot, however, be accepted 

because according to the Pur anas, Odraka ruled only for two 

years/ while the Pabhosa Inscription No. 1 states that 

Asadhasena excavated the cave for the Arhats in the 10th 

regnal year of Udaka.1 2 3 4 Among the successors of Pusyamitra 

only Bhaga or Bhagavata, the 9th Suhga king, is known to 

have reigned for more than 10 years.5 But there is hardly any 

ground to identify Bhagavata with Udaka of the Pabhosa 

Inscription. The king Kasiputra Bhagabhadra, to whose court 

the Yavana ambassador Heliodoros came and installed a 

Garudadhvaja Pillar at Vidisa in the 14th regnal year of the 

king (Kasiputra Bhagabhadra)6 is identified by scholars either 

with the 5th Suhga king Odraka or with the 9th Suhga king 

Bhagabhadra.7 But neither of them can be taken to be 

identical with Udaka as the latter can hardly be associated 

with the ruling family of the Vidisa region in the Pabhosa 

Inscription. Thus in absence of reliable evidence it is not 

possible to identify Udaka with any king of the Suhga 

dynasty mentioned in the Parana and he may tentatively be 

taken as a local ruler of the KausambI region.8 

1. <7. B 0. R. S, III, 6917, P. 474. 

2. Ardraka and Odruka in the Visnu Purcina, Andhraka in the Vaj/u, 
and Antaka in the Matsya. 

3. D. K. A. p. 31. 

4. E. I. II, pp. 242 f. 

5. D. K. A. p. 32. 

6. ,7. B. B. R. A. S. XXIII, p. 104. 
7. Marshall, A Guide to Sanchi, p. 11, note, and also Rapson, C. H. 1. 

I, p. 321. 

8. Dr. Barua even doubts Udaka to be the personal name of a king as 

in the inscription the word Rajho is not inserted before the name and 

he thinks that it may be the name of the place where the cave was 
excavated, CI.H.Q. 1930 p 23). 
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Bahasatimitra of the Pabhosa Inscription was probably 

the king who issued coins bearing the legend ‘Brhaspatimitra’ 

and found from Kosam (ancient Kausariibi) and Ramnagar 

(ancient Ahichhatra). If the provenance of the coins 

indicates the extent of his territoryit may be said that he 

had political sway over KausambI and Ahichhatra region and 

in that case he obtained suzerainty over Ahichhatra after the 

death of his uncle Asadhasena, who was a king of that place 

when the Pabhosa Inscription had been recorded. 

The date of Brhaspatimitra can be determined by the 

palaeographic evidence of his coin legends. R. P- Chanda 

points out that the form of medial ‘i* in the legend is also 

found in the inscriptions of the Kusanas, as well as, of the 

Guptas. Moreover, 'ha and ‘sa have perfectly equalised 

vertical lines and 'sa? closely resembles with the (sa in the 

inscription of ‘Sodasa’. Under this consideration the coins 

of Brhaspatimitra cannot be ascribed to the tot half of the 

second century B. C. as suggested by Jayaswak and they 

can be assigned to the second half of the first century B. G. 

on palaeographic consideration. The same arguments may also 

be advanced in determining the date of Pabhosa Inscription of 

Asadhasena. D. 0. Sircar points out that the characters of 

this Inscription exhibiting angular forms and sherif have 

common peculiarities with the inscriptions of the Sakas of 

Mathura. The developed form of medial *V and medical V, 

as well as, the curved base of *na’ indicates without doubt a 

period which cannot be earlier than the second half of the 

first century B. C. Thus Brhaspatimitra whose coins have 

1. I. H. Q. V, pp. 596-97. 
2. J. B. 0. R. S. III. p. 479. 
3. Select Inscriptions, I, p. 97. 
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been found at Kosam and Ramangar, may be ascribed to the 

second half of the first century B. C. 

Bahasatimita, the adversary of Kharavela, has been 

described in the Hat hi gamp ha Inscription as the king of Anga 

and Magadha1 and as pointed out earlier, Jayaswal and 

many other scholars have identified this king with the famous 

emperor Pusyamitra. But the palaeography of the 

Hathsgumpha Inscription cannot be as early as the time of 

Pusyamitra Sunga. In the development of the Brhaml-letter 

form, the characters of the Hathsgumpha Inscription are 

to be placed later than those of Besnagar Garuda Pillar 

Inscription of the time of Bhagabhadra2, identified with 

the penultimate Sunga king. The angular forms and 

horizontal basis of some of the letters like <va‘ *ma\ (pa\ :ha\ 

of the Hath]gumpha Inscription indicate a definite advance 

from the Sunga script3, and such peculiarities find striking 

similarity with the characters of the Pabhosa Inscription and of 

the coin legends of Brhaspatimitra. Jayaswal himself notes 

that “the characters on the coins of Brhaspatimitra belong to 

the age of Kharavela’s inscription. The form of every letter 

in the coin can be pointed out in the inscription except 

probably of ‘ha* which has got both bars on the coin equal.4 

Under these considerations Bahasatimita, whom 

Kharavela claims to have defeated, can be no other than the 

king Bahasatimitra of the Pabhosa Inscription and of the 

Kausambi and Ahichhatra coins. Epigraphic evidences 

indicate that Bahasatimita, the adversary of Kharavela was 

ruling over an extensive territory including Anga, Magadha 

h See Line 2 °f the Inscription, in the Appendix. 

2. ror evolution of the Brahm'i letters since A$oka vide M. A S I. 1 
PP. 10-12 and L H. Q. V, PP. 601-602. 

3. See the opinion of Dr. Sircar in Select Inscriptions p 206 
4. J. B. 0, R. S. Ill p. 479. 
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Vatsa (Kau£ambi) and Panchala (Ahichhatra) regions during 

the second half of the first century B. C.1 

Yavanaraja, 

Jayaswal attempts to corroborate his view regarding 

identification of Bahasatimita with Pusyamitra Sunga by 

reading in Line 8 of the Hathigumpha Inscription the name 

‘Yavanaraja Dimita’ whom he identifies with the famous 

Indo-Greek king Demetrius, the contemporary of Pusyamitra 

Sunga. In none of his readings done before 1919, Jayaswal 

could trace the words ‘Yavanaraja Dimita.5 In 1919 he and 

Benerji made a fresh attempt to examine the inscription and 

subsequently in 1927 Jayaswal declared that he read the 

word ‘Yavanaraja5 followed by the name ‘Dimata52 and as 

regards ‘Dimata5 he stated that he found the clear trace of the 

syllable (ma\ Banerji2 was at one with Jayaswal in his reading 

of the proper name ‘Dim ita5 and Sten Konow announced 

1. It may be pointed out that a series of kings having name endings 

“Mitra* ruled over Magadha, Kau^Smbi and MathurS regions during 

the period preceding the Christian era. We know about these Mitra 

kings from various votive inscriptions at BodhgayS (GayH and Bodhgayi 

II, p. 74 and also Marshall’s A. S. Report, 1907*03, p. 40) as well as, 

from coins found in Pafichala» MathurS and.KumrShSr regions. 

(Cuningham, Coins of Ancient India pp. 81*88, and Allan, C. C A. I. 

pp. cxixcxx). The names available to us are Brhatsvatimitra, 

IndrSgnimitra, Brahmamitra, Brhaspatimitra, Dharmamitra, Visnu- 

mitra, Varunamitra, and Gomitra. Dr. Ray Chaudhuri states that “of 

these kings IndrSgnimitra, Brahmamitra and possibly Brhaspatimitra 

are definitely associated with Magadha in addition to other territories . 

(P. H. A. I- 1950, p. 401). So | far as Brhaspatimitra is concerned 

Dr. Barua suggests that he came after IndrSgnimitra and Brahmamitra 

and was a w3aker rival and contemporary of KhSravela. 
(0. B. /, p. 278). 

1. 7. P. 0. P. S'. XIII, P. 228. 

2. Ibid. 
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“I can see ‘Yavanaraja’ as read by Jayaswal and of his 

‘Dirr.ata’ the W is quite legible.- Finally, Jayaswal and 

Banerji jointly stated that W could be distinctly fead 

the first and the third syllable could be made out with great 

difficulty.'1 2 

In line 8 of the inscription the word ‘Yavanaraja 

can be clearly read, but in the next word nothing is visible 

except a trace of the letter W3. The restoration of the name 

‘Dimata’ is, therefore, purely conjectural and as such cannot 

be accepted. Scholars like R. P. Chanda and Ray Chaudhuri 

are not prepared to agree with this arbitrary restoration and 

while the former questions ‘‘what evidence is there to show 

that this Demetrius can be no other than the son and successor 

of Euthydemos of Bactria?”4 the latter states that “even if the 

reading Dimata be correct, the reference may be to Diyumeta 

or Diomedes (Whitehead-TWo Greek Coins - P. 36) and not 

necessarily to Demetrius”5 6. It may be pointed out that 

Diyumeta and Diomedes belonged to the house of Eukratides 

and hence; their activities cannot be extended as far as Patali- 

putra and Mathura, they being confined to the North-west 

part of India ^Gandhara).5 

The name of the Yavanaraja in the Hailisgumpa 

Inscription cannot conclusively be regaraed either as 

Demetrius or as Diomedes, because it is impossible now to 

make out any satisfactory restoration of the name from the 

inscription. Recently Jagannath7 has revived the theory oi 

1. Ada Or entalia I. p. 27. 

2. E, I. X pp. 76 and 84. 
3. See Appendix. 

4. I. H. Q. V. p. 594. 

5. P. H. A. I. 1950, p. 420, note. 

6. W. W. Tam, Greeks in Bactria and India p. 315 and C. H. I, I. p. 55 ). 
7. A Comprehensive History of India, II, p. 112. 

40 
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Jayaswal and has attempted to prove that the Yavanaraja of 

the Hathsgnmpha Inscription is no other than the Indo-Greek 

king Demetrius. He argues that “The most decisive piece of 

evidence is the mention of the Greek invader who hastily 

retreated to Mathura on learning of the advance of 

Kha* avela s army to Rajagriha. It was only once that the 

Greek armies marched into the Ganges valley and penetrated 

as far as the metropolis of Pataliputra. This invasion is 

lefened to m the Adahabhasya as an event of the recent past 

i. e. before the rule of Pushyamitra commenced. From the 

'Yuga Purana" also we, learn that ‘viciously valiant’ Greeks had 

to beat a hasty retreat on account of a deadly war having 

broken out amongst them. There can be no doubt that the 

reference is to the invasion of India by Demetrius who had to 

hasten back on account of the appearance of his rival 

Eukratides.”1 But Jagannath’s aiguments are based on 

various inferences which require careful scrutiny. He points 

out that the invasion of Demetrius took place before the 

accession of Pusyamitra and that Kharavela ascended the 

throne twelve years before Pusyamitra’s accession. The next 

inference of Jagannath is that the hero of the Greek army 

referred to by Patanjali and cTuga Purana’ was Demetrius, the 

son of Euthydemos, and he further assumes that Pusyamitra’s 

accession to the throne, Kharavela’s invasion of Rajagriha, 

and Demetrius’ retreat from Madhyadesa are all simultaneous 

events in history. It has already been said on the basis of 

Tuga Purana, that the viciously valiant Yavanas reduced 

Saketa, Pahchala and Mathura and reached as far as Patali¬ 

putra, during the time when the Maurya king Vijaya, the 

brother and successor of Salisuki was ruling over 

Magadha.1 Pusyamitra Sunga by that time, was out of picture, 

as his coming to power took place after two generations of 

1 See Supra. Ch. V. 
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kings. If the invasion and the retreat of the Yavanas be 

associated with Kharave’a’s attack on Rajagriha, the 

Yavana! aj a of the Hathsgurhpha Inscription might be supposed 

to be Demetrius. But in that case the identification of 

Bahasatimita of the Inscription, either with Vijaya or with 

Pusyamitra Sunga will be unwarranted. The suppo¬ 

sition that the invasion of the Yavanas referred to by the 

Tuga Purdna, as well as, by Patanjali, took place at the time of 

Kharavela’s campaign against Magadha is quite uncalled for, 

firstly because the name of the Yavana king in Line 8 cannot 

be restored with any amount of certainty and secondly 

because the king Bahasatimita of Magadha mentioned in Line 

12 cannot be identified with Pusyamitra Sunga. As pointed 

above; Brhaspatimitra (Bahastimita) was a king of the first 

century B. C. referred to in several epigraphs of the period 

and known from some of his coins.1 2 He can on no account be 

pushed back to the 1st. quarter of the second century B. C. 

when the Yavanas (Demetrius) invaded Madhyadesa. So 

the Yavana king of the Hathsgumpha Inscription must be later 

than and distinct from Demetrius, and he must also be 

placed sorretimes in the second half of the first century B. C 

We know of the Yavanas (Indo-Greeks) penetrating as far as 

the territories of the Satavahanas even as late as the second 

century A. D. when they were crushed by Gautamiputra 

Satakarni ( 106 A. D.—-130 A. D, )a It is therefore not 

impossible that a Yavana king had proceeded upto Mathura 

in the second half of the first century B. C. It was during 

this time that the Indo-Greek kings belonging to the house of 

Euthydemos were lingering in Eastern Punjab3; they were 

Zoilus, Apolophenes. Dionysius, Nicias and Hippostatas whose 

coins are found in considerable number in that region.4 The 

1. See Supra. 

2. Nasik Cave Inscription of V§gis$hiputra Pulamavi E, I. VIII, pp. 60 f. 

3. A comprehensive History af India- pp. 177 f. 

4. Ibid. 
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\avanaraja of Kharavela’s Inscription might possibly be any 

one of these kings, but nothing definite can be said about this 

so long as new data’are available to throw further light on the 

identity of this Yavanaking. 

Nandaraia. 

The account of king Nanda in Lines 6 and 12 of the 

Hathsgwhpha Inscription*has already been discussed in Chapter 

IV , where it has been pointed out with all coherent reasons 

that he is no other than Mahapadmananda of the Nanda 

dynasty. It has further been shown there that he excavated an 

aqueduct in Kalinga some time before his death in 334 B. C.1 

The Line 6 states that Kharavela enlarged the aqueduct in his 

5th regnal year after a lapse of 300 years (Tivasasata) since its 

excavation by king Nanda. Scholars like Luders2 * and V. 

A. Smith;1 take the expression ‘Tivasasata as 103 years and 

according to Sten Konow4 and R. C. Majumdar5 6 it represents 

a reckoning of an era. Sten Konow postulated it to be a 

reckoning in the Mahavira era, while Majumdar points it 

out as a Hindu era commencing from 458 B. C. as mentioned 

by Alberuni. Alberuni? however, states that the era which 

commences in 458 B. G is known as the H irsavardhana era 

and Majumdar suggests a correction of Harsavardhana as 

Nandavardhana.7 The correction suggested by R. C. 

Majumdar is accepted by Jayaswal and R. D. Banerji, and 

according to that view the aqueduct referred to in Line 6 

1. See Supra p. 229. 

2. E. I. X /-pper.dix pp. 60-!6i. 

3 Early H story oflnda, 3rd Edition, p 207, note 2. 

4. Aria O ientaha ! pp. M-26. 

5. J. B. O R, S. IX. pp. 417-18, 
6. Sachau Alberuni 11, 5-7. 

7. J. B. 0, R. S. IX, Ibid. 
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was excavated in 355 B. C. (453—103)1 *. It may be said that 

both Jayaswal and Banerji in 1917 strongly criticised Luder’s 

opinion for Tivasasata as 103 years; and explicitly declared 

that it “can only mean 300 and not 103 years”3. But both of 

them changed their views in 1927, as well as, in 1J29-jO, 

when they asserted the view that Tivasasata means 105 yeais, 

representing a date of the Nanda era.3 To suppoit this view 

they referred to the Yedarave Inscription of Chalukya Vikrama- 

ditya VI, which states “Having said, why should the glory of 

the kings Vikramaditya and Nanda be a hindrance any longer ? 

he with a loudly uttered command, abolished that (era) 

which has the name of l^aka and made that (era) which has 

the Chalukya counting”4. It may be pointed out that neither 

in the work of Alberuni, nor in the Yedarave record, there 

has been an explicit mention of a Nanda era, and no historical 

document of ancient India, so far known, has been dated in 

such an era. So the suggestion that the expression Tivasasata 

reckons a date in the Nanda era is highly conjectural and 

arbitrary. 

i. This view is based on various misconceptions. Alberuni’s era of 458 
B. C. is no where mentioned as a Nanda era, nor does Nandavardhana 

who is said to have started this era belong to the Nanda dynasty. 

History knows of one Nandivardhana (not Nandavardhana) who 

belonged to the Saisunaga family and flourished sometimes between 

386 B. C. (the date of • nd Buddhist Council when Kakavarni- 

Kslasoka was on the throne) and 362 B. C. vwhen Mah§padmananda 

usurped the royalty of Magadha). According to this view the 

aqueduct in Kalinga was excavated 103 years after 458 B. C. and 

then it was enlarged by Kharavela in his 5th regnal year. Such 

assumption is not warranted by the Hathigumpha Inscription, where 

it is clearly mentioned that Kh§ravela in his 5th year caused the 

aqueduct that had been excavated by king Nanda 300 years 

(Tivasasata) before, to flow into the capital through Tanasuli”. 

“* J. B. 0. R. S* Ill, p. 143. Also for R, D. Banerji’s opinion — 

See ibid, pp. 486 f. 

3. J. B. 0. R. S. XIII, pp. 237 f and E. /. XX, p. 75. 

4. Bombay Gazetteer I, pt, ii, p. 477. 
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l ivasasata in Line 6 cannot be 103 years because this 

rendering goes against historical facts. It has already been 

pointed out that Mahapadmananda excavated the aqueduct 

before 334 B. C., say in cir. 335 B. C. If •'Tivasasata’ be 

taken as 103 years, the time of the extension of the aqueduct 

by Kharavela would be in 232 B. 0. and this being his 5th 

regnal year Kharavela would be taken to have ascended the 

throne of Kalinga in 237 B, C. As this was the time when a 

Kumara Viceroy of emperor Asoka was ruling over Kalinga, 

there can be no place for a Kharavela in the annals of 

Kalinga of the same period. Moreover, in Line 16 of the 

Inscription, 105 has been expressed as ‘Panatariya sata’ and if 

the same inscription would have meant 103 in Line 6, there 

would have been an expression like ‘Titariya Satavasa’ and not 

‘Tivasasata . The languge of the Hathsgumpha Inscription being 

akin to Pali its numerical expressions are in conformity with 

the rules of Pali language and grammar. In the Jatakas1 we 

find the expression *Panchahi sakata satehV meaning 

500 carts in connection with the episode of Tapassu and 

Bhallika. The Chullaniddesa2 a work of the first century B. C. 

while giving the number of Jatakas as 500, expresses it as 

cPancha Jataka satani\ In the light of this the expression 

‘Tivasasata' must be 300 years and not 403 years. In Line 11 it 

has been stated that Kharavela shattered the territorial 

confederacy of the Tamil States that was in existence for 1300 

years (Terasavasasata). Although this 1300 years is taken here 

as a round number^ the confederacy of the Tamil States which 

remained unconquered by Mahapadmananda, Ghandragupta 

and Asoka, must be taken to have existed for a very long time 

before KhSravela. This ‘Terasavasasata means 1300 years and 

in this analogy ‘Tivasasata3 must be taken as 300 years. 

1, J. I. p. 80. 

2. Chullaniddesa II, 80. 

This is an old commentary on the Pdrdyanavagga of the Suttaniplta. 
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B. M. Barua reads an expression ‘Satadasalenasatarh’ 

towards the end of Line 14 of the Hathsgumpha Inscription. 1 2 

This reading has an element of conjecture as no other epigra- 

phist except Barua has ever given such a reading of the 

passage. This may be read as “•••Jivadehasayika and by 

no means as 4Satadasalena Satam\ K. C. Panigrahi adopting 

Barua^s version argues. ' The compound 4Satadasalena 

Satam? admits of only one interpretation^ viz., 117 caves but 

not 1700 caves, becuase the latter interpretation would land us 

in an absurd proposition that Kharavela and his relatives 

excavated 1700 caves in the Kumari Parvata which is indenti- 

fied with the tiny hillock of Udaigiri. Similarly the compound 

cTivasasatd> can admit of only one interpretation, viz., 103 

years, but not 300 years”.3 But as the reading eSatadasalena 

Satam5 being a conjectural restoration is unacceptable, the 

theory based on it must be regarded as untenable. 

It is, therefore, not unreasonable to take 4TivasasataJ 

as meaning 300 years and hence, Kharavela's 5th regnal year 

would correspond to Cir. 35 B. C. the date when he extended 

the aqueduct of king Nanda. 

Satakarni. 

Besides making refernce to Bahasatimita and Nanda 

raja the Hathsgumpha Inscription speaks of one Satakarni, who 

was a king of the Satavahana dynasty. Line 4 of the Inscription 

states that in the 2nd year of his reign Kharavela without 

caiing for Satakarni sent to the West a large army consisting 

of horse, elephant, infantry and chariot and struck terror to 

the city of Asikag(Assaka or Asmaka)4. Thus, the identification 

1. O. B. /. ,929, p. 25. 

2. See Appendix. 

3. J, A. S. XIX, pp. 26-27, 

4. See Appendix. 
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and the date of this Satakarni are essential for ascertaining 

the time of Kharavela. 

King Satakarni of the Hathsgumpha Inscription, has been 

identified by Btihler1 with Sri Satakarni of the Sdnchi- 

Inscription and of Nanaghat Inscription; as well as, with 

Satakarni I of the Puranas. Rapson2 supports the view of 

Buhler as regards the identification of Satakarni of the 

Hathsgumpha and Nanaghat Inscriptions and the Puranas. But 

according to him Satakarni of the Sanchi record may be ‘one 

of several Satakarnis who appear later in the puranic list. 

Jayaswal and Banerji3 identify Satakarni of the Hathi- 

gumpha record with “the third king of the Satavahana 

dynasty, the husband of queen Nayanika of the Nanaghat 

Inscription But R. P, Chanda4 suggests identification of 

Satakarni of the Hathsgumpha Inscripiion with Satakarni II of 

the Puranic genealogy. Ray Chaudhuri5 6 7 is inclined to identify 

Satakarni I of the Puranas with Satakarni, the successor of 

Krsna (Kanha'l and Satakarni of the Hathigumpha record. 

In the genealogical list of the Andhra (Satavahana) 

dynasty of the Puranas, Satakarni I is found as the 3rd king 

and Satakarni II as the 6th King of the dynasty/’ The founder 

of the dynasty named Simuka or Sisuka is known to have 

commenced his rule after assassinating the king Susarman 

Kanvayana and putting an end to the remnant of the Suhga 

power in 73 B. C. Simuka ruled for a period of 23 years' 

1. E.I. II, pp. $8-89. 
2. Catalogue of Indian Co ns pp. xvii xxiv. 

3. E.I. XX, p. 83. 
4. /. A. 1919, p. 217 and M. A. 8.1.1. 

5. P. H. A. I. 1950, p.415. 
6. D. K. A. pp. 36 and 39. 

7. Ibid, p. 38. 
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and was succeeded by his brother Kanha (Krsna) who 

reigned for 18 years.1 After Kanha Ssta’:arni I, the son of 

Simuka ascended the throne and ruled for a period of ten 

years.2 The Hathigumpha Inscription mentions king Satakarni as 

the Lord of the territory to the West of Kalinga and also as 

having political influence over the Deccan as far as the city 

of Asika. This is corroborated by the Nanaghat Inscription 

of queen Nayanika, where Satakarni has been referred to 

as the Lord of the Deccan (Dakhinapathapati).3 The Hathi¬ 

gumpha Inscription speiks of him in connection with the 

invasion of the city of Asika by the army of Kalinga in the 

2nd regnal year of Kharavela. But the name of Satakarni 

finds no mention in the account of the 4th regnal year 

when the Cheti emperor despatched his army to the very 

heart of the Satavahana realm and inflicted a crushing 

defeat on the Rathikas and Bhojakas. Kharavela’s victory 

over them necessarily implies the defeat of the Satavahanas 

as well, because without traversing the kingdom of the latter 

the army of Kalinga could not have reached the territories 

of the Rathikas and Bhojakas, who were very likely the 

protectorates of Satakarni. In view of this great achieve¬ 

ment the panegyrist would have definitely mentioned the 

name of king &rl Satakarni in the accounts of the 4th regnal 

year of Kharavela. Obviously Satakarni, the performer of 

1. Ibid. According to Matsya, Vayu and Brahmdnda Purdnas Krsna 

ruled for a pariod of 18 years, but th* later Pur§nas lika Bhavisya and 

Vignu ascribe 10 years to him. We prefer the earlier accouut. 

2. According to th? Purdnai Sri Sstakarni is the son of Krsna. But 

epigraphic evidence suggests that he was a son of Simuka". Kona’s 

name has been omitted from the family group mentioned in the 

NanSghat record and the name of Simuka, as well as, that of the father 

ot bStakarni s queen are conspicuously mentioned there. 

3. Arch. Surv. West. India, V, pp. 60 f; 86 f. 

41 
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two horse sacrifices,1 2 was no longer living in that year to 

protect his own territory from the aggression of Kharavela. 

As Satakarni was ruling in the 2nd regnal year of 

Kharavela and was not living in the 4th regnal year, he very 

likely died in the third year which corresponds to Cir. 37 B.C. 

In this consideration the dates of the first three Satavahana 

kings may tentatively be fixed as : 

Simuka Cir. 88 B. C„—65 B. C. 

Krsna or Kanha Cir. 65 B. C.—47 B. C. 

Satakarni I Cir. 47 B. C.—37 B. C. 

The overthrow of the Sunga and Kanva powers, 

therefore, took place in the 15th regnal year of Simuka. 

The above discussion makes it clear that Satakarni I, 
• / 

the son of Simuka and the husband of Nayanika is identical 

with Satakarni of the Hathigumpha Inscription, and that the 

second regnal year of Kharavela very likely coincides with the 

9th regnal year of Satakarni. 

Plaeography, Language and Art. 

The Palaeography of the Nasik Cave Inscription of 

the time of Krsna", of the Nanaghat Cave Figure Label 

Inscription of the time of Satakarni I3 and of the Nanaghat Cave 

Inscription of queen Nayanika4;, wife of Satakarni I, bear 

much resemblance with that of the Hathigumpha Inscription. 

Letters like Va, Pa, Da, Cha, are becoming triangular in all these 

1. Ibid. Also see Select Inscriptions, p. 187. 

2. E. /. VIII. p. 93. 

3. Arch. Surv. West. India, V, p. 64. 

4. Ibid, pp. 60 f; 86 f. 
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inscriptions, and if in case of the Hathigumpha they 

develop a kind of sheif> that may be taken as a local 

variation. R. P Chanda1 2 has pointed out a few such cases 

of variation between the palaeography of the Nanaghat and 

Hathigumpha. But he also agrees with the fact that they 

might as well be recognised as contemporaneous local 

variations. D. C. Sircar'3 opines that palaeographically 

the Hathigumpha record is slightly later than the Nanaghat 

record and also that the letters of the Sanchi Inscription of 

Satakarni resemble the script of the Hathlgumpha record. 

But he is inclined to suggest that aif this slight development 

is over-looked we may identify both these Satakarnis with 

Satakarni I. Earlier epigraphists like Buhler and Rapson 

did not fail to recognise the close similarity between the 

script of the Nanaghat and the Hathigumpha Inscriptions 

and Rapson making reference to Buhler states 

“Epigraphic considerations show that the Hathigumpha’ 

Inscription of Kharavela and Nanaghat Inscription of NSganika. 

the queen of Satakarni, belonged to the same period as the 

Nasik Inscription of Krishna.”3 

Thus on palaeographical consideration also there 

is no difficulty in taking Satakarni as the contemporary of 
Kharavela. 

The language and the literary style of the Hathi¬ 

gumpha Inscription further indicate that the record was compo- 

1. I. H. Q. V. pp. 600-01. 

2. Select Inscriptions, p. 207. 

3. Cambridge History of Mia I, p. 35. In th; Foot note Rapson 

refers to Buhler’s Indische Palaeographie, p. 39. 

These epigraphists however, consider the Nanighat and the Hithi- 

gumphg records as belonging to the 2nd century B. C. becaus- they 

were then inbued with the idea of the so called Maurya era. 
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sed sometimes during the post Sunga period. The language 

of Asoka’s edicts, as well as, that of the inscriptions of the 

Sungas is Magadhi Prakrit, but the language of Kharvela’s 

Inscription is akin to Pali, and this Pali trend in the epnra- 

phic literature of Eastern India indicates a period later 

than the second century B. C. when old Magadhi was the 

official language. Barua1 has pointed out a few instances of 

the development of Indian epigraphic language indicating 

“a march of the official language of India from 

a state of old Magadhi towards Sanskrit through a 

Pali stage reached in the language of Ananda s Sane hi 

Gateway Inscription of Satakarni s time and that of the 

old Brahmi Inscriptions” of Udayagiri and Khandagiri. 

The style of the Hathigumpha Inscription which represents an 

advanced form of versification and of rhythmic prose also 

points to a late date. The use of the Kavya style in that 

inscription accompanied with rhythmic quality, elegant 

expression and well-balanced alterations, reveal an 

important land-mark in the development of Indian literature. 

It is definitely an advance on the plain and simple writing of 

the Asokan edicts and also of the inscriptions of the Sungas. 

The high attainment of this ornate Kavya style is noticed in 

the SatavShana records of the time of Gautamiputra Satakarni 

and Vasisthiputra Pulumavi3 (second century A. D.). Thus 

the Inscription of Kharavela, so far as its style is concerned, 

indicats a new development and may be placed in between 

Maurya and Sunga records on the one hand, and the later 

Satavahana and the Western Ksatrapa records on the other. 

Barua suggests that the Inscriptions of Udayagiri and 

Khandagiri anticipate the Pali pose style of Milmdapanha. 

1. 0. B. I. p 160. 
i, C. IV, pp. 240— <7. 
o B. I. p. 172. 
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Thus, both the language and the style corroborate the 

historical finds discussed above about dating the inscription 

in the later pirt of the first century B. G. 

The Manchapuri caves in the Udayagiri may be 

placed very close to the time of Kharavela as the upper 

storey of it contains records stating that it was caused to be 

excavated by the Chief queen of Kharavela and in the lower 

storey similar records are also found revealing the fact that 

the main and the side blocks of it were the works of Maharaja 

Kudepa and Prince Vadukha^ repectively, who were 

apparently the son and grandson of Kharavela.1 The 

relief sculptures on the rock in between the two storeys 

have all been defaced but the sculptures engraved in 

the ground floor are in well preserved condition. The 

plastic treatment of these sculptures with their emotional 

appeal addressing the spectator in three quarter profile are 

considered by authoritative art-critics as considerably 

posterior to the sculptures of Bharhut.2 The sculptured 

gateway of Bharhut which contains the inscription of king 

Visadeva,3 the feudatory of the Sungas, is ascribed to the 

first quarter of the first century B. C.4, i. e. towards the end 

of the Sunga rule So the relief art of the lower storey of the 

Manchapuri cave of the time of Kharavela’s successors may¬ 

be assigned to -the last quarter of the same century. In this 

consideration the above discussion regarding the date of 
Kharavela sounds very reasonable. 

b Seee infra. 

2- Vide ‘“ remarks of Stella KramriscH in O. B. I. pp. 307 f, and the 

views of Marshall, Ibid, pp. 303 I- also C. H. I. 1 pp. 638-42. 
3. Select Inscription, I., p. 89. 

4. Vide Proceedings of I. H. C., 1943, pp. 109-16. 
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In the light of this discussion the following dates 

for Kharavela are taken to be appoximately correct. 

Foundation of the Chedi rule in Kalinga—Gir. 73 B. C. 

Birth of Kharavela ••• •• Cir 64 B. C. 

His rule as the Grown Prince ... Cir. -.9-40 B C. 

His consecration as Maharaja Cir. 40 B. C. 

The last known date of his career ••• Cir. 27 B. C. t « • 



JI 

ANCESTRY OF KHARAVELA 

The first line of the Hathigumpha Inscription declares 

that ‘Kharavela heightens the glory of the Cheti (Ghedi) 

royal dynasty’, (Chetirajavasavadhanena), which implies that he 

belongs to the Cheti royal family. The last line of the same 

inscription reveals that he is a descendant of Rajarsi Vasu. 

The Mahabharata mentions one Uparichara Vasu1 who was 

5th in descent from Kuru and ruled over the Chedi country. 

His five sons are mentioned in the epic as the founder of five 

lines of kings. Uparichara Vasu has been identified by 

scholars with the Chetiya kingUpacharaof the Chetiya Jataka2 

whose five sons are credited with founding the cities of 

Hathipura, Assapura, Sihapura^ Uttara Panchala and 

Daddarapura.3 Thus the Chedis are an ancient people and 

even in RgVeda they have been mentioned along with their 

1. Mbh. Adi Parva, Ixiii, 1-2. 

2. J. 11, PP. 454-46!. 

3. The names of the five sons are known from the Mahfibhtirata (A di Parva, 

Ixiii, 30) and the Puranas (Vi8nU iv, 19) as Brhadratha Pratyagraha, 

Kugamba alias Manivghana, Yadu alias Lalittha, or Matsya, and 

Mavella. “The eldest son Brhadratha took Magadha, and founded the 

famous BhSradratha dynasty there. KuSa or KuSamba obviously had 

KaugSmbi, Pratyagraha may have taken Chedi and Yadu Karu^a. 

It seems probable that the 5th ? kingdom was Matsya”. (Pargiter 
A. I. H. T. p. 118) V rgier, 
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king Kasu Chaidya.1 According to Prof. Rapson2 the Vedic 

Kasu Chaidya is the same as Vasu of the epic.3 

The Chetiya Jataka presents the following genealogy 

of the Chedi kings. 

Mahasammata 

i. 
Roja 

i 
Vera Roja 

i 
Kalyana 

i 
Vera Kalyana 

i 
Uposatha 

i 
Mandhata 

Vera Mandhata 

i 
Chara 

Upachara or Apachara 

But the Harivamfa Parana of &ri Jinasenacharya4 

preserves another tradition of the early Chedi family and 

gives the following genealogy, which differs from that of the 

Chetiya Jataka, 

1. R. V, VIII, 5 37-38. 

2. C. H. I, I, p. 276 note-2 (Indian Reprint), 

3. It may be pointed out that Vasu Upachara of the Mahabharata did 

not belong to the Chedi dynasty, he being the fourth descendant of 

Sudhanvan, the son of Kuru (Pargiter A. I. H. T. p. 118). He is 

said to have conquered the kingdom of Chedi and obtained the title 

of Chaidyoparichra, which means the over-comer of the Chaidya* 

and not Uparichara. the Chaidya. (Pargiter - Tbid), 

4. Harivamsa, xvii, 1-38. 
& J. B. 0. R. S. XV. pp. 277 f.> 
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Pauloma 

Mahidatta 
i_ 
i 

Matsya 
J_ 
1 

Ayodhana 

Mula 

Sala 
i 

Surya 
i 

Amara 

Devadatta 

Mithilanatha 

Harisena 

Nahasena 

£amkha 

Bhadra 

Abhichandra 

Vasu 

Daksa 

(Queen Ela) 

Aileya (Son) 
! 

Kunima 

I 
Puloma 

i 
Aristanemi • • 

r 
99 sons 

Manoharl (Daughter) 

I 
Gharma 

j 
Sanjaya 

Founder of the ChediiSslra hear the 
Vindhyachala, 

42 
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King Vasu of the Jaina literature is regarded as a 

famous king for his learning and 'wisdom and tradition has it 

that when N2rada and Parvata entered into controversy over 

the meaning of the Vedic term cAjairjastavya’ Parvata took the 

help of Vasu, who interpreted the expression in the sense of 

animal sacrifices.1 This indicates that king Vasu was an 

upholder of Vedic ritualism and the epithet ‘Rajarsi’ applied 

to him does not appear incompatible.- This celebrated king 

Vasu is very likely referred to by Kharavela in Line 17 of his 

inscription as his remote predecessor.3 

According to this tradition the Chedirastra was 

founded in the Vindhya region by Abhichanda, the father 

of Vasu,4 But Vasu, the immediate successor of Abhichandra 

being more famous and renowned, Kharavela considered him 

the progenitor of the Ghedi dynasty to which he belonged, 

and called his family as Vasukula. 

The Ghedi country being located in the Vindhya 

range was not very far off Kalinga and if the Vessantara 

Jataka5 is to be believed, the capital of the Gheta (Ghedi) 

Kingdom was at a distance of only ten Yojanas from 

Dunnivittha a Brahmin village of Kalinga. The HarivaMa 

Pur ana states that the capital of the Chedirastra founded by 

Abhichandra in the Vindhya region was Suktimatlpurl 

1. 
2, 

3. 

4. 

IJarivamSa, xvii 94-106. 

The fact that Vasu was an upholder of Vechc sacrifice and ritualism 

and Kharavela was a Jaina may not preclude the possibility of the 

former being a remote ancestor of the latter. 

See the opinion of K. P. Jam-/. B. 0. R. S. XV, 1929 pp. 275-279. 

HarivamSa, xvii, 36. 

5. J. VI. pp. 514-21 
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situated on the banks of the river Suktimati, identified with 

the river Ken by Pargiter, who locates the city of Suktimati 

at the neighbourhood of Banda.1 2 3 

Regarding the ancestry of Kharavela another 

problem has been raised by scholars on the basis of the 

expression cAira in the first line of the Hathigurhpha Inscription. 

1. According to the Chetiya Jdtaka (J. Ill, pp. 454-61), the capital of the 

Chetiya country was Scthivat'inagara which is without doubt the same 

as Suktimati of Harivamsa xvii, 36), and ?uktis5hvaya of the 

Mahlbhiirata (Vann Parva xx 50; and Asvamedha Parva, xxxiii, 2). 

The epic also states that the capital of the Chedi visaya was on the 

bank of the river Sukimati (Adi Parva liii, 35), 

2. J. A. S. B., 18 5, p. 255; and Markandeya Parana pp. 359 f. 

/; ccordingly Pargiter places the Chedi territory along the South 

bank of the Yumna from the Chambal on the N. W. as far as Karwi 

in the S, E., the Southern limit being the plateau of Malwa and the 

hills of Bundelkhand. In the medieval period the Chedi territory is 

known to have receded further to the N. W., the river Narmad§ then 

being its Southern frontier. (J. A. S. B., 1895. p. 253). 

3. A Sanskrit manuscript in Oriya script named Brahmanda Purdna which 

is now preserved in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, contains seven 

interesting verses regading king Aira (Manuscript leaf B. Obverse), 

These verses have been quoted by Dr Jayaswal in J.B.O.R.S. III, 

p. 482, by Dr. Sten Konow in Acta Grievtalia I, and by Dr. Barua in 

O. B. I. p. 183. All these scholars have placed uncritical reliance on 

the contents of these verses although those are contrary to known 

facts of history. The verses may be summarised as follows. — In 

ancient time there was a Buddhist king in Utkala named Aira who 

defeated NandarSja of Magadha, a follower of Vedic religion, and 

so as a destroyer of Vedism became a great friend of Agoka. Being 

directed by a divine voice (Deva-vdni) king Aira transferred his capital 

from Kosalanagara to Ekaprastara where he built his residence on 

Khanclagiri.—The spurious nature of these verse as is quite clear, and 

the Pundit responsible for it seems to have got the materials from the 

writings of Sri Pyanmchan Acharya who published his History of 

Orissa (odtsara Itihasa) in Oriya in 1879, to which he added 

something of his own fancy. 
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This expression is also found in the Mahchapuri Cave Inscription 

of Kudepaslrl, who apparently was a successor of 

Kharavela. R. L. Mitral who took ‘Aira* as the name of the 

king of Kalinga connected him with the Puranic Ila. 

Following him Jayaswal1 2 3 took the word as a dynastic 

expression and explained it to be a term denoting the lineage 

of the Chedi king Aira from Tla and proposed identification 

with the Puranic Aila, one of the main dynastic divisions to 

which the Ohedis belonged. K. P. Jain on the other hand 

is inclined to connect 'Aira5 6 of the Hathigumpha Inicription 

with Ela, the queen of Daksa, the remote ancestor of Vasu as 

mentioned in the jaina Harivam§a Pur ana? 

It may be pointed out that ‘Ailas’ of the Puranas 

belong to the Lunar Ksatriya race, who widely defused in 

different branches all over Northern India4. If the 

expression ‘Aira’ of the Hathigumpha Inscription be taken to be 

the same as Aila, the Gheti dynasty to which Kharavela and 

Kudepasirl belonged may be associated with this Lunar 

Ksatriya race of the puranic tradition. But the term Aira is 

found as epithet not only of Kharavela and Kudepasirl, 

but also of Gautamlputra Satakarni in the Nasik Cave 

Inscription of VSsisthiputra Pulumavi inscribed in his 22nd 

regnal year.5 In the other Nasik Cave Inscription of the same 

king, inscribed in his 19th regnal year Gautamlputra 

Satakarni is regarded as unique Brahmana (Eka Bahmana) 

implying thereby that the Satavahana family to which he 

belonged was a Brahmin dynasty. Thus, the term ‘Aira’ 

which is used as an epithet also of the Brahmin kings cannot 

1. Antiquities of Orissa, II. 

2. J. B. 0. R. S. XII, p. 223 

3. J. B. 0, R. S. XV, pp. 277 f. 

4. Pargiter, A.RH. I. p< L8* 

3. E. 7. VIII, pp. 65 f. 
6. Ibid, pp. 60 f. 
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be taken to be the same as ‘Aila* denoting the Lunar 

Ksatriya race. It is, therefore, more plausible to take cAira 

as the Prakrit expression of ‘Irya’, a term of honour 

meaning ‘noble’. 

Both the Hathigumpha and the Manchapui Cave 

Inscriptions declare Kharavela and kudespaslri, not 

only as Aira, but also as Mahameghavahana. The word 

‘Mahameghavahana’, literally means, one whose vehicle is 

the great cloud, which is a synonym of Indra or Mahendra. 

Mahameghavahana appears to be a family name, like 

Satavahana and to all probability it refers to the ancestor, 

who was responsible for the rise of the family to power. 

The inscriptions indicate that Kharavela and kudepaslri 

bore this epithet as a respect to the memory of their 

predecessor who established the authority of the family in 

Kalinga. Rulers having name endings ‘Vahana’ are not 

unknown in the annals of ancient Indian History and we 

find kings like Dadhivahana,1 2 Nahavahana, Salivahana% 

Manivahana3 and Naravahana4 in Indian literature. No 

wonder that the founder of the Cheti royal family in Kalinga 

was known as Mahameghavahana who appears to have 

migrated from the Chedirastra to Kalinga sometimes early 

in the first century B.C. 

The rise of the Andhra Satavahanas and the Cheti 

MahameghavShanas seem to be synchronous events in 

history and it was possible because of the decline of the 

Sunga-Kanva powers. It may be said that in 73 B. C, when 

1. Karakandu Chariu; Also Abhidhdna Rdjendra. 

2. J. C. Jain, Social Life as depicted in Jaina Canons p. 393 

3. Mbh. Adi Parva, lxiii 30. 

4. Harivarhsa and Jaina Pattdvali. 
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Simuka murdered the last Ksnva ruler Susarman and 

destroyed the remnant of the Sunga power, the grand father 

of KhSravela, who was presumably lnown as Mahamegha- 

vahana established his authority in Kalinga and laid the 

foundation of the Cheti (Chedi) rule, which ushered in a 

new Chapter in her history. The father of Kharavela who 

was the second king of the dynasty appears to have died a 

premature death in C. 49 B.C. when Kharavela was 15 years 

old, and thus was a minor. The young prince assumed the 

reins of Government as the Crown Prince and a regency was 

apparently set up to assist and advise the minor ruler in the 

affiars of administration, till he completed the 24th year 

of his age to be crowned as king. 



Ill 

CAREER OF KHARAVELA 

His early life and education 

Kharavela as shown above, was born in cir. ^4 B.C. 

in the third generation of the Cheti ruling dynasty of 

Kalinga. The panegyrist of the Hathigumpha Inscription 

states that Kharavela, who had a handsome brown 

complexion (siri kadara sarira vatd) was possessed of various 

auspicious signs on his body and was gifted with many good 

qualities of head and heart. During his boyhood he was 

very carefully brought up with the view to furnishing him 

with kingly attributes and equipping him with the virtues 

of a conqueror and administrator. The games he played 

were quite likely aimed at training him for his regal activities 

while at the same time he was given instructions in Writing 

(Lekha), Coinage (Rupa), Accountancy (Ganana), Law 

(Vavahara) and Administrative procedure (Vidhi) to make him 

proficient in state-craft. Writing or Lekha, that constitutes 

the curriculum of the Prince does not refer to mere art of 

writing but to royal correspondence which has been 

elaborated by Kautilya in his Arthasastrad Rupa of the 

curriculum is equivalent to Rupya meaning currency.* 2 The 

Arthasastra also speaks of an officer known as RupadarSaka, 

meaning examiner of coins.3 Gananai.e. accountancy is also 

!• Arthasastra II, 9- 28. 
2. E. I. XX 81. 
3. Arthasastra II, 12. 8. 
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referred to by the same authority1 in the sense of account 

and estimate of public finance. Vavahara (Vyavahdra) is judicial 

administration in accordance with the established law and 

conventions and Kautilya2 also speaks of the judicial procedure 

as Vyavahdrika fastra. Vidhi has been used by Kautilya as 

rule, such as Kriyavidhi meaning the rule of action and 

Barua3 4 5 thinks that Vidhi in the Hathigurhpha text is a 

synonym for Niyamcd or Charitra or Saihstha or DharmaSastra. 

The Line five of the inscription throws further light on the 

education and proficiency of Kharavela in the art of music. 

Thus, it appears clear that along with Lekha, Rupa: Ganana} 

Vavahara and Vidhi the curriculum of the prince included 

the Gandharva Lore. 

His Yauvarajya 

The inscription reveals that Kharavela being 

proficient in all arts (Sava vija) began to rule as a Crown 

prince at the age of fifteen. It may be pointed out that no 

where in the Dharmafastra and the MtiSastra literature an age 

1. Ibid 11.7-25. 
2. Ibid. Ill, 1-58. 
3. OBI-245. 

4. Arthas astro I. 5, 2. 

5. Ibid III, 1,58. 
The Lalitavistara also gives almost the same account as the 

Hathigumpha;Inscription regarding the education of Prince SiddhSrtha 

in Chapters x and xii. The Chspter x declares that the system of 

education then prevailing among the people consisted of Scimkhya 

Lipi, Ganan* and Dhaturatna. The passage runs thus : 

gioTH fata TTCpTTfa ^ 11 
(p. 142, Ed. R* L. Mitra). 

This almost corresponds to the curriculum of the UithigumpM 

Inscription where, however, Law and Administration constitute two 

additional subjects. 
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limit is given for anointing a. Grown prince and so the age 

fifteen suggested by the Hathigumpha Inscription for Kharavela’s 

rule as a Grown prince, is to be taken as a special case for 

him. The silence in the record regarding the rule of the 

Grown prince along with the king (his father) appe rs 

significant. The inevitable supposition is that the father of 

Kharavela died a premature death by the time the prince 

was only fifteen years old and thus,, at this minor age he was 

called upon to bear the brunt of administration as the Crown 

prince.1 In that capacity he ruled over Kalinga for a period 

of nine years till he completed the 24th year of his age when 

his coronation was performed. 

This kind of administration by a Crown prince^ is not 

unknown in ancient Indian polity and the Jaina 

Tyaranga Suttam2 refers to a form of Government termed as 

*TuvarajyanV which according to K. P. Jayaswal means a 

Government like the one over which Kharavela presided 

before his coronation. He remarks, “Legally such a 

period of rule was considered as interregnum. Government 

was probably in the hands of some council of Regency, the 

1. 

2. 

In the Rdmdyana the old king Dagaratha is said to have made up his 

mind to anoint RSma as YuvarSja and himself to retire with the consent 

of his people. In the Ayodhya Kanda he declares : 

ci: i 

The Rdmdyana indicates that by the time Dagaratha sought 

retirement due to his decrepit age his eldest son R§ma was 

sufficiently grown up to shoulder the responsibility of administration 

and he was then a popular figure in the kingdom. But quite a 

different picture is presented by the Hathigumpha Inscription where 

the prince KhSravela although eulogised as proficient in all arts was 

ut a minor and the king could not have retired in the spirit of 

re^mftULnt^a ^ f°u^ed 

Jacobi Ayaranga Suttam, 11-3, 1, 10. 

43 
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Sovereign being too young”1 2. It is, however, not possible to 

assert whether the regency was represented by a council or 

by some prominent persons of the royal family. We have 

instances in ancient Indian history of the queen mothers 

acting as regents during the minority of their sons, Queen 

mother Nayanika, the widow of the Satavahana king 

Satakarni I, for example, is known to have acted as regent of 

her two minor sons Vedasri and &aktisri‘a and similar case 

may also be pointed out in the family of the Vakatakas in 

which the widow queen Prabhavatlgupta assumed the 

administration on behalf of her minor sons Divakarasena and 

Damodarasena.3 In this connection it may be said that in the 

two instances cited above, the queen-mothers virtually wielded 

the administrative power and dominated the political 

affairs of their respective kingdom. But in the case of 

Kharavela, although the Hathigumpha Inscription remains 

silent about the nature of the regency, it eloquently speaks of 

the Crown prince as the chief personality who 

controlled the works of administration (Yovarajam pasasitam). 

His Coronation, 

The Tauvarajya form of Government came to an end 

in circa 49 B. G. when Kharavela completed his 24th year 

and was anointed as Maharaja (Maharaja bhisechanam Papunati) 

and thus became the monarch of the Cheti royal dynasty of 

Kalinga in its third generation.4 

1. Hindu polity, (2nd Edition) p. 88. 

2. P. H. A. \ , (5th Edition) p. 417. 

3. VctkttahcL Gupta Age- 1954, pp. 103 f. 

4. 3^ ( 3^ ) 3**—obviously means ( generation ). Dr. Ray 

Chaudhuri in order to authenticate this meaning cites the expression 

JITHf cr^rgrrift from Hemachandra’s Parisisjaparvan, 

viii 326. 
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In ancient India the completion of the 24th year of 

age i. e. the beginning of the 25th year was considered to be 

the age of entering into the wordly career The early 

Ubanisads indicate that this was the age when ordinarily the 

career of studentship was considered to be over. The 

Brhaspatisutra also points out that one is to play, get education 

and enjoy life upto the age of 25 after which one should start 

earning livelihood.1 Thus the coronation of Kharavela 

at the beginning of the age of 25 is in accordance with ancient 

Indian tradition. 

The panegyrist of the Hathigumpha Inscription 

compares Kharavela at the time of his coronation with the 

famous king Prthu, the son of Vena. Prthu is regarded by 

the Indian Law-givers as an ideal monarch and has been 

given the title of Raja because he pleased his subjects by 

benevolent administration," The anointation of Prthu as 

Raja is considered to be a great event and the coronation oath 

elicited from him is regarded as a land-mark in ancient Indian 

polity.3 The comparison of Kharavela with Prthu indicates 

h m fair i 

(5. 8. I 89) 

Dr. Jayaswal explains the word as engagement in 

Commonwealth or politicai life. (Hindu polity, 2nd Edition, p. 231). 

2. ifwm 
Mbh. Santi Perm— Lx. ‘ 25. 

3. The coronation oath runs as follows :— 

*R*TT %T I 

^qlfci s?iqr«Rr: i 

W5R II 
Santi Pcuvan, Calcutta Edition, lix—106-107. 

Cf. Kumbhakonam Edition, livii, 115—116. 
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that the former also undertook the oath at the time of his 

consecration to rule as an ideal monarch. 

His Administration 

The system of Government organised by Kharavela 

followed to some extent the pattern laid down by the 

Mauryas in Kalinga. We have already seen that the 

Kautilyan system was carefully remodelled by emperor Asoka 

in order to fit in with the political exigencies in Kalinga. 

The high functionaries under Asoka were the Mahamatra 

and Nagalaviohalaka of Tosall and the Rajavachanika of 

Samapa Kharavela retained the first two posts which were 

respectively called Mahamada and Nagara Akhadamsa; they 

were probably the highest executive and judicial heads of the 

State under the king. The Rajavachanika was an executive 

officer under the Mahamatra in the Asokan hierarchy but it is 

difficult to trace a prototype of his in the administrative 

system of Kharavela. In the commemorative inscription of 

Tattvagumpha No. 1 we find an official called Padamulika 

which literally means one who serves at the feet (of the king) 

and it very likely means the royal attendant. An officer 

called Padamulika has also been referred to in the Kirari 

wooden Pillar inscription1 attributed to cir.lst centuty A. D. 

and this indicates that the post of Padamulika was known in 

Eastern India during that period. The names of the high 

officials who served either under Kharavela or under his 

successor have bee a preserved in different commemorative 

inscriptions in Udayagiri and Khandagiri hills. The 

Jambehara cave inscription1 of Udayagiri reveals that Nakiya 

the Mahamada and Bariya who was probably his wife jointly 

1. E. 7. XVIII. pp. 152 f; Hiralal. Inscriptions of C. P. ind Berar — 

pp. 129*30. 

I. R. D. Banerji, E. /. XIII Udayagiri an I Khandagiri Inscriptions 

PI. II no. 8; B. M. Barua, 0. B. /. pp. 103—106. 
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caused the excavation of that very cave. The inscription 

in the Vy2ghra gumpha1 like wise reveals the name of 

Bhuti, the Nagara Akhadamsa, who was responsible for 

excavation of that cave, while according to the inscription 

found in the Tattva gumpha No. 1 of the Khandagiri,2 

the donor of that cave was one Kusuma who held the 

office of the Padakmulika. It is, however, difficult to say 

whether the names Kamma and Chula Kamma (junior Kamma) 

found in the Sarpa-gumpha3 and the Haridas gumpha4 5 

respectively, indicate the proper names or official designations. 

In the Junagarh Rock Inscription5 (72 Saka year) of Rudra- 

daman we find two of the king’s ministers designated as 

Mali Sachiva and Karma Sachiva and in analogy of this, it would 

be reasonable to take iKamma' as the designation of a minister. 

Kamma (Karma) or Karma Sachiva was quite likely the Minister 

of Works and, as such, was responsible for construction and 

repair of forts and buildings, laying out of gardens, digging 

out of tanks and canals, and excavation of rock cut caves, etc., 

which are all referred to in. the Hathigumpha Inscription. He 

was being assisted by Chula Kamma in proper discharge of his 
heavy duties. 

1. Banerji Ibid pi. II nc. 7; Barua, Ibid, pp. 85- 88. 

2. Banerji Ibid. pi. II no. iO; Barua, Ibid, pp. 1'7-30. Dr. Barua takes 

P idaffiulikd in the meaning of a menial. 

3. The Sarpagumpha (Snake*cave) contains two inscripions one at the 

hft side of the door way and the ether just over the door way. The 

first inscription refers to Kamma and the lady named Khin3 who was 

probably the wife of Kamma, while the second one refers to Chula 

Kamma. For the first inscription vide Banerji, Ibid, pi. II no. 1, and 

Barua, Ibid. pp. 91-94/For the second vide Banerji, Ibid, pl.I no 4 
and Barua, Ibid, pp. 79-82. 

4. Banerji, Ibid, pi. II no. 6. 

Barua, Ibid. pp. 85-88. 

5. E, /. VIII, pp. 42 f. 
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The official dignitaries under Kharavela may thus 
be stated as follows :— 

Mahamada or Mahamd.tra> who was probably the same 

as Sabhatthaka mahamatta of Pali literature (Minister in charge 

of General affairs). Nagara Akhadaihsa or Nagalaviyohalaka who 

was probably the same as JVagarika Mahamatra of the Artha 

Sastra and Voharika mahamatta of Pali literature. Kamma which 

corresponds to Karma Sachiva of Junagarh Rock Inscription. He 

was being assisted by Chula Kamma probably a junior cadre 

minister. The Arthasastra1 also mentions a junior cadre of 

ministers who are members of Mantri Parisad but are placed 

below the High Ministers in rank and status. The Ministers 

of both these ranks are referred to as Councillors and Assessors 

by Megasthenes and other classical writers who probably 

wrongly include them in the 7th caste or class of Indian 

social structure. Strabo states - “The seventh class consists 

of the Councillors and Assessors of the king. To them belong 

the highest posts of Government, the tribunals of justice, and 

the general administration of public affairs.”'1 2 

The Kirari wooden pillar inscription, referred to above, 

throws important light on the administrative system prevalent 

in ancient Kosala and Kalinga. This inscription was 

discovered in the village of Kirari about iO miles West of 

Chandrapur and the place was not far from the border3 of 

ancient Kalinga and Kosala during the period to which the 

record in question has been ascribed. The inscription reveals 

the name and designation of a large number of officers and 

the king under whom they served appears to be an 

1. Arthasastra. /, 15. McCrindle, Ancient India, pp. I? 7 f. 

2. McCrindle Ibid, p. 41, also see pp. 85 f. 

3. The traditional western border of Kahfiga was fixed at the 

Amaraka^tak hills. See supra^ Ch. II. 
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independent and powerful one. Hiralal1 places the record on 

palaeographic consideration in the 2nd century A. D. But it 

must be ascribed to the time before the occupation of Kosala 

and Kalinga region by Gautamlputra Satakarni, an event 

which took place sometimes during the first quarter of the 

2nd century A. D.2 Palaeographically the Kirari inscription 

is almost contemporary with the Gunji Rock Inscription' and 

both these Brahml records may well be ascribed to the first 

century of the Christian era. The inscription was thus not 

far removed in time from the ' heti rule in Kalinga and the 

evidence obtained from it would be more or less applicable to 

the period of the rule of Kharavela and his successors. 

The Kirari record although much damaged reveals 

the following official designations of the period. 

Mahasenani— Commander-in-chief. 
Senapati— Commander of the army. 
Nagara rakhin— City Police. 
Pratihara— Chamberlain. 
Ganaka— 

• Accountant. 
Gahapatiya— Keeper of the household. 
Bhandagarika— Treasurer. 
Hathdroha— Elephant driver. 
Aharoha— Horseman. 
Pddamulika— Royal attendant. 
Rathika— Superintendent of Chariot. 
Mahanasika— Superintendent of the Kitchen. 
Hathivaka— Superintendent of Elephants. 

1. Hiralal. op cit. p. 129. 

2. For the extent of the empire of Goutamlputra Sstakarni. See E. /. 
VIII. pp. 60 f. 

3. E. /. XXVII. pp. 48 f. 
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Dhdvaka— 

Saugandhika— 

Gomandilika— 
• • 

Yanasalayudhagharika— 

Palamthidapalika— 

Lehaharaka— 

Kulaputraka 

Herald. 

Offieer of Perfumery. 

Superintendent of Cattle. 

Superintendent ot Garage and 

Armoury. 

Superintendent of Market. 

Letter carrier. 

Nobleman. 

These officers were very likely existing in the 

administrative set up organised by Kharavela and some 

of them are found represented in early sculptures 

adorning the caves of Khandagiri and Udayagiri. 

The main wing of the lower storey of the Ranigumpha 

is relieved by a few scenes in one of which the king 

is found accompanied by the Senapati and the Bhandagarika 

the latter being symbolically represented as carrying a pot. 

The keepers of the gates addressed in bold relief at the 

Manchapuri cave (lower storey), the Jayavijaya cave, the 

Dhyanagumpha, and Ranigumpha (both upper and lower 

storeys) in Udayagiri and the Tattva gumpha No. 1 in Khanda¬ 

giri, bring to our vision the arrangement of guards in the 

royal palace under the supervision of the Pratihara. In the 

Ranigumpha, the high functionaries like the DandapaHka1 the 

Pratihara2 and the Senanayaka3 appear to have been represented 

as keepers of the gates. In the right wing of the lower storey 

of the Ranigumpha is found a bare legged person standing 

erect with a danda in the right hand and a coil of rope in the 

left hand, and these attributes suggest that he is the repre¬ 

sentation of the Dandapasika of the period. In the upper right 

1. A Senior Police officer. 

2. The Supervisor of guards. 

3. A high military officer, below the rank of Senapati. 
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wing are two important figures, one turbaned, potbellied 

without weapons and with his Dhoti tucked up, while the other 

booted, turbaned, dressed in a kilt and with a sword 

hanging from his left side. The former seems to be a repre- 

^setation of the Pratihara and the latter that of the Senanayaka. 

The placing of such high functionaries at the gates need not 

be taken too seriously, because the idea was apparently the 

represetation of officers in active services, as guardians of the 

abodes of the Arhats. 

Thus, Kharvela like Asoka seems to have maintained 

a well ordered system of official hierarchy. The ultimate 

' power and responsibility in matters of administration were, 

however, vested in him. His policy was to please the subjects 

at home through benevolent rule and to make a show of 

his military prowess out side his kingdom. In that, he appears 

to have blended the Jainistic tradition of righteousness with 

the later Vedic ideas of imperialism. Although an aibitious 

autocrate, he was never prompted to violate the sacred customs 

which were genuine checks on his sovereignty. He was, 

however, presumptuous of his own divinity and claimed to 

have been bestowed with all auspicious signs on his body. 

The idea that the monarch is a divinely ordained person, as 

propounded by Manu was gaining ground in India by his 

time, but notwithstanding that, he looked upon himself as a 

guardian of Law and a faitheful executor of Law. In him we 

find the king not only as the supreme lord but also as the 
first servant of the State. 

His public activities. 

After coming to the throne Kharavela set himself to 
the task of pleasing the people in emulation of Prthu. In the 

first year of his rule he is said to have spent 35,00,000 coins to 

strengthen and beautify Kalinganagari, his capital. This 

amount was spent for repair of the gates, towers, ramparts, and 

44 
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the structures of the fort of Kalinganagari that had been 

damaged by Stroms, and for construction of embankments and 

flights of steps in many cool-water-tanks of the capital, as well 

as, for laying out of gardens for enjoyment of the people. By 

doing all these works he claims to have pleased his subjects 

[Pakatiyo cha ramjayati) and so to have attained the ideal of 

Indian kingship in the very first year of his reign. 

In the third regnal year Kharavela, who was 

himself proficient in the art of music, organised various per- 

formances; where acrobatism (Dapa), dance (JSfata), as well as, 

vocal and instrumental music {Gita and Vadita) were displayed. 

He also arranged ceremonial and social congregations in 

which feastings, merrimakings, wrestling etc. formed 

part. With such, semi-religious artistic and social per¬ 

formances the metropolis of Kalinga took a jovial and 

grandiose appearance and the inscription rightly describes 

that the entire city was made to dance as it were, with joy 

(.Kidapayati JVagarim). 

The fifth year is remarkable for the develop¬ 

ment works undertaken by his Government. That year, 

the aqueduct which had been originally excavated 300 years 

before by Mahapadmananda for purpose of irrigation, 

was further extended and was made to flow up to 

Kalinganagari to serve as its moat. By the sixth year 

of Kharavela’s reign the Kingdom came to be very 

prosperous and the royal exchequer overflowed with wealth. 

So the Government made a display of the royal 

wealth by remitting taxes and benevolences both in urban and 

rural areas and the amount thus relinquishd was estimated to 

be many hundred thousands of coins. It may be suggested here 

that the remission of the taxes and cesses was undertaken in 

expectation of the birth of the royal baby and early the next 

year his queen (the Queen of the Diamond Palace) is known 

to have attained motherhood by giving birth to a son. 
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A close study of the Hthigumpha Inscription reveals 

that from the eighth regnal year onwards the public activities 

of Kharavela turned more and more towards religious and 

spiritual undertakings. His last notable public work is the 

construction of the great Victory Palace (Mahavijaya Pas adorn) 

in the ninth regnal year at an enormous cost ot 3d,00,.j00 

coins. The erection of such a gigantic palace was 

undoubtedly meant for the vindication of his imperial 

dignity. 

His Military Achievements. 

That Kharavela possessed a large and invincible 

army (Apatahatachako Vahanavalo) is suggested by the 

Hathigumpha Inscription, His army consisted of cavalry, 

elephantry, infantry, chariot (Haya, Gaja, Nara• Radha) and 

also most likely a navy (Nava). This army was no doubt 

inherited by him, and after assuming sovereignty he appears 

to have enlarged and strengthened it considerably. From the 

very beginning he seems to have cherished an insatiable 

ambition of conquest and expansion in imitation of the spirit 

of the later Vedic kings., as well as, of the early kings of 

Magadha. In the very first year of his coronation the storm 

tossed fortification of Kalihganagari demanded immediate 

attention and he readily repaired it and made it strong and 

invulnerable. After consolidating his military strength and 

establishment, Kharavela commenced his career of conquest 

and aggrandisement from the second regnal year. 

By the time Kharavela was crowned king of Kalinga 

in the third generation of the Cheti dynasty, Satakarni I, the 

third monarch of the Satavahana family was already the 

master of an extensive territory that was lying to the West of 

Kalinga (Pachhima disam). Satakarni was ruling over the 

Maharastra region with his headquarters near Nasik, and if the 

mutilated JSanaghat Inscription of his queen Nayanika is to be 
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believed, he was also the Lord of the Deccan (Dakhinafiathapa 

tino.y His suzerainty over a portion of the Deccan is also attes¬ 

ted by the Hathigumpha Inscription in which it is indicated that 

the Assaka territory was within the sphere of his influence. 

As both theMahameghavahanas and the Satavahanas 

rose to political powers almost simultaneously, they began to 

vie with one another for supremacy, and a clash between them 

became inevitable. Kharavela had to face the rising power 

of the Satavahanas in the Deccan to realise his ambitions and 

his first military campaign was, therefore, directed against 

king Satakarni the Satavahana monarch. In the second 

year of his reign he despatched a vast army consisting of 

elephant, cavalry, infantry and chariot which stormed the 

city of Asika, the capital of the Asska country and marched 

upto the river Krsna (Kahnaverhna).1 2 This was a bold step 

for the newly anointed king, because he had to encounter the 

challenge of the mighty Satavahana power in the West and 

South-west. We do not know whether there was direct 

clash or not between Kharavela and Satakarni in course of 

mobilisation of their respective forces that year. 

As discussed earlier, Satakarni I very probably 

breathed his last in Gir. 37 B.C. corresponding to the third 

regnal year of Kharavela and on his de mise the widow queen 

Nayanika assumed the reins of Government as the regent of 

her minor sons VedasrI and SaktisrI. This was a momentous 

opportunity for Kharavela who now made preparation for a 

direct invasion of the Satavahana empire. 

1. Select Inscriptions, pp. 186 f. 

2. This river is called KanhavannS in the Karhad plates of the 

RSstrakuta king Kr$na III dated A. D. 959. This is the Prakrit 

form of the Sanskrit 'Kr$Ga varn5 meaning Krsna. (E. /. IV p. 286). 
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Early in the fourth regnal year, the Cheti emperor 

organised and pulled the resources of the invincible Vidya- 

dhara territory1 that had been the military recruiting 

ground of the former kings of Kalinga and marched 

headlong to the West. The Rathika and the Bhojaka 

territories lying respectively to the South and the North of 

the Naslk region, were crushed and the Chiefs with their 

crowns cast off, their umbrella and royal insignia thrown 

aside, and their jewellery and wealth confiscated, were made 

to pay obeisance at the feet of Kharvela, the victor. It may 

be pointed out that Maharathi-Tranakairo, who was the 

father-in-law of Satakarni I, was probably the Chief of the 

Rathikas and either he or his successor had to sustain the 

defeat. The geographical location of the Rathikas and 

Bhojakas, as well as, the relationship between the Sata- 

vahanas and the Rathikas clearly indicate that KharavelaN 

war with the Rathikas and Bhojakas could not have been 

possible without an encounter against the Satavahana power. 

As a consequence of this victory, Kharavela’s suzerainty 

could spread over the Deccan from sea to sea. 

For the next three years Kharavela waged no war 

and invaded no territory; he remained busy in works of 

material development of his territory. In the eighth regnal 

year he led an expedition to the North and invaded Rajagrha. 

The strong fort of the Gorathagiri, one of the hill fortresses 

guarding Rajagrha, was demolished and the city was put 

into great trouble. His triumph in Rajagrha created 

a stir among of the Yavanas who were then in 

occupation of Mathura and were probably proceeding 

towards Magadha. The news of the achievements of 

r. See supra Chapter I for VidySdhara territory. 
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Kharavela took the Yavana king with panic, who forthwith 

retreated towards Mathura Kharavela, apparently, pursued 

him and purged the Yavanas out of Mathura which was then 

a famous stronghold of Jainism. The Yavana menace 

diverted the plans of Kharavela and demanded his immediate 

attention towards the North-west, as a result of which 

Magadha was spared that year. The expedition to Northern 

India was considered glorious and successful and probably 

in commemoration of it Kharavela constructed the great 

Victory Palace in Kalinga at enormous cost. 

In the tenth year of his reign the army of Kalinga 

marched again towards North India (Bharatavarsa)1 for 

conquest and early in the eleventh year Kharavela after 

defeating the enemies secured, from them jewels and precious 

stones at the time of their retreat. The enemies this time 

are, however, not specified in the inscription, and a reasonable 

inference would be the extirpation of the lingering power of 

the Indo Greeks (Yav as) in Northern India by the army of 

Kalinga. 

After coming back from the North, Kharavela was 

confronted with a great challenge from the confederated 

Tamil States of the South. This confederacy consisted of 

the States of the Gholas, Pandyas, Satyaputras, Keralaputras, 

as well as, the Island of Ceylon (Tamraparnij, and as known 

from the inscription it was in existence for 1300 years prior to 

the time of Kharavela. That these territories were not subdued 

either by Mahapadmananda or by Chandraguptamaurya is 

known from history and the Edicts of Asoka clearly mention 

I. In the epigraphic records of ancient India the name Bharatavarsa 

(Bharadhavasa) is mentioned for the first time in the Hathigumphi 

Inscription. But the name denoted only to Northern India at that 

time. 
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them as independent Southern neighbours of the Maurya 

empire1. Kharavela, in his 11th regnal year defeated the 

combined strength of these States and successfully shattared 

their league. The Line IS of the Hathigumpha Inscription 

informs "that, Kharavela obtained horses, elephants, and 

jewelleries after incurring heavy loss of wonderful elephants 

and ships. This was most probably in connection with his wai 

against the Tamil League. The king of Pandya who appears 

to be the head of the League, surrendered before the 

conqueror and was forced to bring large quantity of 

pearls, jewels, and precious stones to Kalinganagarl as 

tribute. 

In the 12th year of his reign, Kharavela, for the 

third time advanced towards the North with a vast army and 

this time he even proceeded upto the North-west India 

(Utarapadha) and terrorised several kings to submission. On 

his return from the Uttarapatha, he encamped on the banks 

of the Gan :.es for an onslaught over Magadha. The people 

of Magadha were struck with terror at the sight of his 

elephants and horses and Brhaspatimitra, the then king of 

Anga and Magadha was forced to surrender at his feet. The 

inscription reveals that this defeat of Brhaspatimitra was 

decisive and the triumph of Kharavela achieved without 

much bloodshed was spectacular and glorious. It was, in 

fact, the climax of the distinguised military career of 

Kharavela. 

Thus, within the short span of his rule, Kharavela 

greatly raised the military prestige of Kalinga and achieved 

what probably no e uperor of India in the past could accom- 

1 These territories are mentioned in R. Eft. II and XIII of A$oka as 

lying out-side his empire in the South. 
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plish. The defeat of the Rathikas and Bhojakas led to the 

extension of Kalinga’s suzerainty right up to the coast of the 

Arabian Sea, while the submission of Brhaspatimitra and the 

Pandya king made her arms felt from the feet of the 

Himalayas to the farthest extent in the South. 

His religious policy. 

Kharavela was not a convert like Asoka, but was 

a Jaina by birth. The very first line of the Hathigumpha 

Inscription salutes the Arhats and all Siddhas indicating that 

the king, whose glory spread over four quarters, was a 

* sincere worshipper of the Jinas. Kalinga was a stronghold of 

Jainism, as early as the time of Karakandu, who was 

probably a desciple of Parsvanath1 and during the period 

preceding the invasion of Mahapadmananda this religion had 

great influence over her people. 

The rule of the Mahameghavahanas revived the 

popularity of this religion and extended sincere patronage to 

further its cause Kharavela, the illustrious monarch of the 

family was in fact, the greatest patron of Jaina religion and 

culture. The Hathigumpha Inscription while recording his 

earnest devotion and patronage to Jainism in Kalinga, also 

reveals the underlying religious motive of his military 

campaigns. In course of his Digvijaya he appears to have 

visited Mathura in the North, Satrunjaya and Terapura in 

the West and Sravanvelgola in the South. In the 8th regnal 

year he followed a retreating Yavana king to Mathura and 

protected this Jaina stronghold from the occupation of the 

Indo-Greeks. The inscription indicates that Kharavela 

brought to Kalinga a sappling of the Kalpa tree burdened 

1. See Supra, Chapter 111. 
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with foliage which was the Kevala tree of Adijina Rsabhanath. 

His vast army, with horses, elephants and chariots made a 

majestic procession while carrying the Kalpa tree and after 

reaching the capital the emperor distributed the spoils of 

victory as gifts to all house -holders and religious orders. 

In the 11th year of his reign Kharavela reclaimed 

the deserted city of Plthumda1 which was once the metropolis 

of the ancient kings of Kalihga and in course of the work of 

reclamation he cultivated the city with polugh drawn by 

asses. The use of asses in place of bulls for drawing ploughs 

appears significant, and the possible explanation of it is that 

Kharavela, a devotee of Rsabhanath, preferred asses to 

bulls, the latter being spiritually assocated with the Adijina. 

The next year, after subduing Magadha he 

secured the image of Kalihga Jina^ the symbol of the 

national and religious sentiment of his people. This image 

which had been carried away by Mahapadmananda to 

Magadha was triumphantly brought back to Kalihga after a 

lapse of more than 300 years. This Kalihga Jina was to all 

probability Rsabhanatha, for whom Kharavela had special 

veneration. The treasures of Anga and Magadha secured as 

booty were utilised in erecting lofty shrines with strong and 

oeautiful gate-ways in Kalihga. 

The Line 14 of the inscription states in glowing 

terms the royal support and patronage extended to Jaina Arhats. 

It is known from this that Kharavela was the worshipper 

(Pujanurata) of the monks who clad themselves in fine cloth 

(Cinavatanam) and were observing rainy season retreat 

(Vasdsitanam.) This indicates that the emperor was an 

1. See Supra, Chapter I 
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advocate of Svetambara sect and the monks of this sect were 

receiving regular royal endowments (Rajabhitinam), but at the 

same time he was showing high regards for those Arhats, who 

had renounced their sustenances (Pakhina Samsita) and were 

known as Yapodyapakas. Although this expression appears 

somewhat ambiguous it seems to have referred to the 

Digambara sect of Jainism. It was for these Arhats that 

Kharavela caused to be excavated some cells in the Kumarl 

hills (Udayagiri) for the resting of their bodies (Kayanisi- 

diyaya.) The Kumarl hills were, in fact, a famous place of pil¬ 

grimage and the Line 15 of the inscription reveals that many 

illustrious Sramanas and Tatis, Jaina Saints, Tapasas and Rsis 

(Bralimanical sages) and Samghayanas (Buddhist mendicants) 

used to congregate there from all parts of India. The 

religious significance of the place is hinted at Line 14, where 

it is stated that the wheel of Victory was well turned on the 

Kumarl hill and as pointed out earlier the expression implies 

the preaching of Mahavira on that spot1. We further know 

that in accordance with the desire of the Queen ofSimhapatha 

(Probably one of his queens) the Emperor constructed a 

magnificent abode for the honoured guests, close to and in 

front of the dwellings of the Arhats. This structure was 

constructed with 35,00,000 stone-slabs of fine quality, which 

were brought from distant places, and was decorated with 

artistic works, as well as, with various precious stones. The 

floor of it was given a pink coloured appearance and the sup¬ 

porting pillars were bedecked with emerald. This magnificent 

building, the cost of which was estimated to be 105,000 coins, 

amply testifies to Kharavela s love and respect foi the cause of 

religion and culture, and at the same time it reveals his 

stately grandeur. This also indicates that Kharavela was 

1. See supra, Chapter I. 
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showing equal lespect and honour for all religious 

denominations. He rightly claims for himself in Line 1 / or 

the inscription^ as the worshipper of all religious orders and 

the repairer of all shrines of gods. 

It may, however, be said that during the short span of 

his rule Jainism made a great headway in Kalinga. The 

example set by him in patronising Jainism was followed by 

many officers and noble men, presumably of his time, as well 

as, by his queens and sons. As pointed out above, some caves 

of Khandagiri and Udayagiri are associated with Chulakamma, 

Kamma, Bhuti, the Nagara Akhadamsa, Nakiya the 

Mahamatra, and Kusuma the Padamulika; who were 

responsible for their excavations. The Chief queen herself 

dedicated a suit of caves to the honour of the Sramanas 

of Kalinga while Maharaja Kudepasiri and Prince 

d. t k l"i a, w ho probably came after Kharavela are known to 

have excavated beautiful cave-dwellings being inspired by the 
same ideals. 

Thus the period was a golden age for Jainism which 
flourished in Kalinga as never before and after. 

An estimate of Kharavela. 

The Hathiguiinpha Inscription although secular in 
natuie is religious in spirit and tone, and its fervour is 

heightened more and more towards the concluding lines. It is 

made sacrosanct by placing spiritual symbols around it1, the 

obvi us implication of which is that its contents are too 

i. JTHe Voddliomavgola at the beginning against the 1st and 2nd. lines, 

e i a cgainst /rd. to 5th. lines on the left, the Aandpada 

between the 1st. and the 2nd- lines on the right ard the Vrkea 
Chrntya at the end of the last line of the Inscription. 
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sacred to be untrue. Although it pronounces a panegyric 

on the works and accomplishments of Kharavela, it can not 

be regarded as a pan-eulogism and the spiritual stamp placed 

on it restricts the scope of high exaggeration. So unlike the 

other panegyric writing the Hathigumpha Inscription, should 

be treated as a faithful and authentic piece of record. 

In the first century B. C. the hisrory of India 

entered into a period of political stagnation. The imperial 

edifice reared up by the Mauryas and the early Sungas 

rapidly collapsed and could not immediately be replaced by 

the Satavahanas. The Indo-Greeks, who were bidding for an 

empire in the North and North-western India failed to 

achieve their goal owing to internecine warfare. And thus 

a vaccum was created in the political sphere that was filled up 

for a time in the second half of the century by Mahamegha- 

vahana Kharavela, the emperor of Kalinga. 

The career of Kharavela although meteoric, was 

eventful and glorious. His ambitious conquests directed 

against all quarters of India were astonishingly successful 

and as a conqueror he ranks very high in the annals of 

history. But his military campaigns aimed at more for the 

vindication of the prowess of Kalinga than for building an 

empire for her by engulfing the conquered tenitoiies. A 

genuine patriot as he was, his ambition was to heighten 

the prestige of Kalinga not only by defeating the ^rising 

powers of his time, but also by retaliating the defeats 

sustained by Kalinga in the past. His first military 

achievement was the onslaught over the city of^ Asika 

which appears like avenging the defeat of king Kalinga by 

Aruna of Assaka,-—an event, although of several centuries 

past; was significant enough to linger in the memory of his 

time.1 Magadha, the traditional enemy was in fact 

I, See Chullakalinga Jataka (T. III. PP« ^-) 
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the main target for retaliation because of Kalinga’s humilia¬ 

ting defeat at the hands of Mahapadmananda and AsoVa. 

Magadha was over run more than once and in the 12th regnal 

year of Kharvela the final blow was cast resulting in her 

inglorious surrender. The military exploists of the great 

victor fully justify the epithet fChakravarthV given to him in 

the inscription of his Chief queen. 

Kharvela was not only a great conqueror but also a 

benevolent ruler. A marked difference is noticed between 

him and Asoka in their ideal of state-craft. The paternal 

theory of monarchy, propounded by Asoka was not advocated 

by Kharavela who followed the time-honoured tradition that 

the king is the first servant of the State. Asoka being a 

conqueror had to follow a policy of appeasement by issuing 

conciliatory proclamations and instituting official inspection 

and judicial protection. He had a full code of official 

conduct and his legislations intrcduced to a considerable 

extent a regime of austerity inspired by ethical principles of 

Buddhism. Kharavela, on the other hand, was the ruler of 

his people and his motive was not to appease but to please. 

His problem was not the consolidation of his rule but the 

glorification of it by successful achievement of prosperity at 

home and victory outside. This, however., could not be 

achieved by following a puritanic principle of state craft, 

and by enforcing censorship of public moral. His administra¬ 

tion thus revived in a great scale the luxurious life and 

artistic activities in Kalinga and made the people lively and 

vigorous. Line 16 of the Hathigumpha Inscription states that 

he revived the Tauryatrika (performance of dance, song and 

concert) with its sixty-four branches that had been suspended 
during the time of the Maurya rule. 

Kharavela was a great lover of music and fine arts 

a wise administrator, a great conqueror, and at the same 

time was distinguished for religious and spiritual pursuits. 
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The inscription represents him not only as the embodiment 

of the principles of politics, peace and equity (Dandasamdhi- 

samamaya-Lmc 10), but also as a Sage {Tati-Line 9) and 

reveals his religious fervour as a true Jaina by recording the 

formulae of salutations to Arhats and Siddhas in the opening 

line. The closing line remarkably depicts his chivalrous, 

stately and spiritual attributes and concludes: 

;‘Thus reigns that King of Bliss, that King of 

Prosperity, that Bhikshu King and that King 

of Dharma, His Majesty, the Mighty Con¬ 

queror Sri Kharavela, the descendant of 

Rajarsi Vasu, the embodiment of specific 

qualities, the worshipper of all religious 

orders, the repairer of all shrines of gods, 

the possessor of invincible armies, the 

administrator of the rule of Law; the 

guardian of Law, the executor of Law, having 

seen, heard, felt and done good/’ 



IV 

khAravela in sculpture 

It is a matter of considerable interest to identify 

the effigy of the great king Kharavela carved out in relief 

in some of the caves of the Udayagiri hills. It may be said 

that the attempt of ascertaining the likeness of the king who 

flourished about half a century before Christ may be an 

illusory one. But there can be on denying the fact that the 

artists of the period attached considerable importance to the 

sculptural representation of a royal personage who was 

depicted prominantly sometimes with high officials and 

sometimes with his queens in scenes of war and peace. One 

such representation was brought to our notice by T. N. 

Ramchandran1 in 1951 in the Mahchapurl cave which con¬ 

tains one inscription of Maharaj x Kudepaslrl who is taken to 

be the son and successor of Kharavela. This scene has been 

depicted on the facade of the verandah of the cave and 

although somewhat mutilated can be studied without much 

difficulty. It consists of a group of four persons - two men 

and two women - standing in adoration before an unspecided 

object which Ramchandran takes to be the throne of 

tie Jina. An elephant is found walking towards this group 
and a Vidyadhara is flying above the elephant with speed 

1. T.H. Q. XXVII, 1951, pp 103-04. 
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carrying a basket of flowers in his left hand. The sun is 

depicted as brilliantly shining in the sky just above the heads 

of the two women figures, and two small semi-divine beings 

are beating a suspended drum while hovering playfully over 

the male figures. T. N. Ramchandran makes the following 

inference about the scene,—‘'‘Shall we take the scene as one 

in which the king ( perhaps Kharavela ), prince ( perhaps 

Kudepa slrl ) and the queen or princess are doing honour to 

the image of the Kalihga Jina which Kharvela recovered 

from Magadha and restored to his people ?” 

‘•Another possible identification is with inference 

to the inscriptions actually found in this cave. The 

nearmost king may be Kudepasirl while behind him stands 

the Kumara (heir-apparent-is he Vadukha ?), in which case, 

the peculiar tiara can be taken to be a coronet”. 

K. C. Panigrahi1 makes the following observation 

on the identification of Ramchandran. “The first sugges¬ 

tion of Mr. Ramchandran seems to be more probable. 

The scene seems to represent Kharavela and his family as 

paying homage to the sacred seat of Jina recovered fiom 

Magadha and this scene was caused to be carved by the 

king Kamdapa-slrl or Kudepasirl who, accordidg to the 

inscription was the excavator of the cave . 

While agreeing in general, with the above views, 

we suggest idenfication of the persons in the scene in the 

following manner. The male figure in the front may be 

taken to be the royal priest in view of his proximity 

to the sacred seat and because of his matted hairs 

which can be noticed even though that portion 

has been much damaged. The next male figure wearing a 

1. Archaeological Remains at Bhuvaneswar, pp. 206-07. 
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crown and heavy ear rings represents the king and in place 

of the royal umbrella the beating of the drum has been 

depicted just above his head, symbolising royalty. He may 

be identified with Kharavela himself and in that case the 

two female figures who are represented as having equal 

status, may be taken to be the two queens of Kharavela. 

The Hathlgumpha Inscription reveals that he had at least two 

queens one known from Line 7 as the -“Queen of the Diamond 

Palace” (Vajira gharo), and the other from Line 15 as the 

“Queen of the Lion path” (Siha patha) and the two female 

figures mentioned above may be said to have represented 

these two royal ladies. 

The King, with two queens, has also been 

represented in the cave forming the right wing of the lower 

storey of Ranlgumpha. The cave consists of a single cell 

with pilasters crowned with corbelled abacus over which 

animals, some of which are winged, carry two arches 

decorated with honey-suckle and lotus flowers. Thespandrils 

formed by the arches, are relieved by a scene of dance 

witnessed by the king with two queens and other attendants. 

The king and the queens are seated on a sofa—the king in 

the middle and the queens on beth his sides—and each of the 

queen has a female attendant standing by her side holding a 

toilet-tray in out-stretched hand. Behind this group is 

found the scene of royal entourage consisting of both male 

and female attendants and also a dwarf. The king wears a 

bejewelled tiara, dangling ear rings and heavy bracelets, 

three in each hand, while each of the queens have big ear 

studs, flat and large size bracelets (Khadu) one in each 

hand, heavy anklets and broad necklaces. An umbrella is 

held over the head of the king symbolising his royal 
authority. 7 

Just in front of the king and queens a girl is 
dancing gracefully on a pillared pavilion to the tune 

46 
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of concert played by four female musicians. The danseuse 

has plaited her hairs into two strands which fall by her 

sides and a flowing veil covers her head aiding glamour to 

her youthful face. Among the female musicians one beats 

the mrdanga and the other the dhakka, while the third 

plays on a many stringed harp and the fourth one blows a 

flute decorated with lion-head. On the other side of the 

scene of dance are depicted a turbaned man accompanied by 

a boy, and two female attendants are also seen holding a 

tray and a vase. 

The dancing scene presents a feeling of exhilerating 

grace and vigour and bespeaks the spirit of the Hathigumha 

Inscription where Kharavela has been represented as a great 

lover of dance and music. The king who witnesses the dance 

and the orchestra with absorbing interest accompanied by 

his queens and courtiers may be taken to be king Kharavela 

himself. 

The two scenes described above depict the king 

in his religious and cultural activities. Besides these, 

his military exploits and victorious campaigns have also 

been represented in a series of sculptures which adorn the 

facade of the main wing of the lower storey of the Ranigurhpha. 

The narrative starts with the representation of a 

prosperous city presumably Kalinganagari, having double 

storeyed houses with barrel vaulted roofs, groves 

and gardens. Citizens both male <. nd female are found stand¬ 

ing on the open balconies, as well as, at the doors and 

verandahs of the lower stories, gazing at the royal 

procession depicted in the second third and fourth scenes 

which have, however, been highly mutilated. The procession 

consists of armed soldiers riding on horses and elephants 

as well as, high dignitories among whom may be identified 

the Senapati and the Bhandagarika, the latter being incharge 
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of the provisions. The king is seen seated on a lofty 

animal-probably an elephant-and he can be recognised 

by the umbrella held over his head. The first four scenes 

thus depict the king commencing his military campaign from 

his capital city where the people are gazing at the departure 

of the army from their houses. The actual scenes of wai 

have been avoided, but the fifth, sixth, seventh and the 

eighth scenes represent the king receiving the defeated 

enemies. In all these scenes the king is discernible by the 

umbrella on his head and the surrendering enemies by their 

supplicant poses and folded hands. It may be suggested that 

each of these scenes depicts the submission of the chiefs of 

different lands mentioned in the Hatfiigumpha Inscription. 

The eighth scene as pointed out by Mrs. D. Mitra very 

probably represents the submission of the Yavanasand it may 

be described in her words as follows: 

“On the extreme left of the eighth compartment is a 

royal figure with two attendants behind him, one of them 

holding the umbrella over him, and another, in front, 

standing in folded hands; beyond the last are two standing 

women, one carrying a tray and another offering a flower (?) 

and two kneeling figures, one of them with flowing fillets 

round the head, a Greek feature. Of the latter group the 

front one is holding the feet, as token of submission, of a 

person who seems to be snatching at the head-dress of the 

former and the rear one has his hands folded. Both of them 

seem to have alighted from the caparisoned horse standing 

on the extreme right. By the side of the horse are three 

more figures with folded hands. Like the two kneeling 

figures they too do not wear turbans and are probably 

followers of the latter”.1 

1. Udayagiri and Khandagiri p. 2 b 
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The ninth and the last scene represents the glorious 

entry of the digvijafi king into the capital city and the 

grandiose reception accorded by the jubilant citizens. “On 

the left is the king standing below an umbrella held aslant 

by an attendant. Two of his warrior-followers carry long 

swords over their shoulders. On the right, carved on the 

wall adjoining the pilaster, are six figures, four women and 

two turbaned men, the latter with out-stretched welcoming 

hands. Three of the women carry pitchers on their heads, 

the fourth, in kneeling posture, being in the attitude of 

pouring out the contents of her pitcher.”1 

The Ranlgumpha contains other important scenes 

which may also be suggested to have biographical significance 

for Kharavela. 

In the main wing of the upper storey of the Rani- 

gumpha, is found a long frieze in better preserved condition. 

It begins with a flying Gandharva wearing dhoti, turban, scarf 

and full set of ornaments and holding a tray of flowers and 

garlands. The story starts from the second scene which 

depicts a stalwart man with ten women encountering a herd 

of wild elephants in a lotus-pond in the forest. It appears that 

the man who came to the lotus pond with the women distur¬ 

bed the tusker who was sporting there with the she-elephants, 

at which the angry animals refusing to leave their favourite 

resort furiously attacked the intruders. In the encounter that 

took place one of the women showed great courage taking her 

stand resolutely in the front with dishevelled hair and aiming 

against the animals a ring like object which is supposed to be 

a heavy ornament of her body. The man also fought bravely 

with a big staff, but other women in the party being nervous 

and panic-stricken drag one another and created great 

]. Ibid, p. 22, 
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confusion. The third scene opens with a rock cut cave in the 

forest, where the man being thoroughly exhausted and 

probably seriously wounded is found to be under the nursing 

care of a woman who appears to be no other than the brave 

lady-fighter of the previous scene. The third scene furthei 

indicates a fresh danger that came over them. A woman, 

probably one of the ten companions, who had fled away 

during the scuffle, reappeared on the spot leading by her hand 

a rapacious looking warrior who arrived there to take a 

timely vengeance on the wounded man. Very probably he 

killed the helpless man in cold blood and attempted to 

abduct the lady who was nursing him with tender care and 

affection. The brave lady whose heart was then heavy with 

sorrow naturally grew furious and taking the sword and 

shield of his man fought vigorously with the warrior. 

Subsequently, however, she was overpowered by the latter 

who caught hold of her person and forcibly carried her way 

through the forest track infested with lions. 

The next scene presents a new chapter in which a 

king is found hunting in the forest. Among the attendants 

of the king one carries the umbrella and a fly whisk, the 

other holds a sword and the third a pot suspended from a 

rod over his left shoulder. A groom is attending to a 

caparisoned horse from which the king has just alighted to 

shoot an arrow at a winged deer running off in fear with her 

fawns. The king wears a bejewelled tiara, long necklaces, 

large size ear rings and heavy bracelets. He carries a sword 

hanging from his left side and stands in archer’s pose flexing 

the left leg and straightening the right one> while going to 

apply the quivering arrow to the bow. It appears that the 

warrior who abducted the brave lady, depicted in the previous 

scenes, saw the approach of the hunting party of the king, 

and escaped from the place leaving behind the lady in the 

lurch. It was by happy coincidence that the deer struck with 

the arrow of the king ran for life and fell at the foot of the 
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tree on which the lady had perched for shelter. The lady has 

been represented as asking for protection by stretching her 

right hand towards the king and the latter as showing her 

compassion and abhaya. Thus the lady was rescued and was 

very likely brought to the palace. 

The fifth scene depicts performance of dance by two 

girls to the tune of music played by three seated girls, one 

with cymbals, the other beating mrdanga and the third 

playing on a harp with plectrum. The performance is being 

witnessed by the queen, the king, and a women who may be 

the very same lady rescued by the king and the dance and 

music may be said to have been organised in honour of her 

rescue. The queen has been represented on the left side, 

seated in easy pose and surrounded by five female attendants, 

one of whom holds an umbrella over her head, where as, the 

kin ^ is depicted on the ri ht side of the scene of performance, 

seated in lalito pose bending the right leg on the throne, the 

left leg being pendant. An attendant is sitting in folded 

hands below the throne while to the right of the king the lady 

is found seated on a chair, and although her figure has been 

highly damaged she can be well recognised as sitting on an 

elevated chair, a leg of which is in tact and her head dress 

clearly visible. 
\ 

The sixth scene of the series has completely been 

destroyed and no sign of it can be traced at present. But the 

next scene presents three amorous pictures depicting the 

king having conjugal love with a woman who may be ident¬ 

ified with the lady rescued by him. The eighth scene is also 

completely damaged and nothing can be made out of it. The 

frieze ends with the figure of a flying Gandharva holding a 

tray of flowers in the left hand and a garland in the right 

hand. 

The sin . nificance of this synoptic representation of 

a long story in lithic medium has not been properly 
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explained by scholars. W. W. Hunter rightly rejects the idea 

of explaining the story as the abduction of Sita by Ravana, 

the king of Ceylon., but his ingeneous inference of 

equating the scenes with the abduction of Hellen by Paris 

is refuted by himself when he observes that “in this rock- 

biography on other hand, the rape is a perfect success, and 

Hellen and Paris live happily together ever after¬ 

wards”1 2. O’ Malley and Manmohan Chakravarti are of 

opinion that these sculptures depict the story of the 

marriage of Parsvanath as narrated by Bhavadeva Suri in 

his Parsvanath Charita.' Traditions regardiag the activities 

of the twenty-four Tirthamkaras were popularised in India 

during the late medieval period and Bhavadeva Suri who 

belonged to the 13th century A. D. compiled the biography 

of Parsvanath the 23rd Tirthaiiikara on the basis of these 

traditions. But there is no evidence to show that such 

traditions were prevailing in India in pre-Christian centuries 

to inspire the poets and artists of the period. In the Kalpa 

sutra attributed to the 5th Century A. D. the account of 

Parsva’s marriage is not represented as the result of such 

romantic adventures. More over, the Parsvanath Charita 

differs in various datails from the story depicted by these 

relief sculptures. According to the former the Yavana 

king of Kalinga invaded the town of Kusasthala and forcibly 

took away its beautiful princess Prabhavatl, who was rescued 

by Parsvanath whom she later on married. But the 

sculptuies mentioned above narrate the story of abduction 

in a diffeient manner making the question of identifica¬ 

tion of the two accounts inappropriate. It may further 

be pointed out that the account of the inglorious acti¬ 

vities of the king of Kalinga can not find such prominent 

1. A History of Orissa, Vol. I, p. 60 
2. Bengal District Gazetteers-Puri (1908) p. 256. 
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representation in the Ranigumpha which depicts nothing 

but the triumph and glory of the king and people of 

Kalin ^a. 

V. S. Agarwala1 is inclined to identify the 

abduction scene of the Ranigumpha as representation of the 

abduction of Vasavadatta the princess of AvantI by 

Udayana the king of Kausambi. This identification 

also does not seem to be correct in view of the divergent 

accounts of the story of abduction in both these cases. The 

Svapna Vasavadatta of Bhasa depicts the episode of a successful 

elopement of the Avanti princess by king Udayana and there 

is no question of the princess being rescued by any king as in 

the case of the story presented by these sculptures. 

We have suggested else where2 that the series 

of sculptures in the upper storey of Ranigumpha depict 

very likely the scenes from the life of king Kharavela 

himself. They seem to have represented the events leading 

to the marriage of the king with one of his queens in 

thrilling circumstances. The episode has been depicted 

with great force and vividness to convey the sense of 

a real event rather than that of a wonderful but 

fictitious legend. 

1. J. K. U. R. 8. Vol, I, P. 24!. 
2. A History of Orissa,, Vol. 1. p, 60, f. n. 33. 
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CAPITAL OF KHARAVELA 

The Hathigumpha Inscription refers to the capital of 

Kalinga at more than one place in connection with the 

activities of Kharavela. In Line 3 the name of the capital 

is clearly recorded as Kalinganagari although it is referred to 

only as Nagari in Lines 5 and 6 of the inscription. It is 

known from Line 3 that Kharavela in the first year of his 

coronation caused to be repaired the gates, towers, rampart, 

and the structures of the fort of Kalinganagari which had 

been damaged by storm, and caused to be built embankments 

for the cool-tanks and laid out many gardens at ccst of 

thirty-five hundred thousand coins. Line 5 states that 

in his third regnal year he organised performances of 

acrobatism, dance and music both vocal and instrumental, 

and made Nagari play as it were, while Line 6 reveals 

that in his fifth regnal year he renovated the aqueduct that 

had been excavated by king Nanda, three hundred years 

before, and caused it to flow to Nagari through Tanasuli. 

These references suggest that the capital Kalinga- 

nagari was a highly fortified township adorned with beautiful 

cool tanks and gardens and having facilities of a canal or 

moat apparently round about the fort and it was teeming 

with people enjoying festivals, convivial gatherings, dance 

and music. The location of this township has been 

fairly ascertained after the excavation of ^isupalagarh 

near BhuvaneSwar in 1948. B. B. Lai to whom goes the 

credit of this important excavation has tentatively 

47 
\AL . 
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identified ^i&upulagarh with the site of Kalinganagari (which 

he calls Kalingana ara). The conclusion of Lai is of 

considerable importance and it is quoted below from his 
report1. 

“To turn to this possibility of Sisupalagarh 

respresenting the site of Kalinganagara. The Hathigumpha 

inscription does not say anything about the distance and 

direction of the city of Kalinga from the Khanda iri- 

Udayagiri hills and therefore the city could be any where 

far or near irrespective of location of the inscription. If 

the city was somewhere in the neighbourhood, the claim of 

Sisupalagarh has to be taken into consideration. According 

to the inscription Kalinganagara was provided with 

fortifications and king Kharavela repaired the gate-way 

and fortification wall which had been damaged by a storm. 

Now no fortified town of comparable date except 
9 

Sisupalagarh is known to exist near about the Khandagiri- 

Udayagiri hills ; secondly the excavation did reveal a 

collapse and subsequent repair of the southern gateway-flank 

of the fortification On these pieces of circumstantial 

evidence, a presumption is raised in favour of Sisupalagarh 

being identical with ancient Kalinganagara. But indeed 

nothing can be conclusively said until some definite evidence 

is forth-coming from the site itself.” 

The excavations, both in the habitation area and in 

the defence wall of the fort, reveal that the township 

developed in a gradual process and although it was first 

occupied sometimes during the period from cir. 300 to 200 

B, C. it had its glorious days during the first century B. C. 

The early period (cir. 300-200 B. G.) was, in fact; the forma¬ 

tive stage as known from large quantities of wheel turned 

1. A. /. no. 5 pp. 66-67. 
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plain pottery varying from dull grey to terracotta red. This 

was the period when the defences only consisted of clay 

rampart with a layer of laterite gravel added unto its top. 

During the next period, dated from cir. 200 B. C. 100 A. D., 

the 3isupalagarh culture is found developing to its full 

bloom. This period is marked by the predominence of 

sophisticated pottery, well-fired and well finished having 

bright red polish and fine decorative patterns. It was also 

from this period that beautiful terracotta ear ornaments, iron 

implements of peace and war and beads of precious stones 

like agate, carnelian, quartz etc., and many other refined 

articles were obtained. The defence walls of the township 

‘witnessed a change in the make up’ as two brick walls, one 

being 2ft. 6 ins. and the other 3 ft. 6 ins. thick, were construc¬ 

ted 26 ft. apart at the top of the laterite gravel and the space 

between them was filled up with mud a id earth; retaining 

ramps both in the interior and outside of the fort were al o 

built to strengthen the brick walls. This phase of Sisupala- 

garh came to an end about the middle of the 1 irst century 

A. D. and thus the prosperous period of Sisupalgarh may well 

be attributed to the period of the Chedi rule ia Kalinga. 

These evidences clearly suggest that Sisupalagarh 

was the same as Kalinganagari, the capital of Kharavela 

under whose rule it witnessed great development both in 

its habitation area and the defensive walls. The remains 

of the fort as it is found at present, give the impession 

o a deserted township its fortification walls being almost 

square in plan with each side measuriug about three quarters 

° a mile in length. The contours of the fort can clearly be 

made out with eight large gateways, two on each side and 

laving corner towers, while a moat with perennial water 

supply circumscribe the fort. This aqueduct has been 

rought from the main current of the stream called Gangua 

or Gandhavati which takes its rise about six miles north of 
lSupslagarh and joins the river Daya seven miles south of 
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the fort. The lay-out clearly suggests that not only 

the fortification but also the habitation area in-side, were 

carefully planned. The gateways seem to have been linked 

with roads running East-West and North-South, and the 

roads were very likely paved with laterite gravels or with 

brick bats. The excavation brought to light cart tracks 

inside the fort with the gauge measuring 4 ft. 6 ins. 

Only one gate-way on the Western side was 

unearthed and it revealed many interesting details. There 

were both outer and inner gates having doors as known 

from the existing door-sockets. Close to the inner gate there 

was an ancillary passage. From the disposition of the 

gateway^ Lai is led to infer that “at a certain fixed hour in 

the night the inner gate was closed stopping all vehiculer 

traffic beyond this point. Pedestrians could, however^ get 

in or out through the ancillary pasaage. A little, later, the 

outer or main gate was closed while the guards at its back 

probably still remained on duty”.1 

The relief sculptures of the early caves of Udaya'iri 

and Khandagiri hills present a vivid picture of the society 

during the period of the Chedi rule in Kalinga and some of 

them give truthful representations of the life in Kalingmagaii. 

In the main wing of the lower storey of the Ranigumpna 

there is a long frieze depicting the victorious march of a king 

starting from his capital and ultimately returning theieto 

with triumph and glory. We have elsewhere tentatively 

identified this king with Kharavela himself and the capital 

city with Kalinganagari. The capital is represented by a double 

storeyed house with semi-cylindrical roof having pinnacles^ 

and the mango tree depicted near-by symbolises the 

orchards and gardens adorning the township. People are 

j. Ibid, p. 77. 
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seen standing on the verandahs, as well as, on the bolconies 

looking at the march of the army apparently in the street 

of the capital The last scene of the frieze which depicts 

the return of the king to the capital presents a thrilling 

picture of his reception by the citizens. We find ladies 

carrying waterpots (purnaghata) on their heads and pouring 

out the contents at the feet of the victorious king. Although 

the figures are mutilated the dress and ornaments of both 

men and women can well be noticed. We find men wearing 

turban and women having veils on the head but not on 

the face. Both the sexes have necklaces,, bangles and earrings 

but only women wear girdles and anklets. The contem¬ 

porary sculptures in the Ranlgumpha and other caves 

reveal a highly developed urban civilisation in which both 

men and women had equal status in the society. Girls are 

found excelling in dance and music and playing on various 

musical instruments like flute; harp and drums, while boys 

are seen chasing bulls and lions and hunting deers as their 

pastimes. People generally are found to be familiar with 

toilet boxes, caskets, umbrellas, fans, beautifully designed 

plates, trays and bowls, as. well as., with stools, benches,'table 

and sofa. Thus the capital appears to have presented a 

high order of social life with healthy and prosperous 

citizens many of whom were highly accomplished in different 

arts. In fact, Kalihganagari was one of the most prosperous 
and developed towns in the then India. 



VI 

SUCCESSORS OF KHARAVELA 

The Hathigampha Inscription presents a vivid account 

of the activities of Kharavela year by year, and it 

abruptly stops after the account of his 13th regnal year. 

Barua1 surmises that Line 15 of the inscription speaks of 

the 14th year of Kharvela’s reign, of which, however, we can 

not be certain as the beginning portion of the line is 

very much distorted and can not be restored. But it can 

definitely be said that the inscription was written sometimes 

after the 13th year of his reign and at a time when he 

(Kharavela) was ruling over Kalinga with far-famed 

glory. Unfortunately we have no other record to know 

of the activities of his later days and the inscription 

of his Chief queen found in the upper storey of the 

Manchapurl cave makes only a passing reference to him.2 

The last line of the Hathigumpha Inscription reveals a 

remarkable spiritual turn of his mind and from this it 

becomes clear that the emperor was already satiated 

with his temporal achievements and was imbued with 

ideals of the Dhammaraja and Bhikhuraja, It is, therefore, not 

unlikely that like Chandraguptamaurya he relinquished the 

life of royalty and took to the life of a Jaina mendicant in 

1. 0, B. /. p. 26. f. n. 1. 

2. Ibid, p. 57. 
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his later days. This is however, not confirmed by any 

reliable evidence and the later life of KhSravela remains 

obscure till new sources are tapped to throw light on it. 

In the lower storey of the Manchapurl cave 

there is an inscription1 of a King of Kalinga belonging 

to the Arya Mahameghavahana dynasty. The name of the 

king is variantly read as Kadepa, Kudepa, Kadampa. 

and Vakadepa. As the record has been damaged close to 

the name portion, it is difficult to say whether the name of 

the king consisted of three or four letters. The existing 

letters can, however be read as ^Kudepa’ and we take this to 

be the name of the reigning king. It is not known for certain 

whether king Kudepaslri was a predecessor or a successor of 

Khar ivelaslrl. There is no direct evidence to depend upon 

foi a satisfactory conclusion and neither palaeography nor 

sculptural art can help us here to find out correct chronology. 

It may be said that the cave architecture unlike structural 

building, is generally worked from the top downwards, and 

under this condition it is presumed that the upper storey of 

the Monchapurl group, which is called Svargapurl, and 

which contains the inscription of the Chief queen of 

Ivharavela is earlier than the excavations in the lower storey 

containing the inscription of Kudepaslri. In this considera¬ 

tion king Kudepa is taken to be a successor of Kharavela and 

he seems to have ruled over Kalinga for some time towards 

the close of the 1st century B ('. The Manchapurl Cave 

Inscription is the only available record about his rule and 

from this we know that the main wing of the lower storey 

Tknn Kt0 beuexCavated b>' him- Nothing much, however, 
is known about this ruler. 

-®1* -f*/ XIII, p. 160. 
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To the lower storey of the Manchapurl cave 

a side chamber has been added on the right where a small 

commemorative inscription1 has been incised. It reveals that 

the cave was caused to be excavated by Kumara (Prince) 

Vadukha. In view of the fact that the cave of Vadukha is 

just a side extension of the main cave excavated by 

Kudepa, it is inferred that the prince Vadukha was the son of 

king Kudepa. No other inscription has hitherto been found 

depicting Vadukha as a king and so it is difficult to say 

whether he actually ruled or not after the demise of his 

father. 

Thus; the activities of the Mahameghavahanas after 

Kharavela have remained obscure. Scions of this family 

very likely continued to rule over Kalinga till the occupation 

of this region by the Satavahanas early in the 2nd 

century A. D2. 

The Puranas present the account of nine generations 

of kings belonging to the Me ha dynasty who ruled over 

Kosala during the period before the rise of the Guptas3. If this 

Megha dynasty be taken to be the same as the Mahamegha- 

vahana dynasty ofKalinga, it may be said that after their 

fall they shifted to Kosala where they established their 

authotiry and continued to rule for some time. The high 

pedigree of these kings is revealed in the praise of 

the Puranas which declare them as of great valour and 

wisdom. Nothing definite, however, can be said about 

these kings unless new sources about them are found in 

corrobo ation of the Puranic account. 

1. Ibid. Luders, List, No. 1548. 

2. See infra, Ch. VII. 

Pargiter,,/). K. A. p. 51. 
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CAVE ARCHITECTURE 

The cave architecture in India dates back to the 

period of the Maurya rule when an advanced stone technique 

was patronised by the Vaurya court. The Loma^a Rsi cave 

in the Barabar hill, caused to be excavated by Asoka and the 

Nagarjuni hill caves attributed to king Dasaratha, the 

grandson of Asoka, inaugurated a new practice in the stone 

cutters’ art in India The cave dwellings eminently served 

the purpose of monastic abodes for the Ajivakas and not only 

that artificial caves were excava'ed but also the mountain 

hollows which were the dwellings of the wild animals were 

dressed and polished to make them suitable residences for the 

monks. The IVlauryan caves were no doubt crudely designed 

without the verandahs and with no remarkable workmanship 

inside the chamber, the arch entrance also being somewhat 

clumsy. But this was an admirable beginning of the tradition 

of Indian cave architecture which developed to a great 

extent both in artistic and masonry workmanship in the 

later rockcut monasteries at Bhaja Bedsa, Kondane, Karle, 

Kanheri, Ajanta etc. The cave excavations in Udayagiri and 

Khandagiri hills dur.ng the Chedi rule marked an imp rtant 

stage of development in between the Maurya caves and the 

later rock-cut chapels of the Buddhists in Western India. 

These later caves belonging to the early Christian centuries 

consist of a series of cells along with a quadrangular court for 

the dwelling of monks and are designated as Viharas, and 

each Viharas is associated with a rock hewn Chaitya enshrining 
48 
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some symbols like the Stupa, sacred tree or wheel for worship 

by circumambulation. The caves of Udayagiri and Khandagiri 

hills are, however, not so elaborate although with their 

pillared verandahs and elegant carvings they mark a definite 

advancement upon their Maurvan predecessors, These cave 

were mainly meant for the resting of the bodies of the 

Jaina saints and recluses during their rainy season retreat 

and except probably the Ranigumpha, their workmanship and 

decorations may be said to be plain and simple. They may 

more appropriately be termed as rock-cut hermitages rather 

than as rock-cut monasteries or chapels. 

B. M. Barua1 2, basing on a wrong reading of Line 14 

of the Hathigumpha Inscription, asserts that altogether one 

hundred and seventeen caves were caused to be made by 

Kharavela, his queens, his sons, his relatives, his brothers, as 

well as., by the royal servants on the Kumarl hill (Udayagiri). 

The Line 14 of the inscription does not give any hint 

regarding the number of caves in the Kumari hill; it simply 

state that Kharavela excavated in that hill dwelling cells for 

resting of the bodies < f the Japodyapaka Arhats, Marshall^ ha^ 

counted more than thirty-five excavations in both the hills of 

Udayagiri and Khandagiri and M. M. Ganguly3 has 

enumerated only twenty-seven caves of these two hills. 

There is rea-on to believe that a number of caves have been 

destroyed both by natural and human agencies, the signs of 

which may well be marked at present. The number of 

existing caves is, however, not so great as to support the 

conjecture of Barua. There are only eighteen caves in the 

Udayagiri^ while the Khandagiri presents only fifteen 

excavations and a considerable number of these are datable to 

1. O.B.I. p. 25,295 

2. C.H.I., I. (1955) p. 379 
3. Orissa and Her Remains, p. 81 
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the post Kharavela, as well as, the medieval peried. So the 

presence of as many 117 caves in the tiny rock of Udayagiri 

alone, seems to be an unreal proposition. The local names 

of the existing caves are presented below : — 

Udayagiri 

1. Hathlgumpha 2. Manchapurl gumpha 

3. Sarpa guriipha 4. Bagha gumpha 

5. Jarhbesvara gumpha 6; Haridasa gumpha 

7. Rani gumpha 8. Bajaghara gumpha 

9. Chhota Hath! guriipha 10. Alakapuri guriipha 

11. Jaya Vijaya gumpha 12. Panasa guriipha 

13. ThakuranI gumpha 14. I atalapuri guriipha 

15. 1 hanaghara guriipha 16. Ganesa guriipha 

17 Jagannath gumpha 18. Rosai gumpha 

Khandagiri 

1. Ananta gumpha 2. Tatowa guriipha No. 1 
3. Tatowa gumpha No.2 4. Khandagiri guriipha 

5. Dhyana ghara gumpha 6. Tentuli guriipha 
7. Navamuni gumpha 8. Barabhuji guriipha 
9. TriSula gumpha 10. Lalatendu Ke£arl guriipha 

11. Arhbika gumpha 12. Ekadasi guriipha 
13. 14, and 15. Unnamed 

Almost all the caves of the Khandagiri hill excepting 

Nos. 1,2 and 3 above, belong to medieval period as known 

from the inscriptions and sculptures found in many of them, 

and as such, these are excluded from the present discussion. 

Among the early group of caves may be included the first 

six caves of the Udayagiri and the first three of the 

Khandagiri, as all these nine excavations contain inscriptions 

in Brahmi characters attributed to the 1st century B C. 

The Hathlgumpha and the upper storey of the Manchapurl 

are without doubt, contemporary with the time of Kharavela 
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as the former contains the famous inscription of the king and 

the latter that of his Chief queen. The HEthignmpha was 

originally a natural cavern which after, being dressed and 

polished assumed a respectable appearance resembling the 

fore part of a seated elephant and it was on its over hanging 

brow that the inscription of KhHravela was deeply cut. The 

upper storey of the Manchapuri is also known as the Svarga- 

purl gumpha and unlike the Ilathigumpha is an artificial 

cave hewn out of solid rock by the masons. The Svargapuri 

consists of one long back cell and a side cell to the right. 

The back cell has three door ways while the side cell has one. 

The door ways have pilasters on either side with crowning 

animal figures having wings, and the arches over them are 

decorated with creepers and flowers. The benched verandah 

in the front has been exposed due to collapse of the roof and 

the supporting pillars. This upper storey (Svargapuri) 

of the Manchapuri cave has been dedicated to the monks of 

Kalinga by the queen of Khlravela. In the record1 

inscribed on the second and the third cell this queen 

not only associates her with the erection of the cave 

but also discloses her own identity as the chief queen 

of Khar a vela, the Chakravarti monarch of Kalinga, as 

the great grand daughter of Hathisiha (Hastisimha) and 

the grand daughter of king Lalaka ( Lalarka ) . It may 

be said that by the time the upper storey was excavated 

Kharavela was in full glory of his power and the queen who 

caused its excavation not only declared him as a chakravarti 

ruler but also was proud of her own status as his chief 

, jueen. But by the time the lower storey was hewn out 

1. TORN W [*w] *n*t M 
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Kharavela was no longer a king, tte ruling monaich by 

that time being one Kudepasiri, apparently a successor of 

Kharavela. The lower storey consists of two wings of cells, 

the main wing having two back cells and one side cell to the 

right after the manner of the Svargapurl, while the side 

wing contains only one cell. Both the wings are guarded 

by armed door keepers wearing turban, dhoti and scarf and 

standing barefooted with uniforms and arms. The main wing 

contains four door-ways with pieasters standing on pitchers 

and having addorsed animals as capitals. The arches are 

decorated with flowers and motifs of boys chasing animals. 

In between the second and the third door-ways 

a very important scene of relief sculptures has been depicted 

representing two male and two female figures followed by 

an elephant. The human figures are seen in the act of 

paying obeisance to a sacred Jaina symbol which is 

unfortunately badly damaged. The detailed description, 

as well as, the significance of the scene have already 

been given and it has been suggested that the male 

figures are the royal priest and king Kharavela himself, while 

the two female figures are his two queens In between the 

third and the fourth arches there is a short in.cription1 of 

king Kudepa who was responsible for the excavation of 

the group of caves comprising atleast the two back cells of 

the main wing, while the side cell to the right (sometimes 

called Yamapuri) also contains a small commemorative 

inscription2 revealing the name of prince Vadukhi who was 

probably the son of the ruling king. One of the cells of the 

[^]f \q %*[*] I 
2. pR qpw 
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main wing contained originally the name of another member 

of the royal family but unfortunately i othing now is visible 

excepting two letters read as £Sale\ The right wiag has no 

decorative motif and is plain in design. 

The Sarpa gumpha and the Bagha gumpha derive 

their names from the design of their facades which resemble 

respectively a three hooded snake and the mouth of a 

yawning tiger. The Sarpa gumpha has a small polished floor 

and it contains two short inscriptions, one above the door-way 

declaring it to be the unrivalled chamber of chulakamma1 

and the other on the left jamb stating that the pavilion was 

the gift of Kamma and Khlna2. The Bagha gumpha alto 

consists of one small chamber measuring 7'x6' 4". Tne 

short inscription running in two lines on its facade states that 

the cave belongs to Bhuti the Magara Akhadamsa (the town 

judge./5 

The other two insersbed caves of Udayagiri (Kumarl 

hill'} are the Jambesvara gumpha and the Haridasa gumpha, 

the former being a low roofed cell with two doors and a 

benched verandah and the latter a spacious and hig -roofed 

chamber with three doors and a benched verandah. 

Jambsvara literally means the Lord of bears although the 

deisgn of the cave has no resemblance with that animal. 

The inscription4 found above the right door records that the 

cave wa\ of Mahamada (Mahamatra) Nakiya and Bariya, 

the latter being probably the wife of the former. The 

Haridasa gumpha is so named v ry likely because of its 

association with the Oriya mendicant Haridasa belonging to 

1. ^ 
2. [iff ^ 
3. w 
4. $hL ] t 
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the time of emperor Aurangzeb1. The inscription incised 

on the facade of the cave states that it was the gift of 

Chulakamma3. 

It has already been sug.ested that Mahamada, 

Kamma and Chulakamma like Nagara Akhadamsa are official 

designations and these fui ctionaries served in Kalinga uuder 

the rule of the Chedi-Maha neghavahanas and the Brahml 

characters of all the commemorative i iscript o .s referred to 

above, amply support this view. 

This palaeographical consideration is also applicable 

to the first three cav, s of the Khandagiri hill noted above. 

The Anants gurhpha is the most important among the caves 

of this hill because of its relief sculp ures conveying religious 

ideology, as w 11 as, of the decorative motifs The cave itself 

forms an o long chamber with high convex roof with 

verandah, the floor level of which has later been raised to 

the level of the bench. It is provided with four door-ways 

each flanked by pilasters standing on p tchers {Ghata) and 

having bell capitals, abacus and crowning animal figures 

over which spring the arches guarded by three hooded serpent 

on either siac. It is probably because of the serpent figures 

that the cave has been named as Ananta gurhpha. The faces 

of the arches are highly embellished; the first one is relieved 

with flower garlands, the second and the third d pict men 
fighting with lions and bulls, while the fourth one contains a 

dozen of swans with outspread wi gs carrying nilotpala 

flowers in their bills. Each of the arches contain within u a 

E The poet SadSnanda Kavisurya BrahmS in his ‘Nima Chintdmani 

lewals that Handasa the Orlya mendicant was tortured by the 
Mughal emperor Aurangzeb. 

2. qsrat 
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tympanum depictings significant religious motif. The first 

represents the flattened front of a four tusked (chaturdanta) 

stately elephant flanked by two she-elephants (the 

right one being damaged) holding stalks of lotus 

with buds. The second depicts a quadriga driven by a royal 

personage wearing necklaces, bangles and heavy earrings and 

distinguished by a parasol above the head, while attended on 

either side by a female chaurl bearer. The spirited horses are 

straining at their harness and at the background is depicted 

the stellar world with the sun, the moon and the stars. 

A potbellied dwarf holding a water pot in his left ha d and a 

banner in his right hand is also seen running with great speed 

along with the chariot. The entire comp sition has been 

taken to be that of tho Sun god passing through the sky on 

his chariot but the identification seems untenable because of 

the figure of the sun depicted in disc shape in the sky¬ 

scape. The third tympanum depicts goddess LaksmI 

standing in the middle of a lotus lake holdi ,g two full blown 

lotus flowers in her hands which rest on her loins She is 

flanked by two elepha ts who stand on lotuses b}7 her sides 

and pour water for her ce.eroonial bath from pitchers held 

in their up-lifted trunks, while two parrots are also seen 

bowing their heads i i adoration behind the ilephants. The 

fourth tympanum contai s a sacred tree wit hi 1 railing and 

with a parasol at the top, worshipped by a man and a woman, 

the former with folded hands and the latter with a wreath of 

flowers, while two dwarfish figures are seen attending the 

male and the female worshippers. 

The figures in the four tympana mentioned above 

convey religious ideologies commonly found both in Buddhism 

and Jainism in ancient India. The elephant as depicted n the 

first tympanum represents the ge itle and dig:ified character 

of the animal belie\ed by Indians to have spiritual merit of 

brin.i g iain* and maintaining the crops and thus protecting 
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the life of the world. The Vesantara Jataka1 depicts 

spiritual power of king Vesmtara’s white elephant who 

was the most precious to the king next to his wife and 

children, because of his magical power of guaranteeing 

rain and fertility of the soil. When the country of 

Kalinga suffered from draught and famine, king Vesantara 

(one of the previous incarnations of Buddha) practising 

the supreme virtue of Boddhisattva donated the priceless 

elephant to sive the people of Kalinga from calamity 

and to bring back wealth and prosperity of that kingdom. 

We are inclined to identify the royal elephant in the first 

tympanum mentioned above with the rain-producing white 

elephant who averted draught and famine in Kalinga.2 

The second tympanum as pointed out above can not 

be said to have contained the representation of the Sun god. 

The suggestion of taking the royal figure on the chariot 

as the Sun god and the two female chaurl bearers 

as his consorts—Usa and PratyusS, becomes prima-facie 

untenable because of the presence of the sun in 

circular shape in the very composition. This piece of 

sculpture may well be compared with that depicted on 

the right top panel of the South gate of Bharhut where king 

Prasenjit accompanied by three female attendants, two on his 

sides and the third one at his back, is found riding on a chariot 

drawn by four horses. Of the two side attendants the one on 

the left holds a fly whisk and the other on the right acts as 

the charioteer, while the third one at the back holds the parasol 

1. 

2. 

fr Y,L P‘ f7' Thesame story occurs in the Kuruddhamvia Jataka 
W* P’ 367). 

This may also be taken to be a representation of the Chhalavta 
Jutaka, where the legend of the elephant king w.th his two wives 

one of whom was excessively jealous, has been described. 

49 
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over the head of the kin?. The composition of the Ananta 

gumpha specimen is no doubt a bit different. Here both the 

attendants are found with fly whisk and the third one who 

is at the back of the royal figure holds the parasol and 

although she is not quite visible the parasol is there over the 

head of the king. The royal personage himself acts as the 

er holdin0 the reins in the right hand and placing 

the left hand on the loin. Like its prototype at Bharhut 

mentioned above, this panel may be sa.d to have depicted 

a real king whose identification is yet to be satisfactorily 
made, 

The king appears to be driving for the worship of 

3ri or LaksmI, as well as, of the sacred tree the represe¬ 

ntations of which are found in the third and the fourth 

tympana respectively, GajalaksmI (LaksmI flanked by two 

elephants) is considered to be very auspicious motif both by 

the jainas and the Buddhists. Its representation is found in 

ancient jaina Pattauali, and frequently in the reliefs of 

the Buddhist monuments at Bharhut, Bodhgaya and Sanchi. 

According to Foucher1 such figure ofLafsmi or &rl with 

elephant probably represents the nativity of Buddha and it 

may also be said that it constitues one of the fourteen dreams 

seen by Trisala, mother of Mahavira when the latter was 

transferred to her womb from that of Devananda. 

The tree within railing may be either the Bodhi tree 

of the Buddhists or the Kalpa tree of the Jainas and nothing 

defi ite can be said about it beyond the fact that it represents 

the Vrksa-Chaitya, worshipped by a king and a queen. On the 

5 back wall of the cave has been carved seven auspicious 

symbols, the central one being that of Tri Ratno (whi^h may 

1. Vide Sa John Marshall, The Monuments of SSfichi (Calcutta, 1940) 

Vol. I. pp. i 33 f. 
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also be taken as Nandipada) flanked on either side by Vrksa- 

Chaitya, Srhatsa and Svastika in order of enumeration. All 

these symbols have also been engraved round the Hathi gumpha 

Inscription of Kharavela. An un inished image of a Jaina 

Tlrthankara is found on the back wall just below the three 

right symbols. 

On the lefthand beam of the verandah a sho~t 

Brahml inscription1 is found which reveals that the cave was 

meant for the Sramanas of Dobada. Another small 

inscription’' which has been incised on the roc’', out side the 

verandah, originally contained the name of the excavator 

of the cave, but unfortunately it has been peeled off. 

The two Tattwa guriiphas are probably named after 

figures of parrots carved on either side of one of the 

arches of the lower cave fno.l) and those of doves and 

parrots on the sides of the middle and the right arches of the 

upper cave (no.2). The cave No.I consists of one low roofed 

cell with two door ways and a benched verandah while 

the other cave ( no.2 ) located at a little distance 

above it, has a spacious cell with three door-ways having 

comparatively more artistic designs. The lower cave 

contains a short one line inscription3 inscribed between the 

arches, which states that these caves were caused to be 

excavated by Kusuma, the Padamulika, Gave no.2 which is 

located above also contains some Brahmi letters on the back 

wall. The letters do not convey any meaning and some of 

them occur repeatedly indicating that it was nothing but a 

1. [—] [ t M 
2. (XI T % [*TTj [—] 
3. qrcgflrar [ \ ] fa 
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random writing1. The cave no. 2 is important not for this 

scribbling of some unknown recluse but for the motif 

sculptures found in the brackets supporting the roof The 

three inner brackets contain three different motifs the first 

is designed with honey suckle and lotus placed one after the 

other, the second depicts a girl dancing under tree to the 

tune of a musician playing on a stringed instrument and the 

third represents a female devotee holding the stalk of a flower 

in her right hand and a tray full of flowers in her left hand. 

The caves described above contain inscriptions in 

Brahmi letters of almost the same period datable to the later 

part of the first century B.C. and may therefore be ascribed 

to the time of the Ghedi rule in Kalinga. There are many 

other caves in Udayagiri which on the basis of the sculptures 

and artistic carvings may be said to be almost contemporary 

with the inscribed ones noted above. The most important 

among the uninscribed group is the Ranigumpha which is a 

double storeyed dwelling more important for its artistic 

carvings than its architectural designs It occupies the 

three sides of a quadrangle leaving a spacious courtyard in 

the front which was probably being used for open door 

religious gathering and spiritual performances. The 

upper storey, which is a natural cavern, has been converted 

into a respectable residence with six cells, four in the rear 

and one on each side. There was a covered verandah with 

nine pillars, seven of which have been recently replaced. The 

main four cells are provided with two door ways with 

pilasters supporting richly carved arches which are 

^ n ^ l =? ^ 

a '4 ? * * 

?T[ a *4 I R * * ST V h f 

3 54 ^ 4 <5 4 ••• H I 

cl 
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connected with one another by railings. The space above 
the railings and in between the arches has been well utilised 

for depiction of a long frieze telling the story of a brave and 

beautiful lady abducted by a rapacious man and later on 

rescued by a king who married her subsequently, The 

significance of. th; frieze has already been described in 

datails and it has also been suggested that it depicts the 

thrilling circumstances of the marriage of a king who is very 

likely Kharavela himself. The verandah of the main wing is 

guarded on either side by pot-bellied persons riding on 

animals, the one on the right seating on a lion and the other 

on the left probably riding a bull. The left and the right 

wings of the upper storey arc each provided with a single 

cell and a benched verandah. The left wing is important 

for the Dvarapala figures of which one standing on the 

lett is a kilted and booted warrior and the other on the 

right a bare footed muscular figure clad in dhoti. 

The lower storey of the Ranigumpha also consists 

of a main wing and two side wings. The main wing has four 

cells with a sculptured facade which has been exposed and 

weather beaten owing to disappearance of the roof. The 

frieze on the facade has been greatly defaced and although 

much of it is now beyond recognition, attempts have already 

Deen made here to give correct interpretation of it as far as 

possible. It describes the exploits of a Digvijayi king, starting 

fiom his capital and after subdu'ng various kingdoms 

returns to headquarters to get overwhelming reception from 

the citizens. According to our suggestion the Digvijayi 

monarch represented in the frieze is probably no other 

than Kharavela whose exploits have been vividly 

narrated in the Hathi gumpha Inscription near by. The 

left wing having three cells has been greatly weather 

worn, but the right wing consisting of a single cell with 

three entrances and a covered verandah contains some 

beautiful sculptures tolerably well preserved. The Dvarapalas 
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of this wing although somewhat defaced, look animated with 

flesh and blood and wear cloth, bangles, necklace and heavy 

ear-rings. n side the chamber the entrances are provided 

with pilasters with crowning animals like winged Hon and 

bull resting on corbelled abaci and holding arches decorated 

with flowers and creepers. The arches are joined by railngs 

and the spandiils in between the arches are relieved with a 

beautiful scene of dance watched by a king with two 

queens and his entourage. The interpretation of the scenes, 

have also been already given and it seems very likely that the 

royal personage observing the dance accompanied by concert 

is Kharavela himself. The great king whose activities both in 

peace and war and in private and public life find prominent 

mention in scultural medium must be taken to be responsible 

for the excavation of this suit of caves. Art critics have 

attempted to make the sculptures of the Ranigumpha some 

wmat posterior to those of the Manchapuri and Ananta 

gumpha. Stella Kramrisch1 for example, is of opinion that the 

reliefs in the Manchapuri cave have common features with those 

of Bharhut and the Iriezes of the Ananta gumpha appear to 

be subsequent to the early portion of the Mahabodhi railing 

reliefs, w hile the friezes and sculptures of Rani gumpha with 

their elegance and individual vivacity are comparable to 

those in Sanchi. But this observation appears to be based 

more upon a deliberate attempt for formulation of ideas than 

on proper evaluation of the concept of art of the period 

represented by it. The plastic treatment and the aitistry 

revealed in the human sculptures and decorative motifs of the 

three caves, mentioned above, do not appear to be so wide 

apart in time and ideology and the under lying characterstics 

in them strongly warrant the sameness of tiie tradition 

and the school of art that developed in Kalinga by the first 

century B. G. 

1, Barua, Old Br&hmi Inscriptions, pp. 307-314. 
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The Ganesa gumpha is also a very important cave of 

the Udayagiri and it is named after the figure of Ganesa 

carved in side its right cell. It consists of two low-roofed 

cells having a benched verandah The roof of the verandah 

was originally supported by five pillars but later on 

two pillars in front of the right cell were removed probably 

with a view to providing more spece before the image of 

Ganesa which was carved during the medieval period. The 

exact time of converting the right cell into a shrine of Ganesa 

is known from the inscription1 engraved in five line to the 

right of the Ganesa figure. This record reveals that it was in¬ 

cised by a physician Bhimmata son of Nannata during the 

reign of the Bhauma king i^antikara who according to the 

Dhauli cave Inscription 2 of the same Bhimmata was ruling in 

Bhauma year 93 i. e. , A. D. 829. The two elephant figures 

carved out in round and placed in front of the cave 

probably belong to this period as they have no artistic 

affinity with the elephant figures attribute d to the time of the 
Chedi rule. 

The cave has four door-ways, two for each cell 

with pilasters having capitals of addorsed animals seated 

on corbelled abaci. The arches are decorated with flower 

bearing creepers issuing from the mouths of Makara motifs. 

The spaces in between the door-ways are relieved with 

scenes which apparently look like the replica of the frieze 

found in the upper storey of the Ranlgumpha. The story 

depicted here do not, however, faith-fully follow the narrative 

of the Ranlgumpha. The first scene of this frieze depicts 

a man lying on a bed placing his head on the right hand 

and attended by a woman who sits close to him reclining on 

his left leg which is bent. The sword and shield of the 

1. E. i. XIU. pp. 165-167. 

2, E. I. XIX. pp. 263*64. 
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sleeping man can be seen near the bed. Next to this comes 

a warrior led by a woman and after that there is a scene 

of fight apparently between the warrior and the woman 

who was attending the sleeping man, while in the next 

scene the woman is found overpowered and abducted by 

the warrior. So far the friezes of this cave have some 

resemblance with the corresponding scenes in the upper 

storey of the Ranlgurhpha. But the remaining scenes present 

totally different and unconnected story. It depicts a group 

of kilted soldiers pursuing an elephant on which are seated a 

female ‘mahouta warrior shooting arrows at the pursuing 

soldiers and an attendant emptying a ha'* of coins probably to 

divert attention of the pursuers. The next scene depicts 

these three persons coming down from the back of the kneeling 

elephant and then in the succeeding scene the warrior leads the 

other two—the lady holding a bunch of mangoes in the right 

hand and placing her left hand on the shoulder of the archer 

while the attendant carries the money bag on his right 

shoulder. The last scene represents the woman seated in 

pensive mood and the man in the attitude of consoling her, 

the attendant standing close to them with the bow of his master 

and also with the money bag now on his left shoulder. 

The f rst of the frieze as pointed out above depicts 

the abduction scene in imitation of that found on the RanT 

gumpha, while the second half is more akin to the episode of 

elopement of Vasavadatta,princess of Avanti with king Udayana 

of Kausariibl. The Ranigumpha frieze seems to have biographi¬ 

cal significance of a king living and ruling, while the Ganesa 

gumpha specimen appears to have the touch of a tale 

deriving inspiration from the theme of the former. 

In between the Ganesagumpha and the Hath! gumpha 

is located the Dh3naghara gumpha a plain and low-roof cell. 

It has a benched verandah having two pillars and three door¬ 

ways with arches resting on capitals formed by two addorsed 
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animals on the abacus placed on inverted lotus, but 

in spite of the animal capitals the door ways have no flanking 

pilast' rs. There is, however, pilaster with bracket on either 

side of the cave and while the left bracket is relieved by an 

elephant figure the right one contains the fore part of a lion. 

Near the left pilaster a barefooted turbaned watchman clad 

in dhoti and scarf stands with a long staff held in both the 
hands in an attitude of alertness. 

There was a cluster of cells arranged in a semi¬ 

circle form the left wing of the Ranigumpha to the right 

wing of the Manchapurl gurhpha but a number of cells to 

the left of the Ranigumpha have been completely destroyed 

and are now out of existence. The existing cells are 

Bajagharagumpha, Chhota-Hathlgumpha, Alakapuri gumpha, 

Jaya-Vijayagumpha Panasaguiiipha, Thakurani gurhpha, and 

Patalapurl gumpha which may be classed with the early 

group of caves on the basis of the plastic treatment of the 

animal and human figures, as well as, the decorative motifs 
lound in many of them. 

The Bajaghara gurhpha consists of two cells having 

separate verandahs. The cells are almost in ruins and the 

right hand cell is mostly supported by mod rn repairs. The 

left cell, the front wall of which is completly broken, has only 

one original pilaster relieved with two peculiar animals 

having the heads of birds standing back to back. The pillar 

has on its top pairs of crowning animals carved out in 

the style of other animal figures of the same type found 

ia the caves of the period. The right cell has its original 
pilasters but it is supported by modern pillars. 

The Chhota-Hathlgumpha attracts attention by 

its beautiful carvirgs at the facade consisting of six elephants 

three on either side, of which the front ones are the cubs, 

the middle are the tuskers and the rear ones the she elephants. 

50 
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They are represented as coming from a grove towards the 

abode of the Arhats with offerings of flowers. The elephant 

figures indicate close study of perspective and with grace and 

vigour are true to life. The gate wav of the cave is provided 

with pilasters crowned with winged animals supporting an 

arch decorated with floral motifs. The three barred railings 

engraved below the elephants along with the plastic treatment 

of the animal figures indicate that the excavation may be 

ascribed to the period of the Ranlgumpha and the Manchapuil 

group of caves. It may further be pointed out that this cave 

originally contained an inscription in one line engraved below 

the arch in Brahml characters of the first centurv B. C. But 

it has been efaced leaving the trace of the last three letters 

which may be read as lSa lenam\ 

The Alakapuri consists of two cells one above the 

other. The lower cell has completely been destroyed, obvious] v 

by human hands, while the upper cell also contains more of 

modern constructions. The brackets are found relieved with 

animal figures like elephants and lions some of which are pro¬ 

vided with wings and some with human or bird heads One of 

the inner brackets contain the figure of four-tusked elephant 

flanked by two she- elephants after the manner of the relief 

found in the first tympanum of the Ananta guriipha. In this 

case however one of the flanking elephants waves a fly-whisk 

while the other holds an umbrella in honour of the tusker. The 

left pilaster depicts a man carrying a woman in his left arm 

and approaching an elephant which is about to kneel down in 

order to facil liate mounting over it, while on the right 

pilaster is found the figure of an elephant enchained in a tree. 

The Jaya-Vijaya gumpha is also a two celled cave 

excavated by the left side of the upper cell of the Alakapuri 

gumpha. The cells are provided with arches having 

pilasters crown d by winged animals and in between the 

arches are depicted a tiee with railings havings conopy at the 
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top and banners on the sides. It is worshipped by a couple on 

either side, the females carrying trays of flowers while two 

other male worshippers are seen rushing towards the tree from 

the corners holding trays of offerings and flowers. The 

cave is guarded by one male figure on the left and a female 

figure on the right; the former clad in dhoti and is 

greatly damaged. The female wears a drapery and is 

ornamented with heavy ear studs, bangles and girdle; she has 

a beautiful coiffure and standing in tribhahga pose plays with 

a parrot. 

The Panasagumpha has no artistic or architectural 

importance and had it not been among the cluster of the 

early caves it could have been relegated to same later times. 

The Thakurani gumpha like the Alakapurl consits 

of two cells one above the other, the upper one being smaller 

than the lower. The lower cell has a high convex roof and 

a benched verandah suported by a pillar. Figures of 

makaras and winged animals some with the heads of birds 

are found on the pillar and the pilasters. The inner bracket 

contains the relief of a pair of winged animals galloping in 

opposite direction. The upper cell has a semi-circular 

opening and a verandah without pillar. 

The pata’apurl gumpha has four high roofed cells, 

two at the back and one on either side of the verandah The 

back cells have now become one room as the separating wall 

has been broken. Winged animals standing back to back are 

seen on the pillars while on the bracket has been depicted a 

soldier fighting with a lion armed with spear and shield. 

There is one more cave in the Udayagiri which may 

be classed amo \g the early group discussed above. It is 

located to the left of the Ilaridasa gumpha and is called 

Jagaanatha gurhha after the late p unting of the image of 
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Jagannatha (no lo lger in existence) in its bxck wall which 

was then plastered i i order to lend it the appearance of a 

shrine. The Rosai gurhpha, which is an adjunct to it, was 

being used as kitchen of Jagannatha and is so named because 

of that. The Jagannatha gumpha consists of a single chamber, 

the longest among the Udayagiri caves and it is provided with 

four entrances, two pilasters, a benched verandah supported 

by three pillars. “The tops of the pillars and pilasters are 

relieved with a variety of motifs-deer seated ba k to-back, 

winged hybrid figure with the tail of a makara a d forepart 

of an one horned animal, another with the head of a bird a d 

the body of an animal, fish, bird, flowers and plants on a 

ghata, The inner brackets are lost. Four of the outer 

brackets are preserved : one has the figure of a seated 

gana supporting the superstructure with his left hand, 

another a vidyadhara holding a tray of flowers, the 

third a winged kinnara holding a garland and the fourth a 

second standing gana in the attitude of supporting the 

superstructure with a crane by its side.”1 

D« Mitra Udayagiri and Khandagiri pp. 42*43. 



APPENDIX 

THE HATHIGUMPHA INSCRIPTION 

INTRODUCTION 

The Hathigurhpha Inscription is incised on the over¬ 

hanging brow of a natural cavern in the Southern side of the 

Udayagiri and faces straight towards the R Es. of Asoka at 

Dhaull, situated at a distance of about six miles. This 

inscription was first noticed by A. Sterling in 1820 A. D. 

who published an eye copy of it in Asiatic 'Researches XV^ as 

well as; in his bcok, uAn account, geographical, statistical, and 

historical of Orissa or Cuttack?’ The first reading of it was 

published by James Prinsep along with the eye copy 

prepared by Kittoe in the J A.S. VI (1857), In 1877 

Cunningham published it in the C.I I. 1, and in 1880 R. L. 

Mitra published a slightly modified version in his Antiquities 

of Orissa II. It was by this time that a plaster cast of the 

inscription was prepared by Locke which is now preserved 

in the Indian Museum, Calcutta. B. L. Indraji is credited 

with the first authentic reading of this inscription and he 

presented it before the Sixieme Congress International des 

Orientalistes, Vienna, in 1885. Buhfer suggested certain 

corrections of Indraji’s reading in 1895 and 1898. T. B. Block 

took an inked impression of the record in 1906 and Kielhorn 

sent that impression to J. H Fleet, who proposed some more 

corrections with a short note in the J.R.A.S. 1910. Luder 

also published a note and a short summary of the inscription 
in the same journal. 
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F# W. Thomas and Sten Konow made valuable 

contributions to the study of this inscription in the Annual 

Reports of the Archaeological Svruey (India-1922 23) and Acta 

Orientalia Vol. I. respectively. 

R. D. Banerji visited the spot in 1913 and four 

years later he prepared the inked impression of the record 

which was published later by K. P. Jayaswal in J. B 0 R. S, 

III. (1917). Jayalwal also visited the rock that year and 

prepared a revised reading after an on-the-spot study, which 

he published in the rext volume of the J. B. 0. R. S. In 

1919 both R. D. Banerji and K. P. Jayaswal came to the 

spot again to re-examine the entire inscription and after 

their return H. Pandey was deputed to take a cast of it for 

the Patna Museum. Along with cast two more impressions 

prepared by M. S. Vats were brought to the Patna Mu eum 

and Jayaswal made a fresh study of the record with the 

help of these materials. In 1924 both Jayaswal and 

Banerji again cam3 to the site for a further examination 

and the result was publi hed by Jaya3wal in J. B. 0 R. S. 

XIII (1927). Both the scholars jointly edited the inscrip¬ 

tion afresh in the E. L XX (1929 30). In 1929 B. M. Barua 

edited the “Old Brahami Inscriptions in the Udayagiri and 

Khandagiri Caves” with elaborate notes. D. C. Sircar 

published a newly edited version of the Hdthigurhpha Inscription 

in his “Select Inscription, I”, 1942. 



Text 

L. 1. 3rq satf [n] Rflt [/ij ^ 
*7|Rfa qtf 3^d TO?T ^?[*l]1 2 3 4 5 

$ai 3q^6 ^ruif^^T ftrf^RSrsfa 

L. 2. [q]^RT ^fft «¥R f SR ^fl^r [11] 
aaJ ^-^q-R^T-q^R-fafa-fqRR^ ^f%5ir ;r qsrfa 

qm^7 [qj^rprcf [ll] q€t a^Rft %*rat 
%?TTfiT fqsiqt'1 9 

L. 3. %fa*T ?i*nrc10 gfa git flfRrarfi?#^ TT^^rfd ('ll] 

^fafaci *igl ^ qvrJr^ ^ ^rr^ gr^w fa%*R qfetaRgfi 

fagk11^] ftra«!5?RT qiftgt xf R^TR 

q[fz] *feq312 ^ 

1. In the left hand margin of the first five lines are engraved two Jaina 

symbols : the Baddha mangala at the top and the Swastika below. 

2. R. L Mitra : 3tR; Jayaswal : 2R[ | 

3. Sircar : %fcl3 %cl is the same as iqR | 

4. Sircar : Barua : | 

5. Jayaswal : I 

6. Jayaswal : gqtqnifcr, Sircar : I 

7. Sircar : qtq^ | 

8. Barua : cf | 

9. Jayaswal qfajj—^JTftfq^rql, 

Barua : 5R[ft[ j 

10. Barua : | 

lb Jayaswal and Banerji : , 

Barua : JTvfft | 

12. Barua : qf^fofq^ Sircar : qf^?f?jcR | 
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k* 4 qqsra^ =g *aqfa [||] ^ ^ 
^ ^jfaafaaT aia^fa1 qfljafta ^ Tr^T-^TV qtpff qxyqqf^ [||] 

^fsNurapi Stan fasrfafa srfcnF to'3 [ill af^ ga aa 

5. ^ 3vit ^qaatflaarfea a^aaift aaa aara ^RTqaifc 
^ sft??q*?fa aaf?: [11] aar =a^ aa fqamfaqra sr^a 3a q:foa 

fa^faa3.4 a.5 fafea ?$a 

L. 6. fa"T^ flcT ?aa arqa^ aa tf|qj-ata% qr^ a^TRifa [If] 
q^*r a <nat aa ;fc *ra faaa aa srtarfof a^§f%a aur qan% 
?mR q^afa] fa.e[n] ^rfafaat a [^£aa|7 asaa8 a;£aa 
at awaar 

L. 7. araa? ^r^rfa aaaiarfa faaafa qR" anqefli] aaa a 

as*10 qaraat11 afar a* fa.a agas q^; [qjri] a[$]au.12 

[II] area a aa a^fa aara aca13.akafaft 

1. Barua : araq>T%, Sircar : ara^fa I 

2. Jayaswal and Banerji : gfaq> a*U, 

Barua : araqi aa* | 

3. Barua : 34 aara* afa I 

4. This portion cannot be deciphered. Barua conjectures as 

a fafaar a qaiaafa I 

5. This portion is also quite indistinct. Jayaswal reads fqaa,? I a I 

6. Barua restores the gap as aa a^aff a arafqqfa i 

7. Barua : a%a% I 

8. Jayaswal : *iagaj Barua : *FSffaH I 

9. Jayaswal : qt** | 

10. Barua : aa a a aa l 

11. Barua : Sffaaa Prinsep : qaraat I 

12. After qaraat Barua reads: ife aa aaft aqa a‘^aa aa 

tfa^Tfa q^raqqfa aaa#f| I This reading is partly conjectural and 

highly doubtful. 

13. Jayaswal '. a^a fafrlj Barua : a^* 3T3^ I 
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L. 8. 

L. 9. 

^rciFfrcTr fn] ofe1 [ * ] ^ &r <kr 

fargtej v%<4 zmial muz5 

.37.6.7 .8 M 

f*R5!107q gf qfd11 ffTORR qft^Rt18-. 

trit^ r ^KfR q^qiR sRqftfrt ill] srcta18. s2> 

^ R W14 

L. JO. .15 71R fqqRT R^TfqSR 'TRTTcf 

mfmv fn] ^ &*$*mnqV8 

1. Indraji : QR3T; Barua also reads Ctfctf I 

2. Barua : q^f^i; Jayaswal : 7Rp*q I 

3. Prinsep : cfajgj Indraji . 7Rc!j Barua I 

4. Sten Konow : TfgTf; Jayaswal : 37^71 | 

5. Barua : ^q I 

6. Sten Konow : feffR; Jayaswal : flfazj Barua : mi I 

7. The gap is restored by Barua as TRq* qRTR R 715! TRqTR R 7R 

*T|<Tffl4iR R R 3RffiR TfTRjR R qR qt5R | The reading 

is doubtful. 

8. Barua reads «i>T^R qjfq which is doubtful. 

9. Jayaswal : q^q^; Barua : qiqW; Sircar : qj'75% 1 

10. After 3R Barua conjectures two letters : 7R | 

11. Indraji : Jayaswal : ^ Barua : qiftj Sircar : qR | 

12. Barua reads—TRq* 3IRR R TR^RR^R R m TllfafaSR R 7R 

^%7T]R -cj qR;-})jR | l his reading is subject to doubt. 

13. Barua conjectures SR|d[4 SW5R g qR tqfag ?<yfa «nnptf| | 

. yaswal . q.f^R j Barua, as well as, Sircar read qqjf =q q% j 

oth Jayaswal and Barua read 3TR HRffat | But later on the former 

read ^fftq 4>T<S77 and the latter * qip 37j^ f| | 

16. Th,sis the latest reading of Jayaswal doubtfully accepted by Sircar. Barua 

reads ?iyf<l sfaq gtr BJTBrafit q>f%ir gqtrgrq qg ff-TH qqtjqqfg 

I This reading can not be regarded as tenable. 

51 
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.wrefa [n] ^ .♦ •••qRraR51 
w wftj^cWRfa8 [II] 

L. 11. $fari4 wwpi^t qiRRfcf [ii] 
*IRR6 ^ ^RRRffiiFcT f^T^fcT7 crffR ^ *RR [ll] 3KR# ^ 

.[Ref] ^ *tf| f^TRqfci ScRNW R*?lRt. 

L. 12. rrrrP ^ f%3^f w sftat ^qg3 iIjtr qRqfci [ll] wM ^ 

?rr wiRfdfacr wk ^Tqqfa [ll] wnt rIr ^ifM^if^10 
[?r] RIRcR ft11 #T RR^g* ^r JRrfcI12 [||] 

L. 13. •••[*»] 3‘13 ^3< [*r]fa?r14 Rt^Tfrj15 f%^T% fttsqfa 
fafaqR qf^tf: f|16 [II] 3fgcT ^ [cf]17 qfe18-*« 

1. Jayaswal : ftfteR; Barua : q»T^ TOW which is inacceptable. 

2. Jayaswal : 3^1cIR I 

3. Indraji : TRlRlft I 

4. Jayaswal : n*^ =R; Barua ^f%TT | 

5. Jayaswal : tftsjfIT % ^ERRfcT; 

Barua : fasjf R itf RTlfr ^faTRWfcl I 

Sylvain Levi, Sten Konow and Luders suggest the reading 

given by us; it is finally accepted by Jayaswal, as well as, by Sircar* 

6. Barua : Jayaswal HRR; Sten Konow, Indraji, 

Jayaswal, R. C. Mazumdar and Sircar read 3Rq^ APR I 

7. Jayaswal : %g*R; Barua : fotfci fafiR ; Sircar : ^f*R I 

8. Jayaswal ; RRWH I 

9. Jayaswal : ifag; Sircar iRR | 

10. Barua : q>f^RT f^RTgiJ; Jayaswal and Sircar read q>rf^R faR I 

11. Jayaswal s qf%fT^ f| I 

12. Jayaswal : TfaTfci; Sircar : R^feT I 

13. Jayaswal : 3 I 

14. Jayaswal : fofaif} Barua : =R*R qfawftj 

Sircar : 3RR I 

15. Jayaswal : RRfR I 

16. Barua : Ref Rig# RR ^RRfcf I 

17. Jayaswal : ff^RT^Rj Barua : ^*ftR qfRj Sircar : ^*ftfRRTR | 

18. Jayaswal : q$^ 3q^RT? I 
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stwfa1 ga nfsitagtft 

snjiprafa c? aaa[?arft] 

L. 14. .feat aateifa [il] =a a% g^a fr^% ia% 
[ft] qfea tffatft* wf*ftfcJPi aNata%ft“ ^raftfa^ 

faaaara arerfeati* ^ng?a garaa5 [<m] ^ faftat 

sto° qtoar[Hj7 

L, 15. .^cl8 *m §ftftcIR ^ *ratod9 *to° are11 sfcri 
&mia mm toto *wfa q*rcV8 mini ^rg^rtafl 
qtorft aTft [q^tofi *rasr#ft] toft to**14 *ito15.16 

1. Barua : ft to Jayaswal : 3T?farft; Sircar leaves a gap. 

2. Jayaswal : ^ftq qfqfm sq&Tlft; Barua : mmi qftto*Rtft I We 

accept the reading of Sircar. 

3. Jayaswal s qra^toft; Barua : *j;3RZ%ft | 

4. Sircar : ^T^rfirfaft, ftolclTftb 3TRtoft I 

5. (a) Jayaswal : ^itocl — 33RT I 

6. Jayaswal : I 

7. Barua makes out : Vfcllft *R*TTftft *PRT 5J5i^ft *T3Rf|feft 

ftlfRT | This reading is untenable. 

8. Jayaswal : I 

9. Prinsep : Indraji : ^qftflR*; Jayaswal s AR^ETR; Barua : 

*rato41 v 
.S'* 

10. Indraji : q[f?H; Jayaswal : snaT^} Barua : qfd4; Sircar : 3jftR | 

11. Barua : am I 

12. Barua : $R* ^Rqfa; Sircar : | 

13. Prinsep and Cunningham read Indraji and Jayaswal read q*j[^; 

Sircar : qpqft: | 

14. Pmsep : Sqqq; Cunningham: *Rqq; Jayaswal ; fflfqq; Barua : 

to*Rfft ^ | 

15. Jayaswal : Haranandan Pandey : *rf^q | 

16. Jayaswal : <ofl fe^PJ fTOq,ft. Barua . ^ ( These 

readings are doubtful. 
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L* t6. .vSmx ^ n^f ^ qftqmfa qraafo* sd 
[nj gfofJ $R7* qtr^d ^ sfn #q 

sqrcqfa [u] %*rrt 50r *i?*ri6 g faiw wrt qtfat §4at 
ST^SR gt 

L. 17. .f soft S3 qtf? sq ^rr to*7 qq*$t 

^qra^^i^iaq# g?R^t qqs =^t *Rf% q§f?r10 

feftfoat115R^ifq^qt *rt [ll]12 

1. Indraji : qZR%; Jayaswal : q?ff<rRt I 

2. Jayaswal: qRcrf^TT I 

3. Indraji, Sten Konow, Jayaswal and Banerji read : J}Rq; Barua : ^|ftq; 

Sircar : g%q | 

4. Fleet and Indraji read qil%3 Jayaswal : ^Tof; Barua : ?f^Tj Sircar qiijTj 

refers to the period of Maury a rule in Kalifiga. 

5. Jayaswal :?PTgfaq>; Barua : 3R Sircar : ?fq gfci^ | 

6. Jayaswal : qf^RT; Barua : qq^RT Sircar : qf^RI | 

7. Sircar : ^q>R | 

8. Jayaswal : qTli|f^ I 

9. Jayaswal : =qqi^ j 

10. Jayaswal : qtf^T; Barua : q^?; Sircar : qg^?T I 

11. Jayaswal and Sircar read fqfaRtft I 

12. Tree within railing. 

\ 



Translation 

Line 1-2. Salutation to Arhats. Salutation to all Siddhai. 

Arya Mahameghavahana $ri Kharavela, the Lord 

of Kalinga, who heightens the glory of the Chedi 

Royal dynasty, who possesses all auspicious signs, 

and is gifted with qualities spreading over four 

quarters, and who has handsome brown comple¬ 

xion; played for fifteen years the games of the 

adolescent age. 

Line 2-3. Thereafter; proficient in writing, coinage, arithme¬ 

tic, law and procedure, and skilled in all arts, (he) 

ruled as the Crown-prince for nine years. After 

the completion of the twrenty-fourth year of age, 

and with the ripening of the age of minority, (he) 

as glorious as Vainya,1 was crowned as king in the 

third generation of the royal dynasty of Kalinga 

Line J-4, In the very first year of his coronation (His Maje¬ 

sty) caused to be repaired the gate, rampart, and 

structures of the fort of Kalihganagari, which had 

been damaged by storm, and caused to be built 

embankments for the cool tanks and laid out all 

gardens at the cost of thirty five hundred thousand 

(coins) and thus pleased all his subjects. 

Line 4-5. In the second year, without caring for Satakariji 

(His Majesty) sent to the West a large army of 

Prthu, the son of Vena. 
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horse, elephant, infantry and chariot, and struck 
terror to the city of Asika with the troop that 
marched up to the river Krsna. 

* • • • 

Thereafter, in the third year, versed in the 

art of music (His Majesty) made (Kalinga) nagari 
play, as it were, by arranging festivals and convival 

gatherings, organising performances of acrobatism, 

dance, as well as, of vocal and iustrumental music. 

Line 5-6 Then, in the fourth year, ( His Majesty ).the 

Vidyadhara tract; that had been established by 

the former kings of Kalinga and had never been 
crushed before. 

The Rastrika and Bhojaka chiefs with their 
crowns cast off, their umbrella and royal insignia 
thrown aside, and tbeir jewellery and wealth 

confiscated, were made to pay obeisance at His 

Majesty’s feet. 

And, in the fifth year, (His Majesty) caused the 

aqueduct that had been excavated by king 

Nanda three hundred years before, to flow in to 
(Kalinga) nagari thiough Tanasuli. 

Line 6-7 Further, in the sixth year of his coronation (Hit 

Majesty) in order to display the regal wealth, 
benevolently remitted all taxes and cesses, on the 

urban and rural population, to the extent of many 

hundred thousands. 

And, in the seventh year of his reign, (the 
Queen) of Diamond Place, with a son attained 

mother-hood. 

Line 7 8 Then, in the eighth year, having destroyed the 
strong (fort) of Gorathagiri with a mighty army 

(His Majesty) oppressed Rajagrha. 
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Getting the tidings of all these achievements, 
the YavanarSja, who had retreated to Mathura 

for the rescue of his army encamped there, surre¬ 

ndered (?) 

line 8-9. The sage (Kharave'a), with the Kalpa tree 
burdened with foliage and with the horses, 
elephants and chariots.(distributed gifts) 

to all houses^ inns and residences, and with a view 
to making gifts universal, gave away the spoils of 

victory to the Brahmanas. 

Line 9-10. And, in the nineth year, (His Majesty) 
caused to be built the great Victory palace-the 

royal residence-at the cost of thirty eight hundred 

thousand (coins). 

Then, in the tenth year, (His Majesty) who 
embodied the principles of politics, diplomacy 

and peace, caused (the army) to march towards 

Bharatavarsa1 for conquest. 

Line 10-11. And, in the eleventh year, (His Majesty) 
secured jewels and precious stones from the 

retreating (enemies). His Majesty caused to be 
cultivated Plthunda, founded by former kings of 
Kalinga with ploughs drawn by as>es, Also 

(His Majesty) shattered the territorial confederacy 
of the Tamil states that was existing since thirteen 
hundred years. 

Linell-i2, And, in the twelfth year, (His Majesty) 
terrorised the kings of Uttarapatha2 by (an army 

of) hundred thousand. (His Majesty) generated 

1. Nerth-India. 

2. Noit’i western India, 
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great fear among the people of Magadha while 

making the elephants and horses drink from the 

Ganges. (His Majesty) made Bahasatimita, the 

king of Magadha; pay obeisance at his feet. (His 

Majesty) then brought Kalinga Jina that had been 
taken away by king Nanda, along with l he jewels 

obtained from Rajagrha, and the treasures of 
Anga and Magadha. 

Line 13-14 .(His Majesty) caused to erect towers 
with strong and beautiful gateways at the cost of 
hundred Visikas.1 2 (His Majesty) obtained horses, 

elephants and jewelleries seeding strange and 

wonderful elephants and ships.,.0The king of 

PSndya caused to be brought here3 various 

pearls, jewels and precious stones hundred 

thousand in number. 

(His Majesty) brought to submission the 

people of. 

Line 14-15 And in the thirteenth year Upasaka 3rl 
KhSravela, a devoted worshipper of those who 

clothe themselves in fine cloth, enjoy royal 
endowment and take to rainy season retreat, 

excavated in the Kumarl hill, where the wheel of 

victory had been well turned, dwelling cells for 

resting of the bodies of the Jdpodydpaka Arhats who 

had renounced their sustenance. 

Line 15-16. (As desired by) the Queen (of) Simhapatha, 
(His Majesty) set up in front of and beside the 

dwellings of the Aihats . with those 

1. The value of Visika is not known. 

2. The capital Kalifiganagarl. 
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thirty-five hundred thousand stone slabs, which 

were raised from the best quaries and (brought) 

from a distance of many yojans, for the 

convenience of the honoured dTtidUds and for the 

Tatis, Tapasas, Rsis and Samghayanas, who hailed 

from all directions, and also set up on the pink 

coloured floor, pillars bedecked with emerald at a 

cost of one hundred and five thousand (coins). 

(His Majesty) revived the Tauryatrika1 

with its sixty-four branches, that had been 

suspended during the time of the Mauryas. 

Line 16-17. (Thus reigned) that king of Bliss, that king 

of Prosperity, that Bhiksu king and that king of 

Dhamma, His Majesty the mighty conqueror Sri 

Kharavela, the descendant of Rajarsi Vasu,2 the 

embodiment of specific qualities, the worshipper 

of all religious orders, the repairer of all 

shrines of gods, the possessor of invincible armies, 

the administrator of the rule of Law, the guardian 

of Law, the executor of Law, having seen, heard, 

felt and (done) good. 

I Performance of dance, song and concert. 

2 Tne ancient Chedi king Uparic'hara Vasu. 
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CHAPTER VIL 

KALINGA DURING THE EARLY 

CHRISTIAN CENTURIES 

1GT CENTURY A. D. TO 350 A. D.) 

The Later Megha\ahanas 

The history of Kalinga in the 1st century A. D. is 

much obscure and little is known about the political 

' life of the territory till the ascendency of the 

SiJtavahanas early in the 2nd century A. D. The archa¬ 

eological excavations at Sisupalgarh in 1948, have, however, 

thrown some light on this obscure century through ceramic 

and numismatic evidences. The occurrence of the rouletted 

ware and other associated finds in occupational deposit1 has 

indicated that it was a period of active economic and cultural 

activities in Kalinga. The rouletted ware attributed to cir, 

40-60 A. D. was first found at Arikamedu2 in course of the 

excavation of that site in 1945, Although its occurrence at 

Sisupalgarh is not as prolific as at Arikamedu, the specimens at 

both the sites are identical in form, texture, colour and general 

appearance. It is, therefore, believed that this ware travelled 

from South India to Kalinga through either over-land or 

over-seas trade. The association of the rouletted pottery 

having blight black polish with the red glazed Arretine ware 

1. Ancient India, No. 5, p.78 

2. Ibid. No* 2. p.34 
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of Arikamedu, together with the finds of Roman coins, 

gems, glass bowls, etc1, have pointed out to a brisk 

commercial contact of the eastern coast of India with 

the Giaeco Roman world—a fact corroborated by the 

Periplus of the Erythraean Sea (Gir. 60A.D,)2 The Sisupalgarh 

has further yielded a number of rectangular uninscribed 

copper coins together with silver coins of square punch 

marked variety in the layers attributable to Cir. 50- 100 

A, D. These evidences indicate flourishing economic and 

commercial life in Kalinga in the 1st century A. D. and as 

such, the period cannot be said to be devoid of political 
activities. 

The Tamil epic Manimekalai, throws some light on the 

political history of Kalinga presumably in the later part of 

the 1st century A. D. The date of this work is unfortunately 

subject to controversy and while S. K. Aiyangar3 ascribes its 

composition to about 200 A. D.^ N. A. Sastri4 is of opinion 

that it is composed as late as 450 A, D. It may however, be 

assumed that the epic preserves the tradition of a fratricidal 

war that took place during the later part of the Ghedi rule in 

Kalinga5. It narrates an episode of two warring princes named 

Vasu and Kumara who were cousins by birth and were ruling 

over two separate portions of Kalinga from their respective 

capitals — Simhapura and Kapila, The hostility between them 

was of a serious nature and as a result of it the prosperous 

kingdom was turned into a desolate territory. 

1. Ibid. 

2. Periplus, Ed. by Schoff. 

3 Ancient Iniia & South Indian History & Culture, Vol. I, pp. 401-02. 

4. J. n. fi. XI, pp. 166 f 

5. Manimekalai. Ch. XXVI. See also the English translation of the epic 

by A. S Panchapakesa Ayyar, p. 82. 
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The above episode is ascribed towards the end of the 

1st century A.D. and it is said to have been connected with the 

decline of the Chedi-meghavahanas in Kalinga. The Ghedis 

appear to have continued in Kalinga till they were ousted 

from power by the Satavahanas early in the 2nd century 
A. D. 

The Satavahanas. 

The history of the Satavahanas in the first century 

A.D., like that of the Meghavahanas, is wrapped in obscurity. 

During the later part of the century the Mslwa and Maha- 

rastra region was occupied by the Scythian conquerors who 

are known as the Ksaharatas or Khakharatas. The 

Satavahanas, there upon, seem to have retired to the South 

and ruled over the Janapada called Satavahanihara1 

comprising roughly the modern Bellary district of Mysore. 

The fortune of the Satayahana family rapidly revived under 

autamiputra Satakarni who started his reign about 106 A D 

and consolidated his strength in the Deccan by conquering ihe 

neighbouring territories.3 In the 18th year of his reign he 

defeated and probably killed Nahapana, the famous Ksaharata 

a rap and re-established his suzerainty over the Malwa- 

1. 

2. 

a Mahasenapati 
SstSvShanihSra was for sometime under the rule of 
named Skandanaga- EL XIV. p. j55. 

S t i maibe rrtained in —- 
Cave Ins. (Arch .San. W. Aid. fikTp.^oVfJ from the Jumar 

Probably kmedhJ i„ ^ 
regnal year. Hence. Gautamm’t hl15 (Gautamlputra SStkarnfs) 18th 

reign from 106 A.D. 024-18) ^ ^ ^ taken to have started his 
his 24th regnal year h‘ 4 I®’-S‘nCe he ls have ruled upto 

® year he ended h.s career in Circa 130 A.D. 
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MahsrSstra region.1 It was by this time that Kalinga 

and Kosala were conquered and made a part of the Sstavahana 

empire. The Nasik Cave Inscription of Vasistliiputra Pulumavi 

reveals the conquests and activities of Gautamlputra Sat^karni 

and describes him as the annihilator of the dynasty of the 

Khakharatas (Ksaharatas) and as the restorer of the glory of 

the Satavahana family.2 The same inscription points out the 

geographical extent of his empire by declaring him as the 

ruler of the territories like Asika Asaka Mulaka, Suratha 

Kukura, Aparanta, Anupa, Vidarbha, Akara and Avanti^ and 

also as the lord of the mountains like the Vindhyas^ Rksavat 

Parijatra, Sahya Krsnagiri, Malaya, Mahendra^ &vetagiri 

and Chakora3. The territories and the mountains mentioned 

above indicate that the empire of Gautamiputra Satakarni 

extended upto the Vindhyas and the Aravali in the North, 

the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea in the West, the 

Eastern Ghats and the Bay of Bengal in the East and probably 

upto the southern part of the modern State of Mysore in the 

South. The mountains like Krsnagiri, Malaya, Mahendra, 

&vetagiri and Chakora may be traced in the South-eastern 

India^ particularly in the territory of Kalinga. Krsnagiri or 

1. The Nasik Cave Inscription of Gautamlputra Satakarpi (E. I. VIII, 

p. 71) dated in his re gnal year 18 is taken to be the year 46 when the 

minister of the Mahak?atrSpa NahapSna inrcnbed the Junar cave 

Inscription. The Nasik Cave Inscription declares that it was issued 

immediately after a great victory and it describes Gautamlputra Sata¬ 

karpi as the lord of Benakataka in Govardhana iNSsik region). 1 he 

victory referred to must be the victory over NahapSna who is mention- 

ed in the Nasik Cave Inscription dated in the Saka year 45. (E. . 

pp. 82 f.) The defeat of the KsaharSta SatrSp is clearly suggested 

by the Jogal tambhi hoard of Nahapana’s coins restruck by Sstakarni. 

2. E.I. VIII p. 60 f; also Arch-Surv-W. Ind. IV. p. 103. 

3 fillet Mi reel ^ ^ ^ 

’ fro m 
. I . in 

Nasik Cave Insc. of Vasi?th!putra PulumSvi, year IV. 
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Kanhagiri may be identified with the Kfsnagiri referred to 

in the Ganjam Copper plate Grant of Madhava-varman II dated 

in 300 Gupta era.1 It is located in the Ganjarii district of 

Orissa and is found rich in various antiquities. Malaya may be 

the same as the Mt. Melius mentioned by Pliny who locates it 

in the territory of Oretes (Odras). This hill has already been 

identified by us with Malayagiri near Pallahara in the 

Dhenkanal district of Orissa2. Mahendra is the famous 

Mahendragiri in Ganjarii district of Orissa and is referred to 

in various literary and epigraphic records of ancient and 

early medieval period.3 Svetagiri is probably the same as the 

modern $rlkurmam4 in ^rikakulam district of Andhra Pradesa 

and the Chakora mountain may be identified with the 

Chakrakuta or the ( hitrakuta hill in the Bastar district of • • 
Madhya Pradesh. The above identifications appear to be 

fairly correct and in the light of that it can be said that 

Kalinga region was included in the Satavahana empire 

during the reign of Gautamiputra Satakarni. 

The Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chwang5 6 further testifies 

to the fact that the Po-lo-mo-lo-ki-li i. e. Parimalagiri identified 

with modern Gandhagiri (or Gandhamardangiri), located on 

the borders of modern Sambalpur and Bolangir districts of 

Orissa,0 was in the empire of Gautamiputra Satakarni. As 

1 E.I. Vip. 143.-K rngiri or Kaphagiri is generally taken to be the 

same as Kanheri {I.A. XLVI1, 1918 p. 151) but its identification with 

the Krsngiri of the Ganjain Copper Plate Inscription seems more 

probable. 

2. See Supra Ch. II. 

The alternative identification of it is the Western Ghgts to the South 

of the Nilgiri hills tSircar Select Inscriptions p. 19 n. 1). but its 

identification with the Malayagiri in Orissa is more probable. 

3. For detailed reference See Supra Ch. II. 

4. This hill is traditionally called Svetagiri. 

5. Watters lip. zOI. 

6. For this identification see 'Buddhism in Orissa' pp. 99*101. 
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this region formed a part of the ancient South Kosala it may 

be said that along with Kalinga the territory of South Kosala 

was also included in the Satavahana empire. 

Gautamlputra Satakarni seems to have occupied 

Kalinga by putting an end to the rule of the Chedi-Mahame- 

gha-vahanas early in the second century A. D. His rule 

lasted upto 130 A. D.1 when he was succeeded by his son 

Vasisthiputra PulumSvi. This monarch is known to have 

maintained the integriety of the empire and probably occupied 

the Andhra territory comprising the coastal region between 

the mouths of the Godavari and the Krsna On his death 

sometime after 154 A. D.2 the Satavahana power 

suddenly declined and although its glory revived for a time 

during the rule of Yajha Satakarni ( A. D. 174—202 ) it 

is not known for certain whether Kosal and Kalinga 

continued to be under the rule of the Satavahanas after 

Pulumavi. The Pur anas3 reveal that scions of the Megha 

(Meghavahana) family raised their heads in Kosala in the 

post Satavahana period while both literary and numismatic 

evidences point out to the rule of a foreign dynasty named 

Murunda over the Kalinga region, 

The Murundas. 
• • 

The Murundas who played an important role in 

the political history of India during the period intervening 

the decline of the Kusans and the rise of the Guptas 

have remained a problem to this day, Sten Konow, 

while editing the £eda inscription of Kaniska, remarked 

1. His Nasik Cave Inscription of the regnal ye ar 24 is his last known 

record. (E. I. VIII p. 73) 

2. His Kdrle Cave Inscription is dated in his regnal year 24 (i?. 7. VII 

p. 71). 
3. D. K. A. p. 51, For the Megha dynasty of South Kosala see journal 

of a. J. R. s. Vol. I 0943-44) PP. 149-160. 
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that the word ‘Murunda’ is a Saka word meaning ‘Lord’ 

or ‘Master'1. In the light of this, some scholars are 

inclined to interpret the word ‘Saka Murundas’ of the 

Allahabad Pillar Inscription as the ‘&aka Lords’. But the Purdnas 

distinguish the Murundas from the Sakas and state that the 

former ruled along with the Tusaras (Tukharas) in India 

and that 13 kings of that dynasty ruled for a period of 200 

years2. The classical writers like Strabo, Pliny and 

Periegetes speak of the people named Phrinoi or Phruni 

who lived close to the Tochari and the Gasiri, and these tribes 

are generally identified with the Purundas, or Murundas, 

the Tukharas or Tusaras and the Caspiris or Kashmiris 

respectively.3 Hemachandra, on the authority of some ancient 

works reveals that the Murundas came to India by way 

of Lampaka or Lamghan,4 and the route of the 

migration of the Murundas as suggested by him indicates 

that they were a distinct tribe from the Sakas.5 It appears 

that the Murundas came to India along with the Tukharas 

(Kusans) and started their political career as subordinates of 

the latter. With the decline of the Knsan power the 

1. E' I* XIX. pp. 1 f and C. II. II, p. 145. 

2. When the kingdom of the Andhras (Satavahana) will come to an end, 

there will be kings belonging to the lineage of their servants: 

^ Andhras and 10 Abh'tra kings, also 7 Gardhabhins, 13 Sakas. 

Ihere will be 8 Yavanas, 14 Tusaras, 13 Murundas and I i Hunas. 

Pargiter, D.K.A. p. 72, Ibid, p. 46. 

3. Presidential address of Dr. P. C. Bagchi in Ancient Indian Section 

of Indian History Congress-1943. 

Aligarh Session, pp. 15 and 23. 

4. Hemachandra, Abhidhaiia Chintwiani. 

5. The Han-shu (Annals of the Han dynasty) states that the Sai-wang 

(Murundas) being attacked by the Yueh-chi went southwards and 

traversed Hien-tu or the Hanging Gorge located on the Indus in a 

SSW direction from Kashgar, a little to the West of Skardo and near 

the boundary of the modern Dardistan. 

(Chattopadhyaya, Sakas in India, p. 4). 
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Murundas are known to have carved out a separate kingdom 

in Eastern India. Ptolemy in his Geographike (middle of the 

2nd century A. D.) points out that the Murundai established 

a territory on the right bank of the Ganges as far as the 

valley of the Sarabos (Sarayu or Ghagra) in the North.1 2 

Oppien, who comes after Ptolemy also mentions the 

Murundien as a people living in the plains of India in the 

Gangetic valley. The Murunda rule in North-eastern India 

is also corroborated by the Chinese account brought to light 

by Sylvain Levi.’3 It reveals that during the rule of the Wu 

dynasty (210-277 A. D.) one Indian king sent Chen-song with 

four horses of the Yueh-chi country as present to Fan-Chen, 

the king of Funan (Cambod a). In the Funanese court the 

Chinese ambassadors Chou-yung and Kan-tai asked 

Chen-song the Indian ambassador about Indian customs, 

and the latter replied “Theirs is a country where the 

law of Buddha prospers. The people are straight forward 

and honest and the land is very fertile. The title of the 

king is Meou-loun. The capital has a double enclosure of 

ramparts. Streams and sources of water supply are divided 

into a large number of winding canals which flow into the 

ditches under the walls (of the city^ and thence into a great 

stream. The palaces and temples are adorned with 

sculptures and engraved decorations. To the right and left 

there are 6 great kingdoms, those of Kia-wee, Che-wee etc”.3 

Prof. Levi identifies Meou-loun as Murunda and Cunningham 

is inclined to identify the capital city of the Indian king 

with Pataliputra. The description of the city no doubt 

reminds one of the splendour of Pataliputra and it was very 

1. Ptolemy pp. 201 and 212 f; also see I.A. XIII p. 377 

2. Sylvain Levi Melanges, Charles des Harlez (Leiden, 1696) pp. I76-IB5. 

3. S. Levi Ibid. See also B R. Oiatterjee's Indian Cultural Influence tn 

Cambodia, pp. 17-18. 
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likely the headquarters of the Murunda territory in Eastern 

India.1 2 

The rule of the Murundas in Eastern India with 

Pataliputra as their capital is amply corroborated by the 

Jaina literary tradition. The Padalipta Pravandha states that 

Padalipta-surl cured a Murunda, king of Pataliputra Irom a 

serious headache and converted him to Jainism.- The Brhat- 

Kalpavrtti3 also speaks of a Murunda king of Pataliputra whose 

widow accepted Jainism. Another Murunda king of Patali¬ 

putra has been mentioned in Avasyakavrtti where he is referred 

to have sent an ambassador to the court of the king of Purisa- 

pura.4 * Merutunga, in his Pravandha Chintdmani also speaks 

of a Murundaraja, whose capital was located at Pataliputra.6 

The Jaina version of Simhasanadvatrimsikd further reveals that 

one ‘Murundaraja’ was also ruling over the city of Kanya- 

kubja.6 

1. The Chinese account reveals that Fan-Chen the king of Fu-nan, h d 

earlier sent one cf his relatives named Su*Wu as ambassador to the 

court of the Meou-loun (Murunda) king of India. Su-Wu started 

from Fu-nan (Cambodia), passed by the mouths of the river Teou- 

kieoudi (Takkola and followed the large bend of the sea-side, 

straight towards the North-west, entered a large gulf which 

bordered on a number cf kingdoms, and at the end of a little mere 

than a year reached the mouth of the river Tien-Chu (India). He 

went up the river more than 7000 li and reached the destination. 

(Levi, Deux Peuples meconnus in Melanges Charles des Harlez, 

pp. 176-85). 

2. Padalipta Pravandha vv 44, 59, 61, and Mohanlal Jhaveri, Nirvana 

Kalikaof Padaliptachdrya Intro p. 10. 

3. Quoted in the AbhidMna Rajendra. Vol. II. p. 726. 

4. Malaviya Commemoration Volume, p. 184. 

3* Pravandha Chintdmani, Bombay, 1888, p. 27. 

6. Harvard Oriential Series, XXVII, p. 251 and XXVII, p. 223. 
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The Jaina works referred to above are of late medie¬ 

val period and they have naturally confounded the chrono¬ 

logy of the Murunda rule in India. The Prabhakara Charita, 

for instance, which was composed in the 2nd half of the 13th 

century A. D. makes the Murundas of Pataliputra 

contemporaneous with the Satavahanas of Paithan 

and king Gardhavila of Ujjain, while tradition1 2 reveals 

that Siddhasena, the preceptor of king Vikramaditya of 

Ujjain, was a contemporary of Padalipta, the preceptor of 

the king Murunda of Pataliputra. From historical 

standpoint, however, the rule of the Murundas in India 

cannot be placed as early as the period referred to above, as 

they are known to have come in the wake of the Kusan i .va- 

sion. A. S. Altekar is inclined to identify the Murunda 

kings of the Jaina tradition with the Murundas of the 

Puranic tradition, which refers to 13 Murunda kings ruling 

in the post Andhra and pre-Gupta period.- 

The Murundas appear to have invaded Kalinga 

sometime in the 2nd century A. D. after the decline of the 

Sstavahana power over that region. The Murunda rule in 

Kalinga is suggested by large hoards of Kusan coins along 

with imitation Kusan coins discovered in all the coastal dis¬ 

tricts of Orissa, as well as, the hill districts of Mayurbhanj 

and Keonjhar. These coins have also been discovered in the 

districts of Ranchi and Singhbhum in Bihar and a few of 

these have been found in West Bengal. 

The Kusan coins were discovered in Orissa as early 

as 1858 when Walter Elliot found a number of these coins 

at Jaugada in the district of Gahjam3 (then in Madras Presi- 

1. /. C. Ill, p. 49. 

2 Ancient India no. 5 p. 100. 
3.’ Madras Journal of Literature and Science, no. 7, (new senes 

April—Sept. 1858, pp. 75-78. 
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dency). J. D. Beglar in his Archaeological Survey Reports1 2 

ofi 874-75, and 1875-76 refers to these copper coins of Jau- 

gada as follows : 

“It is said that a large quantity of coins were found 

buried at its foot some years ago when a European official 

from Ganjam dug it up—some of gold and silver, but many of 

copper. I could get none of the gold and silver coins, but I 

got a few copper coins much defaced. They were evidently 

Indo-Scythian and thus confirm the great antiquity of the 

place, and incidentally prove the great influence of the Indo- 

Scythians in India when even their copper currency is found 
so remote from their capital,” 

In 1893 a hoard of 573 copper coins was discovered 

in the Guibai Salt Factory at Manikpatna in Purl district3 of 

which 47 die struck coins have been classed as Indo-Scythian. 

These 47 coins show on the obverse standing figure of king 

Kaniska pointing with his right hand down to the fire altar, 

and on the reverse the figures of MAO or MIIPO, AOPO, 
and OADO as found on Kanarki coins. Out of the remain¬ 

ing coins, 25 have been lost and rest (501 are cast in crude 

imitation of the Kanarki coins. All of these show two standing 

figures, one on each face of the coin with their arms in diffe¬ 
rent positions. 

In 1912 another hoard of 910 copper coins of Indo- 

Scythian type was sent by the Collector of Balasore to the 

Asiatic Society of Bengal9 and the latter deposited these coins 
in the Indian Museum. 

1. Arch. Surv. India, XIII, p. I |6 
2. Proceedings of A. S. B. 1895, pp. 61 -65. 

3. Arch.Surv.Ind. (A.R.), 1924-25, p. I 30. 
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The next discovery took place in 1923 when a num¬ 

ber of copper coins of Kaniska and Huviska along with many 

imitation Kusan coins were found at Bhanjakia near Khich- 

in r in the present Mayurbhanj district1. During the excava¬ 

tion of Viratsrarli at Khiching in 1924-25, a few more Kusan 

coins and a number of imitation coins were unearthed. The 

Khiching-Bhanjakia region has yielded two more hoards—one 

in May 1939 when 105 imitation Kusan coins were found in a 

brass pot at Nuagaon, three miles East of Bhanjakia2, and the 

other in November 1953 when a lot of 1060 imitation coins 

and only one coin of Kaniska were discovered at Bhanjakia. 

In 1917 an important hoard of 353 Kusan coins were 

brought to light on the northern slope of the Rakha hills in 

the district of Singhbhum.3 In 1947 a hoard of 135 such coins 

was found at Sitabhinjhi in the district of Keonnjhar and in 

1953 the district of Cuttack yielded a number of Kusan coins 

at the Kayema hill near Dharmasala.4 

Hoernle5 while discussing about the coins of the 

MSnikpatna hoard believed that those coins might have 

been meant for temple offerings as they were found near Purl. 

He also inferred that those might have been intended as orna¬ 

ments as well. Vincent Smith6 was of opin on that those 

Kusan coins might have been issued by the rulers of Kalinga 

in the 4th and 5th centuries A. D. But supporting the views 

of Hoernle he stated that those might have been struck only for 

use as temple offerings. It was RapsonJ who remarked that as 

the Kusan coins were found at different places in Orissa and 

1. Ibid p. 38. 

2. J. N. S. I. II, p. 124 
3. J, B. O. R. S., V, pp. 73 f. 

4. O. H. R. J., II, pp. 84 f. 

5. Proceedings of A. S. B. 1895 pp. 61-65. 

6. C. C. I. M., I pp. 92-93. 
7. Indian Coins p. 15. 
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Chola-Nagpur there was no reason to suppose them to have 

been brought by pilgrims. He further pointed cut that those 

coins were cast not for the purpose of ornaments as in that 

case they would have been provided with some attachments. 

These coins found in large number in wide area from Chota- 

Nagpur to Ganjsm were undoubtedly a local circulation and 

the rulers who issued them were def nitely of foreign extrac¬ 

tion. R. D. Banerji1 who examind the coins found in 

Mayurbhanj suggested that the so-called Mughal invasion 

recorded in the Madalapanji was, in fact, the conquest of the 

country by the Kusans.2 But the KusjJn power is not definitely 

1. 
2. 

History of Orissa , 1. p. 113. 
MddalSpanji the JagannSth temple chronicle records that at the 

beginning of the Kali^uga 18 kings of the Lunar dynasty starting with 

Yudhisthira ruled for a period of 3781 years and during the reign of 

Sobhanadeva, the pen-ultimate ruler of the dynasty Raktabshu the 

AmurS (general) of the Mughal PatisS (Padshah) of De hi invaded 

and ravaged Orissa. The Mughals held the kingdom for a peried cf 

146 years till they were ousted by JajStikegari who founded the rule 

of KeSari dynasty in Orissa in 474 A. D. 

The above statement of the Mddaldpdnji is based cn local and epic 

traditions having little historical value. The rule of 18 kirgs for 3781 

years is an impossibility. Equally fictitious is the account cf the 

invasion of Orissa by the Mughals in the 4th century A. D. as the 

latter were unknown in India till the 13th century A. D and in the 

World till the 9th century A. D. The existence cf Delhi as the 

capital of the Mughals in the 4th century A. D. is entirely un- 

histoncal and the rule of the KeSari dynasty in Orissa is also a 

historical fi cticn. But inspite cf all these anomalies, exhibiting 

ignorance of the chronicler it may be said that the abcve st tement 

othe Pdnji preserves a faint memory cf a foreign invasion of 
vJrissa in early times. 

Prof, R. D. Banerji is inclined to believe that the so-celled Mughal 

invasion is nothing but the invasion of the Kushans. But as this dees 

not conform to the facts of history, known so far we suggest that this 

trad,,,0„ refers to the Murunda invasion of Kahfiga sometime in the 
/nd halt of the second century A. D. 

45 
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known to have xtended as far east as Bihar and Bengal. 

Altekar1 refers to a hoard of Kusan coins at Buxar discovered 

in 1950 and infers that even after the expulsion of the imperial 

Kusans the Hinduised Kusans continued as local rulers and 

he suggests identification of the Murundas referred to in the 

Puranas a d Jaina literature with these local Kusan families. 

This suggestion is illuminating and it may fce said that 

Kusan coins found in Orissa were the circu’ation of the local 

Murunda power. The real Kusan coins so far available in 

Orissa belong to Kaniska and Haviska and not a single coin 

of the succe sors of Huviska has come to light so far in this 
teriitcry. 

On the basis of this, some scholars are of opinion that 

the Murundas of Kalinga were the feudatories of t he imperial 

Kusans during the rule of Kaniska and Huviska and that the 

Ki san authority continued in Orissa till the reign of 

Huviska. But as pointed out above, Kalinga continued to 

fce under the Satavahanas till th end of the reign of 

Vasisthiputra Pulumavi and, as such, the Murunda rule in 

that territory during the first half of the 2nd century A. D. 

does not seem possible at all.2 

In course of the excavation at 3i£upalgarh in 19483 

a copper coin of Huviska in a worn out condi ion was found at 

1. «/. iV. S. I. XII pp. 1-4. 

2. The number of the proto Ku$3n or imitation Ku$3n coins fcund in 

Crissa are much larger than that of the real Ku?Sn coins. Very, 

probably the latter ones came into this territory in the wake cf 

over land trade, while the former ones were issued by the local 

Murunda kings signifying their long political asscciaticns with the 

Kusans during their imperial da y The trad.ticn cf the KusSn coins 

lingered in Orissa as late as the 6th 7th century A. D. when such 

coins bearing the legend ‘Tanka are known to have been circulated. 

3. A. /. no. 5 p. 72. 
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a level attributed to the last quarter of the 2n 1 century A. Id. 

while a gold coin bearing the motif of a Kusan king on the 

obverse and a Roman bust on the rev rse was recovered from 

the floor level attributed to 2nd-3rd quarter of the 3rd 

centurr A. D. This i: dicates that the Murundas were already 

in power in Kalinga by the last quarter of the 2nd century 

A. D. and towards the middle of the 3rd century they were 

at the zenith of their ascendency when they circulated well 

designed gold coins. 

The gold coin mentioned above1 contains on the 

cbverse the coi 1 type of Vasudeva I and on the reverse the 

motif of a Roman bust. Altcl er2 who examined this coin, 

attributed it to the period later than the Kusan king 

Vasudeva I ( cir. 200 A. D. ) and earlier than Chandragupta I 

(cir. 310 A. D.) who introduced new gold currency in 

Magadha. This coin contains a legend on the reverse the 

reading of which; as suggested by Alteker3 is Ma\ \hara ] 

ja-ra [ja] dhasa Dhamadamadhara [sa\ intended to stand for 

Maharaja-Rajadhiraja-Tharmadamadharasya and accor¬ 

ding to the same scholar the king “may well have been 

a Jain and belonged to the Murunda famliy; which may 

have ruled over a portion of Bihar and Orissa.”4 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

The following is the description of the coin — 

Obverse King standing to left with peaked helmet and suit of mail, 

offering by his right hand oblations over an altar in his 

front, long spear in left hand. Brahmi legend \Md\ \hard\ 

ja-ra [Jo] dhasa Dhamadamadhara [sa] 

Revere —Kings head to left copied from imperial Roman coins— 

legend H/MEAl ZNM 

d he weight of the coin is 81 grains. 

J. N. S. /. XII pp, 1-4. 
Ibid 

A. I. no. 5 pp. 100*101. 
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From the above discussion it appears clear that a 

local Murunda family ruled over an extensive territory from 

Chhota Nagpur region of Bihar to the district of Ganjam in 

Orissa and it probably included a part of West Bengal Ki~*.g 

Dharmadamad ara> who circulated gold coins and bore the 

title of Maharadhiraja was very likely ruling over this 

territory as an independent monarch belonging to the 

Murunda family. The Bharlrk Stone Inscription1 reveals that 

one Maharaja Gana was ruling over a part of Eastern Oris'a 

durin; the second half of the 3rd century A. D. His epithet 

Maharaja indicates a subordinate position and as such, Gana 

may be regarded as a vas al2 of the Murunda king of this 

territory. 

The Puranas3 reveal that a king named Guha was 

ruling over Kalinga, Mahisa and Mahendra about the time 

the Guptas were enjoying the territory comprising Pryaga; 

Saketa and Magadha along the Ganges The territory of the 

Guptas referred to above must be ascribed to the time prior 

1. E. L XXIX, pp. 169 f. 

2. It is interesting to note that an oblong clay seal bearing the legend 

‘Amachasa Pasanakcisd—Amatyasya Prasannakasya—was discovered 

from the site of SisupSlgarh This seal was not found at the time of 

excavation and so it can not be pieced n stratigraphical sequence 

and be properly dated. But the characters of the legend bear 

resemblance to those of the gold coin of Dharmadumadhara and the 

stone inscription of Bhadrak and as such, the minister Prasannaka may 

also be assigned to the second half of the 3rd century A. D. The 

discovery of a gold com of a paramount king, strne inscription cf a 

subordinate ruler and a clay seal of a minister, all belonging to the 

same period is very significant. 

3. I 

OAR srcqsra; l 

Pargiter, D, K- A pp. 53-54 
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to the conquests of Samudragupta and it is generally accepted 

as a reference to th • extent of the empire under < handra- 

gupta I who is credited with the promulgation of the Gupta 

era in 319-20 A.D. 

Dathadhatuvam$a\ one of the Cylonese chronicles 

present the account of a king of Kalinga named Guhasiva 

who may be identified with king Guha of the Puranas. 

According to this chronicle Guhasiva was a contemporary 

of king Mahasena of Ceylon who ruled in 277-304 A.D. 

The Ddthavarhla is said to have been composed about 310 A.D 

during the reign of king Kittisirimeghavanna1 2 (Kirti 

^rlmeghavarna), the son of Mahasena. Thus it being a con¬ 

temporary work, its account about Guhasiva^ inspite of literary 

embellishment*, may be taken as historical. It is known from 

this work that the tooth relic of Buddha which was being 

worshipped at Dantapura, the capital of Kalinga since the 

time of Mahaparlnirvana, became a source of trouble during 

the reign of Guhasiva. Psndu the king of PataLputra who 

is described as the overlord of Guhasiva disapproved of the 

Buddhist leaning of his vassal. He summoned Guhasiva to 

Pataliputra where he put the sacred tooth to sacrilegious 

test, but was subsequently overwhelmed by its miraculous 

power and was converted to Buddhism, If Guhasiva is taken 

to be a Murunda ki lg, which is very likely^ it may be said 

that the Murundas towards the end of the 3rd century A, D, 

were reduced to the status of the feudatories of the king of 
Mag ad ha. 

The sad end of Guhasiva has been poignantly 

depicted in the Ddthdvamsa, wherefrom it is known that a 

neighboring ruler of Kalinga named Ksiradhara invaded 

Kalinga to take possession of the tooth relic and Guhasiva 

1. Edited by B. C. Law in Punjab Sanskrit Series. 

2. Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, p. 89. 
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died fighting in the battle-field. But before his death he 

sent the sacred tooth in the custody of his son-in-law 

Pantakumara and daughter Hemamala to the court of his 

fiiend Mahasena, the king of Ceylon. When Dantakumara 

and Hemamala reached Ceylon, king Mahasena was no more 

and his son Sirimeghavanna was already the ruler of the 

island. The death of Mahasena is as ribed to cir. 304 A. D. 

and as GuhaSiva died a few years earlier, his death may be 

said to have taken place in cir. 300 A. D. His death probably 

signified the end of the Murunda rule in Kalinga after which 

the territory plugged into a period of political chaos till the 

t It a ra powers in the second half of the 4th 

century A. D. By the time when Samudragupta invaded the 

Deccan about the middle of the 4th century A. D. the 

Kalinga region comprised a number of petty pri icipahties 

having no political unity among them. It may also be 

mentioned here that the suzerainty of king Pandu, the over- 

lord of Guhasiva was short-lived and he or his successor was 

ousted by the rising power of the Guptas who occupied 

Magadha with the help of the Lichhavls about ) 19-20 A. D. 

The Guptas 

With the rise of the Guptas, Magadha attained 

political ascendancy and followed the policy of war tand 

aggression. Samudragupta, the son and successor of 

Chandragupta I led military campaigns both inAryavartta 

and Taksinapat a for building an imperial structure in India. 

His Allahabad Pillar Inscription1 presents a detailed description 

of his digvijaya from which we know that he led two 

campai ns in North India and one in South I dia. In his 

first North Indian campaigns he defeated Achyuta, the ruler 

1. C, /. I. pp. 6 f. 
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of Ahichhatra region.* 1 * Nagasena, the ruler of PadmHvatP and 

also an unspecified king of tiie Kota family. The victory 

over these monarch* consolidated the Gupta suzerainty over 

the Ganges-Jumna valley. His second North Indian 

compaign resulted in the extermination of rulers like 

Rudradeva3 *, Matila5. Nagadatta^ Chandravarman,, Gana- 

patinaga, Nagasena; Achyuta, Nandin, Balavarman etc. 

Among this list, rulers like Rudradeva, Matila 

Nagadatta, Nandin and Balavarman are yet to be satisfactorily 

identified. The last three rulers may be said to have belonged 

to the Naga family. Nagasena and Ganapatinaga5 were the 

rulers of the N2ga house of PadmavatT and the latter 

was a successor of the fromer. This indicates that 

Samudragupta actually led two campaigns in Northern India. 

Chandravarman is generally identified with his namesake 

mentiond in the Susunia Inscription6 where he is described as 

h 

2. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Ahichhatra is modern Rumnagar in Bareilly district, U.P., where 

copper coins bearing the legend ‘Achyu have been found. The coin 

type bears close resemblance to that of seme Naga coins and very 

probably Achyuta was a NCga ruler belonging to a collateral branch 

of the Mathura family, (vide Allan C. G, C. p. xxii; <?, 7. C. 

p. Ixxix. Also the Vdkdtaka Gwpta Age 1946. pp. 39-40). 

According to the Harsa charitat Nagasena was ruling at. padmfivati 

l entified with the present Padam pawayaya 25 miles North east of 

Narwar at the confluence of Sindhu and Para. 

Rudradeva is generally identified with Rudrasena I VakStaka, but 

> seems untenable as the Vakatakas bel ong to DaksipSpatha. CcZ 

Of a king: named Rudradeva have been found at KosSm, the ancient 

may ^ mden,ifled Wi‘h nSmeSak* * 

Coin. oPf°Gan,y “’*“* Ma«i,a °f « Bulandshahr. 

arafMZrna8ahaVe beCn ,OUnd 'a‘ ^ ^ Bcsnagar 

E. I. XII pp. 317 f. XIII p. 133. 
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the ruler of Puskarana which is the same as modern 

PokhaianS on the Damodar river in Bankura district.1 

The South Indsan campaign of Samudragupta if of 

importance for our discussion and in the light of the 

Allahbad Inscription it may be said that this took place in 

between his two North Indian campa gns, The rulers of South 

India who are said to have been defeated by the Gupta 

invader are mentio ed below in order of enumeration.3 

Mahendra of South Kosala, Vyaghrar5ja of Maha- 

kantara, Mantiraja of Korala, Mahendragiri of pistapura, 

SvSmidatta of Kottura, Damana of ErSndapalla, Visnugopa 

of Ksnchi, Nilaraja cf Avamukta, Hastivarman of Vengi, 

Ugrasena of Palakka, Kubera of Devarastra, Dhananjaya of 

Kustalapura. 

Among these rulers, the first six and the eleventh one 

come under the purview of our discussion as they were ruling 

over the territories comprising Kosala and Kalinga regions. 

Kosala the territory of king IVlahendra, is without doubt the 

same as South Kosala comprising the modern districts of 

Bilaspur and Raipur in Madhya Pradesh and the district of 

Sambalpur in Orissa. Contiguous with this kingdom was lying 

the territory known as MahSkSntara which according to the 

1* As most of the adversaries of Samudragupta in the ^ryuvartta 

belonged to the Naga family, Chandravarman may also be a Nuga 

king of Vidisa where two kings named Sadachandra and ChandrSmSa 
are known to have ruled by that time. Tne second king was a ruler 

of importance and might have been an opponent cf the Gupta 

monarch. (For the NSga kings of Vidisa see Pargiter 

D. K. A p. 49). 

2. fr] ^ 
4fz 5$ w ?n> Pp^tj 

i 3^ snifa. 
(Allahabad Inscription), LI. 19 — ^0 
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Mahabharata1 extended from the East of Kosala upto the 

banks of the river Vena (Wainganga),. a tributary of the 

Godaviri. This territory is generally identified with the 

kingdom of king Vyaghra, father of Jayanatha b< longing 

to the Uchchakalpa family, who was a feudatory of the Vaka- 

takas. Inscriptions of this king are found at Nach-ne-ki-talai and 

Ganj in Madhya Pradesh.2 But this king was the ruler of the 

Bundelkhan I region, North of theVindhyas and hence, cannot 

be classed with the rulers of Daksinapatha. Mahakantara 

appears to be the same as Mahavana referred to in two of the 

Amaravati Stupa Inscriptions3 and may be identified with the 

wild tracts of modern districts of Kalahandi and Koraput4. 

Vyaghraraja, the king of Mahakantara gallantly fought with 

Samudragupta but was ultimately defeated by him. If the 

tiger type coins, which depict the emperor Samudragupta as 

overpowering a tiger, be said to have represented this war, 

the victory over Vyaghraraja was considered a very 

significant one by the emperor himself. After reducing 

Mahakantara, Samudragupta defeated king Mantaraja of 

Korala, a territory which is identified by many scholars5 

with the Sonepur region of Bolangir district. Barnet6 

suggests identification of this place with Korada in South 

India and scholars like Vincent Smith7 and Jayaswal8 locate 

1. Sdbha Parva, xxxi, 

2. C. 7.1. m. p. 233. 

E. /.XVII p. 12. 

3. Burgess, Notes on Amaravati Stupa-Inscriptions, nos. 8 and 23 h 

4. See J. A. H. R. S, I. pp, 228-37. 

5. R. N. Dandekar-History of the (luptas p. 5f. 

H. C. Raychaudhuri. P. H. A. I, )950-p. 539, 

S. Chattopadhaya. E. H. N. I. 1958 p. 153. 

6. B.S.O.S II p. 569. 

7. E, H. I. 4th Ed. P. 300 fn. 3. 

8. Histoi y of India p. 136. 
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it in the territory on the bank of the Kolleru (Kollair) 

lake, but as pointed by Raychaudhuri1 2 this place must 

be within the territory of Hastivarman of Vengl mentioned 

separately in the Allahabad Inscription. According to 

S N. Raj guru," Korala may be the same as Kolaulapura 

pattana or Kokolavalapurapattana found in the records of 

Eastern Gangas of Kalinga and identified with the modern 

town of Kulada in Ghumsur Taluk of Gahjam district. But 

the name Kolaulapurapattana which is the same as 

Kolahalapura was the seat of the Western Gangas and has 

been identified with Kolar in Mysore. If Kolaulapurapattana 

is taken to be the town established by the Eastern Gangas in 

Kalinga and named after the original Kolahalapura of the 

Western Gangas, this town must be ascribed to the period 

much later than that of Samudragupta. 

The Sonepur region of Bolangir district which 

was contiguous to Mahakosala may be said to have 

represented the territory of Korala. The villages named 

Bada-Karala and Sana-Karala near Binka (Vinitapura of 

medieval epigraphs) are very likely the reminiscent of the 

name of ancient Korala. This region is located in the Ang 

river valley and is found rich in antiquities datable 

to both pre-Gupta and post-Gupta periods and also 

occupies an important position in between the territories of 

Mahakosala and Mahakantara. 

Mahakosala, Mahakantara and Korala comprised 

the Western and the South-western parts of modern Orissa 

and the exact territorial limits of these three kingdoms are 

difficult to be determined. It seems that Samudragupta 

started his campaign from the Jumna valley more 

particularly from - Kausambi and marching through the 

1. P. H. A. I., p. 539. 

2. Inscriptions of Odssa II pp. 343-345. 
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modern Rewa and Jabalpur regions entered into the 

territory of S mth-Kosal. After subduing Kosal, Mahakantara 

and Korala he could easily proceed towards the Eastern 

coast through the ancient trade route that linked Kosala 

with Kalinga1 2. 

The territory of Kalinga, as pointed out above, was 

no longer a unitary and compact State capable of offering a 

formidable resistance against the.invaders. This territory was 

then divided into not less than four principalities^ namely, 

Kottura.. Erandapalla, Devarastra and Pistapura, each being 

under the rule of a petty chieftain, Svarmdatta, the ruler of 

Kottura is said to be the first chief of this region to be 

defeated by Samudragupta. Kottur has been identified with 

modern Kothoor about 12 miles to the South of Mahendra 

hills, and after occupyi ig this territory Samudragupta must 

have marched towards Erandapalla and Devarastra ruled 

respectively by Damana and Kubera. These two kingdoms 

have already been identified in Chapter II with modern 

Erandapalli and Yellamanchili respectively in Srlkakulam 

and Visakhapatnarh districts.3 The name Damana suggests 

that this king was probably an ancestor of Maharaja 

^atrudamana known to us as the ruler of Girikalinga or 

Trikalinga from the Peddaduggam Copper plate Charter,3 The 

1. It was probably through this route that the Chinese pilgrim Yuan- 

Chwang travelled in the 7th century A. D. from the capital of 

Kalinga to the capital of Kosala, a distance of 1600 li. 

2. Dr. Fleet identified Erandapalla with Eran^ol in KhSndesh and Deva- 

r5§tra with Mah rastra. But J. Dubreuil rus proved that these places are 

respectively identical wi*h Erandapalli a town near Chicacole and 

Yellamanchili (Ancient History of the Deccan pp. 58-60 and 160). 

Erandapalla has been mentioned in Sidhantam Plates of Devendra- 

varman of Kalinga, (E. I, XIII p. 213) and DevarS?tra finds mention 

in Sringavarapukota Grant of king Anantavarman of Kaluga 
(E. I. XXVIII p. 564). 1 

3. E. I. XXXI pp. 89-93. 
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god Damanesvara who was the tutelary deity of this family 

seems to have been installed by king Damana and from this 

consideration Damanesvara may be regarded as the earilest 

known Saivite god in Kalinga. 

The next ruler of the Kalinga region, encountered by 

Samudragupta, was Mahendragiri of Pistapura identified with 

modern Pithapuram in Godavari district. After subjugation 

of this territory the campaign of Samudragupta in Kalinga 

was successfully over and the victor triumphantly crossed the 

river Godavari and proceeded towards Vengl over which king 

Hastivarman was ruling. The Southern kings claimed to 

have been defeated by him are Hastivarman, the Salankayana 

king of Vengl (Peddavegi), Visnugopa, the Pallava king of 

Kanchi (Canjeevaram); Nilaraja of Avamukta (not satisfac¬ 

torily identified); Ugrasena of Palakka (Palakkada in 

Nellore district) and Dhananjaya of Kusthalapura (identified 

with Kuttalur in North-Arcot district). The last three rulers 

are obscure figures in history and are not known to us from 

any other source, while Hastivarman and Visnugopa belonging 

respectively to Salankayana and Pallava dynasties, were 

famous kings in the South. Hastivarman is known from the 

Pedda-vegi Grant1 of Nandivarman II, where he is described 

as a conqueror of many battles (^'WW^FT and 

Visnugopa Varman I is also described in the grants2 of 

his son as one who obtained vitory and glory by dint of his 

valour and courage in many a battle (?r^> tfwi 

J. Dubreuil3 has suggested that Samudragupta 

advanced as far as the river Krsna, was opposed by 

h Bharali- August 1224. 

2, E. /. VIII pp. 159 f; E. I. Vol. XV. pp. 253 f. 

Coustesy. B. V. Krishna-Rao, Early Dynsties of Andhradesa, p. 37/. 

3. A. H. D. pp, 60*61. 
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l 

a confederacy of kings of the Eastern Deccan and being repulsed, 

abandoned his conquets in the Orissan coasts and returned to 

Magadha. Jayaswal1 is of opinion that the Southein 

potentates were grouped under two chief leaders-Mantaraja 

of Korala and Visnugopa of Kanchi and that Samudragupta 

fought his decisive battle in the Colair lake region. Such 

suggestion is no doubt speculative as it is contrary to the 

evidences of the Allahabad Inscription. But the statements in 

the inscription being of dubious nature, have naturally given 

rise to confusion and controversy. Harisena, the royal 

panegyrist who was also a Minister of Peace and War, seems 

to have no personal knowledge about the geographical loca¬ 

tion of the territories through which his sovereign led his 

compaign. He has narrated the route of the conquest in a 

careless and rhapsodic manner with scant regard to geogra¬ 

phical order. The Gupta invader proceeds from Kosala to 

Mahakantara and from there to Korala in the Ahg 

valley and after that goes straight to Pistapura in the 

Godavari valley. From Pistapura he comes back to Aottura 

near Mahendragiri in Ganjarh and then again proceeds 

towards Kanchi through Erandapalli in ^rikakulam 

district. From Kanchi he once again proceeds to the 

North to conquer Vengl, after which he marches again 

to the South to defeat Ugrasena of Palakka in Nellore 

district. Then again for the third time he proceeds North¬ 

wards to Devarastra in Visakhapatnam district and defeating 

king i ubera marches Southwards again upto Kushthalapura 

or Kuttalur in North Arcot district. A critical study of the 

campaigns in South India narrated by no less a person than 

a Minister of Peace and War, who must have accompanied his 

master in his victorious march, gives rise to suspicion that 

the account of the conquests in South India has been 

presented beyond truth and accuracy. Moreover, the 

1. History of India pp. ] 35-39. 
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dealings of Samudragupta with the vanquished kings irx South 

India is found very different from his treatment towards his 

foes in other parts of India. In North India he violently 

uprooted the kings he fought with; in Central India he made 

* ^ fs Iris servants; the frontier kings of 

North-eastern India and the Himalayan region, as well as, 

the tribal states of the Punjab. Western India, Malwa and 

Central Provinces had to gratify the imperious command of 

the Magadhan monarch by giving all kinds of taxes, obeying 

orders and attending his court to perform obeisance; while 

the foreign potentates like the Kusans, Sakas and the 

Murundas, as well as; the people of Simhala and other island 

dwellers purchased peace by acts of homage, such as 

offer of personal service, gifts of maidens and soliciting 

charters bearing the Garuda seal of the emperor. But the 

South Indian kings were all reinstated in their respective 

kingdoms and were not required to perform any obligation. 

This clearly indicates that the suzerainty of Samudragupta 

did not extend over South India and the victorious achieve¬ 

ments of the Gupta monarch in the territories South of the 

Vindhyas as recorded in the Allahabad Pillar Inscription shoud 

be regarded as an exaggerated claim. 

Was Kalinga included in the Gupta empire ? 

No other Gupta emperor has claimed to have made 

any military campaign towards the South. The post- 

Samudragupta period witnessed a remarakbie rise of Kalinga 

under the rulers of the Mathara family and her political 

supremacy extended from the river Mahanadi in the North 

to the Godavari and even sometime upto the Krsna in the 

South.1 The Matharas ruled upto C 500 A. D , and none of 

the kings of this dynasty is known to be under the suzerainty 

of the Gupta emperors. 

1. See Infra Ch. VII. 
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The Gupta empire ceased to exist in India by the 

middle of the 6th century A. D. A tradition recorded in the 

Harivamsa1 by Jinasena reveals that the Guptas ruled for a 

period of 231 years and according to this tradition the Gupta 

suzerainty ended in 550 A. D, (319 + 231). The last known 

Gupta record is the Damodarpur Copper plate Inscription: dated 

in the Gupta year 224 i. e. 54-3 A. D. The Haraha Inscription3 

3HHT =sr sicratf ^frcr .I 

( Harivamsa Ch. lx } 

1. This work was composed in -aka year 705 i. e., A, D. 783 (winter* 

nitz. Hist. Ind. Lit. II. p. 495), This tradition is corroborated by an¬ 

other Jaina work called Ttloya Pannatti composed by Jadi Vasaha 

(J. O. I, III. :pp. 296-97). Verse 1608 of this work reads : 

meaning that the Guptas ruled for 231 years. But the same work in 

verses 1503-04 records a different tradition which reads as follows. 

2. 
3. 

This means that the Sakas ruled for 242 years after which the Guptas 

ruled for 255 years. The Saka year 242 corresponds to the initial 

year of the Gupta era and the Gupta year 256 to A. D. 575, Dr, D. C. 

Sircar is of opinion that out of the two Jaina traditions regarding 231 

years and 255 years of duration of Gupta rule, the first relates to the 

extirpation of the Guptas from their home province in Bihar and U. P. 

and the second refers to the final over throw of the Guptas from Bengal 

and Orissa, (J. I. H. XXXIV, p. 290), 

The view that the Gupta rule in Bengal and Orissa ended in 575 A. D. 

has no historical basis. There is no evidence to prove that the Gupta 

rule ever existed in Orissa, while Gupta rule in Bengal came to an end 

about 510 A. D. when Mah§raj5dhiraja Vainyagupta was succeeded 

by Gopachandra who laid the foundation of a new ruling dynasty, 

w ich continued at least for three generations, Out of the two tradi¬ 

tions recorded in the Tiloya-Pannatti, the first one referring to the 

period of Gupta rule for 231 years seems to be approximately correct, 

w i e the second one, declaring the same Gupta rule to have lasted 

°r 7 18 confounding and very likely untenable. 
E. 1. XV. P, 142 f, /fo'tfXVII p. 193 f. 
E. I. XIV. pp. 110.12|, 
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of the time of the Maukhari king Is5navarman dated inSamvat 

611 (553 A.D.) reveals that the very heart of the Gupta empire 

was already under the rule of the Maukharis by that time and 

this has been corroborated by the Deo-Barriark Inscription1 

which refers to the rule of Sarvavarman and Avantivarman, 

the son and grandson respectively of Tsanavarman over 

Magadha region. The Amauna Copper plate Grant5 issued 

in Gupta year 232 (552 A. D.) by Nandana a chief of the 

Gaya region, makes no reference to the Gupta overlord and it 

indicates that the rule of the imperial Gupta line no longer 

existed in Magadha by that time. These records conclu¬ 

sively prove that the Gupta empire collapsed by the middle 

of the 6th century A.D. 

D. C. Sircar, on the basis of the Sumandala Copper 

plate Inscription3 of the time of Prthivivigraha dated in Gupta 

year 250 i. e. 569-70 A.D., is inclined to prove that Orissa at 

that time formed a part of the Gupta empire. 

The date portion of the Sumandala Inscription has been expres¬ 

sed as follows :— 

crrfsrR WTcI^ . 

The word qxfnH of this inscription is explained by 

Sircar in the sense of 'existing', but it actually conveys the 

sense of SRxfaH meaning promulgated. It may be pointed 

out that in the Kanasa Copper plate Inscription4 of Lokavigraha 

belonging to the same Vigraha family, the word im'm is 

found in place of ^t'hr. The date portion of the Kanasa 

Inscription reads . 

WrCm OHtT O]5 3T [fa] m M ^. 

1. <7././.Ill P-215 ff- 
2. E. /. X p. 50. 
3. E. /. XXVIII pp. 79-85. 
4. E. /.XXVIII pp. 328-331. 
5. Should be read as Dr. Sircar * reads- m *1 
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Thus, the Sumandala and the Kanasa inscriptions 

refer respectively to the years 250 and 280 of the era promul¬ 

gated in the Gupta rajya and they do nit convey any sense 

of existence of the Gupta kingdom in the years 250 and 280 

of the same era. 

In order to assert the fact that the Gupta empire 

was in existence as late as 569-70 A, D , Sircar explains 

the Sumandala Copper plate Inscription as follows :—1 

uThe present inscription indicating the continuity of 

the imperial Gupta rule as late as A, D. 569 thus seems to 

suggest that even after the disintegration of the empire, 

there were some members of th * family who claimed the 

status of their imperial predecessors, whether their position 

was nominal like that of James III of England or of the 

Mughal Emperor Shah Alam II and his successors can hardly 

be determined in the present state of our knowledge. There 

is» however, no doubt that till A. D. 569 Viceroys like PrithivI 

vigraha-bhattaraka of K.alinga continued their allegiance to 

the Gupta Emperor. The word Bhattaraka attached to 

Prithivlvigraha’s name may suggest that he ruled practically 

as an independent monarch ; but he did so without officially 

throwing off the yoke of the Guptas. It is possible to conjec¬ 

ture that he had blood relationship with the Guptas and was 

eager to display it to improve his own case against those of 

other rival rulers of the country”. 

We are, however, unable to accept the above views 

and inferences of the learned scholar. The Sumandala 

Inscription is issued by Maharaja Dharmaraja, a feudatory of 

Prthivi vigraha. who is sufficiently indicated in the inscription 

3. E. I. XXVIII pp. 81-82. 
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as an independent ruler of Kalinga. No-where it is suggested 

that Prthivlvigraha was a viceroy of the Gupta emperor or 

that he had blood relationship with the Guptas. The 

inference regarding viceroyalty of the Guptas, seems rather 

strange^ because no where in India a Gupta emperor was 

existing in 569-70 A.D.1 The Gupta era which started in 

319-20 A.D., was accepted in course of time as one of the 

standard eras of India and it is found to be in vogue long 

after the collapse of the Gupta rule in India.2 3 4 5 In Orissa, 

besides the Sumandala and the Kanasa Inscriptions, the Soro3 and 

Patiakella* Inscriptions of Sambhuyasas, the ruler of Tosall are 

dated in the Gupta years 260 (580 A.D.) and 283 (603 A.D.) 

respectively, while the Ganjam Inscription5 of Madhavaraja II, 

the ruler of Kongoda is recorded in the Gupta year 300 i. e. 

620 A. D. The mere use of the Gupta era does not mean the 

continuation of the Gupta suzerainty and in this considera- 

1. The Gupta empire collapsed by the middle of the 6th century A. D. 

and no Gupta emperor is known to have flourished after that till the 

death of Har?avardhana in 647 A. D. A new Gupta empire raised 

its head about the middle of the 7th century A. D, under Adityasena, 

whose activities are known from the Aphsad, Shahpur and Mandar 

Inscriptions. The Aplisad Inscription (C. I. I. Ill, p. 200) cf 

Adityasena the first emperor of this new line and the Deo-Barnark 

Inscription (C. 1.1. Ill p. 213) of Jivita Gupta II the last of the line, 

indicates that the Guptas had imperial power and dignity in Magadha 

and North-India during the second half of the 7th century A. D. But 

no imperial Gupta monarch was existing for about a century from 

cir. 550 A. D. to 650 A. D. 

2. The Botad Plates of the time of Dhruvasena II of Valabhi has been 

dated in Gupta year 310 i. e. A. D. 630. 

3. E. I. XXIII pp. 197. f. 

4. E.l. IX pp. 285 f. 

5. E. I. VI pp. M3 f. 
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tion the Sumandala Inscription need not be taken as an evidence 

of the Gupta rule in Kalinga. 

It is evident that like other states in South India 

Kalinga did not form a part of the empire of Samudragupta. 

The impact of his invasion, however, produced far reaching 

results in this territory. It broke down the small principalities 

and paved the way for political unity under the hegemony 

of a powerful dynasty named Mathara which came to 

prominence shortly after the retreat of the Gupta 

emperor and ruled over Kalinga as an independent power 

for about a century and a half. 

Sircar1 further supports his theory by the Pedda- 

Dugam Copper plates of king ^atrudamana who ruled over 

Giri-Kalinga ( in cir. 5th century A. D. ) from his head¬ 

quarters at Sirhhapura identified with modern Singupuram 

near &rlkakulam, The inscription declares king ^atrudamana 

as a subordinate of one B hat tar aka (Bhattaraka-pada-parigrhita) 

and Sircar assumes that the epithet Bhattaraka in the fourth 

and fifth centuries A. D. was used by the feudatories of 

the Guptas in reference to their imperial overlord. It 

may be pointed out that the epithet Bhattaraka was 

not a monopoly of the imperial Gupta rulers during the 

period mentioned above 3aktivarman, the Mathaia king of 

Kalinga (cir. 400-420 A. DJ, is referred to as 3akti Bhattaraka 

in the Andhavaram Copper plate Inscription of his son Ananta- 

Saktivarman. The Nala king Arthapati, who ruled over 

Bastar-Koraput region in cir. 465-75 A. D. is called $rl 

Maharaja Arthapati Bhattaraka, both in the Kesaribeda and 

Rithapur Copper plate Inscriptions. Prthivl-vigraha, the ruler 

of Kalinga in 570 A.D. is thus declared as a Bhattaraka in the 

1. 1.1. H, XXXIV* p. 283* 
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Sumandala Copper plate Grant, and there is no cogent reason to 

believe that this epithet was borne only by the Gupta monar- 

chs. Maharaja &atrudamana of the Pedda-dugarh Grant was 

very likely the feudatory of the Mathara king l^aktivarman 

of Kalinga who was ruling over the territory extending from 

the Mahanadi to the Krsna from his headquarters Pistapura 

during the first quarter of the 5th century A. D. Neither the 

Sumandala Grant nor the Pedda-dugarh Charter, thus bears testi¬ 

mony to the fact that the Gupta empire extended as far as 

the Ganjam-Srikakulam region in the South-east. 

Cultural progress during the period. 

The present chapter covering the period from the 

1st century A. D. to 350 A. D. gives a picture of political 

instability. The first century saw the decline of the Meghava- 

hanas,which was precipitated by fratricidal wars. The Satava- 

hanas who had been crushed by the Meghavahanas during 

the rule of Kharavela retaliated their defeat by putting an 

end to the Meghavahana rule over Kalinga, But their sway 

over Kalinga continued for hardly more than two generations 

and an Indo-Scythian tribe commonly known as Murundas 

took possession of Kalinga and ruled over an extensive terri¬ 

tory from Chota Nagapur to Ganjam. The Murunda rule was 

violently intercepted about 300 A. D. after which Kalinga 

plunged into a state of political chaos giving rise to centri¬ 

fugal forces which brought division and disunity. The weak 

and divided Kalinga naturally provoked Magadha and Samu- 

dragupta who marched upto South Kosala, Korala and 

Mahakantara; lost no time in coming over to the Eastern 

coast to reduce the petty principalities in Kalinga. But as 

pointed out above, the storm of Gupta invasion brought 

about a levelling effect and after its retreat Kalinga emerged 

with new life and vigour to play an important role in 

history. 
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Religious condition. 

But inspite of the political instability the period 

witnessed considerable progress in religious and cultural 

activities. During the rule of Kharavela Jainism developed 

in a great scale, but with the decline of the Meghavahana 

power this religion received a set-back and Buddhism once 

again stepped into prominence. The most important event in 

the history of Buddhism is the rise of MahSyana about the 

first century A. D. and to the process of this development 

Orissa seems to have made remarkable contribution. The 

Mahayanic trend of Buddhism may be traced since the days 

of Asoka and attempts were made by the Buddhists not 

only to make the Sakyamuni as the presiding Buddha of the 

Universe, but also to bring the abstruse ideologies of Buddhism 

to the level of consciousness of common men. Among 

different schools into which Buddhism was divided, the 

protagonists of two principal schools, namely Mahasamghika 

and Sarvastivada vied with one another in their missionary 

activities and made Buddhism a great popular appeal. The 

followers of the Sarvastivada school successfully preached the 

doctrine of Paramita according to which the common man 

might attain Buddhahood by performing some perfec¬ 

tionary virtues. The idea of Paramitas changed the 

outlook of Buddhism and led to the growth of a vast literature 

named Prajnaparamita. In the history of Buddhism the 

period from Asoka upto the composition of the Prajnaparamita 

works, is commonly known as the period of Semi-Mahayana. 

Full-fledged Mahayanic system may be said to have come 

into being with the production of the Prajnaparamita literature 
which represented the theistic conception of Buddha and 

enunciated the philosophy of Dharmasunyatd or Tathatd to 

bolster up the popular appeal of Buddhism.1 Researches 

'' 5lld'taJe n d‘8C,USsion about oti8in °f MahflySna Buddhism see 
Buddhism in Orissa Ch. V. pp. 58-78. 
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made in the field of Prajnaparamita literature have revealed 

that the Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita is the earliest work of 

this class1, and this work as known from Tibetan tradition 

was composed in Orissa. About the composition of the 

Astasahasrika Lama Taranath remarks as follows :2 

“Shortly after the time of king Mahapadma there 

lived in the land of Odivisa king Chandragupta to whose 

house the venerable Manjusri came jn the guise of a Bhiksu 

and delivered the different Mahayana teachings and even left 

behind a book. The Sautrantikas maintain that it was the 

Prajnaparamita of eight thousand slokas but the Tantra school 

maintains that it was the Tattvasamghraha. Whatever may be 

the case, I think; without wishing to contradict anything, that 

the first view is proper. This is the beginning of the 

appearance of Mahayana among men after the passing away 

of the Teacher.” This has further been corroborated by the 

author of the Pag-Sam-Jon-^ang3 who also declares that 

1. N. Dutt—Aspects of Mahayan Buddhism etc. pp. 328 f. The antiquity 

of the Aqtasahasrikz may be proved from the following facts. 

(a) This was the earliest PrajnaplramiU work to be translated into 

Chinese. 

(b) The philosopher NagSrjuna (2nd century A.D.) wrote the 

commentary on this work. 

(c) It speaks of BupakJya and DharmakSya only and not of 

Sarribhogakaya, found in later MahSySnic works. 

(d) It does not appear to have known the Bhuvni conception of 

Mah§y§na. 

(e) Other Prajna paramita works particularly the Scitasahasrikii utilise 

topics discussed in the Asfa, 

2. Tarcinclth p. 58; I.H.Q. VII p. 252* 

3. Pclg.Sam-Jon-Zftng, p, 82. 
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MahaySna had its beginning in Odivisa shortly after 

Mahapadmananda. The chronology of kings presented by 

Taranath and Pag-Sam-Jon-^ang need not, however, be taken 

too seriously. The important fact revealed by these autho¬ 

rities, is that the Astasahasrika was composed in Orissa leading 

to the full-fledged development of Mahayana Buddhism. 

The date of its composition is, however, difficult to be 

determined. But as this work was translated into Chinese 

by Lokaraksa about 148 A. D.1 and the philosopher Nagar- 

juna wrote a commentary on it in the 2nd century A D. its 

composition may be assigned to the first century A. D. This 

was the period when actual Mahayana had its beginning in 

Orissa. 

The second century A. D. witnessed the develop¬ 

ment of doctrines and philosophy in the fold of Mahayana 

Buddhism. Nagarjuna2 the expounder of the Madhyamika 

philosophy flourished sometime during this period and his 

monastery was located according to Yuan-Chwang at 

Po-lo-mo-lo-ki-li3 or Parimalagiri identified with modern 

Gandhagiri ( Gandhamardan hills ) on the borders of 

Sambalpur and Bolangir districts.4 Nagarjuna was patronised 

by king Satakarni (She-yen-te-ke5) indentified with Gautaml- 

putra Satakarni who flourished in the first quarter of the 

2nd century A. D. Satakarni constructed for Nagarjuna on 

the Po-lo-mo-lo-ki-li a magnificent vihdra having cloisters 

and lofty halls. These halls were arranged in five tiers 

1. Nawjio, Catalogue, p. 3. 

2. For the activities of NggSrjuna see Buddhism in Orissa pp. 95-102. 

3. Watters, II p. 201. 

4. For this identification see Buddhism in Orissa pp. 99-100. 

5. Takakusu, I-Jsing, p. 159. 
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each with four courts with temples containing life-size gold 

images of Buddha,1 The monastery was widely famous as 

a seat of Madhyamika philosophy and large number of 

scholars were studying this system of thought under the 

famous philosopher Nagarjuna. It was to this monastery 

that Aryadeva2 came all the way from Sirhhapura of Kalinga 

to make researches on Madhyamika philosophy. Nagarjuna 

was not only a famous dialectician but also a prolific writer 

and a number of dialectical and philosophical works have 

been attributed to his authorship.3 His disciple Aryadeva 

also made profound contribution to the Madhyamika thoughts 

and the ChatuMataka4 written by him is considered to be an 

important work of this school of philosophy. Side by side 

with the development of the Madhyamika system, Mahayana 

Buddhism gave rise to an idealist school of philosophy 

called Yogachdra or Vijnanavada. The expounder of this 

philosophy is believed to be Maitreyanatha who flourished 

in the 3rd century A. D, and after him this school of thought 

made rapid progress with two great philosophers named 

Asanga and Vasuvandhu who lived sometime during the 

1. WatterS‘op. cit. 

2. For Aryadeva and his place of origin see ‘Buddhism in Orissa pp. 

102-106. 

3. Only twenty four out of his many works have come down to us. 

I.A XVI p. 169. According to watters II p. 204, only twenty of his 

works are known at present. Vide Nafljios Catalogue, No. 1169, 

1180, 1186, 1246, 1251, etc. See also S.C. Vidyabhusan, History of 

Indian Logic (Calcutta University). 

4 Tne text is preserved in Chinese; fragments of the Sanskrit original 

’ was discovered and edited by H. P. Sastri in Memoirs of A.S.B. III, 

No. 8 pp. 449 514. Vidhusekhar Bhattacharya has re-constructed it 

with copious extracts from the commentary of Chandrakiritti- 

VisvabMrati Studies. No. 2 
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4th century A. D.1 Orissa is also known to have made 

considerable headway in this branch of philosophy as 

early as the 3rd century A. D. The Gandavyuha1 reveals 

that a monastery located on the summit of the hill called 

Surabhagiri3 in Tosala was a famous centre of tne Togachdra 

system and many scholars were studying this philosophy 

under a monk named SarvagamI who lived about the third 

century A. D. Surabhagiri has been indentified with the 

modern Dhaullgiri bearing a set of rock edicts of Aioka. 

Among popular centres of Buddhism that developed 

during this time in different parts of Orissa mention may be 

made of Hirumu, modern Hiramandala on the NagSvall 

river, Papila, modern Papilia near Sitavinjhi in Keonjhar 

district and Puphagiri or Puspagiri which is yet to be 

satisfactorily identified. One of the inscriptions4 of .the 

Nagarjuni Konda dated in the 14th regnal year of king 

Madhariputa (Matharlputra) Srlvirapurisadata (3rd century 

A. D.) records the religious endowments of Upasika BodhisrI 

an it is known from this inscription that BodhisrI 

edicated among other endowments three apavdrakas near the 

a‘ Hl.rUmU’S£Ven “Pa™rakas at Papils and a Ula mandapa 

at Puphagiri. Hirumu or HirSmandala appears to be a 

vr riant of Iramandala (the Tamil Ilamandalam) which is 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

According to Prof Ui the dates of these scholars are as'follows: — 

Maitreyanmha, Asoflgo's teacher 270-350 A.D., Aaafiga 310-390 A D. 

nsuvandhu 320-400 A.D. vide Indian Studies in honour op Charles 
Rockwell Lanman, 1929, p. 102. 

R. L Mitra, The Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal p. 90 

R Luu^T0!13 Was translated int° CHnese under direction ol 
Buddhabhadra between A.D. 398-421, under the direction of Sik,S- 

nanda between 695-699 A.D. and by Prajfla between 796-98 A D. ' 
oee Lh. II. 

Es I. XX. pp. 21 f. 
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another name of Ceylon.1 It may be pointed out that a 

monastery called Sihala vihara (Ceylon monastery) was located 

by that time in the Krsna-Godavarl doab and it was in this 

monastery that Upasika Bodhi£ri constructed a temple 

enshrining the Bodhi tree. It appears that the Ceylonese 

Buddhism which made a rapid rise in 3rd century A. D. 

extended its influence over the main land of India and it 

was through its medium that Ceylon attempted to pay back 

her spiritual debt to India. The Sihalavihara in Vengi, the 

Stupa at Hirumu vHiramandala) in Kalinga and the 

Mahabodhi SamghdrUma at Bodhagaya in Magadha represented 

the spiritual and cultural contribution of Ceylon to India 

during the 3rd-4th century A. D. 

Papila, where Bodhi£ri caused to contruct seven 

apavarakas (shelters), has already been identified with Papilia 

of Keonjhar district. Close to this village there are seven 

rock-cut caves which are very likely the seven apavarakas of 

BodhisrI. These rock shelters are locally known as 

Khantaghara. Puphagiri or Puspagiri where BodhisrI 

dedicated a Sailamandapa is, without doubt; the same as 

peu-sie-po-ki-li of Yuan chwang who visited the place in the 

7th century A. D. This was a centre of popular Buddhism as 

early as the 3rd century A. D. and continued to be one of 

the most famous Buddhist establishments of India till the 

7th century A. D. 

Thus, Buddhism in both its popular and philosophi¬ 

cal aspects developed in Kalinga during the period under 

review. 

It has been pointed out above that Jainism had 

a set-back in Kalinga with the decline of the Mahamegha- 

1. Buddhism, in Orissa, p. 46. 
E. /. XIV. p. 36!. 
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vahanas in the first century A. D. This religion revived 

to a considerable extent during the "period when Kalinga was 

under the Murundas. The medieval Jain works have 

made frequent references to the Murunda kings who were 

patrons of Jainism. According to Altekar1 Maharaja 

Dharmadamadhara who ruled over parts of Bihar and 

Orissa and circulated gold coins “may well have been a 

Jain and belonged to the Murunda family.” King Guhasiva 

who has been taken to be the last Murunda king of Kalinga, 

was at first a Jain king and later on was converted to 

Buddhism by the influence of his Buddhist Minister. The 

DathavamSa speaks in derogatory terms about the Jains of 

Kalinga and reveals its strong intolerance against that 

religion. It states that Guhasiva was worshipping the 

Niganthas (Jains) “who were cunning, enveloped in the 

darkness of ignorance, hankering after gain and fame and 

ignorant of the welfare of their own and of others”.2 Such 

inveciiveof the Buddhist chronicle indicates that there was 

bitter rivalry between Buddhism and Jainism at that time. 

During this period the Acharyas of Jainism seem 

to have remained satisfied with delivering discourses to 

those who were interested in that religion and there was 

probably no organised missionary activities among the 

propagators. The Angas and the Piirvas restored at the 

council of Patallputra about 300 B. C. bagan to be 

forgotten and so attempts were made in the 4th century 

A. D. to reorganise Jainism and to revive its scriptures, 

ut unfortunately the 6vetSmbaras and the Digambaras had 

already developed into rival sects and the attempts ofreorga- 

1. Ancient India, no. 5 pp. 100-iOl. 

PdtMdhatuvamia, Canto ii, Verse 73. 
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nisation during this period were probably made mostly by 

the &vetarhbara school. In the year 840 of the Vlra era the 

&v.etambaras convoked two councils, one at Mathura and the 

other at Valabhi presided over by Skandila and Nagarj una 

(a Jain saint) respectively1 2. These two councils determined 

the correct texts of jainism which were later on confirmed 

and put to writing by the second Valabhi council held in the 

year 980 of the Vira era. 

Very little is, however, known about the progress of 

other religions like Vaisnavism and £aivism inKalinga during 

this period. The Bhadrak Stone Inscription2 of the time of 

Maharaja Gana (about the second half of the 3rd centurv 

A. D.) revea’s that in the 8th regnal year of that king one 

pious man named Mulajapa installed 3 Deva images and 

donated 80 Adhabapas of land which was received by 

Mahakulapati Arya Agnisarman. The installation of 3 Deva 

images indicates the popularity of a religion other than 

Buddhism and Jainism. The word fDeva’ is used in early 

Indian literature as synonyms of both £iva and Visnu and 

hence; it is difficult to say whether the Bhadrak Inscription 

refers to the worship of Vaisnavite or Saivite gods. If 

Damaneswar $iva referred to in the Peddadugam Copper Plates3 

is taken to have been installed by king Daman one of the 

adversaries of Samudragupta in Kalinga, it may be said that 

&aivism had already got a foothold in the territory by the 

middle of the 4th century A. D. Both Vaisnavism and 

^aivism flourished with remarkable popularity under the 

rule of the Matharas and the early Gangas respectively 

during the post-Samudragupta period and it may be said 

1. Tke accounts of these councils are known from the Nandichurni of 

JinadSsa (578 A.D.) and Yogasastravrtti of Hemachandra (1140 A. D,) 

2. E.I.XX\Xpp. 169 f. 

3. E. I. XXXI pp. 69-93. 

J.A.H.B.S. XXf pp. 159 f, 
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that both these religions had their beginning in Kalinga 

during the period under review. 

The cult of Naga worship had, however, earned 

more popularity than either Vaisnavism or 3aivism. Images of 

Nagas and Nagis in anthropomorphic forms have been 

discovered in the suburbs of Bhubaneswar and some of these 

have been attributed to 2nd—3rd century A. D. when the 

Murundas were ruling over this region. Special mention may 

be made of the image of the Nagaraja, flanked by the images 

of two queen consorts, which are together being worshipped 

as village deities at Sundarpada about two miles South of 

Bhubaneswar1, and two other Naga images discoverd in the 

same area and now preserved in the Orissa State Museum, 

These images have been represented as human beings with 

coils of serpents attached to the back and a canopy of five 

hoods over the heads. The Sundarpada specimens are 

comparatively in good condition and they exhibit dress and 

style similar to the Naga images of the Kusan period found 

in the neighbourhood of Mathura. One of the images found 

in the village Chhargaon, five miles South of Mathura, is 

dated in the year 40 (Saka era) and is said to have been 

installed near a pond during the reign of Haviska (105 A. D.- 

138 A. D,). About the specimens discovered around 

Mathura, Vogel2 remarks “In most of the Naga images 

from Mathura it is quite clear that the hood is not conceived 

as an excrescence springing from the back of the human 

frame. It forms a part of a complete serpent whose coils 

are plainly visible both at the front and the back of the. 

sculpture”. The influence of the Mathura school seems to 

have spread over different parts of India as Naga images of 

this description are found not only at Sundarpada near 

1. For a discussion about the images see OHRJ. Ill pp. I f. 

2. Indian Serpent Lore, pp. 42*43, 
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Bhubaneswar in Eastern India but also at Parijetpur1 in 

Boroda district in Western India. The images at Chhargaon, 

Sunderpada and Jetpur have almost the same monographic 

characteristic and plastic technique, and taking the Chhargaon 

specimen as the earliest representation of the three, it may be 

said that its influence spread over Eastern and Western India 

in course of the second half of the second century A. D. 

Social conditions. 

Owing to paucity of reliable evidences it is difficult 

to get a correct picture of the social life of the period. 

A number of dedicatory inscriptions belonging to the Kusan 

period indicate that there was joint family system in 

Indian society during that time. Endowments were made for 

the religious merit of various members of the family.2 The 

father was very likely the head of the household although 

a few inscriptions referred to Kutumbim, the mistress of the 

house. This pattern of social structure was prevalent in 

different parts of India including Kalinga during the 

rule of the Kusans. An idea of the dress and ornament 

of the people is evinced from the sculptures belong¬ 

ing to this time. The Naga figures are found clad in dhoti 

which is arranged in folds in the front and a scarf tied on the 

loins; whereas the Nagls have loose skirt and bodice. People 

of both the sexes seem to be fond of ornaments and the 

women generally wore girdle round the waiste, anklets on 

the feet, necklaces round the neck and bracelets 

round the wrists. Ear-rings were commonly used both by 

men and women. Varieties of ear ornaments mostly of 

terracotta belonging to this period have been found at 

1. I.H.C. Proceedings of the 19th sessionf Agra, 1956, p. 163, 

2. The Joint family consisted of father, mother, grandfather (Pitdmaka), 

grandmother tPida-mahika-PitSmaha) son and daughter-in-law 

CE.I. II, p. 207). 
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Sisupalgarh.1 2 It is believed that the terracotta earrings 

had a thin metal plating and they were made from 

piece-moulds of very fine edges the seam being not easily 

distinguishable. The ear ornaments included the motifs of 

concentrjc circles, raised bands; conventionalised floral 

patterns and spiral incisions. These types of ear ornaments 

are found at Amaravatl, Saranath and Mathura and 

some of the ear studs, used probably by male folk, have 

similarity with those found at Harappa3. Women were having 

beautiful hair-style and the Saundarananda of AWaghosa 

indicates that they were using ointment, were painting the face 

with small sticks and were rubbing sandal paste on different 

parts of the bofy. In this work we find the lady Sundari 

handing over a mirror to her lover saying ‘Just hold this in 

front of me while I paint myself5.3 The favourite pastimes 

were playing on Vina; flute and drum, and strolling in 

gardens and groves. 

The Sisupalgarh excavation has yielded various iron 

objects which were used both as domestic implements and war 

weapons during this period. Mention may be made of nails, 

spikes^ staples, sickles, ferrules, knife blades, borers, lances, 

spearheads, tanged daggers, barbed and faceted arrow-heads 

and caltrops. It may be mentioned here that caltrops 

as weapons of war have been discovered in India for the 

fust time at Sisupalgarh. They are found in Roman military 

sites attributed to early Christian centuries and their 

occurrence here suggests cultural and military contact of 
Kalinga with the Rojnan world. 

1. A.I. no. 5 pp. 89-90. 

2. M.S. Vats, Excavations at Harappa (Delhi 1940\ 

Vol, I. p. 446 and Vol. II pl. CXXXIX. 26-28. 

3. Saundarananda, Canto iv, Verse 13. 
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Trade & Commerce. 

The period under review is remarkable for the 

commercial activities both in-land and over-seas. The trade 

routes which passed through Kalinga linked her important 

ports and towns with those of Southern and Western India, 

as well as, famous places of Northern India. Ancient 

trade routes have been traced on the basis of the finds of 

coins and other antiquarian remains. During the rule of 

Asoka Tosali and Samapa, the two seats of Maur'ya 

administration in Kalinga were linked with good roads 

and those two townships were probably connected with 

other provincial headquarters^ as well as, the imperial 

capital Pataliputra. Under Kharavela Kalinganagari 

(the present site of Sisupalgarh) seems to have been 

linked with good roads with Assaka on the Krsna in the 

South, Mathura^ Pataliputra and Rajgrha in the North; 

and Naslk region in the West, These roads continued as 

important arteries of commerce in succeeding centuries. The 

finds of the Kusan coins at Jaugada in Ganjam district, 

Manik Patna in Purl district and Dharmasala (Kayema hill) 

in Cuttack district, indicate that the trade route passed 

through these places. In between Kalinganagari and the 

Kayema hill it crossed the Mahanadi and its branches 

somewhere near the present city of Cuttack. It crossed the 

Brahman! at Dharmasala and the Vaitaran! near Jajapur. . 

After reaching Bhadrak on the Salandl it probably 

turned Westwards, to Sitabinji in Keonjhar district. 

From Sitabinji it passed towards Khiching and going in 

North-easternly direction upto Bamanghati (modern 

Rairangpur) and Bahalda it again took a Northern course 

towards Gaya and Pataliputra. The Allahabad Inscription 

further indicates that Kalinga was linked with the Jumna 

valley by a road which passed through South Kosala 

MahsksntSra and KorSla. This road was probably a very 
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old one as indicated by the finds of pre-Maurya coins in 

Sonepur region. Many other over-land routes seem to have 

developed in later times, but during the period under 

discussion the high roads mentioned above were in existence 

and served the growing needs of communication and 

commerce.1 

The famous sea-ports through which Kalinga was 

carrying on her over-seas trade were Tamralipti, Palura and 

Pithunda. These ports were linked with the main 

high-roads mentioned above. The port of Tamralipti 

situated at the apex of the Indian Ocean mantained brisk 

inter-course both cultural and commercial; with Burma, 

Ceylon and the islands of the Far East. During the Maurya 

period it served as the port of embarkation for traders and 

others from Northern India, as well as, Kalinga. It has been 

pointed out above that Sanghamitta, the daughter of Asoka, 

sailed from this port with eight families of Kalinga as her 

retinue in her mission to Ceylon. The Dathavaihsa further 

indicates that Hemamala, the daughter of king Guhasiva, 

of Kalinga accompanied by her husband Danta- 

kumara went to Ceylon with the Tooth relic of Buddha 

thiough the port of Tamralipti. This port finds prominent 

mention in ancient Indian, Ceylonese, Chinese and 

Graeco-Roman accounts and the antiquities recovered from 
Tamluk, the site of ancient Tamralipti indicate its impor¬ 

tance as an international port in ancient times. A gold coin 

bearing Graeco-Roman motif together with pottery fragments 

ant terracotta figurines of Roman origin have been discovered 

Rom Tamluk." An important find of gold coins of the 

Roman emperors Constantine, Gordian, etc., in beautiful 

'■ For ancient roadsof Kaluga, See I.H.C. Proceedings of the 18th 

session, Calcutta, 1955, pp. 44-51. 

2. I H.C, Proceedings cl the 19th session, Agra, 1956 pp 89-95 
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preservation were found from Bamanghati1 in Mayurbhanj 

district which was linked with Tamralipti by road. At 

Tilda situated between Tamluk and Bamanghati was 

discovered a terracotta Greek tablet containing the thanks¬ 

giving of an unknown greek sailor to the East-wind. 

The poet Dandin in his Dafakumaracharita has referred to the 

coming of the Greeks to the port of Tamralipti. Thus it 

appears that there was intimate trade relation between the 

port of Tamralipti and the Graeco-Roman world during the 

early Christian centuries when Kalinga played an important 

role in the sphere of overseas trade. Polura which is 

mentioned as Palaura by Ptolemy has already been identified 

with Dantapura or Dandagula on the basis of geography and 

philology.2 It was an important emporium in Kalinga 

situated probably near the mouth of the river Rsikulya very 

?. See Sewell’s list of Roman coins in the J.R.A.S. of Great Britain 

and Ireland, 1904. pp. 619 f. Mr. Beglar further reports about the gold 

coins of BamanghSti as follows : — 

"Some years ago a great find of gold coins containing among others, 

several of the Roman emperors, Constantine, Gordian etc, in most 

beautiful preservation, was found near Bamanghati. Mrs. Hayes, the 

Deputy Commissioner’s wife at Singbhum, possesses several very fine 

ones indeed, made into a bracelet, but in such manner as to leave the 

coins absolutely uninjured. I tried in vain to procure some, but failed, 

except the choice ones (choice as to excellence of preservation) picked 

out and secured by the Deputy Commissioner, the rest got dispersed, 

and it is now hopeless to try and find out where they are, if they in¬ 

deed exist at all and have not been melted. The finding of these 

coins at Bamanghati shows that it lay on some great line of road from 

the seaport Tamluk to the interior, for it is more probable that they 

came in via Tamluk than overland from the Roman empire. 

(Cunningham, Report of the Archaeological Survey of India for Ifc74- 

75 and 1875-76, Vol. XIII, pp. 72-73 .) 

2. See Ch. II. 
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close to the modern port of GaHjam.1 Ptolemy selected this 

site as one of the bases for the preparation of his map and 
I 

according to Gerini2 the epheterion or point of departure for 

ships bound for Khryse (Suvarnabhumi) was located near 

about it—very likely at Gopalpur just a little below the 

mouth of the Ganjarh. 

The port of Plthunda (Pitundra of Ptolemy) has 

also been already located near Chicacole and Kalingapatnam 

probably at the mouth of the river Nagavall (Langulia).3 

Both Periplus and the Geographike of Ptolemy suggest that the 

ships in the Eastern coast were to visit the naval stations of 

Calchi, Camara,, Poduchu, Sapatma^ Kontakossyla, Pitundra^ 

Palaura, Gange and Tamalites from the South in order of 

enumeration4. Out of these ports, Pitundra (Plthunda^ Palaura 

(Palura) Gange (unidentified) and Tamalites (Tamralipti) 

were the ports through which Kalinga had cultural and com¬ 

mercial inter-course with the outside world during the early 
Christian centuries. 

Among important industries that developed in 

Kalinga by that time, mention may be made of pearl 

fisheries referred by Periplus to have been operated in the 

lower Ganges,5 diamond mining mentioned by Ptolemy6 to 

1. See Buddhism in Orissa p. 45. 

2. Researches on Ptolemy's Geography p, 743. 

3. See Ch. II. 

4. 

is 

D. 
6. 

A comprehensive History of India II p. 438. 

Uenti^V'1^'^ W,'h m°dem K°lkei °r Korkei and ^mara 

nearptll 7?a,ta,na'i'',P0dUCChU ‘S *** Iik^ Arikanredu 
ich.ry and Kar.takossylai s the same as Ghanjagils. 

-Tenplus, p 63. 

Ptolemy. VII, I. I7; 65, 71, 76, 80. 
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have been worked out near the town of Kasa^ at the mouth 

of the river Adamas (the modern lb river which meets 

the MahanadI at Hirakud) in the territory of the Sabarai 

(identified with Sambalpur i} and cotton weaving appreciated as 

early as the days of Kautlya.1 * * * These and many other industri¬ 

es seem to have flourished owing to brisk trade with other 

countries particularly with Rome. The Periplus has given a 

long list of commodities which were in great demand by 

the Greeks and the Romans. The Yavanas were mainly 

carrying on trade in pepper, so much so that it was 

called cTavana priya5 in Indian literature. Besides this, 

spices like cinnamon, malabathrum (cinnamon leaf) were 

in great demand. Medicinal herbs and spikenard s formed 

important articles of export. The Romans were fond of 

indigo and lycium for colouring, as well as, for medicine, 

while some varieties of gum and resin were required by 

them for making varnish and medicines. Many of these 

articles were produced in South India and Kalinga seems 

to have supplied these in considerable quantities. Among 

articles of import, mention may be made of wines both 

Itahan and Laodicaean, storrx, aromatic, medicine, glass 

vessels^ gold and silver articles and female slaves. 

Trade with outside world made Kalinga economi¬ 

cally prosperous and her social life became active and 

vigorous. Thus during the period under review Kalinga 

witnessed a high standard of cultural advancement inspite 

of political disunity and chaos. 

1. Arthasastra II (p. 81) 
The Periplus (Schoff, pp. 51, 62) refers to large stores of cotton goods, 

varieties of muslins and mallow coloured cottons in the markets o 

Tagara and Paijhan where they were carried by boats, carts or pack 

bullocks from Maisolos. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

MATHARA RULE IN KALINGA 

During the early Christian centuries two important 

families named Mathara and Vasistha were flourishing in the 

Kalinga region. They were enjoying high political and social 

status and had matrimonial relations with powerful ruling 

families and dignitaries of Kosala and South India. The 

Gunji Rock Inscription1 (cir. 1st century A. D.) refers to a 

high official of Soutn Kosala, Amatya-Dandanayaka-Bala- 

dhikrta Prosthadatta, who was the son of a lady of the 

Vasistha family. A Karle Cave Inscription2 ascribed to cir. 

137 A. D, reveals that the mother of the Satavahana king 

Pulamavi belonged to the Vasistha family and was known as 

Vasisthi, while the same inscription also declares that the mother 

of Maharathi Somadeva, a feudatory of the king Pulamavi, 
belonged to the same family and was called Vasisthi. Another 

inscription at Kanheri3 which records the gift of a cave 

in the seventh regnal year of Swami £akasena (cir, middle of 

the 2nd century A. D.j, states that the mother of the king be¬ 

longed to the Mathara family and was known as Matharl. 

The Nagarjunikonda Inscription4 inscribed in the 6th year of 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

E. I. XXVII pp. 48 f. 

E. I. VII pp. 61 f. Luders, List No. 100. 

Ludera, Ltsf No. 1001. For identification and date of Sakasena, 

Proceedings Indian History Congress, 20th session, 1957, pp. 65 f. 

E. I. XX. pp. 16, 19 f. 

see 
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Vira Purisadata records that the rulers ef Iksvaku dynasty 

were marrying the daughters of both Vasistha and Mathara 

families. The mother of &rl Santamula, the founder of the 

Iksvaku dynasty in the Deccan belonged to the Vasistha 

family, whereas, the wife of the same king hailed from the 

Mathara family and Vira Purisadata, the son of Sri Santa¬ 

mula took pride in declaring his father as Vasisthlputra and 

himself as Mathariputra. It may also be pointed out that 

sometime the Mathara and Vas'stha families had matrimonial 
• • • 

relations between themselves and the Ragolu Plates1 2 of the 

Mathara king &aktivarman reveals that his mother belonged 

to the Vasistha family. Thus, the two families had consider¬ 

able influence and power in the Deccan during the early 

Christian centuries. By the middle of the 4th century A. D. 

the Matharas succeeded in attaining the status of a ruling 

power in Kalinga and ruled over that territory for about a 

century and a half after which the Vasisthas are known to 

have supplanted them sometime early in the 6th century 

A. D. 

The history of the rule of the Matharas and the 

Vasisthas in Kalinga has not been systematically studied 

although a large number of copperplate records issued by the 

kings of these dynasties have come to light. The chronologi¬ 

cal position of these families has given rise to much confusion 

and while D. C. Sircar9 declares that there were three sepa¬ 

rate dynasties namely, the Pitrbhaktas, Matharas and the 
Vasisthas; S. N. Raj guru3 * is of opinion that they are of one 

dynasty only i. e. the Matharas. It is, however, true that 

1. E, I. XII P. 1-3. 
2, A New history of the Indian people Vol. IV. The Gupta- VHkataka Ag«. 

pp. 79-80. 

3 , Inscriptions of Orissa, Vol. I Part li pp. 63*69 
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many of these kings like Vi&khSvarman, Umavarman, 

Chandavarman and Nanda Prabhanjanavarman, have not 

disclosed the name of the dynasty to which they belonged, 

but kings like Ananta Saktivarman and Saktivarman de¬ 

clare themselves as the ornaments of the ‘Mathara-kula7 while 

Maharaja Anantavarman calls himself as the moon of the 

Vasistha family (VcHstha hula). This clearly indicates that 

the Matharas and the Vasisthas were two distinct families of • • • 
Kalinga. S, N. Rajguru is inclined to identify these two 

families as one on the basis of the Ragolu Plates of Saktivar¬ 

man who calls himself as VaHsJhiputra and also as the orna¬ 

ment of the Mathara kula. This indicates that the mother of 

the king belonged to the Vasistha family and that there was 

matrimonial relations between the Vasisthas and the Matha- 
• • • 

ras and as such, there is no reason to identify these two fami¬ 

lies as one on the basis of these plates. The word ‘Pitrbhakt a* 

cannot be a dynastic name and it may be pointed out that 

various dynasties of the Deccan who ruled almost contempor¬ 

aneous with the Matharas called themselves either as Bappa- 

bhattaraka Padabhakta or as Bappapadabhakta which is the same 

as PitTpadabhakta* Almost each of the Salankayana kings 

bears this epithet and B. V. Krishnarao1 is of opinion that 

they borrowed the epithet from their southern neighbours, 

the Pallavas. The legend on the seals of the Bobbili2 3 and 

homarti2 Plates of Maharaja C handavarman, which may be 

read as ‘Pitrbhakta’ led some scholars to believe it to be a 

dynastic name. But this opinion cannot be tenable in view of 

the fact that Ananta Saktivarman who like Chandavarman 

calls himself as Bappabhattaraka Pada bhakta belonged to 

Matharakula. Thus, there were two distinct royal families 

1. Early Dynasties of Andhradesa, (1942) p. 350. 

2. E. I. XXVI1 pp. 33-36. 

3. E. /. Vol. IV pp. 142-45. 
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named Mathara and VaSUtha in ancient Kalffiga and the 
epithet ‘Pitrbhakta’ borne by some of these kings' had no 
dynastic significance. 

^ ^ie chronology of these early group of kings in 

Kalinga presents some difficulties. According to D.C. Sircar1 2 3 

Chapdavarman of the so-called Pitrbhakta family was the 

earliest among these kings, while according to B. V. Krishna 

rao? Saktivarman who issued his Ragolu Grant from Pistapura 

was the earliest. These two views do not appear to be correct 

as both Saktivarman and Chandavarman have been 

represented in their respective charters as kings of Kalinga 

with their powers fully consolidated, whereas there are kings 

like Visakhavarman and Umavarman who are yet to 

acquire authority over the territory of Kalinga. The impor¬ 

tant fact in this connection is that Umavarman who is not 

represented as a king of Kalinga in the earlier charters issued 

in his 6th and 9th regnal years, assumes; the title of 

4KalingadhipatV (L:>rd of Kalinga) in the Vrhatprostha Grant4 

issued in his 30th regnal year. This clearly indicates that 

among these early kings Umavarman was the first to acquire 

suzerainty over Kalinga; and other kings who declared 

themselves as lords of Kalinga must necessarily be considered 

posterior to him. In this consideration; neither Saktivarman 

nor Chandavarman may be represented as the earliest 

king among this group. It may further be pointed 

out that the Vrhatprostha Grant of Umavarman has 

1. Kings like Nanda Prabhafijanavarman and Anantavarman of the 

Va$i?tha family bear the epithect Mata pitrpadanuahyata— devoted to 

the feet of mother and father. 

2. A New History of the Indian people, Qupta Vakataka Age. p, 77. 

3. Early Dynasties of Andhradesa p. 385. 

4. E. I. XII PP. 4-6. 
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been composed by Matrvara., the son of Defaksapataladhikrta1 

Haridatta, while the Bobbili Grant of Chandavarman is 
composed by Rudradatta, the son of Defaksapataladhikrta 

Matrvara. Thus, Umavarman undoubtedly precedes 
Chandavarman and as the Andhavaram Grant2 of Ananta Sakti 
varman is composed by Matrvara, this king also ruled 

without doubt, before Chandavarman whose Bobbili Grant was 
composed by Matrvara’s son Rudradatta. The same 
Matrvara who has composed the Vrhatprostha Grant of Uma¬ 
varman appears as the composer of the Andhavaram Grant 

issued in the 14th regnal year of Ananta Saktivarman where 

he has been designated as Desaksapataladkikrta Dandanayaka. 

The continuation of Matrvara as scribe both under Uma 
varman and Ananta Saktivarman has naturally led some 
scholars to believe that Ananta .Saktivarman was a direct 
successor of Umavarman. But this does not hold ground 
because king Ananta Saktivarman in his Andhavaram Grant 

clearly indicates that he was the son of one Saktibhattaraka 
who can be no other than Saktivarman, the issuer of the 
Ragolu Grant. This grant of Saktivarman has been composed 
by Amatya Arjundatta and probably the same Arjunadatta 
composed the Sakunaka Grant3 in the 28th regnal year of king 
Ananta Saktiva man when he was holding the post of 
Talavara. The disappearance of Matrvara as scribe in 

the Ragolu Grant of Saktivarman and his reappearance 
as the scribe and a general in the Andhavaram Grant of 
Ananta Saktivarman need not create confus on. Both 

1. 

Z 

Sri S. N. Rajguru thmks that in the V, hatprotfha Grant the designation 

De Sk$apafal5dhikjta is for Mstyvara and not for his father 

Haridatta—Inscription!) of Orissa Voh 1 Pa»| jj P( 

XXVili PB* !7$<79f 
X /, XXVlll pp, J&35, 
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Matrvara and Arjunadatta very likely belonged to the same 

family and the plates issued during this period were composed 

either by the one or the other. Mstrvara being employed 

as a general of the army was not always available at the 

headquarters and hence in his absence Arjunadatta who was 

sometimes a minister and sometimes a high executive officer 

composed a few charters like the Ragolu and the Sakunaka 

Grants. 

After Ananta Saktivarman may be placed Chandavar- 

man the issuer of the Bobbili and theKomarti Grants. His Bobbili 

Grant was composed by Rudradatta who is known to have 

served under Umavarman and Ananta Saktivarman. 

In consideration of the fact that the father served under 

Ananta Saktivarman and the son under Chandavarman, 

it may be said that Chandavarman was the successor of 

Ananta Saktivarman. 

The Ningondi Grant1 of king Prabhanjanavarman 

presents very important accounts regarding the genealogy 

of the Mathara family of Kalinga. According to this 

grant MahSraja Prabhanjanavarman was the son of 

Saktivarman and the grandson of Sankaravarman. D. C. 

Sircar2 is inclined to identify Saktivarman of the Ningondi 

Grant with Saktivarman of the Ragolu Grant and this identi¬ 

fication appears quite plausible because in both the grants 

Saktivarman has been represented as a very powerful king 

ruling over an extensive territory. The Ningondi Grant 

reveals that his territory extended from the MahanadI to the 

river Krsna and according to the Ragolu Grant his capital was 

at Pistapura which was more centrally located than Simha- 

puraVn consideration of his far-flung empire. Saktivarman 

i. /.. xxx pp.* nm 
l IMi 
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of the Ragolu and the Ningondi Grant and 3aktibhattaraka of the 

Andhavaram Grant are quite reasonably the same king. In 

this consideration both Ananta Saktivarman and Prabhanjana 

varman of the Ragolu and the Nvigondi Grants respectively are 

taken to be the two sons of Saktivarman. It has already been 

pointed out that king C handavarman of the Bobbili and the 

Komarti Grants ruled after king Ananta Saktivarman. The 

Mngondi Grant of Prabhanjanavarman has close resemblance 

with the Bobbili and the Komarti Giants of Chandavarman in 

style, language and palaeography and therefore, there is 

cogent reason to place the rule of Prabhanjanavarmin after 
that of Chandavarman. 

Nothing much, however, is known about Sankaravarman, 

the father of Saktivarman and the grand-father of Ananta- 

Saktivarman, and the Kigondi Grant does not help us to pro¬ 

perl v place him in the chronological sequence of the Mathara 

kings. He may, however, be tentatively taken after 'king 

Visakhavarman and Umavarman with whom he was, to a!! 
likelihood very closely related. 

Maharaja Nanda Prabhanjanavarman the issuer of 
the Baranga and Ckicacolea Grants is the last of the Mathara 

ne of kings so far known to us. Like Maharaja Prabhanjana 

varman, he assumes the title of ‘the Lord of Sakala KaliW 

ut he appears to have lost Simhapura, the ancestral capital 

and the Baranga Grant issued in his 15th regnal year reveals 

1 ifc n he,adquarters was at Vardhamana which was the same 
as the headquarters of Umavarman in his 9th 
before he was the lord of Kalihga. Evidently 

over which Nanda Prabhanjanavarman ruled’ 

1. O. H. R. J, Vol. VI pp. 1093. 

2. I, A. XIII pp. 48-50, 

60 

regnal year 

the territory 

was not as 
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extensive as that of Prabhanjanavarman and so Nanda Pra- 

bhanjanavarman may be assigned to the declining period of 

the Mrtthara power in Kalinga. He may be said to have suc¬ 

ceeded Maharaja Prabhanjanavarman with whom he was 

very closely related. 

In the light of the above discussion the geneology of 

the Mathara kings of Kalinga may be presented as follows. 

1, ViSakhavarman 

I 
2. Umavarman, | 

I 

5. Ananta &aktivarman. 

I 
I 

6. Chandavarman. 

3. &ankaravarman. 

1 , 
4. Saktivarman 

7% Prabhanjanavarman. 

i 
i 

8. Nanda Prabhanjana- 

varman. 

Visakhavarman :—(cir. 350-360 A. D.). 

The earliest known king of the Mathara family is Sri 
Maharaja Visakhavarman who ruled over a small principality 

from hi* headquarters at Srlpura where from he issued his 

Korosartda Copper plate Grant} B. V. Krishnarao3 is of opinion 

that king Visakhavarman i* the last known king of the 

Matharas a* he does not assume the title of ‘ Kalingadhipau’ 

and he is inclined to believe that he (Visakhavarman) chang¬ 

ed his headquarters from Vijaya Simhapura to Snpura. 

1. J.BOR.S. XIV, p. 282 also E. I. XXI pp. 23-25. 
2. Early Dynasties of Andhradesa pp. 394-95, 
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G. Ramadas3 identifies Tripura with the modern village 3m- 
puram in the Visakhapatnam district (now Srlkakulam dt.). 
If the opinions of Kriihnarao and G. Ramadas be taken into 
consideration, the headquarters of ViSakhavarman would be 
placed in the heart of Kalinga and in that case the omission of 
the title ‘Kalmgadhipatih’ by this king cannot be explained. 
S. N. Rajguru1 2 seems to be r ght in his indentification of 
Tripura of the Korosonda Grant with the modern village of 
Vatiasrlpura in Paralakimedi taluq of Ganjam district. 
This identification is all the more plausible because ‘Koraso¬ 
daka panchali* of the grant is taken to be the same as Koio- 
sonda, the find spot of the plates located only 8 miles to the 
North-east of Paralakimedi town. Vatiasripura is about a 
mile from Korosonda and so, one need not go for its identifi¬ 
cation as far as 3rlpurarh in Srlkakulam district about 60 

miles off Korosonda. 
• • 

King ViSakhavarman issued the Korosonda Copper plate 
Grant in his 7th regnal year on the 20th day of Hemanta 
donating the village Tapoyaka in Korasodaka panchali 
to five Brahmins, named VisnuSarman, 3resthisarman, 
AganiSarman, N3ga£arman and 3iva£arman, all belonging to 
A trey a gotra and hailing from a place known as Savarabhenda. 
The village Tapoyaka cannot*properly be identified, but it 
has already been pointed out that Korasoda is the same as 
the modern Korosonda in the Paralakimedi taluq of Ganjam 
district. The Chicacole Plates3 of the Ganga king Indra- 
varman III dated in the Ganga year 146 reveals that 
Korasodaka panchali was a part of the territory of Kalinga. 
But although that district was included in the kingdom of 

1. E. I, XXI pp. 23-25, 

2. Proceedings of J, H, C. 20th session (957) p. 95. 
3. /. A. XIII pp. 122-24, 
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ViSakhavarman, he did not call himself the ‘Lord of Kalinga*. 

It has been pointed out that king Umavarman who appears 

to have come after VisakhSvarman did not declares him >elf as 

the ‘Lord of Kalinga’ in his earlier charters issued in the 6th 

and 9th regnal ye »rs. But UmZvarman assumed the title of 

KaliHgadhipati by the 30th year of his rei^n although like 

ViSakhZvarman he started his career as an humble ruler of a 

a petty principality. The omission of the title ‘Kalinga- 

dhipati’ in the charter of king VKakhavarman and in early 

grants of king Umavarman need not be taken to be 

accidental or inadvertent. It indicates that the kingdom of 

these two rulers then comprised the modern Parlakimedl 

taluq which was too petty a principality to be called Kalinga. 

It may be recalled here that the Allahabad Pillar Inscription 

of Samudragupta mentions a number of small principalities 

comprising the Kalinga region by the time Samudragupta led 

his campaign towards the South. Neither kiag VisakhZvarman 

nor Umavarman finds place in the list of the South Indian 

kings presented by Harisena in the said inscriptions. This 

omission indicates that these two early Mathara kings 

flourished at a time posterior to the South Ind an campaign 

of the Gupta monarch. It may further be pointed out that 

the modern village Kothoor which represents the ancient 

Kottura of &vamidatta is hardly ten miles off VatiZSrlpura 

which is the same as Tripura, the headquarters of ViSakha- 

varman. It thus becomes clear that there was no place for 

ViSakhavarman when Svamidatta was ruling over that area 

and the former came into prominence only after the latter, 

following the retreat of Samudragupta from Kalinga about 
350 A. D. 

It is not known for certain whether the father of 

VisSkhavarman was king at all or not. It was with the 

intention of peace for his departed father’s soul that the 

Korosonda Copper plate Grant was issued by Vi&khZvarman in 

favour af five Brahmins mentioned above. The grant being 
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issued in the 7th regnal year and there being no other 

charter so far known of this king, it may be said that he 

rul d about a decade and was apparently succeeded by 

Umavarman. 

Umavarman cir. 360-395 A. D.). 

King Umavarman is known to us from four of his 

copper plate grants viz., Baranga Grant1 issued in his 6th 

regnal year, Dhava’apeta Granf the date portion of which is 

missing Tekkali Grant3 issued in his 9th regnal yeir and the 

Vrhatprostha Grant issued in the 30th year of his reign. 

A careful study of these copper plate grants reveals that like 

his predecessor UmSvarm m started his career as an humble 

ruler of the petty principality of Tripura roughly comprising 

the modern Paralakimodi taluq. He seems to have taken 

the opportunity arisi g from the political chaos in Kalinga 

after the retreat of Samudragupta and expanded his territory 

and power aUhe cost of his neighbours till he become the 

lord of Kalinga with Simhapura as the capital. But from 

Sri pur a to Simhapura was big stride, and Umavarman 

achieved it step by step with courage and firmness. His 

Baranga Grant issued on the 5th day of the bright fortnight of 

Vaisakha in his 6th regnal year, reveals thit he had by that 

time transferred his headquarters to Sunagara. The grant 

mf rb't'u thC d°nati0 ’ °f the vi,la§e Hemandakain the 
Bh.hngabhoga v.saya (district) in favour of the Brahmin 

VisnuSarman of KaSyapa gotra. Bhilinga has been identified 

w.th the modern village called Bhilinga near Baranga 

(n hikm taluq of Ganjam district), where the plates have 

1. 0. H. R, J. VI pp. 106 f, 
2. E. I. XXVI pp. 132*35. 
3. E. L XXVIII pp, 298-302. 
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been discovered. It has already been discussed above that 
the modern Chikiti represent* the name &vetaka of the 

ancient time and it indicates that Umavarman by his 6th 

regnal year had extended his kingdom at least as far as the 

6vetaka region. The Dhavalapeta Grant wa* issued from the 

same headquarters Sunagara and it rec rds the grant of the 

village Kottura in the visaya d strict) of Mahendrabhoga in 

favour of the Brahmin Khalla £vSmin of^the Vatsa gotra. Un¬ 

fortunately the third plate of the grant containing the date 

portion is missing R. K. Ghosal1 who has edited this grant 

supposes it to have been issued very near to the date of the 
Vrkatprostha Grant dated in the 30th regnal year of the king. 

He is supported by B. V. Krishnarao2 who presumes that 
the grant was issued from Vijayasimhapura in the 30th reg¬ 

nal year of the king as in the case of the Vrkatprostha Grant. 
It is quite evident that Krishnarao has not carefully examin¬ 

ed the Dhavalapeta Grant. The very first line of the grant 

reveals that it was issued from Sunagara like the Baranga Grant 

and not from Smhapura like the Vrhatprostha Grant. Ody 

two of the three original plat<s of this grant are available to 

scholars as the third plate has been melted away by the dis¬ 
coverer^ a village farmer of DhavalapetS, who thought thu 

the plates were made of gold. The date portion of the grant 
was at the end of the third plate following the usual tradition 
of the MSthara grant. Thus the date portion of the Dhavala.- 

peid Grant is lost for ever. The discovery of the Baranga Grant 

dated in the 6th regnal year of the king made it clear that the 

Dhavalapeta Grant was issued nearer to this date and earlier 

than the Tekkali Grant of the 9th regnal year of the king, 
By the time when the Tekkali Grant was issued, king 

1, E. 1. XXVI. p. 132. 
2. Early Dynasties of Andhradesa p. 393. 
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Umavarman had shifted his political headquarters from 

Sunagara to Vardhamanapura, while the Baranga Grant 

indicates that by the 6th regnal year his headquarters was 

located at Sunagara. And as the same Sunagara continued 

to be the headquarters by the time of the Dhavalapeta Grant} it 

is all the more reasonable to place this grant sometime in bet¬ 

ween the 6th and the 9th regnal year. Manda Narasimham1 

identifies Sunagara (which he calls Nagara) with modern 

Mukhalinga near Paralakimedi in Ganjam district The 

identification is not improbable as ViSakhavarman’s political 

headquarters was at Tripura situated in the same region. The 

town Sunagara or Nagara was later on known as Kalinga- 

nigara when the Eastern Gangas chose it to be their 

headquarters after becoming the overlords of Kalinga. It is 

interesting to note here that king UrnSvarman who had 

become the overlord of the &vetaka region by the time of his 

Baranga Grant, had extended his authority over the territories 

round about the Mahendra mountains by the time he issued 

the Dhavalapeta Grant, The village Kottura granted by him 

was located in the district of Mahendrabhoga and this was 

the same as Kottura over which &vamidatta was ruling at the 

time of invasion of Samudragupta (cir S50 A D.). This 

place has been identified with the modern village Kothoor 

12 miles South-west of the Mahendra mountains. 

By the 9th regnal year, king Umavarman seems to 

have attained some more glory as by that time he had further 

shifted his headquarters from Sunagara to Vardham3napura 

wherefrom he issued his Tekali Grant. This grant was 

issued on the 7th day of the dark fortnight of Magha 

in the 9th regnal yer of the king donating the village Havera 

1. J, A. H, R, S% X pp. 145.44. 
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as an Agrahara to Brahmin YaSoSarman of the KaSyapa gotra. 

e grant reveals that it was written by the king in his own 

an ut the final engraving on the copper plates was made 

one KeSavadeva who was an inhabitant of Pistapura 

rishnamacharlu identifies VardhamSnapur with the village 

Vadama in the Pal konda tsluq and the donated village 

Havera (or Asti-Havera) with Atava in the Srngavarapukota 

taluq, both in ViSakhapatnarh district. But the identifications 

are not above doubt as the territory of UmSvarman c uld 

not possibly have extended as far South as the modern 

Vi£akhapatnam district by his 9th regnal year. B. V Krishna- 

rao rig fitly thinks that VardhamjJnapura was situated 

somewhere in the Tekl ali region, where the grant was 
discovered. 

Maharaja Umavarman achieved remarkable success 

sometime before his ?0th regnal year and declaring himself 

the ‘Lord of Kalinga’, he transferred his capital from 

Vardhamanapura to Simhapura identified with modern 

Singapuram (or Singpuurarh) situated between l^rlkakulam 

and Nar2sannapeta, in l^akakulam district. His Vrhatyrostha 

Grant was issued from the victorious Simhapura on the 20th 

day of MargaHrsa in the 30th year of his reign and the very 

first line of it declares the king as the ‘Lord of Kalinga.’ The 

charter registers the grant) of the village Vrhatprostha in 

favour of the Brahmacharin Brahmia Haridatta of Anpama- 

nyasa gotra and further reveals that the granted village 

which originally belonged to Dantayavagu-bhoga was taken 

away from that division and was made one of the components 

of the 36 Agraharas• The charter was executed by Vasudeva 

and was written by Matrvafa, the son of Defaksapatalddhikrta 

1. Early dynasties of Andhradesa p. 392, 
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Haridatta. B. V. Krishnarao is inclined to identify the 

donee Haridatta with the father of the scribe Matrvara, but 

the charter clearly distinguishes the one from the other as the 

donee Haridatta was a Brahmacharin (bachelor) belonging to 

/ the Aupamanyasa gotra while Matrvara's father was a worldly 

man serving under the king as the chief of the Record 

office. 

Maharaja Umavarman died sometime after his 30th 

regnal year when he was at the height of his glory. Starting 

his career as an obscure ruler in the Paralakimedi region he 

could establish an extensive kingdom and revive the historical 

tradition of Kalihga making the celebrated Simhapura his 

capital. He may be regarded as the real founder of the glory 

of the Mathara dynasty. The territory of Kalinga which 

had attained great importance in history of India during the 

days of Asoka and Kharavela had sunk into obscurity during 

the first three centuries of the Christian era to such an extent 

that even Harisena; who was a general and minister of 

Samudragupta, failed to mention the name of Kalihga in his 

famous Allahabad Pillar Inscription. The noticeable fact is that 

the name of Kalihga does not find mention in any 

epigraphical records of India after the fall of the 

Meghavahanas till the coming of the Matharas to power, and 

Umavarman is the first ruler to call himself the Lord of 

Kalihga after Kudepaslri the son of Kharavela 1 Although 

Harisena does not refer to Kalihga^ this territory 

finds mention in the works of Kalidasa who has been assigned 

to the second half of the 4th century A. D. The revival of 

1. The remark stands so far as the epigraphical literature is concerned. 

The' DVhd dhatu Vamsd a Ceylonese chronicle presents the account of 

Guhagiva tbe king of Kalifiga, assigned to the last quarter of the 3rd 
century A. D. 

61 
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Kalinga under Umavarman who was very likely a contem¬ 

porary of the poet; seems to be the reason why Kalinga got a 

prominent place in his works although she was ignored by 

Harisena only a few years back. The epithet ‘Lord of 

Mahendra5 used by the poet denoting to the ‘Lord of Kalinga5 

is quite significant in view of the fact that Umavarman who 

declared himself as the Lord of Kalinga carved out his 

territory round about Mahendra and formed a district (visaya) 

named Mahendrabhoga. It is no small a credit for this 

Mathara king to unify a large portion of Kalinga under his 

sceptre and to reinstate her tradicion and glory. From this 

time onwards^ Kalinga once again entered into a long and 

vigorous political career with remarkable influence and power 

in the history of Eastern India and the Deccan. 

Sankaravarman ;—(cir 395-400 A. D.). 

In the genealogy of the Matharas Sankaravarman, 

the father of the illustrious Saktivarman comes very close to 

Visakhavarman and Umavarman. The Ninvondi Grant onlv 
o • • / 

makes a passing reference to him representing him as ‘one 

who increases the glory of the Mathara family.51 His rule 

appe rs to have been a very short one and no copper plate 

grant issued by him has yet come to light. It may be pointed 

out that Matrvara the writer of the Vrhatprostha Grant of king 

Umavarman lived during the rule of four successive kings 

viz., Umavarman, Sankaravarman, Saktivarman and 

Ananta Saktivarman. We find him as the Record-keeper in 

the 30th regnal year of king Umavarman and as General 

and Record-keeper in the 14th regnal year of king 

Ananta Saktivarman. If we suppose that this Matrvara started 

his career from his 21st year of age and continued in service 

1. mi safa w 
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for a period of fortyfive years1; even in that case ^ankaravarman 

cannot be taken to have a rule of more than five years. 

Thus &ankaravarman appears to have ruled only for 

a short period. 

Maharaja Saktivarman; the son and successor of 

£ankaravarman takes pride in calling himself in the Ragolu 

Grant as the ornament of the Mathara family and the son of 

the VasisthI princess, indicating there-bv that his father 

married in the family of the Vasisthas who were ruling over 

the Devarastra region after Kubera, the adversary of 

Samudragupta. This matrimonial relation was significant 

because it paved the way for the occupation of the middle 

Kalinga by the Matharas and when Saktivarman extended 

his sway over South Kalinga, he could count upon the help 

and co-operation of the stalwart Vasisthas. 

Saktivarman:—(cir 400-20 A. D.). 

^ankaravarman was succeeded by his soa Saktivarman 

who like Umavarman followed a vigorous policy of aggran¬ 

disement and brought about the unification of Northern and 

Southern Kalinga. The Vasisthas of Middle Kalinga appear to 

have helped him in* his conquest of the Southern region, which 

was also facilitated by the decline of the Salankayana power 

in Vengi early in the 5th century A. D. After conquest of 

Southern Kalinga Saktivarman transferred his capital from 

Simhapura to Pistapura sometime before his 13th regnal year 

when he issued his Ragolu Grant from the new capital. This 

grant issued on the full-moon day of Vaisakha recorded the 

donation of the Agrahara of Rakaluva in Kalinga visaya in 

favour of the Brahmin Kumarasarman of Savarnasa gotra, 

having pravaras of five fsis; and of Vajasansyi school. as 

well as; his eight sons to be enjoyed by them in perpetuity. 

], 5 years of UmSvarman + 5 years of ^ankaravarman+20 years of 

a tivarman-t- 5 years of Ananta Saktivarman = 45 years, 
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Rukaluva ha^ been identified with the modern villageRagolu, 

the find spot of the grant, situated near &rlk2kularii. 

The cause of the decline and fall of the 3alanka- 

yanas may be attributed to the rising power of the Matharas 

in Kalinga. B. V. Krishnarao, however, is of opinion that 

the &alankayanas ‘‘perished in the struggle with the Vishnu- 

kundins”. He states ‘-'there is a gap of about four decades 

from the death of Vijaya Vishnugopavarman II till the rise 

of Simhavarman III of the Lok Vibhaga synchronism, bet¬ 

ween 395 and 435 A. D. The interval was probably the period 

of trial for the Pallavas in the south and the ^alahkavanas 

in Andhradesa. It was the period during which the Vishnu- 

kundins rose to power and supplanted the Salankayana sover¬ 

eignty in Andhrad( sa, while the powerful Pallavas in the 

distant south recovered from the onslaught of the Kadariibas 

and their allies the weak Salankayanas perished in the 

struggle with the Vishnukundins”.1 But the Ningondi Grant 

of king Prabhanjanavarman removes much doubt about the 

so far confusing history of the South during this period. It is 

known from this grant that Sri &aktivarman, the son of Sri 

&ankaravarman of Matharakula, extended his territory from 

the Mahanadi to the river Krsna and ruled the subjects of 

this far-flung empire following the ancient laws. Evi¬ 

dently therefore, &aktivarman after his conquest of the South 

Kalinga dealt a crushing blow to the declining Salankayana 

power and marched as far as the borders ol the territories of 

the Pallavas when they were in a state of decline, i he 

Pallava king Simhavarman II or his predecessor had to en¬ 

counter the invasion of &aktivarman, who conquered the 

1. B. V. Krishnarao. Op. cit, pp. 379-380, 
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territories as far south as the river Krsna after subduing the 

&alankayaaas. 

Saktivarman is the gaeatest among the Mathara kings 

and during his rule Kalinga became the leading power in the 

Fouth In fact, India by that time had three great powers, the 

Guptas who ruled over Northern India and occupied MalwS- 

Saurastra region after defe ating the i>akas: the Vakatakas who 

ruled over Central India and occupied the Kuntala region in 

the South, and the Matharas who extended their sway from 

the MahanadI in the North to the Krsna in the South. Thus 

Saktivarman successfully built an extensive empire on the 

foundation laid down by Umavarman and lie seems to have 

maintained its integrity as long as he ruled. 

Ananta Saktivarman : 

( cir. 420—450 A. D. ) 

Maharaja Saktivarman was succeeded by his son 

Ananta Saktivarman who U known to us from his Andhavaram 

and Sakunaka Copper plate Grants. C, R, Krishnamacharlu1 

thinks that Ananta Saktivarman was a son of Saktivarman 

with the possibility of Anantavarman intervening between 

them, and B. V. Krishnarao'2, faithfully following this conjec¬ 

tural suggestion, places one Anantavarman as successor of 

Saktivarman and predecessor of Ananta Saktivarman. But 

the rule of this Anantavarman has not yet been substantiated 

by any records and it remains even today a guess work. The 

1. A. R. S, I. E. 1935. pp. 52-53. 
2. Op. cit, p, 387. 
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opinion of S, N. Rajaguru1 that Saktivarman was a successor 

of Ananta Saktivarman is untenable as Ananta Saktivarman in 

his Andhavaram Grant meditates at the feet of &akti Bhattaraka 
• • 

who was without doubt his father and predecessor. The 

Andhavaram Grant was issued from the military camp at 

Vijayapura2 on the 5th day of the bright fortnight of Sravana 

on the 14th regnal year of Ananta Saktivarman, None of the 

Msthara grants, so far available to us, is known to have been 

issued from a military camp and the Andhavaram Grant, there¬ 

fore, indicates that at the time of its issue the king was 

engaged in some battle. R. Subrahmanyam, the editor of the 

grant, is inclined t) believe that Ananta Saktivarman fought 

against the &a!ankayanas of Vengi and was defeated by them. 

He thus observes3 ^presumably he (Ananta Saktivarman) was 

compelled in his 14th year to leave Pistapura, his anscestral 

capital by the rising power of the &alankayana rulers of 

Vengi to find a capital in the northern regions of Kalinga i. e. 

Vijayasimhapura orSimhapura, from where members of his 

dynasty ruled subsequently till they were overthrown by 

the Vasisthas” The statement of the learned editor indi¬ 

cates that he has been led by the theory that Saktivarman 

who issued the Rdgolu plates from Pistapura was the first ruler 

of the Mathara family which, as has been pointed out above, 

is historically untenable. Simhapura was the capital of the 

Matharas since the time of Maharaja Umavarman, and when 

Maharaja Saktivarman the descendent of Umavarman occu¬ 

pied South Kalinga, he made Pistapura his capital. But 

Ananta Saktivarman the son and successor of Saktivarman is 

known to have retransferred the headquarters from Pistapura 

1. Inscription of Orissd, Vol. 1 pt. ii pp- 66-68. 

2. fa ^3^4 
3. Vida E. I. XXV1I1 pp. 175f. 
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to Simhapura. The supposition that Ananta Saktivarman 

was driven away from Pistapura by the rising power of the 

^Slankayanas, is not quite correct because by the time of 

Ananta Saktivarman the Salankayana power had already been 

crushed by Saktivarman, who conquered the territories upto 

the river Krsna. 
• • • 

The history of Southern India underwent a remar¬ 

kable change in the early fifth century A. D. and the period 

witnessed a scramble for power among several ruling families. 

The Matharas who had extended their sway upto the 

neighbourhood of the Pallava territories had to face powerful 

rivals and the political situation began to turn against them 

with the rise of the Visnukundin powers. Madhava varman I 

who was probably the founder of the Visnukundin dynasty 

flourished in the second qmrter of the 5th century A. D. and 

being a great warrior he was bidding for a career of war and 
aggrandisement. An account of the achievement of th s king 

is obtained from the Ipuru plates (2nd set) of Madhava 

varman II, where he is represented “as the glorious king who 

had washed away the stairs of the world by bathing at the 

end of eleven horse-sacrifict s, who had j erfcrmcd thousands of 

Agmstoma sacrifices and whose pair of lotus feet was studded 

with the jewels of the diadems of mmy biwirg vassals1,j> 

the account appears to have been highly exaggerated but the 

tact tuat he was a powerful ruler and fought successful battles 

with his neighbours may well b, accepted. It was very 

m^TCh t0P°wrr> which caused the 

ziVLT.rhomsouih 

'• E- 4 V1" pp- m ( Se= «l»o-Early dyne,ties 0f Andhradesa. PP. 404 f, 
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The Visnukundi ns fought with the Pallavas in the 

^outh a» d the Matharas in the North, and the Pallava king 

Sirhhavarman II and the Mathara king Ananta &aktivaiman 

were the adversaries of t1 e Visnukundin Madhavavarman I 

in the southern and northern quarters respectively. 

Ananta ^aktivcirman appears to have been defeated in the 

contest, as a result of which the southern regions of the 

Mathara kingdom including South KaUnga passed to the 

hands of the Visnukundins The Andhavararh Grant indicates 
• • • • 

that the loss of these territories took place sometime before 

the !4th regnal year of Ananta 3aktiv. rman. ^ndoreppi 

the donated village has been identified with the modern 

Andhavararh the find spot of the grant, situated on the left 

bank of the river Vamsadhara in the Narasannapeta taluq of 

^rikakularh district. 

The Sakunaka Grant was is-ued by Maharaja Ananta- 

&aktivarman on the IGth day cf the bright fortnight of 

Phalguna in the 28th year of his reign. The grant was issued 

from his capital Simhapura and it r< gistered the gift of the 

village 6akunaka in the Varahavarttini visaya in favour of 

two Brahmin brothers—Nagasarman and Durggasarman who 

belonged to K^tyayana gotra of Taittinya school. It may be 

pointed out that the Sakunaka Grant, unlike other Mathara 

grant?, was executed by two high military officers, the 

Commander-in-chief (MahavalddhikrU ) Sivabhojaka and the 

General (Dandanetr) Vasudutta both of whom belonged to the 

cadre cf Kumaramatya. The employment of military 

personnel for the work of executing the religious d cds 

indicates that during the rule of Maharaja Ananta Saktivaiman 
the m litary had an unusual predominance in the sphere of 

civil administration. 

The grant was composed not by Matrvara, the write J 

of Andhavararh Charter, but by a new scribe named Arjunadatta 

who appeared as the ch ef Record keeper in place of 
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Matrvara, who was a General (Dandanayaka) besides being the 
Record keeper by the 14th regnal year of the king. 

Anants 3aktivarman could not maintain the integrity 

of the empire he in1 erited from his father as political 

circumstances in the Deccan went against him. He* however,, 

succeeded in consolidating his position in North Kalirtga 

region, while Middle Kalinga probably continued under his 

sway. The Matharas here-after failed to recover South 

Kalinga but after their decline the Vasisthas could occupy 

for sometime Pistapura, the headquarters of South-Kalinga. 

Cnandavarman : (Gir. 450-460 A. D.) 

The next king in the line of the Matharas was 

Maharaja Sri Chandavarman who is known to us from his 

Bobbili and Komarti Copper plate Charters. He was probably 

a son of Ananta &aktivarman and his place in the genealogy 

of the Mathara family may be assigned with great amount of 

certainty after Ananta &aktivarman and before Prabhanjana- 

varman, the two sons of illustrious ^aktivarman. None of 

his charters issued after the 6th regnal year has \ et been 

traced and he appears to have died a premature death ruling 
about a decade. 

The Bobbili Grant dated in the 5th day of the 2nd 

fortnight of Grisma (summer season) in the <5th r gnal year of 

the king, was issued from the victorious capital Simhapura. 

It registered the donation of the village Tirithana v5taka as 

an Agrahara to some Brahmacharin Brahmins of different gotras. 

The villag , irithana vatak i has probably gone out of 
existence and >an not be traced at present. 

The Komarti Grant was issued from the same 

Simhapura in the 6th regnal year of the king on the 5th day 

of the bright fortnight of Chaitra. It registered the grant 

of the village Kohetura as an agrahara to the Brahmacharin 
62 
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DevaSarman of the Bharadvdja gotra and a student of 

Vdjasaneya school. Kohetura like Tirithana is probably out 
of existence at present. 

Krishnamacharlu1 argues that the Bobbili Grant being 

written in a form of angular script and being dated in an 

archaic mode according to seasons, is much earlier than the 

Komarti Grant which is less angular in script and is dated 

according to the lunar month and tithi. So in the opinion of 

this scholar, Chandavarman of the Bobbili Grant having the 

epithets ‘Parama Bhdgavatah9 and PitrpadanudhyataJ? is 

different from Chandavarman of the Komarti Grant who calls 

himself ‘Parama Daivatah5 and cBappa bhattdraka pada bhaktah\ 

But the arguments of Krishnamacharlu are not 

serious enough to raise doubt as to the identity of 

Chandavarman of the Bobbili and Komarti Grants. A 

general review of the charters of the 4th and 5th centuries 

A. D. issued by the kings in the South-eastern India; would 

show that the inscriptions of that region were written both 

.in angular and roundish styles during that period and 

were being dated both according to seasons and the lunar 

months. The distinctions betw en the epithets Parama 

Bhdgav'tah and Parama Do iv at ah and between Pitrpanadanudhyatah 

and Bappa bhattdraka pdda bhaktah are so slight that the 

same king might adopt the one in preference to the other in 

his charters. It may, however, be said that this change 

of epithets may be due to the change in the spiritual and 

religious out-look of the king in course of time. Like 

Chandavarman another Mat’mra king Nanda Prabhanjana • • • 
vaiman bore the epithet Parama Bhdgavata in his undated 

Chicacole Plates'2 while he declared himself as Parama Daivata 
t 

1. A.R.S.I.E. 1935, p, 51. 
2. L A. XIII pp, 48 f. 
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in the Barariga Grant1 issued in hit 15th regnal year. It may 

be pointed out that Bhutivarman, a king of Kamarupa, in 

his Badaganga Rock Inscription2 dated in the Gupta year 234, 

calls himself both Parama Daivata and Parama Bhdgavata thus 

marking a synthesis of the two epithet*. The Barariga Grant 

ofNanda Prabhanjanavarman, although much later than 

the Komarti Grant of Chandavarman, has been dated in the 

archaic Chaturmdsya system. Thus the arguments of 

Krishnamacharlu regarding two Chandavarman in the 

Mathara lines become untenable. 

Prabhanjana varman r—(Gir. 460 A. D.—480 A. D.) 

Chandavarman was succeeded by Prabhanjana 

varman who is known to us from the Mingondi Grant issued 

from his capital Simhapura in the 12th day of the bright 

fortnight of Kdrtika without the usual reference to the regnal 

year of the king. The grant registered the village Mngondi which 

was made an agrahdra in favour of the Brahmins of various 

gotras and charanas. Maharaja Prabhanjanavarman while 

giving the account of his predecessors in the Ningondi Grant 

completely ignored both Ananta Saktivarman and Chanda¬ 

varman and declared himself directly as the successor of 

6aktivarman, the son of 3ankaravarman. The non¬ 

mention of the names of Ananta &aktivarman and Chanda 

varman in the family list, appears significant and it probabiy 

indicates a rift between Ananta 3aktivarman. and 

Prabhanjanavarman, the two sons of Saktivarman. The 

defeat of the Mathara* during their palmy days at the 

hands of the new born power of the Visnukundins and the 

consequent loss of territories including South Kalinga was 

probably due to such serious internal dissensions. King 

Prabhanjanavarman seems to have attempted to reconquer 

1. O. II. R. J, VI pp. 109 f. 
2. E. I. XXVIII p. 23. 
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South Kalinga and revive the past glory of the dynasty, 

but owing to paucity of records, it is not possible to make out 

an account of his achievements. He, however, declared himself 

as Sakala Kalingadhipati an epithet which was i.ever borne 
by any previous king of his dynasty. 

Nanda Prabhanjana varman (Cir 480-498 A. D.) 

The next king after Prabhanjanavarman was 

Nanda Prabhanjanavarman whose relation with 

Prabhanjanavarman is yet to be satisfactory established. 

This king is known to us from his Chicacole and Baranga Grants 

the palaeography of which supports the chronological 

position of the king discussed above. 

The Chicacole Grant, which is undated, was issued 

from the victorious camp Sarapalli and it registered the 

village Dayavata in favour of the Brahmin Harischandra 

SvJtmi, the inhabitant of the Agrakara of Aksata, who 

belonged to Devarata gotra and charana. The Baranga Grant 

was issued in the 15th regnal year of the king from the 

victorious Vardhamana (pura) donating the village Simhala 

to Brahmins of Baranga agrahara belonging to various gotras, 

Unlike the Chicacole Grant, the Baranga Grant has been dated 

and it also mentions the scribe named Krsna Chandra 

following the older tradition of the Mathara grants, 

None of these two grants were issued from the 

capital Siriihapura, and one of these, Baranga Grant, was 

issued from Vardhamanapura, the place from where Uma- 

varman had issued his Tekkali Grant in his 9th regnal year 

before he was the Lord of Kalinga. It appears that the status 

of king Nanda Prabhajanavarman in his 15th regnal year 

relapsed to that of king Umavarman in his 9th regnal year. 

Nanda Prabhanjanavarman inspite of his obvious decline 

continued to bear the traditional epithet ‘Sakaii Kalingadhi- 

pati’ started by his predecessor Prabhanjanavarman, 
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■ A great change took place in the political history of 

Kalinga about 498 A. D. when the Eastern Gangas appeared 

in Trikalinga territory and began to extend their sway 

towards the coastal region. Pantapura a city in Kalinga 

was declared to be the capital of the Gangas who called 

themselves Lord of Trikalinga. The Ganga era which was 

founded in 498 4. D’ heralded the political change and it 

signified the coming of the Eastern G ngas to power and 

probably at the same time the fall of the power of the 

Matharas. 

The importance of the Mathara rule :— 

The Mathara rule roughly comprised the period 

from 350 A. D. to 500 A. D. This was the period when the 

Guptas were ruling over Northern India and the Vakatakas 

over Central India. The Matharas came into prominence after 

the South Indian campaign of Samudragupta but they were 

never known to be a subordinate power either of the Guptas 

or of the Vakatakas. They, however, played an important 

role in the political history of South India during this period 

along with other southern powers like the &alankayanas^ 

Pallavas and Visnukundins. The Mathara territory which 

comprised the modern Parlakimedi taluq of Ganjam district 

at the beginning of their power about 350 A. D., could extend 

by 400 A. D. as far as the MahanadI in the North and the 

Krsna in the South. At the beginning of the oth century 

A. D. this empire, began to shrink and towards the end of that 

century we find the empire almost at the brink of collapse. 

The rise and decline of the Matharas of Kalinga were closely 

connected with the political situations in the Deccan during 

the one and half centuries mentioned above and the history of 

South India during that period cannot properly be studied 

without assessing the achievements of this dynasty. 
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r ti e was a great landmark in the 

history and culture of Kalinga. Her history which remained 

in obscurity after the fall of the Chedi dynas y in the first 

century A. I), attained great importance with the rise of this 

new dynasty. It not only launohed Kalinga to a vigorous 

political career but also made her cultural life to undergo 

profound transformation. The administrative set up orga¬ 

nised by the kings of this dyn »sty, wa3 a novel experiment 

a :d although it reflected an influence of the Gupta political 

organisation it developed more as an indigenous system than 

as an imposition from oatside. 

The empire of the Matharas was divided into several 

districts and unlike the Gupta empire it had no provincial 

division. At *he beginning, the district was known as 

Panchali and later on as Bhoga. In Karsonda Copper Plate of 

Visakhavarman, we find the mention of Katasoda as a pan¬ 

chali. This nomenclature was given up after V;£akhavarman 

although it appeared in the grants of the Eastern Gangas as 

late as 148 Ganga Era. Since Umavarman terms like Bhoja 

and Vi say a were applied to a territorial unit and sometime 

both these terms were used together to denote the same. We 

find districts named Mahtndra Bhoga1 2, DantayavSgu Bh'iga^, 

Bhillingabhoga Visaya3, Kalinga Visaya4, VarahavarttinI 

Visaya5, etc. The smallest unit was called Grama and very 

often the Grama was declared as an Agrahdra when donated 

to the Brahmins. The Bobbili Plates of Chandavarman reveal 

1. Dhavalapeta Grant of UmSvarman. 

2. Vrhatpro8tha Grant of Umavarman. 

3. Baranqa Grant of Umavarman. 

4. B&golu Grant of Saktivarman. 

5. Sciakunaka Grant of Ananta ^aktivarman, 
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that there was a group of 36 Agrahara besides some common 

Agrahara villages and that although an Agrahara was declared 

free of taxes it was to pay an annual cess of 200 panas only1. 

The theory of divine right of k:ngship which deve¬ 

loped with the Gupta system of administration did not 

influence the administrative principles of the Matharas and no 

Mathara king is known to have compared h'mself with gods. 

They^ however, seem to have attributed divine power to 

their ancestors and a’l the Mathara kings invariably 

call themselves either Pitrbhakta, Pitrpada bhakta or Bappabhat- 

tar k.i pada bhakta Ananta 3aktivarman regards his father 

as divine and calls himself as a dovotee to the feet of 3aktibhat- 

taraka, This; however, does not ind cate anything more 

than a cult of father worship which was prevalent among 

the ^alankayanas, the Pallavas and other ruling dynasties of 

South India during that time. 

Although the Msthara kings owed no allegiance to 

any external power and ruled independently over Kalinga, 

they did not assume any high sounding epithet even during 

the palmy days of their career. 3aktivarman who was ruling 

over the territory extending from the Mahanadl to the river 

Krsna called himself simply Maharaja following the tradition 

of his fore-father Vitakhavarman who assumed the same title 

as a petty chief of the Parlakimedi ,egion. A new change 

in the epithet was introduced by Maharaja Prabhaniana- 

varman who declared himself as ‘Sakala Kaliruadhipati’ but 

the tales like ‘Rajadh raja’ and ‘Maharejsdhiraja’ were never 
borne by any of the Mathara kings. 

The king was the supreme head of all branches of 

administration of the State and he was ruling with the help 
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of only a few officers. Even after enlargement oftl e territory, 

with a series of conquests, the Matharas do not seun to have 

increased the number of officers in commensurate with the 

needs of the growing empire. The copper plate grants 

issued by tha kings indicate the administrative set-up of the 

realm and we find there both civil ar.d military officers 

actively cooperating with one another in the work of 

administration. The important civil officers were Amctya 

(the Minister), Kumar a-A maty a (a junior cadre of minster), 

Talavara (Revenue officer) DeSaksapatala (the Record keeper) 

Mahdpratihara (the Chamberlain) Ajna Bhogika1 vthe Registrar) 

and Dutaka (the Executor of royal orders', The military offi¬ 

cers were Mahavaladhikrta (the Supreme head of the army), 

Mahadandanayaka (the Commander-in-Chief), Dandanayaka 

(the G( neral) andDandanetd the Commander of a contingent). 

Some of the civil offices like that of De&aksapatala 

were hereditary. Matrvara who is known to be a Dekdksapatala 

in the Andhavaram plates of Ananta £aktivaiman was the son 

ofHaridatta who was also Dekaksapatala, while Matrvara’s 

son Rudradatta al o worked as Desaksapatala under Chanda- 

varman. Sometime a si gle officer was given the charge of 

both civil and mil tary duties as in the (ase of Matrvaia who 

was a Record-keeper, as well as, a Commander (Danda-nayaka) 

under king Ananta &aktivarman. The post of the Record- 

keeper was considered to be an hmourable one and Arju^a- 

datta, who was an Amatya of king 3aktivarman and a Talavara 

under Ananta &aktivarman worked in the capacity of the 

Record-keeper probably in the temp)rary absence of 

Matrvira. 

In Srfigavarapukata plate of Anantavarman the title Bhog 'ka is found 

which probably means the head of a Bhoga (district). 
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The Mathara system of administration was not a 

rigid bureaucracy and the kings who enjoyed absolute 

power were known to be ruling with great regard to tradition 

and ancient laws (Dharma), 1 

Kalinga under the Matharas was enjoying a pros¬ 

perous economic life because of her flourishing trade and 

commerce. The epigraphic records of the period reveal that 

both gold and silver coins known respectively as Hiranyas 

and panas were then in circulation in the territory. A hoard 

of copper coins recently discovered at Gandibedha in 

Balasore district, has been attributed by some scholars to the 

Mathara kings of Kaling.2 But these coins having the emblem 

of the bull on the obverse can not be said to have been 

circulated by the kings who were the devout Bhagavatas and 

the worshippers of the feet of Narayana. Barter system was 

probably extensively prevalent specially in rural areas 

and gold and silver coins were in use among the well-to-do 

people and in wholesale trade. The period of peace brought 

about by a stable Government gave impetus to trade both 

overland and over-seas, run by the guilds of merchants and 

bankers. Prosperous towns like pistapura, Devapura, Simha- 

pura, Vardhamanapura, Sunagara etc. developed during the 

period and were cannected with high roads which passed 

towards Vengl in the South, Utkal in the North and Kosala 

in the West. Detailed accounts about the organisation of 

trade guilds in Kalinga are not available from the charters 

of the Matharas. But contemporary records found in the 

Gupta and Vakataka empires indicate that the principal 

trade during the period was carried on through guilds and 

CNingondi Grant, E. /. XXX, pp. 112. f.) 

2. Inscriptions of Orissa, Vol. I, prt. ii pp. 57, 72. 

63 
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Corporations not only of the merchants but also of the workers 

like weavers, potters, oilmen, and stone-cutters. The manu¬ 

facture of cloth is known to be a principal industry of 

Kalinga; and among other articles of trade mention may be 

made of spices, cocoanuts, indigo, incense, ivory articles and 

drugs. 

Kalinga appears to have taken an important 

role in overseas trade of the period. The poet Kalidasa 

describes the King of Kalinga as fLord of the Sea’,1 

It was during this time that the people of Kalinga 

established colonies in Burma, Siam, Cambodia and Indonesia^ 

traces of which are found even at present. The Lower Burma 

(Pegu region) was called Talaing or Kalinga while Upper 

Burma (Noth-west Burma) passed by the name Ukkala or 

Utkala. The immigrants from Eastern coast of India were 

called Klings not only in Malaya peninsula but also in 

Java and the Klings were very likely the most familiar 

colonists from Kalinga. The Klings of Malaya and Java and 

the Talaings or Kalingas of Pegu were subsequently merged 

with the Mon-khmef; a Sino-Tibetan stock, and gave rise to a 

racial and cultural synthesis in those lands. 

In social life, Brahmins were commanding greatest 

respect and the Mathara rulers were frequently donating 

lands to Brahmins versed in different branches of the Vedas, 

Agrahara villages and Brahmin settlements began to multiply 

in Kalinga and all these developed as centres of education 

and culture. The Brahmins were divided into different 

groups according to different branches of the Vedas which they 

studied and it appears that the Tajurvedl Brahmins were then 

in large number in Kalinga. The Vaisyas were engaged in 

1. Raghuvamto, VI. 
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trade, industry and agriculture and w ere enjoying respectable 

position in the society. 

The important landmarks in the culture of 

the period are not only the development of Brahmanism 

but also the adoption of Sanskrit as official language. 

The pre-Mathara records, so far available to us, are 

all written in Prakrit and the Karasonda Copper plate of king 

Visakhavarman is known to be the earliest Sanskrit record 

in Kalinga. From this time onward (i. e. from the middle 

of the 4th century A. D.) till the end of the Ganga rule (i. e. 

about the middle of the 15th century) all official and non¬ 

official documents in Kalinga are found to be written only in 

Sanskrit. The adoption of Sanskrit culture led to the 

popularisation of DharmaSastras and Puranas and the Mathara 

kings started quoting in their records imprecatory verses from 

DharmaSastras—a tradition which was adopted by other kings 
in succeeding ages. 

Side by side with Brahmanism, the Bhagavata reli¬ 

gion developed in Kalinga to a considerable extent during this 

period. This religion became predominant in Northern India 

during the post-Asokan period and by the first century B. C. 

could spiead over the land of the Yavanas in the North-west 

and that of the Satavahanas in the South. Heliodoras, the 

ambassador of king Antialkidas of Taxila to the court of the 

Sunga king Bhagabhadra, is known to have dedicated a 

Garudadhwaja pillar at Vidisa to the honour of Visnu1. The 

Ghoqundi Stone inscription of king Sarvatata (2nd half of the 

1st century B. C.) a local king of the Rajputana region, refers 

to a stone enclosure for the garden named Narayana Vatika 

1. See 

J.B. 
Bemagar Oaruda Pillar Inscription of dr, 2nd - 1st 

B.K.A.S, XXIII, p. 104, Select Inscriptions p. 90 ff. 
century 3. C. 
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dedicated to the worshsp of Sahkarsana and Vasudeva1. Queen 

Nayaniks, the widow of Satakarni the Lord of Dakhinapatha, 

is found in her Nandghdt record saluting Sankarsana and Vasu- 

deva along with the Vedic gods.2 But inspite of its widespread 

popularity, the Bhagavata religion could not have its influence 

in the religious life of Kalinga till the period of Mathara rule. 

The Mathara kings, however, are found to be the followers of 

this religion. Kings like Umavarman3 and Ananta. Sakti- 

varman4 call themselves Parama daivata while Chandavarman5 
• • 

and Nanda Prabhanjana varmanG declare themselves both as 

Paramabkagavata and Paramadaivata. Ananta &aktivarman3 

besides being a Parama daivata is a devotee at the feet of 

NaiSyana7, while king Prabhanjana varman declares himself as 

Bhagavatsvami Narayana padabhakta8. No other kings of 

Kalinga before the Matharas are known to have called 

themselves the followers of the Bhagavata religion and so it 

appears plausible that the popularity of this religion in 

Kalinga is closely linked with the rise of the Matharas to 

power by the middle of the 4th century A. D. 

Inspite of the growing popularity of Brahmanism 

and Bhagavatism, Buddhism did not lag behind influencing 

1. E. /. XVI p. 27 

2. AxAa-Sur-West Ind, V. pp. 60 f. 

3. Dhavalapeta Grant (E, I, XXVI pp. 132-35) 

4. Sakunalca Grant (E. I. XXVIII pp. 22*35) 

5- Paramabkagavata in Bobbili Grant (E. I. XXVII pp. 33*36) and 
Paramadaivata in Romarti Grant (E. I. IV pp. 142-45) 

6. Paramabkagavata in Chicacole Grant (/. A.) XIII pp. 48-50) and 
Paramadaivata in Baranga Grant. O. H. R. J. pp. 109 f. 

7. Andhavaram Grant E. /. XXVIII pp. 175*79. 

8. Ningondi Grant E. /, XXX pp. 112-18 
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the religious life of KaliHga during the period. MahSyana 

Buddhism had a strong popular appeal and its cultural and 

missionary activities centred round a few monastic 

institutions organised in different parts of the country. 

The most important monastery in the 4th century 

A. D. was BhoraSaila1 which was the abode of the famous 

dialectician Dignaga. A group of low hills named Vindhye- 

Swarl, Saanla, Paanra, Banivakreswara, Jumunajharapada and 

ArSgada in modern Puri district are known to be the 

stronghold of the Buddhists as late as the medieval period2 

and the BhoraSaila3 has been identified with one of these 

hills. Acharya Dignaga was a disciple of Vasubandhu who 

is known to be the contemporary of the Tibetan king 

Lha-tho-ri who died in 371 A. D.4 and according to this 

consideration he (Dignaga) flourished about 400 A. D. 

Mallinatha is of opinion that the poet Kalidasa who refers 

to Dignaga in his Meghaduta5 was a cantemporary of this 

Buddhist Acharya. Dignaga was a famous dialectician and is 

regarded as the father of Buddhist logic. His Pramana 

Samucchaya is one of the greatest work of his time. Dignaga 

is credited to have vanquished ISvarakrsna, the author of 

Sankhya Karika, who came to the Bhorasaila monastery to 

challenge his logic. According to Tibetan tradition, the 

then king of Kalinga was a patron of Buddhist culture and 

his Chancellor of Exchequer named Bhadrapalita was a 

1. Watters II. p. 212. 

2. Mddaldpdnji, PrScM Ed. p. 25. 

3. Buddhism in Orissa p. 83. 

4. CsomaDeKoros Tibetan Grammar, p. 182; J.A.S.B. Vol. I. 1905 
p. 227. 

5. Meghadiita, Purvamegha. Verse 14. V.de Webers, Ind. Lit. p. 209 note 
p. 245 note* 



disciple of Dlgnaga,1 BhadrapShta is known to have founded 

sixteen great Viharas in different ptrts of Orissa to popularise 

Buddhism. Contemporaneous with Dignaga was flourishing 

another famous sage named Vasumitra and the records of 

Tibet repeal that during the stay of this Acharya in Orissa a 

mine of precious stones was discovered in the territory.2 

Vasumitra had great respect in Kalinga and he is known to 

have defeated in controversy a reputed Brahmin philosopher 

named Maksika, Like DignSga he was also a disciple 

of Vasubandhu and wrote a learned commentary to 

Abhidharma-KosaSastra of his preceptor.3 The disciple of 

Vasumitra was Triratnadasa whose abode was located 

somewhere on the sea-coast in Utkala, Triratnadasa was a 

great friend of Dignaga and his work entitled Anantaguna was 

so highly admired by the latter that he made an abridgement 

of it for the benefit of the common people. Triratnadasa is 

credited to have established fifty religious institutions in 

different parts of Orissa and tradition records that when a 

venomous sea serpent caused much ravages in Utkala this 

AchSrya saved the people subuding the monster by his 

spiritual powers,4 

Thus, Brahmanism, Bhagavatism and Buddhism are 

known to be the three principal religions during the period 

when the Matharas ruled over Kalinga. 

An important feature in the social life of the country 

is noted in the system of reckoning time. In ancient India a 

1. For life and activities of DignSga vide J. A. S. B, VoL I, 1905, 
pp. 226 f. Vol. Ill pp. 221, Watters II pp. 211 f. 

2. S. C. Das, Early Records of Tibet, J.A.S.B. Vol. Ill 1907, p. 222. 

3. Beal, Buddhist Records of the W. World, I p. 110 Note; E. Burnouf, 
Introduction a V histoire du Buddhisme Indien pp. 566 f. 

4. For the activities of Triratnadasa see J. A. S. B, Vol. Ill 1907, p. 222. 
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year was divided into three periods, viz., Grisma, Varsa and 

Hemanta which were analogous with the periods of sowing, 

growing and harvest, found in vogue as early as the days of 

the ancient Egyptians. Each of these three divisions consisted 

of four lunar months and so the practice was popularly known 

as the Chaturmasi system. The F. E. V.1 2 3 4 of Asoka re\eals 

that this system of reckoning was in vogue in the empire of 

the Maruyas and the same practice is also found in the 

Mathura votive tablet Inscription of the time ef Sodasa" (year 72). 

The tradition continued in Kalinga as late as the period of 

the Matharas and many charters of this dynasty are known 

to be dated in this system. 

According to Buddhist calculation Varsa starts 

from the day following the Asadhi Punima and continues upto 

the Karttiki Purnima, while the BhSgavatas reckon the season 

of Varsa from Asadha Sukla Ekadasi to Karttika Sukla Ekadasi 
• • 

which is believed to be the period of Visnu’s Slumber. The 

Gangdhr Stone Inscription3 of Visvavarman dated in the Malava 

year 480 (423 A, D.) reveals that the Bhagavata system of 

reckoning was popular in Western India during that time. 

The Mathara kings being the devoted followers of the Bhaga¬ 

vata religion seemed to have adopted such calculations but 

along with the chaturmasi they followed a system of luni-solar 

reckoning. This system is found as early as the time of Kaniska 

and one Sarnath Buddhist image Inscription4 of his time dated 

in Hemanta 8, divas a 22, may be compared, so far as the 

reckoning of time is concerned, with the Karasonda copper plate5 

1. C. I. 7. Vol. I pp. 153 f. 

2. E. 7. II p. 199, IX. pp. 243-44. 

3. C. 1.1. Ill pp. 74 f, 

4. E. I. VIII pp. 173 f. 

5. E. I, XXI, pp. 23*25. 
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of king VisSkhavarman dated in Hemarh 7 divasa 20. The 

Matharas, however, are known to have dated their records 

both in the lunar and the luni-soKr methods of the Chaturmdsi 

reckoning.1 Their age was the period of transition from the 

chaturmdsi to month-wise lunar calculation in Kalinga. The 

Bobbili Grant of king Chandavrman is dated in the chaturmdsi 

system but the Komarti Grant of the same king records time 

in terms of lunar months. Kings like Vi£akhavarman and 

Nanda Prabhanjana varman adopt chatarmdsi method while 

other kings of the same dynasty such as Umavarman^ 

^aktivarman; Ananta Saktivarman and Prabhanjana varman 

adopt only the lunar system of calculation. The chaturmdsi 

reckoning ceased to survive the age of the Matharas in 

Kalinga. 

1. In lunar calculation we get expression like Grtqmapaksa, Prathama- 

divasa, Trayodasi as in case of the Barahga Grant of Nanda 

Prabhafijana varman (0. H. R. J. VI p 113) or Varsd paksa Astama 

tithi Pournnamdsi as in case of the inscription of the Western 

Kadaifiba king Mrgegavarman. (/. A. VIII p. 37). But when the 

Luni-solar calculation is adopted we find expressions like Hemanta 3 

divasa 22 as in the inscription of Kani?ka or Hema 7 divasa ^0 as 

in the Karasonda Grant. 



II 

CONTEMPORARIES OF THE MATHARAS 

By the time the Matharas ruled over Kalinga (cir 

'550-500 A.D.) a number of powerful royal families raised their 

heads in different parts of Orissa; notable among them being 

the Vasisthas, the Nalas, the Manas and the Bhanjas. The 

VaSisthas were closely allied with the Matharas and although 

they had a strong hold in Devarastra region they could not 

probably found an independent principality before the fall of 

the Matharas. The account of their activities has been 

presented in Vol II of this work. To the West of the Mathara 

kingdom lay the Trikalinga territory which was probably 

known as Mahakantara comprising the modern Bastar, Koraput 

and Kala^andi regions. It was in this territory that the 

early Nalas rose to power by the time the Matharas flourished 

in Kalinga. Mahakantara served as an important buffer 

territory between the dominions of the Vakatakas and the 

atharas, and as such, the Nalas who played an important 

role as a bulwark against the Vakatakas, were a power 

nendly to the Matharas. The territory to the North of the 

Mathara kingdom beyond the MahanadI was enjoyed 

by. t^e Manas and the Bhanjas the accounts of whose 

activities are not adequately known. We discuss below the 

history and culture of these families known from the 
available data. 

64 
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Nalas. 

The Nalas claim their descent from the Nisada king 

Nala of the epic fame and this is supported by the Vayu and 

Brahmanda Purdnas where it has been stated that the 

descendants of Nala would rule over Kosala1. Kings of this 

dyr asty are known to us from two copper plate grants and 

two stone inscriptions and as many as 32 gold coins issued by 

them. The copper plates were found at Kesaribeda2 in 

Koraput district of Orissa and at Rithapur3 in Amaravati 

district of Madhya Pradesh, while the stone inscriptions were 

discovered at Podagadh4 in the same Koraput district and at 

Rajim5 in the Raipur district of Madhya Pradesh, On the 

basis of these finds, B. V. Krishnarao6 tra es the dominion of 

the Nalas from the river Wain Ganga in the West to the 

Indravatl in the South and from the Eastern Ghats in the 

East to the Mekala region in the North. This territory was 

no doubt occupied by the Nalas when they were at the height 

of their power, but their original land was not so extensive^ 

it being probably confined to the mod rn Koraput district of 

Orissa and Bastar district of Madhya Pradesh. It has been 

pointed out above that one copper plate charter and one 

stone inscription of this dynasty have come to light in 

Koraput district and all the gold coins of the dynasty, so far 

k own to us, were found in Bastar district. It may thus 

reasonably be suggested that the Bastar-Koraput region 

formed the territory over which the Nalas ruled in the 5th 

1. Pargitersi D. K. A. p. 51. 

2. E.I. XXVIII pp. 12-16. 

3. E.I. XIX pp. 100-104. 

4. E.I. XXI pp. 153-57. 

5. E. I. XXVI PP. 49-68. 

6. Early Dynasties of Anihradtsa, p. 653. 
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and 6th centuries A. D. and this was probably the NalavSdi 

Visaya referred to in the Kurnool Grant of the Western 

Chalukya king Vikramaditya I about the middle of the 7th 

century A. D. 

The original capital of the Nala kingdom was 

Puskarl and the Podagadh Rock Inscription indicates that the 

towaship wag located close to that site. It is known from th s 

inscription that the town was once destroyed by the enemies 

and was in a deserted condition, but it was subsequently 

repopulated by king Skandavarman. Poda_radh literally 

means a burnt fort and the very name suggests the destruction 

of the place apparently at the hands of the enemies. The 

surroundings of the rock, on which the inscription is 

engraved, thou_h thickly wooded, present the ruins of an 

old township with scattered pieces of sculptures, group of Satl 

stones, broken temples and old tanks convi ying the impression 

that Podagadh, now forlorn and desolate, was a very 

prosperous and populated town in the past. We are inclined 

to identify this place with Puskarl, the old capital of the 

Nalas. Very likely the place was destroyed and reduced to 

ashes sometime after Skandavarman who had restored it after 

some earlier destruction of the town. The final destruction of 

it might have taken place sometimes during the early 
medieval period. 

Some scholars" are inclined to suggest on the basis of 

the Rithapur Inscription of Bhavattavarman that Nandi- 

vardhana, wherefrom the king issued the grant was the 

capital of the Nalas. It may, however, be said that Nandi- 

vardhana was the capital town of the Vakataka kings of 

Berar as known from the Poona Copper plate Inscription3 of 

1. J. B. B. R. A. S. XVI. pP. 225-235. 

2. See B. V. Krishna Rao, E. D. A. p. 660. 

3. E. I. XV pp. 41 f. 
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Prabhavatl Gupta of her regnal year 13 and the Rithspur 

nscnption of Bhavattavarman only indicates that the Nala 

king had succeeded in occupying the Vakataka capital for 

sometime during the protracted struggle between the Nalas 

and the Vakatakas. Nandivardhana has been identified with 

Nagardhan1 2 13 miles North of Nagpur but as this place seems 

to be the same as the old Nagavardhana, the more probable 

identification of the Vakataka capital would be Nandapur3, 
34 miles North of Nagpur. 

The genealogy of the Nala kings has not yet been 

satisfactorily worked out. P. L. Mishra3 is inclined to take 

king Mahendra of Kosala referred to in the Allahabad pillar 

Inscription as a Nala king. His argument that king 

Mahendraditya who issued the Khairtal hoard of gold coins 

is identical with king Mahendra of Allahabad pillar 

Inscription} is based on a guess work and his suggestion that 

fthe name Mahendravarman sounds well with s me of the 

Nala rulers as Bhavadatta varman, Skandavarman, etc, is 

unwarranted since neither Mahendraditya of the coin nor 

Mahendra of Allahabad Inscription has the surname Varman 

and no Nala king is known to have the title of ‘Aditya’ along 

with his name. Mahendraditya of the Khairtal hoard is no 

other than Kumaragupta I, the Imperial Gupta monarch who 

is known from the legends of his coins to have assumed the title 

of Mahendraditya and is referred to as Mahendrasimha, Asva- 

medha Mahendra and also as £ri Mahendra in epigraphic 

records. His silver coins found in Gujerat and Kathiawar 

contain the figure of Garuda on the obverse surrounded by 

1. A New History of the Indian people Vol. VI p. 114. 
2. JASB (N. S.) XIX p. 159. 
3. I. HQ. XXXVII pp. 2-40. 
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the marginal legend-‘Paramabh3gavata-Mah£raj;Sdhir5ja-$n 

-KumSragupta -Mahendraditya1. 

His silver-plated copper coins of the Valabhi fabric 

contain the same legend surrounding the figure of Garuda on 

the reverse2. Thus there can be no doubt that the coins of the 

Khairial hoard3 having the figure of the Garuda standing in 

out-stretched wings and bearing the legend £rl Mahendra- 

ditya; were also issued by Kumaraguptal,the Imperial Gupta 
monarch. 

S. N. Rajguru4 has pointed out that one of the seals 

found at Bhita belongs to an early king of the Nala family. 

The seal in question contains the following legend- 

qirroia sstfsresr . 
The appellation c Afahesvdra mciha- seudtisrstd vcijasycC is 

without doubt a conventional expression found in the records 

of the Nala kings. In the copper plate inscriptions of the 

Nalas the traditional epithets run as follows r— 

to 

.the use identical epithets indicates a family 
convention, Brsadhvaja might be taken as belonging to the 
Nala family. Tta ,eal h„ „„„ 

Marshall to the 3rd or 4th century A. D. and in view of its 

c aracters being similar to those of the Jlathara and 

Saknhayana charters it may be attributed to about 400 

A.D.The discovery of the seal at BhltS near modern 

1. 
2. 
-• • 
4. 

5. 

Allan, Catalogue of the Coins of the Oapta Dynasties-pp. 89-94. 

* Banerii-^e Age of Imperial Guptas, n. 240 

J.N.S.I.V ol.X, 1948 pp. 137-148 

Inscriptions of Orissa Vol. I, Part II, pp |09 f 

A, S. H. 1911-12, p. 51. Seal „o. 25 
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Allahabad has led scholars to conclude that Brsadhvaja was a 

pU Cr °T taat re&*0a> but the matronymic expression — 
vrautamiputrasya—indicates that he belonged to a South 

Indian family. His seal might have gone over to Bhita in the 

train ofBhavadattavarman’s campaign againstNandivardhana 

an his march from the latter place to Prayaga where he 

donated grants to the brahmanas. If Brsadhvaja be regarded 

as a Nala king and his matronymic appellation be taken into 

consideration, his territory may be assigned to the Bastar- 

Koraput area rather than to the Bhlta-Allahabad region. 

The gold coins of the Nala kings, discovered in the 

village Edenga in Bastar district, throw important light on the 

genealogy of the family. Out of the 32 gold coins, so far 

available to us, six large size, one middle size and 22 smaller 

size coins belong to a king named Varaharaja, while one large 

size coin belongs to ^ri Bhavadattaraja and two large ones 

to £rl Arthapatiraja. Bavadattaraja of the coin is, without 

doubt the same as Bhavadatta of the Podagadh stone 

Inscription and Bhavattavarman1 2 of the Rithapur Copper 

Plates, while Arthapatiraja is the same as king Arthapati of 

the Resaribeda and Rithapur Copper-plate Inscriptions. The 

king Varaharaja to whom belong the majority of the Edenga 

coins is, hawever, not known to us from any epigraphic record. 

V. V. Mirashi3, who has edited these coins, is of opinion that 

Varaharajacoins -appear to be the earliest and those of 

1. The scribe of the Rithapur Copper-Plate Inscription seems to be in 

the habit of omitting the letter ‘da’ before the letter 'tta*. In line 9 

in the second plate first side he writes DurgattS in place of 

Lurgadatta, while in line 7 of the same plate he originally engraved 

Devatta and later on added the letter ‘da’ below the line by way of 

correction. There can thus be no doubt that the name of the king 

Bhavatta varman is a mistake for Bhavadattavarman. 

2. J. N. s. 7. 1939, P. 23-35. 
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Arthapati the latest of the whole lot/ This group of rulers 

may be assigned to the 5th century A. D. on the basis of 

Palaeography, the peculiar box-headed type of script engraved 

on the coins and the inscriptional records. 

S. N. Rajguru has placed Arthapati as earlier than 

Bhavadatta; but the Rithapur Inscription leaves no doubt in 

the fact that Maharaja Arthapati was a son and successor of 

Bhavadatta. The colophon portion of this inscription 

reveals that the original grant which was veibaily made by 

Bhavattavarman, was later on reduced to writing in his 11th 

regnal year and was subsequently confirmed by his son and 

successor Maharaja Arthapati Bhattaraka. 

In the Podagadh Inscription, king Skanda- 

varman has been described as the noble son of king 

Bhavadatta ‘the foremost (scion) of the glorious Nala family’. 

It may be pointed out that the Rithapur Grant of Bhavatta 

varman and Arthapati, as well as, the Kesaribeda Charter of 

Arthapati are composed by Chulla who was in charge of 

vigilance Department (Rahasyadhikrta\ while the PodUgarh 

stone Inscription is composed by Janturadasa, the son of 

Chauli who was very likely the son of Chula. Thus 

Bhavadattavarman had two sons—Arthapati and Skanda- 
varman who successively ruled one after the other. 

King Bhavadattavarman may be regarded as a 
contemporary of the Vakataka ruler Narendrasena who was 

defeated and ousted from his capital by him. Prtlii- 

vlsena II, the son and successor of Narendrasena succeeded in 

retneying the fortunes of the family and he probably defeated 

and killed Arthapatiraja. The dates of these two Vakataka 

monaic s ave been tentatively fixed from 440 to 460 A. D 

and from 4(h) to 480 A. D. respectively. In the light of this 

the date of Bhavadattavarman may be assigned to the 
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period from 440 A. D. to 465 A. D. and that of ArthapatirSja 

from 465 A*D. to 475 A. D. Skandavarman who succeeded 

Arthapati ruled during the last quarter of the 5th century 

A. D. and thus became the contemporary of the Vakataka 

ruler Harisena (of the Basim branch) whose date has been 
assigned from cir. 475 to 510 A D. 

Another group of Nala kings is known from the 

inscriptions of Vilasatunga engraved on the left side of the 

Mandapa of the Rajivalochana temple at Rajim in Raipur 

district of Madhya Pradesh. It reveals that Vilasatunga was 

probably a sen of Viruparaja who was the son of Prthivlraja. 

According to Mirasbi the inscription belongs to about 700 

A. D. while Bhandarkar attributed it to the 8th century A. D. 

and Cunningham remarked that on palaeographical ground it 

belongs not later than the 8th or 9th century A. D. This may 

be tentatively assigned to cir. 700 A. D. 

T he genealogy of the Nala kings as known from the 

above discussion may be presented as follows :— 

Brsadhvaja 

V.r.Lsj. 

Bhavadattavarman 

i . 
Arthapatiraja 

i 
Skandavarman 

Prthvlraja 

Viruparaja 

i 
Vilasatunga 

(Cir. 400 A. D.) 

(upto Cir. 440 A. D.) 

(cir. 440-465 A. D.) 

(cir. 465 to 475 A. D.' 

(cir. 475 to 500 A. D.) 

(cir. 700 A. D) 

The political history of the rule of the Nala kings has 

yet been properly discussed. Earlier kings like not 
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Brsadhvaja and Varaharaja are known to us only by their 

names. The large number and varieties of gold coins issued 

by Varaharaja clearly indicate that he was an independent 

ruler of this dynasty and had a long and prosperous rule. 

The growing strength of the Nalas was naturally felt by the 

Vakatakas who had acquired suzerainty over Bastar-Kor.iput 

region probably since the time of Pravarasena I who 

flourished during the earlier part of the 4th century A. Dl 

The Nalas seem to have consoli ated their position when the 

Vakataka empire was under the regency of queen 

Prabhavatlgupta (cir. 390 — 410 A. D,) and king Varaharaja 

proclaimed independence and rose to great prominence. 

The clash of strength between the Nalas and the Vakatakas 

started during the rule of Narendrasena, son and successor of 

Pravarasenall and theNalaking who fought against the Vaka¬ 

taka power is known to be Bhavadattavarman who was very 

likely a successor of Varaharaja, The fight between the Nalas 

and the Vakatakas seem to be a protracted one and Skanda- 

gupta, the contemporary Gupta monarch (456—467 A. D. 

who was then under continuous stress of war. could not 

interfere in this struggle. Bhavadattavarman inflicted a 

crushing defeat on the Vakatakas and marched as far as the 

imperial capital Nandivardhana which was eventually 

occupied by him. Narendrasena who was then hard 

pressed by the Traikutakas of southern Gujerat, was unable 

to stand against the onslaught of the Nalas and was forced to 

retreat from his capital. Sometime after this victory, 

Bhavadattavarman marched to the holy Prayaga apparently 

on a pilgrimage where he donated a village named Kadamba- 

giri> for acquiring blessing^on himself and his queen, to 

Matradhyaryya of the Par as ar a gotra and his eight son,s 

named^Devaryya. Devadattaryya, KumaradattSryya, VIra- 

dattaryya, V asudattaryya; Gaundattaryya^ Dhruvadattaryya 

and Durggadattaryya. This grant was made in the 1 itil 

regnal year of king Bhavadattavaiman and it thus appears 
65 
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that the Vakataka capital Nandivardhana was occupied bv 

him about the middle of the 5th century A. D. Bhavadatta- 

varman continued to occupy the heart of the Vakataka empire 

till the end of his rule as indicated by the colophon portion 

of his RithajJur Copper plate Grant but his son Maharaja 

Arthapati had to suffer serious reverses at the hands of 

Prthvisena II, son and successor of Narendrasena. The 

Balagkat Plates of Prthvisena reveal that this monarch 

rescued the fortunes of his family twice and although the 

1 ecord does not inform us about the enemies defeated by him 

on tnese two occasions there can be no doubt that 

they were the Nala king Arthapatiraja and the Traikutaka 

king DhSrasena. Arthapatiraja was crushingly defeated by 

Prthvisena II and the Nalas were expelled from the Vakataka 

dominion. The Kesaribeda Copper plate Grant was made by 

Arthapati probably after his expulsion from Nandivardhana. 

This grant was issued from the headquarters Puskarl donating 

the village Keselaka in favour of Durggaryya> Raviraryya 

and Bavidattaryya all belonging to the Kautsasa gotra. 

Prthvisena seems to have marched against the Nala capital 

as a measure of retaliation and devastated the town of Puskarl. 

Arthapatiraja was probably killed in the battle sometime 

about 475 A. D. and his brother Skandavarman ascended the 

throne and continued the struggle with the enemies. The 

Vakatakas succeeded in repulsing the Traikutakas and the 

Nalas, but they were unable to smash the power of these two 

ruling dynasties. The Traikutaka king Vyaghrasena, the 

successor of Dharasena continued in power and remained a 

potential danger for the Vakarakas. The Nala king Skanda- 

varman, on the other hand, hurled back the Vakatakas from 

his own territory and restored and repopulated the capitU 

town Puskari. 

1. RLW.pp.67L 
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Both Bhavadattavarman and his son ArthapatirSja 

were devout $aiva but Skandavarman was a worshipper of 

Hari. He is known from his Podagadh Stone inscription to 

have enshrined the foot-print of Visnu with, the. hope of 

obtaining religious merit for his father^ mother and other 

ancestors, as well as, for himself. He also founded an 

Agrahara for carrying on the worship of Visnu : and endowed 

a Satra attached to the temple for feeding the Brahmanas, the 

ascetics, the poor and the destitute. 

As pointed out above, Skandavarman was probably 

a contemporary of the Vakataka emperor Harisena of the 

Basim branch. The Ajanta Inscription1 reveals that Harisena 

extended his political supremacy over Gujerat. Malwa, 

South Kosala, Andhra and Ivuntala. The occupation of 

Gujerat and South Kosala indicates the discomfiture of the 

Traikutakas and the Nalas respectively, the two grert enemies 

of the Vakatakas. Skandavarman thus had to encounter the 

formidable power of Harisena and was overwhelmed by the 

latter sometime about 500 A. D. The victory of the VakStakas 

over the Nalas was a decisive one and it effectively broke 
down their power. 

I hv. subsequent history of the Nalas is not so eventful 

and vigorous. They are known to have been subdued by the 

( halukya king Klrtivarman (566-598 A. D.) who is described 

in the Aihole Inscription* as the night of doom to the Nalas1 

and subsequently Vikramaditya I, the Western Chalukya 

monarch gave a crushing blow on them about the middle of 

the 7th century A. D.3 The Nalas there-after appear to have 

1. Hyderabad Archaeological Series, no. 14. 
2. E. I. VI, pp. 1 f. 
3. J. B. B. R, S. XVI pp. 225 f. 
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shitted towards the Upper MahSnadl valley where they 

established a small principality for themselves probably at the 

cost of the Sarabhapuriyas. The inscription in the Rajiva- 

lochana temple of Rajim reveals the rule of at least three 

Nala kings in that territory—Prlhvlraja, Viruparaja and the 

latter’s son Villisaiunga. Nothing more, however, is known 

about the later group of kings of this dynasty. Very 

probably, Vilasatunga was defeated by the PanduvaihsI king 

Tivaradeva who occupied the whole of South Kosala about 

700 A. D. 

Political and Cultural Importance 

of the Nala Rule 

The Nalas ruled over the Bastar-Koraput region 

which was a part of the ancient Atavika territory and later 

on became well known in history as the land of Trikalinga.1 * 

The geographical location of their kingdom made them a 

buffer power between the Matharas of Kalinga and the 

Vakatakas of Central India. The Nalas were the great 

enemies of the Vakatakas and as such, proved an effective 

bulwark against the aggression of the latter over Kalinga. 

They were very likely an important ally of the Matharas but 

not much is known about political relations between these 

two powers. 

The Nalas, unlike the VStharas, professed the theory 

of divine origin of kingship and believed that upon them was 

bestowed the glory of royalty by Ma lies war a (6iva) and 

Mahasena (Karttikeya;3. Rulers like Arthapati frequently 

I. The name Trikalinga is found in the Jirjincji Grant (E. I. XXV. 
pp. 281f.) of Indravarman I dated in GafSga year 39 i. e., cir 537 A.D. 
Found in the preamble of the RitMpur plates of Bhavadatta varman 

and the Kesaribedci plates of Arthapati. 
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bi)fc the epithet Bhafiaraka conveying tl»e tcnie of divinity.1 2 
The Nala kings were, without doubt, great warriors and they 

were personally leading the army to the battle field. Their 

banner was known as ‘tripalaka’ and it probably consisted of 

three pennons,- 

The Nalas succeeded in establishing a stable govern¬ 

ment which led to the growth of commerce and contributed to 

the prosperity of their kingdom. Trade routes from K.alinga 

to Kosala, as well as, to central and northern India; passed 

through their kingdom and rivers like Indravati and Godavari 

connected it with Vengi and other territories in the South. 

The prosperity of the Nala kingdom is testified by the 

circulation of gold coins by the kings of the dynasty and also 

by their larg3 scale fight with the Vakatakas, who were then 

a great power in India. 

The Nala kings were great patrons of learning and 

literature. The writer Chulla, who composed the Rithapur 

plates of Bhavadatta varraan, as well as, the Kesaribeda 

plates of Arthapati in Sanskrit prose, was given the charge 

of Intelligence Department (Rahasyadhikrta). Jantura 

Dasa, the grand-son of Chulla ( son of Chaull ) is known to 

be a great poet and the Podagadh Stone inscription of Skanda 

varman has been composed by him in Anustup metre which 

is unique in its type in the epi:raphic literature of 

India. Scholars like MatradhySryya and his son; Ohakradrona 

and his son; Paddopadhyaryya and his son Voppadeva; and 

Biswarupa the son of Aja were being duly honoured by the 
Nala kings. 

1. The name Arthapati Bhattaraka is found in the colophon of the 

Rithapur plates of Bhavadatta varman. 

2. The expression ^ may also mean one whose banner 

contained figure of a hand with three fingers spread out. 
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The Nala kings were patronising the Brahmins 
and granting lands to them in group; for their own 

religious m^rit. King Bhavadatta" Varman granted land to 

MatradhySryya and his jeight sons belonging to Parasara 

gotra, while king Arthapati donated the village Keselaka 

to a group of three Brahmins, all belonging to Kautsasa 

gotra. The idea of protecting the cows and the Brahmins 

along with the‘subjects, was cherished by the Nalas and 

in fact; Bhavadatta Varman in his Rithapur Grant expresses his 

desire for bliss and happiness of these three categories.1 A 

sacred dip in the Ganges; particularly at prayaga; the 

confluence of the Ganges and the Jumna, was considered to 

be of great religious merit; and it was believed that the 

confluence of these two rivers had been purified by the 

divine favour of Bhagavan Prajapati (Brahma). 

The Nala kings were not only the stau ich suppor¬ 

ters of Brahmanism but also were the upholders of &aivism 

and Vaisnavism. The early kings like Bhavadatta varman 

and Arthapati were worshippers of £iva and MahSsena, 

while king Skanda varman was a devout worshipper of 

Visnu. The Podagadh Inscription reveals that Skandava^man 

enshrined the foot prints of Visnu in the town of 

Puskarl; which was the royal capital. The free feeding 

house ( Satra ) attached to this shrine was meant for 

supplying food not only to Brahmins and ascetics but als3 to 

the poor and the destitute* The footprint symbolises the dwarf 

incarnation of Visnu and it appears that the idea of divine 

incarnation wa^ popular in the Nala kingdom. Visnu was 

regarded not only as the ultimate reality but also as a 

personal God. The Podagadh Inscription declares “Hari was 

I. sqfoi JTt^rwrP^:— {Rithapur plates L 
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victorious, is victorious and will be victorious”1 and also 

states ‘‘verily the Divine Hari is Himself the conquest., the 

object to be conquered and also the conqueror/’" 

Manas. 

The territory lying to the North of the Mathara 

kingdom, beyond the river MahanadI was under the rule of a 

new dynasty, a king of which very likely circulated the 

Gandibedha hoard of coins. A hoard of 147 copper coins 

have been discovered from the village Nanduru near Gandi¬ 

bedha in Balasore district3, and these coins although of 

different weights and sizes contain almost identical syn bols 

and legends. The symbol on the obverse is a couchant bull 

and the legend on the reverse consists of four letters of 

box-headed variety which are similar to those of the Mathara 

epigraphs. The legend may be read ascSunanda Vu’ although 

S. N. Rajguru4 prefers the reading ‘Sunandasya’ or c&rl 

Nandasyah Palaeographically these coins may be acribed to 

the 5th century A. D. and so king Sunanda and some rulers 

of his family may be said to be flourishing as contemporaries 
of the Mathara kings of Kalinga. 

^ It is, however, difficult to say anything about the 

dynasty to which king Sunanda belongs. S. N. Rajguru, who 

1. sfajpfta 

3. The hoard was discovered by S'rl Sctya Narayan Rajguru in 1952. See 
0. H, R. J.t V, pp. 157-59. 

4. O. H.R. J„ Vol. V.p. 158. 

Sri Rajguru in Inscriptions of Orissa Vol. I. part H p. 57. argues that 

the letter g of the legend may be a numerical symbol stand,ng 

for 'COO, which he is inclined to take either as Buddha nirvSna era 

c, VIranirvana era. But it is difficult to acceptjthese suggestions and 

Rajguru himself admin .hat there is no evidence of the usage of 
thes2 eras in Qnssa. 
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was earlier of the opinion that the issuer of the Gandibedha 

coins was a member of the Mana dynasty of Tosala1, later on 

changed his views and declared that this ruler probably 

belonged to the Mathara dynasty of Simhapura.2 But if king 

Sunanda be regarded as a king of the Gandibedha region he 

can not be a king of the Mathara family of Simhapura 

whose territory extended upto the river MahSnadi 

in the North. According to Rajguru the village Nanduru, 

the find spot of the coins, may have been named 

after this king, but the Mathara dominion is not known from 

any source to have extended as far as this place. Moreover 

the rulers of the Mathara family invariably professed the 

Bhagavata form of religion and kin' Sunanda who was 

undoubtedly a Saiva by faith, probably belongs to a dynasty 

other thm the Mathara. 

The territory ofSunanda is known to be under the rule 

of the scions of the Man* fimily during the 6th century A D. 

The Soro Copper Plate3 dated in Samvat 263 (580 A. D.) raveals 

the rule of a king named Saiiibhuyasa of Mudgala family 

over Uttar Tosail comprising the Balasore region. That the 

Mudgala family, to which Saiiibhuyasa belonged^ was veiy 

probably the same as the Mana dynasty, is known fro n the 

Patidkela Plate4 of Sivaraja, a feudatory of the former. This 

plate dated in Samvat 233 (693 A. D.) indicates that 

Saiiibhuyasa, the overlord of Sivaraja was a ruler of the Mana 

dynasty. The account of the Mana rule over Uttar Tosali or 

Utkala, has not yet been properly known owing to paucity of 

reliable evidences. Although rulers of this family were 

flourishing in Balasore region in the 2nd half of the 6th 

1. 0. H. R. </., V., p. 10. 

2. Ibid p. 159. 

3. E. I.XXm, p. 201. 

4. E. I. IX. pp. 285-88- 
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century A. D., there is no definite evidence to show that they 

were also ruling over that region during the early part of that 

century. But king &ambhuyasa was to all probability, not the 

first ruler of the Mana dynasty of Tosali and it is not unlikely 

that his predecessors ruled over that region during the 

first half of the 6th century A, D. In that consideration king 

Sunanda, who is ascribed to cir. 500 A. D., may be taken as 

an early Mana ruler. The large number and varieties of 

his coins indicate that he ruled for a considerably long 

period over a flourishing kingdom. The missing link between 

him and Sambhuyasa requires careful investigation. 

A rock inscription1 at Dudhpani, in the 

Hazaribagh district, assigned to the 8th century A 

refers to a king named Adisimha who made three brothers— 

UdayamSna, Srldhautamana and Ajitamana. the lords of 

three villages. The inscription states that these three 

brothers were originally the merchants from Ayodhya which 

may be identified with the village of the same name in modern 

Balasore district, and the rich antiquities of early medieval 

period of the village indicates that it was a notable 

place during that time. An inscription from Govindpur in 

Gaya district of Bihar, dated in the Saka year 1059 

(A. D. 1137) reveals that the Manas were flourishing as local 

rulers of that region in the 12th century A. D. It appears that 

the Manas who were ruling over North-eastern part of Orissa 

during 5th-6th century A. D. migrated to Chhotanagpur and 
Southern Bihar in subsequent period.2 

1. 
2. 

Noticed by Dr. D. C. Sircar in J. K. H. B. S. II. p. 40. 

P' I*'. ll0We,Ver- of °P‘nion *at the original principality of 

Midnt Tr ", S°meWhere the h‘"* between the 
Midnapur and Gay5 districts and gradually extended over nearly the 

whole of modern Orrssa by the later part of the 6th century A. D. 

i his^liggestion appears untenable. 

(A New History of the Indian People—Vol. VI p. 84) 
66 ■ 
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Bhanjas. 

The account of another dynasty which flourished 

during this period in Keonjhar region is known from the 

relics at Sitabinjhi and Denguaposi, two adjacent villages in 

Keonjhar district. In between these two tiny villages mostly 

inhabited by aboriginal people, are found extensive ruins 

of a township which was once an important place in this 

region. A small inscription, consisting of only nine letters, 

is found in a rock-shelter called Rsvana-chhaya which also 

contains a tempera painting (described below). The reading 

of the inscription, as well as, the date of its script have, 

however, given rise to some controversy. B. Misra and K. G. 

Panigrahi jointly read the inscription as Ragaraja &r\ 

DUabhanja and ascribed it to the 4th century A. D.1 on 

palaeographical consideration. T. N. Ramchandran2 and 

D. G. Sircar3 both read the inscription as Maharaja £ri 

DUabhanja but while the former assigned it to about 4th 

century A. D. the latter considered it to be of the period 

between 8th and 12th century A. D. In assigning its date 

Sircar has been led by the idea that DiSabbanja of this 

inscription is possibly identifical with Digbhanja-Disabhahja 

of Khinjalimandala, who actually ruled about the 10th 

century A. D.4 But the record in question may be assigned 

to a period after the Bhadrdk Stone inscription5 6 of Maharaja 

Gana and before the Soro plate6 of Sarhbhuyasa and its date 

|. Modern Review, March, 1938. pp. 301*4. 

2. J. A. H. R. S. XIX pp. 19If. 

See also Artibus Asia (Institute of Fine Arts, Newyork University), 

XIVi pp 5*25. 

3. I. H. Q. XXVIII-pp. 227-28. 

4. E. /.-XXVIII P. 275 Note 2. 

5. E. XXIX, pp. 169f. 

6. Ef XXIII. pp. 201f. 



m 
may, therefore, be ascribed to the 4th-5th century A, D. 
R. C. Majumdar* while agreeing with the fact that the inscrip¬ 

tion belongs to about 4-th-5th century A. D. expresses doubt 

about its correct reading, as according to him the last word 

appears more like DiSagaja than Disabhanja. He suggests a 

conjectural reading Sirhharaja Sri Difagaja and remarks that 

‘•some body scribbled on the rock two words denoting a lion 

(Sigka =>Siihha) and an elephant (Dig-gaja) perhaps as an 

explanatory label of the fresco painting which represented a 

scene of hunting a lion with the help of elephants/’ But the 

reading and interpretation of the inscription, suggested by 

Majumdar, appear untenable. The painting presents a scene 

of royal procession and there is no definite indication for 

interpreting its theme to be of lion hunting. Majumdar has, 

however, recently accepted the reading of Ramachandran 

as Maharaja Sri Dijabhanja\ 

The name-ending of the king indicates that he 

probably belonged to the Bhanja family. It is, however, not 

possible to s; y anything definite about the family of this ru^er 

as it is not known whether his predecessors and successors 

had this name-ending. We have instances of iulers 

having the name-ending Bhanja and claiming to belong to a 

family which they call Drumarajakula (the family of 

Drumarsja). Netabhanja of Navangulakapattana known from 

his Baud plates* (ascribed to early 9th century A. D.) belonged 

to Drumaraja family and this Netabhanja is very likely 

identical with his nameshake who issued the Russelkonda Grant4 

in hi^ 26th legnal )ear. The Russelkonda Charter reveals 

1. 
2. 

4. 

Outlme of the History of the Bhanja kings of Orissa (Reprinted 

tne Dacca University studies) p. 25. 

History and Culture of the Indian People, Vol IV Dn 73 74 
J. B.O.R.S., XVII, pp. 104-18. 1 lv- PP 73-74. 

E. I., XXVIII, pp. 258-63 also O. H. R. J., I, pp. 265-70. 

from 
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that king Nstabharfja was the inheritor of the fortune of 99 

past generations of kings. This, however, appears to be 

a conventional ^number but it indicates that the family to 

which Netabhanja belonged, was an old one. It may there¬ 

fore, be suggested that Disabhanja of Sitabinjhi Inscription 

might be one of the ancestors of Netabhanja, although it 

cannot be confirmed until further discovery throws sufficient 
light on it. 

The painting found in the Rsvanachhaya rock- 

shelter is not the only antiquarian relic of Sitabinjhi. It hag 

already been stated that the ruins of an ancient township are 

lying scattered in between the two aboriginal villages 

Sitabinjhi and Denguaposi. One can find here ruined temples 

and buildings and mounds of broken bricks representing 

dwelling-houses in the midst of jungles and low hills. A 

broken temple of $iva can well be recognised and at the 

neighbourhood of it is lying a Chaturmukha lingam1 which 

was very likely enshrined in the temple. About a dozen of 

inscribed boulders are found scattered near the temple and 

these are yet to be satisfactorily desciphered. All these 

appear to be votive inscriptions left by the $aiva devotees 

and the characters indicate a South Indian variety datable to 

the 5th century A. D. 

Besides Ravanachhaya, a number of natural rock- 

shelters are also found there and one of them contains an 

inscription in the same characters which may be read as 

t-Purudhasa Chhicha Maruta? meaning that the shelter 

belonged to one Maruta, the disciple ofPurudha. Maruta 

1" According to T. N. Ramachadran, this Mukhalirigam may be assigned 

to the Gupta period on the ground of its artistic technique. He 

particularly points out the flap or foreskin of the phallus that can be 

seen below the heads of &va. 
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and his preceptor Purudha were yery likely J$aiva ascetics 
and they may be assigned to cir. 5th century A. D.1 2 

A number of Kusan coins are known to have been 
discovered from this site and various types of metalic objects^ 
as well as, a soap stone figurine have also been found. The 
antiquities indicate that Sitabinjhi was a flourishing township 
during the early Christian centuries, and as pointed out 
before, it was lying on the famous trade route that ran from 
Kalihga towards Northern India". This town became a 
famous centre of &vawoiship about the 5th century A. D. 
when pilgrims and ascetics used to visit the place for gaining 
religious merit. It is interesting to notice that when the 
Bhagavata religion was thriving in the Mathara kingdom 
to the South of the Mahanadl^ l^aivism was gaining popu¬ 
larity to the North of that river in the territories of the 
Manas and the Early Bhanjas. 

The most important relic of the place is the painting 
found in the rock-shelter Ravanachhaya, which very likely 
belonged to the time of Maharaja Disabhanja who got it 
painted to commemorate some important event. This natural 
rock-shelter is built by two big boulders,, the upper one being 
projected about. 15 feet on one side in the shape of a sun 
tfhade. The height from the floor level to the ceiling of the 

it is on the ceiling that the 
painting which is of tempera type depicts the scene of a royal 
procession in five different colours : buff, white, brown, red 
anc yellow-ochre, the last two being prominently visible at 
present. The scene consists of a king who is seated on a 
caparisoned elephant, holding the goad in the right hand 
and a water lily the left hand; a royal attendant riding 

1. K. C. Panigrahi, Archaeological Remains at Bhubaneswar, p. 217. 
2. See Supra, Ch. VII. 
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the same elephant behind the king holding a fly-whisk in the 

right hand and a parasol for the king in tho left hand; a 

horseman on a spirited horse which is galloping ahead of 

the elephant and a band of retainers on foot marching for¬ 

ward in the front among whom may be marked four men and 

one woman, while a female attendant wearing a skirt up to 

the knee and tightening a piece of white cloth on her upper 

limbs walks behind tho elephant trying to keep pace with the 
party. 

The painting is a realistic one although some 

idealistic elements are added to it by depiction of Vidyadhari 

figures hovering in the sky just above the head of the king. 

Some scholars have attempted to identify the king and 

according to Balasubramanyam1 he is king Kappina of 

Kukkutavatl proceeding with his retinue to meet the Buddha 

at Savatthi (Sravasti). We are, however, inclined to believe 

that the king in the painting is no other than DiSabhafija 

and his name has been inscribed just below the elephant 

probably with the purpose of revealing his identity. The 

pictorial style of the painting may be compared with those of 

some famous frescoes in the caves of Aja.nta attributed to the 

Gupta age, particularly with the scenes in cave no. XVIJ, 

The style is simple and natural and it is marked by expressive 

gesture and physiognomy. There is no tendency to display 

the dress and jwellery and in fact, costume of the persons 

including that of the king, is rather plain and simple. This 

ait tradition appears to have come from the Vak at aka king¬ 

dom where the Ajanta school of art flourished, and it suggests 

cultural contact of the Vakatakas with the Utkala regiqn, 

the details of which are yet to be properly studied. 

1. 0. H, R. J,, VI, PP. 231-82. 
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Plate—I 

Fig. 1, Kulei—2 

145x 97 x 63 mm. Early Stone Age; almond- 

shapedj pebble—butted, bifacial hand-axe$ brown 

quartzite; biconvex cross-section, moderately rolled. 

2. Pallahara-14 

150 x 113 x 48 mm. Early Stone Age, unifacial 

hand-axe on an end-flake; brown quartzite; slightly 

sinous profile; thick; working edge; roughly biconvex 

cross-section; heavily rolled. 

3. Harichandanpur - 9 

120 x 103 x 50 mm. Early Stone Age_, irregularly 

flaked pebble; brown quartzite red ferruginous staining 

on the pebble cortex; slightly rolled. 

4. Meramanddali - 1 

107 x 82 x 35 mm. Early .Stone Age, irregularly 

flaked pebble; bluish quartzite; plano-convex cross- 

Section; slightly rolled, 
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Plate—II 

Fig. 3. Bisai-17 _ , , 
157 x 96 x 60 mm. Early Stone Age CU shape , 

oblique-edge^ cleaver; brown quartzite; roughly 

trapezite; roughly trapezoid cross-section; slightly 

rolled. 

2. Bhalitundi—1 
87 x 69 x 27 mm. Early Stone Age small TJ’ 

shaped cleaver on an end-flake; brown quartzite, 

unifacial; slightly oblique convex edge; roughly plano¬ 

convex cross-section; slightly rolled. 

3. Domuhani—1 
101x71x27 mm. Early Stone Age unifacial 

hollow or concave scraper on a side-flake; dolerite; 

triangular cross-section; rolled. 

4. Ghakrasil—3 
101 x 58 x 20 mm. Early Stone Age unifacial 

point on an end-flake; greenish quartzite; triangular 

cross-section; rolled and weathered. 

5. Harichandanpur—35 

62 x 62 x 22 mm. Early Stone Age unifacial point 

on an indeterminate-flake; brown quartzite; triangular 

cross section; rolled. 

6. Harichandanpur—43 

60 x 35 x 17 mm. Early Stone Age unifacial point 

on an end-flake; tip broken; white quartzite; piano* 

convex cross-section; rolled. 

7. Talcher Revenue Rest Shed Tank—2 

74 x 67 x 44 mm. Early Stone Age pebble-core 

white quartzite; fresh. 

8. Harichandanpur—16 

76 x 57 x 19 mm. Early Stone Age side-scraper 

on a triangular side-flake, unifacial; cream-coloured 

quartzite, plano-convex cross-section; slightly rolled. 
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9, Hafichandanpur — 46 

55 x 4| x 20 mm. Early Stone Age side-scraper on 
an end-flake; unifacial; white quartzite; scraping-edge 
on both sides; plano-convex cross-section; slightly 
rolled and weathered; red ferruginous staining 
throughout. 

10. Kaliakata —8 

71 x 43 x 20 mm. Early Stone Age side-scraper on 
an indeterminate-flake; unifacial; greenish quartzite; 
plano-convex cross-section; slightly rolled. 

* * r>an . 
11. Harichandanpur—39 

63 x 46x20 mm. Early Stone Age bifacial side- 
scraper on an indeterminate-flake; unifacial; brown 
quartzite- slightly rolled and weathered. 

Kf2. Harichandanpur—21 

59 x 47 x 28 mm. Early Stone Age bifacial side- 
scraper; brown quartzite; biconvex cross-section; 
slightly rolled and weathered; red ferruginous staining 
throughout.. ^ _ 

13. Harichandanpur— 

53 x 39x 20 mm. Early Stone Age unifacial point 
on a indeterminate-flake; white quartzite; roughly 
trapezoid cross-section; rolled. 

S 4. t «rs t 'i > 1 «--i. 'J 

|4. Chariipua—9 
77 x 57 x 22 mm. Early Stone Age round-scraper 

on an end-flake; unifacial; jasper shaded with red and 
blue; triangular cross-section; slightly rolled. 

15. Harichandanpur —36 

61 x 55 x 19 mm. Early Stone Age round-scraper 
a side-flake; unifacial; bluish quartzite; slightly rolled. 

16. Harichandanpur—44 
81 x 46x 26 mm. Early stone age bifacial point; 

brown quartzite; ‘S’ twist profile; plano-convex cross- 
section; almost fresh. 

17, Harichandanpur—13 
74 x 66 x 29 mm. Early Stone Age bifacial discoid; 

fine grain quartzite shaded with cream and pink; 
biconvex cross-section; slightly rolled. 
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Plate—III 

Fig. 1. Harichandanpur—7 
123 x 28x39 mm. Early Stone Age, fully flaked 

bifacial hand-axe made out of a pebble; elongated-oval; 

brown quartzite; plano-convex cross-section; slightly 

rolled; black and white calcareous incrustations on the 

pebble-cortex. 

2. Bijatala—1 

112 x 78 x 29 mm. Early Stone Age, peariform, 

fully-flaked, bifacial hand-axe; bluish medium-grain 

quartzite; biconvex cross-section; almost fresh. 

3. Pallahara—2 

135 x 80 x 39 mm. Early Stone Age, oblique- 

convex-edge, unifacial, cleaver; CU’ shaped; brown 

quartzite; roughly triangular cross-section; rolled. 

4. Mahulia—6 

121 x 76 x 40 mm. Early Stone Age, peariform 

fully flaked, bifacial hand-axe; brown quartzite- 

biconvex cross-section; slightly rolled. 

5. Banspal—2 

152 x 86 x 45 mm. Early Stone Age unifacial, side- 

scraper on a pebble; brown quartzite, roughly trian¬ 

gular cross-section; slightly rolled. 

6. Harichandanpur—3 

135 x 92 x 48 mm. Early Stone Age, peariform, 

fully flaked, bifacial handaxe; milky crystal quartzite- 

biconvex cross-section; slightly rolled and weathered. 

7. Barasol—1 

127 x 85 x 50 mm. Early Stone Age, pebble-butted 

pearifrom, bifacial handaxe; blackish quartzite- the 

unflaked pebble portion has a plano-convex cross sec¬ 

tion, whereas the cross-section of the flaked anterior is 
biconvex; slightly rolled. 
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Plate—IV 

Fig. |. Kaliakata—2 

182 x 90x50 mm. Early Stone Age, bifacial elonga- 

ted-peariform hand-axe, brown quartzite; biconvex 

cross-section; red ferruginous incrustations in patches; 

fresh. 

2. Pratappur—2 

185 x ii00 x 49 mm. Early Stone Age, almond- 

shaped, fully flaked, bifacial hand-axe; translucent 

greenish quartzite; on an indeterminate flake; roughly 

biconvex cross-section; slightly rolled; unfinished 
specimen. 

3. Pratappur—-2 

175 x 98 x 53 mm. Early Stone Age, e’ongated- 

peariform, fully flaked, bifacial hand-axe; brown quart¬ 

zite; on an indeterminate flake; rough’y triangular 
cross-section; almost fresh. 

4. Psllahara—11 

I k? x 80 x 42 mm. Early Stone Age, elongated 
pearifrom, fully flaked, bifacial hand-axe; greenish 
quartzite; biconvex cross-section; highly rolled; red 
lerruginous stains in patches, 
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Plate—V 

Fig. 1. Champua—10 

75 x 32 x 32 mm. Middle Stone Age side-scraper; 

on an end-flake; red jasper banded with black; rolled. 

2. Badra—91 

62 x 45 x 12 mm. Middle Stone Age point on a 

flake with the bulb at the tip; black chert* slightly 
rolled. 

3. BadrS— 96 

45 x 40 x 9 mm. Middle Stone Age point on an 

end-flake, black chert banded with brown quartzite* 
slightly rolled, 

4. Bhaludungri—11 

19 x 17 x 5 mm. Microlithic point; red jasper; tip 
slightly broken; fresh. 

5. Badra—101 

22 x 20 x 4 mm. Microlithic point; bluish opal: on 
an end-flake; rolled. 

6. Badra—35 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Middle Stone Age fluted-core. 

Bonaikala—7 

Middle Stone Age blade. 

RairaHgpur—14 

enH.fl5rX.25x9mm' Midd,e Age borer- on a; 
I-. . " “ e> greenish chalcedony; slightly rolled. 
Bhaludungri— IQ 

rejuvenation flake-blade”™^ latptt} [rtfa* ** 
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10. Bhaludungri—12. 

18x15x5 mm. Microlithic thumb-scraper; red 
jasper; slightly rolled. 

11. Kurhadi Minor Irrigation Project—15 

18 x 11 x 5 mm. Microlithic side-scraper; red 
jasper; rolled. 

12. Badra—119 

68 x 35 x 13 mm. Middle Stone Age scraper-borer; 
black chert; fresh. 

13. Bisai—4 

60 x 41 x 18 mm. Middle Stone Age point; milky 
quartz; fresh. 

t 

I 
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Plate - VI 

Middle Stone Age Tools 

Fig. 1. Badra—9 
Cl x 46 x 14 mm. Side-scraper; blackish fine-grain 

quartzite; end-flake; fresh. 

2. Barasol—21 
48 x 32 x 11 mm. End-scraper; bluish opal with 

black bands;"rolled. 

3. Bhanjgarh—4 

57 x 29 x 14 mm. Side-scraper; red jasper; rolled. 

4. Bhaludungri—4 

62 x 38 x 16 mm. Side-scraper; fine-grain milky 

quartz; end-flake; fresh. 

5. Rairangpur 15 

38 x 27 x 13 mm. Side-scraper; honey-coloured 

jasper; slightly rolled. 

6. Badra —97 

47 x 35 x 16 mm. Hollow-scraper; black chert; 

thick end-flake; fresh. 

7. Bahalda—2 

45 x 32 x 13 mm. Burin on a side-flake; fine-grain; 

bluish, translucent, quartzite; gouge-type; slightly 
rolled. 

8. Bhaludungri—17 

°3 x 23 x 14 mm. Burin on a nodule; red jasper; 
chisel-type; fresh. 

9. Rairangpur—14 

45 x 25 x 9 mm. Borer on an end-flake; greenish 
chalcedony; slightly rolled. 
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Plate—VII 

Microliths 

Fig. 1. Patna—1^ 
25 x 17 x 11 mm. Fluted-core; red jasper; rolled. 

2. Bhanjgarh—17 
21x19x16 mm. Thumb-scraper; red jasper; 

rolled. 

3. Rairangpur—44 

34 x 24 x 16 mm. Fluted-core; bluish opal; rolled. 

4. Bhanjgarh—6 

46 x 16 x 11 mm. Fluted-core; red jasper; rolled. 

5. Bisai - 20 

50x31x16 mm. Fluted-core; fine-grain black 
quartzite; slightly rolled. M 

6. Badra—33 

57 x 31 x 23 mm. Fluted-core; bluish opal banded 

with red and black; slightly rolled. 

7. Bisai-50 

25 x 14x4 mm. Simple blade; black chert; 
fresh. 

8. Rairangpur—65 

30 x 11 x 4 mm. Backed blade; fine grain quart¬ 
zite; fresh. 

9. Badra—12 

29x13x6 mm. Worked or used blade; black 

fine grain quartzite; a notch at a side with retouches 

suggests its use as a hollow-scraper also; broken, 
slightly rolled. 

10. Bhaludungri—20 

fresh22 X 9 X 5 mm- Workcd or used blade; red jasper; 

11. Badra—120 

25 x 10 x 4 mm. Worked or used blade; black chert- 
broken; slightly rolled. 

12. Bhanjgarh—16 

26 x 16 x 6 mm. End-scraper; red jasper; rolled. 
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13. Rairangpur—41 

22 x 16x5 mm. Side-scraper^ bluish opal; slightly 
rolled. . 

14. ' Bhanjgarh—8 
21 x 15 x 7 mm. Hollow-scraper; red jasper; 

fresh. 

15. Rairangpur — 11 
35x11x5 mm. Worked or used blade; bluish 

opal banded with black; fresh. 

16. Rairangpur—66 

23 x 12 x 4 mm. Worked or used blade; black 
chert; fresh. 

17. Bhaludungri—22 

14 x 10 x 4 mm. Backed blade; red jasper; broken; 
fresh. 

Fig. 18. Raigangpur - 64 

20 x 10x4 mm. Worked or used blade; black 
chert; rolled. 

19. Khuntagaon—7 
18x12x6 mm. End-scraper; red jasper; retou¬ 

ches are confined to the end ol a thick blade-like 
nodule; rolled. 

20. Bhaludungri—18 
23 x 15 x 8 mm. Hollw-scraper; red jasper; fresh. 

21. Bhaludungri—9 
19 x i3 x 7 mm. Side scraper; red jasper; fresh. 

2 7 Bisai—53 
21x19x17 mm. Thumb-scraperj blackish; fine- 

grain quartzite; fresh. 

23. Rairangpur—2 
40x21 x 16 mm. Flat-graver on a core; black 

chert; fresh. 

24. Kandalia—4 
48 x 26 x 16 mm. Core-graver, bec-de-fiute; 

bluish opal and white quartzite; fresh. 

25. Rairangpur—67 
45 x 25 x 14 mm. Core-graver; bec-de-Jlute; black 

chert banded with white; fresh. 
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Plate—VIII 

Neolithic Celts 

Fig. 1. Jangra—1' 

116 x 53 x 26 . mm. Greenish dolerite; unpolished; 

biconvex cross-section; slightly rolled. 

2. Ramla—6 

115 x 43 x 39 mm. Buff dolerite; chisel; unpolished; 

roughly rectangular cross-section; slightly rolled. 
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Plate—IX 

Fig, 1. Neoliths from Jaugada, Dist. Ganjam. 

Fig 2 Neoliths from Radiabindha, Dist. Mayurbhanj 

Fig. 3. Neoliths from Udayagiri, Dist. Puri. 
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Plate—X 

Shouldered celt from SiSupSlgarh, Dist. Puri 

Plate—XI 

Copper celt ( 7| in* x 6| ins x | ins) from Dunria 

Dist. DhenkSnal. 

( State Museum^ Lucknow ) 
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Plate—XII 

ASokan Elephant, Dhaull hill, Dt. Puri. 
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Plate—XIII 

i ig. |. Bell-capital from Asoka Jhara, Bhuvaneswar* 

( Orissa State Museum ) 

Fig. 2. Pilaster with bell-capital, crowning animal and 
Ghata base. 

Anantagumpha, Khandagiri, Di«t. Puri. 
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Plate—XIV 

Fig. 1. Yaksa from the suburb of BhuvaneSwar. 

( Orissa State Museum ) 

Fig. 2. Alleged ASokan Lion. 

( Orissa State Museum ) 
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Plate—XV 

Symbols on Punch marked coins from JhSrpada, 

Dist, Puri 

1. Sun 

2. Hare jumping on hills 

3. Mystic symbol 

4. Bull 

5. Arches on hills 

6. Sadara Chakra 

7. Tree within railing 

8. Tree without railing 

9. Circle upon circle 

10. Tridant, Axe and Elephant goad 

11. Serpent 

12. Dog ( Lion ? ) 

13. Pitcher 

14. YaGeRa 
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Plate—XVI 

Hathlguriipha Inscription of Kharavela, 

Udayagiri, Dist. Purl. 
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Plate—XVII 

Kharavcla with his two Queens witnessing 

performance of dance and music. 

Ranigumpha (lower storey) Udayagiri, Dist. Purl. 
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Plate—XVIII 

Fight for the Lotus tank between the wild tusker 

and his she-elephants on one side and the hero 

and his women on the other. 

The lady in the front is conspicuous by her courage. 

The hero wounded is being nursed by the brave 

lady in a cave. A rapacious warrior is led by a 

woman towards the cave. Fight between the brave 

lady and the warrior. 

The lady overpowered, is being abducted. 

The king (Kharavela ?) is out on hunting. 

The lady is rescued. 

Performance of dance and music in honour of the 

lady rescued. 

These scenes are from the Ranigumpha (upper 

storey), Udayagiri, List. Puri. 
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Plate—XIX 

Fig. |. Gatekeeper turbanned, pot bellied, without weapon, 

with dhoti tucked up. 

Fig. 2. Gatekeeper booted, turbaned, with weapon, dressed 

in a kilt. 

Both the figures from the upper right wing of 

Ranigumphs, Udayagiri. Dist. Puri. 

4* 
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Plate—XX 

Air -view of &i£upalgarh (courtesy Director General 

of Archaeology, Govt, of India) 

A. Habitation area. 

B. Cutting across the defence (1948). 

C. Excavated gate-way (1948). 

D. Unexcavated site having monolithic pillars. 
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Plate—XXI 

Painting at Ravanachhuy 

Sitabinjhi 
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Charpentier—182, 239 

Chatterjee, B. R.—420 

Chattopadhyaya S.—419, 433 

Chatuhgataka—448 

Chaturyama—181, 182 

Chaull—511, 517 

Chaurasi Copper plate—106 

Chedi dynasty—494 



B 

ChedLMeghavahanas—'270, 414, 418 
Chedirastra—329, 30 
Chedis—191 

Chedi rule— 166, 262, 371, 372, 377, 

388, 391,406,414. 

Che-li*ta-Io—-14 ,142 

Chen -song—420 

Chetis—88 90 

Chetiya—189 

Che ^/ee-(Kingdom)—410 

Chhabra, B.—114 

Chhargaon—453, 454 

Chhatisgarh—1] ,71, 72, 129 

Chhota Hati Gumpha—379, 393 

Chicacole—435, 459, 490 

Chicacole Grant— 93,473, 475,492 

Chikata—114 

Chikati (Taluq'— 82, 114 

Chikiti—113, 114, 477 478 

Chikkalavalasa Plates—96 

Chilka—112 

China (N)—5 

Chinas—139 

Chindaka Nagas—126, 133 

Chitcr—124 

Chitrada—56 

Chitrakuta—124, 127 

Chitraflgada—164, 165 
Chitrotpala—138, 142 
Chodas—131 

Chodagafigadeva—83, 84, 91, 97, 

99, 107, 110, 138,150, 152. 

Cholas—288, 350 

Chota Nagpur (Chhota Nagpur) 
—101,425, 428, 444, 521 

Choukoution—-5, 6, 7 

Chulla—511, 517 

Chulla Kaliflga—187, 192 

Chulla Kamma—341, 342, 355, 382, 
333. 

* Ch ull anidesa— 318 

Calac'conian Industries—25 

Colair Lake—437 

Cocmarswami, A.—272 

Constantine—457, 458 

Crab Festival—50 

Cromagnons—-5, 6, 7 

Cunningham, A—89, 90,131, 134, 
141,142,143, 397,403,420, 
450, 512. 

Curtius, R,—77, 215, 227 

Cuttack—82, 91, 104,118, 141,424. 
456. 

D 

Daddarapura—327 

Dadhivahana—(King)—179, 110 

Dahala—99, 132,133 

Dahivuhana—179 

Dak initial—123 

Dak?a (Chedi King)—329, 332 

Dak$in5patha—95, 120, 130 249, 

430,43], 433, 500 

Damana (King)—432, 435, 436,452 

Darnane^wra (God)—436 

DamayrntI— 129 

Damodara—(r)—432 

Damodarasena—338 

Damodarpur Copper plate 

Inscription—439 

Dampara—126 

Dandabhukti—101, 105 

Dandabhukti Manila—111, 123, 

127- 

Dandagula—15, 86, 4sl 

Dandaka—184, 186, 187 

Dandaki—184, 185, 186, 187 
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Dandaniti—-62 

Dandapa &ka—354 

Dandapiita—84 

Dandekar R. N.—'433 

Dandin—458 

Dafiguapa$i (Danguapo?i) 39 522, 

524. 

Dantakumara—430 

Dantakura—85, 165, 457 

Dantapura—-84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 

90, 175, 177,187, 198, 

201,429,458,493. 

Dantavaktra—(King) 85 

Dantayavagubhoga—480, 494 

Daradas—139 

Das, S. C.—532 

Dasakumara Charita—458 

Da$apalla—121 

Da^aratha—(father of Rama)—337 

Da$aratha (Maurya king)—235, 377 

Da$ari>a-—73, 100 

Du$haclh5tuvamsa—-429, 481 

Dathavamsa—85, 89, 190, 191, 206, 

451, 457. 

Davis, Rhys—172 

Daya (r)—88, 371 

Dayavata— 492 

Deali (month)—52 

Deccan—102, 241, 321, 415, 437, 

468, 469, 482, 

Degafl (vill)—112 

Delhi—425 

Demetrius—312, 313 

Deo, N. P.—(Raja of Baud)—-137 

Devadatta—163 

DevadattSryya—-513 

Devagrama—112 

Devakunda—122 

Devanampriya (Agoka) —245 

DevSnanda—386 

Devapura—82, 497 

Devara$tra—-80,82,432,435, 437, 

483, 505. 

DevSryya—513 

Devatfarman—490 

Devendravarman—144, 435 

Dhalbhum (Dhavalabhum)—125 

Dhamma—'45, 245, 255, 259, 260, 

286, 281,289,297. 

DhammarSja— 374 

Dhammavijaya—248, 255, 260 

Dhams (four)—136 

Dhanadeva—268 

Dhanaghara Gurhpha—379, 322 

Dhanananda— 2221, 130 

Dhanafijaya—432, 436 

Dharako^a—126 

Dharakote Plate—105 

Dharasena—176 

Dharmadamadhara—-427, 428, 451 

Dharma Mahamatras—-253 

Dharmapadattha Katha—202 

Dhnrmaraja—83, 441 

Dh armarak hita—256 

Dharmasala—424-456 

Dharma$astra—^336 

DharmaS oka—^247 

Dharmasutra—164 

Dharmayatra—263 

Dhataratha—176 

Dhauli elephant—- -72, 277 

Dhauli hill—183, 250, 262, 272, 

283, 297, 449. 

Dhauli Inscription—-108, 143 

Dhavaka—-344 

Dhavalapeta—477, 478, 479 

Dhavalapeta Grant—92 

Dhavalas—125 

Dhefikanal (dist)—3, 10, 39, 45, 

114, 116,117,119,417. 
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Dhitika (Kumara)—256 

Dhoyl—109 

Dhrtara^tra—176 

Dhrtipura—-120, 121, 132 

Dhruvasena I—(King of Valabhi)— 

182 

DhundTraja 222 

Dhyana Gumpha—244 

Didargafija (Chauri bearer)—273 

Digambara—354, 451 

Digbhafija—522 

Dignaga—-531, 502 

Digvijaya—165 

Dilipa—185 

Dimita YavanarSja—335, 312, 313 

Diodorus—77, 239 

Diomedes—313 

Dionysius— 315 

DIpavamsa— 191, 257, 258 

Dlrghatamas—69, 70 

DiSabhanja—-522, 524, 525, 526 

Disagaja—523 

Divakarasena—338 

Divodasa—-163 

Divyavadana—24g, 264 

Diyumeta—313 

Dohada—387 

Domuhani—55 

Draupadi—165 

Dravidas—-139 

Drdhasva—163 

Drona—167 

Druhyus—163 

Drumarajakula—-523 

Dubreuil, J.—307,436 

DudhpSni—521 

Dudipa (Dilipa)—158 

Dumduma—279 

Dummukha—180, 181,183 

Dunnivitta—-200, 330 

Dunria—45, 46 

Durdharmans—164 

Durga—147 

Durgadattaryya—613 

Durga Prasad—-218, 232, 281 

Durgaryya—514 

Durga barman— 488 

Durmukha—180, 181 

Duryodhana—1 4,165, 166 

Du$yanta—164 
Dutas—253, 255 

Dutt, N—190, 156,257,44 6 

Dvapara—167 

Dvarapala—389 

Dvimukha—180 

jo: 

Early Man—10, 12, 16, 28 

East—68 

Eastern Gaftgas—92, 83, 84, 90, 92, 

93, 113, 493,494. 

Eastern Ghats— 416 

Edefiga—510 

Eggeling^l73 

Eggermont— 242 

EkadagI gumpha—379 

Ekaprastara—331 

Ekavoharika sect—256 

Ela (queen of Dak?a)—329, 332 

Elliot, Walter—422 

England—13 

Erandol—435 

Erandapalla—80 432, 435 

Erandapalli—80, 435,a437 

Eukratides—313, 314 

Europe—’2, 3, 9,13, 48 

Euthydemos—313,314, 315 

Evolution of Culture—5 

Evolution of man—1, 4 
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IP" 

Fan-Chen—-420, 421 
Far East—'457 
Ficfe, R—201 
Fleet, J. F.—'79, 80, 303, 397, 404 

435. 

FoucHer, A.—389 

Francis, W.—128 

Funan—420,421 

<Gr 

Gadaba(tribe) 49, 52 

Gahaptiya—343 

Gajalak?m\—387 

Gama—198 

Gamabhojaka—196 

Ganaka—343 

Gana Maharaja—428, 452, 522 

Ganapatinaga—431 

Gandavyuha—88, 449 

Gandawana—141 

Gandhabbas—207, 208 

Gandhagiri same as Gandhamardana 

giri—417, 447. 

GSndhSra—178, 180,181,181, 189, 

313. 

Gandharadi—120, 256 

Gandhatapati—1-0,121, 137 
• • 

Gandhavati (r) same as Gafigua 37 

Gandhedvara tumple—135 

Gandibedha—497 

Gandibedha hoard—'519, 520 

Ganesa GurriphS—379, 391, 392 

Gaflga (r)—69 83, 84 

Gaflga Era—93, 493, 494 

Gangaridae—77, 78, 220, 230, 231, 

237. 

Gangarides Calingae—79, 78, 80 

Gaflgas—125,434, 452 

Gaflgavudi—27 

Galg i—4 ->9 

Ganges (r)—70, 75, 76, 86, 98, 100, 

173. 174, 217, 230, 351, 

420, 518. 

Ganges-Jumna Valley—431 

Gargetic Valley—77, 241,247, 280 

Gaflgeyadeva—99. 

Gafigpur—116, 151 

Ganguli, M, M.— 27*, 378 

Ganj—433 

Gafljam—(Dist)—78, 80, 82, 87, 

121,141, 146, 283, 

417, 422, 423, 429, 

434,437,444, 456, 

475,479, 423. 

Gafljam Copper plate Grant—417, 

442. 

Gardhavila—(king)—422 

Garrod, A.D.E —30 

Garuqla—-207, 430, 503, 509 

Garudadhvaja Pillar—309 

Gar ud a vy uha—167 

GathS tjutaka) 177, 209 

Ganda—142 

Gaudlyamatha—71 

Gauridattaryya—513 

Gauripatta—275. 

Gaya (demon)— 108 

Gaya (son of Sudyumna)—-62, 62 

Gaya (city) 67,70,521,456 

Gayudatufiga—145 
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Geiger—190, 221. 

Geographike (of Ptolemy)—420, 459, 
Gerini—85, 94, 95, 238, 459. 

Gewursung—52 

Ghagra (r)—420 

Ghantatiila—-55,459 
Gnatsila—39 

Ghosal, R. K.—478 

Ghasal, U. N.—264. 

Ghose, N. N.—219, 304 

GHosundi Stone inscription—499 

Ghumsur—121, 434. 

Gia feast—'52 

Gidrisifigi—125, 147 

Girikalifiga—(Trikalifiga)—98,435, 
443 

Gimar—283, 284, 286, 287 

Godavari (dist)—436 

Godavari (r) 8, 75-78, 80, 83, 84, 87. 

95,98,99, 152, 187, 204, 

217,228,418,433,436,438. 

Godavari valley—437 

GokarnaSwami—97 

Gokarne$vara—93 
Gomandilika—344 • • 
Gomitra—312 

Goomsur (same as Ghumsur)—126 
Gopalpur—4 5 9 
Goparaja—90 

Gopali—308 

Gorathagiri—349, 406 

Gordian—457, 458 

Haihayas—125, 148, 227. 

Haimendorf, F.—-48, 49, 50 

Han (Dynasty)—419, 

Han—Shu—-419. 

Haraha Inscription—149, 439 

Gordon, C. V.—48 

Gordon, D. H.—39 

Gotama Buddha—191 

Gota Mela—50, 62, 53 

Govardhana—184, 413 

Govi—258 

Govindpur—521 

Govisanaka—230 

Goyila—116 

Goyilu—116 

Graeco Raman world—414 

Gramani—-196 

Great Bear—'168 

Greece—247 

Greeks—287 288 

Gudawari (same es Godavari)—151 

Gudda—112 

Cuba—(k:ng)—428 

Guhadeva Pataka—109 

GuhaSiva— 89,192.429,430, 451, 

457. 

Guhe$vara' Pataka—109, 137 

Gujrat 3, 9. 283, 508, 513, 515 

Gulpha (r) 46 

Gunaksa Safikhayana—171, 172 

Gunamaharnava—96 

Gundaja—105 

Guflji Rock inscription—129, 342, 

467 

Guptas—310, 376, 418, 428, 43O, 

441,442,485. 

Gurbai Salt factory—423 

Guzgan—148 

63T 

Harappa—455 

Hari—515 

Hari (one Brahmin)—115 

Harichandanpur—3 

Haridasa—383 
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Haridasa Gumpha 341, 379 
Haridatta (Deiaksjpataladhikrta 

471. 480,481,493 

Hari$chandra$vami—492 

Harissni (author of Allahbad 

Inscription)—-80, 92, 437, 476, 481, 
412, 

Harsina (Chedi king) -320 

Harisena (Vakataka King' 512, 
515. 

Harivamsa—o7»69, 114, 207, 328, 
330,439. 

Harkand—428, 148, 149, 

Haisa Charita—431 

Harsa Era—316 

Harsavardhana—106, 316, 442 

Haryafika (dynasty)— 215 

Hasdo (r)—131 

Hastinapura—17 3> 174 

Hastivarman—4:32, 434,436 

Hatharoha—343 

Hathigurhpha Inscription—77, 79, 

80 87, 178,179, 207, 217, 

218, 219, 220, 223, 281, 303, 

305, 306, 307, 311, 212, 313, 

316,319, 322, 323, 326, 331,’ 

333; 334. 337,347,351,355, 

356, 269, 374, 378, 379, 380, 

389, 397. 

Hathi Pura—327 

Hathis’ha, same as Hathisirhha—380 

Hathivaka—343 

Havera (vill)—480 

Hazara (dist)—-283 

Hazaribagh—521 

Heliodoros— 274, 275, 309, 499 

Hellen—3 7 

Hellenistic Power 241 

Hellenistic motifs—272 

Hemachandra—181, 183, 419, 452 

Hemamula—430, 457 

Hemandaka (vill)—477 

Hemafigada—92, 274, 275 

Himalayas—247, 438 

Himava, same aa Himalayan frest— 

187. 

Hindol Plates—105 

Hindu Era—216 

Hindukush—-237 

Hindu Polity—338 

Hippostatas (king)—315 

Hirakud— 460 

Hiralal—119, 127, 131, 136, 343 

Hiramandala—442 

Hirumu—449, 450 

Hoernle—424 

Holocene—12, ]5 

Homoneanderthalansis—5 

Homo sepiens—-5, 6 

Hoogly—115, 116 

Hosangabad—8 

Howells, W. W.-28 

Howrah—151 

Huber—264 

Hudud al Alam—(Peisian Geogra¬ 

phy)—148 

Hultzsch—-79, 243, 245, 246, 247, 

243. 

Hunas—419 

Hunter, W. W.—367 

Hupei—6 

Huviska—424, 426, 4"3 
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][ 

lb (r)—460 

Ibn Ahmed—148 

Ibn Khurdadhbih—148 
IksvSkus—’163, 175, 227, 408 

I la—67,62, 332 

Ilamandalam—499 

India— 3, 7, 8, 9, 24, 29, 48, 67, 

163, 164,167. 173, 174. 189, 

190, 196, 199, 216,413,414, 
^ 419, 433, 439. 

Indian Literature—72 

Indian Museum—9, 397, 423 
Indian Ocean—-2-jO, 547 

Indo Ayans—173 

Indo Gangetic doab—-14 

Indo Greeks—315, 352,356 
Indonesia—493 

Indo Scythians—423 

Indra—3^3 

Indrugnimitra—312 

iraraji Bhagawan Lai—303, 304, 

305, 397,401, 404* 

Indravarman—95, 516 

Indr u vat i (r )—99, 127, 506, 517 

Indus Valley—213 

Ipuru Plates—487 

Iran—48 

Iraq—48 

Irrawaddy (r)—227 

Isanavarman—440 

Tula—249 

Issarakaranavada—205 

Isvarakrsna—501 • < * 
Ithijaka Mahamatras—253 

JT 

Jabalpur—435 

Jacobi, H.—172, 182, 337 

Jadi Vasaha—439 

Jagamara—281 

Jagannath—313, 314. 

Jagannath temple—-425 

Jagannath Dasa—-70 

Jagannath gurhphu—379, 395,396, 

Jagapala deva—127 

Jaggayyapeta—277 

Jaina Charita—182 

Jaina literature—-175, 42) 

Jainism—179,181, 183, 207, 445, 

451. 

Jajalla 1—133 

J a jutikeS ar i—4 25 

Jajnagar—110, 150. 151, 15 2 

Jajfiavachas Rajastharhbhayna—171 

jajpur—91, 137 

Jaktinagar—137 
Jalendra—139 

JarhbeSvara Cava Inscription—340 

Jembegvara gumpha—379, 382 

Jambuddivapannatti—79 

Jambudvipa—187 2421 256, 264, 265 

Jambupadraka—122 

Jamda—122 

J^mes III—441 

Jamirdihi—118 
Jamra—118 

Janaka—(king)—171,178, 184, 304. 

Janamejaya—171, 172, 173 174, 
(son of Pariksit), 

Janamejaya I., Mahubhavagupta • 

99,135, 137,144, 145 
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Janpadas—105, 215 

Janmura—1-0 
Janturadasa—*511, 517 

JapodySpaka Arhats 37^ 

Jara—115,116. 

JaragrSma Grant—115 

JarSsandha—72, 164 

Jashpur—-116, 141 
Jutakas—100, 177, 184, 187, 194, 

196, 208. 

-Chetiya Jataka—327, 328 

-Chhadanta Jstaka— 325 

-Chulla Kalinga—-84, 188, 198, 

228 

-DadhivShana Jataka—'179 

-Kalifigabodhi Jstaka—-85, 184. 

198, 192, 194. 

-Kumbhakara Jataka—'85, 180, 

183, 193. 

-Kurudhamma Jstaka—-84, 197, 

200, 229, 385. 

-M ahubcdhi Jataka—205 

-Mahajanaka Jataka—198 

-MahSnarada kassapa JUtaka—- 

185, 

-MahSsupina jataka—201 

-Mokhadeva jstaka—-179 

-Nimi Jataka—179, 185 

-Samudda Vanija Jstaka—'199 

-Sarabhafiga Jataka—184, 185 

-Serivanija Jataka—200 

-Sonananda Jataka—-179 

-Tittira Jataka—209 

-Valahassa Jataka—199 

-Vessantara Jataka—197, 200, 

202, 229, 230, 305 

Jaugada—112, 250, 262, 283, 290, 

291,422,423 

Jaur—150 

Java—5, 6, 7. 498 

Jayakataka—105, 112 

Jayamegha—'163 

Jayananda—118 

Jayana^ha—-433 

Jayantamura—120 

Jayapura—118 

Jayaswal. K. P.-217, 218, 227, 267. 

204, 305, 307, 309, 310, 314, 

316, 317, 220, 332, 337, 339, 

398,399,400,404. 

Jayasirhha—’117 

JayavarmS—108 
Jayavijaya Cave—341, 379, 393, 

394. 

Jetpur—454 

Jharijavati—99 

Jharapada— 282 

Jharkhand—149 

Jhaveri, Mohanlal—421 

Jilanda—119 

Jinadasa—452 

Jinaprabhasuri—265 

Jinasena—439 

Jinasenacharya—328 

Jirjiflgi Grant—95 

Jivitagupta 11—44 2 

Joank (r)—131 

Jones, H. L.—237 

Jordan—48 

Julien—142 

Jumna (r))—518 

Junma valley—434 

Jamuna jharapada—501 

Junagada—129 

Junagarh—-280, 283, 314 

Junagarh Rock inscription—222 

Junar Cave inscription—416 

Jurassic times—12 

Justine—220 
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K 

Kabandhi Katyayana—172 
Kacchayana—172 

Kadambagiri—513 

Kadambas—484 

Kadampa (Kudepa)—375 

Kadepa (same as Kudepa)—375 
Kafuan (culture)—4 

Kahola Kau?itaki—171, 172 

Kaivarta (Nanda king)—230 
Kajafigala nigama—110, 203 

Kakavarna—215 

Kakavarni Kalagoka—226, 317 
Kakuda—172 

Kala (Krsna)—257 

KalabSria—55 
Kalabu—-186 

Kalachuri 99 107, 132 133, 135 

Kalahandi—47, 112, 128, 129. 132, 
433, 503, 

Kalara Janaka—(king)—179, 18 , 
KalaSoka—215 

Kalatirtha—129 
Kalegaon—8, 14 
Kali—167 

Kaliakata (village)—3, 56 
Kalidasa— 8, 80, 91, 101, 481, 498, 

501. 

Kali Glagah—’6 

Kalifiga—(Division of Bali’s king¬ 
dom)—3, 69 

Kalifiga (son of Bali'—68, 9. 70 
Kalifiga—67, 72, 74, 92, 94 93, 96, 

98,99,101,106, 110, 139, 

148, 163, 64, 563, 166, 167, 

174, 192, 194,193, 193, 197, 
198, 199, 231, 203, 205, 20>, 
208, 209, 215, 216, 217,224, 

227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 

233, 237, 238, 239, 540„241, 

242, 243, 244 245, 247, 259, 

260, 262,283,286,287, 301, 
318, 330, 332, 332, 333, 334. 
335, 338, 340, 342, 343. 353. 

370, 374. 375, 380, 385,405, 
406, 413, 414, 415, 416, 418, 

422,426, 427,428, 329,432. 

434. 435. 436, 438. 442, 443, 

444, 448, 452, 454, 455, 456, 

457, 469, 470, 472. 
-Origin of—68—71 

-Extent of—75—84 

-Capital of—84—91 

-Chedi rule in—371—372 

-Administration under Atfoka— 
249—255 

Kslinga— (Seme as 
Kslingah)—74 

Kslinga 1—184, 185.187T88, 206 
Kslinga 11-184. 186, 188,189,194 

Kalinga BharadeSja—188, 194 
Kalinga Tina—217, 227, 228, 263, 

408. 

Kalinga Manila—124 

Kalinga nagara—109, 110, 479 
Kalinga nagarl—89, 90, 91 217,’ 

345, 346, 347, 362, 369,370, 

371 372, 373, 405, 406,408. 

Kalinga patmam—87, 90, 459 

Kalingaranna—177 
Kaling ra$tra—82, 83, 103 

Kalingas (people)—73, 83, 164, 166, 
224. 227. 

Kalinga vijaya—303 
Kaling vi?aya—494 
Kalinga War—causes of—240—243 

—•—The war—243—245 
-Effects of—245—249 

239, 260. 263, 283 
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Kaliyuga—168,170, 425 

Kaliyuga era 168 
Kalpa Sutra—182, 22 3,367 

Kalpa tree—386, 407 
Kalsi—272, 283 287 

Kalupara Ghat 412 
Kalyana (Chedi king) 3-8 
Kamala Man<Jala—128, 129 
Kamarnava—4)6, 97 
Kamarpal—9, 19, 55 
Kamarupa—1 7,256, 257 491 
Karhbojas—139, 189, 28 !, 288 

Kirnma—341, 355, 382, 383 

Kamt§—55 
Kanarki Coins—423 
KanSsa Copper Plate Inscription- 

79, 83, 103, 440, 441, 442 

Kanauj—105,185 

K§nchi—(Kanjivaram)—432, 436, 

437 
Kandalia—55 
Kanhagiri (Kr$nagiri)—416—417 

Kanheri—377, 467 

Kanhia—39 
Kanih§—57 
Kani?ka—418,423,424,426, 5()4 

Kanj-143 
Ka'nkaviru—116 
Kankavira vi$aya—105 
K§nker—131 
Kankili— 56 
Kankulu—116 
K&nsb5ns (r)—75 
Kan-tai (Chinese Ambassador)—4 0 
KantSkhair (r)—122 
Kantalanda or Kantalorjda—119 

145 

Kontilo—119 
K5nvas—-269 
KsnvSyana SuSarman—320 

Kanyakubja—98,135,421 

Kapila (town)—414 

KapilaprasSd—(Suberb of 
BhubaneS war) -1 *> J 

Kapina—(king) 523 

Kapi^S (r)—80, 101,270 
Kapotaroma—164 

Kaptip’da—50, 123 

Karada—129 
Karakandu—(Karandu)—179, ’180, 

181, 182, 183, 184, 192. 

193, 352, 
Karakandu Chariu—179, ls0> 183, 

193, 
Karaka Suvainavar$a—143 

Karala (Bada and Sana) 434 

Karaihbha—164 
Karandaka monastery—133 

Karafljia—122 
Karle—377 

Karle Cava Inscription—467 
Karma Sachiva—341 

Karna—-^3, 164, 1 65 
Karnasuvarna—123 
Karnataka—3, 9 
Kar?apana Coins—232 

Kartavirya—163 

Karusas—’100 
Karuvaki—242 

Kasa—460 
Kasai (KansSi)—80, 101, 270 

Kasaloda—132 
Kashmir—256, 257 
Kagl—175,176, 171,179, 19,215, 

227,233 
Kaglraja—191, 192 
Kagis (royal dynasty)—175, 191 

Katahaka (a slave)—203 
Katak—-89 
Kataka—135, 143 

Katasin—151 



Kathasaritasagara—£18, 219 
Kathiawar—508 

Kaundinya—178 

Kauravas—- 165, 166, 191 

Kai’garhbl 174, 171, 233, 249,280, 
308, 309, 310, 311,431,434, 

Kautily—186 220, 221, 222, 239 
236, 340. 460 

Kavandhi—J72 

Kave ipattanam—459 

Kaye nr, a (hill)—424, 456 

Kaylkan—148 

Keith, A. B.—173 
Kekaya—178 

Kelga Plates—133 
Ken (r)—331 

Kendudiha—-55 

K.ofijSar—10, 117, 118, 119, 422, 
424,449,450,456, 522, 

Keralaputras—350 

Kern, F,—193, 289, 294 

Kern, H.—•2 7, 429 

Kesaribeda (vill)—506 

Kesaribeda Copper Plate Inscription 
4*43, 510, 511, 514, 517 

Kfgari Dynasty—425 

Kegavadeva—480 

Keselaka—5l4, 5l8 

Ketuman—166 

Khadiakudar—57 

Khadirapadraka—132 
Khadkei (r)—10, 18 

Khairabhahdan (r)—122 
Khairpadar—132 
Khairtal hoard—'508, 509 

Khalla Svamin—478 

Khanta—56 

Khambai—117 

Khambari—117 

Kaandagiri—143, 182, 2gS, 281, 
324,340,370,372,377,378, 
379, 383. 

Khanda Khudyaka—]>8 
Khandapulas—147 
Khandesh—435 

Khandhas—206 

Khantaghara—450 • • 
Khapimgala Farvata—78, 283 

Kharagprasad—56 

Kharavela—77, 79, 178, 189, 195, 

217, 218, 222, 223, 228 

231, 263, 277, 281, 379, 

380,381,387,389,390, 

405,407,408,444 4 45, 
456, 481. 

-Date of—303-3 6 

-Ancestry of—326-334 

Early life Sceduca'ion of—33 -336 
-Yauvarajya of—336-338 
——Coronation of—338-340 

•-Administration of—-340-347 

Military Achievements of—347- 
352. 

-Religious Policy of—352-355 
-Estimate of 355-358 

-Comparison with—357 
-Capital of—369-37 

-Successors of—374-473 
Kharcsthi Script—284 
Khasas—139 
Khasis—(tribe)—47, 48 
Khattavijjavada—205 

Khichiug—39, 45 46, 56, 122, 424, 
456. 

Khidisfagi—126 

Khijjingakotta—122, 127 

Khijjinga Mandala—111, <22, 127, 
146. 

Khlna—382 

Khindira^raga Mandala—124, 126, 
127. 

Khindishingy (Zamindari)—126 
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Khinjali Mandala-Ul 119, 122. 
1!4, 115, 127, 

131,145, 522. 

Khol) Copper plate—79 

Khryse—'459 

Khuntagaon—57 

Khurda—75 
Kia_Wee-(Kingdom) 423 

Kielhorn—397 

Kimedi-147 

Kimpuru?a—07 

Kimura—527 

Kirari wooden Pillar Inscription 342 

Kiratas—139 

Kirsanipara—-52 

Kittivarman—(Chalukya,—515 

Kisavnccha—189 

Kiserkella—(vill—132 

Kittisirimeghavanna (Kirti$rimegha" 

varpa)—429 

Kittoe—397 

Klings—498 

Koalu—116 

Kodalaka Mandala— 111, 114, 117, 
• » • 

127 

Kodanda—112 

koel—116 

Koenigs wald, G. H. R.— 28 

Kohetura—489, 490 

Koilisuta (r)—55 

Koinsari—123 

Kolada Kataka—122 • • 
Kolahalapura—434 
Kolar—434 

Kolaulapurapattana 

(Kokolavalapurapattana)—434 
Kolhan—39 

Kolleru— (Kollair) 434 

Korr.arti Copper Plate Grant—472, 
489, 490 

Konarak—142 

Kondane—377 

Kondendu (Kodanda) — 112 

Korigoda-97, 105, 105, 148, 442 

Kongoda Mandala—111» H3 

Kofikrai-116 

Kofikula -1 6 
Konow, Sten—^398, 400, 401,404. 

Kantakossyla— ,Ghantaiila' 459 

Kopi.i— 182 

Koppen—-(Scholar)—260 

Korada—(in S. India)—433 

Korala—432, 433, 434, 435, 437, 

444, 456 

Korandia—1 ’2 

KorSput—47, 48, 49, 99, 126, 127, 

158,433 505,506,510. 

Kcrasodaka Pafichali—475 

Kora$onda Copper plate Grant— 474, 

475, 476,494. 499. 

Kosala—67, 72, 75, 98, 99, 102, 10 > 

107,110, 147,178,189, 215, 

233,342, 343,376,416,418, 

432,433,435,467,497,506, 

508, 515, 

Kosala (Eastern)—72 

Kosala (North)—71 

Kosala (South)—432, 437 

-Origin of—71—72 

-Extent of—129—’33 

-Capital of—134—139 

KosalainSdu—147 

Kosalnnagara—331 

Kosam—310, 311, 431 

Kas5 nbi (scholar)—281 

Kosir—132 

KosiragrSma—132 

Kota family—-431 

Kotalas—102 

Kothoor -80, 82, 435, 476 
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KottSgrama—122 

Kottura—30, 92,432, 435, 437, 478, 
479. 

Kramrisch, Stella—3^5, 390 

Krishnamacharlu—480, 490, 491 

Krisna Ray, B, V.—134, 436, 469, 

470,474, 475,478,480, 481, 
4S4, 506. 

Kr?n§ (r) 81, 87, 95, 184, 348, 406, 
418, 436, 438, 456, 472,484, 
485,487. 

Kr§na—165 

Kr$na (king) same as Kanha—320, 
321, 322, 323. 

Kr$na Chandra—492 

Kr?nagiri (Hill) (some as Kanhagiri)— 
113, 416—417. 

KrtabHTma—184 

K$aharatas—(KhakharStas)—415 • • 
K$atrapa (Wastern)—324 

Ksema—190 
Ksemendra—'218, 220 

Ksetra Samasa—182 

Kshetra (vili)—45, 46 

Ksiradhara—429 
Kubera—(king)—432, 437, 483 

Kuchai—55 

Kudabaga—3, 58 

Kudafarid—148 
Kudepa (Siri)—325, 332, 333, 355, 

359,360, 375, 37 >,387, 481 

Kukkuta—126 

Kukkutavatl—52 6 
Kukura—416 

Kulada—122, 434 

Kulagiri— 93 
KulapatHa—241 

♦ 

Kulaputraka— 344 

Kulasthambha—(kirg) 116 
Kulei—56 
Kuliana—9, 12, 39, 55 

KuIottunga—-147 
Kumara—414 

Kumuradattaryya—513 
Kumaragupta I—308, 309, 508 
Kumara hill—143 

Kumuraputra—121 

Kumara gar nr. an—483 
Kumara viceroy—251 
Kumarl hill—143, 207, 319, 354, 

378, 408. 

Kumbhavati—184 

Kumurkela 'same as kumarkeli)— 
120 

Kunala—265, 266 
Kundina—178 • • 
Kunima—329 

Kurhadi Minor Irrigation Project— 
* 57 

Kurmatalagrama—125 

Kurnool Grant—283, C07 
Kuru*(king)—327 
Kuru—164, 167, 174, 178, 189, 201, 

328 

Kuruk?etra War—166, 1 7, 173, 
177. 

Kurus—73, 175, 178,191,227 

Kuruva bhata—146 

Kuga 'son of Rama)—71 

Kusamba (same as Kuga)—327 
Ku$ana—310 418,419,425,426 

Ku$an Coins—422, 426 

Kusarda—132 
Kugasthala (town)—367 
KuSavati (KuSasthalipura)—71 

Kusinara—190 
KuSrlvaja sra vas—171 
Kustalapura—432, 436, 437 

Kusuma—341, 355, 387 

Kutifig—122 
Kuttalur—436, 437 
KuttaragrHma—82 

Kuturhbinl— 5 
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I j 

Lakhanawati—'151 
Lakanor—151 
Laksmana tempi2—-135 
Lai, B. B—44,339, 370 372 

L^Iaka or Lalarka—-380 
Lalutendu KeSarl gumpha—-379 
Lalitavistara—197, 336 
Lama Taranuth—242 
Lartipaka (Lamghan)—419 
Langulia—(r)—97 
Lanka—133-. 138, 139 

Lanka purl—139 
Lankavartaka—139 
Lanketfvarl—138 
Lasa—58 

Lassen, Prof—88 

Laterite pits—3 

Laussel (Cave wellings)—28 
Lava (son of Rsma)—71 

Lavakara^a—119, 145 

Macedonian empire—225 
Maccha—189 

Macco Calingae—76, 78, 94 
Machchhada—121 

Machhua—121 

Machkund (r) 50, 51, 128 
Madala Panji—425, 501 

Madana Mahadeva—129 
Madkarioutta—449 

Madhavaraja—113 

Madhavavarman I (Mudhava- 

varma)—91, 39, 487 488 

Madhavarman 11—487 
Madhukamarnava—89 
Madhuke$vara temple—90 

Lavanyaga^a—147 
Leakey, L.S.B.—4 
Lefmann—197 
Lehaharaka—334 
Levalloisian—25 
Levi,Sylvain—85, 88, 420 

Lexicons—232 
Lha-tho-ri—501 
Lickhavi8—430 
Lipikaras—-253, 254 

Locke—397 
Lokaraksa—447 
Lokavigraha—79,83, 104, 440 

Lomaga—75, 76 

Loma$a rsl cave—377 • > 
Lucknow Museum — 45 
Luders—303, 316, 317, 376, 397, 

4 7. 

LurfibinI—358 
Lunar dynasty—425 

Lung Tung—6 

M 

Madumanta—184 
M adhurSntakadeva—127 

Madhyadega—136 314 

Msdhyamika— 442, 448 
Madhya Pradesh—11, 13, 99, 134 

432 433, 506, 512 
Madra—178 187 

Madras—3, 9, 152 
Madras Museum Plates—96 
Madras Presidency—422—423 
Magadha—78, 189, 215, 217, 225, 

227,229,231,237,239, 240, 
241,248, 259, CG0, 263, 265, 
2 8,270, 271,305, 311, 315, 
345, 349, 350, 351, 353, 3 0, 
408,427,428.429,430, 436, 
444, 450. 
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Magadhan army—-243 

Magadhan empire—716, 239, 240 

Magadan imperialism—243, 252 

Magadhan invasion—-244 
Magadhan monarch—240 

Magadhas (people)—19] 
Magadhi Prakrit—3’4 
Mages (king)—288 

Maghas—’168 

Mahabharata—69, 72, 73, 75, 73, 

85, 91, 100, 101, 107, 114, 

139, 152, 103, 164, 165, 167, 
173, 18 ;, 191, 326, 433, 

-Adi Parva—154, 104, 1 5, 1^7, 
173. 

-Anuiasana Parva—183 

-Bhisma Parva—100, 139, 130, 
167. 

-Drona Parra—73, 100, 139, 
165, 167, 

-Kama Parva—1 4, 191 
• * 

-Sabha Parva—72, 143, 165, 
166, 186. 

-^anti Parva—103, 114, 1 4 

-Udyoga Parva—35, 165 

-Vana Parva—75, 101, 129, 139, 
135. 

—-Virata Parva—153 

Mahabharata War—1 3, 1 5, 170 
174, 175, 102. 

Mahubhasya—314 

Mahabhavagupta Jana nej ay a—135 
Mahabodhi—300. 

Mahabodhi Samgharuma—*430 
Mahabodhi vamsa—218, 230, 249 

Mahachattarisaka Sutta—72, 206 
Mahada Copper Plate— 138 
Mahadeva (Mahusmghika leader)— 

235 

M anagovinda—84 
Mahagovirda Suttanta—84, 175 

Mahajanapada period—191 

Mahakalifiga (king)—184, 187, 192 
Mahakuntura—-11, 130, 132, 433, 

134, 137, 444, 45 , 505. 

Mahamada—340, 343, 38 , 333 

Mahamanas king)—38 

Mahamatras—242, 251, 252, 253, 
293, ‘ 93,297, 340, 34’. 

Mahumeghavuhana—333, 334, 348, 
352, 375, 37 5 

Mahanadi (r)—10, 13, 18, 81, 87, 95, 

97, 104,120, 135, 138, 139, 

147,438,444,45 ', 47^,434 
485, 493, 495, 505, 50 ?. 519. 

Mahanasika—343 

Mahapadmananda—77, 169, 170, 
171, 173, 174, 175, 191, 192, 
193, 237, 248, 2 3, 304, 31 , 

318, 34 , 350, 352. 353, 357. 

-Accession of—215 

--Conquest of—-216, 224 
-Date of—225—226 

-Rule of—227,223 

Mahaparinibbana Sutta—100 

Mahaparinirvapa—429 
Mahapatra, G. C.—18, 24 
Mahara$tra—9, 98, 99, 183, 347, 

415, 

Maharathi Tranakairo—349 
Maharattha—256 
Mahasammata (Chedi king)—328 

Mahasamghika—255, 257 

Mahasena ( king of CeJon)—429, 
430, 

Mahasena (Kartikeya)—-5l ;, 518 

Mahasenani—(Commander in-Chief) 

—343 
Maha^ivagupta Yajati I—135 
Mahagivagupta Yajati II—109, 132, 

137 

Mahatthakatha—191 
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Mahavagga —73, 197, 206 

Mahuvamsa—’190, 191, 199, 233; 

238,243. 

Mahavana—435 

Mahavastu—184, 197 

Mahavlra—87, 101, 179, 181, 182. 

204, 205,207, 228, 354, 35 5 

Mahavira era—316 

Mahayana—44 , 447, 449 

Mahendra (king of S. Kosala)—432, 

503. 

Mhendia (Mt)—91, 94, 97, 112, 144, 

147, 11 ,417, 479. 482. 

Mahendra (territory)—-81, 82, 428 

Mahendra bhoga—32, 92, 478, 479, 

494. 

Mahendraditya—501, 509 

Mahendragiri—(king of Pistapura)— 

432,435,43', 437 ‘ 

Mahendra Simha—508 

Mahendravarman—503 

MaheSwara—(Siva) 516 

Mahidatta (Chedi king)—3’9 

Mahinda (son of Agoka)—25", 258 

Mahi§a (territory)—143, 428 

Mahi$aka vi?aya—149 

Mahi$mati—148 

Mahi?matipuravare$wara—143 

Mfihissati—175 

Mahtab, H. K.—-242 

MahuliS—10, 55 

Maisoloi (Maisolio) country—37 

Maisolos (r)—87 

Maithilas—174, 2 7 

Maitreyanutha—449 

Majjhantika—25 , 257 

Majjhimadesa—100, 197 

Majumdar, R. C —114, 31o, 401 
523. 

Mak?ika—502 

Malalasekara— 25) 

Mslava—73, 130,257,271 

Malaya (Mt)—109| 415, 417 

Malaya Peninsula—493 

Maleus (also Melius Mt) 140. 417 

Malicha—55 

MalkSngiri—-51 

Ma'Ia-189 

Malley, O’—367 
Mallinatha—501 

Malwa—149, 331, 415, 438, 516 

Mslyagiri—140 

Manadas (r)—87 

M§nag—505, 519, 521 

MSnbhum—11, 101 

Maflchapuri Cave—325 

Mafichapuri Cave Inscription—195, 

332, 333, 344, 356. 374, 375, 

376, 379, 380, 390, 393, 394, 

Mandskini—(r) — 118 

Mandar Insription—442 

Mandhata (Vedic king)—133, 328 

Mandla—131 • • 
Mafigala Kalasa—123 

ManikPatnS—423, 424, 453 

Mai?imekalai (Tamil epic)—414 

MapivShana—326, 333 

MafljuSri—443 

MafljuSri Mulakalpa—222, 230 

Mgflkara (r)—118 

ManohSri—^329 

Manoja—179 

Manoratha Punani—73 

Mansehra—283, 284, 287 

Mantaraja—432, 433, 437 

Manu— >7, 75, 139, 19 , 345 

MAO (Mil T O) = 423 

Marada Vi?aya—145 

Maria Gonds —( tribe)—47 
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Marjakud—120 

Marshall, Sri. J. 3’5, 378, 38 ), 503 

Maruta (Saiva ascetic)—524 

Marutta tVedic king) 163 

Ma$ki—24 

Masulipatarh Grant—98 

Matachi—174 

Mathara dynasty 81, 82, 83 

Mutharas—89, 95, 430, 438, 443 

452. 

-Chtonology of—470, 477 
-Importance of Mathara rule— 

493, 505. 

-Economic life under—497, 498 

-Social life under—498, 499 

-Religion of—493 

Muthariputra—468 
Mathur5-173. 265, 2V7, 271, 303, 

310, 313, 314. 349. 350. 407, 

431. 452. 453. 455. 456. 

Mathurapur—58 
Matila—331 

M atisachiva—341 
MatradhySryya—513. 517, 518 

Mstrchandrapataka—112 

Matrvara—471, 472. 480, 481. 482. 

488. 439, 489. 49 > 

Matsya (Chedi king) 329 

Matsyas (people) 191 

Matsyeru—"(tarns as Machkund) 

128 

Maukhari—439 

Maurya empire—237, 249, 261 

Maurya era—“304, 305, 307 

Mauryaputra—219 

Maury as—79, 252, 2 8, 8C9, 377 

Maurya—Suflga Art—271 ,-282 

Maurya vr?ala—219 

Mauryendu—219 

MayiSra family—124 

Mayurbhaflj—9,10, 15, 45, 4 », 10 1, 

122,123, 124,182, 422, 424, 

425, 458. 

Me. Burney. C. B.M. 

Me Crindle—342 

Medhatithi—7 5 

Mediteranean World—48, 240 

Megaliths—47, 49 

Megasthenes—84, 7 ‘, 342 

Megha (dynasty)—130, 376, 418 

Meghaduta—501 

Meghavahanas—(later) 270, 413# 415 

444, 445, 450, 45l, 481. 

Mehta, R. L.—185,183. 209 

MekalS (people)—72, 73, 10 \ 12 J 

Mekala (territory)—130, 50 i 

Mendakhai (r)—55 

Menhir—53 

Meou—loun—420 

Meru (Mt)—93 

Merutuft ga—4 21 

M icrol iths—39—45 

Middle Stone Age Cutture—29, 38 

Midnapur (Midnapore)—80, 101,— 

80,101,103,115,119, 123, 

141, 344 149. 

Milinda Paflho-225, 324 

Minor Rock Edict—247 

Minorsky. V—148 

Miocene period—12 

Mirashi, V. V.—510, 512 

Misra, B.—112, 116,118, 121, 124, 

522. 

Mithila—34, 171, 175, 198, 204 

Mithilanatha—'(Chedi king ) '329 

Mitra, D.—27 , 3 3 

Mitra, P. L-503 

Mitra, R, L.—75,143, 203, 273 

332. 397, 399 449, 
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Mo dogalingas —94 

Moghuls—,q4 

Moksa—’491 

Mookherjee, R- K. 241, 278 

Mon—Khmer—498 

Mons—95 

MorS—308 

Morhana Pahar—28 

Moriyas—221 

Mosabani—39 

Mousterian (Industries)—25 

Movius, H. L,— > 

Mrge^avarman—534 

Muchalinda—185 

Muchukunda—185 

Mudgala familly—520 

MudrSraksasa—218, 219, 225 

Mudukaliflga—32,90, 479 

Mukherjee, Asutosh 181 

Mu ramatia—15 

Mula (Chedi king) 329 

Mulayapa—452 

Muller, E—90 
Mummandi Nayaka 98 

Mundaboni—55 

Mundas (tribe)—11» 140 

Mura—222 

Mura-222 

Murasima—135 

Murisima (Mursima)—132 

Murundei—420 
Murundas—418, 430, 438, 444, 451, 

* 453 

Murundien—-4 "*0 
Mysore—78, 237, 415 *41434 

Nabhakas—228, 

Nabhapamtis—288, 

Nabhigaya—108 

Nachne-ki-talai—433 

Naddilo—105. 

Naga cult—453, 454 

Nagadatta—431 

Nagala viohalaka—-340, 342 

Nagnajlt'—178, 180, 181, 184. 

Nagara Akhadamsa—340, 342, 355, 

382 

Nagaraja—453 

Nagara katakam—90 

Nagara rakhin—343. 

Nagardhan—508 

Nagari—(Kaliflganagari)—77, 3j9, 

217. 

Nagarika MahSmatra—342 

Nagarjuna—443, 447 448, 452. 

Nagarjuni hill—265, 377. 

NagSrjunikonda—449, 4 7 

Nagas—(tribe)—47, 48 

Nagas (serpent spirit)—207, 208, 

242 

NagaSarman—475, 488, 

Nagasena—431 

Nagavali—(same as Langulia)—99, 

449, 459 

Nagavardhana—’508 

Nagis—’453, 454 

Nahapana—415 

Nahasena—329 

Nahavahana—333 

Naimmas—191 

Nakiya—340, 355, 382 

Nal—47 

Nala (Nisada king)—189, 506 

Nalas (royal dynasty)—1 '4, 505, 50 >f 

519, 
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-Territory of—503, 507 

-Capital of—507, 508 

-Genealogy of—508, 512 

Nalav^di visaya—507 
Nalikira—(king)—177, 178,186, 192 

Nanaghat Inscription—320, 321, 329 

323 347, 500 
Nanda (king)-217, 218, 224, 305, 

31 \ 319, 352,406,408 

Nanda era—317 
Nandamula Pabhara—182 

NandSnvaya—'218 
Nanda Prabhafijanavarman—459 

470,473,474,490,451,492, 

494 

Nandapur—508 

Nandava forest—146, 147 

Nandavardhana—316 

Nandichurni—452 

Nandin—(king)—431 

Nandipada—281, 387 

Nandisena—188, 189, 194 

Nandivardhana—(SaiSunaga king)— 

317, 318 

Nandivardhana (Vakataka Capital) 

507,508,510, 513, 514 

Nandivarman II—(Salafiyana king) 

—433 

Nandodbhavas (royal dynasty)—118 

Nanduru—519, 520 

NaSjio—448 

Narada—330 

Narasamsi GsthSs 103 

NarasannapetS Taluq 82. 420, 488 

Narasimham. M- 82, 479 

Narasipattam Plates 93 

Narasifighpur (on the Narmada) 8 

Narasingpur charter—145 

Naravahanas—333 

Narayana—497 

NarSyanapSla—126 

NSrayana vStika—499 

Narendrabhanja—146 

Narendradeavala—25 

Narendrasena—130, 511, 513, 514 

Narla (village)—129 

Narmada—8,14, 71, 77, 148, 184, 

331 

Narwar—431 

Nasik—184, 272,347,454 

Nasik Cave Inscription—32 \ 410 

Nasunda—(hill)—146 

Nathika vSdls—73 

N Sty a$ astra—102 

Naunand DehrS—(Nander)2l7 

Nsvadhyak?a—241 

Navamuni gumpha—379 

NaySgarh (ex-state)—112, 118, 119 

Nayanika (SstavShana queen)—310 

321,322,333. 347,348, 500 

Neanderthal man—5, 6 

Nellore (dist)—437 

Neminatha—228 

Nendra—(vill)—142 

Neolithic Ancestors—54 

Neolithic civilisation—47, 48 

Neolithic Industry—45, 47 

Neolithic Industry (late)—49 

Neolithic Shouldered celts—47 

Neolithic Pottery sites—56 

Netabhanja—523, 521 

Nevasa—2, 14 

Nibinna, same as Nivina (vill)—112 

121 

Nibinna Grant—121 

Nichslcsu (Kuru king)—174 

Nici as—(king)—315 

Niganthas—451 
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Nikayas—206 

-Afiguttara Nikuya '72, 189. 
190, • 05 

-Digha Nikuya—84, 175, 177 

190, 206 

-Khuddaka Nikaya 72 

-Majjhima Nikuya—7 l, 100, 172, 

177, 205, 206. 
-Samyutta Nikuya—72, 108, 205, 

Nila (epic king)—104 

Nilamudhava (temple) 121. 

Nilaraja (king)—432, 436 

Nilgiri hills—417 

Nimi (king) 179, 180, 181, 183 

Nimina—112 

Nifigondi Grant—-81, 472, 473, 482 
484, 491 

Nirvana Kalika 421 

Ni?udas—102 
Nissaflkamalla—(king)—00 

NitifiSstra—33 > 

Nmyas—143 

Northern Black Polished ware 
(N, B, P.)-220 

Nuaberi—55 

Nuagaon—424 

O 

OADO—423 
Oddaka—74] 309 

Oddavadi—128 • • • 
Oddavisaya—147 

Odiga—148 

—Origin of—148, 154 

Odivisa—446,447 

Odra (Prince)—70 

Odia—57, 71, 72,74, 75, 99, 100, 
110, 128, 

-Extent of—129-147 

-Origin of—70—72 

OdradeSa—143 

Odrah—74 
Odras—106 
Odravisaya—105 
Okkala—72, 74 
Okkalaba—328 
Oldenburg—7 3 

Oldowa11—4, 7, 23 

Olduvai Gorge 4 
Ofigon Gota (festival)—30 

)ppien—420 

Dretes—74. 140, 417 
102, 105, 114. 117, 140, 151. 
174. 183. 283. 

Drissa—417, 412. 424, 4226. 427. 

428. 432. 434. 439. 445. 449. 

3, 9. 10. 11. 13,16. 17. 20. 

21. 22. 24. 25. 28. 29. 39. 45 

Orissan Early Stone age—14,25 

Orissan Megaliths—43 

Orissan Soanian Pebble tools—24 

Orissa Upland—70 

Orissa State Museum—278. 279. 
453 

Pa a fir a (hill)—501 

Pabhosu—308 

Pabhosa Inscription—309, 310 
Pachuka—116 

F 

Pudalipta Pravandha—421 

Padalipta Suri—421 

Padam Pawayaya—431 

Fudamul.ka—340, 343, 337 
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Paddopadhyaryya—517 

Padmaratl—421 

Pag—Sam—Jon—Zaflg—44G, 447 

Pakistan (W,—283 

Palaeolithic Culture—7 

Palaeolithic, Lower—8.9, 13, 14, 15, 

29 

Palaeolithic, Upper—28, 29 

Palakka—432, 438, 437 

Palakonda (Taluq)—480 

Palamara—11 > 

Palavithidapalika—344 

Palestine—-5, 7, 48 

Palhavas—139 

Pali—324 

Pslita—(Jaina merchant'—193 

Pallahara (subdivision)—45, 117, 118, 
140, 417 

Pallavaraju—147 

Pallavaram—3 

Pallavas—436, 484, 487, 488, 493, 
495 

Pallu—86 

Pallura—8 , 87 

Palaura (Palaura)—85, 86, 459 

Palura—86, 457, 458 

Papasa gumpha—379, 393, 395 

Paflchagaon—27 9 

Panchala (territory)—165, 178, 180, 
181, 189, 2 7, 312, 314 

Paflchalas—(tribe)—175, 191, 227 

Paflchali—494 

[ Panchapakesa, A, 3 — 414 

Pafichayama—207 

Pafichpir (Subdivision)—45, 43 

Papdavas—1 6, 167 

Pandey, H.—393 

Pandeya, L. P.—134 

Pandiapathara Inscription—124 

Pandu (King of Pataliputra)—429, 
430 

Pandugati (Nanda king)—230 

Panduka (Nanda king)—230 

Panduvamjls—-131, 132, 135 

Pandya kingdom—79,98, 408 

Pandyas—288, 350, 351, 403 

Panigrahi K. C.—144mk 49, 218, 

229, 273m 275, 278, 271, 
319, 3 0, 522, 525 

Panini—222, 231, 232 

Panposh—116 

Papila—same as Papilia—449, 450 

Para (r)—431 

Parab—218 

Paradas—139, 288 

Paramita—445 

ParaSurama—91 

Parengas (tribes)—47, 50, 51 

Pargiter, E.—67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 

^0,101.103,1 3.169, 173. 

174,175,176,181,184, 185, 

216, 222. 230. 265, 331, 376, 

428. 

Pariakoli—55 

Parijatra (Mt)—41) 

Parijetpur—454 

Pariksa—84 

Pariksita—1C9,170, 173, 174, 175, 

173. 

Parimalagiri—447 

Paris—(Greek hero)—367 

Parisa—194 

Parigista Parvan—172, 216, 221, 225, 
'*265. 

Parkham Yaksas—273 

Parlakimedi—82, 90^ 143, 147, 475> 

476. 477, 479, 481, 493,’ 
495 

Parojas—(tribe)—31 

Par$van5th (PSrsva)—181, 282, 228, 
352, 367 

P3r$vanath Charita—367 
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Parvata—33^ 
PatalapurT gumpha—379, 393, 393 
PStaliputra—249, 257,265, 313, 314, 

420, 4'1, 42\ 429, 415, 456. 

Patafijali—314, 315 

Pafiakela—104, 442 

Patifija—55 
Patna—131 
Patna Museum—398 

Pattavali—38 i 

Patumitras— 130 

Pauchuka—115 
Pauloma— (Chedi king)—329 

Paundrakas— 139 

Paundras—139 • • 
Paurava—164 
Pavanadutam—109 

Peddadugam Charter—435, 442, 444f 

452. 

Peddavegi—436 
Pegu—498 
Perigates—419 
Periplus (of the Erythrean Sea)—414, 

459, 460 

Persian gulf—241 

Perthes, Boucher de—2, 3 

Peshwar (Dist) 269, 283 

Peu—sie—po—ki—li—141, 148 

Phasi (Phasika)—112, 113 

Phrinoi (same as phruni)—419 

Phulbani—144 

Phyre, A. P —197, 238 

Piggot, S.—45 

Pihupda—198, °38 

Pifijaur—8 

Pistapura—80, 81, 82, 89, 432, 435, 

43 >, 437,470, 472, 430, 485, 

486, 497. 

Pithecanthropus erectus—6, 13 

Pithecanthropus Pekinensis—5, 6 

Pithapuram—80, 436 

Pithunda-87, 88, 353, 407 , 457 , 459 

Pitinikas—-288 

Pitrbhaktas-4 8, 470 

Pitupdra (Metropolis)—87, 459 

Piyadasi (A$oka)—-243, 286 

Pleistocene,—1, 1 , 20, 21, 22. 

Pleistocene period (middle)—"2, 8, 12, 

15, 20, 21 

Pleistocene period (early)—8, 15 

Pleistocene, Lower—20 

Pleistocene, Upper—15 

Pliny—74, 7 >, 78, 85, 88, 94, 140, 

232, 417, 419 

Pliocene, Upper—20 

Plutarch-77, 220, 243 

Pluvial—21 

Podagadh—506, 507 

Podagadh Inscription—510, 515 

Poduchu—459 

Pokharapa—432 

Po—lo—mo—lo—ki—1 i—417, 447 

Pondichery—459 

Ponnuturu Grant—93 

Ponosha—50 

Portuguese—148 

Pcsadha—257, 236 

Potana—175, 188 

Potwar—7, 8, 14 

Prabhafijana varman—4 9,472,4/3, 

474, 484, 489, 491,492, 493, 
500, 504, 000 

PrabhSvati (Princess of Kudasthala) 

—377, 

Prabhavati Gupta (Vakataka 

queen)—333, 508, 513 

Prachya—243. 249 

Prade$ikas—253 

Prajapati—518 

Prajrta Paramita—445, 446 
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Pramana Samucchaya—501 

Prasannaka—428 

Prasen jit—(king)—38 5 

Prasii—71, 220, 230, 250 

Pra$na Upanisad—'172 

Pratappur—19, 55 

PratihSra—343, 344, 345 

Pratisthana—67, 68 

Prativedakas—253. 

Pratyagraha—327 

Pratyusa—385 

Pravandha Charita—422 

Pravandha ChintSmani—421 

Pravara (r)—8 

Pravararaja—134 

Pravarasena II—513 

ftayaga,—71, 150, 4'*8, 510, 513 

Pre-Cambrian Period—1 

Prehistory—1, 3, 

Princep, James,—303, 303, 397, 400, 
401, 403 

Prince of Wales Museum—283 

Prosthadatta—4 >1 
• • 

Protohistoric Metal Celts—45 

PythvirSja (Nala King)—512, 516 

Pythivisena (Prthvisena)—511, 514 

Pythivivigraha—82> 82, 440, 443 

Pythu—339, 345, 405 

Pythurastra—88 

Pythu Vainya—185 

Prthvi Maharaja—103 

Przyluski, Jean—264 

Pldemy—85, 83, 87, 89, 94, 95, 
338, 288, 420, 458, 459 

Pubbekatavado—205 

Pulakegin II—168, 

Pulindas—91, 166 

Pulisas—253, 254 

Puloma (Chedi king)—329 

Puloma, same as Pulomavi—lLast 
Andhra king),—170, 174 

Pulomfivi, same as Pulumavi—• 

(Vagisthiputra)—324, 332, 

416, 418, 426, 4 7 

Pundra (son of Dirghatamas)—88, 
70 

Pundra (territory)— 9, 165 

Punjab—315, 433 

Purana Kassapa—305, 206. 

Puranas—68, 69, 72, 163, 169, 170, 

174, 175, 17 % 181, 192,216, 

226, 376, 418, 419, 423, 428, 
429. 

-Bhagavata Purana—69, 70 

-Bhavisya Purana— 169 

-Brahma PurSna—68, 69, 107 

-BrahmSnda Purana—99, 170, 

175, 175, 502 ‘ 

-Kurma—Purana—77 

-Markandeya PurSna—100, 102, 

331 
-Matsya PurSna-68, 69, 73, 77, 79, 

101, 102,'169, 170, 175,178, 

221, 226, 265 

——Padma Purana—67,72 

-Siva PurSna—114 

-Skanda Purana—77, 107. 

-Vamana Purana—93 

-Vayu Purana—68, 69, 73, 221> 
226,506‘ 

-Visnu Purana—108, 130 

-Yuga Purana—266, 267, 314 

Puranic Literature-—70 163 

Puranic tradition—70 

Puri (dist)—'39,81, 82, 104, 118, 
142, 283, 423, 414, 456. 

Purisadata—468 

Purisapura—421 

Purohita—193, 194 

Purudha—524, 525 

Purundas same as Murundas—419 f 

Pururavas—67, 63 
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Purus—163 

Purusas (Gudha Purusas)—254, 

Purvananda—*218, 219, 220 

Parvanandasuta—219 

Purvas (Jaina cannons)—451 

Puskarana—432 

PuskarSvati—249 

Puskari—507, 514, 518 

208 Puspaghi,-14'J, 143, 144, 449, 4,0 
Puspapura—266 

Puspadharman 307 

Pusyamitra (king)—263, 307, 311, 
312, 314, 315 

Pusyamitras (tribe) 430 

PutHujjana—185 

Q 

Quartzite—23 

.-Coarse grain—22, 32 

-Fine grain—32 

-Milky vein—23 

--Vein—40 

JK. 

Radh a-(territory)—195, 115, 116 

Rfidhagupta—261 

Raghu—92 

RaghuvamSa—80, 91, 92, lOl, 49-> 

RSgolu Plates—468, 4 >9, 470, 471, 

473, 483,438. 

Rahasyadhikrta—517 

RahllS (vill)—120 

Raigharh—132 

Raipur—130, 134, 15 \ 432, 503, 

512 

Rairakhol—131 

Rs jadharma—*26 2 

Rajagrha—314, 315 , 349, 40 , 408, 

456 

Rsjahmundry,—90, 134 

Rajapura—164 

RajarSja 1—9 ,97, 125, 147 

Rsjarsi—183 

Rfijastan—124 

Rajasuya—1 »5, 136 

Rfijatarafigim—221, 21', 230 

Rsjavachanika—253, 286, 29 , 340 

Rajendra Chola—133, 147,150 

Rajguru, S. N—124, 126, 146, 434, 
4 8, 469, 471,475, 486, 509* 

511, 519, 520 

Rajim Plates—135, 506, 512, 513 

Rajivalochana temple 512, 516 

Rajmahal—100 

Rgjputna—499 

Rajukas—253, 254 

Rakaluva—82, 483, 434 

Rakha (hill) 424 

RaktavShu—425 

Rama—71, 337 

Ramadeva (Ranaka)—143 

Ramalvava (village)—121 

Ramamurthy, G. V. —90 

Rama-Vana-Rudra—139 

Ramayamadagnya— 165 

R^mSyana—71, 73, 100, 184, 18 

337 

-AyodhyS Ksnda—337 

-KiskindhS Kfinda—73 

Ramchandran, T. N—359, 3 »0, 522, 

523, 524 

Ramadas, G.—91,97, 128, 475 
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Rame$ vara—24 > 

Ramis—19 

RSmnagar—310, 311, 431 

RSmpurvS bull—272, 573, 277 

Ranabhafija—120, 144 

Ranasthambha—115 

Rfiflchi (dist)—11, 422 

Rangacharya, V.—123 

Ramgumpba—*277, 278, 344, 331, 

302,3 4, 37 \ 373, 378 , 379, 
388, 389, 390, 391, 392 393, 
394 

Ranpur—119 

Rapson, E. J.—309, 320, 323, 338, 

338 

R5 strapSla—230 

Rastrikas—40 > 
• » 

Ratagarh—119 

Ratbikas—321, 343, 349, 352 

Ratnagarbhs—222 

Ratnagiri—143 

Ratnapur—132, 133 

Rfivagada—121 

Ravana—3 9 

RfivanachayS (Rock shelter)—522, 

524, 525 

Raverty—151 

Ravidattaryya—514 

Raviklrti—168 

Raviraryya— 514 

Ray Chaudhuri, H, C—76, 130, 

170,172, 173, 189, 237, 304, 
307, 313, 433, 434, 

Red Sea—240 

Renu (King)—84, 173 

Rewa—435 

Rhine (r)—4 

Rice—' 27 

Rigveda—69, 180 

Rigveda Brahmana—173 

RithSpur (vill)—-506 

RithSpur Inscription— 333, 507, 510, 

511, 518 

Rksavat (mt)—416 

Rock Edicts (of A$oka)—^283, 297 

RohitSsa—118 

Roja ^Chedi king)—328 

Rokela—124 

Roman coins - 414 

Rome—4 0 

Rona (tribe) 47, 50-51 

Romka—175 

RcsBi gurhpha—279, 496 

Rostovtzeff—241 

RotSsgarh—118 

Rourkels—124 

RoyarS—120 

Roy, G, S.—18 

FsabhanSth—228, 453 

Rsabhatxrtha—129 

RsikuIyS (r)—80, 99, 103, 283, 458 

Rstaka—185 
* • 

RudradSmana—222 

Rudradatta—471, 472, 495 

Rudradeva—431 

Rudrasena 1 (Vakstaka king)- 

441 

RukkhadevatSs — 207 

RupnSth—246 

Russelkonda Grant—523 • • 
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» 

Sgaflla (mt.)—501 

Sabarai—460 

Sabbatthaka Mahgmatta—342 

Sadgchandra—432 

Sadaka-(village)—114 

Saddhamma—245, 2<s7 

Sggala—187, 270, 271 

Sagara—(king)—186 

Sababad (district)—246 

Sahadeva (Pandava)—165, 16 

Sakadeva (priest)—180, 181 

Sahasamalla—90 

Shahpur-Inscripticn—412 

Sahasram—240 

Sahu, N, K —144, .45, 250 

Sahya (mt)—118 

Sailcdbhava—111 

£>aigunaga (dynasty)—171, 215 

Saivism, 121, 425, 453 

Sai-wang—419 

£»aka era (^aka Kala)—168 

Sakala Kalifiga—83, 9a 

3akas—139, 310, 419, 430 

Saka year—439 

Saketa—2 7, 314, 438 

Sakkarakotta—147 

^akradeva—16 6 

Saktibhattaraka—443, 471,473, 488, 

495 

^aktisafigama Tantra—81 

^aktigri—338; 348 

^aktivaraman 81, 443, 444, 468, 

474, 482, 485, 48 3, 491, 49,5 

500, 504. 

Sskunaka Grant—81, 471, 472, 435, 

488 

£>akuni—221 

£akyamuni—445 

Sala—(Chedi king)-329 

Sulandi—(r)—-456 

^alafikayana (dynasty)—436, 469, 

483, 487,493, 

Salafiki (r)—120 

Salima (r)—H2 

£}aliguka (king)—2 6, 367, 314 

Salivahana—333 

Sallavati (r),—100, 20 , 

Salvas—191 

J>alya, same as Sala—185 

Samahartri—254 

Samanta pasadika—258 

Samantavarman—9 3 

Sam a pa—78,250, 340, 552, 253, 

279, 196, 456 

Sambalpur—10, 134, 130*132, 134, 

417,43", 447 

^ambhuyaga (king)—103, 442, 5§0, 

422 

Samodhi—246 

Samcharas—254 

Samgha—247, 355 

SamghammittS—238, 258, 457 

^amkha (Chedi king)—329 

SamkhapSni—145 

§Smkhy5yana Grhya Sutra—307 • 

Sampadi, same as samprati—265 

Samprati (king)—264, 266 

Samudda DevatS—207 

Samudragupta—80, 81, 92, 9g, 134, 

142, 224, 429, 430, 432, 438 

443, 444, 452, 476, 479, 481, 

483,493 

Samudrapala—198 

Samundar—143 

Samyanapatha—241 

SSnakarala (village)—434 
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S§nchi—277, 279, 388, 390 

Sanchi Inscription—3 -3, 327 

Sandim (village]—85 

Sanjaya—(Cbedi king)—3 .9 

Sankalia, H. D.—14, 30, 31 

Sankaravarman—472, 474, 482, 484, 

491 

Sankarsana (God)—500 

J^ankba Joti (r)—118 

Sankhimedi—113 

Sankissa—272 

Sanksyobha—7 9 

Sanmen Rapids—-5 

Slntamula— 468 

Santhalas—11 

^antikara-(king)—108, 391 

Sapatma— 459 

Sarabbanga—187, 204 

Sarabhanga Jataka—184-13 5 

Sarabhapuriyas—130, 134, 135, 516 

Sarabharam—134 

Sarabhagarh—1340 

Sarabos, same as Sarayu (r)—420 

Saradvanta—69 

Sarala Dfisa—142, 152 

Ssranath—455 

Sfiranggarh—134 

SarSpalli—81, 82, 492 

Sarepharhara—145 

Sarasaka (Sayaka) Vija) a—261 

Sarephahara—140 

Sarma, S—114 

Sarpagumpha—341, 379, 302 

Ssrvabhauma—17 2 

SarvagSmi—449 

Sarvagrama—102, 103 

Sarvaksatruntaka "192, 210 

Sarvastivada 255, 257 

Sarvatata—499 

SarvStavika-Rfijya—80 

Sarvfirthasiddha—222 

SaSanka—101, 104, 105, 123, 467 

Sagikala—123 

S'astrl, H. P.—115, 116, 448 

Sastri, N. A.—414 

SatadHanva (king)—lr4 

Satakanika Nigama (village)—206 

Sstakarni I (son of Simuka)—270, 

305, 319, 323, 338, 347, 349, 

500 

S§takarni-II-320 

Satakarni, Gautamiputra—91, 3lg, 

324, 332, 343, 405, 415-418, 

447 

Satakarni, Sri—320 

Satakarni Yajna—418 

SatallamS, same as satlamS 

(village)—132 

SatSnika—(Sa tr5 jita),—174, 176 

Satapatha Brahmana—171, 176 

Sstavahana—170, 270, 305, 315, 31 > 

356, 376, 413, 415,419,42 2, 

426, 444, 499. 

Satavahanihsra—415 

Jsatrubhanja Gandhata—120, 121 

^atrudamana— 98, 435, 443, 441 

Satrunj aya—352 

Sattabhu—176,177 

Satyaputras— 350 

Saudyumnas—68, 70 

Saugandhika (officer)—344 

Saumyapura—112 

SaundarSnanda—455 

SautrSntikas—446 

Savaras—11, 91, 140, 166 

Savarabhenda—475 • • 
SavarSditya—97 

Savatthi, same as sarvlsti—508 

§chetaka—114 
♦ 
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Schofi, W. H.—414 

Scythian—415 

Sela, same as Salya (king)—185 

Seleucus—237 

SenSnSyaka—344 , 345 

Senapati—185, 343, 344, 332 

Senart, E -184, 197, 242, 289, 294 

Sen, Dharani—10, 8 

Sengupta, P. C 108, 109 

Separate Kaiinga Edict I 28o 

Separate Kaiinga Edict—II.—283 

Seraga^a—123 

Seri—(kingdom)—200 

Seven Rsis (The Great Bear) 1 -8 

Sewell—458 

Shah Alam—II—441 

Sahabazgarhi—283, 284 

Shah, M. N—109 

Shams—i—Seraj—Afif 152 

Sharis—140 

Siam—498 

Siddhaptira— 243 

SiddhSrtha (Prince)—330 

Siddhas—352, 405 

SiddhSntam plates—435 

Sidheswar temple—121 

Sihalavih§ ra—450 

Sihapura—327 

&labhanja—145 

&labhanjap8ti—145 

Simdeg—110 

SimhSchalam—84 

Simhala (island)—438 

Simhala (village)—492 

Sirhhapatha (Queen of)—354, 408 

Simhapura—89, 90, 414, 443, 448, 

472,474, 477,478,480,483, 

48 3, 491, 492, 497, 520 

SimhSsanadvStrimsika—421 

Sirhhavarman II—434, 488 

Simhavarman III 484 

Simuka (SiSuka) 269, 270, 320, 

322, 334 

Sinanthropus—0 

Sindibor—5l, 52, 

Sindhu (r)—431 

Singaya Nayaka 9~> 

Singbhum-m, li2, 422, 424, 458 

Singhanpur—28 

Singha, Sobab Chandra 120 

Singupurarh (Sixigapurarh)—89, 443, 

480 

Sircar, D. C.—223, 234, 289, 294, 

304, £0 ,310,311,323,398, 

399, 401, 404, 417, 440, 408, 

470, 472, 521, 522 

Sirimeghavann a (king)—430 

Siiipuram—475 

Sirpur—435 

Sirsa (village)—8, 55 

Sis§—52 

SigupSla (king) 104 

SiSupula (king)—164 

SiSupalgarh—88, 271, 279, 280, 282, 

369j 371,413, 414,426,428, 

455 

SigunSga—215 

Situ—367 

Sit§bhinjhi (Sit§vinjhi)—424, 425, 

449, 456 

SItalanath—227 

Siva—452, 518, 524 

Sivakara I—105, 108 

Sivakara II—106 

SivarSja—520 

£iva garman—475 

Sivir5—120 

Siwaliks—7, 8 

Sjaraosso—gol (valey)—5 

Skandagupta—308, 513 



( St' ) 

SkandanSga 6l6 

Skandavarman 007. 60S.Ml, 61 -, 

614, 616 617. 

Sresthiiarman 176 

Si i (Same as l akstvi) -33 > 

SrldhautamSnn -6-1 

Skandila 15’.' 

Skaidcr -419 

Smith.. Vincent 200. 307, 316 1-4, 

433. 
Scan (r) —7, 14 

Soanian pebble chopper 24. 24 

Soanian pebble tools -S. 31 

Soank (r) -l61 

bobhanadeva (kin^> 1-6 

SodSsa- iking)- 310 

Sodcr—45, 61 

Somadatta—101, 103, 106. 1-3. I 3 

Somadeva (writer)- -2 IS, 210 

Somadeva Maharathi 407 

Sotnaka -ISO—1S1 

Somasravas—103 

SomavamSis 0s’, 100, 100. 120. 

]S2. 133 

Some i vara—11—133 

Scmefvaradeva nrman—13s 

Someivara KumSra —133 

Somme (r)—2. 4 

Somunda Mandala—126 

Socepur—120, 132, 13*, 232, 433. 

434, 467 

SopSri—2S3 

Soradft—120 

Soco copper plate Inscription—106, 

4442. 520 

Sothvati nagara—331 

Sovira—175, 170 

Spain—23 

Special Kalinga Edict—79 

Sramana—1S3. 230, 2*3 

SrSvakas—206 

SrSvanvelgola—352 

Silvasti—71. 130 

SrTkakulam (district! SI, S2. >4. 

30,114, 117, 136, 430. 433 

Srlk&kulam (town) —443, 43 1 

$rikurmam (Mt) 117 

Srimad EhSgavata—71 

Silpura 132. 135. 81, 474, 476,477. 
470 

brlramgam pates —03 

Srisaila—267 

v^rivatsa—337 

Sri virnpurusadnta -140 

orngavarapukota -430 

SrutSyu —106, 170 

SrutSyudha—“105, 107 

Sterling, A—307 

Stone Age- -2, 3. 0, 3. 10, 11, IS, 14, 
10, 20i 21, 43, 64 

Stone Age—Early—14, 17, 22, 20, 
-Middle-15, 17,10, 22. 29. 30,; 

-Lata—20, 27 

Stone Age man (Early)—23 

Stone Age site—(Early)—27 

Stone Age tools—Early, 20, 24, 20,27 

-Middle-20, 27 
-Late—27 

Strabo—237, 242, 410 

Subba Rao—03,113 

Subhakara-I—106 

Subhakaradeva-Ill— 105 

Subhaklrtti—123 

Subramanvam, R—436 

Subulia—120 

Sude$na—09 

Sudhanakumura—10 2 

Sudhanvan—323 

Sudyumna—67 

SugTiva—73 

Suhotra—102 



( S7 ) 

Sukhabodha—221 
3uktimati-(r) 331, 3£7 
5>uktimatipun 330, 332 

^ulki—114, 115, 116, 117 

Sumandala Copper plate 

Inscription—33, 125, 440, 444 

Sumha—68,70, 101,109, 149 
Sunagara—81, 82, 478, 479, 497 

Sunakhaniraya— 177 
Sunanda—191, 192, 216, 519-521 

Sundargarh—10, 1°4 
Sundarl—453 
Sundarpada— 453, 454 
Suflga—267, 271,384,356 

Suflga Art-271, 282 

Sun God—385 
Supannas— 207, 208 
Surabhagiri (Mt —78,103, 283, 449 
Surasenas—175, 189, 227 
Suratha—416 
Sun Bhavadeva—367 
Sarya (king)—329 
Stlrya siddhanta—168 
Soryavamsi Gajapati kings—84 
Sularaman—’(king) 269, 334 
Suaena—73 
Susima 190 

Susunia Inscription—431 

Sutapa—163 
Sutralamkara— 264 

Sutta—72 
Sutta pitaka—72 
Suttee—202 
Suvarnabhumi 198, 256 

Suvarnagiri—243, 249 
Suvarnapura—-132-13o, 133,139 
Suvarnarekha (r)—100, 191,203 

Su-Wu—421 
Svamidatta (SwSmidatta)—432, 4.15 

471,41) 

Svargapuri cava—375, 330, 381 

Svayamvara—164, 165 

^v^tagiri (Mt)—416, 417 
Svetaka—108, 110, 473 
^vetakadhira jya—113 

^vetakamandala—113-114 

^vetakapura—114 

Svetaketu—204 
Svetambara (Sect.) 354, 451, 452 
Svetambara siddhanta—221 
Swastika (Svastika)—281, 387, 309 

Syamanta Pafichaka—167 
Sylvian, Levi—402 
Syria—48,243 

Syrian empire—237 

Szechwan—6 

T 

Tade Svaragruma—125 
Tagara—400 

Taitila Janapada—232 
T akakusu—447 

TaksaSila—203, 204, 249,273, 223 
Talamula—119 
Talaifig—493 

Talcher—17, 145, 146 
Tamalites—459 

Tambapamni (Tumvapamni) 256 
288 

famluk—182,457, 458 

Tampanian—7 
Tamralipta—182 

Tamralipti (Tsmalitti)—199, 238 
253, 457 

Tarhsu—164 

TanasuIiS—406 



( 48 ) 

Tanganyika—4 

TSnasllli—217,317, 3G9, 403 

Tapassu—818 

Tapoyaka—475 

Tapussa—197 

Taramura—119 

TSrSnath—226, 242, 239, 243,244, 

257,26 ,446,447 

Tam, W. W.—-241 
Tatowa gumpha—No. 1—379, 387 

Tatowa gumpha No, 2—379, 387 

Tairot— 8 
Tattvasamgraha—350, 341, 446 

Tauryatrika—223, 409 

Taxila—180, 499 

Tekkali—147 

Tekkali Grant-477, 478, 480 

Tel (r)—820,137 

Telapatha J a taka—893 

Tclavaha (r)—200 

Telinganah—94, 95, 97, 151 

Tdlagala-Bhattagrama—116 

Tcodra—121,122 

Tantuli gumpha—379 

Terapura—183. 352 

TeOu"Kieou-li (r) 421 

Thskarani gumpha—'379, 393, 39o 

Thames—4 

Th5nS (district)—283 

Theras—-263 

Theravada—255 

Thomas, F. W,—398 

Thorakota—117 

Thuna Bahmana gama—206 

Tibet—-502 

Tien chu (India)—421 

Tikalipatna—147 

Tilinga (Trilmga)—98 

Tiloya papnatti—439 
Timandira—122 

Ting Ts'un—5,6 

TirithSna—489, 490 

T irthaftkara—181 

Tirumalai—147 

Tissa Mogaliputta—255, 256, 258 
Titik^u—68 

Titilagarh—232 

Tivara (son of Kaluvaki)—242. 

Tivaradeva (Panduvam^i king)— 

135, 516 

Tochari—419 

Todd, K. R. U.—31 

Tologuda—52 
Tonkour—117 
Toro—118,146 

Tosala (territory) 449, 520 
TosaH (city)—78, 88. 102,103, 183, 

217, 250,253„ 253, 270, 282, 
291, 340,456 

Tosall (territory)—102, 106, 442^ 
521 

To$alI (North)—102, 103,104,105, 
108, 520 

Tosall (South)—83,103,104,105, 
103,108,112,113,147 

Traikutakas—513, 515 

Traipuras—'102 
Tribhuvana MahSdevI—123 

Triglypton (Trilingon)—94 
Triloka Sundarl—89 
Trikalifiga-90, 97, 93, 99, 132, 493, 

505, 516 

Trinil faunas—6 
T riparidesus—- 225 

Tri-Ratna—386 

Triratnadasa—502 

Trisala—386 

TrisastiSalakapurasa charita—185 

TritfQla gumpha—379 



( 39 ) 

Tukbara—257 
Tulanda—132 
Tulandi—132 
Tulasifiga—120 

Tulasifigi—120 
T umbaraa 192 
TummSna—132 

Tumuras—102 
T undurava—121 • • 
Tuflgas—in 
Tun*huang—258 

Tuflkera—117, 140 
Turakavaseya—171, 172 
Tusaras-same as Tukharas 419 

XJ 

Ucchedavada—205 
Uchchakalpa (family) 433 
Udaka—308, 309 
Udayagiri—'143,195, 207, 229, 277, 

281, 319, 324, 325, 370, 
372, 377,378,379, 382, 

388, 394, 393, 397 

Udayamana—521 
Udayana (king)—368, 392 
Udayavaraha—124 
Uddfilaka—171, 204 
Udyota KeSarl—119 
Udyota Mababbavagupta— 103,145 
(Jgrasena—215, 223, 227, 237, 432 

436 

Ui, Prof-449 
Ujjainl—108, 249, 250, 251, 270, 293 
Ukkala—73,197,198, 205, 498 

Ukkala Janapada—73 
UmSvarman—82, 92, 469, 474, 476, 

477,482, 483, 485, 
486, 432, 495, 500, 
504. 

U. P.—263, 431, 439 
Upagupta—255, 257 
Upalada Copper plate—146 
Upalavada—146 
Upalisutta—177 
Upan;tadas—178, 184 

Upa3aka— 246, 
Up5saka*Dharma—262 

Upasika—247 
Uposatha—(Chedi king)—323 
Urjakhanda—120 
Ursfin—148 

Ursbin—148 
Usa—385 

Usatbya—60 
Usinara—68, 178, 185 

Usira Pabbata— 206 
Utathya—69 
Utkala—72, 75,80, 97, 197, 193, 

205, 206, 

-Extent of :—100, 102,106,107 
-Capital of :—107. 110, 132 , 

133,137,144,147 
-Origin of—67»68, 11 
Utakla (king)—67, 68 
Uakal (tribe)—72 

Utkalab (people)—72, 73, 74 
Utpalegvvara—142 
Utrapali—123 
Uttamarnas—100 

Uttaradhy5yana satra—’87. 180, 181 

193, 207. 233 
Uttarapsdli—120. 1?1 

Uttaraparicbsla—326 
Uttarapatha—197, 243, 349, 407 



( *1 ) 

V 

Vachabhumiks—253, 254 
Vadama—'81, 480 

Vaddadi-Mandala—120 
Vadukha—325^ 355, 360, 379, 381 

V5huda—144 

Vaidisas—102 

Vaidyapadraka—132 

Vaijpadar—132 

Vainya—405 

Vainyagupta—439 

Vaisali—215 

Vaisnavism | 121, 452, 453 

Vaitadhya—79 

VaitaranI (r)—75, 76, 107, 108, 
i22. 45o 

Vajji—189 
Vajrahasta —V—96 97, 99 

Vakadeva—-375 

Vakataka empire—130 

Vakatakas—170, 338, 438, 433, 

485, 493, 505, 505, 507, 
515 

Valabhl—182, 452 

ValSsrnga—120 
Vamadeva—180 

Vamaitalla—146 
Vam$a (vatsa)—'189, 215 

Vamtfadhara (r) 82, 88, 90, 488 

Vanapati—125,147 
VanavSsi—166, 256 
Vandhupalita—265 
Vanga (Kingdom)—69, 80, 165 
Vanga (son of Bali)—63, 69, 70 

Vafijulvaka—121 
Varahamihira—168, 169 
Varaharaja—510, 512, 513 

Varahavarttini visaya— 488, 489 

Varanasi—175 

Vardhamana—473, 492, 

Vardhamanapura—81, 473, 480,497 
Varendra Mandala—846 • • 
Varunamitra—312 

Vasavadatta—368, 392 

Vssfsthas—82, 467, 468, 470. 483, 

486, 489, 494, 495, 499, 
504. 

Vagisthi—467 
* • 

Vagisthiputra—113, 469 
Vassa—73, 100, 205 

Vassamitta—185 

Vasu (Prince)—407, 414 

Vasudatta—488 
Vasudattaryy a—513 

Vasudeva—480, 500 
Vasudeva—I.—427 

Vasukula—330 

Vasumitra—502 

Vasu, N. N -182 
Vasu, RajarsI—326, 329, 330, 357 

Vasu Upachara—326 
Vasuvandhu—448, 449, 501, 502 

VatiS Sripura—475, 476 
Vats, M. S.—398. 
Vatsa—312 

Vayu—175 
VedaSri—338, 348 

Vedavati—(r)—99 
Vena (r)-same as waingaflga—433 

Vena (king)—339, 406 
Vendunga—177, 146 

VefigI—83, 126, 147, 432, 434, 430, 
450, 483,486,497 

VefigI Mandala—98 

Venuhotra—163 
Verakalyana—(Chedi ling) 328 



( 41 ) 

Vera Msndhata—(Chedi king)—328 

Vera Roja (Chedi king) 328 

Vessabhu—-176 

Vesantara—(king) 385 
Vidarbha-129, 130, 178, 179, 180, 

181, 184, 416 

Vidarbhl Kaundinya—178 
Videha—175, 178, 173,179 180 181 
Vidisa—349, 270, 275, 309, 432, 

499 
Vidyadhara (territory)—79, 80, 359, 

40 i 

VidyadharT—526 
Vienna—379 
VigataSoka—'257 266 

Vigrahas—82, 83 
Viharas—377 
Vijaya (Maurya kirg)—267, 314, 

315 

Vinitapura—132, 135, 136, 137, 434, 

Vnitatuflga—117 

VinitaSva—67,18 
V iradattSryya—513 
Vira era—452 
Viiaja—107. 108, 138, 

VIranirvSna—181 
ViraniivSna era—519 
Virata-123 

Vii§lagarh—424 
Viratapura—512, 516 

Visadeve—325 
VfcakHsdatta-218, 219 

Visakhapatnam—80, 82, 83, 435 
437,475, 480 

ViSakhavarman—469, 470, 473, 

474,477,479 

Visikas—408 

ViSoka—230 

Vijaya (king of Ceylo )—190 
VijaySditya—98 
Vijaya Kofigoda vaska—112 
Vijayapura—-81, 109, 110, 489 

Vijayasimhapura—473, 486 

VijayaS vetakapura—114 
Vijayav3hu—89 
Vijaya V snugopa varman—II, 484, 
Vijjadharas—207 
VijfiSnavada— 448 

Vikramaditya—422, 424 
Vikramaoitya—Gafigeyadeva—93 
Vikramaditya Vi—Ch’Iukya) 317 
Vikrama era—181 
Vilasatuflga—-512, 516 

Vinaya pitaka—}2, 73, 100, 197, 
206 

Vindhya—71, 79‘ 100, 101, 129, 130, 
244, 330, 416, 433,433 

Vindhyachala—329 
VindhyeSwari—501 

Visnu—169, 452, 499. 515, 518 

V.’snukund ns—83, 487, 488, 493 
« • • • 

Visnumitra—-312 
VisnuSaraman—475, 477 

« • 

Visvamitra—-135 
Visvavarman—503 
Vitihotras—163, 175, 227 
VizagSpatanm—152 

Vogel—453 
VohSrika Mahlmatta—342 
VruhadSranyaka-Upanisad—171 
Vrhat KathSmanjari—218 
Vrhatprcstha Grant—470,471, 477, 

Vrhat Samhita—163 
Vrksa chaitya—33 , 317 

Vraala—232 
VySghia (r)—120 

Vyaghra (king)—433 
Vyaghra gumpha—341 
Vyaghraraja—432, 433 

Vyaghrasena—514 



( 42 ) 

Wales—283 

Walsh, E. H. C—232 

Wan (Wen)- Ganga—131, 151 
Wardha—134 

W 

West Bengal—101, 149 

Wljismha, L. C.—199 

Wcrman E. C,—9 

Wu'cha—140,141, 143 

Xandrammes—77, 230 Xerxes—248, 

< Y 

Yadu—327 

Yadus—163 
Y a jfiasena—268 

Y ajnavalkya—204 
Y ajurveda—115 

Yaksa mercenaries—244. 

Yaksarapura—152 

Yaksas—207 
Yale—76 

Yama—108 

Yarnagartta Mandala—lll» 117, 
118.145i *146 

Yanaloka—253 
Y Snasalayudhagharika—344 

Yapodhy§pakas— 354 

Y asamlta—308 

Y agodharman— 92 

Yasogarman—480 

Zeda Inscription—HO 

Zeuner-F. E —18 

Yavanaraja—315, 312 316, 407 
Yavanas—-139, 267, 268, 315, 499- 

Yayati 1 Mahagivagupta—121, 
135, 137, 145 

Yayati II Mahagivagupta—166, 
109, 132,137,188 

Yayatinagara—91, 109, 135, 136, 
137, 138, 152 

Yedarave Inscription—317 
Yellamanchili—80, 82, 435 
Yerregudi—246, 283 
Yog3chara—448,449 

Y ogananda—218 
Yuan Chwang—100, 105, 111, 112* 

131, 140, 143, 144, 153 417 
435, 447, 450 

Yudhisthira—75, 165, 166, 168, 425, 
Yueh chi—419, 420 

Yumna (r)...331 

Yutas—253, 254 

Zinjanthropus boisai— 4 
Zo.lus (Indo-Greek king)—313 
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